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FOREWORD 

D ue to historical development, the fundaments of the Bohemian, Slovakian, and 
Austrian geology were laid in a corporate state formation, the Austrian Empire, in the 19th 
century. 

Establishment of the Geological Survey in Vienna in 1849 resulted from the pressure of 
business circles put on creating conditions for a broader exploitation of domestic raw ma
terials. Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovakia represented significant resources of these raw 
materials. Beside ores with many hundred years standing mining tradition, also non-metal
lic minerals and finally even coal and crude oil were explored . For their better utilization it 
was necessary to organize a systematic geological mapping and later on also closely relat
ed regional exploration. 

Already in about the middle of the last century, when Joachim Barrande (1799-1883) 
published his fundamental results on the Palaeozoic of Bohemia, geoscientific relations 
were established between Prague, Vienna, and Bratislava. 

Many other famous names are connected with this relationship, such as Johann Babt
ist Czjzek (1806-1855) and August Emanuel Reuss (1811-1873) from Bohemia, Albin 
Heinrich (1785-1864) from Moravia, and from Austria Ferdinand Hochstetter (1829-1884), 
Carl Ferdinand Peters (1825-1881), Viktor L. Zapharovich (1830-1890), Franz X. M. Zippe 
(1791 -1863) and last but not least Eduard Suess (1831-1914) the seventy-fifth anniversary 
of whose death we commemorate in 1989. Amongst other geologists, paleontologists, and 
mineralogists, these scientists prominently took part in the very first geological surveying 
of the regions nowadays subject of the common interest of Austrian and Czechoslovakian 
geoscientists. 

Later on the history of the geological investigation of these areas is linked with the 
names ofJosef Emanuel Hibsch (1852 - 1940), Josef Knett (1869-1946), Franz Eduard Su
ess (1867-1941), and Wilhelm Heinrich Waagen (1841-1900). 

After the K.-K. Geologische Reichsanstalt had been founded in 1849, a number of staff 
members of the young Geological Survey of the Austrian Empire also took part in the geo
logical investigations going on during the second half of the 19th century, amongst whom 
Jan Krejci (1825-1887), Ferdinand Lidl and Heinrich Wolf (1825-1882) should be men
tioned . 
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FOREWORD 

Doubtlessly one of the most outstanding personalities who should be quoted as a typ i
cal representative of the intimate historical connection between Austria and Czechoslovak
ia in the field of geology is Dionys Stur. He was born in Beckov, Slovakia, on April 2, 1827. 
As a staff member of the K.-K. Geologische Reichsanstalt , he became its third director in 
1885, after W . v. Haidinger (1849-1865) and F. Hauer (1866 - 1884). He led the Geological 
Survey of the Austrian Empire for seven years until he retired in 1892, and died on the 9th 
of October, 1893 in Vienna. 

ln 1919, the Geological Survey was established in Prague and continued in geological 
mapping and investigation of all kinds of raw materials. Short time after World War II , 
geology in Austria and Czechoslovakia, similarily as in many other countries in the world , 
began to boom. Common raw material and regional geological problems led up to con
tracts which were ratified by a joint intergovernmental agreement in 1960. This agreement 
permitted further collaboration in geology on a long-term and planned basis. 

ln 1989, the thirtieth meeting of the official delegations of both Geological Surveys 
took place in the framework of the agreement on the principles of the geological coop
eration between both countries. Three decades of work on common subjects of geological 
interest have passed in an atmosphere of mutual understanding and friendship . Year by 
year about seventy items of cooperation were discussed for the yearly programmes, regu
lating the exchange of experts and geological materials including scientific Iiterature and 
the organization of fieldwork as weil as meetings and symposia in either of the two coun
tries. The cooperation covers a wide range of subjects, from pure geoscientific investiga 
tions of geological formations to the common exploitation of frontier-crossing oil and gas 
fields . There is no doubt about the great advantage this cooperation has brought about for 
the geological knowledge in both countries. As examples, the increase in understanding of 
the geological features of the Bohemian Massif or the Tertiary basins may be quoted. The 
publication in hand is an expression not only of the studious work of the geoscientists of 
both countries and of the multiplicity of the treated subjects, but it especially reflects the 
sense and spirit of cooperation in good neighbourly relationship. 

lt can be called a "European challenge" to preserve and promote this sense and spirit 
for fu rther decades of fruitful common geological research. 

J. VACEK 
Director of the Geological Survey 
in Prague 

T. E. GATTINGER 
Director of the Geological Survey 
in Vienna 
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EDITORS' INTRODUCTION 

On January 23, 1960 "Agreement between the Federal 
Government of Austria and the Government of Czechoslo
vak Republic on the principles of cooperation in the field of 
geology between the Republic Austria and the Czechoslo
vak Republic " was signed. 

The main lines of the Agreement are as follows: 
Considering the circumstance that a closer cooperation 

between Austria and Czechoslovakia in the field of geology 
would be beneficial to both countries, 

and also considering the fact that such a cooperation ap
pears to be of special importance in cases where common 
deposits of minerat raw materials occur on the territories of 
the two countries, 

the Governments of both countries have made the 
following agreement: 

Cooperation in the field of geology in the sense of this 
agreement is firstly the exchange of geological data and 
documents and the joint evaluation and coordination of the 
geological research in the border regions. 

The programme of the geological mapping in the border 
region will be harmonized, if possible, so as to facilitate si
multaneous mapping of the border sections of the two 
countries. 

/n individual cases, where the results of geo/ogical re
search accomplished by each contracting party on its own 
territory will differ due to subjective approaches, it will be 
possible to conduct joint inspections and measurements by 
the geologists of the two countries along the state border. 
Border-crossing will be facilitated for this purpose for the 
persons involved by the contracting parties. 

Calibration of gravimetric and geomagnetic maps for the 
geological and geophysical work is a common goal. 

lf, within a distance of three kilometres from both sides 
of the border line results appear that wou/d indicate the 
presence of useful minerals or of a deposit of a useful min
erat raw material, the authorities of the two contracting 
parties will exchange the relevant geological information 
obtained during current work and they will, as far as possi
ble, comply with request of the opposite party for such in
formation. 

lf the researches result in finding common utilizable de
posits, the two contracting parties will either, in due 
course, exchange information on such deposits according 
to the type of minerat substance found and coordinate the 
technical and juristical measures connected with the 
planned mining activities according to the agreement 
signed today on the exploitation of the common natural gas 
and crude oil deposits, or according to an agreement to be 
made separately. 

To promote geologica/ cooperation, the contracting part
ies will facilitate comparative studies of Czechoslovak geol
ogists at Austrian classicallocalities and vice versa. 

The realization of this agreement is the responsibility in 
Austria of the Geologische Bundesanstalt (Federal Geologi
cal Survey), Vienna in accordance with the Bundesministe
rium für Handel und Wiederaufbau - Oberste Berg
behördf! (Supreme Mining Authority) andin Czechoslovakia 
of the Ustfedni geologicky ufad ( Centrat Geological Office) 
in Prague. 

On the same day, the Agreement between the above 
Governments concerning the exploitation of common natu
ral gas and crude oil deposits was signed. 

Survey of principal cooperation themes 

On the basis of the above Agreement a geological coop
eration of the two states was organized. ln Austria the 
cooperation was coordinated by Geologische Bundesan
stalt and in Czechoslovakia by the Centrat Geological Office 
up to 1969. From 1969 it has been taken over by the Czech 
Geological Office in Prague and the Slovak Geological Of
fice in Bratislava. 

On the Austrian side, the following organizations partici
pated in the research: Geologische Bundesanstalt Wien, 
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ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft Wien, Bundesversuchs- und For
schungsanstalt Arsenal Wien, Bundesministerium für wirt
schaftliche Angelegenheiten Wien, Bundesministerium für 
Wissenschaft und Forschung Wien, Naturhistorisches Mu
seum Wien, Universität Wien, Universität Graz, Universität 
für Bodenkultur, Montanuniversität Leoben, Institut für 
Geothermie und Hydrogeologie Forschungsgesellschaft 
Joanneum Graz, Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geo
dynamik Wien, Amt der 0. Ö. Landesregierung. 

On the Czechoslovak side,_ the following organizations 
participated in the research: Ustfedni ustav geologicky Pra
ha, Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura Bratislava, Moravske 
naftove doly Hodonin, Geofyzika Brno, Geoindustria P[aha, 
lnienyrsko-geologicky a hydrogeologicky prieskum Zilina, 
Geologicky prieskum Spisska Nova Ves, Unigeo Ostrava, 
ceskostovenska akademie ved. 

The extent of cooperation significantly increased after 
ratification of an agreement about the foreign currency ex
change-free cooperation in June 1980. According to the 
main articles of the intergovernmental agreement the colla
boration was concentrated into three chief areas- the ex
change of literature, exchange of comparative material, 
and specialists' visits for the purpose of study. 

The exchange of Iiterature was carried out in the form of 
mutual supplying of geological publications, periodics and 
printed geological maps issued by the Geologische Bun
desanstalt and Geological Survey, Prague or the Geological 
Survey of Dionyz Stur and delivering requested materials 
issued by other geological institutions of both countries. 

The exchange of comparative material was focussed pre
dominantly on paleontologic samples especially from the 
territory of the Vienna Basin, Flysch Bett and foredeep and 
geological and geophysical profi/es and borehole data from 
the area of crude oil and gas prospecting in frontier territo
ries. Further exchange was carried out in the field of 
engineering geology and hydrogeology and was concerned 
with documentation of waterworks on the Danube river and 
mechanics of soils and /andslides. 

Visits for the purpose of study and comparative studies 
were focussed namely on (1) stratigraphy and paleogeogra
phy of sediments, (2} research of the crystalline complexes, 
(3) prospecting for hydrocarbons, (4) geophysics, (5) metal
lic and non-metallic deposits, (6} paleontology, and (7) geo
logical mapping of frontier areas. To a lesser extent, the 
comparative studies were concerned with (8) hydrogeology 
and (9) engineering geology. Recently, cooperation in
cluded also geochemical and mineralogica/ Iaboratorfes 
(10}. Geological cooperation between the two countries 
permitted also a study of special mater/als in museums and 
archives (11) and helped to expand the collaboration in the 
framework of Carpetho-Balkanian Geological Association 
(CBGA or KBGA} and /GCP (12}. 

(1) Comparative studies in stratigraphy and pa/eogeogra
phy include the investigation of sediments from the Paleo
zoic to the Quaternary. The greatest attention was paid to 
the area along the Czechoslovak-Austrian border and the 
studies were especially centred on bio- and lithostratigra
phy of the sediments of the Foredeep, Flysch Bett, Vienna 
Basin and its basement. lnvestigation of the Quaternary 
sediments was focussed on the correlation of the Dyje and 
Morava rivers systems with the system of the Donau. 

Recently, an intensive cooperation developed between 
Slovak and Austrian geologists in the field of facies re
search and correlation of name/y Paleozoic and Triassie 
series of the West Carpathians and the Eastern Alps. 

The scope of collaboration in the above fields is docu
mented by the number and extent of articles in the Festive 
Volume. 

(2) Comparative studies of the crystalline complex dealt 
especially with the deep structure and distribution of the 
Bohemian Massif units, namely with the Moldanubicum 
and its lithostratigraphy and tectonics. ln the last decade, 
attention has been focussed on determination of the abso-
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tute age of the Moldanubicum rocks and a comparative re
search into the West Carpathian and Eastern Alps crystal
line complexes was started. Theseproblems are also docu
mented by papers in this Volume. 

{3) Cooperation in hydrocarbon prospecting has been 
very successfully carried out over the whole 30 years. Be
sides prospecting for crude oil and gas a number of geo
logical problems of the Alpine-Carpathian system was 
studied, e. g. deep structure, tectonics and facies. An over
view of the cooperation results is presented in the article of 
Thon - Wessely. The range of cooperation is documented 
by manuscripts in the thematic group " Petroleum geology" 
and "Structural geo/ogy and geophysics " . 

Alongside with geological problems, various aspects of 
organic and gas geochemistry were also studied in the 
framework of the research into crude oil and gas genesis. 
Last year, a collaboration in the investigation of organic 
geochemistry of bituminous shales has been initiated. 

{4) Similarly as prospecting for hydrocarbons, geo
physics has also been incorporated into the cooperation 
from its beginning. Geophysicists of both countries partici
pated in exchange meetings organized in yearly intervals. 
The major topic was the exchange of experience in applica
tion of geophysica/ methods for hydrocarbon prospecting 
and collaboration during measurements campaigns in fron 
tier territories; this resulted in cooperation in the research 
into the deep structure of the Earth crust. 

Beside the above major field of interest, questions of 
paleomagnetism and geophysical measuring for the inves
tigation of Iandslides were also studied. 

(5) ln the course of the whole period of cooperation there 
were made rather frequent exchange visits concerned with 
the problematics of deposits. However, these visits had on
ly random character from either side. Only in the past 
several years the cooperation in this field became syste
matic and included research of non-metallic raw materials, 
namely kaolin. Other comparative studies were focussed 
on tin, tungsten, nicke/, molybdene, Iead and zinc deposits, 
less frequently on non-metallic raw materials {beside al
ready mentioned kaolins on magnesite, siderite, ceramic 
c/ays, graphite, and Iignite). The use of aerial geophysical 
methods and their interpretation in metallogenesis was 
studied, too. The problems of metallogenesis were investi
gated also in collaboration with IAGOD working group. 

{6) Paleontology (with palynology) represents a branch 
which was continuously studied during the whole period of 
cooperation. Comparative studies dealt especially with the 
research of Tertiary (namely Neogene, less frequently Pale
ogene) fossils and are documented by papers in the the
matic group "Pa/eontology". Comparative study in the Bar
randian area, the results of which are published in the in
formative reports of Chlupac et al. and Kffi, represents an
other significant contribution. 

(7) ln the framework of geological mapping of frontier 
territories the crystalline areas along the Austrian-south 
Moravian border were mapped. The results and overview of 
the mapped territory are given in the informative report of 
Matejovska. 

(8) Cooperation in hydrogeology was predominantly con
cerned with the study of geothermal energy. Measuring 
techniques, hydrogeology of Iignite deposits, fault zones of 
the Bohemian Massif and hydrogeologic problems in fron 
tier areas were investigated, too. 

{9) Cooperation in engineering geo/ogy was aimed espe
cially at problems of methodics (soil mechanics, geoacous
tic methods in Iandslide research, maintenance of Iandslide 
slopes) connected with motorway and tube construction. 

{10) Cooperation between geochemical and mineralogic 
/aboratories has been deve/oping namely in the past five 
years. lt has been focussed on the exchange of information 
between the BVFA Arsenal and GBA on the Austrian side 
and Geoindustria Praha and Geological Survey on the Cze
choslovak side, encompassing especially multi-element an
alyses (RFA, /CP, AAS, OES, INAA) with a view to calibra
tion of apparatuses, preparation of geological standards 
and reference materials, checking the accuracy of /abora
tory works, laboratory automation and isotope analyses. lt 
is concerned with environmental geology, raw material re
search, geochemistry and geochronology. 

With this problematics is linked also the employment of 
mathematical methods in geology where collaboration was 
initiated during the last five years, too. 

{11) Museums were visited especially for the purpose of 
study of paleontologic collections in the Naturhistorisches 
Museum in Vienna and National Museum in Prague. Archiv
al studies (Hofkammerarchiv, Geofond, libraries) were con
cerned with ancient mining and history as weil as with or
ganization of documentation services and databanks. 

{12) Cooperation with KBGA was carried out especially in 
the form of exchange of specialists from individual KBGA 
commissions, namely from the tectonic, metamorphic, 
Stratigraphie, and sedimentologic commissions and the 
commission for geological maps. 

Cooperation in the framework of IGCP included the pro
jects nos. 5 ( Gorrelation of Prevariscan and Variscan events 
of the Alpine-Mediterranen Mountain belts), 199 (Rare 
events in geology), 198 (Evolution of the northern margin of 
the Tethys), 203 (Permo-Triassie events of the Eastern Te
thys and their intercontinental correlation), 254 (Metal/ifer
ous black shales), 262 (Tethyan Cretaceous correlation), 276 
(Paleozoic in the Tethys). 

ln addition guest-lectures of well-known specialists from 
Austria and Czechoslovakia took p/ace (Prof. Ronner, Prof. 
Gattinger, Prof. Mahet: Prof. Fusan, Associate Prof. Stem
prok, Dr. Kukal and others) and two joint seminars were or
ganized. The first seminar took place in the Geological Sur
vey (Prague, February 1987) and dealt with environmental 
problems. The second seminar (Brno, March 1988) was 
concerned with geology of the Bohemian Massif and its 
Carpathian cover with a view to prospecting for crude oil 
and gas. lt was organized by the Geological Survey, f!rno 
and attended by Moravian Oil Company Hodonfn and OMV 
and Geologische Bundesanstalt in Vienna. 

The Austrian and Czechoslovak specialists jointly cooper
ated in organization or participated in numerous interna
tional scientific meetings, conferences, symposiums etc. 
which took place in both countries in the course of years. 

The future cooperation necessarily has to be focused on 
the important input of geology to the steadily growing 
problern of environmental protection. ln this context as 
a first step, an intensive cooperation in the frame of the 
project " Deep Structure of the Bohemian Massif and Car
pathians" is envisaged. Besides a contribution of data con
cerning the minerat deposit potential, gttothermal energy, 
groundwater resources and gas, this project will provide 
the basis for /anduse planning including a wide assay of ec
ologically relevant data material. 

Particu/arly also the cooperation in the border area, in 
cluding field mapping, basic geo/ogical research and geo
physical and geochemical methods should be coordinated 
as efficiently as possible. The joint Iithologie and tectonic 
evaluation of various units of the Bohemian Massif and 
other crystalline massifs in the subsurface should become 
one of the main topics. Of equa/ importance is the coordi
nation of the Alpine with the Carpathian System and within 
the Vienna Basin. 

Efforts should also be made in joint development of anal
ytical methods and their standardization. This implies 
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EDITORS' INTRODUCTION 

a permanent and open exchange of opinions and experi
ences. ln order to maintain the flux of information as effi
cient as possible, joint green desk and field seminars and 
workshops in a wide field of scientific and app/ied topics 
should be stressed. Results of these investigations should 
be documented in joint publications. As already in the past 
in many fields, the highest Ievel of basic research should be 
maintained also in the future in as many topics of coopera
tion as possible. 

The different educational arid geopolitical background of 
the experts of our two Republics should not coincide with 
a gap of understanding in the future, but should be under
stood as a challenge to bring tagether ideas from different 
points of view. Already in the past, this bridge of ideas be
tween two states of different political understanding was 
easy to cross by the geological community, as impressively 
evidenced by thirty years of uninterrupted successful coop
eration in an atmosphere of friendship. And in future this 
bridge could play the roJe of a catalysator of ideas and 
hopefully will bring tagether mental power and scientific 
capacity from different points of view. The steady competi
tive improvement of quality of basic scientific research is 
the only possible serious basis for successful practical 
work, which is the prerequisite for economic growth and 
higher standard of life. With this perspective in mind andin 
the context of the steadily growing importance of geos
cientific research all over the world, Austria and Czechoslo
vakia should intensify their joint efforts in geoscientific 
cooperation for the benefit of their populations. 

Editors' note 

The Festive Volume contains 42 original manuscripts and 
3 informative reports. The manuscripts were arranged into 
six thematic sections: {1) structural geology and geophy
sics, {2} stratigraphy and paleogeography, (3) petroleum 
geology and geochemistry, mineral deposits, {4) paleontol
ogy, (5) magmatism and metamorphism, {6} miscellaneous. 
ln each group the articles were arranged alphabetically ac
cording to the names of their authors. The only exception 
to this rufe is the contribution of Thon - Wessely which 
summarizes the results of cooperation in the research into 
crude oil and gas and thus was placed as an introductory 
article of the thematic group devoted to petroleum geolo
gy. All manuscripts are written in English with abstracts in 
German and Czech or Slovak. Only the paper by Arie is in 
German because it contains /arge passages in 0/d German 
the translation of which in practice would be not adequate. 

Several manuscripts have a wider scope covering more 
fie/ds and thus their assignment into groups is only approx
imate. The contributions do not cover the cooperation over 
the whole 30 years; they discuss recent results predomi
nantly from the past ten years. Informative reports which 
close the Volume, provide a survey of results reached in the 
given field and have been already published elsewhere. 

The names of institutes of individual authors are given in 
the original form. Their English · translation, abbreviation 
and addresses are published in the appendix of the Vo
lume. 

The authors are responsible for the content and language 
correctness of their publication. 

The deadline for presentation of Gontributions was the 
end of 1988, the final reviews were accepted by the pu
blishers on March 3, 1989. 

Considering the printing technology used the ru/es of 
word division could not be strictly observed. 

We wish to thank the authors for working out original pa
pers and instructive illustrations. We believe that the vo
lume shows the wide scope of collaboration between Aus
tria and Czechoslovakia and that it will contribute to a more 
profound knowledge of geology of Gentraf Europe. 
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NEW FINDINGS ON THE DEEP STRUCTURE 
OF THE SOUTHEASTERN SLOPES 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 
{"SOUTHERN SECTION" - NEMCICKY BLOCK) 

Josef Adamek, Moravske naftove doly, 
Hodonfn, Czechoslovakia 

1. lntroduction 

Drilling and geophysical operations have revealed new 
facts on the geological structure and the functions of some 
significant faults on the southeastern slopes of the Bohem
ian Massif in the area of the Nemcicky blocks, in the inner 
part of the N_esvacilka depression and on the adjoining 
slopes of the Zdanice crystalline high. New data have also 
been obtained on the extension of individual sedimentary 
complexes of the Variscan and Neoid Ieveis. The studies 
conducted permit to determine the southwestern margin of 
the Variscan area of sedimentation preserved on the deep
seated . Nemcicky blocks and to define the structure of this 
region near the Iimits of the Variscan tectogene . NW-SE
striking tectonic elements were determined in the region 
under study; they step-like divLde the whole area between 
the Waschberg ridge and the Zdanice high into numerous 
blocks with faults that evidently disturb the Devonian and 
Lower Carboniferous carbonate complexes. ln the early 
Namurian, subsidence markedly accelerated on the mar
gins of the Nemcicky blocks and in the inner part~ of the 
Uhfice blocks on the southwestern slope of the Zdanice 
high. Within the Nemcicky blocks, subsidence accounts for 
the enormous thickness of the conglomerates (Nemcicky 
- 2 and 5 boreholes) with pebbles from the Moldanubic 
zone and from the Dyje or the Brno Massifs. The overlying 
complexes, composed primarily of sandstones of the coal 
bearing Namurian-A, have been compared to the Ostrava 
sequences. The blocks constitute a slightly asymmetric 
graben (Fig . 1 ). The directions of the tectonic lines agree, to 
a certain extent, with those of significant magnetic anoma
lies in the broader region (Fig. 4). After a hiatus during the 
Permian , resedimentation took place in Jurassie time (Lias
Malm) and was terminated by the Kurdejov and/or Ernst
brunn Malm limestones. ln pre-Paleogene time, the Meso
zoic sediments were removed from the major part of the 
present (Vranovice and Nesvacilka) depressions, leaving 
only relics there. Paleogene sediments, filling the Nesvacil
ka and Vranovice depressions, covered the heavily eroded 
pre-Tertiary relief. After subsequent Miocene Sedimenta
tion, delimited by the fronts of the flysch units on the sou 
theast, the outer flysch nappes were finally overthrust. The 
structures of the nappes incorporated sediments of the un
derlying autochthonaus Paleogene and the Mesozoic Car
pathian Foredeep in the form of more or less separated 
tectonic fragments . 

The development of the region studied can be character
ized by three stages of basin development commonly 
known . The least number of data is available on the "pre
graben stage" . The principal period of basinal development 
- the "graben fill basin" - seems to have started in the 
Upper Carboniferous. The third stage - the "interior sag 
graben" - can be associated with the period of Paleogene 
sedimentation . 

The paper presented evaluates new data on the geologi
cal structure and development of the Variscan areas of 
sedimentation in the Nemcicky and Uhfice blocks on the 
opposite slope of the Zdanice high. These data were ob
tained by deep drilling and reflexion seismic techniques. 
The development of this area in the transverse direction, 
i. e. perpendicularly to the bordering faults and the courses 
of young copying structures (the Nesvacilka and Vranovice 
depressions filled with Paleogene sediments) was also 
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studied . These depressions, called the Vranovice and Nes
vacilka grabens, were the subject of studies by numerous 
authors, and were evaluated, from other view-points, in 
a number of papers : V. Homola et al., 1961 ; F. Nemec, 1973; 
F. Picha, E. Hanzlikova, J . Cahelova, 1978; F. Picha, 1979; 
and R. Jificek, 1987. Problems related to the Variscan Ievei 
were treated mainly by J. Dvofak, 1978; J. Hladil, 1983; 
J . Kalvoda, 1981 ; and J . Kalvoda, P. Kostelnicek, 1981 . 
Questions concerning the geological development were 
studied , in a more complex way, by geologists of the Mor
avian Oil Company, Hodonin and of the Central Geological 
Survey, Prague and Brno, e. g. by V. Spicka, 1971; J . Ada
mek, 1981 ; P. Kostelnicek, V. Ciprys, 1981. Recent studies 
by Soviet experts (V. I. Chnykin et al., 1986) have also dealt 
with these problems. 

2. Geologie setting 

The rock complexes encountered in the region studied 
belong to three - Cadomian , Variscan and Neoid - Ieveis 
that were overthrust by the nappes of the outer flysch units 
of the western Carpathians. 

The Cadomian Ievei , composed of granitoid rocks and 
metamorphites, was encountered on the slopes of the Zda
nice crysta lline high, in the Vranovice depression filled with 
Paleogene sediments and in the Nikolcice blocks. Owing to 
the great thickness of the sediments (more than 5,000 m) , 
the Cadomian Ievei has not yet been reached by drilling in 
the Nemcicky blocks. 

The Variscan Ievei (or its sedimentary cycle) begins with 
diversified and prevailingly coarse-grained clastic sedi 
ments in the broader region . Grey-black silty and clayey 
shales of Middle Devonian to Eifelian age have also been 
identified in the cores of Nemcicky-3 and 6 boreholes 
(M . Vavrdova, 1987) ; their thickness has not yet been deter
mined by drilling in the Nemcicky blocks. ln the Menin and 
Nikolcice areas, the thicknesses of the mostly coarse
grained clastic sediments vary, attaining a maximum of 
more than 1,700 m in Menin-1 borehole (J . Adamek, 1975). 
They are smaller by an order of magnitude in the Nikolcice 
boreholes. This difference appears to be due to the mor
phology of the basement and to different block subsidence. 
ln the Upper Eifelian, the prevailingly terrigenous Old Red 
facies was transgressively covered by the Macocha carbo
nate sequence containing Iimestones of the Celechovice 
cycle. The carbonates of th is cycle yielded Iimestones of 
the "Byci skala", Ochoz and Mokra cycles (J. Hladil, 1983). 
Carbonate Sedimentation was affected by block move
ments during the Givetian and, more markedly, during the 
Upper Frasnian and Lower Famennian. Biofacial investiga
tions of Famennian and Lower Carboniferous Iimestones 
that terminated carbonate Sedimentation, indicated a shal 
low area of sedimentation in the Nemcicky-Nitkovice plat
form (J . Kalvoda , 1981 , J. Kalvoda in J . Kalvoda , P. Kostel
nicek, 1981 ). Tuffite layers, characterized by increased va
lues of natural radioactivity (Gamma Ray Log), are the typi
cal , regionally proved correlate for determining the Famen
nian) Visean boundary. A significant regression related to 
a marked hiat Iasting until the lower part of the Uper Visean 
occurred in the period between the Devonian and Carbonif
erous. The Sedimentation of the Myslejovice sequence 
composed of dark shales, locally with Iimestone intercala
tions, continued in the upper part of the Upper Visean. The 
subsidence of the western marginal Nemcicky block accel
erated in the early Namurian. The blocks were sinking 
somewhat more slowly in the present Nesvacilka depres
sion. The rapid subsidence is reflected in the th icknesses of 
the conglomerates found in Nemcicky-2 (150m) and, re
cently, Nemcicky-5 boreholes (more than 1,000 m) that 
contain pebbles originating in the Moldanubic zone and the 
Dyje and or Brno Massifs (J . Policky, V. Fialova, 1980; 
M. Zadrapa , 1988). The prevailingly sandstone-containing 
complexes of the coal-bearing Namurian-A are situated at 

a higher Ievei. Their upper parts display cyclic sedimenta
t ion w ith coal seams with predominating continental {fluvi
al and lacustrine) facies and transitions to marine facies . 
After a hiatus beginning from the Upper Carboniferous 
(Namurian -A) , the development of the Neoid Ievei started 
with the Jurassie and the sedimentation of basal prevailing
ly clastic Jurassie facies (Lias-Dogger) took place {locally 
with the redeposition with older Upper Carboniferous ma
terial - J . Adamek, 1986). These sediments leveled the 
peneplaned pre-Jurassic relief. This is obvious from the rel
atively small , not much varying thicknesses of the basal Ju
rassic clastic sequence (Gresten sandstones and claysto
nes, Nikolcice sandstones and dolomites). The sedimenta
tion of the Klentn ice pelitecarbonate sequence indicates 
the deepening of the area of sedimentation . This is evi
denced by the facies development of the base of this se
quence, characterized by the decreasing th icknes::; of the 
Vranovice carbonates and the increasing thickness of the 
Mikulov marlstones. The upper part of the Mesozoic, con 
sisting of Kurdejov Iimestones and marlstones in the 
Nemcicky blocks, is indicative of basin stabilization charac
terized by slight oscillations. Jurassie Sedimentation was · 
closed with Ernstbrunn limestones. The relief was repene
planed in the subsequent period-practically up to Tertiary 
t ime. The development of Mesozoic (Jurassic to Upper 
Cretaceous) sediments in the broader region could be de
monstrated, in a more complete range, south of the region 
described and in Lower Austria (F. Brix, A. Kröll, G. Wesse
ly, 1977; J. Adamek, 1986). ln the Nesvacilka depression, 
most of the Mesozoic sediments were removed, leaving 
only relicts on the slopes, much like in the Vranovice de
pression . The heavily eroded pre-Tertiary basement was 
transgressed by the sea in the Paleogene. Paleogene sedi
ments gradually filled not only both depressions, but also 
the adjoining uplifted areas between the depressions 
(Nemcicky area - Nemcicky 5 and 6 boreholes) and the 
area south of the Vranovice depression. Their present ex
tent is much smaller as a result of subsequent denudation 
and tectonic abrasion by the nappes. The Miocene Sedi 
ments (Eggenburgian-Karpatian) that are confined to the 
Nikolcice blocks were substantially affected by tectonic 
abrasion coupled with faulting tectonics. This fact is evi
denced by their fragments incorporated into the fronts of 
the flysch nappes (I. Zapletalova, 1975). Miocene sed iments 
are absent farther southeast, that means in the area of the 
Nemcicky blocks. Paleogene and Jurassie sediments were 
also integrated into the structures of the nappes. 

The interrelations in the development of blocks following 
the NW-SE course of the Jurassie Ni~_olcice - Kurdejov ridge 
have been described already (J . Adaniek, J . Dvofak, J . Kal 
voda, 1980), but no adequate data were available, at that 
t ime, that would allow to divide the region perpendicularly 
to the two depressed areas filled with Paleogene· sedi
ments. New findings from recently drilled wells and reinter
pretations of older wells and geophysical (mainly reflexion 
seismic) measurements permit to evaluate the develop
ment of the Variscan and Neoid Ieveis and the nature of the 
southwestern contact between the Variscan and Cadomian 
Ieveis. The region described includes places where the 
Paleozoic (Devonian - Upper Carboniferous) sedimentary 
cover has been preserved. Jurassie sediments have been 
preserved, to a varying extent, on both margins of the 
cover, i. e. in the Nikolcice-Nemcicky area on the one side, 
and in the Zdanice-Uhfice area on the other side. Due to 
the inverted development of the individual blocks and sub
sequent erosion , the geological structure of the pre-Ter
t iary basement is rather complex in this region. ln addition 
to Jurassie sediments, it comprises also those of the Varis
can Ievei and even crystalline rocks of the Cadomian Ievei. 
Their major parts are covered with autochthonous Paleo
gene rocks. The autochthonous formations are overthrust 
by nappes of the West Carpathian flysch belt (Fig. 1 ). The 
structure of the Variscan Ievei bears the character of an 
asymmetric graben trough bounded by faults, markedly 
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deepened, with almost completely preserved sequences of 
the higher parts of the Variscan Ievei (Upper Carboniferous 
- Namurian-A) in the southwestern part of the region 
(Nemcicky blocks). As a result of inversion and erosion, the 
thicknesses of the Upper Carboniferous sediments de
crease towards the northeast along the step-like faults. On 
the southwestern slope of the Zdanice crystalline high, the 
Paleozoic rocks are covered with Jurassie sediments, or the 
latter rest immediately on the Cadomian basement. Farther 
northeast (on the Zdanice high), the Cadomian Ievei forms 
the pre-Tertiary relief. The Variscan Ievei is covered with 
thick Jurassie sediments in the area of the Nemcicky and 
Nikolcice blocks. The tectonic character of the southwest
ern boundary of the Paleozoic sediments is evedenced by 
three profiles (Fig . 2) . The whole structure, however, is 
much more complex ; the tectonic recurrence of carbonate 
sequences, e. g. in Nemcicky-1 borehole, can be ex
plained by the effects of a disturbance zone with nearly 
vertical faults. The primary spatial distribution of the Varis
can Ievei was substantially larger (e. g. Nikolcice-5 bore
hole with clastics of the Old Red facies, occurrence of Fras
nian carbonate pebbles in the Upper Carboniferous com
plex in Nemcicky - 5 borehole - J . Kalvoda, personal com
munication) . All the above indicates that, in the Devonian , 
the extent of the carbonate platform was larger than it is at 
the present time. ln the uplifted blocks, platform carbo
nates have been preserved as denudation remnants only in 
downdip intermediate blocks. Lithostratigraphic correla
tions of the top of the carbonate complex (Famennian -
Visean) suggest that their epigenetic disturbance most like
ly occurred during a pronounced subsidence in the lower 
part of the Upper Carboniferous (Namurian-A), mainly at 
the southwestern margin of the Nemcicky blocks (as_ op
posed to the Cadomian Ievei) and on the slopes of the Zda
nice crystalline high (Figs. 1 to 3) . At that time, subsidence 
was isostatically compensated by the uplifting of blocks si
tuated beyond the present principal Upper Carboniferous 
area of Sedimentation. During the sedimentation of the top 
parts of the Upper Carboniferous, the Nemcicky block area 
appears to haye been tectonically more active than the 
slopes of the Zdanice high. After the Sedimentation of the 
Upper Carboniferous had terminated, the area was pene
planed and the basal clastic Jurassie sequence was depo
sited after a Iang-Iasting hiatus. Teetonic activity apparent
ly reappeared only during the Sedimentation of the pelitic 
part of the Klentnice sequence. As a result, the thicknesses 
of the pelites and the pelite-carbonate cycle increased and 
the base of the latter changed in facies. The uper parts of 
the Jurassie sedimentary cycle were denuded, in part, 
probably owing to an inversion on the slopes of the Zdanice 
high. ln the region under study, Jurassie sediments have 
been preserved practically only on the incised blocks. 

3. Conclusions 

The investigations conducted in the area of interest have 
yielded new facts on the Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Paleo
gene lithostratigraphic complexes present in the Nesvacil
ka depression. The development of the region permits two 
evolutional stages to be determined: the main "graben fill 
basin" stage active in the Lower Carboniferous and the "in
terior sag graben" stage in the Paleogene. The age of the 
"pre-graben stage" cannot be determined because of lack
ing data. On the basis of the development of the region, the 
principal unconformities were identified on which suitable 
reservoir rocks could have formed in the periods between 
the Upper Carboniferous and Jurassie (Lias-Dogger) and 
between the Mesozoic (Tithonian) and Tertiary (Paleo
gene). Oil -bearing capacity can be attributed to the clastic 
sediments of the Upper Carboniferous covered, deep be
low the nappes, with Jurassie marlstones (Mikulov marl 
stones). ln the shallower part of the region, the upper Ieveis 
of the Upper Carboniferous are connected with clastic fa-
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cies at the base of Jurassie sedimentation . Oil traps can be 
formed in clastic sequences of the overlying Jurassie sedi
ments or at the base of Jurassie pelite-carbonate layers 
(Vranovice carbonates). The period between the Mesozoic 
and Tertiary is more suitable with respect to the formation 
of reservoir rocks, mainly in the old Tertiary (Paleogene) 
basin fill. The regionally distributed facies of the underlying 
Mesozoic in the deeper parts of the Jurassie area of Sedi 
mentation (generally facies of a more pronounced pelitic 
nature) are less suited to form oil traps. Oil and gas depos
its on the slopes of the Zdanice high are associated with 
the Paleogene basin fill (sandy facies) . Of less importance 
are the carbonate layers (Visean) and the Famennian pure 
Iimestones layers. The carbonate facies are sealed, at the 
top, by Upper Visean shales of the Myslejovice sequence. 
ln the Uhrice area , oil traps are present in these carbo
nates, the distribution of the traps being closely related to 
the lithological development of the carbonates. ln addition 
to the factors mentioned above, tectonic development is of 
decisive importance to the formation of oil and gas traps. 
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Abstrakt 

Na jv. svazich Ceskeho masi
vu, V prostoru nemcicskych ker, 
Stejne jako V interni casti ne
svacilske deprese a na pi'ilehaji
cich svazich zdanicke krystali 
nicke elevace, byly vrtnimi 
a geofyzikalnimi pracemi zjiste
ny nove poznatky 0 geologicke 
stavbe a o funkci zlomu SZ- JV 
prubehu . Zlomy cleni stupnovi 
te cely prostor mezi waschber
skou krou a zdanickou elevaci 
na i'adu ker a porusuji evident
ne karbonatove komplexy de
vonu a sp. karbonu. Na zaklade 
sirsiho zpracovani je take moz
no vymezit jz. okraj zachovane
ho variskeho sedimentacniho 
prostoru a urcit stavebni styl te
to pro varisky tektogen okrajo
ve oblasti. Kry tvoi'i mirne asy
metricky pi'ikop a smery tekto
nickych linii jsou pi'itom v jis
tem souladu se smery v'f'znam
nych magnetickych anomalii. 
V'f'voj tohoto studovaneho pro
storu je mozno charakterizovat 
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ti'emi znamymi etapami V'fvoje 
panvi, pi'icemz o stadiu tzv. 
,.pregrabenu" mame nejmene 
udaju. Hlavni obdobi V'{voje 
panve, tj . behem v'f'razne fU11k
ce zlomu (.,graben fill basin"), 
zacalo nejspise ve spodni casti 
svrchniho karbonu a ti'eti stadi
um, vazane na obdobi Sedimen
tace po ukonceni v'f'razne zlo
move cinnosti (.,interior sag 
graben"). je mozno vazat na pa 
leogenni cyklus . 

Zusammenfassung 

An SO -Hängen der Böhmi
schen Masse, im Raum der 
Nemcicky-Schollen sowie im 
inneren Teil der Nesvacilka
Mulde, und • an anliegenden 
Hängen der Zdanice-Kristallin
erhebung sind durch geophysi 
kalische und Bohrarbeiten neue 
Erkenntnisse vom geologischen 
Bau und von der Funktion der 
von NW nach SO streichenden 
Brüche erworben worden. 
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Durch diese Brüche wird der 
ganze Raum zwischen der 
Waschberg -Scholle und der 
Zdanice-Erhebung in mehrere 
Schollen aufgeteilt und die Kar
bonatkomplexe des Devons 
und Unterkarbons offensicht
lich gestört. Aufgrund einer 
weiteren Auswertung der For
schungsergebnisse kann auch 
der SW-Rand des erhaltenen 
variszischen Sedimentations
raums abgegrenzt und der Bau
stil dieses Randgebiets des va 
riszischen Tektogens bestimmt 
werden. Die Schollen bilden ei
nen mäßig asymmetrischen 
Graben, wobei die Streichrich
tungen der tektonischen Linien 
in gewissem Einklang mit den 
Richtungen bedeutsamer ma
gnetischer Anomalien stehen . 
Die Entwicklung des Untersu
chungsgebiets kann durch drei 
bekannte Beckenentwicklungs
etappen charakterisiert wer
den, wobei uns die wenigsten 
Angaben über das Stadium des 
sog . ,. Prägrabens" zur Verfü 
gung stehen. Die Hauptperiode 

der Beckenentwicklung, d. h. 
die Periode von ausgeprägter 
Funktion der Brüche (,.graben 
fill basin " ), begann höchst
wahrscheinlich im unteren Teil 
des Oberkarbons, und das drit
te Stadium, das an die Sedi
mentationsperiode nach dem 
Abschluß ausgeprägter bruch 
tektonischer Vorgänge gebun
den ist (.,interior sag graben"). 
kann mit dem paläogenen Zy
klus in Zusammenhang ge
bracht werden. 
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DEEP CRUSTAL STRUCTURE 
AT THE CONTACT OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 
AND WEST CARPATHIANS 

M. Bliikovsky 1
, M. Mahe/2

, M. Suk 1 

7 Geofyzika Brno, Czechoslovakia 
2 Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura Bratislava, Czechoslova
kia 

Geophysical and drilling investigations brought new opi 
nions on the contact of the Bohemian Massif and West 
Carpathians. Since the beginning of investigations in the 
1930s there have been two concepts . Firstly, it was conten
ded that in the deeper structure the contact is formed by an 
old consolidated unit only partially affected by Hercynian 
and Alpine tectonometamorphic processes (Zapletal 1931 
- Brunnia, Roth 1964 - Brno unit, Dudek 1980 - Brunovi 
stulicum, Jantski 1976 - Moravo-Silesian Massif) and ha 
ving its own metamorphic structure (Stelcl, Weiss 1983). 
Secondly, the existence of a deep weak zone at the contact 
was assumed, composed of rocks from the Precambrian to 
the present time . lt is, for instance, the Moravian zone 
(Zoubek 1946, 1948), the Moravo-Silesian Iineament (Stille 
1951), the Svojanov-Dyje corridor (Misaf 1961, 1967), the 
Peripieninian Iineament (Maska 1960), the aseismic zone 
(Beranek, Zatopek 1981 ), the Lednice zone (Beranek, Weiss 
1979). This " deep weak zone" is situated in the margin of 
the Bohemian Massif, in the axis of the oldest part of the 
Carpathian foredeep, in the axis of the Carpathian low, in 
the western part of the Carpathian foredeep, in the western 
part of the Klippen Belt, or is identified with the Peripieni 
nian Iineament. 

ln recent years, deep boreholes were drilled in Outer Car
pathians, the first reflection seismic profiles were interpre
ted (Stelcl et al. 1981, Blizkovsky et al. 1986, Tomek 1985) 
and abundant geological and petrological data were collec
ted (Stelcl et al. 1986, Dudek 1980, Weiss 1982). 

According to the latest data the Brno unit forms a sepa
rate structural basement consolidated during Cadomian 
orogeny, and present in both the basement of the Bohe
mian Massif Hercynides in the west, and the basement of 
the Carpathian foredeep, of the Vienna Basin , and of Car
pathian nappes in the east. ln the west the Brno unit appe
ars to continue as far as Moravske Budejovice (Weiss et al. 
1983), as far as the Pfibyslav zone (Dudek 1980), or more 
accurately as far as the Jihlava line which in gravity maps 
(Biizkovsky et al. 1986) separates the negative gravity Mol 
danubicum - Kl0dzko area from the positive Moravo-Sile
sian area . According to refraction seismic data the Brno 
unit exhibits an anomalaus distribution of velocities 
(Beranek et al. 1980) in the deep structure of the Moravi
cum. Reflection seismic data as weil indicate the Continu
ation of the Brno unit towards the Boskovice Furrow (Stelcl 
et al. 1986), and towards the Svratka dome (Tomek, lbrma
jer 1988). 

ln the east, the continuation of the Brno unit cannot be 
rel iably traced. According to data from boreholes north of 
Brno (north of the Holesov-Stiavnica fault) the unit extends 
not only beyond the assumed Lednice zone (Jablünka 1, 
Jablünkov 1 boreholes), but probably farther to the east 
across the Klippen Belt (Roth, Grecula 1978). ln this area , 
data from deep boreholes are in agreement with seismic 
data. 

ln the southern part of the Vienna Basin basement the 
extent of the Brno unit has not been clearly interpreted. lt 
can be followed along the metabasite zone which is docu
mented by detail interpretations of gravity and mainly mag
netic residual anomalies (Dolezal 1974, Bucha et al. 1988). 
ln agreement with data from boreholes (basic rocks in bo
reholes Musov 1, Musov 2, Strachotin 1, Dudek 1980) the 
continuation of the Brno unit towards the line Bfeclav
Skalica - Star'{ Hrozenkov is evidenced. ln the Vienna Basin 

the line is indicated by the Lanzhot or Farsky fault and cor
responds with the assumed extent of the Klippen Belt in 
the basement of the Vienna Basin (Tomek, Budik 1981) and 
reaches beyond the Lednice zone as it was documented by 
deep drill ing (Thon, Kostelnicek 1980, Mencik 1983). 

The Carpathian gravity low, often regarded as one of the 
factors delimiting the contact of the Bohemian Massif and 
West Carpathians, differs both in direction and intensity 
from surrounding segments, and according to lbrmajer et 
al. (1969) is due to the Neogene filling of the foredeep and 
of the Vienna Basin . lf the influence of the filling is exclu
ded, the low disappears and a positive area emerges, con
necting the basement of the foredeep and of the Vienna 
Basin with the Danube basin basement. 

Magnetic data indicate continuous plunging of the Brno 
unit boundary in the deep structure of the Vienna Basin to 
a depth of more than 20 km (Praus et al. 1984, Bucha et al. 
1988). lt means a great horizontal reduction of crystalline 
units and of younger West Carpathian and Alpine units in 
the area of origin of the Vienna Basin . The comparatively 
fast plunging of the Brno unit contrasts with the conception 
of stretching of a "transformed platform" as far as the In
ner Carpathians. 

This concept and data from new seismic profiles (Tomek, 
or. c.) imply that the basement of the eastern part of the 
Vienna Basin beyond the Klippen Belt is built of the same 
type of crust as the basement of the Danube basin and the
refore is of the Pannonian type containing volcanites. lt 
sharply differs from both the Brno unit and from the Male 
Karpaty crystalline complex which cannot be regarded as 
a horst uplift of the basement at the border-line Vienna Ba 
sin - Danube basin because the new data support the con
cept of its nappe position (Mahel' 1980) . The role of the 
Klippen Belt as a border zone was also confirmed by other 
geological criteria (Zoubek 1960, Marschalko 1979, Misik 
1979). 

An even more intricate problern is the continuation of 
Hercynides to the east of the Bohemian Massif and its link 
to the Hercynides on the northern coast of Black Sea. 

Deep drilling in the basement of Outer Carpathians in 
northern Moravia (Jablünka 1, Jablünkov 1, Krasna 1, Zadni 
Lomna 1) confirmed the continuation of Hercynides to
wards the east as far as the West Carpathians. Data about 
the Hercynian age of folding and metamorphism in some 
West Carpathian units show that the Hercynian orogene 
belt extends along the border-line of the North European 
Platform to the North Dobrudja Lowland (Zwart, Dornsie
pen , 1978, 1980). Also the continuation of Hercynides from 
the Bohemian Massif to Eastern Alps was confirmed 
(Suess 1931, Wieseneder 1966, etc.). lt means that the ba
sement of Eastern Alps, West Carpathians and Bohemian 
Massif in Central Europe uderwent the same geological de
velopment until the end of Hercynian orogeny. 

As in the Bohemian Massif, the uniform development en
ded in different regions in different periods, e. g. in the 
Brno unit in the Upper Carboniferous, in the Hruby Jesenik 
Mts. in the Lower Carboniferous, in eastern Moravia in the 
Middle Permian. Similar differentiation holds for the West 
Carpathians where not only the marine Carboniferous rocks 
belanging to the Hercynian structural basement, but in the 
Choc and Vepor units also the Upper Carboniferous units 
and Permian strata are lithofacially and by their volcanic 
character associated with the Mesozoic development 
(Vozarova, Vozar 1975). Confirmed were : 

a) the arcuate shape of Hercynian tectogen with deforma
tion of the Brno unit elevations similar to the Alpine-Car
pathian arc, 

b) the existence of an Independent Alpine ritt development 
in West Carpathians since the Middle Permian, 

c) the secular character of the collision zone between Lau
rasia and Gondwana and the Permian origin of the Te
thys in Central Europe. 
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Abstrakt 

V praci je diskutovan rozsah 
prekambrickeho a hercynskeho 
podkladu v suprakrustalni 
struktui'e Ceskeho masivu a Za 
padnich Karpat z hlediska 
novych vysledkü geofyzikal 
nich, geologickych a vrtnych 
vyzkumü na styku Ceskeho ma
sivu a Zapadnich Karpat. Potvr
dil se obloukovy prübeh z6n 
hercynskeho tektogenu s ob
dobnym porusenim prekam
brickou elevaci brnenske jed
notky na Morave, jake ma i ob
louk alpsko-karpatsky, samo
statny (riftogenni) vyvoj v Za
padnich Karpatech od sti'edni
ho permu, sekularni reiz kolizni 
z6ny mezi Laurasii a Gondwa
nou a v düsledku toho prekam
bricky püvod Tethydy ve sti'edni 
Evrope. 

Zusammenfassung 

Im vorliegenden Beitrag wird 
die Ausdehnung des präkam
brischen und herzynischen Un
tergrunds in der suprakrustalen 
Struktur der Böhmischen Mas
se und der Westkarpaten mit 
Rücksicht auf neue Ergebnisse 
geophysikalischer und geologi 
scher Forschungs- und Bohrar
beiten an der Berührung der 
Böhmischen Masse und der 
Westkarpaten erörtert. Es wur
den der bogenförmige Zonen 
verlauf des herzynischen Tekto
gens mit einer Zl:lr Störung des 
Alpen-Karpaten-Bogens analo
gen Störung durch die präkam
brische Erhebung der Brno-Ein 
heit in Mähren, eine selbständi
ge, vom mittleren Perm an sich 
entwickelnde Rihzone in den 
Westkarpaten, der säkulare 
Charakter der Kollisionszone 
zwischen Laurasien und Gond
wana und infolge dessen der 
präkambrische Ursprung der 
Tethys in Mitteleuropa bestä 
tigt. 

DEEP-SEATED STRUCTURES 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF IN THE REGION 
BETWEEN THE VRANOVICE GRABEN AND 
THE CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRIAN FRONTIER 

Vladimir Ciprys, Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czecho
slovakia 
Arnost Thon, Ceske plynarenske podniky, Praha, Czecho
slovakia 

ln recent years, a new important stage of the survey of 
the deep-seated structure of the Vienna Basin has been un
dertaken, which is focused on autochthonaus formations of 
mantle units of the Bohemian Massif, underlying flysch 
nappes. The first important results of the survey come from 
Austria, where two very deep boreholes (Zistersdorf ÜT 1 a 
and 2a) have been drilled, whose depths are 7,544 and 
8,553 m, respectively. Though they have not fully met the 
expectations, they have confirmed the perspective of auto
chthonous formations . 

Geological and geophysical studies have proven an anal
ogaus structure of deep-seated autochthonaus formations 
in the territory of Czechoslovakia . At the same time, one 
can reasonably expect the depths of platform formations to 
be lower than the Austrian ones. 

Two basic tectonic units play a key part in the surface 
setting of the promising region, namely the Neogene filling 
of the Vienna Basin and the Carpathian nappes. 
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Fig . 1. Residual gravity map (Cekan V., Geofyzika Brno, 1987). • 
1 - wells penetrated crystalline rocks ; 2 - contours of gravity data ; 3 -
projected weil . 
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Fig . 2. Vertical magnetic intensity map (Dolezal J ., Geofyzika Brno, 1972). 
1 - front of the flysch belt ; 2 - NW margin of the Vienna basin ; 3 -
wells penetrated crystalline rocks; 4 - values of magnetic data ; 5 - pro
jected weil . 

The Neogene is represented by the following stages : Eg 
genburgian - Ottnangian, Badenian, Sarmatian, Pannoni 
an, Pontian - Dacian and Rumanian ; on the other hand, 
the Carpathian nappes are represented by the Zdanice Unit 
with an inner development zone known as the Cejc -
Zajeci Zone, and the Raca Unit of the Magura Nappe situat
ed in their tectonic overlayer. 

The autochthonaus base of the Carpathian nappes is 
built by the deeply immersed platform of the southeastern 
slopes of the Bohemian Massif, composed of crystalline 
rocks and their sedimentary mantle represented by Meso
zoic to Paleozoic rocks. ln depressions, mainly in the Vran 
ovice Graben, autochthonaus Paleogene rocks occur as 
weil. No deep borehole has hitherto been drilled in the im
mediate vicinity of the region under study. As far as its 
broader surroundings are concerned , there are Sedlec 1, 
Nove Mlyny 1 and Bulhary 1 wells and boreholes falling into 
the area of the Nemcicky Structural Unit. 

The region under study was covered by a basic network 
of gravimetric and geomagnetic measurements. During the 
seventies, these measurements were supplemented by 
seismic measurements. Owing to the low resolution of the 
old seismic measurements, it was impossible to outline the 
structural setting of the region . Consequently, new seismic 
measurements making use of progressive techniques and 
instrumentation have been undertaken d~ring the eighties. 

Several authors (Tomek C. - 1976, Cekan V. - 1978) 
have dealt with the evaluation of the gravimetric measure
ments. V. Cekan has made use of a modification of the so
called band filtration method for this purpose. ln a map 
showing the 2-4 km zone which illustrates best the rela
tionship between the overlying flysch and the underlying 
crystalline rocks (Fig . 1). a significant anomalaus zone can 
be observed in the area between Lednice and Podivin . 

The depth of the anomaly is estimated at 4.6 km and the 
anomaly is likely to be related to the presence of thick lay
ers of heavier rocks. 

Fig. 2 shows a section of the map of vertical magnetic in-

1 .~ 
2.~ 
J.l0 NM-1l 

•. CTI 
s.l I 

.... 

Fig. 3. Depth map at the top of crystalline basement (Ciprys V., Thon A., 
MND Hodonin, 1986). 
1 - main faults ; 2 - contours of crystalline basement; 3 - wells pene
trated crystalline rocks ; 4 - projected weil ; 5 - seismic line. 
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Fig . 4. Geological interpretation of the 183 C/80 seismic line (unmigrated version) .' (Ciprys V., Thon A., MND Hodonin, 1986). 
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Fig . 5. Geological interpretation of the 238/80 seismic line through the Sed
lec-1 weil (unmigrated version) , (Ciprys V., Thon A., MND Hodonin , 1986). 

tensities of the area between 8rno and 8reclav (8 . Picha, 
1984). The contour line map shows a significant magnetic 
anomaly. Most experts agree with the initial opinion of 
R. 8ehounek (1943, 1956), namely that the anomaly is due 
to rocks similar to those of the centrat basic zone of the 
8rno Massif. 8. Picha has also made an attempt aimed at 
a quantitative Interpretation of the depth of the crystalline 
rocks occurring in the southern part of the anomaly. The 
depth of the crystalline rocks has been measured to be 
equal to 3,500 m in the anomaly peak. The crystalline rocks 
submerge down to 5,000-8,000 m to the south and east. 

The dominant element resulting from the Interpretation 
of the seismic measurements in the broader surroundings 
of the area of interest is an important, almost S-N trend
ing fault line dividing the region into two blocks, one elevat
ed, one submerged. As far as the latter is concerned, no 
deep exploration has been carried out so far. lts dominant 
element is an extensive zone of elevations with three dis
tinctive peaks, one in the area of 8reclav, one (the most im
portant) in the zone between Lednice and Podivin, one lo
cated west of the Nemcicky Structural Unit (Fig . 3). The 
Interpretation and quality of the seismic data are illustrated 
in Figs . 4 and 5. Fig . 4 shows the area of the Lednice - Po
divin peak (a standard, non-migrated variant of Section 183 
C/80) of the submerged block, while Fig . 5 shows a part of 
Section 238/80 of the elevated block, including the deep 
borehole Sedlec 1. 

The existence of the distinctive N- S fault, which plays 
one of decisive roles with respect to the evaluation of the 
area in terms of promising hydrocarbon accumulations, has 
also been confirmed by a detailed quantitative analysis of 
magnetic data (8 . Picha - 1986) in the region of a signifi
cant geomagnetic anomaly. A map of residual anomalies 
(Fig. 6) shows that the submerged block displays less inten

sive residual anomalies and less steep and lower gradient 
contour lines in comparison with the elevated block. 

An analysis of all geophysical and geological supporting 
data shows that even several deep boreholes drilled into 

Fig. 6. Residual magnetic map (Picha B., Geofyzika Brno, 1986) . . 
1 - main faults; 2 - values of residual magnet1c data ; 3 - projected weil. ., 
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the shallower block have not brought any results which 
should justify an essential change of the earlier opinion on 
the structural setting. This means that germanotype tecton 
ic elements, sometimes and under specific circumstances 
accompanied by Carpathian activization, are considered 
chief deposit-forming elements. The structural -tectonic 
model shown in a structural map of the crystalline base
ment (Fig. 3) and a geological cross -section (No. 183, 
Fig. 7) is conceived in this way as weil. 

Objective problems arise when interpreting depths of the 
platform foundation and its geological composition . This 
mainly results from insufficient data and variable-quality 
seismic measurements . 

Consequently, an alternative approach to the study of the 
western marginal zone of the Vienna Basin has been select
ed . Both variants include a delineation of basic structural 
and tectonic elements with the distinctive elevation bulge 
between Lednice and Podivin. This region presently seems 
to be best prepared for verification by drilling. However, 
there are still problems to be solved, namely those of the 
basic deep setting of the structure, of its tectonic position 
and preservation of promising hydrocarbon accumulations. 
Another alternative is offered by F. Chmelik ( 1985) who as
sumes lower depths of the platform units . 

One way or another, the beginning of the exploration of 
the structural region in the vicinity of Lednice marks the be
ginning of an economically and technically very demanding 
project. Consequently, considerable attention must be paid 
to its preparatory stage, i. e. to the implementation of most 
progressive seismic measurements and their evaluation . 
On the other hand, the extent of structures ofthistype sug
gests that such projects are very important for the national 
economy. ln this respect, close cooperation with our Aus
trian colleagues is extremely important, in the framework 
of which the areas of interest are being extensively ex
plored . ln these terms, the results achieved so far in both 
countries draw from the long-term and qualified coopera 
tion. 
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Abstrakt 

V predlozenem clanku je 
hodnocena perspektivita vyso
ce pokleslych jv. svahü Ceske-

Zusammenfassung 

Im vorliegenden Beitrag wird 
die mögliche Erdölhöffigkeit 
tief eingesunkener SO -Hänge 

ho maSiVU V prostoru zapadniho 
okraje videiiske panve . Na za
klade zhodnoceni geologickych 
a geofyzikalnich podkladü byla 
v prostoru Lednice vymezena 
rozsahla elevacni struktura au 
tochtonnich utvarü vazana na 
vyraznou zlomovou linii S-J 
smeru. Zahajeni prüzkumnych 
praci v oblasti Lednice bude 
ukol z hlediska ekonomickeho 
i technickeho velmi narocny, na 
druhe strane vsak rozsah struk
tur tohoto typu naznacuje znac
ny narodohospodarsky vyznam. 
z tohoto pohledu ma znacny 
vyznam spoluprace s rakousky
mi geology, v ramci ktere do
chazi k siroce pojatemu plosne
mu zpracovani oblasti. 

der Böhmischen Masse im 
Raum des Westrandes des 
Wiener Beckens eingeschätzt. 
Aufgrund einer Auswertung der 
geologischen und geophysikali 
schen Unterlagen wurde im 
Raum von Lednice eine ausge
dehnte Elevationsstruktur aus 
autochthonen Gesteinskomple
xen abgegrenzt, die an eine von 
N nach S streichende, ausge
prägte Bruchlinie gebunden ist. 
Die Aufnahme der Erkundungs
arbeiten im Gebiet von Lednice 
wird eine in ökonomischer so
wie technischer Hinsicht sehr 
anspruchsvolle Aufgabe sein , 
andererseits wird allerdings 
durch die Flächenausdehnung 
der Strukturen von diesem Typ 
ihre beträchtliche volkswirt
schaftliche Bedeutung ange
deutet. Von diesem Gesichts
punkt aus ist die auf eine breit 
aufgefaßte Flächenbearbeitung 
des Untersuchungsgebiets ori
entierte Zusammenarbeit mit 
Österreichischen Geologen von 
ziemlich großer Bedeutung . 

CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRIAN COOPERATION 
IN GEOPHYSICAL STRUCTURAL EXPLORATION 
IN THE VIENNA BASIN 

V Cekan 7
, A. Kocak 7, C. Tomee, G. Wessely2

, D. Zych 2 

7 Geofyzika, Brno, Czechoslovakia 
2 ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

Under the long-term agreement on cooperation in geo
logical sciences between Czechoslovakia and Austria 
a teamwas formed with the aim to upgrade prospection for 
hydrocarbons in the Czechoslovak and Austri an parts of the 
Vienna Basin . ln order to solve particular geological and 
geophysical problems professional staff members from 
Geofyzika Brno and ÖMV Vienna met annually in Brno or 
Vienna. Predominantly seismic beside the other geophysi
cal methods like gravity, log service and its substituted dis
ciplines with regard to geological problems were dis
cussed . Discussions concerning methodology of data ac
quisition, processing and interpretation obtained and de
monstrated by the two parties in general and involving the 
border area in particular were very helpful. 

Geophysical data and other materials from the Czecho
slovak-Austrian border areas have been exchanged be
tween Czechoslovak and Austrian geophysicists. 

When the cooperation started in the sixties, the gravity 
potential field method had an essential meaning next to the 
seismic reflection method, especially concerning deep situ
ated structures. At that time it was very difficult for the 
seismic measurement to solve the above mentioned prob
lems without complex interpretation. Still single fold seis
mograms were used and the last good addressable horizon 
f. e. within the Vienna Basin has been the Aderklaa con
glomerate . Only parts of weak reflection from the base 
Neogene could be used for the correlation of a phantom 
horizon. 

ln 1968 an agreement was PEepared to connect the two 
independent gravity nets from OMV and Geofyzika Brno. At 
this point we remember Mr. Bfetislav Beranek not only as 
a mentor in many technical discussions, but also for his as
sistance for this project. 

The connection of the gravity net involved measurements 
on both sides of the border executed by ÖMV Geophysics 
and Geofyzika Brno in 1.969-1974. 
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STRUCTURAL MAP OF THE VIENNA BASIN 
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8oth institutions determined gravity differences at the 
base points of the Czechoslovak and Austrian gravimetric 
networks. 

All the measured data were processed in Geofyzika Brno 
(Cekan and Odstrcil 1974). Relative differences of 
12.1 -14.8 1-l s- were detected between the basic networks. 
A constant correction of 13.0 1-lm s- was used for process
ing the data . A unified Bouguer anomaly map was con
structed in a 6 km wide band along the border, from which 
residual maps (Saxov-Nygaard and Baranov s = 0,25 km) 
were derived. Detailed gravimetry has yielded a compre
hensive pattern of geologic structures in the border areas, 
which stimulated the forthcoming geologic-geophysical ac
tivity. The joint correlation of gravimetric networks made it 
possible to construct Bouguer anomaly map for the whole 
basin . For the Czechoslovak part of the Vienna Basin the 
maps constructed by J . lbrmajer (1978) and by C. Tomek 
(1976) and for the Austrian part by D. Zych (1988) were 
used. 

The gravity scheme shows depression-type of the struc
ture of the NE-SW elongated basin, which is characterized 
by a central and adjoining minima . The basin is further di
vided by longitudinal and transversal elements into parti
tional structural units related to inhomogeneities in both 
the basin fill and its fundament.. The striking gradients of 
the gravity field correspond with significant fault systems. 

The following systems represent the marginal Iimitation 
of largest subsidence in the Vienna Basin: 

ln the NW near the towns of Poysdorf and Breclav the 
Steinberg -Schrattenberg fault system can be observed . 

Following this system to the SW the Steinberg fault and 
the Sc.hrattenberg fault split apart. The directions and char
acter of the Steinberg fault changes near Walkersdorf and 
is replaced by other faults, especially the Bisamberg fault 
and the Leopoldsdorf fault system. 

ln the SE, along the Bruck-Senica line, the Kopfstetten
Engelhartstetten fault system bordering the Male Karpaty
and Leithagebirgsblocks (Fig. 1) are indicated. 

ln the seventies the influence of the gravity method as 
a whole was nearly neglected in favour of the evolution in 
seismic field work and processing technics (E. Geutebrück 
et al., 1984). 

Methodology and technology of CDP reflection seismic 
surveys have gradually improved, which has reflected ade
quately in the data output quality. 8oth dynamite and Vib
roseis technologies have been applied along profiles (2D 
survey). Registration was accomplished with the use of 
96 channel recording units and 40 fold coverage with the 
same frequency ranges for generating the waves and for 
their registration . The obtained seismic data enabled 
a mutual tie between the Czechoslovak and Austrian results 
and interpretation of structures along the border. 

Numerical processing of seismic data has been per
formed in a conventional way. 8oth parties have used 
identical hardware. Their data processing systems have dif
fered only in details. The Czechoslovak party has used the 
Geofyzika Brno system while the Austri an one the CGG sys
tem, which has resulted in differences in the wavefield pat
terns in the respective time sections. A greater (2 mm as 
compared with 1 mm used by the Czechoslovak party) in
terval of CDP traces along the Austrian profiles is responsi
ble for a clearer course of seismic tracing maxima and min
ima. To a certain extent, though, overall dynamic character 
of time sections appears relatively worse. Disturbant waves 
that occur in some Czechoslovak time sections are weil at
tenuated in Austrian time sections. 

As a result of compilation of geophysical and borehole 
data a map of the Neogene basement topography and that 
of the Pannonian-Sarmation boundary was constructed in 
cooperation with the Austrian and Czechoslovak hydrocar
bon exploration groups (A. Kröll, G. Wessely 1973, A. Kröll 
1980, F. Nemec, R. Jiricek, A. Kocak et al. 1983, G. Wessely 
1984, A. Kocak, S. Mayer et al. 1986). 
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The contour maps (figs . 2 and 3} show a distinct system 
of structural elements as longitudinal fault systems (NE
SW} in some cases transversal ones (NW-SE} and often in 
en echelon arrangements, which delimit horsts, inter
blocks, troughs, as weil as ridges, depressions and monoc
lines. The main structural elements and their terms were 
described in another paper (W. Hamilton, R. Jiricek, 
G. Wessely} in this volume. 

Main elements are documented in several seismic sec
tians crossing the northern Vienna Basin. The pair of sec
tians 600-601/79 and 531/70 (Fig. 4} extending North of the 
state boundary passes from West to East the Rakvice 
block, the converging of the Schrattenberg-Steinberg fault 
systems, the Moravian Central depression, the Lanzhot
Luzice fault system, the Hodonin- Gbely horst, the Hodon
in-Gbely faults, the Kopcany depression, the Holic block 
area, the Stefanov elevation, the Farske fault system, the 
Kovalov depression. The second pair of sections MiV138-
NV661-NV927-NV923, 666-662/84 combines the Lower 
Austrian and the Slovakian part of the Vienna Basin. The 
section crosses the Steinberg fault in the part of the largest 
displacement between the Mistelbach block (Steinberg 
high} and the Zistersdorf depression. Towards the border 
the submerging Rabensburg spur as the continuation of the 
Hodonin- Gbely spur is to be noticed, in Slovakia flanked 
by the Suchohrad trough. The Zohor-Piavecky Mikulas gra
ben is bordered to the West by the Lab faults and to the 
East by the Kopfstetten-Engelhartstetten fault system, the 
main faults separating the graben from the Male Karpaty 
marginal block. The southernmost sections NV8601 
ND845D show to the West the western margin of the basin , 
the Bisamberg fault, the Gross-Engersdorf depression, the 
Aderklaa en echelon fault system, the Aderklaa elevation, 
the Markgrafneusiedl faults, the Marchfeld depression, the 
Lasseegraben (corresponding to the Zohor-Piavecky Miku 
las graben} and the Kopfstetten Engelhartstetten fault sys
tem. 

The data on depths in the pre-Neogene basement, subsi
dence and amplitudes of faults are obvious in the maps. 

ln order to make the seismic and geologic data in the 
proximity of the border more accurate both parties agreed 
to conduct a joint 3D seismic survey. The first joint 3D sur
vey was conducted in 1987 in the area of 23.3 km 2 between 
the towns of Lanzhot and Rabensburg under very compli 
cated field conditions. This is why an irregular 3D system 
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was used along with the dynamite technology. 
To carry along this survey a detailed preplaning with 

a team of specialists from both sides was necessary. The 
simulation of shot point location and Iayout was prepared 
by the Austrian geophysicists with their experience ob
tained in preceeding 30-campagnes, the technical depart
ment of Geofyzika Brno performed the preparation and ex
ecution or the radio communication between the two 
crews. 

Both parties had 192 recording channels available which 
makes 384 channels altogether. The size of reflection ele
ments was 30 x 30m . On average, 6-8 fold coverage was 
attained. The seismic data were processed by the Austrian 
party on the system GEOMAX 2. 

Seismic sections and time slice sections were processed 
for interpretation to prepare a detailed map of this area . 

The joint geophysical activities in general contributed 
largely to the geologic information in the border areas and 
are useful tools for further exploration. 
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Abstrakt 

Tento prispevek podava sou 
hrnny pi'ehled o spolupraci 
statniho podniku Geofyzika , 
Brno, a ÖMV, akc. spol., Videi\ , 
V oboru geofyziky. Tato cinnost 
je soucasti dohody 0 spolupraci 
V geologickych vedach mezi 
Ceskoslovenskem a Rakous 
kem . 

Predmetem zajmu byla spo 
lecna gravimetricka a seizmicka 

mereni, jakoz i vymena geolo 
gicko-geofyzikalnich poznatkü 
a materialü z pohranicnich ob 
lasti. Korelace gravimetrickych 
siti umoznila ziskat detailni vy
sledky mereni lokalniho gravi
tacniho pole v pohranicnich ob
lastech a sestavit mapu Bou
guerovych anomalii cele panve. 
Seizmicka mereni byla kompilo
vana a umoznila tak zhotoveni 
strukturnich schemat cele pan 
ve . V ramci spoluprace se v po-
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sledni dobe konala spolecna 
mereni V okoli Lanzhota - Ra
bensburgu, kde bylo pouzito 
trojrozmerne seizmiky. 

Zusammenfassung 

Dieser Beitrag gibt eine zu 
sammenfassende Übersicht 
über die Zusammenarbeit des 
Staatsbetriebes Geofyzika Brno 
und der ÖMV Aktiengesell 
schaft Wien in geophysikali 
scher Hinsicht. Diese Tätigkeit 
ist ein Bestandteil des Abkom
mens über die Zusammenarbeit 
in den geologischen Wissen 
schaften zwischen der Tsche-

choslowakei und Österreich . 
Gegenstand des Interesses 

waren gemeinsame gravimetri 
sche und seismische Messun
gen und der Austausch der 
geologisch-geophysikalischen 

Erkenntnisse und Materialien 
aus den Grenzgebieten. Die 
Korrelation der gravimetrischen 
Netze hat ermöglicht, die De
tailergebnisse des Lokalschwe
refeldes in den Grenzgebieten 
zu gewinnen und eine Karte der 

Bouguer-Anomalien des gan
zen Beckens herzustellen . Die 
seismischen Messungen wur
den kompiliert und haben so 
die Herstellung von Struktur
schemen des ganzen Beckens 
ermöglicht. Im Rahmen der Zu
sammenarbeit erfolgten in letz
ter Zeit gemeinsame Messun
gen in der Umgebung von 
Lanzhot - Rabensburg, wo 3D
Seismik angewendet wurde. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE ANOMALOUS ENERGY 
PROPAGATION OF EAST ALPINE TRANSVERSAL 
QUAKES 

Julius Drimmel, Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geo
dynamik, Wien, Austria 

1. lntroduction 

ln the 19th century at the latest it was known that the 
energy of strong earthquakes in the Northeastern Alps pro
pagates preferably to the north and northwest, which me
ans transverse to the mountain-range of the Alps. Due to 
this fact Eduard Suess (1873, 1875) and his contemporaries 
designated these earthquakes as .. Transversal Quakes". 
They tried to explain the anomaly of energy propagation by 
a .. Shock-line hypothesis". As a rule, shock-lines were iden 
tical with the major axes of the extended shaken areas, the 
shapes of which are nearly elliptical , and the epicentres lie 
nearby the southern foci. - Not least the circumstance 
that the energy of strong East Alpine earthquakes propaga
tes far into the Bohemian Massif is a reason for a coopera
tion of Czechoslovak and Austrian seismologists for many 
years. 

2. Description of the problern 

The foci of strong transversal earthquakes are mainly lo
cated on steeply incident faults of the Peripieninic Linea
ment (cf. Zatopek and Beranek, 1975), that means, along 
the Mur-Muerz-Line, in the Semmering region as weil as in 
the Vienna Basin , but also on the East Alpine Northern Rim 
Fault (cf. Drimmel, 1980a) and on faults running about para
llel to and lying in between the fault systems mentioned be-

Fig . 1: Two-layer model of the Earth 's crust with a seismic point-source with 
ln the upper crust ; paths of directly running as weil as totally reflected 
shear-waves 

0 

Z [km] 

l 
L.O 

fore (cf. Drimmel and Prochazkova, 1985; Heritsch, 1918; 
Prochazkova and Drimmel, 1983). The macroseismic focal 
depths of strong transversal quakes mostly lie within the in
terval of 8 to 12 km, in the Semmering region also between 
15 and 20 km (cf. Drimmel, 1980a). 

(Remark: The .. macroseismic focal depth" is the depth of 
the virtual seismic point source which in calculations frequ
ently takes the place of the finite source size. The macrose
ismic focal depth is always smaller than the depth of the 
centre of gravity of a steeply incident fault-plane.) 

Transversal quakes do not only have the characteristic to 
radiate their energy mainly to the north and northwest, but 
they also cause a distinct increase of the seismic intensity 
in !arger epicentral distances, so that, for example, in Sou
thern Bohemia, far away from the epicentral damaged 
area, local damages occur again (cf. Karnik et al., 1957; 
Prochazkova, 1974). 

Whereas our predecessors had worked with the shock-li
ne hypothesis, our generation tried to explain the propaga
tion anomaly of transversal quakes by the aid of new fin
dings about structure of the Earth's crust and the depth
dependence of seismic wave velocities; especially the dis
covery of low-velocity layers has influenced our reasoning 
enduringly. - The assumption of a channel for seismic 
energy can certainly explain special cases of anomalous 
energy propagation (cf. Drimmel and Duma, 1974), as mo
del seismic experiments have also proved (cf. Drimmel et 
al., 1973), but the general case of transversal quakes can 
definitely be explained without this assumption. The proof 
for this allegation follows in the next section. 

3. The reason for transversal quakes 

Before we can explain the propagation anomaly of trans
versal quakes we have to study the regular propagation of 
seismic waves in a two layer model of the crust. - As the 
S-wave energy of near earthquakes is about 100times big
ger than the P-wave energy (cf. Duda, 1965), we can ne
glect the P-wave energy in our investigation. 

We take into consideration the increase of the velocity of 
seismic. waves with growing depth by assuming an upper 
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and a lower crust with constant physical properties. The 
upper and the lower crust are separated by the ,.Conrad 
discontinuity", and the lower boundary of the crust is the 
.. Mohorovicic discontinuity" ( = MOHO). The seismic point 
source (with depth h) is located in the upper crust, corre
sponding to East Alpine earthquakes. The seismic rays ori
ginating from the focus obey to the laws of ray optics. ln fi
gure 1 the paths of seismic rays in case of horizontal boun
daries of the crust are described. 

As it can be learned from fig. 1, in epicentral distances 
!::J. < !::J., , only directly running Sg-waves reach the surface, 
in distances !::J. ;;;.. !::J., , however, also S S-waves ( = by the 
Conrad discontinuity totally reflected ~g-waves) reach the 
surface. ln addition, there are S S-waves ( = by the MOHO 
totally reflected Sg-waves) in dfstances !::J. ;;;.. !::J.2. The follo
wing relations apply to the travel-times and epicentral di
stances of these waves (cf. Drimmel and Trapp, 1975): 

tsg = (!::J.l + h2)112fv, 

t5 5 = [!::J.2 + (2h , - h)2]1 12/v, , with !::J. = (2h 1 - h) . ta- na, , 
.Co 

a 1 = angle of incidence at the Conrad discontinuity, 
h1 = thickness of the upper crust ; 

t 5 5 = (2h , - h)/v,cosa, + 2h2/v2cosa2 , with 
M 

!::J. = (2h 1 - h)tana1 + 2h2tana2; 

a2 = angle of incidence at the MOHO, 
h2 = thickness of the lower crust. 

The following formulae apply to ai , the ,.critical angles" of 
total reflection. 

a; = arcsin (v,fv2), a2 = arcsin (v2/v3); 

this yields the ,.critical distances" 

!::J., = (2h, - h) . tanai and !::J.2 = (2h 1 - h). tana{ + 
+ 2h2 . tana2. 

with a{ = arcsin(v,fv3). 

The duration of the maximum phase, öt , is almost the 
same for the directly running and for the refl'ected waves ; if 
at Observation points with !::J. ;;;.. !::J. , the time differences t 5 5 
- t59.1 t5 5 - t59 I, and I t 5 5 - t 5 5 I are smaller than c8r 

M M Co 
equal to ötm, then a superposition of directly running and 
reflected waves causes an increase of the local seismic in
tensity. 

ln case of a spherical focus (radius R,) with an isotropic 
radiation pattern , the seismic energy E~, which is available 
per unit of the horizontal surface at the epicentral distance 
!::J. , is given by the following relations: 

(1) E~ = 41t (~iR,)2 . ~. e-KR, for !::J. < !::J., [km], with R 

(!::J.2 + h2)112 [km] ; 

(2) E = E. [ (h/R,) -KR (2h, -h)/R, -KR"] 
~ 41t (R/R,)3 . e + (R'/R,)l . e , for 

!::J., ..; !::J. < !::J.2 [km]. with R' = [!::J.2 + (2h 1-h)2]1 '2 [km]; 

(3) E _ ..S. [ (h/R,) e-KR + (2h,-h)/R, . e-KR" + 
~ - 41t (R/R 1) 3 . (R'/R 1) 3 

(2(h, + h2)- h ]IR, -i<R"'] 
(R"/R,)3 . e I 

for !::J. ;;;.. !::J.2 [km] , with R"{!::J.2 + [2(h, + h2)
hJ2f /2 [km]; 

34 

E = total seismic energy, R = hypocentral distance 
K

5
[km _,j = absorption coefficient within he upper crust, 

"K [km - 1 = mean absorption coefficient within the crust . 
lt is plausible that the seismic effects at the surface, W , are 
proportional to the available seismic energy, E~ (cf. Drim
mel, 1980b; 1984): 

(4) W ~ E~/E 1 (E, = unit of energy) ; 

for the macroseismic intensity, I, is the logarithm of W , we 
get 

(5) I = log 10(E~/E,) + const. 

For epicentral distances !::J. < !::J., w ith equation (1) we get 

(6) I = log 10(E E,) - 3.1og10(R/R,) + log10(h/R,) -
0.4343q.K.R + co~st ; for R = h follows the epicentral in
tensity lo: 

(7) 10 = log 10(E /E,) - 2.1og10(h/R,) - 0.4343.K.g + const ; 
the difference of equ. (7) and (6) yields 

(8) 10 - I = 3.1og 10(R/h) + 0.4343.K.(R-h), for !::J. < !::J.1 

[km]. 
This is a slightly modified Kövesligethy formula (cf. Kövesli 
gethy, 1907; Sponheuer, 1960). 
lf we replace the seismic energy E

5 
by the surface-wave 

magnitude M
5

, by using the relation 

(9) log 10(E /E 1) = 1.5.M5 + const, 
(cf. Richter, 1958), the equations (6) and (7), valid for 
!::J. < !::J. 1, turn into 
(6' ) I = 1.5.M

5 
- 3.1og,o(R/R,) + log10(h/R,) -

0.4343.K.R + const and 
(7') 10 = 1.5.M

5 
- 2.1og 10(h/R ,) - 0_4343.K.h + const. 

ln case of East Alpine earthqu~kes it is valid 
magn(K) ";" magn(K) ";" 10-2 [km - 1

] 

and 
const ";" 1.9 for a twelve-grade intesity scale. 

Analogaus to the intensity formulae for direct running wa
ves we get the following intensity formulae for a distinct 
superposition of direct running and reflected waves : 

(10) I = 1.5.M
5 

+ log10(F1 + F2) + const, for !::J., ..; !::J. < !::J.2 

1 . h/R, -KR d F (2h,-h)/R, -KR' . 
[km, w1th F, = (R/R,)3 . e an 2 = (R'/R,)3 . e • 

(11) I = 1.5.M
5 

+ log10(F, +F2+F3) + const, for 
!::J. > !::J.2 [km], 

. (2(h, + h2)-h]/R, -i<R" 
w1th F,, F2 as before and F3 = (R"/R,)3 . e 

By that we are able to calculate real examples. 

For the example which is reproduced in figure 1, with 
K ";" "K ";" 10-2 [km - 1], we receive an intensity-distance 
curve with steplike increases of intensity at the epicentral 
distances !::J. = !::J., and !::J. = !::J.2 (cf. fig. 2), which are, howe
ver, practically always smoothed over certain distance-ran
ges. (Remark: From this result follows that macroseismic 
values of magnitude and focal depth should only be evalua
ted from macroseismic data with !::J. < !::J., .) 

We have not yet won an explanation of transversal qua
kes with this, because the two sudden increases of seismic 
intensity are independent of the azimuth if there is an iso
tropic radiation pattern , but the solution of our problern re
sults immediately from our former findings and the fact, 
that the radiation pattern of a real seismic source coincides 
with that of a single or double couple (single or double di 
pole; the latter is probably predominating; see fig. 3; cf. 
Aki , 1967; Schick, 1972), that the fault-planes of East Alpine 
transversal quakes altogether are steeply incident south to 
southeast (cf. Prey, 1980), and finally, that the local topo-
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Fig. 4: Profile transverse to the Northeastern Alps (very simplified) with 
a seismic point source within the upper crust and the paths of directly run
ning as weil as reflected shear-waves 
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graphy of the MOHO, in a profile transverse to the Northea
stern Alps, has the shape of an asymmetric trough (cf. Pos
gay et al., 1988). ln the northwest quadrant this constella
tion Ieads to a predominating radiation of shear-wave ener
gy from the focus slanting downwards into the Bohemian 
Massif, where it suffers a total reflection on the Conrad and 
Mohorovicic discontinuity, if the angles of incidence ex
ceed certain values; it emerges not before Bohemia, where 
it causes a distinct increase of seismic intensity. Owing to 
the fact that the maximum phases of direct running and re-

0 ~[km]- 50 100 

Fig. 5: Two earthquakes in the Semmering region with conspicuous differ
ences in the shapes of their isoseismals 
a) April15, 1984: h = 5 ... 7 km, 10 = 6.5° MSK, M = 4.0 (macro); 
b) May 24, 1984: h = 1 0 ... 12 km , 10 = 6° MSK, M = 4.1 (macro) T 
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flected S-waves are overlapping only partially, an elonga
tion of the effective maximum phase results and therefore 
resonance effects are possible there, too. - ln the direc
tion of Hungary, however, there is a normal decrease of se
ismic intensity because the seismic energy radiated from 
the focus slanting downwards carries through the Conrad 
and Mohorovicic discontinuity (see fig. 4). That's why the 
southern part of the shaken area has a normal shape. -
Herewith we have the requested explanation of transversal 
quakes. 
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Fig . 6: Explanation of the different propagation of the investigated earth
quakes (see fig . 5) ; a) h = 5 km; b) = 10 km 

4. An Experimentum Crucis 

A sequence of earthquakes happened in the Semmering 
region in 1984, two of which (April 15th, May 24th) caused 
slight damages in the epicentral area. The macroseismic in
vestigation of these quakes yielded identical epicentral CO
ordinates and nearly equal magnitudes, but conspicuous 
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differences in the focal depths as weil as in the propagation 
of the seismic energy to the north (see fig . 5). These diffe
rences of propagation could not be explained up to now, 
and at first sight, it Iooks as if our theory on transversal 
quakes failed, too. Therefore the attempt to explain the dif
ferences in the energy propagation of these earthquakes 
carries the weight of an .,experimentum crucis" . 
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From the first it can be stated that the earthquake on 
May 24, 1984 (fig . 5b) corresponds to a transversal quake, 
the propagation anomaly of which can principally be explai 
ned. Therefore it remains to explain the question why the 
quake of April 15, 1984 was not perceptible in Bohemia 
though it had the magnitude of the quake of May 24th . 

lf we suppose that our explanation of transversal quakes 
is true, then we will have to Iook for the reason for the pro
pagation differences only in the different focal depths and 
in the marked deviation of the local geology from our very 
simple model of the crust. 

As it turns out, it is enough to vary our model only in one 
detail , namely by the introduction of a thin low-velocity 
layer ( = LVL) slightly dipping from north to south (see fig . 
6) . This LVL corresponds to a stratum of Molasse and 
Flysch between the Calcareous Alps (above) and the cry
stalline of the Bohemian Massif. The shear-wave velocity 
within the LVL is considerably smaller (ca . v,/2) than that of 
the other geological units within the upper crust (ca . v,), 
therefore in this connection we can calculate with only two 
different shear-wave velocities within the upper crust. 

How to draw from figure 6a, in case of earthquakes in the 
Semmering region with small focal depths (5 km ±) the se
ismic energy radiated from the focus slanting downwards 
to the north will be captured by the LVL and led to the sur
face in the Molasse zone . Forthis reason reflections don't 
take place at the Gonrad discontinuity and at the MOHO, 
which are preconditions for transversal quakes. 

lf, however, the focal depth is greater than the depth of 
the LVL (h ;;.. 10 km ±) the energy radiated from the focus 
slanting downwards to the north will be reflected by the 
discontinuities within the Bohemian Massif and so get up 
to Bohemia and farther, quite in the manner of transversal 
quakes (see fig. 6b). On the other hand, the energy radiated 
from the focus slanting upwards to the north gets into the 
LVL and reaches the surface in the Molasse zone and in 
creases the local seismic intensity there . - With that the 
individual differences of earthquakes in the Semmering re
gion are clarified, and our explanation of transversal quakes 
is fully confirmed . 
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Abstrakt 

Energie silnych zemetfeseni 
V SV. Alpach se sii'i pi'edevsim 
k severu a severozapadu; p~
bliine elipticke oblasti oti'esü 
jsou protaieny podel hlavnich 
os probihajicich napi'ic k alp
skemu smeru. Proto se takova
to zemeti'eseni od minuleho 
stoleti nazyvaji .,pi'icna" neboli 
.. transverzalni" . Anomalni sii'eni 
energie alpskych zemeti'eseni 
nebylo dosud uspokojive vy
svetleno iadnym z autorü, ktei'i 
se o to pokusili . V teto praci se 
nyni na zaklade vyzkumü doka
zuje, ie anomalni sii'eni energie 
transverzalnich zemeti'eseni je 
düsledkem pouze zvlastni Iokai 
ni topografie Mohorovicicovy 
diskontinuity, jakoi i k J ai JV 
strme upadajicich zlomovych 
ploch uvniti' svrchni küry. Hlavni 
cast seizmicke energie sii'ici se 
z ohniska zemeti'eseni sikmo 
dolü se v sz. kvadrantu zcela 
odraii od Conradovy a Mohoro
vicicovy diskontinuity, kdeito 
v jv. kvadrantu temito rozhrani
mi pronika. Tim lze tedy nyni 
rovnei bez jakychkoliv pochyb 
vysvetlit napadne rozdily V Sire
ni dvou zvlastnich semmerin
skych zemeti'eseni. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Energie starker Erdbeben 
in den nordöstlichen Alpen 
pflanzt sich bevorzugt nach 
Norden und Nordwesten fort; 
die näherungsweise ellipti
schen Schüttergebiete haben 
große Achsen, die transversal 
zum Streichen der Alpen ver
laufen . Solche Beben werden 
daher seit dem vorigen Jahr
hundert als .,Transversalbeben" 
bezeichnet. Bis jetzt war noch 
kein Erklärungsversuch der 
anomalen Energieausbreitung 
befriedigend. ln der vorliegen
den Untersuchung wird nun 
nachgewiesen, daß die Aus
breitungsanomalie der Trans
versalbeben allein eine Folge 
der speziellen lokalen Topogra
phie der Mohorovicic-Diskonti
nuität sowie der steil süd- bis 
südostwärts einfallenden 
Bruchflächen innerhalb der 
oberen Kruste ist: der Hauptan
teil der vom Bebenherd schräg 
nach unten abgestrahlten seis
mischen Energie wird im Nord
westquadranten an der Conrad
und Mohorovicic-Diskontinuität 
total reflektiert , während sie im 
Südostquadranten diese 
Grenzflächen durchdringt. Es 
können nunmehr auffallende 
Unterschiede in der Ausbrei
tung von zwei speziellen Sem
meringbeben ebenfalls zwei
felsfrei erklärt werden . 

COMPARISON OF THE FLYSCH ZONE 
OF THE EASTERN ALPS 
AND THE WESTERN CARPATHIANS 
BASEDON RECENT OBSERVATIONS 

M. Elias 1 
- w. SchnabeF - z. Stranie 

1 - Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 
2 - Geologische Bundesanstalt, Wien, Austria 
3 - Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Brno, Czechoslovakia 

1. Preface 

Making comparisons between the Flysch Zone of the 
East Alps and the West Carpathians has a long-standing 
tradition, as earliest researchers investigated both sides 
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themselves and where therefore naturally acquainted with 
both (e .g. Hauer, Stur, Uhlig, Paul) . No principle differ
ences became apparent to them. Even a cursory glance at 
the geological map shows clearly, that the zone along the 
northern rim of the Northern Calcareous Alps and the Cen 
tral Carpathians, dominated by flysch deposits, must play 
a very similar role in the Alpine-Carpathian orogeny. 
The salient coincidences are 
- the flysch deposits which essentially characterize the 

zone in the Cretaceous and the Palaeogene, 
- the presence of rootless nappes in a frontal position in 

the orogeny. 
There is therefore no doubt that, when considering the Al

pine orogeny in its entirety, the term : Alpine-Carpathian 
Flysch Zone (or Belt) is justifiably applied . 

However, the strikingly evident differences are : 
- the different width and the difference in stress and his

tory during the young alpidic orogenesis 
- The distribution by age of the Cretaceous and Palaeo

gene beds, which indicate a juvenation of the predomi
nant flysch sequences from West to East. Such a juvena
tion can also be seen in the Carpathians to occur from 
the inner to the outer units (see Tab. 1 b). 
Intensive researches on both sides during the last forty 

years (Andrusov 1968, Fuchs 1976, Chmelik 1971 , Mahel' et 
al. 1974, Oberhauser 1968, Prey 1965a, Roth 1967, 1980, Toll 
mann 1971) have produced new basis for making specific 
comparisons. The results obtained are accordingly more 
important, as the Neogene of the Vienna Basin interrupts 
the continuity at the surface. lt is for this reason that indi
cations can only be obtained indirectly of the the Alpine 
and Carpathian sphere, the proof lies hidden under the 
Vienna Basin. The more importance is therefore due to the 
evaluation of the flysch from the manifold drill -holes in the 
Vienna Basin, for which the result has not yet been finally 
summarized. The indications obtained from the drilling per
tain to the flysch and its tectonic units, as weil as their di
rect relationship with these visually evident units, as weil as 
the "Helvetikum" in the Eastern Alps, the Klippen Zone and 
the Inner Alpine and peripheral Molasse Zones, whose as
signment to the Flysch Zone is subject to diverse opinion as 
is already evident in the different concepts held here as 
weil as there. 

This article summarizes the current state-of-knowledge 
and underlines the essence of the agreements obtained 
and the differences held. During the last few years many 
points of view were gained in joint field excursions to ob
tain comparisons held within the framework of the Treaty 
on Geological Cooperation between Austria and Czecho
slovakia, in which not only the authors, but also many other 
geologists from both countries were involved. Special 
thanks are due to Messrs. Bachmayer, Brix, Faupl, R. 
Fuchs, Grill , Grün, Marschalko, Misik, Nemcok, Ober
hauser, Prey, M. E. Schmid, Seifert, Wessely, as weil as 
many others not only for guidance in the field , but also for 
numerous discussions. 

A careful review by John Meyer helped to improve the 
exposition of the English version of the manuscript. 

2. The East Alpine Flysch Zone 

2.1. Major Teetonic Units and Definition 

The narrow peripheral zone of the East Alps between the 
Molasse Zone to the North and the Northern Calcareous 
Alps in the South is formed by two tectonic systems, the 
Helvetikum - essentially Helvetikum and Ultrahelvetikum 
and the Flysch Nappes, for which, after Oberhauser 1968, 
the designation "Rhenodanubian Flysch" has generally be
come accepted. 

The "typical Helvetikum" is located in the western sector 
of the East Alps along the northern rim of the Rhenodanu
bian Flysch and it is linked with the Swiss Helvetikum via 
a sequence of Upper Jurassie to Eocene. Towards Bavaria 
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it is facially and tectonically substituted by the Ultrahelveti 
kum. The easternmost continuous domains of the Helveti 
kum North of the Flysch occur in the area of Salzburg. Nor
mally, these continuous areas of the Helvetikum are not 
assigned to the Flysch Zone. 

Farther toward the East the flysch nappe has overthrust 
the Ultrahelvetikum completely, which is then present in 
Upper Austria in the form of northerly vergent thrust-sliced 
windows within the flysch nappe. This was verified by drill 
ing through the base of the flysch nappe. The almost excl~
sively pelitic sequence of variegated marls is of modest 
thickness and is restricted to the Upper Cretaceous-Palae
ogene (to middle Eocene), thus being in glaring contrast to 
the Rhenodanubian Flysch of almost equal age, which at
tains thicknesses to 2000 m and shows the classic flysch 
development. 

Approximately from the river Enns onwards, SW of the 
city of Steyr, these marls become noticeably more clayey, 
forming the cover of the Gresten Klippen Zone (Lower Ju
rassic - Middle Eocene) thus assuming an ultrahelvetic 
position . This cover is termed the Buntmergelserie (Aibian 
- Middle Eocene, Prey 1957). The majority of the Rheno
danubian Flysch occurs North of this Gresten Zone, but al 
so as minor occurrences to the South, whereby the Gresten 
Klippen Zone is also a window within the Flysch Zone . 

Exactly South of the very prominent spur of the Bohem
ian Massif, in the Lower Austrian sector, occurs the so
-called .,lnneralpine Molasse" (Upper Eocene - Oligo
cene), which is framed by the Gresten Klippen with the 
Buntmergelserie, thus forming a double window within the 
Flysch Zone. lt is assumed by W. Fuchs (1976), that the ln
neralpine Molasse is the normal sedimentary continuation 
of the Buntmergelserie, but this remains open to discus
sion . 

However, from the river Enns eastwards, there are still 
other Mesozoic klippen within the Flysch Zone assemblage, 
apart from the Gresten Klippen the Ybbsitz Klippen Zone. 
They are marked by a distinct deep-water facies, contain
ing radiolarites and remnants of basic volcanics (Schnabel 
1979). The Zone noticeably widens near the locality of Ybb
sitz, where the cover of these klippen consists of flysch of 
the Middle Cretaceous and Lower Upper Cretaceous, 
which is comparable with the normal bed-sequence of the 
Rhenodanubian Flysch, despite several peculiarities, e.g . 
the distinct chromite content. The zone along the northern 
margin of the Calcareous Alps, referred to in the Iiterature 
as the Kieselkalkzone, forms certainly part of this and is 
shown so by the most recent mapping (Schnabel et al. 
1988). Because this clearly shows its inherently distinct 
characteristics, the Zone is termed the Ybbsitz Klippen 
Zone in order to differentiate it from the Gresten Klippen 
Zone. 

The Flysch Zone broadens noticeably in the Wienerwald 
and the Bisamberg Range; we also find there several clear
ly distinguishable flysch nappes. Midway through these 
runs the strike of the so-called "Hauptklippenzone" (Main 
Klippen Zone). The marker beds of the Jurassie - Lower 
Cretaceous and the Buntmergelserie are comparable with 
the Gresten Zone, which is why it is also termed "Helvetic", 
this despite its tectonically different character, since it is, 
unlike the Gresten Zone, no window-like structure but 
a distinct .,Separator" inside the flysch nappes. lncorporat
ed in it are also slices of the Laaber and Kahlenberg 
Nappes. ( .. Schottenhofzone" Brix 1970). 

The St. Veit Klippen Zone occurring in the southern sec
tor of the Flysch Zone in the Wienerwald, was for some 
time considered as the normal Stratigraphie base of the 
Rhenodanubian Flysch (Tollmann 1963; Prey 1975). As the 
Klippen themselves as weil as their flysch cover are com
parable with the Ybbsitz Zone, they can both be regarded 
as the primary basis of the · Rhenodanubian Flysch. From 
this point of view the different views expressed are recon
cilable, even though the original palaeogeographic position 
is considered differently (Tollmann 1987). 
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lt is therefore not possible to give a tectonic, but only 
a general regional definition of the East Alpine Flyschzone, 
which is as follows: 

The East Alpine Flysch Zone is that zone at the northern 
periphery of the Eastern Alps, which ranges from the south 
edge of the Molasse Zone to the northern edge of the Nor
thern Calcareous Alps . ln it dominates the penninie Rheno
danubian Flysch , in which the Ultrahelvetikum and the In 
ner Alpine Molasse is partially exposed in windows. 

lt thus shows the following generalized tectonic buildup : 
above: Rhenodanubian Flysch with Ybbsitz and St. Veit 

Klippen -Zones 
middle : Ultrahelvetikum with Gresten- and Hauptklippen

zone 
below: Inner Alpine Molasse. 

The Waschberg Zone and the neighbouring Alpine tec
tonically affected units of the Molasse Zone are not consid 
ered as being part of the East Alpine Flysch Zone. This 
should be particularly emphasized when making comparis
ons with the Carpathian Flysch Zone. 

2.2. The Rhenodanubian Flysch 

Teetonic Setting, Stratigraphy and Facies Analysis (Fig. 
1, Tab. 1a). 

The dominating element in the Flysch Zone is the Rheno
danubian Flysch. Associated with it are all those forma
tions, from the upper part of the Lower Cretaceous to the 
Lowermost Upper Eocene, in which flysch deposition is 
predominant. lt is assumed that they are laid down in a pal 
aeogeographic position, which is correlatable with the Va
lais Trough towards the Western Alps (Trümpy 1960). The 
rootless Rhenodanubian Flysch is therefore considered to 
be native to the North Penninie realm . 

ln the western part the build-up of nappes is less weil 
pronounced. Only one nappe is present from the West-East 
Alpine boundary far to the East to the river Traisen over 
a distance of 450 km (Flysch Main Nappe). However, this is 
intensively folded and thrust-sliced and is disturbed by nu
merous faults (Prey 1980). The special features of the west
ernmost sectorwill not here be dealt with any further. The 
older formations (Neocomian to Campanian) show consid 
erably thicker development in the West, the younger Alt
lengbach Formation (Maastrichtian to Palaeocene) in
creases toward the East in thickness as weil as in Stratigra
phie range toward the top. 

There are three nappes present in the Wienerwald, which 
differ also markedly in facies and age: from N to S, they are 
the Greifenstein Nappe, the Laab Nappe, and the Kahlen
berg Nappe. lt is the Greifenstein Nappe, which despite dif
ferences in facies in the higher Paleocene, can most nearly 
be considered as the continuation of the Zone to the West. 
However, the correlation of these two is not yet entirely re
solved. 

The particularity of the Laab Nappe is the thin-bedded 
variegated flysch of the Upper Cretaceous (Kaumberg For
mation) ; at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary there are 
glauconitic quartzites and black shales. After an apparent 
gap in strata -sequence follows the Laab Formation with sil
iciclastic Hois Member (Upper Palaeocene) and the clayey 
Aggsbach Member of the Lower to Middle Eocene (Prey 
1965b). 

The Kahlenberg Nappe is characterized by an extensive 
disintegration of the original sequence (Jurassic-Lower 
Paleocene), caused by progressive sliding as a result of 
tectonic movements and the present-day distribution of the 
originally correlatable parts over tectonic structures. ln es
sence, the older parts are accumu lated in· the South, the 
younger in the North, only the "Middle Cretaceous" is pres
ent everywhere, acting as a lubricant and is thus the com
mon link which allows with good reason the Supposition of 
considering them as of common origin. Remnants of the 
stratigraphic base are the Klippen of St. Veit (Prey 1975). 

The existence of a synsedimentary picritic volcanism in the 
"Middle Cretaceous" is worthy of note. 

The Ybbsitz Klippen Zone with its flysch cover forms 
a nappe of its own and which could justifiably also be re 
ferred to as Ybbsitz Nappe. lt shows characteristics similar 
to the Kahlenberg Nappe with the St. Veit Klippen Zone 
both by its Stratigraphie range and its tectonic setting. lt is 
marked by frequently occurring remnants of basic to ul
trabasic rocks (? ophiolites, Schnabel 1979, Ruttner & 
Schnabel 1988). 

The so-called Northern Zone forms a tectonic elem~nt of 
its own (Grün et al. 1972), extending in the eastern sector 
roughly from the Erlauf river to the Vienna Basin . The beds, 
which consist only of the younger part of the Lower Creta 
ceous to the Lower Albian, with small remnants of Upper 
Jurassie and Neocomian (?) Klippen contact basic rocks 
near the locality of Kilb (Prey 1977) and therefore show 
marked parallels with the Ybbsitz and St. Veit Klippen 
Zones. 

lt is difficult to unravel these tectonic units palinspasti
cally and to reconstruct the original sequence of the depo
sitional expanses, as the formational sequences are mostly 
torn out of their original assemblage. ln general the young
er members show a tendency of gliding to the North, leav
ing the older beds behind in the South, a process which 
can Iead up to the complete disintegration of the original 
sequence right up to diverticulation, where older members 
of the sequence are overthrust in an upright position over 
their own younger caprocks. Such processes are conjec
tured to have occurred in the Wienerwald (Prey 1972). Simi
lar features are recognizable in the underlying Helvetic. 

These tectonic compl ications make a comparison with 
the Carpathians more difficult, as the tectonic units there 
can be set up sequentially in accordance to their present 
setting from N to S to reconstruct their original palaeo
geographic position . The Carpathian Flysch Zone was just 
not overthrust by the Central Carpathians, like the East Al 
pine Flysch Zone was by the Northern Calcareous Alps. lt is 
for this reason, that a comparison of the formation se
quence with the Carpathians can produce clarifying indica
tions. 

3. The Flysch Belt of the West Carpathians 

3.1. Teetonic Setting 

· The Carpathian Flysch Belt is situated between the Neo
gene Carpathian Foredeep to the West and the Klippen Belt 
to the East. The Flysch Belt has been divided, from the in
side to the outer margins, into the Magura Group compris
ing the Bile Karpaty, Bystrica or Raca Unit, Fore-Magura 
Unit, the Silesian Unit with the Godula, Baska and Kelc De
velopments, and the Zdounky, Subsilesian, Zdanice and 
Pouzdrany Units (see Fig . 1 ). ln the western section of the 
Carpathians, the Flysch Belt is some 60 km wide. lts units, 
overthrust over one another toward the outer periphery of 
the Carpathians, are tectonically better individualized than 
the units of the East Alps, which is due to relatively less in 
tensive compression . Forthis reason, the palaeogeography 
of the West Carpathians can be interpreted more easily 
(Ksiazkiewicz 1956). The Alpine-Carpathian contact is ob
scured by the Vienna Basin covering the Magura Group and 
the inner parts of the Zdanice Unit and Waschberg Zone. 
The latter units are surface structures linking the West Car
pathians with the East Alps. 

3.2. Stratigraphy (Fig . 1 ,Tab. 1 b) 

ln the Flysch Belt of the West Carpathians, Sedimenta
tion can be traced continuously from the Malm to the Low
er Miocene. The presence of older sediments (Middle Tri
assie to Lower Cretaceous) can only be assumed from the 
pebbles contained in the conglomerates of the Fly!'ch Belt 
(Sotak 1986, Andrusov 1959, Elias, Eliasova 1984, Rehanek 
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1987) . The Pouzdi'any Unit (Upper Eocene- Eggenburgian) 
is the lowermost tectonic structure . lt is developed in a pre
vailingly pelitic facies. With respect to lithofacies and pal 
aeogeography, it is the link connecting the autochthonaus 
Palaeogene cover of the Bohemian Massif with the Tethyan 
area (Stranik 1983) . _ 

The front of the Carpathian nappes consists of the Zda
nice -Subsilesian Unit (Upper Cretaceous - Lower Mio
cene) with incorporated Upper Jurassie tectonic fragments 
(Klippen) and have their continuation in the Waschberg 
Zone in Austria. Features common to the whole unit are the 
Uppermost Cretaceous to Upper Eocene pelitic facies and 
the overlying Menilite Formation. The Subsilesian sector is 
characterized by the Upper Cretaceous Frydek Formation, 
the Zdanice Unit and the Waschberg Zone by the Zdanice
Hustopece Formation and superimposed Lower Miocene 
beds (Eggenburgian - Karpatian ; Pokorny 1962; Cicha, 
Picha 1964). 

The Silesian Unit is characterized by the deposits of the 
Upper Jurassie to Oligocene. The Kelc, Baska and Godula 
Developments have lithofacially been distinguished in this 
unit. The Kelc Development (Valanginian-Paleocene) re
presents a prevailingly pelitic slope facies with slump bod
ies. The Baska Development (Oxfordian - Palaeocene) re
presents, particularly in the Lower Cretaceous, a base-of
slope facies comprising block accumulations of the Stram
berk Limestones and a basinal facies with carbonate flysch 
of the Baska Member {Aibian - Senonian) . The Godula 
Development (Oxfordian - Oligocene) in characterized, in 
Jurassie to Cretaceous times, by the carbonate flysch of 
the Tesin Limestone and, in the Lower Cretaceous, by dark
grey pelite Sedimentation, accompanied by the intensive 
growth of a teschenite volcanic association . Upper Creta 
ceous to Palaeocene sedimens have developed in a sandy 
flysch facies (Godula and lstebna Formations) . Locally de
veloped CiE;li:kowice sandstone-bodies are typical of the 
Palaeocene to Lower Eocene. The Menilite Formation and 
the flysch facies of the Krosno Formation are the upper
most parts of the sequence. Owing to the lithofacies devel
opment of the Cretaceous beds, the Zdounky Unit (Lower 
Cretaceous - Oligocene) in central Moravia is considered 
to be the equivalent to the Kelc Development of the Sile
sian Unit. lt is the most SW occurrence of the Silesian Unit, 
proving that this continues SW from the mobile fault zone 
of Hornomoravsky uval (Matejka, Roth 1956; Roth et al. 
1962a, 1962b; Elias 1979; Mencik 1983). 

At the front of the Magura nappe slices of the Foremagu
ra Unit, characterized by Upper Cretaceous to Eocene var
iegated pelites, are situated (Hanzlikova, Mencik, Pesl , 
1962) . 

ln the Magura Group, the most extensive flysch unit in 
the West Carpathians, the Raca, Bystrica or Bile Karpaty 
Units are distinguished (Matejka, Roth 1949, 1956). The 
Raca Unit (Lower Cretaceous to Lower Oligocene) displays 
a considerable variation in lithofacies (Pesl 1968). lts outer 
part is characterized by thick sandstone bodies, particularly 
in the Palaeocene. The Palaeocene to Middle Eocene sedi
ments exhibit thin-bedded rhythmic flysch development 
with variegated claystones (Beloveza Member) . ln the inner 
part of the unit, the Beloveza Member is partly replaced by 
sandstone Sedimentation (Luhacovice Formation) which 
fades out towards the Carpathians. The Middle Eocene to 
Lower Oligocene series are represented by the typical 
flysch of the Zlin Formation characterized by glauconite 
sandstones (Vsetin Member) in the outer part and by domi
nant arkose and muscovite sandstones (Kycerka Member) 
in the inner part . The latter are lithologically and stratigra
phically equivalent to the Magura Sandstone of the Flysch 
Carpathians in Poland . 

The Bystrica Unit (Palaeocene-Upper Eocene) is the ax
ial fill of the Magura basin . The Lacko Marls are typical of 
its Middle to Upper Eocene Zlin (Bystrica) Formation. 

The Bile Karpaty Unit has been divided into the Hluk and 
Vlara facies-developments (Matejka, Roth 1956; Stranik, 
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Krejci , Mencik in print) . The Hluk Development (Upper Cre
taceous - Middle Eocene) is characterized, in the Palaeo
cene to Lower Eocene, by flysch with prevailing pelites 
(Svodnice and Nivnice Formations, Stranik et al. in print). 
Klippen of the Lower Cretaceous Hluk Member with alod 
apic Iimestones (carbonate turbidites) are incorporated into 
the Upper Cretaceous to Paleocene variegated beds. The 
Vlara Development (Upper Cretaceous - Lower Eocene) is 
characterized, particularly in the Palaeocene, by sandy 
flysch sedimentation of the Javorina Formation, wedged as 
a lenticular body between the Upper Cretaceous variegated 
Gbely Member and the overlying Svodnice Formation . The 
Kopanice Development (Stranik, Krejci, Mencik in print), 
determined along its contact with the Klippen Belt, is char
acterized by flysch beds originating from the Campanian to 
Lower Eocene with abundant clastic carbonate material 
(Jarmuta and Proc Formations). lt is not entirely clear 
whether it should be assigned to the Bile Karpaty Unit or to 
the Klippen Belt. 

The stratigraphy of the individual facies units in the 
Flysch Belt gets younger towards the foreland. ln the Bile 
Karpaty Unit, the youngest sediments are Middle Eocene, 
in the Bystrica Unit they are Upper Eocene and in the Raca 
Unit Lower Oligocene in age. ln the out_er units, the upper 
boundary of the sequence (Krosno and Zdanice-Hustopece 
Formations) was placed into the Egerian or Lower Miocene 
(tab . 1 b) . 

4. Comparisons and conclusions 

The field excursions carried out to make correlative stud
ies are the basis for making the following comparisons. ln 
this connection, it should be pointed out that the conclu
sions are not based on detailed research on the objects, 
but are based on visual inspections in the field and discus
sions on the general tectonics. However, the exposures vi
sited were chosen selectively, the criteria being that they 
had been examined recently on other occasions. Corre
sponding Iiteratur references are quoted. 

4.1. Molasse, Zdanice-Waschberg Unit and the Helvetic 

The Waschberg Zone (Grill 1953, 1968) is the only zone 
where the junction of the East Alps with the West Carpath
ians can be traced on the surface. A relationship of the 
Waschberg Zone with the Zdanice Unit is evident by their 
lithostratigraphig and facial development. There is com
monality of the Zdanice-Hustopece Formation and Menilite 
Formation. The sequence grouped together as the "Sub
menilite Formation" in the Carpathians is different to a de
gree. There are differences by the presence of the Jurassie 
and Cretaceous klippen, as weil as the tectonically more 
compressed structure in the Waschberg Zone South of the 
Dyje river (Matejka in Kalasek et al. 1962). The Ti'inec For
mation (Uppermost Cretaceous - Uppermost Eocene) has 
striking similarity with the equivalents of the Helvetic of 
equal age (Ksi9i:kiewicz 1956, Prey 1965a, Elias 1981) . _ 

The connection of the Inneralpine Molasse with the Zda
nice Unit and the Waschbergzone as weil as the Molasse at 
the northern periphery of the Flysch Zone near the village 
of Kilb (Schnabel et al. 1988) and tectonic wLndow of Ro
gatsboden based on the similarity with the Zdanice-Hus
topece Formation became evident. 

For resolving the relationship between the Helvetic 
(Buntmergelserie) and the Inneralpine Molasse, the condi
tions in the Carpathians should therefore be taken more in
to consideration than previously. 

4.2. North Zone 

This is a conspicuous element with its Lower to Middle 
Cretaceous remnants of klippen and basic volcanics, at the 
northern edge of the Alpine Flysch Zone in its eastern sec
tor. A continuation of this zone in the Carpathians in this 
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form is not known. Possibly the Jurassie and Lower Creta
ceous of the klippe of Kurovice at the front of the Magura 
Nappe (Benesova et al. 1968) is lithogically comparable to 
a degree. 

4.3. The relationship of the Magura Group to the Rheno
danubian Flysch 

The relationship of the Magura Group to the nappes of 
the Wienerwald is an essential component of the problern 
of determining the interconnection of the entire Alpine
Carpathian Flysch Belt. ln the first place it is clearly the Ma
gura Group which finds its continuation in the Wienerwald, 
firstly because of its spatial proximity and secondly be
cause of its stratigraphic extent. ln both areas the Upper 
Cretaceous, Paleocene and Eocene show comparable de
velopments. ln centrast thereto, Prey (1965a) has drawn 
parallels between the Greifenstein Nappe and the Silesian 
Nappe, which is attributable to his particular emphasis of 
the Cretaceous. On the other hand, this author also does 
not want to separate the Greifenstein and Laab develop
ments palaeogeographically, because of their facial trans
itions. For comparison with the Carpathians, preference 
should in any case be given to the Palaeogene, as there is 
a distance of at least 400 km between the typically deve
loped Cretaceous of the Main Flysch Nappe in the western 
sector of the East Alps and the eastern extremity of the 
Silesian Unit. lt is only the Magura Group which is relevant 
in establishing a direct connection. 

An open question is only how the nappes of the Wiener
wald can be linked with the particular units of the Magura 
Group in Moravia and how they can be traced underground 
in the Vienna Basin, where such speculations can be con
firmed . lt is for this reason that drilling into flysch has great 
significance. 

The comparison given here is based on the observations 
made du ring the excursions and the present state of the art 
of present knowledge. 

4.3.1 . Greifenstein Nappe - Raca Unit 

A connection between the Greifenstein Nappe and the 
Raca Unit is based on the lithological comparison of the se
quence of beds in the inner part of the Raca Unit (Lu
hacovice Zone, Pesl 1968) and the classic exposures of the 
Greifenstein Formation near Greifenstein (Brix 1969) and 
Bisamberg (Hekel 1968). The identical lithological sections 
as in Greifenstein are found underground within the Vienna 
Basin, in the area of the Hodonin-Gbely Horst (Eiias 1981 b) 
and can be traced underground (Grill 1968). 

lt is possible to compare directly the Luhacovice Forma
tion with the Greifenstein Formation in accordance with li 
thology, sedimentary petrography and stratigraphy. lt is 
possible to correlate on both sides a lower part, dominated 
by thick-bedded quartz sandstone (Upper Palaeocene to 
Lower Eocene) and a thin to medium-bedded flysch of the 
Upper part of the formation. This correlation follows the 
ideas of Zapletal (1930, 1931) and also Götzinger (1945, 
1954), despite the fact that the "Ciezkowice Sandstone" of 
the localities observed by the latter author is really Lu
hacovice Sandstone (see also Prey 1965a, p. 90). 

Based on this findings it is the authors' opinion that it is 
not possible to draw a parallel between the Greifenstein 
Sandstone and the Cil;lzkowice Sandstone, as is done by 
Prey (1965a). The Silesian Unit has no connection with the 
East Alpine Flysch Zone. 

4.3.2. Laab Nappe - Bile Karpaty Unit 

The connection between the Laab Nappe and the Bile 
Karpaty Unit is also evident from the lithological sequence 
in outcrops and wells . The clearest indication is the rela
tionship seen between the Laab Beds with both its devel
opments, the Hois Formation and the Aggsbach Formation 

( Prey 1965b). Both these two facies find their stratigraphic 
and lithological equivalents in the Svodnice Formation 
(Paleocene-Eocene). ln the Upper Cretaceous it is possible 
to compare the Kaumberg Formation with the Gbely For
mation, both are characterized by their variegated shale fa
cies. They have already been found underground in the 
Vienna Basin. ln this respect first comparisons were made 
by Götzinger (1945). Both units are completely identical in 
their entirety, stratigraphically as weil as lithologically. 

4.4. Kahlenberg Nappe 

The Kahlenberg Nappe seems to have no equivalent in 
the Carpathians at least at the surface. This statement con
cerns the Middle to Upper Cretaceous flysch sequences as 
weil as the Klippen Zone of St. Veit. Due to the well
founded suspicion of Prey (1975, p. 65) the St. Veit Klippen 
Zone can also not be compared with the Pieniny Klippen 
Belt, as it was argued before (e. g. Birkenmajer 1962). A di
rect connection of the flysch sequences of the West Car
pathians with their former base has not yet been observed. 
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Abstrakt 

Upozornujeme na rozdily 
V Casovem a obsahovem Cha
pani flyse ve Vychodnich Al 
pach a v Zapadnich Karpatech . 
V Zapadnich Karpatech jsou 
vnejsi jednotky (podslezska, 
zdanicka a pouzdranska) inte
grujici slozkou flysoveho pas
ma, zatimco srovnatelne jed
notky Vychodnich Alp nejsou 
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Zusammenfassung 

Basierend auf den Beobach
tungen der Exkursionen in die 
Flyschzone der Ostalpen und 
der Westkarpaten werden die 
tektonischen Einheiten und 
wichtige Formationen vergli 
chen. 

Die Unterschiede im alters
mäßigen Umfang der Flyschfol 
gen und die Abfolgen sowie die 

paleogeogr~ficky spojovany 
s flysem. Radi se k helvetiku 
a k molase. 

Tektonicke jednotky Viden 
skeho lesa mohou byt srovnany 
s dilcimi jednotkami magurske
ho flyse. Greifensteinsky pri 
krov odpovida jednotce racan
ske, jak je mozno dokazat i z vr
tü, ktere dostihly flysove podlo
zi neogenu videnske panve. 
Greifensteinsky piskovec müze 
bYt prima srovnavan s piskovci 
luhacovickeho souvrstvi. 

Vrstevni sied laabskeho pri 
krovu je srovnatelny se siedem 
belokarpatske jednotky, kaum
berske vrstvy s gbelskym sou
vrstvim a laabske vrstvy se 
svodnickym souvrstvim. 

Pro slezskou jednotku nebyl 
v alpskam flysovem pasmu na
lezen zadny ekvivalent. Rovnez 
tak severni z6na a kahlenbersky 
prikrov Videnskeho lesa nema 
zadne pokracovani v Karpatech , 
minimalne v povrchove stavbe. 

Bude nasledovat detailni 
zpracovanr vrstevnich sledü 
jednotliv'{ch tektonickych jed
notek a jejich korelace . 

unterschiedlichen Begriffsfas
sungen werden aufgezeigt. Es 
geht hervor, daß in den Karpa 
ten die externen Einheiten 
(Subsilesische, Zda.nice- und 
Pouzdrany-Einheit) integrierter 
Bestandteil der Flyschzone 
sind, während vergleichbare 
Einheiten der Ostalpen paläo
geographisch nichts mit dem 
Rhenodanubischen Flysch zu 
tun haben. Sie gehören zum 
Helvetikum und zur Molasse. 

Die tektonischen Einheiten 
des Wienarwaldes können mit 
denen der Magura-Gruppe ver
glichen werden. Die Greifen
steiner Decke ist mit der Raca
Einheit parallelisierbar, was 
auch aus Bohrungen im Wiener 
Becken ersehen werden kann . 
Der Greifensteiner Sandstein 
kann direkt mit dem Luhacovi
ce-Sandstein verglichen wer
den. 

Die Schichtenfolge der Laa
ber Decke ist mit der Bile Kar
paty-Einheit vergleichbar, und 
zwar die Kaumbarger Schich
ten mit der Gbely-Formation 
und die Laaber Schichten mit 
der Svodnice-Formation. 

Die Silesische Einheit hat of
fensichtlich kein Äquivalent in 
der alpinen Flyschzone. Umge
kehrt finden die Nordzone und 
die Kahlenbarger Decke des 
Wienarwaldes in den Karpaten , 
zumindest an der Oberfläche, 
keine Fortsetzung . 

Eine detaillierte Bearbeitung 
der Schichtprofile der tektoni 
schen Einheiten und die strati 
graphische Korrelation werden 
angeregt. 

THE ALPINE-CARPATHIAN FLOOR 
OF THE VIENNA BASIN IN AUSTRIA AND CSSR 
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, G. Wessely' 

1 ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 
2 Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czechoslovakia 

1- lntroduction 

The Alpine nappe system underneath the Neogene of the 
Vienna basin connects the Austrian Alps and the Czecho
slovakian Carpathians. Of course, on the strike, some tec
tonical units are replaced by others or end in the Vienna ba
sin. Especially the nappes of the Flysch and the Calcareous 
Alps are objects of intensive exchange of information be
tween Austria and Czechoslovakia for common interests of 
finding hydrocarbons. These contacts are relevant for bet
ter knowledge of source and reservoir rocks in this area. 
Especially the fields in the Calcareous Alps in Austria and 
Czechoslovakia (Aderklaa , Schönkirchen, Bay.mgarten, 
Zavod, Borsky Jur) deepened the contacts of OMV and 
MND Hodonin. 

The source of the information are wells and seismic sur
veys. The wells reached depths of more than 6 000 m. The 
penetrated sequence of the Alpine - Carpathian system 
was in some cases several thousand meters. The seismic 
surveys very often did not offer the wanted information ; 
one can use seismics in this area only for the determination 
of the Preneogene relief. lf Stratigraphie or tectonic planes 
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within the Calcareous Alps are very steep, no believable 
seismic reflections are seen. 

2. Structure of the Vienna Basin 

For delineating structural elements in the Neogene floor 
of the Vienna basin it is necessary to define the reference 
surfaces. The structural subdivisions in shallower parts 
(fig. 1) differ mainly from those at the base of Neogene be
cause in deeper Stratigraphie sections older structures are 
preserved in addition to the younger ones often divergent 
in striking . ln the shallower positions only younger struc
tures are present, which may disappear with depth like nar
row grabens or which may be shifted . 
Nevertheless an attempt of generalisation of the structural 
picture and fault systemswill be undertaken. 

The marginal blocks are separated by large synsedimen
tary faults from deep depression zones. Beside complex ar
rangements of subsided and elevated blocks a median high 
zone in a sigmoidal shape is extending along the axis of the 
basin . 

The most extensive marginal blocks along the western 
border of the basin are the Ratiskovice and Rakvice blocks, 
the Poysbrunn, Mistelbach and Mödling blocks. By the 
Schrattenberg-Steinberg-Bisamberg-Leopoldsdorf fault 
systems these marginal blocks are separated from a sys
tem of depressions consisting of the Uherske Hradiste gra
ben, the Moravian central depression, the Zistersdorf, 
Groß-Engersdort and Schwechat depressions. 

A median highzone extends from the Hodonin-spur s. 1., 
which is limited to the Moravian central depression by the 
Lanzhot and Luzice faults, along the Rabensburg-Eichhorn 
ridge to the Matzen-Aderklaa highzones. lsolated in the 
Southern Vienna basin the Wienerherberg-Enzersdorf high 
is situated . The Hodonin spur s. I. consists of the Hodonin 
Gbely horst s. s., the Holic-Skalica block, the Kopcany de
pression and the Unin block. These structures are cut tow
ards the South by the large Farske fault . South of this fault 
large depressions are extending : the Kuty-Drösing depres
sion , continuing to the South into the Gajary and Suchoh
rad depressions, the Senica depression and the Levare de
pression, interbedded between these depressions is the 
Zavod-Sastin block and to the East these depressions are 
bordered by the Lab-Malacky horst and the Laksary eleva
tion. ln Austria the median high zone is separated by the 
Markgrafneusiedl fault from the Marchfeld depression. Be
tween the latter one and the Gajary-Suchohrad depres
sions the Zwerndorf-Tallesbrunn high is situated . 

Along the Eastern flank of the Vienna basin a system of 
grabens is arranged consisting of the Wiener Neustadt ba
sin, the Mittarndorf graben, the Lassee graben and the Zo
hor Plavecky graben. The extension of these grabens Iasted 
to very young times. They are separated by large faults 
(Pottendorf fault, Kopfstetten-Engelhartstetten fault-sys
tem) from the Eastern marginal blocks, as the Leithage
birge block, Deutsch Altenöurg spur and the Male Karpaty 
block. 

The faults mentioned above are synsedimentary, often 
with large displacements (Steinberg fault 5 000-6 000 m, 
Leopoldsdorf faults up to 4 000 m), mostly active since Ba
denian time. But there are also structural elements and 
faults, which indicate tectonic movements in Prebadenian 
age. These elements are known in the northern parts of the 
Vienna basin. The rhomboidal shape of the basin, the bend
ing of structures and faults in an often right stepping en 
echelon arrangement and the known depocenters are the 
indications for a specific mechanism of tension. This me
chanism was caused by the further overthrusting of the 
Carpathian nappes in the Miocene and the stop of the Alps 
at the same time. By its subsiding tendency the crystalline 
basement was controlling these tectonic events which 
created the Vienna basin . 

For the hydrocarbon exploration in the Flysch zone at the 
base of the Vienna basin the Steinberg highzone in Austria 

and the Gbely-Hodonin in the CSSR are of large import
ance. 

The hydrocarbon exploration in the dolomitic reservoirs 
of Alpine zone at the base of the Vienna basin in Austria 
was performed on the high zones of Aderklaa (ca. 2 650 m 
deep), Schönkirchen (ca. 2 600 m deep) and Baumgarten 
(ca . 2 500 m deep) with detection of gas or oil in 
Schönkirchen. Other elevations are known in Oberlaa-Lax
enburg (Mödling block) and along the line Markgrafneu
siedi-Gänserndorf, but no hydrocarbons were found in 
these positions. ln the CSSR the elevations of Zavod 
(4 000 m deep), Borsky Jur (3 000 m) and Sastin (2 000 m) 
are gas-bearing. Other prominent high positions are the 
Lab-Malacky and Laksary highs. 

3. Overview of the Geologie Alpine-Carpathian Units 

3.1 Austria 

Below the Neogene of the Vienna basin nappes of the 
Flysch, the Calcareous Alps, the Graywacke zone and the 
Centralalpine Zone are striking from the western basin mar
gin into the area of Slovakia. The Flyschzone is subdivided 
into the Harrarsdorf ( = Raca) unit, the Greifenstein nappe 
(Gösting and Zistersdorf subunit), the Kahlenberg nappe 
(Sulz subunit) and the Laab nappe. The Calcareous Alps 
consist of 3 groups of nappes: The lowermost (northwest
ernmost) one is the Frankenfels-Lunz unit (Bajuvaricum), 
overthrust by the Göller nappe (Tirolicum), which in turn is 
overthrust by the Upper Limestone Alpine nappes (Juvavi
cum). These nappes are separated by troughs of Gosau 
sediments (Gießhübl and Glinzendorf depressions) . Both 
troughs are overthrust in northwestern direction by the re
spective higher nappe. 

The Preneogene relief of the Flysch covers an area of 
1 240 km 2

. lt has been explored by numerous wells. Hydro
carbon deposits are restricted to sandstones of Paleocene
Eocene age in the area of the Steinberg high (Greifenstein 
nappe), but some occurrences of oil were found in dis
turbed rocks of the Kahlenberg nappe (Pirawarth-Hoch
leithen) . 

The Preneogene Limestone Alpine relief covers an area 
of 1 450 km2

• More than 200 wells penetrated this surface 
enabling the investigation of the Iimestone Alpine floor. 
Many of them are concentrated in areas of oil and gas
fields. On the other hand 30 wells explored Ionger sections 
in this floor giving evidence of the interior structure of 
nappes. The most knowledge was obtained in the Franken
fels-Lunz System (80 wells) and the Ötscher nappe (100 
wells), less explored are the Upper Iimestone alpine nappes 
with 28 wells. 

3.2. CSSR 

ln the Preneogene basement of the Czechoslovakian part 
of the Vienna basin the Flyschzone and the Northern Lime
stone Alpine nappes continue towards NE, partly to the 
Carpathian mountains. The Flyschzone contains the Lower 
Magura nappe system (Racany-, Greifenstein-, Kahlenberg 
nappe) and the Upper Magura nappe system (Bile Karpaty
Laab nappe). Between the Flyschzone and the Limestone 
Alpine nappe runs in SW- NE direction the narrow zone of 
the Pieniny klippen belt with the Czorstyn and Kysuc.a units. 
Towards the NW the Flyschzone is bordered by the Zdanice 
unit. 

The Limestone Alpine nappes of the CSSR part of the 
Vienna basin are as in Austria subdivided into a northwest
ern unit corresponding to the Frankenfels-Lunz nappe sys
tem (Bajuvarikum), the middle zone of the thrust units 
(equivalent to the Tirolicum containing the Göller nappe) 
and the Veternik, Havran and the Jablonica nappes which 
appear on the Carpathian border on surface. The Brezova 
Gosau depression is extending from the surface into the 
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGV AND GEOPHYSICS 

basin . The southernmost zone can be compared with the 
Upper Limestone Alpine nappes (Juvavikum). 

This zone as weil as its underlying Paleozoic base, the 
Graywackezone, dissappears within the basin, the Centrai-
Aipine Zone is replaced by the Tatride zone. _ 

The Preneogene surface of the Flysch in the CSSR part 
of the Vienna basin occupies an area of 1 600 km 2

• 200 wells 
were drilled into the Flysch, but in Moravia most wells have 
been finished in the Zlin formation, 15 wells encountered 
the Pieniny klippen belt. 

The Limestone Alpine surface below the Vienna basin 
comprises an area of 1 385 km 2

. Till now 50 wells, nearly all 
located on high zones, were spudded within this zone. 

4. Stratigraphy and Facies (CSSR and Austria) 

4.1 Flysch and Klippenzone 

4.1.1 Lower Magura Nappe System 

The sedimentary sequence of the Racany nappe starts 
with the Solar\ formation (Senonian to Lower Paleocene) . 
The lower part consists of variegated marls and sand
stones, the upper part of sandstones and conglomerates. 
The Beloveza Formation (Upper Paleocene to Middle Eo
cene) and the Zlin Formation (Upper Eocene to Lower Oli
gocene) are superimposed . The Racany unit is overlain by 
the TYnec slice with Altlengbach beds (Senonian to Lower 
Paleocene), overlain by the Zlin beds. This slice can be 
compared with the Greifenstein nappe. The Kuty slice, 
which is not weil known, can be correlated with parts of the 
Kahlenberg Flysch, some picrites also have been detected. 

ln the lower system of Flysch units in the Austrian part of 
the Vienna basin (from NW to SE Harrersdorf-, Gösting-, 
Zistersdorf thrust slices) a rather unique succession is tobe 
observed : turbiditic sandstones and marls of the Upper 
Cretaceous Altlengbach beds are followed by a Paleocene 
to Eocene series of 3 or more glauconitic sandstone com
plexes, each of them with considerable thicknesses (hun
dreds of meters) and interpreted as deep sea fans with dif
ferent stages of progradation in the different units. On top 
of them the Eocene "Steinbergflysch" was deposited , 
a more distal element of a turbiditic complex, with domi
nating marls interbedded with a series of sandy layers (up 
to 18 horizons) . 

The Harrersdorf unit is a frontal nappe similar to the nor
thern (Raca) unit in CSSR. The Gösting- and Zistersdorf un
its are to be combined with the Greifenstein nappe 
(M. Rammel 1988, Diss. phil. : "Die Glaukonitsandsteinserie 
im Untergrund des Nördlichen Wiener Beckens"). 

The stratigraphy of the Sulz unit, which corresponds to 
the Kahlenberg nappe is not as explored as the deeper un
its. The weil Maustrenk ÜT 1 a and wells of the Sulz-Pira
warth-Hochleiten area proved turbiditic sediments from 
Upper Cretaceous to Paleogene in a tectonically more com
plicated succession. 

4.1 .2 Upper Magura Nappe System 

This system consists of the Bile Karpaty Nappe and Laab 
Nappe. The lowermost beds of the Bile Karpaty Nappe are 
the Gbely beds (Cenomanian to Turonian), which are over
lain by the variegated Puchov Mari (Upper Coniacian to 
lower Campanian to Maastrichtian). The youngest deposits 
are the Proc formation with Flysch rocks (Paleocene to 
Middle Eocene). Beds of the Laab Nappe have been drilled 
presumably in Slovakia . 

The upper Flysch complex in the Austrian part of the 
Vienna basin is subsumed under the term Laab nappe. 
A continuous sequence of this unit was drilled by the weil 
Aderklaa ÜTia with Upper Cretaceous Kaumberg beds, 
a series of thick sandstone complexes of Paleogene age 
(Hois beds) covered by a more pelitic series of Eocene age 
(Agsbach beds). Many wells in the Bockfließ-Raggendorf-

Matzen-Spannberg area encountered Upper Cretaceous 
turbiditic sandston.es predominating the pelites. Within 
these sections also red or violet shales occur. ln some 
cases complexes of diabase were found. Sedimentary 
components of these rocks in red shales point to synsedi
mentary intrusions of the diabases in Upper Cretaceous 
time. By the weil Ringelsdorf 3 the Laab nappe is followed 
towards the State boundary by the occurrence of Kaum
berg beds or their sandy equivalents. 

4.1 .3 The Pieniny Klippen Belt 

This Klippen belt is genetically connected with the Magu
ra Unit and consists of the Czorstyn- and Kysuca Unit in the 
Vienna basin . Rocks of Neocomian to Senonian age have 
been deposited. 

4.2 Limestone Alpine Zone 

4.2.1 Frankenfels-Lunz Nappe System - Bajuvaricum 

Pregosauic Sediments 

ln Austria there is a tectonical reduction of the middle 
and lower Upper Triassie in the exposed parts of the Cal
careous Alps as weil as in the Calcareous Alps in the Vien
na basin, however, the sedimentary sequence starts with 
the Middle Triassie Reifling Iimestone (Upper Anisian to 
Upper Ladinian). These Iimestones have been drilled 480 m 
thick in Kuklov 3 - Partnach beds can attain a thickness of 
up to 150 m. Aon-beds and Lunz beds, about 600 m thick, 
are occurring in Lower Carnian . ln Austria, the sedimentary 
sequence starts with the Opponitz beds, a dolomitic-eva
poritic facies of low thickness . They represent a good slid
ing horizon. The Norian Hauptdolomit (gray and granular, 
sometimes with shale interbeds), is the main reservoir rock 
of the Calcareous Alps in the Vienna basin with a thickness 
of 500 to 1 000 m. At the end of the Triassie the Kössen 
beds (up to 100m thick) were deposited; they are replaced 
toward south by a Plattenkalk-facies. 

ln the Liassie time Hierlatz limestone, a shallower water 
facies, changes toward the north and south to a basin fa
cies, siliceous Iimestones and spotted limestones, respec
tively. The Klaus Iimestone occurs till Dogger time, fol
lowed upwards by a radiolarite bed and variegated Iime
stones of Malmian age. 

ln the Lower Cretaceous, marls and marly Iimestones 
predominate in the Neocomian, marls and sandstones in 
the Upper Aptian and Albian, sometimes with exotic grav
els. The transgressive upper Cenomanian is represented by 
a marly facies , on the margins, however, by clastic sedi
ments. Finally, brackish to limnic fluviatile marls, sandsto
nes and coal limestones, partly including conglomeratic 
layers, occur in the Middle Cretaceous. Strata of this age, 
have not been drilled in Czechoslovakia . 

The Gosau Beds (Upper Cretacous to Paleocene -
Gießhübl Syncline) 

ln Austria, the Coniacian and Santonian consist of basal 
breccias and sandstones, the Campanian comprises varie
gated marl Iimestones and marls with several intercalated 
clastic layers, pointing to a subsidence. A turbidite facies 
with a basal coarse layer is developed between the Upper 
Maastrichtian and the Middle Paleocene. Lower, Middle 
and Upper Gießhübl beds can be differentiated. The Lower 
and Upper Gießhübl beds are characterized by quartz-rich 
layers and variegated calcarous clays, the middle Gießhübl 
beds by carbonate rich clastics and grey marls. The se
quences of Cretaceous are 100m, those of the Paleocene 
up to 1 300 m thick. ln Czechoslovakia rocks of the 
Gießhübl syncline have not yet been drilled, but they 
should be present in the area Suchohrad-Jakubov-Gajary
Male Levare. 
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGV AND GEOPHVSICS 

4.2.2 Göller Nappe - Tirolicum Pregosauic Sediments 

ln the entire Vienna basin two lithofacies can be differen 
tiated in the Göller Nappe : 

The Northwestern Part 

The sequence starts with Haselgebirge (Permian) and 
Werfen beds (Permo-Scythian) , including also anhydrites 
and dolomites. ln the drillholes Zavod -Studienka the Ha
selgebirge appears as a slide horizon of the nappes. Ani 
sian Gutenstein Iimestone (Studienka) is following. ln the 
Ladinian , the Reifling beds with cherts and greenish tuffs 
are typically developed, additionally marls and shales oc
cur. ln the area of Zavod the Reifling beds are connected 
with Wetterstein carbonates of low th ickness. The Lunz 
beds locally are up to 400 m thick (Stillfried 2) and the Op
ponitzer beds (limestones and shales) are overlain by the 
Hauptdolomit up to 1 700 m thick. At the top the Hauptdo
lomit can be replaced by the Plattenkalk. ln the drillhole 
Zavod 81 nodulose Hallstatt Iimestone of low thickness is 
tectonically intercalated into Permo-Skythian. ln the nor
thern part of the Göller Nappe Jurassie beds are not 
known . 

The Southeastern Part 

The facies of the Reifling beds in the northwest changes 
to Wettersteindolomit in the southeastern part of the Göller 
Nappe Gänserndorf, (Laksarska Nova Ves) . The Hauptdol
omit, resting upon the Lunz beds, is replaced by a facies of 
Dachsteinkalk-Piattenkalk, up to 500 m thick. On top layers 
of Kössen beds occur (Laxenburg 2) . ln Jurassie time En
zesfeld limestone, spotted limestone, radiolarite and Ober
alm beds have been deposited. Jurassie beds have not 
been drilled in the Czechoslovakian part. 

The Gosau Beds 

Marine Facies (Frontal Part of the Göller Nappe) 

ln the Prottes area dolomitic breccias and dolomitic 
sandstones, intermitted by carbonates and marls, are 
transgressing . These beds belong to Campanian, their base 
perhaps may be older (Santonian to Coniacian) . A marly 
fine-clastic sequence in the Heidenberg area could repres
ent an intermediate facies between the frontal part of the 
Gosau and the Glinzendorf Gosau, described subsequently. 
ln the Czechoslovakian part the Gosau beds mainly occur in 
the Jablonica Nappe (Brezova depression) . High-marine 
Senonian sediments, more than 900 m th ick, have been 
pentrated in Zavod 68 and 57, north of the Zavod gas de
posit . This Zavod Syncline represents the continuation of 
the Brezova depresssion. Coniacian sediments are missing 
in the drill holes. Flyschoid sandy marls were deposited 
during Santonian time. Dolomitic calcarenites including 
layers of breccias, belong to the Santonian-Campanian . ln 
the lower Campanian variegated marly Iimestones and 
marls were deposited. Thick flysch sequences (marls, sand
stones) occur in the Middle and Upper Campanian. ln the 
upper Campanian and Maastrichtian organic-detritic Iime
stones and marls were deposited, hitherto found only in the 
Brezova Depression. Orbitaids bearing Campanian of the 
shallow marine Gosaufacies is transgress ively overlying the 
Lunz beds in the Studienka area (Studienka 83) . 

Limnic Facies (Giinzendorf Syncline) 

Up to nearly 1 000 m thick Upper Cretaceous, predomi 
nantly in limnic facies, is unconformably resting upon Trias
sie and Jurassie sediments. The sequences are partly very 
rich in breccias and contain exotic components (Markgraf
neusiedl 1, Zahorska Ves) . lntervals containing shales and 
calcareous clays (Giinzendorf T1) also occur. 

Paleogene of the Myjava Syncl ine 

The Myjava syncline consists of Paleogene flysch se
quences, several hundred meters thick and was perhaps 
once connected with the Gießhübl syncline. Conglomerates 
and calcitic sandstones of the Nummulites bearing Eocene 
are following . The Eocene is similarly developed as in the 
Kuklov Depression. The Paleogene is presumably continu 
ing into the Vienna basin. 

4.2.3 The Upper Limestone Alpine Nappes - Juvavicum 

The structurally highest parts of the Limestone Alpine 
Nappes are showing a rather un iform facies of Triassie 
carbonates (Baumgarten-Zwerndorf-Schönfeld). ln the La 
dinian (perhaps including Anisian parts) Wetterstein Iime
stone and Wetterstein dolomite are developed. Lunz beds 
were deposited above them to the North ( Oberweiden T1 ). 
ln other drill holes the Wetterstein beds show a continuous 
transition into Dachstein limestone, sometimes dolomitized 
(Baumgarten 7) . The beds continue into the Vysoka-Lab
Malacky area in the CSSR. An occurrence of dark marls, 
variegated Upper Triassie Iimestones and light Steinalm 
beds in the weil Zwerndorf T1 may be explained as slide 
mass of Hallstatt facies into a Liassie trough overlain by 
a thick series of Dogger, Malmian radiolarites and Oberalm 
beds of the Göller nappe. 

4.2.4 Differentiation of Limestone Alpine Facies 

Reconstructing the original positions of the areas of 
Mesozoic and Tertiary Sedimentation by backstripping of 
the tectonic units, changes in facies from North to South 
are evident, and in some cases also from East to West. 
Within Middle Triassie sequences a change of a basin fa 
cies in the Northwest (Gutenstein -Reifling-Partnach beds) 
to a platform facies in the South (Steinalm-Wetterstein 
beds) takes place within the Göller nappe, for example doc
umented in the weil Kuklov 3 (CSSR), but also in the 
Gänserndorf area in Austria . The Wetterstein facies is dom
inant in the Veternik, Havranica and Jablonica nappes. The 
continuation of the Wetterstein facies is to be found in the 
Upper Limestone Alpine nappes. 

The Lower Carnian Lunz beds were encountered in the 
Bajuvaricum (only in the CSSR area) and in the Tirolicum, 
whereas in the Upper Limestone Alpine Nappes they are 
rare (Lab, Oberweiden T1 ). 

ln the Upper Carnian a change of an evaporitic-carbonat
ic development in the Frankenfels-Lunz system to carbo
natic facies in the Tirol icum is visible. 

ln the Norian a gradual transition from a slightly contin
ental influenced Hauptdolomit (richness in thin interbedded 
green shales) in the Frankenfels-Lunz system to a more 
" clean " Hauptdolomit in the northern part of the Tirolicum 
takes place, to the South the Hauptdolomit is more and 
more replaced by Dachstein beds . ln the Rhätian time 
Kössen beds change to " Piattenkalk" or to Dachstein beds . 

The succession of facies in the Jurassie is mostly an Aus
trian object of investigation. ln Liassie time repetitions in 
changing of facies from North to the South are to be ob
served : A gray basinal f acies in the northernmost Franken
f els-Lunz system (AIIgäu-Kieselkalk beds) pass into a shal
lower environment (" Hierlatzkalk" ) and again a transition 
into a deeper depositional development (AIIgäu beds, Ad 
net-Enzesfeld beds) occurs in the Tirolicum. A similar be
havior show Dogger deposits : continuation of gray marly 
carbonates in subsiding areas and thin Bositra Iimestones 
or Globigerina oolites on shoals. 

ln southern parts of the Göller nappe megabreccias with 
Lower Jurassie and Upper Triassie block masses can be ob
served (Wittau ÜT1) in this member. 

The Malmian facial succession is characterized by thin 
variegated sequences in the North (radiolarites, Saccoco-
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ma and Calpionella limestones) and thick cherty Ruhpold 
ing and Oberalm beds in the southern nappes of the Tiroli 
cum. The Neocomian (Aptian and Albian) and Cenomanian 
sediments, present in the synclines of the Bajuvaricum of 
Austria and the CSSR are missing in the units of the Tiroli
cum and Juvavicum. 

in the Gießhübl syncline the Cenomanian is passing into 
the Turonian and Senonian without significant interruption. 
in the Upper Cretaceous Gosau formation clearly a change 
from South to North is obvious. A shallow limnic-continen
tal environment (Giinzendorf Gosau) grades into a shallow 
marine one (Heidenberg, Studienka) . As a next step in Prot
tes and in the Brezova depression mostly a slope facies is 
represented and finally a deep marine development, espe
cially in Campanian and Maastrichtian in the Gießhübl syn 
cline . All the known Paleocene deposits are deep marine 
turbidites. 

4.3 Graywacke Zone 

The sedimentary (?) base of the Juvavicum are the Paleo
zoic dark calcareous schists, shales and terrigeneaus sedi
ments of the Graywacke zone . in the Czechoslovakian part 
of the Vienna basin this zone may be eroded towards east, 
it was not encountered till now. 

4.4 Tatride-Centralalpine Zone 

in some Austrian wells Mesozoic members belanging to 
a Centralalpine-Tatride sedimentary cover were encoun 
tered : Permoskythian quartzites, Middle Triassie platform 
carbonates, Upper Triassie Keuper with variegated shales, 
some quartzite and some dolomite, Rhätian with dark Iime
stones and Liassie with sandy limestones. The crystalline 
base of these sediments, which could define any affiliation 
to the Austroalpine or Tatride main unit, has not been 
drilled till now. 

5. Teetonics 

5.1 General View 

The Alpine Carpathian tectonic units on the floor of the 
Vienna basin (fig. 2) show a relatively constant strike across 
the Austrian-Czechoslovakian border. This uniform behav
ior changes near the Central Western Carpathians on the 
one hand and the Carpathian Flysch-Kiippenbelt on the 
other hand. An axial rise near the Tatride core area causes 
an erosion of upper Limestone Alpine units together with 
the Graywackezone and the only presence of Tirolicum and 
Bajuvaricum both forming in general a complex syncline 
between the Little Carpathians and the Myjava Klippenbelt. 
in contrary to the Austrian Limestone Alpine zone the real 
basal nappes appear also in the southeastern flank of this 
syncline in the case of the Krizna-Vysoka nappe, which is 
dipping towards northwest tectonically superposing the Ta
trides of the Little Carpathians (fig. 1 ,2). in the Flysch-Kiip
penbelt a change in the tectonical style beginning NE of the 
Gbely area is obvious : a broadening of the Flysch zone in 
connection with a diminished tectonical differentiation can 
be followed from the Wienerwald area nearly through the 
whole basin. The Pieniny klippen belt starting south of the 
Gbely area was not encountered southwestward . 

5.2 External Alpine-Carpathian Units (Flysch, Klippen Belt) 

Only to a minor extent the most external Alpine-Carpath
ian tectionc units as the Waschberg-Zdanice zone, perhaps 
also the "Helvetic" Schottenhofzone are part of the 
Preneogene surface of the Vienna basin. And only the wells 
Zisterdorf ÜT1 a, ÜT2a, Maustrenk ÜT1 a and Aderklaa ÜT1 a 
penetrated these units below the Flysch. They contain 
'!'Ostly pelitic Paleogene layers, in some cases (Zistersdorf 
UT1 a, 2A) in a menilitic facies, in distinct sections with var-
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iegated marls . Malmian klippen were established in the Zis
tersdorf and Maustrenk wells . Beside these sections some 
wells, which penetrated the fault plane of the Steinberg 
fault in deeper positions detected pelitic sequences obvi
ously belanging to the same unit ( Palterndorf T1, Mühlberg 
T1). 

From the outcropping Wienerwald Flysch three main un
its can be followed into the basin: the Greifenstein-, the 
Kahlenberg- and the La ab nappes. North of the Danube the 
Racany nappe becomes import additionally (Harrersdorf 
unit in the Austrian term) . in the Zistersdorf area the Har
rersdorf unit, the Greifenstein nappe with 2 thrust slices 
(Gösting unit and Zistersdorf unit) and finally the Kahlen
berg nappe, represented by the Sulz unit, were established. 
Harrersdorf-, Gösting-, Zistersdorf- and Sulz unit.:> were all 
together identified in the profile of Maustrenk UT1 a. The 
Laab nappe is documented in its whole sequence by the 
weil Aderklaa ÜT1 a and in restricted sections in many wells 
of the Bockfließ-, Matzen-, Raggendorf-, Spannberg area 
as weil as in the weil Ringelsdorf 3. 

in the Czechoslovakian area a continuation of this subdi 
vision of the Flysch is to be followed. The Greifenstein 
nappe is covering the Zlin beds of the Racany nappe (Ty
nec 30) and the Kahlenberg nappe is developed to the Sou
theast in drill holes of Brodske-Lanzhot. The Gbely and Ku
ty Flysch belongs to the same complex. All these units are 
subsumed under the term "outer nappe system of the Ma
gura unit" . This system is overthrust by the "Inner nappe 
system of the Magura unit" along a planar and subhorizon
tal thrust plane . This inner system consists essentially of 
the Bfle Karpaty nappe with several thrust slices (the Hluk 
lower Cretaceous and the Hradiste and Gbely middle Creta
ceous near Kuty are part of these thrust complexes). The 
southern part of the Bfle Karpaty nappe has a large affinity 
to the Pieniny klippen belt. 

5.3. Limestone Alpine Zone 

5.3.1 Frankenfels-Lunz System (Bajuvaricum) 

The Frankenfels Lunz system is extending below the 
Neogene as a narrow belt from Vienna to Senica, where it 
is overthrust by higher units . Along its whole extent it is 
characterized by steep or overturned folds and thrust 
slices. in many cases the cores of the folds are Hauptdo
lomit. Near Vienna two chains of folds are known under the 
term Höllensteinantiklinale and Teufelsteinantiklinale, sepa
rated from each other by the Flösse! syncline with its Ne
ocomian filling. The first mentioned anticline may partly be 
involved in the strongly disturbed frontal thrust zone to the 
east, the second one seems to be buried under Gießhübl 
beds by eastward dipping of the axis near Prottes. Further 
structures were followed underneath the cover of Creta 
ceous-Paleogene of the Gießhübl depression and below 
the Göller nappe in Aderklaa, Schönkirchen and Prottes. 
Folds similar to the Höllen- and Teufelsteinanticline with 
cores of Hauptdolomit appear in the area of Kuklov 4 and 
separated by the Kuklov syncline in the Borsky Jur ridge. 
The Kuklov syncline may be filled by Lower Cretaceous 
sediments like the Flösse! syncline. Towards Northeast 
these structures are cut by the Klippenbelt, where the fron
tal, first anticline disappears near Sastin and the second 
one near Senica . Below the Tirolic nappe system evaporites 
of the Frankenfels Lunz system were encountered in wells 
of Zavod and Laksarska Nova Ves . 

in Austria the Gießhübl depression, filled with Creta
ceous and mainly Paleogene is extending from Gießhübl 
towards Prottes and overthrust by the Göller nappe, in the 
area of Schönkirchen-Prottes completely covered by the 
latter one. The thickness of the Paleocene sediments di
minishes towards the NE, but they are expected to conti
nue into the CSSR area of the Vienna basin. 
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5.3.2 Göller-, Veternik-, Havranica -, Jablonica Nappe Sys
tems (Tirolicum) 

The Göller nappe, extending from the eastern Limestone 
Alps to the western Carpathian border, exhibits a more 
quiet tectonical character than the Bajuvaricum, but never
theless contains several subunits, especially in the Czecho
slovakian area where it splits into the Veternik, Havranica 
and Jablonica nappes. ln Austria a more complex frontal 
part may be distinguished from a more simply structured 
main body. There exist frontal slices in the Aderklaa field 
and a remarkable frontal syncline in the Schönkirchen-Pro
ttes field with Hauptdolomit in its core resting upon Oppon
itz-, Lunz-, Reifling-, Gutenstein- and Werfen beds . New 
considerations about the possibilities of backstripping led 
to the conclusion, that this syncline must be a backthrusted 
portion of the frontal part of the nappe. Southeast of Eben 
thai this element raises towards NE, therefore the Haupt
dolomit is eroded and the Lunz beds reach the Preneogene 
surface. Towards the CSSR a decline of the axis could oc
cur and possibly the anology of this frontal syncline could 
be found in Zavod. 

The frontal syncline in Prottes carries a coarse slope de
velopment of Gosau beds diverging in thickness towards 
the North. This wedge of Gosau could represent the trans
ported Southern part of the Gießhübl Gosau trough . 

Again the analogy to the Zavod area is remarkable where 
the continuation of the Brezova Gosau is to be assumed 
with its coarse facies and thick sedimentation of Upper 
Cretaceous in contrast to the Gießhübl development. On 
surface the Brezova Cretaceous sequence is resting as 
a northward thickening wedge upon the Jablonica nappe. 

The main complex of the Göller nappe in Austria 
is known by several deep wells, especially in the Wit
ta u-M a rkgrafneusiedl -G ä nserndorf-Ta llesbrun n -Zwerndorf 
areas . 

According to the wells in the Markgrafneusiedl and 
Gänserndorf area this main complex shows a steep south
ward decline of its Triassie members and a flattening under 
a thick Jurassie sequence extending below the syncline of 
the Glinzendorf Gosau. From here a slight rise in southern 
direction till the thrust plane of a higher nappe is observed 
(fig . 2). 

The Glinzendorf Gosau depression is a dominant trough 
extending from the Grünbach area through the whole Aus
trian perhaps also Czechoslovakian part of the Vienna basin 
(remnants of limnic Gosauic sediments were found in the 
Neogene Jablonica Conglomerates). The northern border 
of the Glinzendorf Gosau is steep or overturned. Outliers of 
higher nappes (Tallesbrunn outlier) cover the syncline in 
the Eastern part to a large extent. 

The Tirolicum in CSSR seems to show a similar structural 
style as in Austria (fig . 2) . ln general a system of thrust un
its form a kind of synclinorium. Elements of the Göller 
nappe in the northwestern zone can be identified. This ou 
ter complex may be divided by the expressed Studienka 
ridge from an inner one. Two synclines are expected in this 
zone according to seismic investigation : the continuation of 
the Glinzendorf syncline and the Levare syncline, perhaps 
a southern element of the Gießhübl syncline. 

5.3.3 Upper Limestone Alpine Units (Juvavicum), Gray
wacke Zone 

These units are not as weil known by drilling as the zones 
mentioned before. Only in distinct areas weil density is 
higher (Zwerndorf-Baumgarten, Lab-Malacky) . ln general 
the Grünbach-Giinzendorf-Gosau Zone borders the Upper 
Limestone Alpine nappes towards NW. Outliers may cover 
parts of the Gosau (Tallesbrunn). Structures and subdivi
sions are difficult to be reconstructed because of only iso
lated informations by wells, but in the Baumgarten-Lab 
area a syncline was established by a sufficient weil density 

with thick Dachstein beds in the core to the Southeast bor
dered by Wetterstein dolomites ( Schönfeld 1, T1 ). The nor
thwestern flank of the syncline is cut off, so that in Ober
weiden T1 no Wetterstein dolomites were encountered, but 
Lunz beds were gliding upon Malmian radiolarites. Accord
ing to observations in the Southern Limestone Alpine area 
not only thrusting events of Cretaceous to Tertiary age are 
proven but also motions by gliding of Triassie blocks or 
whole rock systems during Jurassie times into a deepening 
basin must be taken into consideration (Mandl, personal 
communication) . So the tectonical situation of the Baum
garten-Lab complex will be investigated under these new 
aspects. 

This phenomenon could explain also the occurrence of 
rocks with Hallstatt facies in the area of the Tirolicum, 
which were detected in the Zwerndorf Tl weil in the lower 
part of a Liassie sequence. The final underlying of the Hall
statt complex by Jurassie sediments unfortunately has not 
been proven in this weil. This explanation fits with the block 
Sedimentation observed in the Jurassie of the weil Wittau 
ÜT1 . 

The distribution of the Upper Limestone Alpine nappes in 
connection with the Graywacke zone points to a primary 
association of both complexes and to a Superposition of 
the Graywackezone upon Tirolicum . The facies of the Pale
ozoic of the Choc Melaphyre formation is quite different to 
that of the Graywacke zone. 

5.4 Central Alpine-Tatride Zone 

lt is evident, that the Limestone Alpine-Graywacke nappe 
system has been thrust over the Central Alpine-Tatride 
nappe system. Till now no crystalline rocks of these units 
were drilled. The wells, which entered the Mesozoic mantle 
of this system underneath the Vienna basin brought no 
clear evidence about a tectonic differentiation between the 
Centralalpine and Tatride tectonic complexes. 
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Abstrakt 

Podlozi videi\ske pimve je 
rozdeleno SV linii na dve za 
kladn i z6ny: vnejsi flysovou 
a vn itfni vapencovoalpskou . 
Magursky tlys se dale sklada ze 
dvou jednotek. Vnejsi z nich ma 
V moravske casti racansky pfi
krov, kterY je na strukture 
u Tynce prekryt greifenstein
skym prikrovem . Tylova cast je 
v rakouskem uzemi zastoupena 
kahlenberskym pfikrovem a je 
ho supinami . Vnitfn i cast flyso
ve z6ny je charakterizovana be
lokarpatskym a laabskym pfi 
krovem. Tyl tvofi pieninske bra 
dlove pasmo. Vapencovoalp
skou z6nu lze rozdelit na tfi jed
notky. Vnejsi s frankenfelsko
lunzskym supinovym systemem 
je oddelena gießhübelskou pa 
leogenni depresi od stfedni z6-
ny s ötscherskym (göllerskym) 
pfikrovem. Vnitrni z6na s vyssi 
mi alpinskymi prikrovy je ohra
nicena gl inzendorfskou kfido
vou depresi. 

Zusammenfassung 

Der alpin -karpatische Unter
grund des Wiener Beckens er
streckt sich über österreichi 
sches und tschechoslowaki
sches Gebiet mit den Einheiten 
der Waschberg-Zdanice-Zone, 
des Flysches, der Kalkalpen 
und der zentralalpin -tatriden 
Zone. Seit der Erschließung 
desselben ab den 60er Jahren 
wurde getrachtet, die Gege
benheiten im Untergrund einer
seits mit den Beckenrändern 
und andererseits über die Gren
ze hinweg zu verbinden . Das 
Ergebnis dieser Kompilat ion 
wird in vorliegender Arbeit zu 
sammengefaßt. Es werden die 
wesentlichen Strukturelemente 
und Brüche an der Neogenba
sis in Zusammenhang ge
bracht, der Verlauf der alpin 
karpatischen Teileinheiten in ei
ner gemeinsamen Karte und in 
Profilen dargestellt und eine 
Analyse der Stratigraphie und 
tektonischer Zuordnungsmög
lichkeiten vorgenommen. Da
mit wurden die Ansatzpunkte 
weiterer Untersuchungen und 
Explorationsmöglichkeiten im 
Untergrund des Wiener Bek
kens gegeben . 

PALEOMAGNETIC INVESTIGATIONS 
IN THE CENTAAL PART 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 
(Barrandian) 

H. J. Mauritsch, Institut für Geophysik, Montanuniversität 
Leoben, Austria 
P. Pruner, Geofyzika, n. p., Brno, zavod Praha, Czechoslo
vakia 

lntroduction 

During the !AGA-meeting in Praha, three institutes 
agreed on a comparison program on red silicites of the 
central part of the Bohemian Massif; so called Barrandium. 
These institutes were Rennes in France, Geofyzika Brno in 
Praha and Gams, Mining University Leoben, Austria. The 
target was a reliability test of individual investigations on 
the same material. The silicites of the Barrandium were 
chosen , since earlier investigations of M . KRS (1976) had 
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established a multicomponent origin of the natural rema 
nent magnetization (NRM). The new development of ther
mal cleaners in Praha and Gams seemed to be a good start 
of testing this equipment. 

Geology of the lnvestigated Area 

The central part of the Bohemian Massif the Barrandian, 
is divided into at least three different basins . These basins 
were formed during the cadomian orogeny. A complete se
quence of Ordovician, (Tremadocian to Ashgillian) volcano
sedimentary rocks from these basins was described by 
V. HAVLiCEK (1980). The age of the rocks is dated by mic
ro- as weil as macrofossils. From this sequences the Upper 
Tremadocian Milina formation was chosen for this work. 
The rocks are light to dark red silicites, of different grain 
sizes . Haematite of different particle size and concentration 
can easily be found in the ore microscope. Beside haema
tite, goethite and magnetite can be found, and particularly 
proved by rockmagnetic tests. 

Sampling 

The sampling was done by drilling machines in three oc
curences. The first was a quarry, north of the road from 
Komarov to Jivina. 13 cores were taken. 

The second was an outcrop along the river JaloyY, close 
to a small bridge. Four sites with six cores each were taken. 
The third outcrop was near the school in the village 
Zajecov. Three sites with six cores each were taken there. 
The cores were very difficult to drill because of the 
hardness, and were cut into 22 mm long samples. 

Rockmagnetic experiments 

lt was decided from the beginning to demagnetize every 
individual sample stepwise, in order to find as many details 
as possible of the magnetization . Since M. KRS's (1976) pa
per it was weil known that a more-component magnetiza
tion had to be expected . All that one needs is a thermal 
cleaner with a magnetic vacuum as good as possible. For 
the Iabaratory in Gams, a new system was developed. The 
samples are placed araund a reference sample in a MU
metal shield, which is placed in a Helmholtz coil system. 
The oven is moved in and out of the shield. The advantage 
is the permanent position of the samples in the shield, 
throughout the whole heating and cooling procedure. Up to 

Fig. 1: Geographical sketch map of the sampling area . 
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Fig. 2: a. normalized intensity of group 1, b. susceptibility of group 1, c satu
ration acquisition of group 1, d. normalized intensity of group 2, e. suscep
tibility of group 2, f. Saturation acquisition of group 2, g. normalized inten
sity of group 2, h. susceptibility of group 2, i. saturation acquisition of 
group 2. 

30 samples can be cleaned at once in a restfield of ± 2 nT. 
Similar to M. KRS (1986) this cleaning procedure esta

blished 4 groups of cleaning behaviours: ln the normalized 
intensity curves the first group (Fig . 2a - c) shows a small 
influence of Goethite up to 150 o C. Above that, there exists 
a plateau up to about 550 oc in case of sample 1.07. The 
susceptibilities show an oxidizing effect above 450 o C, in 
case of sample 2.06 A an increas·e above 600 ° C. This is 
thought to be due to a new formation of magnetite during 
boiling off the oxygen in this temperature range. Similar to 
the intensity curves, the saturation acquisition curves show 
a strong dependence on the particle size of haematite. ln 
the curve for sample 2.06 A. there could also be a weak in
fluence by magnetite up to about 0.3 T. 

The second group is characterized by a stronger influ
ence of magnetite. After a weak influence of Goethite the 
intensity curves (Fig. 2d-i), show magnetite up to about 
450 °C-550 ° C. The susceptibility remains stable up to 
600 o C. The saturation curves prove the influence of mag
netite, beside the dominating behaviour of haematite. ln 
the case of sample 1.05, magnetite is obviously dominating. 
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Above 600 o C this sample shows again a new formation of 
magnetite from the small haematite content shown in Fig. 
2g and Fig . 2h . 

The third group shows a characteristic influence of Goe
thite at the beginning, and a flat plateau up to the blocking 
temperature for haematite . Aga in in sample 2.02 A an in
crease of the susceptibility (Fig. 3) above 450 oc can be 
seen. The decrease of the susceptibility in the other cases, 
indicates a weak oxidizing process, which is thought to be 
due to a small content of secondary magnetite. 

The fourth group demonstrates a stable plateau up to 
about 300 o C. Above a drop down in the intensity can be 
noticed and understood as wide range of blocking temper
atures. Whereas the intensity curves don't show very clear
ly the presence of magnetite, this is proved by the Satura
tion acquisition. 

With these rockmagnetic properties of the rocks in mind 
one can start to interpret the remanence directions. To 
show these NRM-directions, a modified Zijderveld diagram 
(1967) was used. lnstead of plotting x, y and z the declina
tion and the inclination were plotted in dependence on the 
normalized intensity. 

The two diagrams for the group one clearly demonstrate 
the distinct difference in the magnetization history, even 
when rockmagnetic results are very similar. The example of 
sample 1.07 in Fig . 4a, shows a four component magnetiza 
tion; from NRM ~ 100° ; 100° -400° ; 400° - 600° and 600° -
660° . Sampie 2.06 A, the example of sampling site 2, shows 
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more or less a two component magnetization; NRM - 550° 
and 550° -640° . The scatter in the declination results from 
the very steep inclination in the bedding corrected state. 

The samples of group two, 1.05, 1.14, 3.01 A , 3.02 show 
again very different magnetization histories . Sampie 1.05 in 
Fig . 4c shows a two component magnetization from NRM 
to 300 o C, resp. 620 o C. 

Sampie 1.14, from the same site than the previous ones, 
shows a three component magnetization ; from NRM to 
300° ; 300° - 620° and 620° -660° . Whereas the first two 
components show positive inclinations, which are due to 
overprints, the high temperature component becomes ne
gativ. The very last vector seems to be primary since it is in 
a suitable arrangement with other reliable samples. 

Group three, represented by the samples 1.15, 2.02 and 
2.03, again proves the multicomponent magnetization. All 
samples show at least three components . Whereas 1.15 in 
Fig . 5a and 2.03 in Fig. 5c show a very soft viscous compo
nent at the beginning , sample 2.02 in Fig . 5b remains stable 
up to about 200 o C. The viscous component is thought to 
be carried by very coarse grained magnetite since the satu 
ration acquisition curve clearly indicates magnetite at the 
beginning. An exception is sample 1.15 where only haema
tite can be seen . The viscous influence in this case seems 
to be due to Goethite. 

The high temperature component, comes close to upper 
Paleozoic directions in the Variscan of Europe except the 
last one or two points. 
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Name Treatment FDec Fine 8 oec 8 1nc lnt. 
·c 

1.08A NRM 204.1 -38.4 200.3 -37.4 1.11 
1.08A T50 210.5 -29.6 207.7 -29.2 0.91 
1.08A T100 210.9 -38.2 207.0 -37.8 0.84 
1.08A T150 205.4 -41.3 201.1 -40.5 0.77 
1.08A T200 200.0 -44,2 195.4 -42.8 0.67 
1.08A T300 166.2 -52.4 162.2 -48.7 0.44 
1.08A T400 95.4 -7.2 95.6 -2.8 0.33 
1.08A T450 82.8 -1.1 82.7 +2.7 0.30 
1.08A T500 66.6 -7.4 67.1 -4.6 0.22 
1.08A T550 32.3 +22.3 30.2 +22.2 0.26 
1.08A T600 40.4 +2.7 38.3 +23.2 0.27 
1.08A T620 24.0 +26.1 21.6 +25.2 0.29 
1.08A T640 23.9 +39.2 19.9 +38.3 0.25 
1.08A T650 31.3 +17.3 29.7 +17.1 0.14 

Tab. 1: Demagnetization steps of a typical sample of site 1 (Fig. 6a). 

Fig . 3: a. normalized intensity of group 3, b. susceptibilities of group 3, c. sat
uration acquisition of group 3, d. normalized intensity of group 4, e. sus
ceptibility of group 4, f. saturation acquisition of group 4. 
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5tudy Lithology Geographie Paleomagnetic a'gs k n Paleomagnetic 
Coordinate Diraction 

tectonic 
corrected 

Lat Long Dec 

Krs et al. 1986 red silicites 49.75 13.63E 126.7" 

this study red silicites 49.75 13.83E 131.0 
calculated 

large circle 150 
reconstruction 

overprinted di- red silicites 49.75 13.83E 56.0 
rection for 
sampling site 2 

site 2 at 600" C 49.75 13.83E 126.1 

Tab. 2: Calculated paleomagnetic directions for the Milina formation (sam· 
pling site 1 ). 
The direction, observed by large circle reconstruction is shown as weil as 
the overprinted direction of sampling site 2. 
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Poleposition 

lnc Lat Long 

-41.7" 3.63" 24.8 64 41.525 91.82"E 

-32.0 11.7 13 13 38.85 82.1E 

-22 

58.0 16.5 11.5 8 49.3N 97.1E 

-36.7 10 31.7 8 38.55N 89.33E 

The fourth group with hard magnetic properties is repre
sented by the samples 2.08 and 2.09. Again a three compo
nent magnetization can be seen (Fig . 5d and 5e), from NRM 
to 300°, 300° -550° and 550° -660°. The low temperature 
component could be carried by magnetite, which is proved 
as weil in intensity as in the saturation acquisition curve. 
Haematite, mostly finegrained, carries the high tempera
ture components. These components are very close to 
present earth field again . A recent overprint has therefore 
to be expected. 

Summarizing these results , one can clearly notice that 
sampling sites 2 and 3 are strongly to completely overprint
ed. Whereas in site 2 mainly the direction close to the pres
ent earth field can be seen, site 3 shows random distribu 
tion within this small occurence. All samples clearly show 
I arge circle behaviour (Tab. 1) du ring cleaning, which again 
proves multicomponent magnetization (Fig . 6b). Further
more it can be seen , that a certain cleaning temperature for 
all samples would be unsuccessful. ln looking carefully 
through all individual samples, one can find two main direc
tions, one in the first quadrant with positive inclination and 
one in the second with negative inclinations (Tab. 2) . 

Tab. 3: Chosen vectors which are thought to be primary. 

Name Tamperature FDec 
range 

Fine 8 oec 8 1nc 

1.01 0- 300" 105 -17 105 -11 
1.06') 450- 600" 149 -41 147 -35 
1.08 0- 300" 166 -52 162 -49 
1.10 0- 300" 135 -28 135 -23 
1.11'! 200- 550" 124 -60 124 -55 
1.12' 100- 300" 133 -47 132 -42 
1.14 660" 178 -23 173 -18 
1.18 100- 450" 123 -12 123 0 
1.22' 100- 550" 132 -52 129 -40 
1.23' 500- 620" 121 -42 121 -30 
1.24' 400- 450" 128 -26 127 -14 
1.25' 300- 450" 114 -54 115 -42 
1.26' 300- 500" 113 -44 114 -32 

") The direction always remains in the second quadrant with 
negative inclinations. 
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Whereas the directions in the first quadrant seem to 
show a certain affinity to the present earth field in the field 
coordinate system, the second group is weil documented 
to be of possible primary origin . 

Interpretation and conclusion 

Starting with the worst outcrop this is outcrop 3 near the 
school in Zajecev. ln this case 3 sites with 6 samples were 
drilled. The samples within an site as weil as the site means 
between each other, show random distribution . No mea
ningful average direction was found . The sampling point 
2 occurs strongly overprinted in a recent earth field . Again 
no primary information was found . Only sampling spot one, 
the quarry north of the road from Komarov to Jivina, seems 
to be suitable to carry some primary information. 

The interpretation was tried in two ways; firstly by great 
circle reconstruction and secondly by collecting direction 
intervals of the individual sample. The large circle recon 
struction (Fig. 6b) gives the primary direction as pole of the 
large circle through all the I arge circle poles of the individu
als . The scatter of the individual poles is quite high, be
cause of the different extent of overprinting in the individu 
als. This depends on the chemical composition and in parti 
cular on the grain size distribution in case of monominerali 
zation of haematite. The observed magnetite is understood 
as secondary mineralization, occurring through the varis
can orogeny. As one can easily see (Tab. 2), the direction 
observed by !arge circle distribution, occurs shallower and 
more clockwise deviated, compared with the calculated 
one and M. KRS's direction. The reason may be, that short 
vectors are lost in this reconstruction . That was the same 
with the line find technique. 

Individual collected vectorparts (Tab. 3) resulted a reli 
able mean direction for sampling site 1, which is more or 
less indentical with M. KRS's result. 

Fig . 6: a. Typical large circle behaviour of a sample of site 1. b. Large circle 
reconstruction of a primary magnetization 
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Fig . 7: Teeton ic corrected sample directions during cleaning fo r all three 
sampling sites. ln the nght colu mn JUSt t he fteld corrected dtrecttons are 
given . T 50 - 620 means clean ing temperat~re . ~corr- means dtrect tons tn 
the f ield coordinate system ; Bcorr-means dtrecttOns after tectontc correc
t ion . .,. 

Whereas the direction without an asterisk (Tab. 3) occur 
a bit speculative because of the short interval and the low 
temperature, the ones with an asterisk seem tobe very reli 
able. They remain in the same quadrant throughout the 
whole cleaning procedure (Fig. 6). 

Looking at the poleplots, where all three occurences are 
shown, a decrease in scatter with increasing temperatures 
can easily be noticed. The grouping of negative inclinations 
belong to site 1, the ones w ith positive incl inations to site 2. 
The scattering points belong mainly to site 3. At about 
300 o C the scatter of the inverse directions seem to be 
a minimum i. e. after eliminating softer overprints. The 
scatter in the positive directions is further decreasing and 
reaches a minimum at about 600 ° C. ln this range it can 
easily be seen that the direction groups very weil around 
the present earth field in the field coordinate system, wher
eas the tecton ic correction deteriorates the result . An over
print in the present earth field is proved. The stable inverse 
direction of site 1 keeps around a fixed position, but with 
increasing scatter, which is again due to the broad variety 
of particle sizes of the carrier mineral. One can conclude 
that multicomponent magnetization can deliver rel iable 
paleomagnetic results, if one has the opportunity to use 
a reliable thermal demagnetizier. Not automatic interpreta 
tion techniques, but individually collected vector directions 
are the basis of a successful interpretation . 

The paleogeographic interpretationwas given by M . KRS 
et al. in 1986, since he was using 26 sites instead of three as 
in this comparison. 
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Abstrakt 

V pi'edlozene studii jsou od 
vozeny paleomagneticke para 
metry vzorkü spodnoordovic
kych cervenych silicitü, odebra 
nych ze tri lokalit milinskych 
vrstev. Pouzite laboratorni po
stupy demagnetizace a vice
slozkova analyza magnetizace 
byly aplikovany na cele kolekci 
vzorkü. Podai'ilo se odvodit 
slozky paleomagnetizace, vy
poctene paleomagneticke para
metry z rüznych laboratoi'i jsou 
shodne a dokazuji spravnost 
pouzitych postupü . 

Zusammenfassung 

Drei Vorkommen der Milina 
Formation, rote Quarzite bis 
Quarzschiefer aus dem Barran
dium, CSSR, wurden bearbei 
tet. Durch den Vergleich der Er
gebnisse von drei Laboratorien 
sollte die Verläßlichkeit von pa 
läomagnetischen Ergebnissen 
bei komplizierter Magnetisie
rungsgeschichte überprüft wer
den. Die Vielkomponentennatur 
der Magnetisierung war in die
sen Vorkommen bekannt und 
daher ein ausgezeichneter 
Testfall für moderne Abmagne
tisierungsapparaturen. Der Ver
gleich fiel zur vollsten Zufrie
denheit aus. 

CORRELATIONS OF PALEOMAGNETIC DATA 
FROM EASTERN ALPS 
AND WESTERN CARPATHIANS - DISCUSSION 

P. Muska, Geofyzika, n. p., Brno, pracoviste Bratislava, Cze
choslovakia 
J. Vozar, Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, Cze
choslovakia 

lntroduction 

Our knowledge obtained from the Late Paleozoic of the 
West Carpathians, presented summarized in this contribu 
tion , is a fundament to solution of problems of paleotecton
ic development of Alpine-formed units. The results of 
paleomagnetic investigations from the Eastern Alps, West 
Carpathians and Transdanubian Central Mts., presented in 
the last time (Selli, R. 1981, Marton, E., 1981 , Marton, E. et 
al. 1987, Muska, P. - Vozar, J. 1987), contribute to solution 
of problems of paleogeographical development and Alpine 
tectonics, but at the sametime point to different possibili
ties of their interpretation. One of the main problems is es
tablishing of competence of the principal tectonic units to 
the northern or southern margin of the Tethys region 
(confr. Rakus, M. et al. 1989 in press). Assignment of the in
dividual units of the East Alpine-West Carpathian belt to 
the northern or southern margin of the Tethys region is de
cisive in correlation of paleodirections with directions of 
the North European platform or African block (confr. Mar
ton, E. et al. 1987). ln our up to present works we correlated 
all the results of paleomagnetic investigations of Alpine
formed units of the West Carpathians with the statistically 
processed results from the North European platform only 
(Krs, M. 1982). 

ln interpretation of Late Paleozoic paleomagnetic direc
tions of the West Carpathians the results from the correla -
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tion project IGCP-198 (Rakus, M. et al. 1989 in press) are 
determining for us. The units of the Inner West Carpathians 
are correlated with Austroalpine and ranged to North part 
of Apulia -African platform in sense of the quoted study. 
General paleotectonic development of the Eastern Alps and 
West Carpathians in the Mesozoic, the north-vergent shift 
of nappe units and pressing of spaces at the contact with 
units of the northern Tethys margin (Manin and Klippen 
belts in the West Carpathians) logically tempt to correlation 
of main paleodirections in relation to the North European 
platform (Fig . 1 ). From the whole complex of the observed 
units and their developments in the Alpinestagewe choose 
the results achieved from Late Paleozoic sequences for 
correlation, which represent the Late Variscan stage and al 
so were the basis for development of Mesozoic Sedimenta
tion areas. The Late Paleozoic, particularly in the West Car
pathians, from the point of view of paleomagnetic investi 
gation methods, is a suitable environment, mainly for the 
reasons of sufficient representation of weil stratified vol
canic-sedimentary formations. 

Inner west Carpathian tectonic units 

Tatricum - lithofacial analysis of the studied areas (Po
vazsky lnovec Mts. (2) and Mala Fatra Mts. (1)) assumes 
that both occurrences of the Upper Permian are associated 
with the formation of separate smaller Sedimentation ba
sins in the northern part of the Tatra-Veporide block (Vo
zarova, A. - Vozar, J. 1988). Declination deviations reflect 
the primary orientation of the basins. The different inclina
tion deviations are likely to be due to vertical movements of 
individual sections of the Tatricum. 

Veporicum - rather large values of angle ass make diffi 
cult the interpretation of results from the northern part of 
Veporicum. lf it is assumed that the studied occurrences of 
northern Veporicum units, NW-part of Veporske vrchy Mts. 
(5), Tribec Mts. (3), Stare hory Mts. (4), Branisko Mts. (6), 
reflect the facial evolution in smaller basins, the facies in 
the south exhibit negative and in the north positive declina 
tion deviations (Muska, P. 1987). Substantially larger incli 
nation differences have been observed in south Veporicum 
units Slovenske rudohorie Mts.) where the "characteris
tic"orientation attains strikingly large values due to a grea
ter mobility of the margin of the Tatra -Veporide block. 

Hronicum - the original sedimentation space on south 
ern margin of the Tatra -Veporide block (or between this 
block and Gemeride block) in the Upper Paleozoic under
went positive i. e. clockwise rotation. The unit was studied 
mainly in Mala Fatra Mts. (10), Male Karpaty Mts. (9), 
Trfbec Mts. (11), NfzkeTatry Mts. (12, 13) (Muska, P.1985) . 

Gemericum - the differences in the lithostratigraphic 
development of the Upper Paleozoic of North (14, 15) and 
South Gemericum (16) units are characterized by a com
plex pattern of paleomagnetic directions due to different 
paleogeographic conditions in the two separate Sedimenta
tion areas (Muska, P. 1987). The data from both Gemeric 
units indicate a generally positive rotation in the Permian. 
The data from the upper parts (Permian-Triassic) (14, 16) 
reflect a negative rotation of the Gemericum as a whole. 
This motion is associated with the nappe vergence move
ment of the Gemericum to the north , especially with its 
thrust on the southern part of the Veporicum. 

Eastern Alps 

With taking over the results from units of the Eastern 
Alps (Marton, E. et al. 1987) similarly as in evaluation of the 
West Carpathians we set out from the results of IGCP-198 
Project (Rakus, M. et al. 1989 in press) . ln correlation of the 
paleodirections are certain problems resulting from un
equal processing of the units of the Eastern Alps. Sporadi 
cal, weil correlable data are represented by Permian sedi 
ments from the area of Christofberg and Saaltelden (in 
Marton, E. et al. 1987). Other data from the quoted work 
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DECLINATIONS OF THE RMP OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS 
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cannot be used for correlation of the Eastern Alps -West 
Carpathians as they reflect proximity of the contact with 
the Southern Alps. 

Teetonic breaking up (segmenting) of the Austroalpini 
cum units and their present-day position render the analy
sis of the measured paleodirection values difficult. From 
the values obtained from sporadical Permian sequences 
(Agnoli , Reisinger, Sopfel in Marton, E. et al. 1987) the pre
vailingly negative deviation of declination in the interval 
80 - 90° in relation to the statistically calculated direction of 
the North European platform results. 

ln the West Carpathians the Permian sequences always 
display a positive deviation of declination, but the intervals 
of rotation are various for the individual tectonic units 
(Muska, P. - Vozar, J . 1987) . This knowledge distinctly 
contributed to the paleogeographical analysis of the Late 
Paleozoic in the West Carpathians and to explanation of 
some phenomena of the Alpine nappe structure (Vozaro
va , A. - Vozar, J . 1988) . 

Particularly it may call attention to the identical direction 
of declination of Upper Permian sediments from the locali 
ty Saaltelden (Northern Alps) and locality Kamenna Poruba 
(Hronicum nappe) in the Mala Fatra Mts. (West Carpath 
ians) . Both display the direction of paleodeclination close 
to the calculated direction of the Permian of the North Eu
ropean platform. The mutual difference of their declina
tions is 3° and inclinations 3° too. 

When compared with the Eastern Alps essentially more 
paleomagnetic data also with their interpretation are 
known from Hungary, from the Late Paleozoic of the Trans-

L A N 0 

0 100 Kms 

Fig . 1: Declination of remanent magnetic polarization (RMP) of the Upper 
Carboniferous and Permian of the Inner West Carpathians. Striped zone 
separates part of the Inner from Outer Carpathians. Numbers 1-17 mark 
studied orographic units of the West Carpath ians and they are identical 
with numbers in the text (chapter Teetonic un its of the Inner West Car
pathians). Arrow marks the direction of declination RMP from present di 
rection to the north . 

danubian Central Mts. (Marton, E. et al. 1987). The obtained 
values (confr . in lit . I. c.) display a systematic deviation of 
paleodeclination in the interval 40-80° in counter clock
wise direction to the calculated direction of the Permian of 
the North European platform . Marton, E. (1981) compares 
this region with the calculated directions of the African 
platform and considers the Transdanubian Central Massif 
as a fragment of the African plate. From this view the men
tioned directions (in Marton, E. et al. 1987) are manifested 
as positive deviations of paleodeclinations. 

The paleodeclination directions of the West Carpathian 
Permian, compared with the values from the Transdanubi 
an Central Mts., are shown considerably dispersed, corre 
sponding to the complicated structure of the Alpine units. 

Conclusion 

ln the analysis of paleodirections in the Eastern Alps, 
West Carpathians, Transdanubian Central Mts., obtained 
from Permian sequences, it may be pointed to the consid-
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erable dispersion of values, mainly in areas with a compli 
cated nappe structure. The Transdanubian Central Mts. are 
manifested as the most compact whole in relation to the 
units of the Eastern Alpsand West Carpathians (Fig. 2). lt is 
questionable whether comparison of the paleodirections 
from the Transdanubian Central Mts. in relation to the Afri 
can platform is purposeful when we compare the units of 
the Eastern Alps and West Carpathians with the North Eu 
ropean platform. For the analysis of the whole wider region 
of the Alpine-Carpathian belt unification of the methodical 
approach in interpretation may be recommended . A parti
cularly sensitive approach is required at the north-vergent 
nappe units of the Eastern Alps and West Carpathians. 

From our view we propose to carry out a confrontation of 
the results of paleomagnetic investigations from equivalent 
tectonic units of the Eastern Alps and West Carpathians on 
the basis of equal Stratigraphie horizons and with general 
evaluation of the results to introduce also cooperation with 
Hungary, especially with stress laid on the particular tec
tonic position of units in the Szendrö, Bükk, Mecsek, Villimy 
and Transdanubian Central Mts. 
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Abstrakt 

Predlozeny clanok diskutuje 
vysledky paleomagnetickeho 
vyskumu z Vychodnych Alp, Za 
padnych Karpat a transdanu 
bickeho centralneho masivu. 
Ciel'om je prispiet k rieseniu 
otazok paleogeografickeho vy
voja a alpinskej tektoniky, ktore 
su interpretovane röznymi au 
tormi {Selli, R. 1981; Marton, E. 
1981 ; Marton, E. et al. 1987; 
Muska, P. - Vozar, J. 1987). 

Zusammenfassung 

Im vorliegenden Beitrag wer
den Ergebnisse paläomagneti
scher Untersuchungen in den 
Ostalpen, Westkarpaten und im 
Donau-Zentralmassiv erörtert, 
womit zur Lösung der Fragen 
der paläogeographischen Ent
wicklung und der alpinen Tek
tonik ein Beitrag geleistet wer
den soll , die von verschiedenen 
Autoren behandelt wurden 
(Selli, R. 1981; Marton, E. 1981 ; 

Fig . 2: Declination RMP of the Permian in the Eastern Alps, West Carpath
ians and the Transdanubian Central Mountains. Arrows mark the direction 
of declination RMP from present direction to the north (from Marton, E. et 
al. 1987) . 

DECLINATION OF THE RMP OF THE PERMIAN IN EAST ALPS, 
WEST CARPATHIANS AND TRANSDANUBIAN CENTRAL Mts. 

/ 

TRANSOANUBIAN 
CENTRAL Mts. 

-----+- E. A.Si 
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Hlavny problern pri ich interpre
tacii predstavuje prfslusnost' 
hlavnych tektonickych jedno
tiek k severnemu , alebo juzne
mu okraju Tethys. Dösledkom 
toho je potom aj korelacia sme
rov remanentnej magnetickej 
polarizacie so statist icky spra 
covanymi smermi prfslusnej 
stratigrafickej urovne severoeu
r6pskej. alebo africkej platfor
my. Mladopaleozoicke jednotky 
Zapadnych Karpat su vzt'ahova 
ne k severnemu okraju Tethys 
a logicky korelovane s paleo
smermi severoeur6pskej plat
formy a vykazuju rotacie v sme
re hodinovych ruciciek, na roz
diel od v'{sledkov z transdanu 
bickeho centrainehe masivu, 
ktorych rotacie v smere hodino
vych ruciciek su vzt'ahovane 
k africkej platforme. 

Marton, E. et al. 1987; Muska, 
P. - Vozar, J . 1987). Das 
Hauptproblem der Interpreta
tion besteht in der Zugehörig 
keit tektonischer Haupteinhei 
ten entweder zum Nord- oder 
zum Südrand der Tethys . Dem
nach werden auch Richtungen 
der remanenten Magnetisie
rung mit statistisch bearbeite
ten Richtungen vom entspre
chenden stratigraphischen Ni
veau der Nordeuropäischen 
bzw. der Afrikanischen Platt
form korreliert . Die jungpaläo
zoischen Einheiten der West
karpaten werden auf den Nord
rand der Tethys bezogen, und 
ihre Rotationen im Uhrzeiger
sinn mit den Paläorichtungen 
der Nordeuropäischen Platt
form korreliert, zum Unter
schied von Ergebnissen aus 
dem Donau-Zentralmassiv, 
dessen Rotationen im Uhrzei 
gersinn auf die afrikanischen 
Richtungen bezogen werden. 

THE MIROSLAV HORST MOLDANUBIAN 
KLIPPE OR AUTOCHTHONOUS MASSIF 

Gestmir Tomek, Geofyzika, Brno, Czechoslovakia 

lntroduction 

An old enigma exists in the tectonic interpretation of the 
Miroslav (Misslitzer) horst at the eastern boundary of the 
Bohemian Massif (Fig. 1 ). The horst itself is in its southern 
part formed by typical Moldanubian granulites and amphib
olites (Dudek, 1963; Nemec, 1980) . ln the northern continu
ation of the Miroslav horst mostly Moravian and probably 
also Brunnian rocks crop out. 

Three totally different units (terranes) existing at the 
eastern boundary of the Bohemian Massif - catazonal 
Moldanubicum, mesozonal Moravicum and Brunnia de
formed and sheared basement - occur in the very small 
and complicated territory of the Miroslav horst together. 
The Miroslav horst is bounded by the Diendorf (Boskovice) 
fault in the west and by the Miroslav fault in the east. 

Because the horst is situated east of the Boskovice fur
row, tectonic problems of the emplacement of the Moldan
ubian and Moravian complexes have existed since the end 
of the last century. Suess (1912) considered Moldanubian 
relicts as tectonic remnants of the huge "Moldanubische 
Überschiebung". Following the Austrian and Czech work
ers (Preclik, Zapletal etc) the Miroslav horstwas interpreted 
in a similar manner until Dudek (1963) proposed that the 
Moldanubicum could be autochthonaus in the Miroslav 
horst. 

Several years ago we prolonged one Carpathian fore
deep seismic line (287A/84) to the West and passed the Mi
roslav horst (Figs. 1 and 2). The field technique employed to 
obtain the seismic reflection data examined at Geofyzika 
Brno was standard VIBROSEIS practices used for oil ex
ploration. The compressional wave source in this survey 
consisted of three vibrators operating synchronously and 
transmitting a sweep signal with the frequency varying line
arly from 15 to 60 Hz. The duration of each sweep was 11 s 
with the total recording time of 14 s, resulting in 3 s of 
correlated reflection data . A 48-channel recording system 
was used with a 25-metre station spacing, producing offset 
of 1 175m. Vibrating every second station resulted in nomi
nal 12-fold data . 

YSICS 

Interpretation 

The section displayed (Fig. 3) is not migrated, and so dip
ping reflections on the time sections are not in their true 
positions. A final geologic section (Fig . 7) is constructed 
using hand migrations of more than 40 reflections. ln this 
short contribution I will concentrate on the Miroslav horst 
itself between km 3.8 (the Diendorf fault) and km 8 (the Mi
roslav fault) . 

ln Fig . 3 we see the line drawing of the unmigrated time 
section. Reflections B and C are strongly inclined (35° -
38° ) after hand migration. I consider them thrust faults fea
tures {duplexes) beneath the 1 km Moldanubicum over
thrust fault . These duplexes are typical of deformed Brun
nia rocks elsewhere in the Brno Massif. Because south of 
the horst the Culm rocks have been drilled (Batik, Skocek 
1981 ), which are always deformed tagether with the Brun 
nia rocks, this hypothesis seems to be reasonable . . 

ln the upper part of the section I interpret the easterly 
dipping reflections D as Moldanubian overthrust over the 
Brunnia complex. This hypothesis is supported by migra 
tion of seismic data , gravity interpretation and mainly by 
structural geologic observations. 

The hand migration of the reflections enabled us also to 
observe that no reflections cross steeply the Diendorf and 
Miroslav faults . These faults behaved probably during the 
post-collisional Upper Carboniferous - Lower Permian 
times as left lateral strike-slip faults bringing southern 
blocks to the North . 

ln that case, the Miroslav horst was probably present 
during the collisional thrusting between the Moldanubicum 
and the Brunnia in the direction opposite to the central part 
of the Thaya window. Nemec ( 1980) noted that the Miroslav 
granul ites are more similar to the Austrian than to the Mor
avian ones, which is in favour of our hypothesis. 

Conclusion 

The final simple geologic section (Fig . 4) illustrates the 
view presented above. Amphibolite bodies have been inter
preted from the gravity data . Beneath the Moldanubian 
overthrust, the Brunnia (with Devonian and Culm sedi 
ments) rocks are strongly sheared and tectonized , and form 
typical duplexes mapped geologically in other places. The 
western and eastern segments west and east of the Dien 
dorf and Miroslav faults are similar. Significant thrusting 

Fig . 1: Simplified geological map of the eastern boundary of the Bohemian 
Massif between Horn and Pohorelice with the position of the seismic line 
287A/ 84. 
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and shearing of the Brunnia rocks can also be observed 
there. Detailed interpretation of tho whole line is presented 
synchronously elsewhere. 

ln principle, the seismic data support the old statement 
by F. E. Suess . The Moldanubian rocks in the Miroslav horst 
are, most probably, of an allochthonaus character and 
caused the tectonization of the less metamorphosed Brun 
nia basement complexes during the thrust sheet move
ment. 
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Fig . 2: Detailed geologic map of the Miroslav horst and its surroundings with 
the position of the seismic line 287 A/ 84. Explanat ions : 
1 - Neogene sedimentary rocks , 2 - Permian , 3 - Culm, 4 - Brno Mas
sif (deformed and sheared Brunnia). 5 - Brno Massif (?) - Moravicum 
(?) , 6 - Moravicum (biotitic phyllites), 7 - Moravicum (two-mica ortho
gneisses), 8 - Moldanubicum (garnet-sill imanite gneisses ). 9 - Moldan 
ubicum (garnet-pyroxene amphibolites) , 10 - Moldanubicum (granul ites). 
11 - normal fault, 12 - thrust fault, 13 - strike -slip fault . 

Abstrakt 

Knitky seizmicky reflexni pro 
fil 287/ 84 zmereny pro ucely 
naftove a plynove prospekce 
v karpatske predhlubni velmi 
pomohl pro pochopen i povahy 
a tektonicke pozice miroslavske 
hniste na jizni Morave. Seiz
rnicke reflexni udaje, geologic 
ka pozorovani a interpretace 
ostatnich geofyzikalnich udajü 
hovori spise pro moldanubicky 
alochton (hypoteza F. E. Sue
sse) nez pro moldanubicky au
tochtonni masiv na vychodni 
strane boskovicke brazdy. Pod 
moldanubickym (moravnim) 
alochtonem lezi silne porusene 

a stfizene horniny brunnie s je
jich devonskym a kulmskym se
dimentarnim pokryvem . Bosko
vicky a miroslavsky zlom jsou 
velmi pravdepodobne temer 
vertikalnimi pozdne paleozoic 
kymi horizontalne smernymi 
posuny. 

Zusammenfassung 

Das kurze reflexionsseismi 
sche Profil 287/ 84, das im Rah 
men der Erdöl - und Erdgas 
erkundung der Karpatenvortie 
fe gemessen worden war, trug 
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Fig . 3: Selected reflections of the unmigrated time section 287A/84. Signifi
cant reflection events described by lettres (see the text) . 
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Fig . 4: Hypothetical geologic section along the 287A/84 profile. 
Explanations : 1 - Moldanubian granulites, 2 - Moldanubian amphibolites, 

3 - Moravicum, 4 - deformed and sheared Brunnia rocks, 5 - Culm, 6 -
Brno Massif, 7 - Permian, 8 - Neogene. l' 
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zur Auffassung des Charakters 
und der tektonischen Stellung 
des Miroslav-Horstes in Süd
mähren bei . Reflexionsseismi
sche Angaben, geologische Er
kenntnisse und die Interpreta
tion anderer geophysikalischer 

3~ 4~ 

Angaben bezeugen eher das 
moldanubische tektonische Al 
lochthon (Hypothese von F. E. 
Sueß) als das moldanubische 
autochthone Massiv an der 
Ostseite der Boskovice-Furche. 
Unter dem moldanubischen 

s 8ill] 6~ 71° •• .. ·1 . . sEJ .... 

(moravischen) Allochthon la 
gern stark gestörte, durch 
Scherflächen begrenzte Ge
steinskomplexe der Brunnia mit 
sedimentären Deckformationen 
des Devons und Kulms . Der 
Boskovice- und Miroslav-Bruch 

stellen höchstwahrscheinlich 
fast vertikale spätpaläozoische, 
horizontal streichende Längs
verwerfungen dar. 
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NEOGENE CLIMATIC CHANGESAND 
GEODYNAMICS OF THE CENTAAL PARATETHYS 

lvan Cicha, Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslo
vakia 
Michal Kovac, Geologicky ustav Slov. akademie vied, Bra
tislava, Czechoslovakia 

The Neogene development of the Western Carpathians 
as a part of the Alpine -Carpathian suture zone is character
ized as follows : 

70 

ln the area of the Western Carpathian outer units -
- gradual extinction of the former flysch throughs ac
companied by a change of flysch Sedimentation into mo
lasse one (e . g . during the Egerian in the Zdanice unit, 
during the Eggenburgian in the Skola unit); 
- extension of the foredeep over the platform and from 
the area of former flysch throughs on the fronts of the 
overriding nappes (e. g. basins in position of "piggy 
back" type) ; . 
- folding and thrusting of the outer Western Carpathian 
flysch nappes over the foredeep and gradual uplift of the 
Western Carpathian outer units ; 
- overthrust movements in the Carpathian collision zone 
fadingout from the inner units toward the outer ones and 
from the west to the east (Buday, Cicha, Senes, 1965) . 
ln the area of the Central Western Carpathians -
- formation of the arc-shape of the Western Carpath -

Czechoslovakia 

WESTERN 

Hungary 

ians associated with formation and development of shear 
zones; 
- horizontal displacement and rotation of individual 
blocks inside the Western Carpathian segment ; 
- formation and development of the Pannonian mantle 
diapir (mantle astenolith) (Stegena, Geczy, Horvath, 
1975); 
- Neogene volcanism resulting from subduction, forma
tion and development of the mantle diapir (Lexa, 
Konecny, 1974) . 

lt should be pointed out that in the Lower Oligocene 
a separate sedimentary area was formed in the Tethys nor
thern branch which markedly differed both from the older, 
mostly flysch , and the younger molasse basins (Cicha, 
Krystek, 1986). This period ranges within the new regional 
stage - the Kiscellian {Saldi , 1979) . Contrary to the Eo
cene, it gets colder, several anoxic phases accompanied by 
deposition of menilitic beds repeate, and during the Kiscel
lian marl deposition it gets warmer again . This fact based 
on the study of marine assemblages corresponds even to 
the character of floras and faunas from the continental ba
sins deposits of the Bohemian Massif (e. g. Fejfar, personal 
communication) . 

At the end of the Oligocene and onset of the Miocene 
considerable changes in the development of the Western 
Carpathian sedimentary areas took place. The space reduc
tion in the outer units was manifested by further folding 

Fig . 1: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians du ring the 
Egerian. 
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and thrusting of Alpine and Western Carpathian flysch un 
its. ln the northern Alps, the main overthrust on the fore
land took place in the Egerian (Tolmann, 1978) .• 1n this peri
od , the flysch deposition in the Pouzdrany and Zdanice sed
imentary areas in the front of the Magura Group of nappes 
changed into molasse one (Cicha, Picha, 1964). Eastwards, 
in the sedimentary basins of the Subsilesian, Silesian, Sko
la and Fore-Magura units the flysch deposition of the Kros
no Fm. continued till the Eggenburgian. The basin extended 
eastwards, to the Eastern Carpathians. 

Folding and overthrust of the nappes in the front of the 
folded belt was in the backland area of the Western Car
pathians compensated by movement along the transform 
faults (fault zones) Raba-Roznava , Balaton-Darn6, Zagreb
Zemplin, according to Hungarian geologists by dextral 
strike-slip displacement toward the NE (Saldi, 1986). By the 
end of the Oligocene these displacements led to disinte
gration of the Paleogene Buda Basin in the backland of the 
Western Carpathians and to their uplift. 

ln the Egerian (Buzek, Kvacek, 1985) the flora of the Cen
tral Paratethys region was changing due to numerous fac
tors both of global and local character - it was not only 
the prevailing wind direction or precipitation spread that 
played a role . The Egerian floras and faunas occurring more 
southerly comprised more thermophillaus elements than 
those occurring northerly (e. g . at Bechlejovice - the Bo
hemian Massif, Krumvir-Zdanice unit, Veröcemaros-Csörög 
- the Buda Basin) . lt was caused by former position of the 
Buda Basin which was at least 100-150 km more to the 
south than we find it today. 
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Based on the macro- and microflora study (Pianderova, 
1975) in the Egerian the lower and middle subtropic parts 
and the upper part indicating a certain drop of tempera
ture, as it contains "Arctic-Tertiary" elements, can be dis
tinguished. This cooling was probably of Miocene date, 
when the Western Carpathian sedimentary basins under
went structural changes (sea regression, uplift of the inter
nides). The cooling, however, might not coincide with the 
Oligocene-Miocene boundary in the Upper Egerian - in 
the opinion of Buzek and Kvacek (1985) the Miocene set on 
with a short-term climatic optimum favouring perennially 
green wood species . The fauna from the Miogypsina tani
gunteri Zone signalises a warmer climate as weil. Penetra
tion of warm-water indicators - the foraminifers - into 
northern parts of the Buda Basin and the Carpathian Fore
deep in the Egerian also evidences the warming . The mol
lusc fauna found at many localities in Western Carpathian 
basins exhibits both boreal and Mediterranean elements. 
(Senes, 1958). 

Eggenburgian - Ottnangian 

During the Eggenburgian, the southern margin of the 
sedimentary area in the front of the Western Carpathians 
shifted due to compression northwards. Deposition took 
place both in the foredeep and in the residual flysch basins. 
ln the western part, the Silesian and Subsilesian units 

Fig. 2: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians du ring the Eg 
genburgian. 
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emerged, while in the eastern part the flysch deposited in 
the Skola and molasse in the Boryslaw-Pokuty Basin. By 
the end of the Eggenburgian, sediments of molasse char
acter containing evaporites (Vorotyshche Fm .) were depo
sited in the Boryslaw-Pokuty Basin. 

During the Ottnang ian the Eggenburgian foredeep de
posits from central and north Moravia underwent denuda 
tion . The Sedimentation continued in southern Moravia and 
in Poland, Sucha Fm . was deposited in the west and in the 
east sedimentation in the area of the Stebnik unit took 
place the eastern continuation of the Stebnik unit in the 
Western Carpathians is the Sambor-Rozniatov unit. Due to 
compress ion, by the end of the Ottnangian the Skola unit 
was thrust over the Borislaw-Pokuty unit (Oszczypko, 
Slaczka, 1986) . 

ln the Eggenburgian a shear zonewas formed in the peri 
klippen belt area on the central Western Carpathian base
ment in which by sinistral strike-slip displacement a longi 
tudinal intramountain basin was opened . This sedimentary 
area followed the boundary between the outer flysch and 
central Western Carpathians from where it penetrated 
along the rejuvenated mobile zones into Paleoalpine con 
solidated inner units. 

ln the Ottnang ian the marine sed imentary areas of the 
central Western Carpathians were reduced, in the backland 
they were replaced by terrestrial deposition . 

ln the Eggenburgian the first temperature optimum of 
the Miocene comparable to the Lower Badenian - the 
Moravian one appeared . Beside the large foraminifers (Mi 
ogypsina) known also from the Alpine foredeep from the 
" Hall schlier' ' sediments the association of large pectinides 
considerably evolved . The mollusc fauna showed affin ity 
either to the Atlantic or the Mediterranean bioprovince . 
Both the flora and fauna recorded brand-new elements . 
However, we pointout that there was not much difference 
between the Lower Eggenburgian and the Upper Egerian 
flora . ln the Tertiary basins of the Bohemian Massif and on 
the area of the today's G. D. R. (Büzek, Kvacek, 1985) there 
were mixed forests in the Egerian with frequent deciduous 
wood species . Overwhelming part of the Eggenburgian be
longed to the most varied , prevailingly evergreen forest for
mations of the Neogene. 

Palynological investigations (Pianderova, 1978) have re 
vealed that the Eggenburgian had overwhelmingly subtrop
ic to tropic climate. The presence of " Arctic-Tertiary" 
forms by the end of the Eggenburgian indicated a gradual 
decrease of temperature. However, this can be connected 
with sea regression in the area of the Western Carpathians. 
The Ottnangian palynological spectra point to a warm peri
od with a certain extension of " Arctic-Tertiary" elements. 
The Ottnangian floras of the Central Paratethys were very 
close to the Eggenburgian . But new species of deciduous 
plants start to appear (Büzek, Kvacek, 1985) which may sig 
nalize cooling, aggravation of climatic conditions . From the 
viewpoint of the development of the Paratethys sedimen 
tary areas, the Ottnangian stage represents an important 
Miocene period. During it the connection between the 
Western Paratethys and the Rhone basin was interrupted 
and the Paratethys was getting still more isolated from the 
marine regime of the Mediterranean region s. s. This pro
cess culminated by formation of a sedimentary area ex
tending from the molasse zone in Switzerland as far as the 
Caspian region (including Ustjurt) with brackish fauna of 
Rzehakia association strongly reduced as to the species 
variety. Du ring the Ottnangian the coal seams of the Salgo
tarjan Fm. were formed in the Western Carpathian back
land area. The coal deposition was reported also from the 
marginal parts of the Alpine-Carpathian foredeep Langau
Safov, south Moravia, from the underlier of the Rzehakia 
beds in Braunau "schlier" of the molasse zone in Austria 

lRögl 1971) and in the underlier of the Salgotarjan Fm. 
Vass et al. 1987) a rudimentary foraminiferal fauna with 

Uvigerina was detected being later on typ ical of the Karpa -
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t ian . The movements associated w ith a gradual isolation of 
t he Paratethys from the Mediterranean s. s. were the rea 
son of a short-lasting activation of the marine regime, with 
penetration of marine fauna which later in the Karpatian, 
under fully euhal ine conditions, creates the assemblages of 
Acme-zones. The data on an extremely close relation be
tween the Eggenburgian and Ottnangian floras to a certain 
degree contradict the world-wide cooling supposed for this 
period by Barron 1985, Rögl , Steininger, 1984. 

Within the Ottnangian humudity gradually lowered and 
climate became drier with continental features ( Büzek, 
Kvacek, 1985). The activation of tectonic movements and 
upl ift of sedimentary areas led to reduction of the swamp 
system typical of the Lower Ottnangian . Even higher tem 
peratures cannot be excluded as indicated by the evaporite 
deposition in the Lower Karpatian in the East Slovakian Ba 
sin . 

Karpatian 

Styrian orogenetic movements resulted in further space 
reduction in the frontal part of the orogene in the Karpa 
tian. The sedimentary area of the foredeep extended along 
the whole front of the Western Carpathians . The preserved 
remains of the foredeep deposits (Krystek, 1983) prove the 
transgression reaching the Bohemian Massif. The tectonic 
reduction of the foredeep sedimentary fill supposed later 
on is indicated also by a considerable thickness of the sedi 
ments in the basin "schlier" facies - from the area bet
ween Mikulov and Vranovice trench in southern Moravia 
(1 200m), where the thick " schlier" sequence is cut off by 
the nappes front. Gradual overthrust of the nappes into the 
foredeep area during the Karpatian is documented by 
flysch material found in conglomerates ahead the nappe 
front (Krystek, 1983) and olistolithes in the Polish Zamarov 
Fm. (Oszczypko, Tomas, 1985) . At the end of the K<!.rpatian 
the foredeep was overriden by the Pouzdfany and Zdanice 
units in southern Moravia and the Silesian and Subsilesian 
units in northern Moravia and Poland . ln the northeastern 
part of the Western Carpathian front (in today's Poland) 
part of the foredeep sediments was detached and created 
the nappe of the Stebnik unit (Ney et al. 1974) . 

ln the central Western Carpathians formation of orogene 
arc-shape was completed . (Styrian orogenetic move
ments.) ln the western part in a sinistral strike-slip zone in
tramountain basins opened in the area of the present Vien
na Basin and northern part of the Danube lowland. Namely 
the area of the Vienna Basin with the central Carpathian 
basement display an increased Sedimentation rate. ln the 
eastern part of the Western Carpathians the uplift in the 
beginning of the Karpatian contributed to the shallowing of 
the East Slovakian Basin . Evaporites were deposited. ln the 
Upper Karpatian the basin formation was controlled by 
a dextral strike-slip displacement. Rapid deposition of the 
variegated shales documents an increase of terrigenaus in
put. 

Lower Miocene basin formation culminated at the end of 
the Karpatian and new Middle Miocene cycle started . The 
Karpatian can be considered a turning point in the evolu
tion of fauna and flora . lt was stressed in the paper by Ci 
cha et al. 1975 that from the Eggenburgian-Ottnangian, the 
Karpatian flora and fauna markedly changed . The " Middle
Miocene" type of organisms' evolution coincides with this 
period chronostratigraphically assigned to the terminal part 
of the Burdigalian s. I. of the global Miocene time scale. 

Badenian 

Compared with the Lower Badenian (Moravian) -
Langhian the basic difference was the appearance of the 
planktonic foraminifers association Praeorbulina -Orbulina . 
However, from the phylogenetical viewpoint the organisms 
are the closest in the Karpatian sequence with the appear
ance of Globigerinoides bisphaericus. 
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The mollusc fauna and the benthic foraminifers (Cicha, 
Senes, Tejkal, 1967) document the subtropic climate. Ac
cording to Planderova (1978) the Karpatian flora is rich in 
humid and thermophilous elements ; southwards (the North 
Hungarian Basin) even in the tropic elements . The salinity 
crisis indicates a drier climate with equivalents even in the 
Vienna Basin. We cannot exclude that e. g. in the Carpath
ian foredeep this phase of the Karpatian development was 
accompanied by faunal reduction and prevalence of 
sponges which can be documented by predominance of 
megascleres in fossil association of these sediments. Kno
bloch 1969 and particularly Büzek, Kvacek 1985 suppose 
that a certain change in the general character of flora, 
namely reduction of thermophilous wood species in the 
northernmost part of the Central Paratethys in the Karpa
tian may be attributed to regressions with the following 
radical change in the basin configuration. However, the 
Karpatian climate was for the most part subtropic and the 
evolution of benthic faunas points to warming toward the 
Badenian . Strong orogenetic movements caused an exten
sive break in Sedimentation in the Upper Karpatian . The G. 
bisphericus Zone occurs only in the southern part of the 
Central Paratethys, not in its northern part. Here the Lower 
Badenian has prominently transgressive character. 

The Lower Badenian sea transgression extended from 
the foredeep far to the Bohemian Massif. The highest sub
sidence in the foredeep was between the rivers Danube 
and Odra. Sinking of the platform margin was connected 
with the nappes overthrust. The overthrust on the area of 
the CSSR in the Badenian was not so long as that in the 
Karpatian. Probably due to transverse tectonics (as a result 
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Fig. 3: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians during the 
Karpatian . 

of oblique collision) the overthrust of the flysch nappes 
front was restricted only to the northern Moravia region 
(NM of the Malinik horst) with anti-clockwise rotation (in 
fact "en block" - Jurkova 1976) . After deposition of the 
Balice Fm. Sambor-Rozniatov unit was overthrust with the 
Boryslaw-Pokuty unit in the outer Carpathians (Oszczypko, 
Slaczka, 1986). 

After the end of nappes overthrust movements, in the 
Middle Badenian , the marine deposition in the foredeep on 
the territory of CSSR was finished maintaining only in the 
Opava region . Eastwards, the Silesian and Subsilesian 
nappes overriden the Slavkov-Tesin Ridge and the last 
overthrust of the Magura Group was documented in Poland 
(Oszczypko, Tomas, 1985). The compression in frontal part 
of the Carpathian orogene was associated with a regional 
uplift of the mountain chain . This is evidenced also by an 
increased supply of detritus from the Carpathian front into 
the foredeep. ln the foredeep evaporite crisis took place. 
By the end of the salinity crisis the northern Carpathian 
margin was uplifted and eroded, this resulted in redeposi
tion of eroded clastic material to the foredeep in the Wie
liczka region in Poland . 

ln the Upper Badenian the flysch front had overriden the 
NE part of the foredeep partly due to gravity tectonics 
evoked by the uplift of the Western Carpathians (Poltovitz, 
1978). The foredeep deposits were folded and detached 
forming the Vojnice unit (Badenian) in the front of the Car
pathians. 
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ln the Middle Miocene regional uplift of the Western Car
pathians started. lntramountain basin formation was ac
companied mainly by the shear zones development. The 
basin opening in the orogene and the maximum Sed imenta 
tion rate in them, migrating from W to the E, can be weil 
correlated with the last overthrusts in the front of the 
Western Carpathians . 

ln the course of synsedimentary activity of faults in the 
Lower and Middle Badenian the today's Vienna Basin was 
opened . ln the contrary to the Lower Miocene depocentres, 
the Badenian ones migrated southwestwards. The Vienna 
Basin was formed in a sinistral strike-slip zone (Roth 1980, 
Kovac 1985, Royden 1985), in the same way the Middle and 
Upper Badenian basins were opened in the northern mar
gin of the Danube lowland - the Trnava -Dubnik depres
sions. ln the eastern part of the Western Carpathians the 
East Slovakian Basin was opened in a dextral strike-slip 
zone (Vass et al. 1988) . Here, in the Lower Badenian the 
connection with the foredeep through the today uplifted 
flysch nappe units is supposed . Middle Badenian salinity 
crisis can be here a consequence of partial areal uplift. The 
subsidence in the East Slovakian Basin culminated in the 
Upper Badenian (Kolcov Fm . 2 000 m thick)) to the Lower 
Sarmatian. ln the western part of the orogene in this time 
the subsidence decreased. ln central part of the Western 
Carpathians small intramountain basins with lacustrine and 
river deposition were formed in the Badenian. 

The backland area of the Western Carpathians had since 
the Badenian a similar development as the Pannonian inter
mountain region, controlled by origin and formation of the 
mantle diapir (Vass 1979, Stegena et al. 1985). 

As to the species diversity (of mollusc and other assem
blages), the Lower Badenian represents the optimum 
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phase in the evolution of Neogene marine faunas. Benthic 
faunas are virtually identical with the Lower Karpatian ones . 

The evolution of foraminiferal plankton indicates the pre
valence of subtropic to tropic climate accompanied by for
mation of minor reefs even in more northernly situated 
parts of the Carpathian foredeep . 

As to the flora evolution, in the northern part of the Cen
tral Paratethys, the period of the last extension of mastix
ioid floras sets on . Perennially green wood species gradual
ly recede (Büzek, Kvacek, 1985). ln the Middle and Upper 
Badenian the annual average temperature lowers. The eval 
uation of conditions of evaporite deposition reveals that it 
was passing on in mild climate of the Opava region where
as in the Polish part of the foredeep xerophilaus elements 
dominated - the halophyte genus Limnocarpus (Knobloch 
in Cicha et al. 1975). ln the Kosov cooler oscillations pre
vailed already. 

The palynological analysis ( Planderova 1978) indicates 
that a very hot and humid Lower Badenian period in the 
Middle and Upper Badenian changes into cooler and drier. 
Warming up is recorded by the end of the Badenian and 
the onset of the Sarmatian. Warm and humid climate with 
low occurrence of tropic and subtropic flora species was 
suitable for coal deposition , e. g . in the area of the Nitra 
Valley Basin and the western part of the Opava Basin. ln 
the south of the Carpathian foredeep in Moravia the depo
sition of the so called Brno basal sands and their equiva
lents was followed by deposition of thin evaporite layers, 
shortly before another transgression phase accompanied 
by deepening and "tegl" deposition . Comparing the devel-

Fig . 4: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians du ring the 
Lower Badenian . 
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opment in the front of the Western Carpathian mountain 
chain with that inside and in the backland area, differences 
in the Badenian are obvious. ln the backland area on the 
Hungarian territory elements of tropic flora were represent
ed throughout the Badenian, in the intramountain basins 
tropic elements occurred only in the Lower Badenian, 
whereas in the front of the Carpathians the Lower Badenian 
is characterized by elements typical prevailingly only of the 

Fig. 5: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians during the 
Upper Badenian 

1 - Flysch Sedimentation; 2 - Molasse Sedimentation ; 3- Present front of 
the Western Carpathian nappes; 4 - Passive fronts of individual groups 
of the Western Carpathian nappes ; 5 - Border of folded autochthonaus 
Sediments ; 6 - Active thrust front of the Western Carpathian nappes ; 
7 - Boundary of basins (subbasins) ; 8 - Faults . 

Fig . 6: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians du ring the 
Sarmatian. 
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subtropic climate. Gradual cooling of the climate from the 
Lower till the Middle Miocene is probably associated with 
the Western Carpathians shifting to the N and NE. 

Sarmatian 

At the and of the Lower Sarmatian, development and 
sedimentation of the northeastern section of the Western 
Carpathian foredeep in Poland terminated. The last over
thrust of the nappe front on the Lower Sarmatian sedi
ments east of Rzeszow was already influenced by the de
velopment of the Eastern Carpathians. ln the mountain 
chain the development of intramountain basins came to the 
end. The Sarmatian sediments are known from the area of 
the Vienna Basin, the Danube lowland and the numerous 
small intramountain basins. ln the East Slovakian Basin, 
where the Lower Sarmatian sediments reach maximum 
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thickness, the centre of deposition moves toward the SE. 
The axis of the basin was NW-SE oriented, i. e. along the 
Eastern Carpathian segment. 

The Sarmatian flora evolved from that of the Badenian . 
ln Central Europe the environmental differentiationwas still 
more marked . At the beginning of the Sarmatian, the cli 
mate had humide, subtropic character, whereas it was 
much cooler at its upper part. The climate at the end of the 
Sarmatian becomes drier. At the Sarmatian/Pannonian 
boundary the climatic conditions were aggravated showing 
further temperature fall (Pianderova 1978). 

Upper Miocene - Pliocene 

ln the Upper Miocene and Pliocene the compression 
manifestations in the orogene front faded out, the Western 
Carpathian uplift became slowlier than the Mid-Miocene, 
the fault activity weakened . Intensive subsidence was fo 
cussed in the backland area . The Pannonian region was in 
fluenced here by the collapse of the mantle diapir (Stegena 
et al. 1975, Horvath 1984). The Carpathian intramountain 
and backland basins in fact formed systems of bays of the 
Pannonian basin . ln the Pontian the basin became more is
olated and freshwater environment prevailed . 

According to Kovar-Eder 1987, mixed mesophytic forests 
dominated in the Pannonian while the evergreen trees and 
conifers were in full retreat. There is no unequivocal evi 
dence on the presence of xerophilaus flora of Mediterra
nean type, nor the steppe or savanna assemblages can be 
proved . Herbs, on the other hand, were common in the 
Pannonian . A humid phase with formation of brown-coal 
seams falls within the Lower Pannon ian, i. e. the time of the 
Hipparion fauna onset. Mild climate free from utterly dry 
seasons prevailed . According to Kovar-Eder 1985, the ex
tinction of yew-tree species in the Pontian meant reduction 
of the coal -forming flora . As to the Pontian climate, Plan 
derova (1978) supposes alternation of warmer and cooler 
periods . Comparatively warm period is indicated by kaolin 
weathering in southern Slovakia , a humide and warm cli 
mate supported formation of coal seams in the Vienna and 
Gabcikovo Basins. 

The present data obtained from the Pleistocene of the 
Central Paratethys (Dacian , Rumanian) speak of extension 
of mesophyte deciduous woods. Phases of global cooling 
in the Pl iocene had their equivalents also in the Rumanian 
of Central Europe (e. g. Nyssa, Ampelepsis). Boreal ele
ments started to appear. The occurrence of loess of the 
Rumanian age at Stranzendorf along the margin of the Bo
hemian Massif signified extremely cool climatic phases in 
the Alpine-Carpathian arc foreland . Data from the upper
most Rumanian (Reuverian) of the Upper Moravia Vale 
bring evidence about a humide phase. We can state that 
namely the Rumanian was characterized by numerous pro
nounced climatic oscillations signalizing the onset of enor
maus cooling within the Pleistocene. 

Conclusion 

The Pyrenean orogenetic movements united the sedi
mentary areas of the northern part of the Tethys Realm, 
which was under the influence of a global phase of cool cli 
mate . On the Bohemian Massif and the Western Carpath 
ians territory the regional influences did not manifest. Acti 
vation of marine regime in the Upper Kiscellian and Lower 
Egerian was accompanied by prominent warming of global 
character, without c limatic zoning , in the Bohemian Massif 
and the Western Carpathians . Similarly, the influence of 
global cooling of the world ocean (Müller 1985) in the Up
per Egerian is weil documented even in the Western Car
pathians. 

The onset of temperature optimum in the marine reg ime 
observable in the world ocean since the Burdigalian till the 
Lower Serravallian can be correlated with the Eggenbur
gian-Middle Badenian temperature optimum in the West-
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ern Carpathians . The regional influence of Savian and Styr
ian orogenetic movements in the Alpine -Carpathian region 
is documented by the relation between the large Miocene 
transgressions and their climatic optima. The Eggenburgian 
transgression caused by the Savian orogenetic movements 
took place in tropic to subtropic climate. The onset of Styr
ian orogenetic movements is associated with the Karpatian 
transgression with a new climatic optimum culminating in 
the Lower Badenian with regime of subtropic to tropic 
character. 

Unlike the drastic cooling of the world ocean in the Up
per Serravallian Iasting till the Lower Tortonian (Müller 
1985), in the Western Carpathian basins since the Middle 
Badenian till the Panonnian , the temperature lowers only 
gradually devoid of distinctive temperature boundaries. 

The deposition of evaporites accompanied tectonic activ
ity during the orogenetic movements in the area of the 
forming orogene of the Western Carpathians. Activation of 
a marine regime in the sedimentary areas of the Upper Kis 
cellian and Egerian was in the marginal parts associated 
with evaporites formation (southern Slovakia , Pouzdfany 
unit). The separation of the eastern part of the Carpathian 
foredeep in the Eggenburgian conditioned by Savian orog 
enetic movements resulted in the deposition of evaporites. 
Similarly, the Styrian movements in the Karpatian led to is
olation of the sedimentary basin with evaporites deposition 
in eastern Slovakia. The Middle Badenian origin of the eva 
porites coincides with the culmination of Styrian orogenet
ic movements . 

Disintegration of large sedimentary areas into individual 
basins by the end of the sedimentary cycles led to coal de
position . This is weil documented by disintegration of Eg 
genburgian sedimentary areas during the Ottnangian (the 
Eggenburgian -Ottnangian sedimentary cycle) accompanied 
by coal deposition. The Styrian orogenetic movements in
itially caused changes in extension and sea ways connec
tions of the Badenian sedimentary area, later, during their 
disintegration in the Upper Badenian, they caused forma
tion of coal seams in the Western Carpathians . The coal de
position at the Sarmatian/Pannonian boundary associated 
with formation of a brachyhaline facies, and that at the 
Pannonian/Pontian boundary had similar reasons. 

The orogenetic movements in the Western Carpathian 
sedimentary areas have the following consequence on the 
marine environment changes: the anoxic regime in Oligo
cene basins following the Pyrenean movements, the bra
chyhaline regime of the Rzehakia sea in the Ottnangian af
ter the Savian orogenetic movements and the onset of 
a brachyhaline regime in Sarmatian sedimentary areas af
ter the Styrian orogenetic movements. 

The Miocene development of the Western Carpathian or
ogene considerably influenced the morphological division 
of the mountain chain area . During the Eggenburgian the 
climatic regime in the front of the orogene still did not dif
fer from that in its backland area . With the onset of Styrian 
orogenetic movements in the Karpatian the N-S climatic 
zoning started to be manifested. Since the Badenian zoning 
caused by the uplift of the Western Carpathian mountain 
chain , forming a climatic barrier between the sedimentary 
areas in the front, inside and in the backland of the moun 
ta ins was expressive. 

The sea Ievei changes of the world ocean (Müller 1985) 
still coincide with the Egerian transgression in the Western 
Carpathians . Marine regime of the Miocene sedimentary 
areas was influenced by the orogenetic movements . An ex
pressive Eggenburgian transgression in the Western Car
pathians {from the Rhone Basin to the Caspean region) 
does not correspond to the supposed drop of the world 
ocean Ievei. A regional isolation and sea regression within 
the Ottnangian in the Paratethys area is, on the other hand, 
in the frame of the world ocean manifested by rising sea Ie
vei (the uplift of the Alpine -Carpathian orogene) . Gradual 
rising of the world ocean sea Ievei from the Burdigalian t ill 
the Upper Serravallian can be in the Western Carpathians 
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Po land 

Fig . 7: Palinspastic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians during the 
Pannonian . 

identified with the regional transgressions of the Karpatian 
and Lower Badenian induced by orogenetic movements . 
The global drop of the world ocean Ievei in the Upper Ser
ravallian coincides with eustatic changes in the Upper Ba
denian in the Western Carpathian region. The activation of 
the world ocean sea regime in the Meotian has its equiva
lent in the Euxinic-Caspean region. 

The sedimentary record of the Western Carpathians Ne
ogene shows, besides the global changes, also a large 
number of regional ones. The changes reflect the geody
namics of the orogene. The global changes took place es
pecially in the earlier period of orogene development, while 
the role of regional changes increased in the later period of 
mountain chain formation. 
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Abstrakt 

Pyrenejske horotvorne pohy
by sjednotily sedimentacni pro
story V severni Casti tethydni 
oblasti, ktera byla pod vlivem 
globalni faze chladneho klima
tu . Na uzemi Ceskeho masivu 
a Zapadnich Karpat se v oligo
cenu neuplatnily regionalni vli
vy. 

Nastup teplotniho optima 
v moFskem rezimu, pozorova
telny od burdigalu do starsiho 
serravallu ve svetovem oceanu, 
müzeme korelovat s teplotnim 
optimem eggenburg-stredni 
baden v Zap. Karpatech . Regio
nalni vliv savskych a styrskych 
horotvornych pohybü v alpsko
karpatske oblasti doklada vztah 
velkych miocennich transgresi 
a jejich klimatickych optim. 

Na rozdil od vyrazneho ochla
zeni svetoveho oceanu v mlad
sim serravallu , trvajiciho do 
starsiho tortonu, sledujeme 
v panvich Zapadnich Karpat od 
stredniho badenu do panonu 
jen postupne ochlazovani, bez 
vyraznych teplotnich rozhrani. 

Düsledkem horotvornych po
hybü v Zapadnich Karpatech 
byly : anoxicky rezim oligocen
nich panvi po dozneni pyrenej 
skych pohybü, brachyhalinni re 
zim rzehakioveho mofe V Ott-
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Zusammenfassung 

Durch die pyrenäischen ge
birgsbildenden Bewegungen 
wurden Sedimentationsräume 
im Nordteil der Tethys verei
nigt, die von einer globalen kal
ten Klimaperiode beeinflußt 
wurden . Im Bereich der Böhmi
schen Masse und der Westkar
paten kamen im Oligozän keine 
regionalen Einflüsse zum Vor
schein . 

Der Beginn des Temperatur
optimums im marinen Regime, 
das vom Burdigal bis zum älte
ren Serravall im Weltozean zu 
beobachten ist, kann mit dem 
Temperaturoptimum vom Eg
genburg bis zum mittleren Ba
den in den Westkarpaten korre
liert werden . Der regionale Ein
fluß der savischen und steiri
schen gebirgsbildenden Bewe
gungen im Alpen-Karpaten-Be
reich wird durch die Beziehung 
großer miozäner Transgressio
nen zu den Klimaoptima be
zeugt. 

Zum Unterschied von einer 
ausgeprägten Erkaltung des 
Weltozeans im jüngeren Serra
vall, die bis zum älteren Torton 
andauerte, ist in den westkar
patischen Becken vom mittle
ren Baden bis zum Pannon nur 
eine allmähliche Erkaltung, oh-

nangu po dozneni savskych ho
rotvornych pohybü a nastup 
brachyhalinniho rezimu sarmat
skych sedimentacnich prostorü 
po ukonceni styrskych horo
tvornych pohybü . 

V eggenburgu se jeste klima
ticky rezim cela orogenu nelisi 
od jeho tylovych casti. s nastu
pem styrskych horotvornych 
pohybü V karpatu zacina S-J 
zonace, ktera je uz v badenu 
velmi vyrazna . 

ne einen ausgeprägten Tem
peraturwechsel, zu verzeich 
nen . 

Die gebirgsbildenden Bewe
gungen in den Westkarpaten 
hatten ein sauerstoffarmes Re
gime in den Oligozänbecken 
nach dem Abklingen der pyre
näischen Bewegungen, ein bra
chyhalines Regime im Rzeha 
kia -Meer im Ottnang nach dem 
Abklingen der savischen Bewe
gungen und den Beginn eines 
brachyhalinen Regimes in den 
sarmatischen Sedimentations
räumen nach dem Abschluß 
der steirischen Bewegungen 
zur Folge. 

Im Eggenburg unterschied 
sich das Klimaregime der Oro
genfront noch nicht von dem 
der Rückteile des Orogens. Mit 
dem Beginn der steirischen ge
birgsbildenden Bewegungen im 
Karpat begann eine nördlich 
südliche Zonenanordnung, die 
im Baden bereits sehr ausge 
prägt war. 

THE AUTOCHTHONOUS MESOZOIC ON THE 
EASTERN FLANK OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF -
AN OBJECT OF MUTUAL GEOLOGICAL EFFORTS 
BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND CSSR 

M. Elias ', G. Wessely2 

1 Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 
2 ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

lntroduction 

The exploration of the Autochthonaus Mesozoic along 
the Eastern flank of the Bohemian Massif led to contacts 
between ÖMV and ÜÜG Praha and later MND Hodonfn as 
weil as Geofyzika Brno in order to investigate the stratigra
phy, paleogeography and structure of this geological unit, 
which was unknown until the early sixties. 

lt became evident soon, that the encountered Pretertiary 
deposits on both sides of the state boundaries belong to 
the same basin and form nearly the same vertical and hor
izontal sequences. The industrial results of the exploration 
in the basement of the foredeep and of the frontal part of 
the Alpine-Carpatian nappes are manifested by the dis
coveries of Dolni Dunajovice, Pottenhofen, Roseldorf, 
Höflein etc. Up to this activity only the outer, western part 
of an area prospective for hydrocarbons has been explored. 
There is to be expected, that in case of more apt economi
cal situation for the future the exploration will advance into 
deeper positions, where larger accumulations of hydrocar
bons may be possible because of more favourable maturity 
conditions of a very potential source rock. 

The results of deep wells in the Carpathian frontal areas 
(for example Nemcicky 1, Sedlec 1, Falkenstein 1) as yvell 
as in unde~ground of th~. Vienna basin (Zistersdo.rf UT2, 
Maustrenk UT1, Aderklaa UT1) give evidence of the lmport
ance of a further cooperation . 

1. History of exploration and investigation 

Before the Autochthonaus Mesozoic was explored by 
wells indications of a Jurassic-Cretaceous basin on the 
southeastern flank of the Bohemian Massif already existed 
in form of Jurassie carbonates in the vicinity of Brno (Eiias 
1962) and of klippen tectonically shorn off from this basin 
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by the Carpathian external nappes. These klippen consist of 
Klentnitz beds (Abel 1899, Jüttner 1933), Ernstbrunn Iime
stones (Boue 1829) and Klement beds (Giaessner 1931). 

The carbonate platform of this basin was encountered in 
continuation of the Brno Jurassie in the fourties and early 
fifties (Pasohlavky 1, Novosedly 1, Hrusovany 1 ). But these 
wells documented only partial sections of the platform fa
cies. 

The first step of major importance for the knowledge of 
the Autochthonaus Mesozoic sedimentary cover of the Bo
hemian Massif was made 1959 by the weil Staatz 1, which 
exposed a continuous sequence of upper Cretaceous, Mal
mian in a thick mainly pelitic basin development and Dog
ger with its delta sediments (9. Wessely 1988). A whole 
series of wells in Austria and CSSR were necessary until 
the extension, vertical sequences, facial distributions and 
thicknesses of this sedimentary basin could be established 
(fig.1 ,2) . 

A new dimension arose in exploring the Pretertiary base
ment of the Molasse below the Carpathian external zone 
and finally in the deepest underground section of the Vien
na basin. 

The step downwards into this deepest autochthonaus 
etage of the Vienna basin was done by the wells Zistersdorf 
ÜT1 a, ÜT2A, Maustrenk ÜT1 a and Aderklaa ÜT1 a in the pe
riod of 1977-1987. Depths from 6560-8553 m were 
reached (G. Wessely 1984, 1988). 

The geological result of this deep exploration gave an im
portant contribution to the reconstruction of the Western 
Carpathian-Eastern Alpine belt. The continuation and en
larging subsidence of these Mesozoic layers far towards 
the East were confirmed (fig.1 ). By following the Auto
chthonous Mesozoic towards the South under the Eastern 
Alps, the weil Mauerbach 1 was drilled and finally the gas
condensate field Höflein was discovered. 

ln the CSSR the exploration activity in Dolni Dunajovice, 
Nove Mlyny, Sedlec, Nemcicky and Uhfice brought a sub-

stantial contribution to the knowledge of Autochthonaus 
Mesozoic in northern and northeastern direction. 

The history of investigation may be divided in several 
phases. At the beginning ideas of the stratigraphic identifi
cations and subdvisions were developed separately in Aus
tria (J. Kapounek, A. Kröll, A. Papp, K. Turnovsky 1967) and 
CSSR {Eiias 1971). 

An intensification of exchange of experiences began with 
a meeting of experts in May 1971 in Bratislava. For this 
meeting new Stratigraphie concepts had been prepared on 
the base of cores, cutting strips and Iogs. An agreement 
was found concerning lithostratigraphy and diverging opin
ions of Austrian and CSSR paleontologists about the age of 
the Malmian basin marls (the former was located by OMV 
into the Lower Cretaceous on the base of foraminifera). 

A series of meetings of the competent specialists of 
ÖMV and UUG-Praha brought a final correlation of all li 
thostratigraphic units. The paleontologic criteria were am
monites, defined by Z. Vasicek (CSSR) and L. Krystyn (Aus
tria). Beside these macrofossils, pollen and nannofossils 
brought a useful support for the correlation . Documenta
tions of microfacies were completed especially by the 
CSSR side and led to the establishment of a series of for
mations in the Doggerand Malmian (Eiias 1977). 

ln order to keep open the possibility of differentiation 
and typifying facial variations in the Stratigraphie sections 
a neutral lithological nomenclature was further used in 
Austria (G. Wessely in F. Brix et al. 1977). Classical terms 
were taken as comprehensive definitions. 

A complete compilation and comparision of all terms, 
separated for all facial complexes was made by J. Adamek, 
1986. Later the attention for further investigations in the au
tochthonous basement of the Molasse has been shifted to 
structural and paleogeographic questions in connection 
with the exploration for hydroca~.bons and therefore the 
cooperation took place between OMV and MND Hodonin 
as weil as Geofyzika Brno. Structural maps, seismic sec
tions and well-logs were compared. New results as weil as 
core material of deep wells were always exchanged and led 
to a uniform picture necessary as starting point for further 
exploration. 

2. Recent stage of investigation 
in stratigraphy and facies 

The data obtained by wells in both countries enabled to 
point out a general picture of the Autochthonaus Mesozoic 
complex (figs. 2,3). 

Upon the Hercynian basement (Devonian-Lower Carbon
iferous and partly Permo-Carboniferous sediments) rests 
unconformably a deltaic series of Dogger sediments, sub
sumed by the superior term "Gresten beds". The full facial 
variety in different tectonical settings influencing the thick
ness and lithology is clearly visible in the Austrian territory. 
Facies depends on the one hand on the position within the 
deltaic complex, on the other hand on the position within 
a synsedimentary tilted fault block system. ln the subsided 
parts of the fault blocks large thicknesses (up to 1000 m) 
are observed in contrary to reduced thicknesses on elevat
ed positions (about 100m). The subdivisions of lithological 
groups, environments, directions of Sedimentation etc. are 
object of a recent study. Until its result the term "Gresten 
group" should be used. The basal transgressive member 
"Untere Quarzarenitserie" consists of ?Aalenian arkoses, 
quartz-arenites containing intercalations of coaly shales 
and coals. Traces of roots point to a Sedimentation in 
a continental part of the delta system. ln prodeltaic posi
tions and in areas of larger subsidence an intercalation of 
Bajocian dark shales appears ("Untere Tonsteinserie"). lt 
seperates the lower continental from a marine deltaic seri
es of sandstones with shaly intercalations, the "Obere 
Quarzarenitserie" relating to the Upper Bajocian . The del
taic sequence is finally overlain by a further prodeltaic hor
izon of shales, the "Obere Tonsteinserie" of Bathonian age. 
ln littoral positions the shales are replaced by glauconitic or 
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phosphorite bearing sandy beds (Haselbach, Höflein) . 
These will find its nomenclatoric consequences in near fu
ture. A correlation to equivalent sediments in CSSR is to be 
found . ln that context, after Adamek, 1986, the relevance of 
the term .. Divaky beds" and .. Bofetice beds" established 
1971 by M . Elias, should be revised . Bofetice beds are 
proofed to be Lower Carboniferous according to the finds 
of trilobites. 

ln Callovian time starts a new and un ique cycle (as a re 
sult of the global eustatic cycle) . lt is marked by unconfor
mable Superpositions on former tectonics and even sedi 
ments . The basal beds of this cycle are characterized by 
a beginning carbonatic influence of the extinguishing ter
rigenaus Sedimentation and are weil defined by the term 
.. Nikolcice beds" in CSSR, in Austria represented by .. Do
lomitische Quarzarenitserie" . Thickness range between 
70-300 m. A fac ies differentiation of these deposits was 
described by El ias (1981 ). Obviously the specific develop
ment of Höflein (R . Sauer, 1984) requires an additional de 
finition . 

The Malmian complex of Sedimentation is generally to be 
divided into an area of a throughgoing marginal carbonatic 
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platform in the west and an area of mainly basinal develop 
ment in the east, only near the bottom and on top replaced 
by platform carbonates and wedges of carbonate clastics . 

Before the facial division takes place in Oxfordian time 
an overall carbonatic, mostly dolomitized member covers 
the Nikolcice beds in a restricted thickness towards east 
(some tens of meters) . lt is weil defined with the term 
.. Vranovice beds" corresponding to .. Untere Karbonatserie" 
in Austria . 

The starting carbonate platform on top of these lower 
carbonates in the western marginal area was first investi 
gated and documented as a continuous series by W . Lad 
wein , 1976 ( .. Aitenmarkt beds") . The 750 m thick sequence 
begins with bedded Iimestones partly cherty, upwards 
grading into bioclastic limestones. These are overlain by al 
gal -sponge-and finally coral patch-reefs . Laterally reef 
complexes may be replaced by oolitic -bioclastic series. The 
large facial variety within the platform complex may result 
in different local formations as .. Pasohlavky limestones", 
.. Novosedly" and .. Hrusovany" Iimestones and dolomites, 
.. lvan"-beds and presumable further more . 

The carbonate facies is fringed basinward by 150 m, max. 
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400 m thick marly Iimestones (.,Mergelkalkserie") with an 
upwards rising marly content and with intercalated slope 
clastics . The age of this member is running through the 
whole Malmian stages according to its updip replacement 
of successive older and younger sediments. According to 
lithology and logshape it is clear to be identified and it is 
proposed to separate it from the proper basin facies by 
a new formation name - ,. Falkenstein formation". 

The basinal development of the Malm is represented by 
dark marls, which laterally replace the platform facies re
spectively its slope deposits. The age of these marls is Kim 
meridge (in CSSR Oxford) to lower Tithonian. The member 
in Austria called ,.Mergelsteinserie" is weil defined by the 
formation term ,.Mikulov marls" . Their thickness, often tec
tonically enlarged by duplications ranges at 500 m and ex
ceeds in some cases 1000 m. 

During the Upper Tithonian the basin got shallower again 
manifested by a basinward progradation of upward coars
ening terrigenaus and bioclastic carbonates. These up to 
400 m thick, generally dark deposits developed by an up
ward transition from the Mikulov marls and show in some 
portians further marly influence. According to its detrital 
character these sediments were defined as ,.Kalkarenitser
ie" in Austria . The formation name is ,.Kurdejov limestone", 
after Elias, 1971. There can be distinguished a lower part 
with fine-grained carbonatic quartz sandstones from an up
per part with upwards coarsening carbonate detritus. lt is 
therefore proposed to change the term .. Kurdejov lime
stones" into ,.Kurdejov arenites" and to divide these into 

Fig . 3. 

,. Lower" and ,.Upper Kurdejov arenites" . The bulk of basin 
facies formations may be subsumed under the term ,.No
sislav group" . 

The regression within the Uppermost Tithonian resulted 
in a development of a new Upper Tithonian carbonatic plat
tarm perhaps covering the whole basin but preserved only 
in more eastern parts of it. The carbonate platform consists 
of many types of carbonatic environments, which as in the 
klippen of the external Carpathian nappes we subsumed as 
,. Ernstbrunn beds" . Similarities in lithofacies and in basal 
development of this member in boreholes and on surface 
suggest to use a uniform term for the carbonates in the au
tochthonous and allochthonaus position . The names 
,.Obere Karbonatserie" and ,.Kobyly Iimestones and dolom
ites" are therefore not necessary. 

Lower Cretaceous seemed for a long time to be missing, 
until Upper Albian was reported at first by Krystek, 1., ,?am
uel , 0 ., 1978 and than from the weil Nove Mlyny 2 by Reha
nek 1983, 1984. These .. Oncoidic limestones" were defined 
as ,. Nove Mlyny limestones" by J. Adamek 1985 (published 
1986). Possi!?ly the whole part of the carbonatic section in 
Zistersdorf UT2A does not belang to the Ernstbrunn beds, 
the higher part shows boulders of mixed carbonates of the 
Ernstbrunn type in a carbonatic matrix. But no relevant indi
cations for Cretaceous were found . 

The Upper Cretaceous has been encountered by a large 
number of wells. But there are especially two of them, 
Ameis 1 and Poysdorf 2 which allow to establish a com
bined section from Cenomanian to Maastrichtian . lt con-
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tains marine glauconitic marls, sandy marls and at the Tu 
ronian/Coniacian boundary zone a horizon of sandy lime
stones . The whole section is subsumed under the term 
.. Kiement super group" and is to be divided into an Ameis 
group (Cenomanian to Santonian) and a Poysdorf group 
(Campanian to Maastrichtian) (R. Fuchs and G. Wessely 
1977). 

The unique situation of an existing Mesozoic basin cross
ing the Austrian - Czechoslovakian border requires a com
mon nomenclature which stands for Stratigraphie units weil 
defined by a representative occurrence on surface or in 
boreholes and by representative paleontologic, micro- and 
macrofacial, bio-and lithostratigraphic characteristics. The 
structure of nomenclature should be open for further infill 
ings or additions if future investigations Iead to the neces
sity for that. A summary of the existing terms and their val 
idity is presented by J. Adamek 1986. ln the following there 
is shown a compilation of the different terms to one at that 
time valid joint schedule (fig.3). 

3. Paleogeographic and structural results 

Wells and seismic data brought a general view of the dis
tribution of the different members and facial complexes of 
the Autochthonaus Mesozoic. 

The arrangement of the formations under Molasse along 
the southern flank of the Bohemian Massif (fig .1) is differ
ent in CSSR and in Austria. 

ln Austria a uniform succession from W to Eistobeseen 
with a rim of Dogger deltaic sediments, followed by plat
form carbonates and finally basin development of the 
Malm. The western Iimit of the latest carbonatic develop
ment (Ernstbrunn beds) can be traced only along a short 
extens1on. A not everywhere preserved Upper Cretaceous 
cover is restricted to the more eastern area of the Jurassie 
complex and rests unconformably over its substratum. 

ln the northernmost part of Lower Austria the Malmian 
western platform zone seems to cover the margin of the 
Dogger and to rest directly upon the basement. The ar
rangement of the sediments in Czechoslovakia in the bor
der zone with Austria is similar, but towards the north it is 
stronger influenced by tectonical and erosional affects es
pecially in ~he area of the .. Vranovice" and .. Nesvacilka" 
graben (Adamek 1965, plate 8). The Upper Cretaceous is 
restricted to the southern part of Czechoslovakia . The less 
importa~c~ of the areal extent of the Dogger in comparison 
to Austna 1s due to a more expressed and thicker develop
ment of a deltaic system in Austria. 

The internal geometry of the Autochthonaus Mesozoic 
mantle is devided into a Precallovian and a Postcallovian 
part formed within two different cycles. The first one is 
characterized by a stronge differentiation in sedimentation 
thickn~ss of depo.sits, mainly caused by synsedimentary 
tec~omcs. ln A~stna. h.alfgrabens probably caused by inner 
Alpme-Carpath1an nftmg events contain a thick sedimen
tary infill i~ the~r subsided positions and a thin developed 
one on the1r uphfted parts. The Callovian seals this tectonic 
sedim~ntary conditi?ns and initiate a second cycle with 
tectomcally more un1form sucessions where the main dom
inant feature is the boundary of the marginal carbonatic 
platform to the eastward thickening basin facies in the 
Malm. The different, mainly postmesozoic tectonics are ob
jec~ of specific r~gio.nal g~ological and geophysical investi
~at1ons m combmat1on w1th the search for trapping posi 
tlons of hydrocarbons. 

4. Aspects of investigations 
for the exploration of hydrocarbons 

The exploration of hydrocarbons has to be based on 
a broad spectrum of knowledge about reservoir rocks 
source r~cks , maturity .of sediments, structural possibilitie~ 
for trappmg. The amb1guous exchange of information en
ables both sides to get a maximum of information to dimin -
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ish risks and costs especially with respect to very deep tar
gets . 

Reservoir rocks are to be found in deltaic sequences of 
the Dogger (Kiement, Höflein), in sandy dolomites with 
cherts in the uppermost Dogger (Höflein), in carbonates of 
the platform facies (Roseldorf) and in calcarenites, partly 
dolomitized of the Kurdejov beds (D. Dunajovice, Potten
hofen) . Possibly Mikulov marls can have reservoir propert
ies if they are fractured by effects associated with hydro
carbon genesis causing high pressure (W. Ladwein) . 
A I arge thickness .. of the layer would be necessary in this 
case (Zistersdorf UT2a). 

The information on rock thicknesses in both countries led 
to a construction of an isopach map of the Mikulov marls, 
the most important source rock of the Autochthonaus Mes
ozoic mantle because of its high content in organic matter 
(Ladwein , 1988) and its large volume. The thickness ex
ceeds in the deepest parts 1000 m (fig . 4). The history of 
subsidence and the thermal history of the Jurassie basin 
Iead to the conclusion , that a large amount of hydrocar
bons must have been generated. Even if the amount of hy
drocarbons, migrated and accumulated in the Vienna basin , 
is substracted from this volume, large possibilities remain 
in the lowermost section of the Vienna basin and under
neath the external zones of the Alpine-Carpathian nappes. 
Additionally prodeltaic shales of the Dogger may act as 
source rocks. 

Experiences in structural possibilities for trapping are im
portant for exploring the Autochthonaus Mesozoic plays: 
updoming, blockfaulting , upthrusting, onlapping, pinchout, 
facial changing in carbonate complexes (reefs, dolomitisa
tions, karstifications) and possibly thick fractured com
plexes of marls. 

All these features have been realized already in this tec
tonic-sedimentary environment and give chance for future 
exploration. 
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Abstrakt 

Ropai'ske vrty provedene 
v Rakousku a v CSSR v oblas
tech karpatske a alpske pi'ed
hlubne (molasy), flysoveho pas
ma a videi\ske panve pi'inesly 
dukazy, ze krystalinikum a pa
leozoikum na jv. svazich Ceske
ho masivu pokr)tvaji ulozeniny 
mezozoika. Vyskyty temei' iden
tickych litologickych a strati
grafickych jednotek v Rakousku 
a Ceskoslovensku po obou stra
nclch statni hranice podminily 
stalou spolupraci pi'i jejich vy
zkumu . Spolecny v'fzkum se 
sousti'edil na definovani a dolo
zeni nejdulezitejsich litostrati
grafickych jednotek. Pi'ilozene 
tabulky dokumentuji soucasny 
stav vyzkumu . Podavame pi'e
hled paleogeografickych a struk
turnich pomeru. Uvadime dosa
vadni vysledky detekce uhlovo
diku a mozne aspekty jejich vy
hledavani ve vztahu ke kolek
torskym, zdrojov'fm a struktur
nim podminkam. 

Zusammenfassung 

Bohrungen für Kohle!)was
serstofferkundung in Oster
reich und der CSSR haben den 
Nachweis eines autochthonen 
mesozoischen Sedimentman
tels an der Ostflanke des Kri
stallin-Paläozoikumspornes der 
Böhmischen Masse unter Mo
lasse, unter der alpin-karpati
schen Externzone und unter 
dem Wiener Becken erbracht. 
Die nahezu identischen strati
graphisch-faziellen Einheiten 
beiderseits der Grenze beding
ten eine kontinuierliche Koope
ration beider Länder. Es wur
den die wichtigsten dieser Ein
heiten stratigraphisch definiert 
und dokumentiert. Der neueste 
Stand dieser Gliederung wurde 
in einem gemeinsamen Sche
ma dargestellt. 

Ebenso werden die paläo
geographischen und strukturel
len Ergebnisse übersichtsmä
ßig wiedergegeben. Die Ergeb
nisse der Kohlenwasserstoffer
kundung und die künftigen 
Aspekte werden im Zusammen
hang mit Speicher- und MuHer-
gesteinsfragen sowie den 
strukturellen Gegebenheiten 
erörtert. 

PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND STRATIGRAPHY 
OF THE AUTOCHTHONOUS PALEOGENE 
ON THE SOUTHEASTERN FLANK 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

Rudolf Jiffcek 
Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czechoslovakia 

The Nesvacilka and Vranovice canyons, filled with auto 
chthonous Paleogene sediments, were discovered in the 
south Moravian part of the 8ohemian Massif in the late 
sixties. Natural gas was found in Paleogene sandstones in 
the early eighties, which put this formation into the centre 
of attention of the Moravian Oil company. ln this region, 
the author (R. Jificek, 1981, 1986) studied the Stratigraphie 
and facies division of sediments in relation to gradually 
transgression and troughs evolution . Autochtonous Paleo
gene rocks were identified in 42 boreholes from which 233 
cores and some cuttings correlated by means of electric 
logging (Table 1) were recovered for lithological and micro
paleontological purposes . Seismic sections were used not 
until in the paper presented that gives more precission to 
previous results. For some of the boreholes, the presumed 
autochthonaus Paleogene rocks were placed into the auto
chthonous Eggenburgian or into the overthrusted Nikolcice 
Unit of the parautochthone. 

1_ The age of the autochthonaus Paleogene is 
seen individually. Originally, the Paleogene sediments of 
Arta-H2 borehole were classified as Aquitanian to 8urdigal
ian (K. Friedl, 1937). Later they were assigned, together 
with the equal layers of the adjoining 8rno-1 borehole, to 
the Lower Oligocene (M . Dlabac, 1946,; R. Grill, 1947). ln 
accordance with the bethos foraminifers present, they 
were determine as ranging from the Upper Eocene to the 
Lower Oligocene or Rupelian in Nesvacilka-1 borehole 
(M. Holzknecht, in V. Homola et al., 1961 ). The occurence of 
Nummulites and Discocyclines at Uhfice placed them into 
the Middle Eocene (E. 8enesova, 1969). J. Krhovsky (1988) 
basing on a revision of the benthos forams, concluded, af
ter all, that age was Paleocene to Oligocene. 

According to the author (R. Jificek, 1986), the problern of 
disagreement consist in the fact that the abundant benthos 
fauna is of deepwater nature similar to that of the Upper 
Eocene to Lower Oligocene faunas of eastern Europe re
ported by M. Holzknecht (1961 ), butthat is also resembles 
Paleocene faunas of western Europe, described under 
other species names, by J. Krhovsky (1988). The occurrence 
of Eocene age, indicates the possible survival of a large 
part of the faunas from the Paleocene to the Eocene. Typi
cal faunas including 8ulimina parisiensis ("8 . trigonalis") 
extend from Lower Eocene into Paleocene pelites. ln addi
tion, a number of mollusc faunas are present there that re
semble those in the Lower Oligocene Pouzdfany Unit not 
altered throughout the Paleogene. For this reason, the up
per part of the Paleogene seems to be composed of Upper 
Eocene perhaps to Lower Oligocene sediments linking up 
with the primary molasse extending from the Perialpine re
gion into southern Moravia (R. Jificek, 1981). The lower part 
of the Paleogene is regarded as Middle and Lower Eocene 
and Paleocene (M. Holzknecht - J. Krhovsky, 1988; 8 . Hamr
smid, 1988). 

2. The determination of the internal stratigra
P hy of the autochthonaus Paleogene was equally difficult 
as that of the age of the sediments. On the basis of weil 
cores, V. Homola et all. (1961) identified several horizont; 
a few of them could be correlated with the aid of electric 
Iogs to the closest proximity of the Nesvacilka boreholes 
(F. Nemec, 1973). but not to regions more distant. Presently 
the clastic Tesany formation, westwards replaced by dark
grey claystones of the Lower Nesvacilka Member, can be 
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identified in the centre of the Nesvacilka canyon . The two 
units are covered by grey-green claystones of the Upper 
Nesvacilka Member. Brown Uhfice marls , present mainly 
near Uhfice, have developed in the terminal part . Black bit
uminous Vranovice claystones, divided into several subhor
izons in conformance with the results of GK and RAG log 
ging, have been racognized throughout the cross section 
(R . Jiricek, 1986) 

Age Vranovice Nikolcice Nesvacilka 
canyon ridge canyon 

Upper Vranovice Vranovice Uhi'ice marls 
w claystones claystones 
z 
w Middle 
u 
0 
w 

Lower 
Upper Nesvacilka clayst. 

Paleocene ? - Lower Tesanv 
Nesvacilka clastic 
claystones Forma-

tion 

The biostratigraphic division of the Paleogene into sever
al foraminiferal horizons for Nesvacilka-1 borehole 
(M . Holzknecht, 1961) could not be applied to other bore
holes. Later, when comparing the forams and ostracods 
from the two canyons , several regional horizons could be 
defined (R. Jificek, 1981, 1986) . The nanoplankton zones NP 
1-20 of the Paleocene to the Upper Eocene were defined 
in the Nesvacilka canyon (B . Hamrsmid, in the press) . How
ever, their correlation pose many problems in the bore
holes. That is why we can adjust the original biostratigra
phy of forams to the Paleogene stages in the following 
table : 

Age Zones Horizons 

Upper Bolivina aenariensis- Uvigerina costellata 
Eocene Bolivina fastigia Uvigerina jacksonensis 

Uvigerina (cut-oft shells) 
Globigerapsis index 

Middle Uvigerina hantkeni Bulimina rugirefa 
Eocene Discocyclina-Nummulites 

Lower Bulimina parisiensis- four fluctuation 
Eocene Bulimina rugifera of both Bulimina species 

Upper Bolivinopsis spectabilis Bulimina parisiensis-ru-
Paleocene gifera 

Höglundina - Gyroidina 
Bulimina rugifera - Cla-
vulina-Piectina 
Trochammina pacifica 

The correlation of the Vranovice and Zdanice (Uhfice 
boreholes) Paleogene is easy to be made, but it is proble
matic with respect to the centre of the NesvaCilka canyon . 

The Upper Paleocene of M . Holzknecht 
J. Krhovsky (1988) can we correlated with the biozone of 
Bolivinopsis spectabilis of R. Jificek (1986). ln the centre of 
the Nesvacilka canyon , it comprises the Tesany clastic for
mation , up to 500 m thick, grading into Lower Nesvacilka 
claystones . The basal Ieveis of the Trochammina pacifica 
horizon are typical of zone A in the electric -log division . The 
middle Ieveis comprise a horizon with Plectina apicu laris 
Bulimina rugifera of zone 8 -C. The upper Ieveis represent 
a horizon with Gyroidina girardana -Höglundina elegans
Serpula spec. of zone D. Zone E with Bolivinopsis spectabi -
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lis and Bulimina rugifera -Bul. parisiensis represents the Up
per Nesvacilka claystones. A pelitic facies was identified 
within zones D-E on the Nikolcice ridge. ln the Vranovice 
canyon the Paleocene begins with Bolivinopsis spectabilis 
too . lts occurence with Uvigerina hantkeni characterizes 
more likely the connection with the Middle Eocene. 

The Lower Eocene (M . Holzknecht - J . Krhovsky, 
1988) begins with the Bulimina parisiensis -Bulimina rugife 
ra zone of the Upper Nesvacilka Claystones (R . Jificek, 
1986). This pel itic section of zones F-H extends to the term 
inal parts of the Paleogene in the Nesvacilka boreholes . The 
species B. parisiensis Kaaschietter ( = Bul. trigonalis Ten 
Dam) and B.rugifera Flaessner ( = Bul. ., jarvisi" Nuttal) al
ternate in four fluctuation horizons there. The highest 
brown marls of zone H may belang to the Middle Eocene. 
When correlating this Low~r Eocene from the centre of the 
Nesvacilka canyon , to the Zdanice slope, the whole Bulimi 
na section within zones F-G was found to be absent near 
Uhfice. The brown marls of zone H rest discordantly on the 
pelites of zone E (R . Jiricek, 1981 ), or the Bulimina zone fa
cially alternates with the Bolivina one and the higher parts 
of the Uhfice or Vranovice Paleogene correspond to zone F 
only (R . Jificek, 1986) . The first supposition appears to be 
probable if considering the seismic .data. • 

The Middle Eocene is developed on the Zdanice 
slope of the Nesvacilka canyon . The basal sandstones and 
Iimestones w ith Discocyclina and _Nummulites or Litho
thamnium (Uhfice-1 )are typical (L. Svabenicka, 1980). The 
upper pelites have no typical rare fauna with Bolivinopsis 
spectabilis and Bulimina rugifera. ln the Vranovice canyon 
this fauna related to the Uvigerina hantkeni zgne. 

The Upper Eocene is developed on the Zdanice slope 
and in the Vranovice canyon with the Bolivina aenariensis
Bolivina fastigia zone. They are the very typical Uvigerina 
spec. cut-off shells on a discordant base. Two horizons 
with Globigerapis index there occur there. The middle part 
is characterized by Uvigerina aff. jacksonensis and the top 
of the Upper Eocene by an Uvigerina costellata horizon. 
The Lower Oligocene with psychrosphaeric ostracods have 
been found in the parautochthonaus Pouzdfarty Unit, only. 

3 . The genesis of the canyons in the auto
chthonous Paleogene has been explained in a variety 
of ways by many authors. A. Dudek (1980) related the Nes
vacilka section to the tectonic parting of the crystalline 
basement into a .. southern" and .. central" section . This type 
of tectonics was interpreted by J. Dvofak (1987) as a boun
dary responsible for the diversified evolution of the Paleo
zoic. R. Jificek (1982) , however, classified the faults as Ju
rassic and resulting from the remote rifting of the Tethys. 
V. Homola et al. (1961) and F. Nemec (1973) considered the 
Nesvacilka and Vranovice grabenstobe bounded by Paleo
gene tectonic faults. According to M. Dlabac - E. Mencik 
(1964), erosive action showed up in addition to faulting tec
tonics during the Paleogene . F. Picha (1978) related Paleo
gene and Mesozoic development to the aulacogene that 
predisposed the formatiqn of submarine canyos moddeled 
by turbidity currents. F. Cech (1984) talks about pseudoau
lacogens of the grabens. F. Chmelik et. al. ( 1981) means 
that the existence of submarine canyons on the margin of 
Tethys is douptful. R. Jificek (1981) demonstrates, the can
yons originate initial on the continent . 

Actually quite different structural Ieveis from various pe
riods are involved. Their eievatians and depressions cannot 
be combined into a single geological structure. The oldest 
of them is the Menfn depressed area with the centre 
of the 1 ,500 m thick Old Red clastics in Menin-1 borehole . 
From Nikolcice-4 borehole Southwards the pseudothick
ness of its clastics is reduced from 676 m to 34m in Ni 
kolcice -3 borehole. Similar is the case northeastwards, in 
Tesany-1 borehole, where 150 m thick clast ics are present 
that reduce their thickness to a minimum at Uhfice. They 
completely disappear in Kobefice -1 a 4 boreholes (J . Brzo
bohaty, 1986) , and Devonian carbonate rocks occur on the 
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uplifted slope. The axis of the depression runs roughly wes
twards to the deep basin below the thrusted Moravian Mol 
danubie eomplex that separates the high eievatians of the 
Dyje and Svratka domes (Moravikum). This relief is a pre
Devonian one, possibly generated during the Caledonian 
folding . 

ln the course of Hercynian folding new structures were 
formed, e.g. the overthrust of the Moldanubic complex 
over the Moravic one, and its thrusting over the superficial 
nappes of Paleozoic sediments overlying the disturbed 
Brno massif. Primary early molasse, possibly belanging to 
the Myslejovice sequence with Racice and Lulec conglom 
erates of Upper Visean to basal Namurian rocks , was 
formed ahaed of the fronts of the nappes (J . Dvofak, 1978). 
The last Namurian A molasse only terminated geosyn
clinal sedimentation in the region under study. lts beds, up 
to 1 ,000 m thick, extend from the Nemcicky boreholes in 
the depression zone probably towards Pfibor and Ostrava 
and, thus, they have nothing in common with the S-N elon 
gated structure of the NesvaCilka area. 

The Epihercynian platform, disturbed by rift tec
tonics during the formation of the Boskovice furrow in Per
mo - Carboniferous time, was generated after Hercynian 
folding. A second stage of faulting tectonics occured in Li 
as and Middle Dogger, when the margins of the Bohemian 
Massif were broken into blocks as a result of remote Tethy
an rifting. The Lednice fault-zone appeared at that time and 
should be rotated to a NE-SW direction across Lednice to 
Hollabrunn (R . Jificek, 1982) . Up to 2,000 m of the Gresten 
Formation were deposited on the sunken Waschberg 
block (F. Brix et.al., 1977). Upper Jurassie (Kelloway -
Tithon) sediments transgressed over this tectonics struc
ture on the crystalline of the Lifted South Moravian 
block. The tectonieally bounded Nesvacilka graben was 
formed there in perpendicular NW-SE direction. The whole 
horst between the Nikolcice fault and that of the Boskovice 
furrow beeame a source area from which Paleozoic sedi 
ments almost disappeared. The rest of the Devonian sedi 
ments, tagether with the crystalline, were unconformably 
covered with Jurassie beds. On the lifted Nikolcice block, 
basal Devonian layers wedge out towards the SW, wher
eas, on the sunken Nesvacilka block, Old Red to Namurian 
A have been preserved with sediments wedging out north
easterly below Jurassie and Paleogene layers . 

A Jurassie unconformity in the early Kelloway covered 
the tectonic blocks and generated an unfaulted de
pressed area from the faulted Nesvacilka graben, and 
a fault-free slope facing the Waschberg depression 
from the Lednice fault-zone . Both depressed areas Iasted 
from the Kelloway to the Lower Cretaceous, with marine 
Albian sediments at Nove Mlyny-2 (J . Rehanek, 1984) and 
at Kufim locality north of Brno (1. Krystek - 0. Samuel, 
1979) . A repeated transgression changed the Blansko 
trough into a channel conneeting the Clement and the Bo
hemian Cretaeeous from Upper Cenomanian to Senioan 
time. Relies of the Clement Cretaceous have been pre
served on the Jurassiesediments in the large area from Mi
kulov to Vienna. They obliquely erop out to the basin of Ne
ogene Ieveis in a belt erossing Ameis-1 with Coniacian
Santonian and in a belt erossing Poysdorf-2 with Campani 
an-Maastrichtian sediments (R. Fuchset. al., 1984) . 

The whole Mesozoie area of sedimentation seems to 
have been bordered by the upliftied slopes of the Moldanu
bie and Moravic zones on the southwestern side. The ma
rine sediments of the Bohemian and Moravian Cretaeeous 
ended on the Moldanubie slope, with the denudation rests 
on the Svratka-Policka erystalline. The Blansko Cretaceous, 
Kufim Albian and Olomucany Jurassie ended near the 
Svratka Moravieum . The Clement Cretaeeous and Jurassie, 
perpendiculary passing below the Vienna basin to the town 
Baden, had their end on the Dyje and Tulln Moravieum, be
fore the Moldanu~ie slope (Berndorf-1 borehole) . The Sile
sian nappe with Stramberk-type Tithonian Iimestones has 
its origin on a Helvetie slope (on a gravimetric low?). 

Towards the end of the Cretaceous, the Bohemian Mas
sif rapidly began to emerge, which resulted in an enormaus 
lowering of the erosin Ievei of the rivers at its margin . ln the 
early Paleocene, this event led to the formation of deep 
erosion canyons following an intensive drainage pat
tern oriented from the Bohemian Massif to the South Mor
avian and partly also in the Lower Austrian regions. The 
Blansko channel beeame a river valley for the main stream 
following SSW into the Boskoviee furrow. Near Kufim 
a seeondary ehannel branched-off that crossed Brno to in
eise the Nesvacilka depression as an erosion canyon cut to 
a depth of 1,500 m in its Mesozoie and Paleozoic roeks. An
other ehannel branehed-off from the Boskoviee furrow at 
Moravsky Krumlov erossing the SE slopes towards Hus
topece to form there deep erosion walls of the Vranoviee 
canyon incised into Jurassie carbonate and crystalline 
rocks . The two erosion canyons were separated by the nar
row and high NikoiCice ridge. On the southern and sou 
theastern sides, the eanyons were disturbed by secondary 
erosion trenehes of the Hustopece, Rasovice and Zarosiee 
ehannels. The incission of the erosion canyons was aecom
panied by the disintegration of the Jurassie platform whieh 
ean be eompared to the geomorphologieal relief of present 
.. Bohemian-Saxon Switzerland". The Tulln erosion channel 
generated (perhaps from Tfebon syncline) in the Moosbier
baum drilling distriet at the today's Danube in the Krems
Tulln area (Fig .1 ). 

The NesvaCilka eanyon extended southeasterly below the 
present Carpathian flysh and Neogene of the Vienna basin 
probably as far as the Little Carpathians. lt submerged to 
the present depth of about 8- 10 km between the TYnee 
and Skalica elevations. The Vranovice eanyon, by eontrast, 
turned towards Bfeclav and its slopes were situated rough 
ly at Maustrenk-ÜT1 and Zistersdorf-ÜT2 boreholes. 

Three evolutional stages of Paleogene canyons appear to 
have existed : ln the first stage, V-shaped southeasterly 
erosion canyons, more than 100 km long, 10 - 15 km wide 
and 1,5 to 2 km deep, were ineised . Their upper parts, 
40-50 km long, are loealised on the present SE flank of the 
Bohemian Massif below the Neogene molasse and below 
the nappes of the Zdanice and Pouzdfany Units. The middle 
parts oceupy the deep basement below the Alpine orogene 
in the Vienna basin . On a gravimetrie low or as far as the 
Little Carpathians, Helvetis slopes are thought to have ex
isted, where the erosion canyons turned into submarine 
canyons, with turbidity erosion in the base_ment of the Sub
menilite Paleogene of the Subsilesian (Zdanice) nappes. 
This is evidenced by the in tense mixing of Cretaceous and 
Paleogene faunas. 

An immense amount of clastics derived from rocks that 
disappeared from the two canyons should extend into 
flysch trough at the foot of the bathyal zone. Pebbles of Ju
rassie Iimestones and marlites, Namurian sandstones, 
Culm shales, greywaekes, conglomerates, Devonian Iime
stones and eonglomerates, and erystalline roeks are 
thought to have their origin in the Nesvacilka eanyon. Peb
bles of Jurassie Iimestones and marlites, with granodiorites 
of the Brno massif eould be derived from the Vranovice 
eanyon . 

lf putting back the overthrust flyseh nappes to Egerian 
time, i.e. beyond Berndorf-1 borehole and if considering 
the rotation related to the bending of the nappes araund 
the SE extremity of the Bohemian Massif, we ean suppose 
a W-E direction of the front of the Magura flyseh 
(R . Jificek, 1986) . ln Upper Austria and Bavaria, the Rupel 
ian molasse too follows this direction along the SW flank of 
the Bohemian Massif. The Tulln, Vranovice and Nesvacilka 
canyons are oriented in the same way. 

lt is possible, therefore, that the distal eones of these 
canyons eould be situated , as eonglomerates of the Upper 
Solan Member of the Paleoeene, at the margins of the 
Racany flysch . The flysch of the Vsetin region aetually eom
prises pebbles of Jurassie and Carboniferous roeks, Culm 
greywaekes and shales, Devonian quartz limestones, me-
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STRATIGRAPHY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY 

wsw EHE 

LOWU MIO ENE 

PIETUTIARY lASENEilT 
UIIYOII CUT 

SEISMIC PROFILE AND UNE- DRAWING INTERPRETATION OF PALEOGENE SEDIMENTS 
(ZONE A- E) TROUGH THE NESYACILKA CANYON R. JIRfCEK, 1988 

Fig. 2. 

tamorphites and granodiorites closely resembling thouse 
of the Brno massif. However, the large olistolith Brno grani 
toids with hexagonal biotites at Bilava near Holesov de
monstrates only short transport many of pebbles perhaps 
from the Silesian cordillera (or front of nappes) of the Hel 
veticum. 

ln the second stage, the river-eroded valleys were trans
gressed, from the SE, by Paleogene sea that first filled the 
axial sections of the canyons and then spread laterally. Up 
to 500 m of clastic rocks were deposited in the axis of the 
Nesvacilka canyon. Their structures indicate the downslope 
transportation of debris by gravity rather than turbidity cur
rents (turbidity currents were supposed by F. Picha, 1978, 
to have excavated the submarine canyons). Bottom cur
rents transported coarse clastic breccias and conglomer
ates, debris flows, grain flows, mudflows, etc. These rocks 
are frequently accompanied by sandstones and conglomer
ates with graded bedding or Iaminated claystones closely 
resembling deposits derived from turbidity currents as doc
umented weil by F. Picha (l.c.). On no account, however, 
they do not represent flysh rocks with distal and proximal 
cones. The pebbles contain fragments of granites, diorites, 
gneises, greywackes, conglomerates, arkose sandstones 
and some Devonian and Jurassie Iimestones from which 
abundant redeposited rhaxes of Spongiae originate. All 
these rocks deposited from the canyon walls and higher
seated channel-ways, because the bottom of the Nesvacil 
ka trough had already been covered with clastics. Lower 

pebble contents are supposed for the extension of the 
Vranovice canyon below the Lednice slope. The clastics of 
the Tulln canyon comprise metamorphites (F. Brix et. al. , 
1977). Silty claystones were deposited in non-active chan 
nels only. The repeated transportation of clastics alternated 
with calm periods during which Iaminated claystones were 
deposited. 

ln the third stage, the sea Ievel extended beyond the 
erosion margins of the canyons, flooding the neighbour
hood with a shallow shelf with abundant minor Cibicides 
faunas indicating algal growth . The erosion walls became 
slopes of submarine canyons, in which some mud
flows, slips and paraconglomerates were generated in the 
Eocene. After the sea Ievel and ceased to rise and stabi 
lized, the Nikolcice slope prograded eastwardw moving 
thereby the bottom of the Nesvacilka canyon to the same 
direction, which caused lateral and bottom erosion and 
a hiatus with respect to the older Paleogene. This suggests 
that prograding had brought into contanct, from the W to 
the E, zones F/E (Nesvacilka-1 borehole), G/E (Tesany-1 ), 
H/E near Uhi'ice-13. A horizon with Bulimina parisiensis 
wedges out eastwards as a downlap on the dipping slopes. 
The nature of the later was recognized on seismic profile 
250/86 (Fig . 2.). 

A similar hiatus was also found in the Vranovice canyon 
(R . Jii'icek, 1986). We suppose, that existe the same pro
gradation there. A horizon with Bulimina parisiensis 
wedges out too as a downlap on the slopes. The layers of 
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DEPTH AND THICKNESS OF AUTOCHTHONOUS PALEOGENE LAYERS ON SE SLOPE 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

Weil Top-off Basis Thiekn. Top-wall Underground Final 
Depth 

Poh-1 508 890 382 Eggenb? Crystall. 1000m 
Poh-3 692 1358 666 Eggenb? Crystall . 1425m 
lv-1 556 652 96 Carpath. Jurassie 1250m 
Pou-1 986 1202 216 Eggenb. Paleogene 1202m 
Str-1 1298 1391 93 Eggenb. Jurassie 2600m 
Pop-1 1605 2242 637 Pozdr. Crystall. 2450m 
Pop-2 1188 1702 514 Zdänie. Crystall. 1805 m 
Vr-1 812 1173 361 Zdänie. Jurassie 1750m 
Nik-3 1145 1156 11 Eggenb. Jurassie 1392m 
Nik-7 1184 1356 172 Eggenb. Jurassie 1504m 
Nik-8 1678 1801 123 Eggenb. Jurassie 2000m 
Nem-6 1641 2112 471 Zdänie. Jurassie 5220m 
Neefl 367 473 106 Eggenb. Paleogene 473m 
Ne-1 417 1571 1154 Carpath. Devonian 1589m 
Ne-2 417 1275 858 Carpath. Paleogene 1275 m 
Ne-3 286 1385 1099 Eggenb. Culm 2484m 
ArH2 186 650 464 Eggenb. Paleogene 650m 
Brn-1 245 607 362 Eggenb. Culm 658m 
Br-41 236 304 68 Carpath. Paleogene 304m 
Üj-1 298 645 347 Carpath. Culm 2300m 
Te-1 849 1905 1056 Eggenb. Culm 4500m 
Zar-1 1522 1862 340 Zdänie. Culm 2867 m 
Dam-1 2018 2710 692 Zdänie. Namurian 4482m 
Uh-1 2208 2763 555 Zdänie. Carbonif. 3960m 
Uh-2 1705 1992 287 Zdänie . Carbonif. 3450m 
Uh-3 1512 1543 31 Pa raut. Jurassie 2595m 
Uh-5 1529 1644 115 Zdänie. Devonian 2050m 
Uh-7 1369 1438 69 Zdänie. Carbonif. 3101 m 
Uh-8 1533 1840 307 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2800m 
Uh-9 1688 1880 192 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2800m 
Uh-10 1903 2410 507 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2911 m 
Uh-11 1317 1394 77 Pa raut. Jurassie 1711 m 
Uh-13 867 1498 631 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2700m 
Uh-14 1777 2065 288 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2850m 
Uh-16 1640 2060 420 Zdänie. Carbonif. 2800m 
Uh-17 1659 1908 249 Zdänie. Jurassie 3320m 
Uh-18 1520 1812 292 Zdänie. Jurassie 3300m 
Uh-19 1855 2183 328 Zdänie. Jurassie 3623 m 
Uh-20 1820 2188 368 Zdänie. Jurassie 3700m 
Uh-21 1444 1865 421 Zdänie. Carbonif. 1900m 
Uh-22 1281 1575 294 Zdänie. Carbonif. 1800m 
Jez-2 2150 2240 90 Zdänie. Jurassie 3000m 

The boreholes: Pohoreliee, lväii, Pouzdreny, Straehotln, Popiee, Vranoviee, Nikol~i
ee, Nem~i~ky, Nesva~ilka, Arta, Brno, Üjezd, Te!iany, Zaro!iiee, Damboriee, Uhriee, Je
zov. 

Middle Eocene are in contact with the Upper Paleocene 
beds . The main progradation is again between the Middle 
and Upper Eocene sediments. Perhaps in the Eocene acti 
vised the SIJlall secondary channels as Hustopece, 
Rasovice and Zarosice, ones. The displace of channels was 
accompanied by redeposition and mixing of faunas. 

4. ln conclusion it may be stated that the enormous 
decline of the sea Ievei from the Senonian to the Paleocene 
seems to be related, in this region too, to a global decline 
emphasized by Laramide deformation of nappes in the Car
pathians . The decline was followed by a rise in sea Ievei 
with a consecutive transgression of Paleogene sediments 
into the canyons. 

lf relating the. D/E or E/F boundary to the Paleocene/Eo
cene boundary in the Nesvacilka centrum, the argument 
would be that a global sea Ievei decline with partial stabili 
sation, emphasized by lllyrian deformation in the Carpath 
ians, could have occured . lt could be associated with pro
grading slopes a hiatus between the Paleocene and Lower 
Eocene sediments in both of canyons. The same global de
cline of Ievei was between the Lower and Middle Eocene 
and the Middle and Upper Eocene, when migrated the main 
channels, where the new channels activised . 

Primary molasse was formed in front of the flysh nappes 
in the Alpine -Carpathian realm in the flysh nappes in the 
Alpine-Carpathian realm in the late Priabonian to Lower 01-
igocene. The Globigerina marls of the Submenilite Upper 
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Eocene Formation appeared in the Helvetic zone overlain 
by cherts of the Lower Oligocene Menilite Formation 
troughout the Carpathians. The appearence of cherts could 
to have resulted from the shift of the carbonate-compensa
tion-depth lysocline to shallower depths owing to global 
cooling. lndications of cooling can also be found in the 
Lower Oligocene brown Pouzdfany marls, in which V. Po
korny (1981) determined psychrosphaeric ostracodes. 
These marls pass into the Upper Eocene brown Uhfice 
marls from which they were separated during the over
thrusting of nappes. 
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Abstrakt 

V autochtonnim paleogemu 
na JV svazich Ceskeho masivu 
byla vymezena 3 pasma a 8 z6n . 
Spodni cast s Bolivinopsis 
spectabilis lze korelovat s pa 
leocenem, sti'edni cast s Buli 
mina rug ifera - Bulimina pari 
siensis se spodnim eocenem 
a svrchni cast s Bolivina aenari
ensis - Uvigerina hantkeni se 
sti'ednim az svrchnim eocenem . 
V autochtonnim paleogenu jsou 
vymezeny vranovicky a nesva
cilsky pi'ikop. Jejich vznik byl 
püvodne spojovan se zlomovou 
tektonikou nebo s podmoi'sky
mi kai\ony. Pomoci zonaci bylo 
prokazano, ze marinni sedimen
ty paleogenu transgredovaly do 
uz existujicich erozivnich kai\o
nü . 

Zusammenfassung 

Im autochthonen Paläogen 
an den SO-Hängen der Böhmi 
schen Masse in Südmähren 
wurden aufgrund der Foramini 
feren und E-log-Diagramme 
3 Komplexe und 8 Zonen abge
grenzt. Der untere Teil mit Boli
vinopsis spectabilis ist dem Pa 
läozän, der mittlere Teil mit Bu
limina rugifera - Bulimina pa 
risiensis dem unteren Eozän 
und der obere Teil mit Bolivina 
aenariensis - Uvigerina hant
keni dem mittleren und oberen 
Eozän gleichzustellen . Im au
tochthonen Paläogen wurden 
der Vranovice- und der Nesva
cilka-Graben abgegrenzt. Ihre 
Entstehung wurde ursprünglich 
mit der Bruchtektonik oder mit 
den submarinen Cai'ions in Zu 
sammenhang gebracht. Mittels 
der Verteilung auf Zonen wurde 
klargelegt, daß die marinen Se
dimente des Paläogens in be
reits bestehende erosive 
Cai'ions transgredierten . 

PALEOGEOGRAPHY OF THE NEOGENE 
IN THE VIENNA BASIN 
AND THE ADJACENT PART OF THE FOREDEEP 

Rudolf Jificek, Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czechoslo
vakia 
Peter H. Seifert, OMV, Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

lntroduction 

The Vienna basin is the NW-part of the Pannonian intra 
carpathian basinsystem and is situated in the external zone 
of the Alpine - Carpathian thrust belt, covering 200 km 
length in the NE-SW extension and 60 km in width. Sepa
rated by the Alpine - Carpathian thrust sheets of the 
Waschberg - Zdanice zone the Molasse foredeep extends 
parallel to the Vienna Basin along the SE-flank of the Bo
hemian Massif with a width of 8 km near Brno up to 30 km 
in the Austrian part (see fig . 1 below) . 

Several geologists dealt with the paleogeography of the 
Neogene sediments of the Vienna Basin and the adjacent 
Alpine-Carpathian foredeep. ln the Austrian part of the Mo
lasse zone, paleogeography was provided by Braumüller 
(1961), Grill (1953, 1961) , and Brix (1977) , in the Vienna Ba 
sin by Krobot (1977) and Turnovsky (1976) . ln the Czecho
slovakian part, paleogeography of the Molassezone was in
vestigat~d by Buday (1965) and Jiffcek (1983), of Zdanice 
unit by Spicka (1971) and Chmelik (1981) and in the Vienna 
Basin by Buday (1960) , Spicka (1967) and Jificek 
( 1977 -1983) . The last two authors studied the paleogeog
raphy during the construction of the formation thickness 
maps. Jificek (1978, 1986) worked on the Neogene paleo
geography in the whole Vienna basin and its surroundings 
in the Lower Austrian to South Moravian areas in the clas
sical and in the palinspastic view as weil. 

The existing paleogeographic and isopach maps, which 
were worked out before 1975, can no Ionger be used. Be
cause of the introduction of the neostratotypes in the Cen
tral Paratethys (1968) , the range of the Stratigraphie units 
changed and was again modified later on in the different 
basins. 

lt was clearly incorrect to assume, as some geologists 
did , that it would be enough to define the new stages by 
a convergence chart in which the former Chattian and Aq
uitanian were compared with today's Egerian , the former 
Lower Burdigalian with the Eggenburgian , the Upper Burdi 
galian and Helvetian (Lower Helvetian) with the Ottnangian, 
the Upper Helvetian with the Karpatian, the Tortonian with 
the Badenian and the Sarmatian, Pannonian and Pontian 
with the same stages nowadays (Cicha et al., 1971) . 

With the modification of the neostratotypes their range, 
revised in hundreds of wells in some basins, was also 
changed (see fig . 2) . The thickness maps of the Neogene in 
the Czechoslovakian part of the basin (Spicka 1967) in 
cluded in the former Lower Burdigalian not only Eggenbur
gian sediments of Hodonin -Luzice in the wells , but also the 
Ottnangian of Tynec-Gbely and the Karpatian of Malacky 
Lab. 

The coloured Kuty beds with 400-1 000 m thickness 
were also placed in the Lower Badenian , although they ac
tually belong to the Upper Karpatian. Because there existed 
no division of Badenian in an upper, middle and lower part 
like nowadays, the boundary was placed between the Lan
zendorf and the Devin series in the midst of the middle Ba
denian . Sometimes the boundary Badenian-Sarmatian is si 
tuated 500 m deeper than the former boundary between 
Tortonian and Sarmatian. As now has been proved, the co
loured series between them belongs to the Sarmatian and 
not to the Badenian. The coal series of Zone F, which was 
classified into the upper Pannonian, was included in the 
Pontian . The coloured series on its top, which used to be 
compared with the Pontian or Dacian earlier, belongs to the 
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Pontian now. At last the sediments of the Levantian or Ru
manian were compared previously with the early Pleisto
cene. 

Some Stratigraphie questions still remain unanswered. 
The Rzehakia beds, for example, are classified in Austria as 
Oncophora beds into the Ottnangian, in Moravia into te 
Karpatian. This poses some problems when attempting to 
arrange a homogeneaus structural and tectonic map of the 
described area . For this reason we are forced to accept 
a uniform Stratigraphie system based on a conclusive fau
na, on electric Iogs and seismic or geologic profiles, as we 
attempt to demostrate in this paper. 

The paleogeographic maps in this paper show the exten
sion of different formations from a static point of view. The 
palinspastic position of the Vienna Basin on the back of the 
progressing Alpine-Carpathian nappe system at different 
times was described by Jiricek in 1986 (see also Kovac 
1989). The structural evolution and the geodynamic devel
opment of the Vienna Basin and its basement were de
scribed by Wessely (1987) and Jiricek & Tomek (1981). 

1. Oligocene 

The perialpine Molassezone extends in a W- E direction 
from Switzerland to Bavaria and Austria, where the succes
sive later beginning of the Sedimentation on the flanks of 
the Bohemian Massif to the east is weil documented (Brix 
1977). 

ln Upper Austria the Molassebasis has an Upper Eocene 
age. ln the area east of Steyr, we find Lower Oligocene on 
the basis; in the area of Melk/Danube, the sequence starts 
with limnic sediments of the Rupelian, which are manifest 
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as residuals in the area of Vienna as weil (Roetzel 1983). 
The sediments of the Egerian transgressed extensively 

on the Bohemian Massif and are found far to the south be
low the alpine nappes, e. g. in the exploration weil Bern
dorf 1 30 km south of the front of the nappes (Fuchs et al 
1980). 

The Egerian transgression followed northwards the Var
iscan determined graben system extending NNE-SSW 
along the Mailberg fault and reaches a thickness of nearly 
300m in the explorationweil Grossharras 1 (fig. 3). lt ended 
in the region of Wildendürnbach near the Czechoslovakian 
border. 

ln South Moravia the Molasse sequence starts with the 
Eggenburg. The supposed Egerian of the weil HV 102 near 
Pohorelice (Cicha 1975- 1988) represents perhaps the au 
tochthonous Lower Oligocene of Vranovice graben. 

ln Lower Austria the extension of Egerian sediments in 
the Mailberg graben is limited by the NNE-SSW running 
Hagenberg swell (fig . 3). From it the Egerian Sedimentation 
area extended far to the east. lt included differrent facies 
environments: from the shallow areas in the west to the 
deeper ones in the east. This eastern partwas incorporated 
into the external zone of the Alpine-Carpathian nappe sys
tem and was thrusted to the northwest. ln the Waschberg 
zone we can find folded Michelstetten beds and Thomasl 
beds (Papp 1978), in the Pouzdrany unit the Boudky beds 
(Upper Pouzdrany beds) and the problematic Krepice beds 
(Cicha 1965, Stranik 1980). Thesesediments were detached 
from their autochthonous, probably clastic basis. 

The Melk beds transgressed only in the Austrian part on 
the flank of the Bohemian Massif. ln the opposite direction 
rose the front zone of the Alpine and Magura flysch in the 
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STRATIGRAPHY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY 

south-east. On its back the presence of Lepidocycl inidae 
and Miogypsinidae was found in wells near Reinthai and 
Rabensburg in the northern part of the Vienna Basin (see 
fig. 3). The question whether this deposition is autochtho
naus or integrated in the thrust sheets has not yet been 
solved. 

The Egerian sediments of the Waschberg - Zdanice unit 
are proven to be in an allochthonaus position in the Austri
an ultradeep wells Maustrenk ÜT 1 a and Zistersdorf ÜT 2a 
below the Vienna Basin and the Alpine -Carpathian nappe 
system, as weil as in the Moravian Pouzdrany and Zdanice 
units. East of this area sediments remained in an auto
chthonous position. 

The south part of the Egerian Molasse transgressed on 
the Helveticum nappe both in the Austrian and in the Mor
avian parts (Jiricek 1982). ln the investigated area folded 
Egerian sediments were found tagether with Helveticum 
below the external Flysch nappes in the exploration weil 
Urmannsau 1 west of Vienna (Kröll, Wessely 1967) . 

ln the region from north of Vienna to South Moravia oc
cured the transgression of the sandy-shaley Zdanice-Hus
topece Egerian, while in the remaining part of the Carpath 
ian belt mainly Krosno sandstones transgressed on the Oli 
gocene Menilit beds and partly on the Upper Eocene Sub
menilit beds. These sediments built the basis of the Zda 
nice unit, which was detached from the Subsilesian unit of 
the Helveticum (Jiricek 1982). 

The Egerian sediments in the region of the Vienna basin 
occur mainly in the Waschberg Zdanice zone, which deve
loped out of the main sedimentary basin during Oligocene 
- Lower Miocene from Eastern Austria to Western and 
Southern Slovakia . 

2. Lower Miocene 

Originally, the Lower Miocene included the stages of Aq
uitanian to Lower Helvetian . ln today's interpretation these 
stages correspond with the Upper Egerian to Ottnangian 
(fig . 2). The upper Iimit of Lower Miocene was shifted to 
the termination of the Karpatian according to a decision of 
the International Stratigraphie Commission (RCMNS) in 
1975. ln the Lower Miocene we can place the last thrust 
tectonic in this region. 

The broad perialpine Molasse zone, which extends from 
Switzerland to Bavaria and Austria, continues to Moravia in 
the pericarpathian foredeep. During the shortening of the 
Sedimentation area we can notice not only a shift of the 
Molasse axis onto the flanks of the Bohemian Massif in 
front of the nappes, but also a pass of the sedimentation 
over the partly sunken front zone of the nappes into the 
area of the Vienna Basin towards the SE. 

2.1 Eggenburgian 

During the Savian Phase in the Eggenburgian the Alpine
Carpathian nappes moved over the ridge of the southern 
Egerian Molasse more and more to the foreland and built 
a new foredeep. lts sediments not only transgressed tor
ward northwest along the flank of the Bohemian Massif, 
but they also passed southeast over the sunken front range 
of the Magura Flysch zone into the forming Vienna Basin. 
At the contact of these two units, where the Eggenburgian 
sediments hold an autochthonaus position on the base
ment, today the Waschberg-Zdanice unit is located. ln this 
unit sediments of the same age were folded and incorpo
rated into the nappes. When we flatten this folded zone in 
the palinspastic map, we can realize the original Sedimen
tation area (Jificek, 1986). The Molasse zone extended NE 
to Ostrava. From there a subbasin in the direction to the 
Klipp~nbelt zone turns with the last Eggenburgian presence 
near Zilina into the Vienna Basin . 

On the southeastern flank of the Bohemian Massif we 
can follow the Eggenburgian sediments from Krems in 
Lower Austria via Retz to the Litencice hills in northern 
Moravia (fig . 4) . On the border region clastic sediments are 
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developed with coarse grained sandstones or coloured 
clays , which transgress on the crystalline. This is whe_re the 
locations of Maissau, Loibersdorf, Eggenburg, Satov, 
Chvaletice and Slup belong . The maximum extension oc
curred with the 30 km distant transgression into the Horn 
subbasin in Lower Austria (Kapounek et al. 1965), (fig. 4) . 
The inner part of this plateau is covered by glauconitic 
sandstones and fish debris containing claystones which 
transgressed on the autochthonaus Upper Jurassic, Upper 
Cretaceous and Egerian basement. This facies has been 
proven in wells in Lower Austria and South Moravia. On 
this whole above mentioned nearshore plateau, the Lower 
Eggenburgian with Neocyprideis fortisensis (KAY) is almost 
exclusively present, while the Upper Eggenburgian and Ott
nangian was, as far as accessible, eroded as a result of the 
Karpatian unconformity (Jificek 1978, 1983). ln the later 
folded Waschberg-Zdanice zone, the sedimentation took 
place in the outer shelf to the slope area in water depths of 
some hundred meters. Sometimes in this sequence flys
choid sediment structures were observed in outcrops and 
cores of wells in the Waschberg zone. 

This sediment type developed to the south to the "Sand
streifenschlier" of the autochthonaus and allochthonaus 
Molasse north and west of Vienna (Brix et al. 1977). A simi 
lar development with a Cibicides faufla was found in the 
Sakvice marls in the Pouzdfany and Zdanice unit (Stn3nik 
1980). We can follow this type up to Mikulov, Valtice and 
Lednice, where distal influence of delta Sedimentation with 
Silicoplacentina faunawas noticed (Jificek 1983). 

From the foredeep the Eggenburgian Sedimentation 
passed over into the forming Vienna Basin between Mistel
bach, Schrattenberg and Mikulov and advanced to the line 
Mistelbach - Zistersdorf to the south (fig . 4) . ln the nor
thern part the Sedimentation was_ concentrated in four de
pressions, e. g . Luzice, Kopcany, Stefanov and Senice. 

ln the Luzice depression the Eggenburgian sequence de
veloped in front of the TYnec-Steinberg flanks of the Kah
lenberg Flysch nappe. We can follow Eggenburgian sedi
ments in the wells from Hodonin to Luzice, to Bfeclav and 
to Reinthai to the southwest up to the Mistelbach block. ln 
this region the formation reaches its greatest thickness of 
nearly 600 m northwest of M istelbach . Towards the east it 
decreases and pinches out near Rabensburg at the Czecho
slovakian border. Through the traverse extending Kopcany 
channel to the east the Eggenburgian reached the area 
near the Klippenbelt (fig~ 4) . On its outside Eggenburgian 
has been proven in the Stefanoy depression in numerous 
exploration wells in the area of Stefanov and Petrova Ves. 
At the inner side of the area near the Klippenzof!e it was re
corded in the Senice depression in the wells of Sastin, Kov
alov, Laksarska Nova Ves and in Studienka 95 in the Levare 
depression . ln the whole region the Eggenburgian is repre
sented by basal conglomerates with Flysch or Trias carbo
nate components. The breccias in the area of Stilltried 
might be the terrestric southernmost equivalent. Large 
Pectin ids exist in the lower part of Eggenburgian, whereas 
the upper part consists of a huge sequence of Schlier sedi 
ments with Cyclammina praecancellata (see fig . 2) . The 
paleogeographic maps of Cicha (1965) and Kovac (1986) 
show that a connection of this Sedimentation area with the 
Tethys existed during Lower Eggenburgian and was subse
quently interrupted . 

2.2 Ottnangian 

The main problem of the correlation of sequences 
emerges in the in the Ottnangian, because Karpatian sedi
ments might be partly included. ln the Neostratatype area 
of Upper Austria the Ottnangian is represented by the ln
nviertel series (Pappet al, 1968). Herewe find the following 
sequence from the bottom to the top : marine Vöckla beds 
with Schlier sediments and sands with Cibicides-Eiphidi
um, Atzbach sand, Ottnang Robulus Schlier, Ried Rotalia 
Schlier, glauconitic series with Mehrnbach , Braunau and 
Treubach sands with reduced marine fauna and finally 
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brackish Rzehakia beds ( Braumüller 1961 ). Below this se
quence Hall Cyclammina Schlier emerges, whereas above 
it the "Obere Süßwassermolasse" occurs, which is 
ascribed to Karpatian by Cicha (1967) . lf we correlate this 
region with the Vienna Basin, Hall Schlier corresponds to 
the sediments of Lower Luzice Eggenburgian Schlier 
(Ji'ffcek 1978). On top of it the 10 to 150m thick Stefanov 
and Hodonfn sands appear, which could be compared with 
the Vöckla and Atzbach beds. Above them in the whole 
area of Hodonfn and Luzice, Robulus Schlier of Upper 
Luzice beds follows, which is replaced laterally by the Cibi 
cides - Elphidium Schlier near TYnec. 

ln the uppermost part of the Ottnangian, "Fischschlier" 
and the Silicoplacentina horizon are developed, which 
could be equivalent to the Ried Schlier because of the un
certain classification of the glauconitic series in the Vienna 
Basin. However, on top of the Silicoplacentina horizon ma
rine Karpatian occurs here. 

ln the Molasse zone the Ottnangian on the SE-flank of 
the Bohemian Massif is represented by the Robulus Schlier 
(fig. 5) . lts deposition area extends to the north up to Wil 
dendürnbach - Mikulov, where the complete Eggenbur
gian is still present. ln South Moravia the Rzehakia beds, 
which contain a Lower Karpatian fauna (Ji'ffcek 1983), ap
pear above the glauconitic sands and clays of the Lower 
Eggenburgian. Therefore, a hiatus is presumed which in
cludes the rest of the Eggenburgian, the Ottnangian and 
sometimes also the Lower Karpatian on the northwest ba
sin termination (Ji'ffcek, 1983). 8oth, the sedimentologic de
velopment and the formation thickness allow the combina 
tion of the Oncophora beds and the Rzehakia beds to one 
unit (fig. 6). Therefore we realize the problern of formation 
classification as a palaeontologic one. 

Along the line Mistelbach, Schrattenberg, Mikulov there 
was a broad connection of the foredeep with the Vienna 
Basin . 

The paleogeography of the Ottnangian Upper Luzice 
beds concentrates in the Vienna Basin on the four above 
mentioned depressions. ln the area near the Klippenzone, 
thin Ottnangian appears in the depression of Senice with 
Stefanov sands and thin pelite sediments on top . The same 
sediments obtain a thickness of 600 to 700 m in the Stefa 
nov depression on the opposite outer side of the Klippen 
zone up to Gbely. ln this development the Ottnangian adv
ances through the transverse Kopcany channel into the 
Luzice depression, where the Luzice Schlier is separated by 
the Hodonin sands into an Eggenburgian Schlier with Cyc
lammina and an Ottnangian Schlier with Robulus. From this 
depression , which extends to the Mistelbach block (fig. 5), 
the Ottnangian transgresses along the Tynec-Steinberg line 
on the Flysch of the risen front of the Greifenstein nappe 
(Ji'ffcek 1978). There it reaches the maximum thickness with 
800-900 m. ln the opposite direction to the northwest, the 
marine Ottnangian is proven in wells near Lednice east of 
Mikulov, where it overlies thick Eggenburgfan Schl ier. 
A distinct regression appears towards the end of the Ott
nangian. lt is mostprobable that the uppermost part of the 
Sakvice marl in _the Pouzd'fany and Zdanice unit and the up
per part of the Zdanice-Hustopece beds in the Waschberg 
zone belong to the Ottnangian. 

2.3 The Bockfliess Beds 

A great delta complex is situated south of the Central 
Vienna Basin with a thickness up to 800 m east of Matzen 
(fig. 6) . lt developed out of the Luzice basin over the erod 
ing relief of the Alpine-Carpathian nappes, first across the 
Flysch , then onto the Limestone Alps. A river system 
brought the sediment input from the south. The water 
depth did not exeed 250m, the facies was brackish; salinity 
decreased towards the top of the formation , where total re 
gression and an unconformity can be observed. Because of 
its microfauna, it was thought to be Upper Ottnangian. 
However, a new investigation of the fauna is now under-
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way. Regarding the paleogeographic view, it is provisional 
ly parallelized with the Lower Karpatian in Czechoslovakia 
(fig . 6), although they might be identified as two different 
units in modern seismic profiles. 

2.4 Karpatian 

The beginning of the Karpatian is characterized by the 
prominent Older-Styrian folding, which caused the over
thrust of the Alpine-Carpathian flysch of the Penninicum on 
to the Eggenburg -Ottnang Molasse in Lower Austria and 
South Moravia. ln connection with this tectonic movement 
the Pouzd'fany, Waschberg and Zdanice zones were formed 
as the northwestern external zone of the mountain belt. On 
this occasion an enormous relief inversion developed; the 
flanks of the Bohemian Massif were t ilted to the southeast, 
and progressively younger sediments of the marine Karpa 
tian and Rzehakia beds transgressed to the northwest. Af
ter a decrease of the pressure of the Pannonian plate and 
the termination of the thrust movement from the southeast 
against the Bohemian Massif, the whole region reacted 
with an uplifting. This movement caused the regression of 
the sea from west to east and to northeast. lt was in this 
way that the "Obere Süßwassermolasse" in Upper Austria 
was formed . ln Lower Austria the sea regressed to the_line 
Tulln -Eggenburg and covered most of the Waschberg, Zda
nice and Flysch units (fig. 7). This sequence is partly pre
served in the Korneuburg basin , in the area up to the Aus
trian-Czechoslovakian border and in the Southern Moravian 
graben region. Towards the end of the Karpatian, Sedimen
tation moved back to the northeast and continued in the 
Laa basin and the connected northern Vienna Basin . 

On the base of the Karpatian we can place the Rzehakia 
beds of the foredeep (fig . 6). Their brackish sediments 
reach in some areas the basis of the Lower Badenian as 
equivalent to the marine, more then 1 000 m thick beds of 
the Laa formation. ln the wells close to Dunajovice near the 
Austrian-Czechoslovakian boundary the Rzehakia beds de
velop into Congeria beds and Ammonia sands, in whose 
marly layers a fauna of Karpatian age with Cyclammina car
patica and Uvigerina primiformis was found. 

Similar confusions of Rzehakia beds with marine Karpa 
tian sediments are known also from the Southern Slovakian 
area, the Salgotarjan basin, Lwow area (Lemberg, USSR) 
and from Georgia (USSR) . lt was for this reason that Ji'ffcek 
(1975 - 1988) proposed to classify these deltaic and lagoon
al sediments as equivalent to the marine Karpatian . ln this 
case the assumption of a hypothetical brackish sea, ex
tending from Switzerland to the Aral region, is no Ionger 
valid (Papp 1948-1975, Schlickum-Strauch 1968, Cicha 
1967 - 1987, Ctyroky 1972 - 1982). . 

The progressive Karpatian transgression in the foredeep 
of Lower Austria and South Moravia in the northwest direc
tion can be observed because of the disappearance of the 
different units, first of the thick Rzehakia beds (fig. 6). Then 
the Congeria and Ammonia sands disappear, which were 
recorded on top of the Eggenburgian in the wells near Laa , 
Wildendürnbach, Nov'{ P'ferov, B'fezf, Dolnf Dunajovice, Mi 
kulov up to Nesvacilka . • 

From Hrusovany and Zidlochovice to the basin termina
tion pelitic sediments of the marine Middle Karpatian are in 
contact with this Eggenburgian. On the border of the fore 
deep, the Upper, Uvigerina bearing sandy-shaly Karpatian 
almost touches the underlying Eggenburgian (fig . 7) . ln its 
continuation to Moravsky Krumlov and Brno-Useri , only the 
Rzehakia beds appear. ln the past these were thought tobe 
of the same age. The greatest subsidence and Sedimenta 
tion rate took place east of Laa where the predominantly 
shaly sequence reached a thickness of around 1 100m. 

ln the northern part of the Vienna Basin , Sedimentation 
continued from the regressive Ottnangian to the Karpatian . 
The Karpatian started with a transgression and is divided 
into three substages . The sediments of the lower stage 
cover nearly the whole western part, the area of the Mistel -
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bach block, and extend from the north to the Levare graben 
to the southeast (fig . 7). ln the western part the Laa sandfa
cies is developed, which advances to Moravia as Tynec 
sand. On the Tynec-Gbely elevation it is replaced by marine 
Schlier sediments, which surround the whole northern part 
of the basin into the depression of Senice. Near the Little 
Carpathians the marine Schlier sediments of the Laksary 
beds are underlain by the Jablonica conglomerate. 

ln the Middle Karpatian thick delta sequences were deve
loped, which surrounds the Slovakian part of the basin 
from Gbely to Studienka as Sastin sands. The course of the 
rivers was directed from south to north .ln the Upper Karpa 
tian nearly the whole area of today's Vienna Basin was co
verred with sediments. The largest basin subsidence shift
ed during the Karpatian from the eastern part of the basin 
to the middle part near the Austrian-Czechoslovakian bor
der (compare fig. 6 and 7). The western part was uplifted 
and erosion and non deposition took place from Matzen to 
Zistersdorf in the area NW of the Spannberg ridge (fig. 7) . 

The vertical profile in the Slovakian part shows a se
quence of 600-900 m Laksary Schlier sediments of the 
Lower Karpatian, then the 100- 400 m thick brackish to lim
nic Sastin sands of the Middle Ka rpatian and at last the 
marly-sandy 1 000 m thick marine to brackish Zavod forma 
tion of the Upper Karpatian (fig . 7). 

The Bockfließ beds in the Austrian part of the basin 
correspond perhaps with the Lower Karpatian in Slovakia 
(fig . 6) . The younger Gänserndorf beds are a limnic-terres
tric sequence south of the central reg ion of the basin with 
a thickness of 400 m near Rabensburg in the northeastern 
corner of the Austrian part and more then 500 m near 
Gänserndorf. Sandstones, conglomerates, coloured clays
tones with evaporite layers tagether with a limnic-terrestric 
fauna and Characeae bearing layers are characteristic and 
can be compared with the Middle Karpatian in the Slovak
ian part. 

The Aderklaa beds developed continuously from the un
derlying Gänserndorf beds and transgressed 30 km to the 
south. The sand-shale sequence presents a delta complex 
with the terrestric part between Schwechat and Hainburg 
in the south, the delta plain area in the region east of Vien 
na up to the Matzen field, the delta front in the Matzen Za 
vod area and the delta slope in the central, Slovakian part 
of the basin . The limnic brackish facies and fauna in the 
southern part correlates with the limnic-brackish Lab (os
tracode) beds of Upper Karpatian in the south Slovakian 
part of the basin. 

On top of the Lower Miocene sequence, in a period of 
nearly total regression in the basin , the fluviatile Aderklaa 
conglomerates appeared in the area east of Vienna up to 
Gänserndorf and the Little Carpathians. lt covered an area 
of 350 km 2 and f illed the relief mainly with components of 
the Limestone Alps from southwest up to a thickness of 
350 m. Little conglomerate complexes on the western and 
southeastern border of the basin correspond to it. 

3. Middle Miocene 

At the beginning of this period the tectonic style 
changed from thrusting and normal faulting to strike slip 
movement. Because of the oblique collision of the Alpine
Carpathian nappe system with the Variscan Bohemian 
Massif, the thrust movement ended from west to east 
(Jiricek 1979). 

ln the Molasse zone west of Vienna, the latest overthrust 
is found in the Ottnangian , in the Was.chberg zone in Lower 
Austria during the Karpatian, in the Zdanice unit in South 
Moravia at the end of the Karpatian, in North Moravia in the 
Lower Badenian. 

The Waschberg, Pouzdi'any and Zdanice units rose and 
began to be eroded. ln the remaning Molasse foredeep, the 
last sedimentation period began for a short time. From the 
Mediterranean region across the Styrian Basin and Burgen 
land, the north part of the Vienna Basin with continuous 

sedimentation was again connected with the Tethys from 
the beginning of Badenian. 

ln the Vienna Basin an enormaus relief inversion took 
place as a consequence of the change of the tectonic style. 
At the sametime the majorfault systems - Schrattenberg, 
Steinberg-Zistersdorf, Lanzhot, Kuty and Laksary - were 
created . 

3.1 Lower Badenian 

The Lower Lagenid zone sequence started with block 
breccias and conglomerates, which document the uplift of 
the neighbouring Alpine-Carpathian Flysch and Waschberg 
Zdanice zone and their erosion . The predominantly sandy 
beds are interbedded w ith shales ma inly in the area south 
west of Laa. Across the region between Mistelbach up to 
Hustopece, the Vienna basin was connected with the Sedi
mentation area of the reamining Molasse foredeep across 
the Wachberg- Zdanice unit (Grill1958, 1961), (fig. 8) . The 
sedimentation area extended in Lower Austria to the south
west near Krems, where the outcropping sediments are 
called Grund beds. The sequence started with basal sands 
overlain by lithothamnium limestones. The main part is built 
by Tegel. From the Lower to the Upper Lagenid zone the 
change of the tecto,!1iC style continued . The Molasse Basin, 
the Waschberg - Zdanice zone and the western and nor
thern part of Vienna Basin were uplifted and began to be 
eroded after regression of the sea took place . The Sedi
mentation followed the new fault-formed NNE-SSW ba
sin axis and transgressed to the north and to the south (see 
f ig. 8) . Towards the end of the Karpatian, Sedimentation in 
the northern part was marine, in the southern part limnic. 
During the Lower Badenian a reversal happened. Limnic 
Sedimentation took place in the north and marine in the 
south . We can observe the progressive transgression of 
younger and younger beds northwards on the older Lower 
Miocene. The thick sequence of the central Moravian deep 
consists mainly of " Tegel". To the south a delta complex 
developed in the region Aderklaa, Matzen, Gajary west of 
Malacky. 

3.2 Middle Badenian 

The uplift .of the western region - Molasse foreland, 
Waschberg-Zdanice zone and the western and northern 
border of the Vienna Basin - still continued and the area 
became dry land, except the northern part araund Opava. 
The width of the Vienna Basin reached its maximum exten
sion in the Austrian part, which can be seen still today 
(fig. 8) . This is a result of the high stand of the global eus
tatic sea Ievei (Kreutzer 1986). 

A river system, the so-called " Ur-Donau" , proceeded 
along the dry Molasse zone from the west through the 
Zaya-Graben into the Vienna Basin and established a large 
delta system. The Zaya Graben was developed above an old 
west-east Variscan graben structure of the underlying Bo
hemian Massif, which showed subsidence activity again 
from this time up to the Pannonian. The great delta com
plex progressed from west to east and covered nearly 30 
percent of the whole basin in marine facies in the area of 
Pirawarth, Matzen, Gänserndorf, Suchohrad, Jakubov, Vy
soka and Gajary to the southeast. 

ln the northern part a regression took place, and a delta 
complex advanced southwards jnto the basin (Jii'icek 1975). 
ln the lower part the lagoonal Zizkov beds were deposited 
and the sequence was finished with the Lab sands. 

Lithothamnium Iimestones are characteristic sediments 
in the shallow water areas at this time. They were built at 
the upthrown side of the Mistelbach block at Schratten
berg and Lednice in the north and at the Steinberg in the 
middle part of the basin, as weil as on the Matzen anticline. 
ln the southeast 100m thick bioherms overlain by clays
tones grew in the Lab area south of Malacky. The Hainburg 
and the Leitha mountains north of Eisenstadt are covered 
with tens of meters of this limestone. 
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The transgression reached the southernmost part of the 
basin, from where another delta complex advanced to the 
north to the region Schwechat-Hainburg. 

3.3 Upper Badenian 

in this time the transgression reached the northernmost 
part of the basin, where it covered the Ottnangian and Eg 
genburgian beds. The lower part, especially in the south, is 
characterized by marine claystones, sands and lithothamni 
um Iimestone beds of the Bulimina zone . in the upper part 
marine and brackish sands of the Rotalia zone dominate. 
Towards the end of the Badenian a reduced fauna ap
peared together with a partial regression , which can be ob
served at the line border of the basin . 

4. Upper Miocene 

in this period the separation of the Paratethys from the 
Mediterranean Sea and the transformation to a brackish 
continental sea occured. 

4.1 Sarmatian 

The lowest part is characterized by the above-mentioned 
regression and the locally developed coloured limnic beds 
(Carychium beds) . They cover nearly the whole Czechoslo
vakian part of the basin up to Malacky, Lab and Vysoka (Ji 
ricek 1975) .Here we can observe the transition to the brack
ish beds, which are developed mainly in the Austrian part. 

in the central part of the basin we assume continuous 
Sedimentation across the Baden/Sarmat boundary. The 
brackish sand-shale sequence transgressed across the un
derlying different facies areas (zone with !arge Elphidiae). 
Above that the sandy zone with Elphidium hauerinum fol
lowed and then the sand -clay sequence with Protoelphidi
um granosum (fig . 2). The sediment input was brought 
mainly by the big delta system out of the Zaya graben, 
where residual Sarmat sediments were found up to Holla 
brunn in the west (fig . 9). Two smaller deltas filled the basin 
from the north near Uherske Hradiste and the south near 
Wiener Neustadt. At the end of this sequence a partial re
gression occured. The three depocentres occur near Hod
onin, Zistersdorf and east of Schwechat. 

4.2 Pannonian 

After the regression phase at the Sarmatian/Pannonian 
boundary, which can be observed at the basin border, a last 
transgression took place. The Paratethys was divided into 
the western kaspibrackish to limnic Pannonian Basin, the 
central halfbrackish Pannonian Basin and the eastern 
brackish area . At this period the Vienna Basin was a bay, si
tuated northwest of the Pannonian Basin, and filled by the 
former delta systems especially by the Zaya graben delta 
(fig . 10). 

The uplift and erosion of the Alpine orogene caused 
block-breccias in the south and thick sand-gravel se
quences in the centre of the basin. The Pannonian se
quence consists also of sand, shale, silt and marly beds. in 
the northern part of the basin, in Hradiste graben the sedi
ments transgressed directly on the flysch. 

The depocentres near Zistersdorf and Schwechat were 
shifted to the west from Sarmatian to Pannonian time 
(compare fig. 9 and 10). 

4.3 Pontian 

This period is characterized by the regression of the half
brackish sea to Hungary. The sedimentation concentrated 
in a new axis near the southeastern borderline of the basin. 
south of Malacky, east of Schwechat and north of Wiener 
Neustadt (fig. 11 ). At the bottom, mainly in the Czechoslo
vakian part, the Dubi\any Iignite and above that the coal 
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series of zone F are developed, which reach also the the 
Austrian part. On top the transition to the bluegrey marl of 
the zone G followed, and finally the coloured, yellow brown 
clays of zone H. These are limnic to terrestric sediments, 
which originated in marshes. in the past zone F was classi
fied with the Upper Pannonian and zones G- H into the 
Pontian (Buday 1960) . The stage boundary was placed 
deeper, because of the discovery of the brackish Pontian 
Ostracods. The coloured series of zone H were classified 
into the Dacian (Jiricek 1975). The Pontian was expanded at 
the whole zones F to H because of the division in three 
parts in the Dacian Basin and the discovery of vertebrate 
fossils in the coloured series in the Austrian part (Papp 
1975). 

5. Pliocene 

The Iake Sedimentation withdrew from the Vienna Basin 
to the southeast towards Hungary. in spite of the continu
ous uplift of the Alpine-Carpathian orogene with the Vienna 
basin, some areas in this basin were still sinking . Therefore, 
the drainage system of the Alpine Molasse zone - the Da
nube river - formed, away from the Zaya graben, a new 
channel in today's southeern position . in the Vienna basin 
200 m thick, coloured claystones were classified into the 
Dacian, the sands and coal bearing clays above zone H 
near Studienka and the river gravels, sands and Iignites 
near the Little Carpathians in the Rumanian (Jiricek 1975). 

6. Pleistocene 

This has left fluviatile gravels and sands near the rivers, 
Loess and aeolian sands elsewhere, and alluvial fans near 
the Eastern Alps, the Leitha mountains and the Little Car
pathians. 
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Abstrakt 

V praci jsou predlozeny prve 
mapy mocnosti miocenu pro 
celou videnskou panev a sou
sedni molasovou z6nu. Auto
chtonni eger je jen na rakou 
skem uzemi. Jeho alochtonni 
cast tvori supiny ve waschber
ske z6ne, pouzdranske a zda 
nicke jednotce. Sedimenty eg 
genburgu jsou typicke jak ve vi 
denske panvi, tak i v molase. 
Pouze s ottnangem jsou tezkos
ti , nebof rzehakiove vrstvy jsou 
spise korelovatelne s karpatem. 
Ve spodnim badenu bylo jasne 
spojen i mezi videnskou panvi 
a molasou . Od stredniho bade
nu do pontu existovalo toto 
spojeni pouze s rakouskou mo
lasovou z6nou . 

Zusammenfassung 

Die vorliegende Arbeit be
schäftigt sich mit der paläogeo
graphischen Entwicklung des 
miozänen Wiener Beckens. 
Diese Region zählt zu den älte
sten Erdölprovinzen Europas 
und zu den am intensivsten un
tersuchten . Die Verbreitung , 
die Mächtigkeit und die fazielle 
Ausbildung der einzelnen For
mationen stehen in direktem 
Zusammenhang mit der tekto
nischen Entwicklung des Al 
pen-Karpatenbogens in diesem 
Abschnitt. Drei Stufen können 
unterschieden werden : Im älte
ren Miozän entstand das Wie
ner Becken am Rücken des 
nordwärts wandernden Dek
kensystems und war ein Teil 
bereich der nördlich davon sich 
erstreckenden Molassevortiefe. 
Der Wechsel zwischen mariner, 
brackischer und limnisch-flu 
viatiler Sedimentation spiegelt 
die bewegte tektonische Ent
wicklung des Untergrundes w i
der. Ab dem Mittelmiozän war 
die Deckenbewegung beendet 
und es folgte das Pull 
apart-Stadium der Beckenent
wicklung . Dies war von starker 
Absenkung und hoher Sedi 
mentationsrate gekennzeich
net. Große Deltasysteme füll 
ten langsam das Becken, des
sen Ablagerungsmilieu sich von 
vollmarin zu brackisch änderte. 

Im oberen Miozän verursachte 
die starke Hebung der Alpen 
und Karpaten grabenähnliche 
Bruchstrukturen. Die verstärkte 
Erosion des Reliefs bewirkte 
Grobschüttungen, die das ge
samte Becken mit limnisch-flu 
viatilen Sedimenten bedeckten. 

THE LOWER PANNONIAN SANDS 
AND THE PANNONIAN-SARMATIAN BOUNDARY 
IN THE MATZEN AREkb F THE VIENNA BASIN 

N. Kreutzer, ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

Based on the paleoecolqgy of foraminifera and on geolo
gy, investigations by R. JIRICEK (1978, 1985) in the czecho
slovakian (and austrian) part of the Central Vienna basin re
sulted in a predominant deltaic nature of the gas bearing 
Upper Sarmatian and Lower to Middle Pannonian sand 
(gravel) - shale (clay) succession . A fingerlike distribution 
of several distinct NW-SE and N-S oriented sand and grav
el beds of the Pannonian attaining a m~J:<imum thickness on 
the ends, has been compared by R. JIRICEK with the mod
ern birdfoot delta of the Mississippi river. These Pannonian 
fluctuating deltaic sand Iobes of an ancient Danube river 
mouth are characterized by a fauna pointing to a lower sal
inity or fresh water in the sands than in the surrounding la
goonal shales or clays, eroding sometimes deeper shale 
layers, for instance of the Pannonian - Sarmatian boun
dary. On the contrary, other oriented sandbars containing 
the same faunal content as the surrounding shales, are not 
of deltaic origin. By compaction of the shales during burial, 
structural highs have been developed in the sand Iobes and 
gas reservoirs , now gas storage deposits, hav~ .been creat
ed with different gas-water contacts (R . JIRICEK, 1978, 
1985). 

A possible deltaic origin of the brachyhaline Sarmatian in 
the Matzen area has been indicated by N. KREUTZER 
(1974) . Three conspicuous channellike trends of sands with 
basal extratorrnational alpine carbonate gravels, laterally 
and basally sharp bounded, exist in the 3rd/4th, 6th and 7th 
Sarmatian w~ich are characterized by transgressive SP-Iog 
shapes (L. KOLBL, 1953, H. WIESENEDER, 1959, N. KREUT
ZER, 1974). These partly meandering trends with a pendu
lum effect point to a sediment transport from the nor
thwestern Molasse zone to south into the Central Vienna 
basin . The Lower Pannonian sand Iobes in the Matzen area 
show a similar pendulum effect of the several NW-SE 
oriented and lensoid-shaped sand-and gravel beds, sepa
rated by shale or clay layers (Fig . 1 ,2) . The variation of the 
gross-and the net thicknesses is considerable in the flanks 
of the 5th, 4th and 3rd Lower Pannonian, accompanied by 
erosional effects on the basis of the 5th and 4th, but de
creases upwards in the 2nd and 1st Lower Pannonian. The 
boundary between Pannonian and Sarmatian, also very 
sharp within 1 m due to the faunal content, is generally 
a conformity within shale (clay) beds, containing numerous 
and regionally correlatable E-log resistivity markers. lf sand 
Iobes of both the 5th and the 4th Lower Pannonian become 
very thick and sharp based (channels), they have both 
eroded this boundary in numerous but small places in the 
whole Matzen area similar as in Czechoslovakia (Fig . 3- 8). 
The 4th Pannonian could erode this boundary, however, on
ly in the shaly flanks of the 5th Pannonian! ln other places 
resedimented shales seem deposited below the 4th and 5th 
Pannonian. Erosional effects on the basis of the 3rd, 2nd or 
1st Lower Pannonian, however, could not be detected. lm
portant gas reservoirs, now gas storage deposits, are con 
tained in the 3rd and 4th Lower Pannonian of the Matzen 
field . Basedon the investigations by R. JIRiCEK, these sand 
Iobes in the Matzen field should be also of deltaic origin, 
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constituting parts of a subaqueous bird foot delta of the 
ancient Danube river in the austrian part of the Central 
Vienna basin. The fluviatile sediments of the Lower Panno
nian Danube river are represented by the weil known Holla
brunn-Mistelbach-gravel-cone, seen in outcrops from west 
of the coast at Zistersdorf through the Zaya furrow nor
thwest of Mistelbach into the Molasse zone at Hollabrunn. 
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Fig. 1: Areal trends of the 3'd, 4th and 5th Lower Pannonian in the Matzen 
area (deltaic Iobes). 

Abstrakt 

Piscita telesa spodniho panonu, 
orientovana ve smeru SZ-JV, 
jez se nachazeji v okoli lokality 
Matzen, vykazuji kyvadlolf'{ 
efekt se znacnymi lf'{kyvy 
mocnosti spodniho panonu 5, 
4 a 3. Dosahuji-li piscita telesa 
spodniho panonu 4, resp. 5, 
velkych mocnosti s ostre 
omezenym spodnim rozhranim, 
maji na hranici panonu se 
sarmatem na mnoha mistech 
erozni styk. Spodni panon 
4 müze vsak na teto hranici 
vykazovat erozni kontakt pouze 
v jilovitych kridelnich oblastech 
spodniho panonu 5. Dülezita 
loziska zemniho plynu, 
vyuzivana nyni jako podzemni 
zasobniky plynu, jsou ve 
spodnim panonu 3 a 4. Ve 
smyslu R. Jiricka snad tato 
piscita telesa rovnez 
predstavuji podvodni deltove 
sedimenty Dunaje. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die NW-SO orientierten Sand
körper des Unterpannons im 
Raume Matzen zeigen einen 
Pendeleffekt mit beträchtlichen 

Mächtigkeitsschwankungen 
des 5., 4. und 3. Unterpannons. 
Wenn die Sandkörper des 4. 
bzw. 5. Unterpannons sehr 
mächtig werden und eine 
scharf begrenzte Unterkante 
aufweisen, erodieren sie die 
Pannon-Sarmatgrenze an zahl 
reichen Stellen. Das 4. Unter
pannon kann diese Grenze je
doch nur in den tonigen Flan 
kenbereichen des 5. Unterpan
nons erodieren. Wichtige Gas
lagerstätten, jetzt Gasspeicher, 
sind im 3. und 4. Unterpannon 
vorhanden. Im Sinne von R. 
JIRfCEK sollten diese Sandkör
per ebenfalls subaquatische 
Donau-Deltasedimente darstel 
len. 
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SEDIMENTS OF THE MIOCENE 
(MAINLY BADENIAN) IN THE MATZEN AREA 
IN AUSTRIA AND IN THE SOUTHERN PART 
OF THE VIENNA BASIN IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

N. Kreutzer, ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 
V. Hlavaty, Moravske naftove do!y, Hodonin, Czechoslova
kia 

Matzen area 

Transgressive - Regressive facies - Cycle wedges 

The 2000 - 2800 m Miocene basin fill of the Matzen field 
can be divided, on the basis of weil data and some seismic 
data, into different geological units, bounded mostly by 
erosional and angular unconformities or at least some pale
ontological or lithological criteria (Fig . 1 ). These geological 
units mostly correspond to depositional sequences (R . M. 
MITCHUM et.al, 1977), in a lower scale, as weil as to trans
gressive-regressive faciescycle wedges (Fig . 1 ,2,3) (O .A. 
WHITE, 1980), in a higher scale . ln the following the latter 
model will be treated first. Although at places bounded by 
regional unconformities, the cycle wedges as fundamental
ly facies -defined bodies will be bounded by nonmarine 
tongues. The study of 0 . A. WHITE is based on Stratigra
phie cross-sections through the main producing areas of 80 
basins of the western world (including Vienna basin, but 
without a published cross-section), as weil as on WALTH
ER's law of facies (the vertical succession of facies com
monly is the same as the lateral order of their depositional 
environments, shifted by transgression and regression of 
the coast). The ideal wedge represents a transgressive-re
gressive cycle of deposition including, from base to top, 
the vertical succession of facies from nonmarine to coarse
and fine- to coarse textured marine and back to nonmarine 
(Fig . 2). 

The Miocene basinfill of the Vienna basin can be divided 
into a various number of sand-shale cycle wedges, depend
ing on the occurrence of the pre-Karpatian sediments. ln 
the Miocene basinfill of the Matzen field 4 sand -shale cycle 
wedges can be recognized more or less distinctly (Fig. 1 ). 1. 
Lower parts of a wedge base: The terrestrial-limnic and 
conglomeratic Gänserndorf beds, the fluviatile Aderklaa 
conglomerate, the deltaic conglomeratic Auersthal beds, 
the gravel beds at the 8adenian - Sarmatian boundary. 
Upper parts of a wedge base: the transgressive sands of 
the Lower 8ockfliess beds, the transgressive Matzen sand 
of the Lower 8adenian, the upper part of the Lower Sarma
tian (8th) . 2. Wedge-middle: the sand-shale succession in 
the middle part of the brachyhaline 8ockfliess beds, of the 
limnic Aderklaa beds, of the brachyhaline to marine 8ade
nian, of the brachyhaline Sarmatian and of the brackish 
Lower to Middle Pannonian. 3. Wedgetop : the sand-rich 
beds of the uppermost 8adenian {1st-4th) and the fresh 
water gravelbeds of the Pontian . 8ecause of erosional and 
angular unconformities on the top of the 8ockfliess beds 
(02) and Aderklaa beds {03), a wedge-top does not exist or 
is incomplete and will not be represented by the overlying 
Gänserndorf conglomerate (02) or Aderklaa conglomerate 
(03) . 

1. Cycle 

ln the mostly lenticular sands of the brachyhaline 8ock
fliess beds the oldest and first distinct trangressive-regres
sive sand -shale facies cycle wedge is developed. A thick 
transgressive wedge-base of coarse sandstones (816) on
laps unconformably the flanks of the Spannberg Flysch 
ridge in the north, dolomite debris and conglomerates 
(complexes 811- 816) onlap the buried hills of the Calcare
ous Alps in the south, respectively. The transgressive-re-
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gressive wedge-middle comprises sandstones and thicker 
shale intervals and perhaps also overlying sand-rich beds 
(89-811 in the north, 89, 810 in the south), although trun
cated by a regional unconformity (02) (Fig. 1 ). 

2. Cycle 

Therefore the overlying terrestrial limnic Gänserndorf 
beds (TL3, TL4) with a basal conglomerate correspond to 
the nonmarine part of the wedge-base of the second cycle 
and not of the wedge-top of the first cycle. The limnic 
Aderklaa beds (Marker M18-25) belang to the wedge-mid
dle, although truncated on the top by the regional erosional 
and angular unconformity (03 (Fig. 1 ). 8oth, the Gänsern
dorf-and the Aderklaa beds, consist also of mostly lenticu
lar sands. 

3. Cycle 

The overlying Aderklaa conglomerate again probably 
corresponds to the nonmarine part of the wedge-base of 
the 8adenian and not of the wedge-top of the second cy
cle. The Lower Lagenida zone (far in the south of the field) , 
the Upper Lagenida zone (Auersthal beds) and the Matzen 
sand belang to the marine part of the wedge-base of the 
third cycle. The transgressive-regressive sand-shale facies
cycle wedge of the 8adenian in the Matzen field is almost 
completely developed and is especially clear recognized 
(Fig . 1, compare Fig . 2 and Fig. 3) (N. KREUTZER, 1986). 

The Matzen sand is a typical basal time transgressive 
sand of the 8adenian, corresponding to the transgressive 
wedge-base of the third facies cycle. This sand onlaps, with 
increasing erosional and angular unconformity from south 
to north, various older beds, first the conglomeratic Auers
thal beds of the Upper Lagenida zone, then the Aderklaa
and Gänserndorf beds of the Karpatian, the 8ockfliess beds 
of the Ottnangian or Lower Karpatian and at last the Upper 
Cretaceous Flysch of the Spannberg ridge (Fig . 3) . The 
within the field up to 80 m, outside up to 140m thick diach
ronaus Matzen sand is a high quality reservoir (average 
porosity 26%, average permeability 1000 md) with a cumu
lative oil production of about 34 million tons since 1949. 

The facies change between the Matzen sand and the 
overlying marine shale wedge occurs progressively farther 
marginward toward the island of the Spannberg ridge (or 
the basin margin in the northwest, respectively) in succes
sively younger strata, representing a transgressive or up
to -margin pattern (N . KREUTZER, 1986) (Fig . 1 ,3). The inner 
neritic Matzensand (Chr. RUPP, 1986) (Fig . 5) fines upward, 
apart from the conglomeratic and deltaic Auersthal beds in 
channellike topographic lows at the base, from coarse 
sands into fine-grained clastics in response to a sea Ievei 
rise and changes from a high to a low energy environment. 
The SP-Iog profil is typically cylinder-shaped in the lower 
and middle part and more bell-shaped in the upper part, as 
the sand grades into the overlying marine shales of the ou
ter neritic environment (Chr. RUPP, 1986) (Fig . 5). The thick
ness of the basal transgressive sand is dependent on the 
gradient of the depositional surface (W. 0 . A880TT, 1985). 
8ecause of high sediment influx and the moderate to steep 
gradient of the flanks of the eroded Spannberg ridge (Fig . 
3) the transgressionwas slow and unusually thick sands are 
deposited in the topographic lows, whereas over the to
pographic highs with a low to moderate surface gradient 
and a limited supply of source material, the transgression 
was relatively fast and thin sands are preserved, in some 
places only shales have been deposited. This situation of 
the Matzen sand agrees weil with the many examples of 
basal transgressive sands from North-and South-America, 
Australia, described and illustrated by W . 0. A880TT, 1985. 

All the other sheetlike (and in some places lenticular) oil 
and gas sands in the 8adenian (15th-5th) above the Mat
zen sand belang to the wedge-middle plays (Fig. 1 ,3) . Nu
merous sand tongues, alternating with shale interbeds, 
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Fig . 1: Stratigraphy, tecton ics, gas- and oil reservoirs of the Miocene basin 
fill in the Matzen f ield . 

probably representing on the one side the transgressive 
fully marine parts, on the other side the regressive marine 
parts of deltas (deltafront and prodelta) . These sand 
tongues extent, first (15th , 14th) from the northeast around 
and then also from the north and northwest over the sub
sided Spannberg ridge, into the wedge-middle part pro
gressively farther south - and basinward in successively 
younger strata . The lower and upper segments of such 
tongues commonly have up-to -center (regressive) and up
to-margin (transgressive) facies patterns and funnel 
shaped or bell -shaped SP-Iog patterns, respectively. The oil 
and gas reservoirs of the Badenian (15th - 5th) follow this 
trend, they occur in an up-to -center progression . The 
wedge-middle plays in the Matzen field are typically asso
ciated with marked depositional slopes and interval thick
ening (Fig . 1 ,3,4) (N . KREUTZER, 1986). 

The regressive wedge-top of the uppermost Badenian 
(4th-1st) consists of sand - rich beds with a poor marine 
fauna and is truncated locally by an erosional unconformity 
in synsedimentary highs in the southern part of the field , 
marked by extratorrnational alpine carbonate gravelbeds at 
the Badenian-Sarmatian boundary (Fig. 1,3,4). 

4. Cycle 

Sand-rich beds of the Lower Sarmatian (1Oth-8th) corre
spond to a new transgressive wedge-base, transitional to 
an Upper Sarmatian thick shale interval (between 8th and 
7th), followed again by sand-rich fining- or coarsening up
ward beds (7th-3rd/4th) including 3 channelized sharp
based sands with extratorrnational alpine carbonate gravels 
(3rd/4th, 6th and 7th Sarmatian) as weil as several thicker 
shale intervals. lt seems that the transgressive-regressive 
wedge-middle part comprises not only the lower thick 
shale interval but also the overlying sand (gravel) and shale 
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beds of the deltaic Upper Sarmatian, together even w ith 
the brackish and deltaic Lower and Middle Pannonian sand , 
(gravel) and shale or clay succession (Fig . 1 ). The Lower 
Pannonian sands (1st-5th) are characterized by an upward 
coarsening facies (L. KOLBL, 1953, H. WIESENEDER, 1959, 
N. KREUTZER, 1974) with regressive Sp-log shapes, except 
in the cylinder-shaped channelized parts of very thick sand 
Iobes. The wedge-top would be represented by the sands 
and gravelbeds of the fluviatile -lacustrine Pontian (Fig. 1 ). 

The Miocene basin fill has been subdivided into three 
sedimentary cycles already by L. KÖLBL, 1953 (internal re 
port) , 1957, 1959. Because all his cycles begin with the thick 
shale intervals and end with the sand-rich beds , the wedge 
bases of the 4th and 3rd cycle still belong to his 2nd and 1st 
cycle, respectively. The 2nd and 1st cycle correspond to his 
1st cycle, but the pre-Badenian sediments have been only 
little known at this time and therefore could have not been 
differentiated by L. KÖLBL. 

The depositional sequences 

The Miocene geological units of the Matzen field gen 
erally also correspond to despositional sequences (R . M. 
MITCHUM et al , 1977: .. A depositional sequence is a Stra 
tigraphie unit composed of a relatively conformable suc
cession of genetically related strata and bounded at its top 
and base by unconformities or their correlative conformi 
ties"). Because depositional sequences are recognized by 
the geometry of their bedding planes , it was necessary to 
divide the Badenian of the Central Vienna basin into two 
completely different geological units or depositional se
quences, a lower transgressive unit or sequence of the 
Lower Badenian and an upper alternating regressive-trans-

Fig . 3: Stratigraphie cross -section of the Badenian in the Matzen field with 
a facies-cycle wedge (south of the Spannberg ridge) and depositional se
quences (according to N. Kreutzer, 1986, modified) . 

north 

gressive unit or sequence of the Upper Badenian (Fig . 3.4) 
(N . KREUTZER, 1986) . 

The lower transgressive sequence of the Badenian in the 
Matzen field (Fig. 3), showing an increasing base discor
dant onlap and hiatus towards north , comprises the Matzen 
sand as weil as the overlying parallel to slightly divergent 
bedded and rather homogeneous and bentonite bearing 
shales, which have a facies change with the sand and are 
increasing in thickness southward . This situation of the 
lower sequence indicates probably a deposition (sedimen
tation rate lower than subsidence rate) after a relative fall 
of sea Ievei followed by a rise in sea Ievei (..lowstand de
posits" of VAIL et al., 1977) (N . KREUTZER, 1986). 

On the contrary, the upper sequence of the Badenian in 
the Matzen field above the regional Matzen bentonite 
marker, overlying the lower sequence with increasing ap
parent base-discordant downlap and apparent hiatus tow
ards south, (Fig . 3.4) , is characterized by cyclic beds of low
er regressive (coarsening -upward) and upper transgressive 
(fining -upward) sands and rather heterogeneous clays and 
shales. The upper and middle sands are thicker and lateral
ly moreextensive than the lower sands . Up to 1 m thick cal
careous sandstones with a marine macrofauna arefrequent 
on the top of such sandcomplexes and are, together with 
the overlying shales, marine transgressive sediments. 
These shales , 5-20 m thick and repeatedly intercalated, 
separate the sandcomplexes and reservoirs. Slightly in
creasing SP- and resistivity values as weil as silt-or sand
content of the shales indicate marine prodelta sediments, 
transitional to the marine deltafront sands of such sand 
complexes . The upper sequence (Fig . 3) exhibits a sigmoid 
to oblique progradation or offlap with a paleo-topographi 
cal differentiation into a northern upper platform (topset) 
zone with gently dipping and rather parallel bedded seg 
ments of a sand-rich facies , a middle (foreset) zone with 
thicker more steeply dipping (up to 6° ) segments locally 
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Fig . 4: Schematic cross-section of the depositional units or sequences of the 
Badenian in the Matzen field . 

terminating updip by toplap, and a southern lower (bottom
set) zone again with gently dipping segments of a shale
rich facies, terminating downdip by apparent downlap on 
an apparent "nondepositional unconformity" . The deposi 
t ional environments generally have been shifted by regres
sion southwards, therefore the platform facies of the beds, 
containing large oil and gas reservoirs, is overlying the ba
sin facies of the older beds ("Walther's law of facies") (Fig . 
3). The strata of the upper sequence (sedimentation rate 
higher than subsidence rate) indicate probably a relative 
rise of sea Ievei , leading to the complete inundation of the 
Spannberg ridge ("highstand deposits" of VAlLet al. , 1977) 
(N . KREUTZER, 1986). 

Several lines of evidence point to a subaqueous part of 
an ancient Danube delta of the upper sequence of the Ba
denian in the Matzen field (N . KREUTZER, 1986): The cyclic 
succession , the geometrical configuration of the strata and 
the investigations by Ch . RUPP, 1986, (Fig . 5) resulting in al 
ternated shale intervals of fully marine "deeper water" for
aminifera and sandcomplexes of dominant hyposaline shal 
low water foraminifera, indicating proximity to a river 
mouth system (for instance Textularia earlandi , the recent 
species of it is typical for the Mississippi mouth facies). The 
sediments consist generally of unbedded or evenly (paral 
lel) to wavy bedded (flaser and lenticular bedding) some
times bioturbated sands and shales with common lignitic 
and plant debris. ln the "deeper water" fully marine inter
vals frequent up to several meters thick layers of Litho
thamnia nodules, embedded in a matrix of calcareous clays 
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and micritic limestone, are repeatedly intercalated from the 
5th to the 14th Badenian. Although the occurrence of the 
red algae indicates episodes of very shallow marine water 
over a submarine swell (50- 150m water depth), the com
position of the matrix points to a low-energy environment. 
The extent of these Lithothamnia beds and the distribution 
of their thicknesses is for the most part influenced by the 
synsedimentary structures (L. KÖLBL, 1953, H. WIESENED 
ER, 1956, 1964, N. KREUTZER, 1978). 

The seismic facies 

The seismic facies in the marginal parts of the Matzen 
field and in the surrounding area is variable, depending on 
lithologies and stratal configurations. ln the bedded sand
shale successions of the Pannonian Sarmatian and Upper 
Badenian the principal stratal configuration is parallel to 
subparallel or slightly divergent, sometimes hummocky, 
with continuous to discontinuous reflections and weak to 
strong amplitudes. The prograding and predominantly sha
ly part of the Upper Badenian is almost reflection -free, but 
sometimes distinct sigmoid and oblique clinoforms with 
apparent downlap and toplap are recognizable . ln the shale 
wedge of the lower Badenian, also nearly reflection-free 
(seismically "transparent"), however, an although weak de
veloped parallel to slightly divergent seismic facies is indi
cated and onlapping reflections upon the strong reflective 
Aderklaa conglomerate exist. The lenticular and on the top 
truncated Aderklaa beds are characterized by rather indis
tinct and discontinuous reflections with weak amplitudes or 
reflection -free zones. The conglomeratic Gänserndorf beds 
and the Bockfliess beds indicate sometimes stronger ref-
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Fig . 5: Paleoenvironme~t and foraminiferal paleoecology between the Mat 
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eral groupings in the sand complexes are made up of hyposaline shallow 
water foraminifera, in the shale intervals of fully marine " deeper water" 
foraminifera . 

lections, those of the latter beds onlapping the older sedi 
mentary basement. 

The Gänserndorf beds probably represent delta plain 
sedirl!~nts, equivalent beds in Czechoslovakia, as shown by 
R. JIRICEK, indicate delta front and prodelta sediments, 
which distinctly prograde and updip to east in the seismic 
sections. 

Structural development and faults 

The structural development in the Miocene basin fill of 
the Matzen field predominantly is governed by the differen 
tial subsidence of the sedimentary basement, that is the 
generally SW-NE striking Spannberg Flysch ridge in the 
north and the N-S striking ridge of the Calcareous Alps in 
the south (Fig. 1 ). This development, by use of isopach 
maps, has been investigated in the Pannonian, Sarmatian 
and Badenian by N. KREUTZER, 1971, in the Aderklaa, 
Gänserndorf, Bockfliess beds by S. KÖVES, 1971 and 
HLADECEK et al., 1971 . A southward convergence of E-log 
markers suggests a less subsidence of the Calcareous Alps 
during the Sedimentation of the upper Bockfließ beds (8 
11-9) as weil as of the upper Badenian (above 5th), Sar
matian and Pannonian (a short interruption of this tendency 
in the lowest Pannonian is caused apparently by the rapid 
deposition of some delta Iobes). A northward convergence 

suggests a less subsidence of the flysch ridge generally 
during the sedimentation of the Gänserndorf beds, the 
Aderklaa conglomerate and until upper Badenian (8th) . The 
rather parallel markers of the intervening intervals point to 
a balanced subsidence in the lower Bockfliess beds 
( 8 16-12), the Aderklaa beds and the upper Badenian (be
tween 8th and 5th) (Fig . 1 ). 

The structural development in the upper regressive
transgressive depositional sequence of the Badenian is in
fluenced not only by the differential subsidence but also by 
the progradation of the strata . The more steeply dipping 
segments of the individual foreset zones (5th - 15th Bade
nian) establish sedimentary structural flanks shifting later
ally to southwest, south and southeast from the older to 
younger beds (Fig . 3 and 4). 

A final important change occurs in the Pontian owing to 
the origin of a new (postsedimentary) structure in the nor
thern part of Matzen field , together with the Matzen fault 
system. Numerous old synsedimentary structure elements 
are preserved, however. 
ln the Matzen field three genetically unrelated fault sys
tems can be recognized in the Miocene basin fill (Fig. 1 ). 
1) the oldest is the north to south striking postsedimentary 

Schönkirchen fault system above the ridge of the Cal
careous Alps in the southern part of the field . lts activity 
began after the sedimentation of the Aderklaa beds and 
ended pre-Badenian, the vertical throw is up to about 
50m (S. KÖVES, 1971, K. HLADECEKetal., 1971) (Fig . 1). 

2) The north - south striking and west dipping synsedi 
mentary Bockfliess fault system, consisting of en echel 
on fault segments, on the western field margin with 
a vertical throw of up to 400 m. Upthrown and down
thrown blocks are directly connected by steeply dipping 
narrow strips between two faults. A !arge difference in 
the thickness of the Miocene sediments of the upthrown 
and downthrown blocks and increase in thickness within 
the narrow strips accentuate the synsedimentary charac
ter (G. WESSELY, 1988). There are two activity phases, 
the one from the 7th Badenian up to the top of Sarma
tian, the other from the 3rd Lower Pannonian up to the 
top of Middle Pannonian, repectively (N . KREUTZER , 
1971) (Fig. 1 ). 

3) the southwest to northeast striking postsedimentary 
Matzen fault system in the northern part of the field , con 
sisting of northwest and southeast- dipping rotational 

Fig. 6: Map of total thicknesses of the Badenian in the southern part of the 
Vienna Basin. After D. Jir<icek 1969. 
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Fig. 7: Seismic line No. 651 /84 
1 - UB ; 2 - MB ; 3 - LB ; 4 - Aderklaa + Lab Ostracoda Beds ; 5 -
Gänserndorf + Bockfliesser Beds. 

faults (Fig . 1.). lt is post-Pannonian in age (N . KREUTZER, 
1971 ), the faults show a maximum vertical throw of 80 m 
and may be explained by tension above an updoming of 
the deeper however still undrilled autochthonaus base
ment, which causes the Matzen-Spannbergelevation (G . 
WESSELY, 1988). By displacing southeast dipping faults 
the northwest dipping faults prove to be younger (G . 
WESSELY, 1988) . 

Southern part of the Vienna Basin in Czechoslovakia 

ln Czechoslovakia, the southern part of the Vienna Basin 
comprises the area between the Levare depression on the 
north and the Czechoslovak/ Austrian frontier on the south 
(fig . 6). Geologically it is related to the central part of the 
basin situated in Austria. The two regions developed during 
the Neogene as two opposite flanks dipping to the central 
Gajary deep and the Suchohrad depression. Minor diffe
rences in the development of the individual sequences re
cognized in the course of exploration work are the result of 
different subsidence rates. However, the most pronounced 
changes occurred during the development of the Lower 
Miocene sediments . The results of exploratory drilling and 
seismic profiles have shown that, for the Bockfliess and 
Gänserndorf Beds which form the basic part of the Lower 
Miocene, the centre of basinal sedimentation was situated 
within the Austrian part of the Vienna Basin. On Czechoslo
vak territory, the Sedimentation of these sequences appe
ars to have extended into the area of the Suchohrad de
pression and the Gajary deep only, or to the lower- lying 
parts of the Lab and Malacky elevations. They could not be 
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identified by drilling in the higher Ieveis of the slopes of the 
eievatians mentioned above. After the deposition of the 
Bockfliess and the Gänserndorf Beds, the whole western 
flank was uplifted and the centre of sedimentation shifted 
eastwards to the bases of the slopes of the Lab and Malac
ky elevations. (fig . 7 -10). The Lab Beds with ostracodes 
(Aderklaa Schichten) were deposited in this new area of 
sedimentation and overlain by a sand-and- clay complex 
-the so-called Upper Karpatian Variegated Beds - on the 
northeastern margin . These beds are the terminal part of 
the Lower Miocene. 

Cycle 1 

The comparison of the above data with the division into 
cycles according to N. Kreutzer has shown that, in the Cze
choslovak southern part of the Vienna Basin , cycle 1 can be 
present only with its top part (the top of the Bockfliess 
Beds) which is spatially related to the depression zones 
along the western margin of the region under study 
(figs . 7,8, 1 0) . By their bedding, the sediments onlap the reli 
lef of the underlying beds in the Suchohrad depression. 

Cycle 2 

The bedding of the transgressive part of cycle 2 - the 
Gänserndorf Beds - appears to be nearly conformable 
with the Bockfliess Beds as apparent along the western 
margin of the Czechoslovak part of the basin. by contrast, 
a marked unconformity can be recognized between the 
Gänserndorf Beds and the overlying limnic Lab Beds with 
ostracodes (Aderklaa Schichten) that form the wedge mid
dle . The wedge base onlaps the lower-lying slopes of the 
elevation zones. The wedge top is missing in the western 
part, because it was eroded away by the transgressive part 
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Fig . 8: A section of the seismic line No. 539/ 81 showing the discordant con 
tact of the Aderklaa + Lab Ostracoda beds with Gänserndorf beds. Wave 
line = unconformity. 

of cycle 3, but it is present in the higher- lying slopes and 
elevation tops with a 300 m thick sand-and-clay complex 
comprising the Upper Karpatian Variegated Beds. 

Cycle 3 

This cycle corresponds to cycle 1 which is completely 
and clearly developed throughout the region investigated . 
The transgressive wedge base consists of fluvial conglome
rates equivalent to the Aderklaa conglomerate from the Au
strian part of the Vienna Basin. They are overlain by thick 
layers of sandy sediments of deltaic origin that can also be 
attributed to the wedge base . in the Lab and Malacky ele
vation zones, the wedge base is reduced to the presence of 
transgressive marine sand termed the Lab horizon. in all of 
the region the wedge middle consists of marine pelites of 
the Agglutinantia zone, an equivalent to the Sandschaler 
ozone in the Austrian portion of the basin . The regressive 
top is composed of sand layers of the Upper Badenian Ro
talia zone . 

The development of the Upper Miocene can be conside
red to constitute a separate cycle (cycle 4 of N. Kreutzer) , 
or this sequence can be regarded as the upper regressive 
part of a multiple wedge (D . A. White, 1980) whose tran 
sgressive part is formed by the Sedimentation of cycle 3. 
One of the reasons supporting this view is the fact that, be
ginning with the terminal part of the Upper Badenian , the 
flattening and freshening of the sea continued until its 
complete regression . 

Fig . 9: Cerrelation profile of the boreholes Malacky-20 and Stillfried-2. ~ 
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ln eonsequenee, the development of the Vienna Basin as 
a whole ean be eharaeterized by the following three evolu 
tional stages: 

Stage 1 

This stage ineludes the Lower Mioeene, i. e. eyeles 1 and 
2 in the sense of the division by N. Kreutzer. This period is 
eharaeterized by dynamie basin development and eonti 
nuous ehanges in the shape and extent of the sedimentary 
basin. Basin growth and the southward shift of the Sedi 
mentation eentre are aeeompanying features. This stage of 
development eulminated in a full inversion and the forma
tion of a new area of Sedimentation the shape of whieh ean 
be reeognized in the Middle and Upper Mioeene. 

Stage 2 

A Badenian sequenee (eyele 3) eovered the new area of 
Sedimentation after a long-lasting hiatus. The Badenian Se
dimentation was a eertain eonsolidation period in the histo
ry of the basin . Essentially, the development of the upper 
part of this Badenian sequenee was the onset of regression 
that, jointly with sea Ievei fluetuations , eharaeterized sta 
ge 3 until the eomplete regression of the sea. 

Lithologie Development and Stratigraphie Division of the 
Badenian Sequenee 

The Badenian sequenee is eomposed of a eomplex of 
sand and clay sediments whose total thiekness has been 
found to range from 400-600 m in the elevation zones. Se
ismie profiles have suggested this thiekness to attain about 
2,000 m in the Gajary eentral deep (fig . 6). The eontaet with 
the underlying Karpatian is uneonformable ; in the Sueho
hrad depression this uneonformity is of erosional nature 
(fig . 10). 

Three Iithoiogie units identieal with the Stratigraphie divi 
sion ean be distinguished throughout the sequenee. The 
first of them is a sandy faeies with a eonglomerate layer at 
the base . lts extent is related to the lows of the Suehohrad 
depression and Gajary eentral deep to their flanks. ln these 
zones, the thiekness may exeeed 600 m. Abundant Cibiei 
des faunas were identified in elay bands in the drill eores 
(R. Jificek, 1979). The whole eomplex is thought to be 
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Fig . 10: Geological profile between the boreholes Malacky-20 and Stillfri
ed-2 

a produet of deltaie sedimentation . On the basis of his sedi 
mentologieal studies, N. Kreutzer has reaehed the same 
eonelusion. The unit has stratigraphieally been classed as 
Lower Badenian with the exeeption of the term ina l part 
whieh ean be plaeed into the Middle Badenian. The entire 
sequenee is assoeiated with an erosion valley by the major 
part of its thiekness (fig . 10) . 

Fig. 11 : Location of the Badenian oil and gas deposits in the southern part of 
the Vienna Basin. 
1 - oil deposits ; 2 - gas deposits. 
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Fig . 12: Oil and gas-bearing deposits Lab. A map reflecting the geological 
structure of the Lab horizon (eastern part) and the surface of the litho
thamnion rifts (western part). 
1 - contact of oil and water ; 2 - contact of oil and gas; 3 - contact of 
gas and water (after Bilek and Hlavaty) . 

The second Iithoiogie unit consists of a pelitic zone repla
cing marine Sedimentation characterized by deep-sea fau
nas - Cyclamina pleschakovi and Bathysiphon filiformis 
(R . Jii'icek 1979). The beds have been known as the .. Agglu
tinantia zone", they are distributed throughout the basin 
maintaning their constant thickness which varies in the ran
ge from 220-240 m in the southern part of the basin. This 
sequence was the sealing element during the formatin of 
oil and gas traps. Associated with this zone are three domal 
bioherms developed in the beds overlying the transgressive 
Lab horizon on the western slope of the Lab elevation 
(fig.11,12). 

The third unit is composed of a sand and clay sequence 
of a relatively constant thickness of 350-380 m. With re
gard to the faunas present and lithological differences, this 
sequence can be divided into a loweer Ievei with pelites 
predominating over sands (Bolivina-Bulimina zone) and an 
upper Ievei with prevailing sands. The latter Ievei is charac
terized by Rotalia faunas and combines with deltaic sedi-

0 o,s 1/cm 

.. ...... . 1 

-··- 2 
-·-· 3 

mentation in the western part. The distribution and the sha 
pes of some horizons display the properties of channel fill 
in delta systems. 

Teetonic settiog 

From the viewpoint of fault tectonics, the southern part 
of the basin can be divided into a tectonized eastern sec
tion represented by the Lab and Malacky elevations and 
a tectonically undisturbed western section comprising mai -. 
nly the depression zones and the lower-lying parts of the 
slopes of the elevations mentioned above. The principal 
tectonic feature of the whole region is represented by the 
Lab fault system that disturbs the eastern slopes of the Lab 
and Malacky elevations (fig. 11,12). lt consists of two main 
faults with vertical throws of 200 and 100m, respectively. 
These principal fault lines are related to a greater number 
of disturbances with which several deposits on the above 
elevations are associated . 

This fault system is striking from the northeast to the 
southwest in parallel to the Lesser Carpathians. Together 
with the Litava reverse marginal fault it forms a distinct tec
tonic graben system - the Zohor-Piavec graben. The faults 
are of Upper Miocene age. 
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Fig . 13: Oil and gas deposits connected with terminal part of the deltaic sand 
body (after Hlavaty, Ralbovsky, Salyova). 
1 - boundary of deltaic body; 2 - isolines of thickness ; 3 - boundary of 
extension of the first sand ; 4 - boundary of extension of the second sand. 

Types of oil and gas traps in the Badenian sequence 

The unconformable contact with the underlying Lower 
Miocene and the regional distribution of the sand base of 
the Badenian sequence provided advantageaus conditions 
allowing the basal part of the sequence to act as a reservoir 
rock sequence. Another favourable element is the pelitic 
.. Agglutinantia zone" that overlies the basal sand beds . By 
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its regional extent, this zone acts as a seal for the whole ba
sin . The terminal parts of the deltaic sandy body, developed 
as delta fronts to prodelta, played an essential role in the 
formation of Badenian oil and gas deposits. 

ln the course of exploration drilling several types of de
posits were discovered in the southern part of the Vienna 
Basin . 

The following deposits are considered to be of particular 
interest: 
L<!b and Malacky deposits : 

8oth deposits are associated with high-lying Ieveis of the 
Lab and Malacky elevations. The individual reservoir sands 
are sealed by the faults of the Lab fault system (fig . 12) . 
Bioherms of the Lab deposit : 
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They have formed on the western slope of the Lab eleva
tion, in a plece where the Lab horizon forms a relatively wi
de platform . They constitute three plug domes the largest 
of which is 3 km long in its axis. Superelevation attains 
100m. The plugs consist of Lithothamnia Iimestones with 
favourable physical properties and with gas accumulated in 
them . They are hydrodynamically realted to the Lab horizon 
(fig. 12) . 
Gajary, Jakubov, Dubrava deposits: 

The three deposits are associated with wedging -out san
dy tongues of the deltaic sedimentary body. The sand ton
gues are considered to be the channel fill of the channel 
system in the delta . The Gajary deposit is a gas-capped oil 
deposit, Jakubov is a natural gas deposit and oil has accu
mulated in the Dubrava deposit (fig. 13). 
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Abstrakt 

Na podklade hojnych udajov 
vrtneho prieskumu, doplnenych 
seizmickymi profilmi, je mozne 
v miocennej vyplni viedenskej 
panvy v oblasti Matzen rozlisit 
4 transgresivno -regresivne faci
alne cykly. s urcitymi odchylka
mi v spodnom miocene mozno 
toto Clenenie uplatnif i V juznej 
casti panvy na es . uzemi, ktora 
tvori protil'ahly svah rakuskej 
strednej casti panvy. Rozdiely 
oboch svahov v uloznych po
meroch a litologickom cleneni 
jednotlivych suvrstvi boli spö
sobene röznymi hodnotami 
subsidencie a viivom deltovej 
sedimentacie . Hlavne tektonic
ke Iinie porusuju oba svahy len 
vo vyssich polohach . 

Suvrstvie badenu je v oboch 
castiach panvy najbohatsie na 
akumulacie ropy a zemneho 
plynu . 

Zusammenfassung 

Die miozäne Beckenfüllung 
kann im Feld Matzen in ver
schiedene geologische Einhei 
ten gegliedert werden, die 
meist Ablagerungssequenzen 
sowie transgressiv-regressiven 
Fazies-Zyklus-Keilen entspre
chen . Ein solcher Keil stellt im 
Idealfall einen transgressiv-re
gressiven Ablagerungszyklus 
dar, der von unten nach oben 
eine vertikale Faziesfolge von 
grobkörnigen kontinentalen 
über grob- , fein- und wieder 
grobkörnige marine zu erneut 
kontinentalen Schichten um
faßt. Im Feld Matzen können 
vier Sand-Ton-Zyklus-Keile er
kannt werden: 1. Zyklus 
Bockfließer Schichten, 2. Zy
klus Gänserndorfer und 
Aderklaaer Schichten, 3. Zyklus 
- Badener Serie (einschließ
lich Aderklaaer Konglomerat), 
4. Zyklus - Sarmat, Pannon 
und Pont. 

Da sich Ablagerungssequen 
zen durch die Geometrie ihrer 
Schichtflächen unterscheiden, 
mußte die Badener Serie des 
zentralen Wiener Beckens in 
zwei völlig verschiedene geolo
gische Einheiten oder Ablage
rungssequenzen unterteilt wer
den, eine untere, transgressive 
Einheit oder Sequenz des unte
ren Badens und eine obere, ab
wechselnd regressiv-transgres
sive Einheit oder Sequenz des 
oberen Badens. 

Die strukturelle Entwicklung 
der miozänen Beckenfüllung 
des Feldes Matzen wird vor
herrschend durch die differen 
zierte Absenkung des Becken
untergrundes, des Spannber
ger Flyschrückens im Norden 
und des kalkalpinen Rückens 
im Süden, bestimmt. Die S
Konvergenz von Leithorizonten 
in den oberen Bockfließer 
Schichten, im oberen Baden, 
Sarmat und Pannon läßt auf ei 
ne geringere Absenkungsten
denz der Kalkalpen, die N-Kon
vergenz innerhalb der Gänsern 
dorfer Schichten, des Ader
klaaer Konglomerates und bis 
ins obere Baden auf eine gerin 
gere Absenkung des Flyschrük
kens schließen . Die ziemlich 
konkordanten Leithorizonte der 
dazwischen liegenden Interval
le weisen auf eine gleichmäßi
ge Absenkung in den unteren 
Bockfließer Schichten, den 
Aderklaaer Schichten und dem 
oberen Baden hin. 

Im Feld Matzen sind drei ge
netisch unabhängige Bruchsy
steme in der miozänen Becken
füllung erkennbar : 
1) Das N-S-streichende postse

dimentäre Schönkirchner 
Bruchsystem im Süden des 
Feldes, nach der Sedimenta 
tion der Aderklaaer Schichten 
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und vor jener des Badens 
wirksam . 

2) Das N-S-streichende und W 
fallende synsedimentäre 
Bockfließer Bruchsystem am 
W -Rand des Feldes mit zwei 
Aktivitätsphasen . 

3) Das SW-NO streichende 
postsedimentäre Matzner 
Bruchsystem im N des Fel
des, aus NW- und SO-fallen
den Brüchen bestehend, 
nach dem Pannon entstan 
den. 

ADDITION TO STRATIGRAPHY OF BORINKA 
LIMESTONE IN THE HAINBURG MOUNTAINS 

Anna Kullmanova, Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Brati
slava, Czechoslovakia 

The Borinka Iimestone is considered as a lithostratigra
phic unit characteristic of the Male Karpaty Mts. with Stra
tigraphie assignment to the Liassic. 

lt is found in the SW and S part of the Male Karpaty Mts. 
where it represents the Tatric unit. The most extensive oc
currence of the Borinka Iimestone is observed in the area of 
the village Borinka (Propadle valley) and continues in SW 
direction to the southernmost spur of the Male Karpaty 
Mts. The Hainburg Mts. on Austrian territory are prevailing 
ly built up of carbonates of Middle Triassie age . The litho
logical character of Middle Triassie carbonates occurring 
here is identical with carbonates found in the area of the 
villages Devin and Borinka in the underlier of the Borinka 
limestone. The carbonates found here have Stratigraphie 
assignment to the Triassic . 

The rock filling and Stratigraphie assignment of the Bor
inka Iimestone changed in the course of several decades. 
Under the term Borinka Iimestone various lithological types 
of Iimestones were included (grey limestones, dolomitic 
limestones, Iaminated Iimestones of brecciated texture, or
ganodetrical limestones) with assignment toTriassie - Li 
assic age . The works of M. Mahel' (1986), D. Plasienka 
(1987), M . Misik (1986) and A. Kulimanova (1971, 1988) have 
contributed to solution of the problern of age of the Borinka 
limestone. D. Plasienka (1987) designates with the name 
Borinka unit the complex of Mesozoic sedimentary rocks of 
the Tatric unit in the Male Karpaty Mts. According to this 
author the term Borinka unit represents a lithostratigraphic 
as weil as tectonic unit. On the contrary, A. Kulimanova 
(1988) redefines the lithostratigraphic unit with the name 
Borinka limestone. On the basis of the results of lithological 
investigation the Borinka Iimestone contains thick- layered 
clastic, mostly organoclastic Iimestones with the Stratigra
phie range Lotharingian - Carixian . The macrofauna (lam
ellibranchs, brachiopods and belemnites) was studied at 
the locality Borinka (road cut of the Propadle valley) and at 
the locality in the village Devin (castle rock and SW slope 
of elev. p. Devinska Kobyla) . 

The Superposition relations of the Borinka Iimestone to 
the underlier and overlier were pursued in surficial outcrops 
and boreholes. ln the underlier of the Borinka Iimestone 
dark - grey compact limestones, dolomitic Iimestones of
ten with quartz spherolithes - Gutenstein limestones, grey 
dolomites and dolomitic Iimestones of brecciated texture 
are found . Stratigraphie assignment of the mentioned 
carbonates to the Middle Triassie is proved by algae (out
crop S slope of Devinska Kobyla) and foraminifers (Propa
dle valley, outcrop 70 A) . 

At the outcrop in the Propadle valley in the overlier of the 
Borinka Iimestone grey marly shales, sandstones - the 
Korenec formation (D . Plasienka, 1987) or Somar breccias 
are found. ln the area of the village Devin, in the overlier of 
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Fig. 1: Schematic situation of occurrence of belemnites at the locality of 
Braunsberg . 

• Belemnite occurrences. 

the Borinka limestone, grey marly shales with belemnites 
are found (railway cut Devinska Nova Ves) . 

The Hainburg Mts. on Austrian territory are prevailingly 
built up of dark-grey micrite limestones, dolomitic Iime
stones of brecciated texture and grey fine-grained organ
odetrical limestones. The Austrian geologists designate the 
above mentioned lithofacies with the term Borinka lime
stone . The organoclasts present in Iimestones in the Hain
burg Mts. are represented by determinable crinoids, wh ich 
enable to stratify the investigated rocks into the Middle Tri 
assic, Anisian (Kristan-Tollmann-Spendlingwimmer, 1987). 
On our territory we observe identical rocks in the Propadle 
valley {borehole 70 A) rock below castle ruins) . The rocks 
studied at the mentioned locallity are of Middle Triassie 
age. ln micrite matter Trochammina almtalensis Koehn
Zaninetti ; Diplotremmina sp., Glomospira sp., Agathammi 
na austroalpina Kristan-Tollmann, Meandrospira sp. are 
present. Similarly the southern and southwestern slope of 
Devinska Kobyla is bult up of the mentioned lithofacies. 
The present Dasycladacea sp. and Physoporella disita 
(Gümbel) enable to stratify the investigated carbonates as 
Anisisan (M . Misik 1986). 

Fig. 2: Belemnites from joint filling , western slope of Braunsberg . 
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The Borinka Iimestone (redefined lithostratigraphic unit) 
is characterized by dark-grey th ick-layered clastic, prevai 
lingly organoclastic limestone, which is found in the Propa
dle valley (village Borinka) . The Middle Liassie age of the 
Borinka Iimestone is proved by macrofauna. Lamelli 
branchs were found in dark-grey organoclastic Iimestones 
in the Propadle valley - cut of the road to the cottage 
Kosariska (Kochanova M. in Mahel' M., 1962) . Brachiopods 
were investigated from the outcrop west of the rock below 
the Borinka cas!le (Pevny J . in Mahel' M. , 1962). Belemnites 
determined by Cincurova M. (in Mahel' M. , 1962) come from 
the locality mentioned. 

ln the area of the village Devfn the Borinka Iimestone oc
curs in the upper part of the Devfn castle rock and at the 
abandoned quarry at the western slope of Devfnska Kobyla . 
Fragments of ammonites from the group Arietitidae are 
mentioned from the locality Devinska Kobyla by Misfk M. 
(1986) . 

The Borinka Iimestone in the Hainsburg Mts. is found in 
joint fillings of dolomitic Iimestones with brecciated tex
ture. At the outcrop west of Braunsberg in joints of M iddle 
Triassie brecciated dolomitic Iimestones belemnites are 
found (figs. 1 ,2). 

lt results from the mentioned that the masses of grey 
limestones, dolomitic Iimestones and brecciated Iime
stones in the Hainburg Mts. are of Middle Triassie age. 
They are identical with the Middle Triassie limestones, do
lomitic Iimestones with quartz spherolithes and brecciated 
Iimestones in borehole 70 A in the Propadle valley and at 
outcrops at the S slope of Devfnska Kobyla, which form the 
underlier of the Borinka limestone. The Borinka Iimestone 
has greatest thickness in the Propadle valley (about 200m) 
and in southern direction its thickness diminishes. At out
crops in the village Devfn it attains thickness of about 60 m, 
in the Hainburg Mts. it is found in form of relicts in joint fill 
ing . 
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Abstrakt 

Borinsky vapenec, redefino
vana litostratigraficka jednotka 
liasoveho veku, vystupuje na JZ 
a J svahoch pohoria Male Kar
paty, kde predstavuje charakte
risticky litologicky clen tatrickej 
jednotky pohoria Male Karpaty. 

Najväcsieho plosneho rozs i
renia dosahuju borinske vapen 
ce v oblasti obce Borinka (doli 
na Propadle) . Juznejsim sme
rom borinsky vapenec sa vysky
tuje v oblasti obce Devin (J a JZ 
svah k. Devinska Kobyla). kde 
ma mensie plosne rozsirenie . 

Zapadny svah Hainburskych 
vrchov je budovany prevazne 
tmavosiv'f'mi dolomitov'f'mi va -

Zusammenfassung 

Der Borinka-Kalk, eine rede
finierte lithostratigraphische 
Einheit liassischen Alters. tritt 
an den SW- und S-Hängen des 
Gebirges der Kleinen Karpaten 
auf, wo er ein charakteristi 
sches lithologisches Glied der 
tatrischen Einheit darstellt. 

Die größte flächenmäßige 
Verbreitung erreicht der Borin 
ka-Kalk im Raume der Ort
schaft Borinka (Propadle-Ta l). 
ln südlicher Richtung kommt 
der Borinka-Kalk im Raume der 
Ortschaft Devin (S - und SW
Hang der K. Devinska Kobyla) 
vor, wo er von geringerer flä 
chenmäßiger Ausdehnung ist. 

pencami brekciovitej struktury 
a dolomitami. Totozne horniny 
su v oblasti obce Borinka a De
vin, kde tvoria podlozie borin
skeho vapenca. 

Borinsky vapenec ( detriticky 
a organodetriticky vapenec) sa 
v Hainburskych vrchoch (prav
depodobne v dösledku er6zie) 
vyskytuje vo vyplni pukl in stred 
notriasovych dolomitovych va 
pencov brekciovitej struktury. 
Liasov'f' vek je potvrdeny vysky
tom belemnitov. V odkryve Z od 
k6ty Braunsberg, vo v'f'pln i pu 
klin tvorenej organodetritickymi 
vapencami , sa vyskytuju ulom
ky belemnitov a krinoidove 
clanky. 

Der Westhang der Hainbur
ger Berge ist überwiegend von 
dunkelgrauen dolomitischen 
Kalken von brekzienartiger 
Struktur und Dolomiten aufge
baut. Dieselben Gesteine sind 
im Gebiete der Ortschaften 
Borinka und Devin, wo sie das 
Liegende des Borinka-Kalkes 
bilden . 

Der Borinka-Kalk (ein detriti
scher und organodetritischer 
Kalk) kommt in den Hainburger 
Bergen (wahrscheinlich infolge 
der Erosion) in der Spaltenfül
lung von mitteltriassischen do
lomitischen Kalken brekzienar
tiger Struktur vor. Das lias
sische Alter is durch Vorkom
men von Belemniten bestätigt. 
Im Aufschluß W der K. Brauns
berg, in einer von organodetriti 
schen Kalken gebildeten Spal 
tenfüllung, kommen Bruchstük
ke von Belemniten und Krino
idenstielglieder vor. 

"TISOVEC LIMESTONE" -
AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROBLEMS 
OF LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION 
BETWEEN THE NORTHERN CALCAREOUS ALPS 
AND THE CENTRAL WEST CARPATHIANS 

Krystyn, L. 1
, Lein, R. 2

, Mello, J. 3
, Riede/, P. 4 & Piller, W 1 

1 Universität Wien, lnst. f Paläont. , Wien, Austria 
2 Universität Wien, lnst. f Geo/., Wien, Austria 
3 Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, Czechoslo
vakia 
4 Universität Erlangen, lnst. f. Pa/äont., Erlangen, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

1. lntroduction 

The unification of Stratigraphie nomenclature is an im
portant prerequisite for the coordination of geological 
events on an international scale. This is especially true for 
the Alps and the Carpathians. The similarities in facies and 
geodynamic development have been hidden by a mass of 
local names. Thus our joint goal must be to work out the si 
milarities and differences in stratigraphy and lithofacies of 
this large area . This is only possible using an accepted and 
convenient Stratigraphie nomenclature. One of the prere
quisites for such a venture is the detailed review of the cur
rent lithostratigraphic terminology. The following new in
vestigation of the Tisovec Limestone in its type locality is to 
be seen in this respect. This unit was set up in the central 
West Carpathians and used later in the Calcareous Alps. lt 
seems, however, that this term has been used in a different 
sense in both regions. One part of the problern is the differ
ent use of the term ,. Dachstein Limestone" in both regions . 
ln the West Carpathians this term has been used primarily 
for the Upper Norian - Rhaetian lagoonal facies of the 
Dachstein Formation . 

2. Historical outline: the installation of the term "Tisovec 
Limestone" in the Central West Carpathians 

The existence of unnamed light-grey massive Iimestones 
of Upper Triassie age in the southernmost zones of the 
Western Carpathians was known for a long period (STÜR
ZENBAUM 1879, UHLIG 1903, ZOUBEK 1932, and others ; 
compare review in ANRUSOV 1959). lt was supposed that 
parts of these Iimestones were Carnian in age, what was 
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confirmed (or ought to be confirmed) by fossils in numer
ous localities (Siovakian karst : BALOGH 1940, 1948, BA
LOGH & PANTO 1953, ANDRUSOV & KOVACIK 1955, BYS
TRICKY 1955, 1957, 1960 ; Stratenska hornatina Mts.: MA
HEL 1957 ; Muran Plateau : POUBA 1951 , KOLLAROVA-AN 
DRUSOVOVA 1959). However, localities with occurrence of 
Norian fossils were even more abundant. BYSTRICKY and 
KOLLAROVA.-ANDRUSOVOVA (in : KOLLAROVA-AN 
DRUSOVOVA 1960 : p. 106) decided to name the Carnian 
part of the grey, massive, biogenic Iimestones with scat
tered corals, bivalves, and "Grossoolithes" of the Muran 
Plateau as the Tisovec Limestone; the Norian partwas de
signated as the Furmanec Limestone. These Iimestones 
were described before by POUBA (1951) and BYSTRICKY 
(1959) . POUBA attributed them Carnian and partly Norian 
age. 

ln spite of this delimitation and definition there was no 
reliable possibility to distinguish Tisovec Limestone from 
Furmanec Limestone during geological mapping . This was 
the reason for using the term Tisovec-Furmanec Limestone 
for light-grey massive Iimestones by mapping geologists on 
the Muran Plateau (mainly by BIELY 1960 - 1965 unpubl. 
rep ., and later). Overlying bedded Iimestones were desig
nated as Dachstein Limestone. 

Later on BYSTRICKY (1965 : p. 33, 1972, 1982), BYS
TRICKY & BIELY (1966) and others used the term Tisovec 
Limestone for all bright Iimestones which resemble Wet
terstein Limestone but Carnian in age (Siovakian karst, 
Stratenska hornatina Mts., Strazovske vrchy Mts., etc .; 
compare BYSTRICKY 1985 : p. 270) . 

2.1. Problems of the "Tisovec Limestone": Iimits and dat
ing in the past 

The Separation of a Carnian part of the bright massive 
Iimestones brought forth some troubles especially in the 
past. ROTH (1939) , BALOGH (1940, 1948, 1950, 1953) , and 
HOMOLA (1951) attributed those - not very precisely de
fined - parts of these bright Iimestones to Carnian age 
which are unfossiliferous and are overlain by presumed No
rian Iimestones with Gyroporella vesiculifera GÜMBEL. 
HOMOLA (1951) even supposed a hidden disconformity be-

Fig . 1: Teetonicsketch map (according to Tollmann 1969) with the position of 
the studied area of the " Tisovec Limestone": 1) Tisovec quarry (Muran 
plateau ). 2) Kl. Waxeneck (Mürztal Region) . 
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tween the Ladinian and the upper part of the Upper Trias
sie. This presumption was based on the occurrence of an 
endostratic breccia in Gombasek quarry which he interpret
ed as "regressive sediment" . (Today we know that in Gom
basek quarry only Wetterstein reef Iimestones are present) . 

The problems of a lithostratigraphic subdivis ion of Upper 
Triassie massive Iimestones in the Stratenska hornatina 
Mts. and the separation of its Carnian part (Tisovec Lime
stone) are discussed in detail by BYSTRICKY et al. (1982) . 

The Carnian age of the Tisovec Limestone on the Muran 
Plateau, including the type local ity in the Tisovec quarry, 
was established by means of ammonites from the Tisovec 
quarry (Anatomites cf . fischeri MOJS., Megaphyllites jar
bas (MUENST.), M. jarbas jarbasides KUEHN , Placites pla
codes (MOJS.) and from Dedov vrch hill (Piacites placodes 
MOJS., Megaphyllites jarbas (MUENST.), Sirenites cf. sen
ticosus (DITTMAR)) (e .g ., KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA 
1959 : p. 92, 1960, 1961 , 1962, 1967, BYSTRICKY & BIELY 
1966, BYSTRICKY 1973, KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA & 
BYSTRICKY 1974). 

However, the ammonite community from these two lo
calities - originally cons idered as being Julian in age -
became "younger" step by step : 
- Upper Julian : Ellipticus-zone (BYSTRICKY & BIELY 1966: 

p. 42) . 
- Tuvalian (BYSTRICKY 1973: p. 72) . 
- Middle Tuv.alian : Subbulatus-zone (KOLLAROVA-AN -

DRUSOVOVA & BYSTRICKY 1974: p. 132) . 
- Uppermost Tuvalian (KRYSTYN 1983: p. 262, BYSTRICKY 

1986: p. 313) . KRYSTYN ( 1974: p. 50) expressed some 
doubts about the Stratigraphie position of the ammonite 
fauna from the Tisovec quarry. He took the occurrence of 
Placites for the base of the Norian stage . Later (KRYS
TYN 1983 : p. 262) he reported Placites placodes from the 
"Uppermost Tuvalian" . This view was accepted by BYS
TRICKY (1986 : p. 313) . He additionally has taken this lo
cality as upper boundary of the taxon range zone of An
drusoporella duplicata (op. cit .: p. 312) . Nevertheless, A. 
duplicata occurs very frequently in the Tisovec as weil as 
the Furmanec Limestone (Tuvalian - Alaunian , sensu 
BYSTRICKY loc . cit .) of the Muran Plateau . lt also occurs 
in the Tisovec quarry (BYSTRICKY 1986: fig . 3) . 
Among conodonts only Norian forms were reported from 
the Muran Plateau (MOCK 1971). 

3. "Tisovec Limestone" in the Northern Calcareous Alps 

LEIN (1972 : p. 30-32) was the first to use the term "Tiso
vec Limestone" in the Northern Calcareous Alps for Garni
an dasycladacean Iimestones followed by TOLLMANN 
(1972 : p. 195) . Before, these Iimestones had been included 
within the Dachstein Formation . The detailed description in 
the standard work "Analyse des klassischen Mesozoikums" 
(TOLLMANN 1976: p. 166 - 169) led to the factual establish 
ment of the term Tisovec Limestone in the Northern Cal 
careous Alps. 

The main occurrence of Upper Carnian dasycladacean 
Iimestones named Tisovec Limestone is concentrated to 
the southeastern part of the Northern Calcareous Alps 
within the Mürzalpen region (Styria, Fig . 1 ). Further occur
rences have been reported from Carinthia in the area of the 
Krappfeld and the Mountains of St. Paul (GRUBER et al. 
1980) . The Triassie sequence of the Carinthian localities be
longs to the tectonic unit of the Upper-Austroalpine Gurktal 
Nappe. 

The North-Aipine Tisovec Limestone exhibits its charac
teristic development in the Mürzalpen Nappe where it is 
very weil exposed in the Waxeneck Plateau (NE of 
Mürzsteg, Styria) . Because these Iimestones represent 
shallow water facies, stratigraphically important fossils, 
such as ammonites and conodonts, which would be neces
sary for exact dating, are not present. Therefore, according 
to VEGH -NEUBRANDT et al. (1986) only a general Carnian 
age can be assigned to these beds by the occurrence of the 
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megalodontid bivalve Cornucardia hornigii (BITINER) de
scribed by LEIN & ZAPFE (1971) and ZAPFE {1972) . This is 
also true for the mass occurrence of the calcareous alga 
Poikiloporella duplicata (PIA) \ which is mentioned as Ca r
nian guide by OTI (1972) and BYSTRICKY (1986) . 

A stratigraphically clearly defined upper boundary of the 
"Tisovec Limestone" in the Mürztal Alps is given by the 
overlying Hallstatt Limestone containing Lower Norian con 
odonts. More difficult is the Stratigraphie fixation of the 
lower boundary. ln this case only Iithoiogie comparisons in 
term of sequence stratigraphy can be made. The data col 
lected up till now from the platform-basin transition zones 
of the south of the Northern Calcareous Alps suggest that 
the installation of the new carbonate platform above the 
terrigenic interval of the Raibl Beds s. I. occurs at the Jul i
an/Tuvalian boundary. 

The exact Stratigraphie position of the "Tisovec Lime
stone" in Carinthia is not fully explained , due to consider
able tectonic complications . Here time equivalent reef- and 
fore-reef Iimestones occur next to lagoonal dasycladacean 
Iimestones with Poikiloporella duplicata {PIA) (GRUBER et 
al. 1980, DULLO & LEIN 1982) . Following the data , the con
odont bearing fore-reef sediments of Lower Carnian age 
can , at least partially, be assigned to the Wetterstein Lime
stone . Another till now not weil dated part of these Iime
stones may be Upper Carnian in age. ln conclusion it must 
be stated that those rocks of the Northern Calcareous Alps 
designated as "Tisovec Limestone" are clearly of Carnian 
age. Th is is in cantrast to the now proven Lower to Middle 
Norian age range of the type locality in Tisovec (see chap
ter 4.2.). lt is thus necessary to establish a new formation 
name for the Upper Carnian dasycladacean Iimestones of 
the Upper-Austroalpine, which obviously differ from the 
type locality of the Tisovec Limestone in age as weil as in 
facies . The name Waxeneck Limestone is proposed 
for the above mentioned lightly colored Carnian shallow 
water carbonates with calcareous algae and frame-building 
organisms in the area of the Waxeneck-Schönhaltereck
Piateau (Schwarzkogel , Jausenstein , Donnerswand, Kl. 
Waxeneck ; LEIN & ZAPFE 1971 : Fig . 2) . The profile in the 
region of the Kl. Waxeneck (Fig . 2) is designated as type lo
cality because of its completeness and good exposure . The 
Waxeneck Limestone at the type locality is lithostratigra 
phically clearly separated from the underlying terrigenaus 
influenced limestones/marls of the Leckkogel Beds, as weil 
as from the micritic Hallstatt Limestones above. 

A lithostratigraphic separation may be difficult in the 
case of a "continuous" shallow water carbonate develop
ment from the Ladinian up to the Norian . However, when 
the lithostratigraphic marker ("Lunz event" ) is missing the 
boundary to the underlying Wetterstein Limestone is often 
marked by an emersion horizon (e .g ., profile Bärenlochgra 
ben, E Schönhaltereck; LEIN 1972: Fig . 6). The boundary to 
the overlying Dachstein Limestone exhib its commonly a fa
cial change . 

At the type locality, the light coloured, thick bedded 
Waxeneck Limestone consists mainly of weil washed da
sycladacean grainstones. The bio- and intraclasts often 
show oncolithic incrustation. lnterbedded are scattered 
layers of ooliths and beds with megalodontid bivalves. Very 
rare are coral fragments . The lithological affinities of this 
facies to some parts of the Wetterstein Limestone are evi 
dent. 

ln the upper part of the type locality sedimentation was 
more quiet, because instead of the coarse biosparites of 
the lower part biopelsparites and -micrites containing co
quinas of thinly shelled bivalves {filaments) dominate. 

The following microfacies types could be identified in the 
type locality of the Waxeneck Limestone : 
a) Algal-foraminiferal Detritus Facies (partly with clasts of 
frame-building organ isms) , 
b) Oncoid Facies (with up to 5 cm large Girvanella-on
coids), 
c) Grapestone Facies 
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Fig . 2: Type section of the Waxeneck Limestone . The range of lithology of 
the Iimestone in its type locality is clearly seen . The rocks occurring below 
and above show clear differences in their facies . 

d) Grapestone Facies with fixed sediment (representing 
a bindstone, probably built by subtidal microbial mats). 

Following this microfacial spectrum the depositional en 
vironment of the Waxeneck Limestone can be reconstruct 
ed as open platform with a bathymetric range from domi 
nating shallow subtidal to depths of a maximum of a few 
tens of metres. 

The macrofauna of the Waxeneck Limestone consists on 
the one hand of frame-building organisms dominated by 
calcisponges (not yet investigated) , on the other hand of 
megalodontid bivalves (Cornucardia hornigii (BITINER) , 
Megaloduscf . triqueter(WULF.)) and gastropods (Omphal
optychia cf. rosthorni (HOERNES) , Purpuroidea aff. excel
sior (KOKEN)) . 
The dasycladacean flora contains Poikiloporella duplicata 
(PIA), Teutloporella herculea (STOPP.), and C/ypeina besici 
{PANTIC). 
ln the type section (Fig . 2) the following foraminifera were 
identified : 
Glomospirella sp. 
"Pi/amine/la " falsofriedli SALAJ, BORZA & SAMUEL 
Agathammina austroalpina TOLLMANN & KRISTAN-TOLL-

MANN 
Agathammina cf. iranica ZANINETII , BRÖNNIMANN, 80-

ZORGNIA & HUBER 
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Reophax sp. 
Spiroplectammina sp. 
Trochammina sp. 
Endothyra sp . 
various Duostominidae gen. et spec. indet. 
Ophthalmidium sp. 
Ouinqueloculina sp. 
"Sigmoilina " sp . 
Aulotortus friedli (KRISTAN-TOLLMANN) 
Aulotortus sinuosus (WEYNSCHENK) 
Aulotortus tumidus (KRISTAN-TOLLMANN) 
various Lagenina (Nodosaria, Frondicularia, Lenticulina) 

4. New investigation of the type locality of the Tisovec 
Limestone and its surroundings 

The summary concerning stratigraphy and tectonics of 
the surroundings of Tisovec is given by the map of the Mur
an plateau of KLINEC (1976). The data base of the Triassie 
part of this map largely originated from the work of BYS
TRICKY. ln this map the Tisovec and the Furmanec Lime
stones are combined in one signature. This is due to the 
fact that up till now a differentiation of these formations 
was not possible. 

Compiling data from the surroundings (BYSTRICKY 1959, 
KLINEC 1976), it seems that a thinly developed terrigenaus 
Carnian sequence is present in the Muran region (e.g ., in 
Tisovec, at the northeastern flanks of Hradova ; in the re 
gion of Ciganka; south of Cervena Skala), but mostly tec
tonically suppressed. The presence of such a terrigenaus 
Lower Carnian horizon can also be assumed by facial anal
ogies with the Northern Calcareous Alps (northern Juvavi 
cum : Dachstein region; southern rim of Tirolicum: Ten
nengebirge). ln these regions the thickness of the terrige
naus Carnian interval ranges between 20 and 150 metres. 

The tectonically disturbed position of the base of the Up
per Triassie carbonate rocks at the type locality is also sug 
gested by the map of KLINEC (1976) . Here the Tisovec 
Limestone is in anomalous contact with the Wetterstein 
Limestone in a northwestern as weil as southeastern direc
tion. The character of the tectonics responsible for this 
complication is not sufficiently shown in the existing maps. 
Further detailed Stratigraphie investigations are thus neces
sary within the area . 

4.1. lndications for the tectonic situation in the quarry 

The tectonic complications of the quarry, as weil as the 
short time studying and sampling the outcrop, determine 
the preliminary character of the following contribution . 
A continuation of these investigations is clearly necessary. 
Additionally, these studies have to be expanded in order to 
refine our knowledge of the composition and structure of 
the Muran Plateau. Only by using this knowledge can the 
considerable but until now underestimated tectonic defor
mation of this reg ion be elucidated. Within the framework 
of our limited studies, only age and facies of selected parts 
of the quarry were investigated : 
1) the southwest corner of the quarry on the lowermost 

platform (samples A 1350 - A 1353 and 14A 100-101), 
2) the middle part of the quarry on the main platform (sam

ples A 943- A 945 ; 14A 1- 7). 
3) the eastern part of the quarry between the main platform 

and the two overlying floors (samples A 1355, A 1362; 
14A 102- 103). 
ln spite of the wide-spaced sampling the quarry could be 

subdivided into three parts of different age and/or into four 
different facies units (Fig. 4), which are separated from one 
another through faults or large exploratory gaps. 

ln 1960, when the term "Tisovec Limestone" was esta
blished, the outcrop Situation in the quarry was quite differ
ent from today. Recently, at the western outermost margin 
we found a thin (5 m), indistinctly bedded - up to now un
described - sequence of crinoidal limestones. By its cono-
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dont fauna (sample A 1353) with Gondole/la polygnathifor
mis BUD. & STEF. and G. nodosa (HAYASHI) this sequence 
has tobe placed into the Upper Carnian (Tuval 3) . ln 1960 
th is Iimestone was not exposed in the quarry (see Fig . 4) . 

This sequence is separated by a fault from the massive 
carbonate rocks - Lower to Middle Norian in age - of the 
main part of the quarry. Outside the quarry bright algal 
Iimestones are connected to this fault, which should be 
classified with the Wetterstein formation following the map 
of KLINEC (1976) . The exact direction of this fault, which 
separates the marginal Wetterstein Limestone from the 
Carnian crinoidal limestone, is not fully understood up till 
now. On the other side of this fault , in the central area of 
the quarry, red colared carbonate rocks are exposed, which 
seem massive but are strongly fractured . The red color 
partly originates from the faults. 

An additional very steep large fault crosses the quarry. 
This fault recognizable for the main part of the quarry 
causes the immediate contact of the rocks differing in fa 
cies and age (Fig. 4) . 

The Norian carbonate rocks in the quarry can be roughly 
subdivided into three clearly separated facies units : 
1) On the lowermost platform, grainstones with abundant 

frame-building organisms are present. These are irregu
larly intercalated with strongly bioturbated, skeletal rich, 
partly colored wackestones, which represent slope de
posits (samples A 1350 - A 1352). Basing on their cono
dont fauna they are Middle Norian in age. 

2) Above, in the western part of the main platform of the 
quarry, follow bioclastic grainstones to rudstones with 
associations of frame-building organisms of typical Nori
an character (samples A 943 - A 945; 14A 1- 7). The 
rocks of the slope facies grade into grainstones, and 
breccias of the fore-reef facies (sample 14A 100- 101). 

3) The rocks east of the main fault of the quarry are made 
up by peloidal grainstones. lnserted are isolated small 
patches of a Norian reef-fauna showing somewhat of 
a Carnian character (14A 103). ln spite of some foraminif
ers, which seem to reflect a lagoonal environment, the 
occurrence of a - Lower Norian - conodont fauna point 
to a slope position. 
lnterpreting the different facies units in terms of a Stra 

tigraphie sequence is very difficult, because the bedding 
relationships are widely unclear. A clarification is needed, 
for example, whether the mega-bedding in the eastern part 
of the quarry at the uppermost platform and the similarly 
dipping parallel "fractures" at the main platform, dipping in 
a SE direction (150/30 - 45), represent a sedimentary bed
ding. Our first attempts to explain the bedding relation 
ships with the help of geopetal structures were not suc
cessful. To answer these questions work will be continued 
on oriented samples. 

4.2. Age and fauna of the Tisovec quarry 

At present accurate dating of marine Triassie rocks is 
possible by using either ammonoids or conodonts. 8oth 
groups, though normally rare in shallow water deposits, are 
represented in Tisovec. Ammonites are well-known since 
the early sixties (KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA 1959, 1960, 
1962) ; conodonts, previously undescribed from the quarry, 
have recently been found by us. The fitting of the ammo
noid and conodont ages should guarantee a well-esta 
blished and precise dating of the rocks under study. 

Ammonites 

KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA (1962) described ammon
ites from two localities at Tisovec. ln the quarry itself she 
found Anatomites cf. fischeri MOJSISOVICS and Mega
phyllites jarbas jarbasides KUEHN . Several specimens of 
Placites placodes MOJSISOVICS originate from above the 
quarry (op. cit .: p. 78). Concerning the last local ity, how
ever, there is some incertainty about its exact position, as 
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Fig. 3: View of the Tisovec quarry seen from the northeastern slope of 
Hradova hill with indication of the sample sites. 
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Fig. 4: Stratigraphy and preliminary facies distribution of the Tisovec quarry. 
1) peloidal grainstones with isolated patches, 2) bioclastic grainstones 
with intercalated wackestones, 3) bioclastic grain- and rudstones, 4) am
monite site, 5) border of the quarry around 1960, 6) Crinoidal Iimestone 
(Tuval) . T 
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on p. 80 the same Placites specimens are Iabeiied with "Tis
ovec quarry" . According to Mrs. ANDRUSOVOVA (pers. 
comm .) the fossils have been collected by BYSTRICKY in 
1959 and unfortunately no information is available on the 
original sampling sites. Since Triassie cephalopods are nor
mally not common in fore -reef environments, we suggest 
a single rather than two localities for all the Tisovec am
monites and locate them with some uncertainty to the top 
of the quarry in its 1960 outline (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless, 
the opposite may also be possible in that the ammonites 
have been found in the lower part of the quarry near our 
samples A 1350 and A 1351 containing Middle Norian cono
donts. 

Because of the partly unsatisfying reproduction quality of 
the figures in KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA (1962), a di
rect examination of the topotypes stored in the Slovakian 
Academy at Bratislava was inavoidable. This study led to 
serious changes in nomenclature which may be seen from 
different aspects. Taxonomie revision of Tethyan Upper Tri
assie ammonites is still at its beginning with only few new 
investigations (TATZREITER 1981, KRYSTYN 1982). Modern 
Stratigraphie classification of the Upper Triassie started 
with TOZER (1965, 1967) for North America and was fol 
lowed later in Europe (KRYSTYN 1973, 1980). KOLLAROVA
ANDRUSOVOVA published her paper long before basing 
her conclusions on the 80 years old monograph of MOJSI
SOVICS. This, however, includes a Stratigraphie standard 
with extraordinary long or often missing ranges of most of 
the ammonite species . Thus relying on MOJSISOVICS 
(1873-1902), KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA had no 
chance of avoiding the incorrect (Lower) Carnian age as
signment to her Tisovec fauna. Another serious problern 
has to be seen in the relatively bad state of preservation of 
the material as weil as in the small amount of specimens 
both making specific determinations rather difficult. 

The lateral as weil as the frontal or ventral outline draw
ings on Fig . 5 are based on the photographic figures of PI. 
4 and 5 in KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA (1962) . They are 
refigured here for demonstrating features which are inter-

Fig. 5: Lateral and frontal outline drawings of 1) Halorites sp. ind ., 2) Mega
phyllites insectus, 3 + 4) Placites myophorus; all from Tisovec. 

1 

preted as species-diagnostic. Those are, for example, the 
umbilical egression with the Halorites or the umbilicus size 
and the cross-section with the Megaphyllites and the Pla 
cites species. 

KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSO
VOVA 1962 

Anatomites cf. fischeri 
(MOJS.) 
Megaphyllites jarbas jarba
sides KUEHN 
Placites placodes MOJS. 

Placites sp. 

this paper 

Halorites sp. indet. 

Megaphyllites insectus 
(MOJS). 
Placites myophorus 
(MOJS.) 
Placites myophorus 
(MOJS.) 

Halorites sp. indet. (Fig. 5-1) is identical with the speci
men figured by KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA (1962: PI. 4, 
Fig . 9). The specimen is relatively badly preserved. lt shows 
the sculpture sporadically and on one side only the umbili
cus. The latter is closed till the beginning of the last half 
whorl but suddenly egresses afterwards (Fig . 5-1 b) . This 
adult feature is most diagnostic for haloritins and some 
tropidids but has never been found with juvavitins s. str . 
Tropidids can be ruled out by the Iack of a ventral keel as 
may be seen from Fig . 5- 1. ln cross-section the last whorl 
is compressed oval with gently curved flanks and a broadly 
rounded venter, the greatest whorl width close to the um
bilicus. As far as the sculpture is preserved it consists of 
numerous relatively delicate multiple branching ribs which 
cross the venter without interruption. A constriction was 
mentioned and also figured on PI. 5, Fig . 9 by KOLLAROVA
ANDRUSOVOVA (1962). Since it is weekly developed and 
moreover restricted to a very small area at one flank only, it 
may weil be the result of diagenetic overprint. 

With respect to the adult umbilical egression in combina
tion with the missing keel, the specimen can be closely 
compared with the Middle Norian genera Halorites MOJSI -

2 

3cm 

3 4 
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Fig. 6: Camparisan of the lithostratigraphic nomenclature between the 
Dachstein region and the Muran plateau . Note the different extent of the 
use of the term Dachstein Formation within these two areas. The termino
logical range of the Dachstein Formation is restricted to the lagoonal fao 
cies in the type region of the Tisovec/Furmanec Limestone. 

SOVICS, 1892, and Episculites SPATH, 1951. The last genus 
has a clearly different final whorl section of reetangular 
shape through subparallel and less convex flanks and a rel
atively flat venter. Halorites according to TATZREITER 
(1981) is stratigraphically restricted to the Upper Middle 
Norian Halorites macer zone and is very common in this 
time interval. 

Megaphyllites insectus (MOJS.) (Fig . 5-2): Described 
originally as Megaphyllites jarbas jarbasides KUEHN by 
KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA (1962: PI. 5, Fig. 4) the 
specimen in question can be clearly attributed to the above 
cited species by its subcircular whorl section with well 
rounded flanks (Fig . 5-2b). Megaphyllites insectus starts 
in the Upper Middle Norian and ranges weil to the top of 
the Triassic. A Rhaetian representative of the species has 
been described by POMPECKY (1892) as "Megaphyllites 
Joannis Böhmin. sp.". 

Placites myophorus (MOJS.) (Fig. 5-3, 4) : The specimen 
in Fig . 5-3 is identical with KOLLAROVA-ANDRUSOVO
VA's Placites placodes MOJS. of PI. 4, Fig . 8, specimen Fig . 
5-4 with her Placites sp. of PI. 5, Fig . 2. Both are marked 
by a closed umbilicus and by thin whorls. There are two 
species with a similarly slender whorl section in question: 
Placites myophorus to which the specimens belong in our 
view and Placites placodes which differs by having an open 
umbilicus (see MOJSISOVICS 1873). 

According to unpublished data from the Hallstatt facies 
of Timor and the Alps Placites myophorus ranges from 
Middle Norian to Lower Rhaetian . 
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Conodonts 

Altogether six samples have been collected in the quarry. 
Four close to the western corner (A 1350 to A 1353) and two 
(A 1361, A 1362) above the main platform in the eastern 
part of the quarry (Fig . 3) 0 Between two and three kilograms 
have been dissolved per sample, resulting in, if productive, 
rich and time-diagnostic faunas (see below) . 

Sampies A 1352, a peloidal mudstone and A 1362, a bioc
lastic grainstone, were barren . Sampie A 1353 taken at the 
quarry's western border represents a crinoidal Iimestone of 
Carnian age. This differs in lithology as weil as microfacies 
from the Tisovec Limestone and is therefore treated in 
chapter 4.1. The remaining three samples indicate a Stratig
raphie two-fold division of the rocks of the Tisovec quarry 
as discussed below. 
A 1350: wackestone with echinoderms, filaments (halob

iids?) and foraminifers 
Gondole/la steinbergensis (MOSHER) 52 x 
Epigondolella postera (KOZUR & MOSTLER) 42 x 
ramiform elements 15 x 
A 1351: wackestone with echinoderms 
Gondole/la steinbergensis (MOSHER) 5 x 
Epigondolella postera (KOZUR & MOSTLER) 32 x 
ramiform elements 8 x 
The Epigondolella specimens are identical within the two 

samples and are morphologically close to the "Epigondolel
la postera population" of ORCHARD (1983 : p. 186, Fig. 11). 
Typologically they also include "Giadigondolella abneptis " 
sensu HUCKRIEDE (1958) and Metapolygnathus zapfei sen
su KOZUR (1973). 

Compared with Epigondolella populations from Timor 
they are restricted to the Middle and basal Upper Middle 
Norian (Alaun 2 to Alaun 3/1 ). 
A 1361 : wackestone to packstone 

Gondole/la navicula (HUCKRIEDE) 4 x 
Epigondolella "triangularis"(BUDUROV) 2 x 
ramiform elements 15 x 
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Epigondolella "triangularis" is used here in a very infor
mal way for Epigondolella populations with an asymmetri 
cally expanding posterior platform similar to the "Epigond
olella abneptis subsp. B population " of ORCHARD (1983 : p. 
182) . A Middle Lower Norian age (Lac 2) is estimated by 
comparison with ammonoid bearing sequences in the Alps 
(Feuerkogel) and Timor. The Lower Norian age of the sam 
ple is further supported by Gondole/la navicula. 

Conodont biofacies 

Gondole/la and Epigondolella dominated Triassie s·am 
ples clearly reflect basinal facies influence (CARR et al. 
1984, CAREY 1984). lf they arenot reworked (and there are 
no signs of reworking within the studied samples) they pro
vide a valuable tool for characterizing the sedimentary en
vironment. The conodont bearing rocks of Tisovec are of ty
pical basinal character including lower slope deposits or 
the deeper part of a carbonate ramp (sensu READ 1982) . 
The rich representation of platform conodonts excludes 
high-energetic shallow water environments like the plat
form rim (reef) or the upper slope . 

Remarks on the reef-building and dwelling fauna 

Most of the macrofauna of the Tisovec quarry is not de
terminable. The organisms, most probably inozoans and 
spongiomorphids, have been dissolved. ln a following 
stage the molds have been coated by several generations 
of yellow palisade cements. Remaining cavities have been 
closed in a later stage by white sparry calcite. Due to this 
kind of preservation of most reef builders it is difficult to 
decide which have been the important members of the 
constructor guild . 

Compared with the Dachstein Limestone of the Northern 
Calcareous Alps (FLÜGEL 1981) the fauna and flora of the 
Iimestones of the Tisovec quarry shows a lower diversity. 
Common elements of the reef facies of the Dachstein 
Limestone like corals, tabulozoans, hydrozoans, red algae, 
and many of the secondary reef builders (e.g., Follicatena 
irregularis SENOWBARI -DARYAN & SCHÄFER) were not 
observed. 

The typical Dachstein reef foraminifers, like Galeanel/a, 
are present. Spiriamphorellids, comparable to those de
scribed from the Norian Hohe Wand near Vienna (SADATI 
1981) and the Norian reefs of Sicily (SENOWBARI-DARY
AN 1982), occur in the Tisovec quarry as weil. Thesetaxa 
are not identical with those of the Carnian! 

4.3. Facies of the Tisovec quarry 

Depending on the small number of thin sections the 
Iimestones in the quarry can be class ified into two main fa
cies types, a slope facies and a reef facies s. I. 

Slope facies 

The slope facies is reflected by mudstones and wackes
tones, containing very fine grained shell debris and mud in
traclasts. Only a few filaments and tiny clasts of echino
derms occur. Besides that crinoidal grain- to packstones 
were observed . The sediment of the latter consists of pe
loids, echinoderm clasts, lithoclasts, fine grained shell de
bris, and thin shells of bivalves. Sometimes fecal pellets 
(0 1 mm) occur. Nodosariid and textulariid foraminifers , 
ostracods, and gastropod shells are rare . The echinoderm 
clasts (0 0.5 mm) have micritic envelopes and many of the 
bivalve shells show thin algal crusts. Sometimes graded 
bedding can be observed within this normally massive 
limestones. 

Reef facies s. I. 

By far most of the samples have to be placed into this 
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group which consists of various microfacies types . Most 
common are peloidal grainstones and rudstones, but also 
bafflestones are frequently found . Reet building organisms 
in situ are very seldom, only in some places small patches 
(0 0.5 m) of reef organisms in growth position were ob
served . Sometimes large clasts of reef builders (up to 
several cm) occur. Peloidal sediment and fine grained shell 
debris are found in between the reef building organisms. ln 
some places clasts of dasycladaceans are common co-oc
curring with broken reef builders and unbroken encrusters . 

Main reef building organisms are inozoans and probably 
spongiomorph ids whereas corals , hydrozoans, and sphinc
tozoans are very rare . The reef builders are encrusted by 
spongiostromata . Only in some cases tabulo~oans and for
aminifers (?Aipinophragmium perforaturn FLUGEL) encrust 
other organisms. An important and frequent secondary reef 
builder is Radiomura cautica SENOWBARI-DARYAN & 
SCHÄFER. 

Characteristic elements of the dweller guild are forami
nifers, especially miliolids ( Ophthalmidium sp. , Spiriam
phorel/a sp., Galeanella sp.) and textulariids (Kaeveria flue 
geli (ZANINETTI, ALTINER, DAGER & DUCRET) and Palae
olituonella majzoni BERCI- MAKK), ostr<!_cods, and micro
problematica (Microtubus communis FLUGEL, Baccanella 
f!oriformis PANTIC, Muranella sphaerica BORZA) . Echino
derm clasts, sea-urchin spines, and mollusk shells are rare. 

Some peloidal grainstones and packstones contain a for
amin iferal fauna with Glomospira sp., Duostamina sp., and 
Aulotortus sp.; other components are fine grained shell de
bris, mollusks shells, and rare echinoderm fragments . Mic
ritic coatings are infrequently found . 

These microfacial data suggest an interpretation of the 
depositional environment of the Iimestones of the Tisovec 
quarry as follows : ln the upper part of a slope or carbonate 
ramp in shallow, agitated water patches of reef building or
ganisms formed small buildups. The inter-reef or - per
haps - back-reef deposits are created by destructive pro
cesses causing coarse to fine clastic sediments with re
worked reef builders. ln a more downslope position the 
sediments are dominantly fine grained, poor in fossils, and 
partly show an influence by shallow water material , trans
ported down by gravity transport mechanisms. 

5. Tisovec Limestone as part of Dachstein Formation 

From the very beginning (SIMONY 1847) the term "Dach 
stein Limestone" has always been understood in its com
plete facial differentiation in ~he Iiterature concerning the 
Eastern Alps (ZAPFE 1959, FLUGEL 1963, SCHLAGER 1967, 
ZANKL 1969, TOLLMANN 1976). ln the surroundings of the 
type locality of the Dachstein Formation at the Gosaukamm 
reef complex, these facies units are arranged in more or 
less distinct zones representing, roughly speaking, fore
reef, reef, back reef, and lagoonal deposits (Fig . 7). Neither 
in lateral nor in vertical direction do these zones remain 
constant during the Norian-Rhaetian. The development of 
these facies also changes through time. 

The facies migrations are best observable at the platform 
margins because of the narrower zones (fore-reef, reef, 
backreef). lntercalated into these marginal types of Dach
stein Limestone are beds of colored wackestones to mud
stones (SCHAUER 1983) . The occurrence of these fine 
grained Iimestones also expresses the facies migration . 
They areweil dated by pelagic faunal elements (conodonts, 
halobiid bivalves) reflecting the adjacent basinal Sedimen
tation. Changes not only in the position but also in the de
velopment of the facies units are recognizable, for exam
ple, in the western part of the Dachstein plateau. Here the 
reef facies of the lower part of the sequence is overlain by 
bedded Dachstein Limestone in "Lofer facies " . Additionally 
differences occur in the reef types itself as weil as in the 
back reef sediments (Fig . 6) . 

This use of the term Dachstein Limestone in the Eastern 
Alps has been totally ignored during the last three decades 
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in the Western Carpathians. ln this area only the bedded 
limestones, expressing lagoonal depositions by the occur
rence of "Lofer cycles", were named "Dachstein Lime
stone". This followed an overinterpretation of UHLIG's 
( 1903) remarks. For other facial variations new terms like 
Tisovec and Furmanec Limestone were introduced (KOL
LAROVA-ANDRUSOVOVA 1960, 1961). The introduction of 
these new terms was encouraged by the supposed Carnian 
age of the Tisovec Limestone being in cantrast to the Nori 
an-Rhaetian age of the Dachstein Formation. Following the 
new stratigraphic range (chapter 4.2) and the facial data 
(chapter 4.3) it has to be stated that the Tisovec Limestone 
in its type locality fully corresponds with the Dachstein 
Limestone of the Eastern Alps . Thus the Tisovec Limestone 
has to be renamed into Dachstein Limestone. However, fu
ture discussions will show the necessity to divide the Dach
stein Formation into individual members based on the dif
ferent facial variations. 

Fig . 7: Upper Triassie facies distribution in the western Dachsteinregion (ac
cording to MANDL 1984: fig. 2) . Note, that the original use of the term 
"Dachstein Formation" in its type region includes the forereef , reef and 
back reef development. 
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' There are some new indications that this taxen has a Iongerrange and 
may weil reach the (?Middle) Norian. 

Abstrakt 

Nove vyskumy v tisovskom 
lome. teda na typovej lokalite 
rovnomennych tisovskych va
pencov, povazovanych za karn 
ske, priniesli prekvapujuci po
znatok o ich spodno- a stredno
norickom veku . Dostatocne to 
preukazuje fauna konodontov 
a amonitov. 

Z litologickeho hl'adiska je 
mozne V lome odkryte vapence 
zaradi.f do dvoch hlavnych faci 
alnych z6n: k svahovej facii 
a k rifovemu VyYOjU V sirsom 
zmysle . 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Bearbeitung des Stein
bruches in Tisovec, der Typus
lokalität des gleichnamigen, für 
karnisch gehaltenen Kalkes, er
brachte das überraschende Er
gebnis eines norischen Alters. 
Dieses ist durch Conodonten 
und Ammoniten hinreichend 
abgesichert. 

ln lithologischer Hinsicht 
können die im Steinbruch auf
geschlossenen Gesteine zwei 
Hauptfaziesbereichen zugeord
net werden : einer Slope-Fazies 
und einer Riffentwicklung im 
weitesten Sinne. 

Z litologickeho ako aj strati 
grafickeho hl'adiska v tisov
skom lome odkryte masivne no
ricke vapence zodpovedaju vy
chodoalpskemu dachsteinske
mu vapencu a V dösledku toho 
by sa tak mali aj nazyvaf 
(obr. 6). Oznacenie .. tisovsky" 
vapenec by sa teda na oznaco
vanie takychto vapencov nema
lo pouzivaf. 

Z toho dövodu je na oznace
nie skutocnych vrchnokarn
skych riasovych vapencov, kto
re boli dosial' V Iiterature tykaju
cej sa vapencovych Alp ozna
covane ako .. tisovske" , potreb
ne zaviesf nove pomenovanie . 
Navrhuje sa pre ne pomenova
nie waxenecke vapence (Wa
xeneck-Kalk) (typovy profil Klei
nes Waxeneck, mürzalpsky pri 
krov. obr. 2). 

COMPARATIVE STUDY 

ln lithologischer wie auch in 
stratigraphischer Hinsicht ent
sprechen die im Steinbruch Ti 
sovec aufgeschlossenen massi
gen norischen Kalke vollkom
men dem ostalpinen Dach
steinkalk und sind folglich auch 
so zu benennen (Abb. 6). Die 
Bezeichnung .. Tisovec-Kalk" ist 
dagegen einzuziehen. 

Aus diesem Grund war eine 
Neubenennung jener echten 
oberkarnischen Algenkalke nö
tig , die bisher in der Literatur 
über die Kalkalpen unter der 
Bezeichnung .. Tisovec-Kalk" 
geführt wurden. Für sie wird die 
Bezeichnung Waxeneck-Kalk 
(Typusprofil Kleines Waxeneck, 
Mürzalpendecke. Abb.2) vorge
schlagen. 
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lntroduction 

Most of the fieldwork on whieh this paper is based was 
earried out in the frame of the respeetive Austrian and Slo
vak regional mapping programmes. Field mapping is still in 
progress and detailed paleontologieal work will be a future 
task. The ealeisponges eolleeted so far in the Austrian 
working area (leg. LOBITZER) at present are under study by 
eolleagues from Erlangen University. The eomparatively 
searee and often poorly preserved eoral faunawill be evalu
ated by Mrs. Doe. E. Roniewiez, Warsaw. Therefore, in or
der not to eonfuse the Iiterature by inadequate fossil deter
minations, we do not refer to our preliminary determina
tions in the frame of this paper. 

We also have to state that all the poor English in this pa
per is in the responsibility of the Austrian/Siovak authors, 
Sal Mazzullo did not forget his mother language! 

For the sake of brevity, in the remainder of this paper we 
often refer to the Anisian to Cordevolian sequenee as "Mid
dle Triassie". ln the study area, Middle Triassie roeks in
clude diverse Iithoiogie types, eaeh with a distinet faunal 
assemblage. 

Wetterstein carbonate platforms of the easternmost 
Northern Calcareous Alps 

Published data on the facies distribution in the Wetter
stein Limestone of the easternmost Northern Caleareous 
Alps are searee and the only doeumentation so far is the 
unpublished map in the PhD-Thesis by LOBITZER (1971 ), 
followed by several short aeeounts by LOBITZER 
(1972-1988) and MANDL (1985-1987) . ln the following 
paragraphs we shortly summarize the results of our field in-
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vestigations concerning Wetterstein Limestone in the 
Schneeberg nappe. 

Details on the biota and their communities will be 
worked out in a joint effort with colleagues from Erlangen 
University (particularly the calcisponges) in cooperation 
with experts from various other institutions. 

The Schneeberg nappe as part of the Higher Alpine 
Nappe System provides excellent exposures both on larger 
karst plateaus (Rax and Schneeberg) and in scattered 
smaller exposures, isolated either by tectonics or erosion, 
which stretch eastward towards the easternmost margins 
of the Northern Calcareous Alps (Figs. 2,3) . Equivalents of 
the Schneeberg nappe have been cored also in the subsur
face of the Vienna Basin (~ . g. Tattendorf drill hole with 
Wetterstein reef-facies) by OMV AG. 

The Rax Plateau provides excellent exposures of a pro
grading carbonate platform over slope sediments. ln the 
southwest an extensive platform edge reef (the Heukuppe
Predigtstuhl reef complex) interfingers in its lower parts 
towards the south with upper slope Iimestones and tow
ards the northeast with near-reef lagoonal , in part peritidal, 
limestones. The slope sediments (Plate 1, Figs . 6,8,9 ; 
Plate 2, Figs. 1 ,2,6) comprise various allodapic Iimestones 
and variegated micrites, often with pronounced deeper wa
ter biota , including ammonites, conodonts, .. filaments" and 
radiolarians. The ., reef-belt" clearly stretches from the up-

permost slope to a considerable distance into the platform . 
ln the field the intensive cementation by radiaxial fibrous 
calcite , often of grossolithic character, is most conspicu 
ous. Larger biota are rather scarce and maximum in the de
cimeter size range. A variety of calcisponges (inozoans and 
sphinctozoans) , Tubiphytes and more scarcely corals pre
dominante. Brachiopods are the most important reef
dwellers . Small Jenses of pinkish micritic Iimestone of Hall
statt-type, occasionally with .,zebra" -neptunian dykes or 
stromatactis -shaped fabrics occur within the reef. They 
clearly show deeper-water biota (Piate 2, Figs. 3,4,5) and al
so contain stratigraphically valuable conodonts and foram 
inifera (LOBITZER 1986, LOBITZER et al. 1988). Towards the 
north , or northeast, the reef belt interfingers either with 
grainstones .or with birdseye limestones, both of them con 
tain the characteristic dasycladacean alga Teutloporella 
herculea and very often abundant solenoporaceans and/or 
porostromate algae. ln a transitional zone .,mixed" biota, 
such as Teutloporella, solenoporaceans/porostromate al 
gae and sphinctozoans and/or corals may occur together. 
Patchy dolomitization affects as weil the reef and also the 
lagoonal sediments. 

Fig. 1. Situation map of studied exposures 

Localities Examined 

1 Vajarska, Mt. Krslenica 

2 Baske Plateau 

5 Nordkette Range (Mt. Hafelekar) 

6 Rax Plateau 
3 Plesivec Plateau (Siovak Karst) 
4 Silica Karst Plateau 

7 Schneeberg Plateau 

200 km 
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C f( E N 
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Z 0 N E 

10 km 

Location map of Wetterstein carbonate platforms and coeval basin deposits in the eastern 
part of the Northern Calcareous Alps, Austria. Compiled from AMPFERER & SPENGLER 1931, CORNELIUS 
1936, 1951, PLÖCH!NGER 1982, TOLLMANN 1976, WESSELY 1983, FUCHS 1984 and own mapping (MANDL 1983-
1986 unpubl.). 

Northern Calcareous Alps : 
~ Cretaceous 

mainly Triassic, local Jurassie 

Wetterstein dolomite l 
Wetterstein Iimestone Lower Carnian 

Hallstatt Iimestones to 
Reifling Formation Upper Anisian 
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~ Main nappe boundaries 
LF Lunz/Frankenfels nappe system 
R Reisalpen nappe 
U Unterberg nappe 
G Göller nappe 

HW Hohe Wand I Mürzalpen nappe 
S Schneeberg nappe 

Fig .: 
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Towards the east, respectively northeast the plateaus of 
the Schneeberg and Gahns (Fig. 3) show again a complex 
patchwork of various carbonate platform sediments which 
are very similar to the Rax plateau. The reefs interfinger in 
their lower parts with various slope sediments (MANDL 
1987, LOBITZER 1986). One gets the impression, that deep
er water steep fjord-like channels cut into the carbonate 
platforms. 

Also further towards the east (Fig. 3) Wetterstein Lime
stone in reef-facies (Schacherberg, Asandberg, Kehr) and 
lagoonal environments (Hinterberg , Dürrenberg, Talberg, 
Kienberg) are weil exposed as documented by LOBITZER 
1986; LOBITZER-PIROS 1987; MANDL 1985, 1986). 
Many excellent papers on the Wetterstein depositional sys
tem of the western Northern Calcareous Alps have been 
published , among thel!' BRANDNER-RESCH (1981), DON
OFRIO et al. (1979), FLUGEL (1982), GERMANN (1960,1971), 
HENRICH (1982), OTT (1967,1973), SARNTHEIN (1965,1967) , 
SCHNEIDER (1964), TOSCHEK (1968), and WOLFF (1973) . 

Wetterstein carbonate platforms (WCP) of the Inner 
West Carpathians (IWC) 

The WCP are the most widespread in the eastern part of 
the IWC (Fig . 6), less in the western part (Fig. 5) and rela 
t ively scarce are in the central portion of the IWC (not illus
trated) . This is due to the fact that WCP are mainly bind 
with Silicic (before "Gemeric") tectonic unit which is pre
served mainly in these two areas. ln the middle part of the 
IWC the Silicic unit is present only in small overliers, but 
encroaching of the WCP into tectonic and paleogeographic 
area of Hronic (the Choc nappe) is of interest. 

ln the western part of IWC however still remains the 
problern if WCP are really part of higher nappes of Silicic, 
or presence of WCP is due to facial change of Hronic (the 
Choc nappe) in westward direction. 

WCP of the western part of IWC (Fig. 5) 

lf we push aside occurrences of Wetterstein Iimestones 
in deep drillings of Vienna basin, the nearest outcrops of 
WCP to Northern Calcareous Alps (NCA) in IWC are in 
White Hills of Male Karpaty Mts. between Vajarska and 
Trstin (Fig . 5, Fig . 8) and in neighbouring Brezovske Karpaty 
Mts. (the Veterling, Havranica and Jablonica nappes). 

Structural correlation with NCA is rather controversial, 
because distinguished tectonic units (the Choc and higher 
nappes) are older than Gosau sediments, while in NCA tec
tonic units are upper Jurassie to Paleogene in age. 

On the other hand, there are no problems in facial and li 
thostratigraphic correlation - it is a direct continuation and 
prolongation of facial zones from NCA with analogical se
quences in the underlier and overlier. 

Further to the North rests of W,CP are preserved in Cach
ticke Karpaty Mts. and Strazovska hornatina Mts. in higher 
nappes (Nedzov and Strazov nappe) with interference to 
the Choc nappe (into Bebrava Group of M. Mahel' 1979a). 

Wetterstein carbonate platforms are here mostly of pro
grading (regressive) type - they are growing towards the 
basins over basinal sediments. These are mostly represent
ed by the Reifling , less by the Schreyeralm limestones. 
Higher up slope facies of the Raming limestones, often 
with turbidites, forereef breccias, Iimestones of reef barrier 
follow and the cycle is terminated with back-reef and la
goonal facies , often dolomit ized. 

More detailed data about individual Wetterstein carbo
nate platforms of this region may be found mainly in the 
works by M. Mahel' (1979a , 1979), J . Bystricky (1972, 1973, 
1982), J . Bystricky - M. Mahel' (1970), J . Michalik (1984), 
J . Hanacek (1976), G. Kolosvary (1958-1967), E. Jablonsky 
(1973) , M. Perzel (1966), S. Bucek (1988), P. Masaryk (in 
press) and J . Salaj et al. (1987) . 

For more detailed illustration of the Wetterstein Iime
stone facies two areas have been chosen: Baske reef com -

plex S of Omsenie in Strazovska hornatina Mts. (Fig . 7) and 
Veterlin and Havranica nappes in Male Karpaty Mts. 
(Fig. 8). 

Mt. Baske is rest of a huge reef area : back-reef and la
goonal parts of complex are scattered amidst dolomites. ln 
Veterlin nappe almost exclusively reefal Iimestones and 
fore -reef breccias (demonstrated kindly by J . Michalik) are 
represented , for Havranica nappe lagoonal Wetterstein 
Iimestones are typical (J . Bystricky 1973, S. Bucek 1988). 

Wetterstein carbonate platforms in the inner part of the 
West Carpathians, eastern Slovakia (Fig. 6). 

ln th is region Wetterstein Iimestones form widespread 
karst plateaus of Slovak Karst , Murar\ plateau and Stratens
ka hornatina Mts. The most detailed data on facies distribu
tion of Wetterstein carbonate platforms are available from 
the Slovak Karst (J . Bystricky 1964, 1972, J. Mello 1974, 
1975a, 1975b, 1975b, 1977, r.. Gaal 1982, E. Jablonsky 1973a, 
1973b, 1973c, M. Kochanova-J. Mello-M. Siblik 1975). On 
Murar\ plateau mainly dasycladacean zones of back-reef 
and lagoonal area were studied (J . Bystricky 1986). ln Stra
tenska hornatina Mts. both reefal (Vel'ky Sokol, Geravy) 
and lagoonal (Pelc, Glac) facies of Wetterstein Iimestones 
are richly represented, but they have not been studied in 
detail until now. 

For il lustration of facial relations of this region WCP of 
Silica nappe on Zadiel and Jasov karst plateau (of Slovak 
karst) have been chosen (Fig . 9). WCP is cut here in two 
partial units which are dipping slightly to the south . Basinal 
facies are represented on the northern side by Nadaska and 
Reifling limestones. Reets are concentrated also near to 
the northern margin of the plateaus (in the overlier of the 
basinal facies) in both subunits. Back-reet and lagoonal fa 
cies are developed in overlying parts of reef (with some 
patch -reefs) southwards. 

Middle Triassie depositional system in the area studied 

Sedimentary facies 

Four principal depositional facies units are recognized in 
platform carbonates of the Wetterstein Limestone : (1) peri 
t idal , (2) lagoonal, (3) reef, and (4) associated grossoolite
breccia facies . Distal -slope and basin deposits comprise 
fore-platform facies. 

Accordingly, a briet treatment of Middle Triassie facies is 
presented herein as background for the sections on deposi
tional systems and diagenesis that follow. 

Peritidal facies. This facies includes rocks deposited 
in intertidal and supratidal environments. 

Syndepositional marine cements are characteristic fea
tures of these rocks. Evidence of periodic hypersalinity and 
locally, subaerial exposure, during the deposition of these 
beds is indicated in several outcrop sections, particularly in 
central and western Austria (BRANDNER & RESCH 1981 ). 
Similar facies are known in Tethyan Upper Triassie (i.e., 
LOBITZER 1974) as weil as Permian rocks in the Guadalupe 
Mountains of New Mexico-Texas (MAZZULLO & HEDRICK 
1985), the United Kingdom (SMITH 1981 ; HARWOOD 1986; 
KALDI 1986) and Southern Alps (NOE 1987). 

Lagoonal facies. Rocks of this facies are generally 
massive bedded, locally bioturbated and partly dolomitic 
Iimestones with a diverse biota of various dasycladacean 
(prominently including the genus Teutloporella) , solenopor
acean and codiacean algae, molluscs, echinoderms, 
sponges, corals, brachiopods, bryozoans, foraminifera and 
ostracods. Textures vary from wackestone to grainstone, 
the latter lithology being particularly abundant in transition
al zones between lagoonal and reef facies (the "reefflat cal 
carenite " facies of BRANDNER & RESCH 1981). Patch reefs 
up to approximately one cubicmeter in size occur very 
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STRATIGRAPHV AND PALEOGEOGRAPHV 

scarcely in the lagoon . They consist of buildups made up by 
branching corals of "Thecosmilia" -type. Brachiopods are 
conspicuous reef dwellers, their clams can be observed in 
considerable quantity entrapped between the coral 
branches. The immediate transitional area "behind" the 
reef - the near-reef lagoon platform - is often character
ized by grainstones, boundstones or birdseye-limestones 
with mixed biota consisting of reef debris and Teutloporella 
as typical element of the near reef lagoon. ln some cases 
flats with abundant in situ growth of solenoporaceans are 
most characteristic ; they are either represented by grain 
stones or by birdseye-limestones. 

Reef facies. The most intensely studied facies of the 
Wetterstein is by far, reefal Iimestones (Piate 1, Fig. 3) . 
These buildups are composed of diverse biotic assem
blages of sphinctozoan and other calcisponges, corals 
(" Thecosmilia ", " Montlivaltia", " Thamnasteria"), Tubi
phytes, bryozoans, codiacean and solenoporacean algae 
(and possible squamariaceans), foraminifera, echinoderms, 
molluscs, and brachiopods (MELLO 1975a; BRANDNER & 
RESCH 1981 ). Tubiphytes alone locally occurs as relatively 
thick platform-margin reef buildups such as in the Vajars
ka-Mt. Krslenica outcrops area of Slovakia (Fig. 5) . This or
ganism similarly is a major faunal constituent of Permi~n 
rocks throughout the world (MAZZULLO & CYS 1977; FLU
GEL 1981a; SMITH 1981). Rocktextures of reefal deposits 
generally are wackestones and packstones; boundstones 
resulting in large part , from syndepositional marine cemen
tation, are also very common in this facies . 

MAZZULLO & LOBITZER (1988) compared the biotic 
compositions, settings, and diagenetic attributes of Upper 
Permian (Guadalupian, Capitan) and Tethyan Triassie reefs, 
noting the persistence and similarity of major reef-forming 
organisms in these Permian and Middle Triassie lime
stones. 

Notwithstanding evolutionary changes in specific taxa, 
the biotic compositions o( the Capitan (and other Permian 
sections in the world : FLUGEL 1981a; SMITH 1981; HAR
WOOD 1986; KALDI 1986; NOE 1987) and Middle Triassie 
reefs are very similar at several phyllogenetic Ieveis, and 
are clearly distinct from those of Tethyan Upper Triassie 
reefs. Both the Permian and Middle Triassie reefs are com
posed mainly of calcisponges, Tubiphytes and lesser num
bers of corals (rugosans in the Permian, scleractinians in 
the Triassic). Spongiastromata and possible squamaria 
cean algae are important contributors to the Middle Trias
sie reefs, whereas organisms of similar encrusting habit, 
namely the problematical alga Archaeolithoporella, appar
ently occupied the same ecologic niche in the Ca_pitan 
(MAZZULLO & CYS 1978) and other Permian reefs (FLUGEL 
1981a; SMITH 1981). ln contrast, Tethyan Upper Triassie 
reefs are dominated by scleractinian corals ( Thecosmilia 
types). Phylloid algae are known as a minor constituent in 
the Capitan reef (BABCOCK 1977), and REID (1986) noted 
their persistence into the Mesozoic, describing occur
rences in Upper Triassie (Norian) reef carbonates in Cana
da. To date, however, we have not found phylloid algae in 
any of the Triassie reefs examined in the study area. ln ad
dition to their biologic makeup, Permian and Middle Trias
sie reefs are also similar in terms of their diagenetic histo
ries, both having been extensively syndepositionally ce
mented in th~. marine environment (MAZZULLO & CYS 
1977, 1978; FLUGEL 1981a; SMITH 1981). ln Upper Triassie 
reefs, syndepositional marine cements are relatively un 
common (MAZZULLO & LOBITZER 1988). 

According to our opinion a biogenic reef framework in 
the sense of a wave-breaking structure- as e.g. in the La
test Triassie Steinplatte reef crest - did not exist in the 
Wetterstein reefs of the eastern Northern Calcareous Alps. 
Practically all "reef" -organism are of comparatively small 
dimensions of several centimeters only. Coral -buildups of 
giant dimensions are missing as weil as also other potential 
wave breaking organisms. One gets the impression, how
ever, that a rigid "framework" could be constructed by 

a combination of pervasive submarine early diagenetic ce
mentation and various encrusting organisms. The remark
able fact of immediate interfingering of the "reef" -proper 
with lagoonal birdseye Iimestones is considered as prove 
for platform-edge reefs and not an upper slope situation. 
Typical assemblages of a deeper water slope, as silici
sponges, ammonites, radiolarians and relevant foraminifera 
are missing. Scattered very small lenses of variegated -
pinkish, yellowish or grey - micritic Iimestones with con 
spicuous cement growth of "zebra" -type and stromatactis 
like features can be seen within the reef of Heukuppe on 
Rax-Piateau and even more scarcely on Schneeberg-Pla
teau as weil. We call them ",enses of Hallstatt-type lime
stone" . Similar features are weil documented also in the 
Dachsteinkalk reefs (Hoher Göll : Zankl 1969; Mitteralpe/ 
Hochschwab-Piateau: Lobitzer 1971, Hohenegger- Lobitzer 
1971 ; and Gosaukamm/Dachstein-Piateau). The biofacies 
indicates a deeper water environment and in many cases 
also allows a Stratigraphie dating. The biota comprise con
odonts, "filaments" (thin pelecypod shells), spicules of sili 
ceous sponges, and ammonites. 

Grossoolite facies. A conspicuous feature of plat
form-edge facies in the Wetterstein Limestone is the devel
opment of coarse breccias (Piate 1, Fig . 5) and locally, in 
reef and outer-lagoonal (reef-flat aprons) sand facies, 
coarse skeletal rudites with interparticle "grossoolite" ce
ments. The term "grossoolite" (or "grossoolith") refers to 
thick, laminated, isopachous coatings of coarsely crystal
line calcite cement (generally radiaxial-fibrous fabrics) and 
calcite-replacive dolomite around lithoclasts and skeletal 
particles (LEUCHS 1928; SANDER 1936 [and 1951 transla
tion]; GERMANN 1971 ). Although SANDER (1936) initially 
interpreted these crystalline coatings as being of organic 
origin, they are now regarded as inorganic cements (GER
MANN, 1971; MCKENZIE & LISTER 1983). The term "gross
oolite facies" is herein also applied in the textural sense, to 
those coarse, reef-associated breccias ("grossoolite-brec
cias") and skeletal calcirudites that are lithified by gros
soolitic cements. The component clasts in the gross
oolite-breccia facies are commonly angular and generally 
poorly sorted through a vertical section of such rocks, 
ranging in size from a few centimeters to several decime
ters in diameter. Within individual beds, however, the 
clasts typically are relatively weil sorted such that the inter
particle matrix is occluded nearly entirely by coarse crystal
line cements rather than fine particulate detritus (Piate 1, 
Fig . 4). ln the outcrops examined, the clasts within the 
grossoolite-breccia facies are composed exclusively of 
shelf-margin reefal lithologies (Piate 1, Fig . 4); reefal and 
some lagoonal organisms similarly comprise the associated 
calcirudites lithified by grossolitic cements. ln places, 
grossoolite-breccias are the only remaining evidence of the 
former presence of in-situ, shelf-margin reefs. 

We concur with BRANDNER & RESCH (1981) in inter
preting the grossoolite-breccias to have been deposited in 
both shelf-margin as weil as uppermost slope environ
ments, although we believe they are best developed on the 
shelf margin throughout most of the study area. Although 
the origin of these breccias in the Nordkette Range of Tyrol 
has been attributed by BRANDNER & RESCH (1981) to syn
depositional block-faulting of the underlying Goetheweg 
reef, equivocal evidence of similar faulting has not been 
noted by us in other outcrop areas. However, it is likely that 
syndepositional tectonism, oversteepening of the platform 
margin, slope instability, or combinations of these pro
cesses, must have been causative factors in the formation 
of such widespread breccia deposits in this region. 

Slope and basin facies. Rocks of transitional nature 
between Middle Triassie platforms and basins are relatively 
rarely exposed in the Northern Calcareous Alps and West 
Carpathians due to structural complexities. Basinal facies 
often are tectonically isolated from formerly contiguous 
platform deposits. 
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ln general we know two different types of Anisian to 
Cordevolian carbonatic basinal sediments, the Reifling For
mation and Hallstatt Formation . The Reifling Fm. consists 
of light to dark grey, weil bedded, nodular micritic Iime
stone w ith chert nodules, occasionally green tuffits and 
a sparse fauna dominated by radiolarians, filaments, con
odonts and locally ammonites. ln central and western part 
of NCA it passes lateraly into the dark shales of Partnach 
Formation . The Hallstatt Formation comprises a Iot of dif
ferent lithologies mostly of variegated (violet, red, pink, yel
lowish-grey, white) micritic Iimestones with abundant con 
odonts and ammonites. Hallstatt Limestones are almost 
restricted to the uppermost respectively southernmost tec
tonic units and represent the sediment of outer shelf and/ 
or local uplifts, far away from continental influences and 
may pass into oceanic conditions (Meliata Fm. in Slovak 
Karst area) . 

Transitional strata between Wetterstein and Reifling 
Limestone is known as Raming Limestone (TOLLMANN 
1976). lt is a sequence of medium bedded, light coloured 
micritic Iimestone with graded lithoclastic beds and occa
sionally chert nodules. Clasts are mainly slope-derived 
semiconsolidated micritic sediments, locally platform de
bris occurs too. 

lnvestigations of the last 15 years have shown much 
more types of slope and basin facies (HOHENEGGER 
&LEIN 1977, MELLO 1975) which do not fit very weil to the 
established formations mentioned above. This should be 
a main topic of further comparative investigations. There
fore we use in this article preferably descriptive lithological 
terms. 

Basinal facies and eventually distal slope too is repre
sented in the Schneeberg area by grey nodular Iimestone 
of Reifling type and black even bedded cherty Iimestone 
with fine grained graded allodapic composition. The latter 
has been named Grafensteig Limestone by HOHENEGGER 
& LEIN 1977. lt is overlain at Mt. Schneeberg by grossoo
lite-breccia facies of upper slope . 

A second type of transitional facies is a variegated Iime
stone which resembles Hallstatt Limestone at a macrosco
pic view. But gradual transition into Wetterstein reef lime
stone, resedimentation structures, .. stromatactis" -cavities 
and fine grained platform debris do not fit to typical Hall 
statt facies in a strict sense. lt contains lenticular cavities 
lined with alternating generations of isopachous, radiaxial 
tibraus calcite cements and red, internal sediments . 
Whether these filled cavities represent the products of ma
rine or meteoric diagenesis is presently uncertain . These 
textures and crystalline fabrics of these rocks are the focus 
of a detailed study by MAZZULLO, who notes their re 
semblance to similar features described by KENDALL 
(1985) from Devonian fore-reef carbonates in Australia . 

A variegated Iimestone of slope origin has also been de
scribed by BALOGH & KOVACS 1981 as .. Nadaska" Lime
stone. But as far as published , influence of a nearby reef 
has not been noticed and therefore it does not show the 
special characteristics of our slope type. 

Another type of transitional facies has been reported 
from the Slovak Karst as .. Wetterstein bedded limestone" 
by MELLO 1975. Similar lithology is known from Northern 
Calcareous Alps, Dachstein region (MANDL et al. 1987) in 
position between Hallstatt Limestones and Wetterstein reef 
limestone. 

Slope and basinal facies of the Tethyan Upper Triassie 
and Permian (such as in the southwestern United States 
and the United Kingdom) do not differ greatly from those in 
the Middle Triassic. Upper Triassie fore-platform deposits 
in the study area are variously lithoclastic (Aflenz Lime
stone: LOBITZER 1974), calcarenitic (Steinplatte reef com
plex: PILLER 1981) or micritic (LOBITZER 1974, 1980). 

Analogaus Permian distal-slope and basinal facies in the 
United States and United Kingdom similarly consist var
iously of lithoclastic (non-grossoolitic), calcarenitic, and 
micritic Iimestones as weil as sandstones, shales , and eva
porites (KING 1948; HARWOOD 1986). 
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The foraminifera assemblages of the Wettersteinkalk and 
age-equivalent slope- and basin facies are much lesser di 
verse and poorer in individuals compared to the Norian/ 
.. Rhaetian " Dachstein Limestone (HOHENEGGER - LOBIT
ZER 1971 ). ln addition the ecologic distribution of taxa as
semblages is not yet studied in sufficient detail though 
some preliminary results are already available (BRAND
NER-RESCH 1981, LOBITZER et al. 1988). 

ln Carnian time a conspicuous break in biotic distribution 
is evident. Most of the Permian/Mid-Triassic holdovers dis
appear and new highly diverse faunas bloom . Land floras 
show extreme generic diversity and pronounced provincial 
ism (DOBRUSKINA in LOBITZER et al. 1988). The reason 
for this regressive Carnian event is still unclear (STANLEY 
1988). And as pointed out by KRYSTYN et al. (this volume), 
the Tisovec Limestone at its classical locality cannot be 
Ionger considered as .. missing link" between the reef devel
opments of the Wetterstein and Dachstein Formations. 

Depositional Models 

lnterpreted platform-to-basin depositional models of the 
Middle Triassie are generally similar throughout the study 
area (Figures 3 and 4) . Platforms in Austria and Slovakia 
both evolved from incipient shallow-shelf and skeletal bank 
deposits of the subjacent Steinalm Limestone (Fig. 2) . Like
wise, the Middle Triassie everywhere in the study area ac
creted rapidly into thick, basinward progradational se
quences (MELLO 1974; BRANDNER & RESCH 1981 ). The 
ubiquitous occurrence of coarse grossoolite-breccias in 
Austria (Figures 3A and 8), and deposition of coarse, do
lomitized reef-derived megabreccias in Czechoslovakia 
(Fig . 4A), suggest that platform-edges in these areas were, 
at least periodically, destructional. lnsofar as the Tethyan 
regionwas structurally active during the Triassie (BRAND
N ER & RESCH 1981 ), it is likely that these destructional 
phases of platform development were related, at least in 
part, to periodic tectonism. Except for some areas on the 
platforms in Austria (sand -shoal and peritidal facies in the 
Hateiekar complex : BRANDNER & RESCH 1981) and Cze
choslovakia (Piesivec Plateau) , we have not found evidence 
of subaerial exposure of the Middle Triassie reefs in the 
study area . Upper Triassie reefs particularly those of the 
Norian-Rhaetian in Austria, however, contain abundant evi
dence for repeated episodes of subaerial exposure and 
meteoric diagenesis related presumably, to eustatic fluctu
ations (MAZZULLO, in prep.). 

A major aspect of facies systems development in the 
Middle Triassie concerns the nature of the platform-to-ba 
sin depositional profile (i .e., READ 1985). ln this regard, the 
depositional setting of the reefs is critical in interpreting 
platform profiles. 

A depositional setting mainly in upper slope environ
ments is considerd for the Late Permian Capitan reef 
(PRAY 1977, MAZZULLO & LOBITZER 1988). Of course, 
ecologic displacement in the Late Triassie of calcisponges 
by scleractinian corals, from shallow platform-marginal to 
reef-slope environments, must also be considered as an 
alternative interpretation for such biotic variations in Mid
dle to Upper Triassie depositional systems. Notwithstand
ing this alternative explanation, there is some apparent 
sedimentological corroboration for an upper slope interpre
tation for Middle Triassie calcispongal reefs, as suggested 
by the distribution of facies in these rocks. This evidence is 
predicated on the following three assumptions : (1) that 
shallow, seaward facing shelf-margin environments are 
areas of maximum wave and current energy and therefore, 
(2) shelf-margin deposits should be dominated by carbo
nate sands or mud-poor reefs (although the latter is not ne
cessarily a valid assumption for all reef buildups : FRIED
MAN 1985), and; (3) that syndepositional marine cementa
tion in many modern and ancient platform-margin environ
ments is most pervasive in upper fore-reef deposits and the 
seawardfacing margins of reefs (GINSBURG & JAMES 
1973; GOREAU & LAND 1974; MAZZULLO & CYS 1977 ; 
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Stratigraphie scheme (Anisian to Lower Carnian) of Schneeberg nappe. Note lateral variability 

of platform to basin transition. For location of cross-sections A,B see textfigure of facies distribution. 
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JAMES & GINSBURG 1979; PURSER & SCHROEDER 
1986). 

On the Schneeberg Plateau in Austria (Fig . 2), for exam
ple, in -situ calcisponge reef facies are poorly represented, 
occurring mostly as small lenses within middle and lower 
beds of the grossoolite-breccias. Pervasively cemented 
grossoolite-breccias not only comprise most of the upper 
slope facies of the present platform-margin, but they pass 
directly into outer-lagoonal , marine-cemented biograin
stones without an intervening in-situ reef buildup. These 
grainstones contain conspicuous Teutloporella, and locally 
associated with only small , marine-cemented calcispongal 
patch -reefs . These facies pass further shelfward into micri 
tic Iimestones with a typical quiet-water lagoonal biota . 
A similar belt of biograinstones occurs updip of the exten-

sively marine-cemented Upper Permian Capitan sponge-al 
gal reef {MAZZULLO & HEDRICK 1985) ; these grainstones 
are composed of typical outer-shelf rather than reef biotic 
assemblages. ln the Hateiekar complex of the Nordkette 
Range in Tyrol the grossoolite-breccias similarly comprise 
much of the upper slope and shelf-margin facies. ln-situ 
calcispongal reefs make up only a minor portion of this de
positional environment, instead occurring most notably in 
distal -slope settings. The platformedge facies here pass 
updip into high-energy, reef-flat and skeletal sands com
posed of a mixed reefal and lagoonal biota (BRANDNER & 
RESCH 1981 ). Middle Triassie reefs in Czechoslovakia also 
appear to have been deposited in similar environments. ln 
the Plesivec-Silica Karst Plateau area for example, micritic 
reef facies seemingly occur between basinal facies of the 
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Reifling and an updip belt of biograinstones that define the 
zone of maximum depositional energy. 

Diagenesis of Middle Triassie carbonates 

The diagenetic history of Middle Triassie platform carbo
nates is similar throughout the study area, and is analogous 
in many respects to those of the Capitan reef complex and 
other Permian platform carbonates. Syndepositional ma 
rine cementation of platform deposits appears to have 
been a pervasive theme in both the Permian and Middle Tri 
assie (MAZZULLO & CYS 1977, 1978; FLÜGEL 1981 ; SMITH 
1981 ). Peritidal, lagoonal, and reef facies in the Wetter
steinkalk all typically contain abundant marine cements re
presented principally by isopachous rims of radiaxial-fi 
brous calcite surrounding component allochems in the 
rocks (Piate 6, Figures 1-3) . KENDALL & TUCKER (1973) 
orig inally interpreted radiaxial-fibrous crystalline fabrics as 
being replacive of aragonite, although current studies 
(KENDALL 1985) suggest that it may instead be a primary 
fabric of precursor marine high-magnesian calcite or possi
bly, calcite cements. The Capitan reef and some associated 
shelf grainstones also were pervasively marine-cemented, 
but apparently by aragonite in most cases rather than cal-
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QN Quoternary ond Neogene 

cite (MAZZULLO & CYS 1977, 1978) . A similar precursor 
mineralogy is considered for Permian reefs elsewhere 
(FLÜGEL 1981; SMITH 1981). The reasons for apparent 
changing marine cement mineralogies in the Permian and 
Triassie are unknown, although they may relate to differ
ences in seawater chemistry through time. The Upper Tri 
assie platform carbonates that we have examined in the 
study area contain little to no readily recognizable syndepo
sitional marine cement fabrics (MAZZULLO & LOBITZER 
1988; MAZZULLO in prep.). Because of the micritic texture 
of the rocks, we are unable to recognize with any certa inty, 
marine cements in the distal -slope and basinal deposits of 
the Middle Triassic. 

The coarse crystalline calcite cements in the grossool ite
breccia facies in Austria are similarly composed of radiax
ial-fibrous calcite and locally, some replacive dolomite 
(Piate 6, Fig . 4) . That these cements were not precipitated 
du ring actual subaerial exposure of the breccias is suggest
ed by the Iack of corroborative evidence in the rocks of 
such exposure. BRANDNER & RESCH (1981) and MCKEN
ZIE & LISTER (1983) suggested that lithification of the 
grossoolite-breccias in Tyrol occurred in the early burial en
vironment as a consequence of interaction with refluxing 
meteoric and hypersaline fluids . We don't entirely agree 
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with a. burial-diagenetic origin for these cements every
where m the study area for the following reasons : (1) in the 
other Austrian grossoolite occurrences that we've ex
amined, there is ample evidence of multiple episodes of ce 
n:entation, brecci~tion and resedimentation (Piate 6, 
F1g . 4), some of wh1ch may suggest pre-burial lithification ; 
(2) coarse crystalline, radiaxial -fibrous cements in reefal 
lim~s.tones. a~s.oci~ted with the breccias represent synde
posltiOn~l llthlf1cat10n, a_nd these cements are identical pe
trographlc_ally to those m the grossoolite-breccia deposits 
(Piate 6, F1g. 3) ; (3) grossoolitic cements are characteristi 
cally Iaminated and contain numerous internal discontinui -
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0 20 km 
'=====::!:::=='=====:::!:=:::::1 
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/ 
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G 

ties (Piate 6, Figure 4), indicating long -term cement precipi 
tation . lt is therefore possible that cementation of the gros 
soolite-breccia deposits was initiated syndepositionally, 
and that it continued into the shallow-burial environment; 
accordingly, the nature of the precipitating fluids would 
likely have changed during the course of cementation . 
MAZZULLO and his colleagues are presently studying the 
petrography and geochemistry of these cement fabrics in 
order to identify their precursor mineralogy, timing and 
sites of lithification, and geochemistry of involved waters . 

ln the Wetterstein rocks examined, neither we nor 
BRANDNER & RESCH (1981) have found any evidence of 

Fig. 6. 
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Location mop of Wetterstein carbonate platforms and coeval basin deposits 
in the inner port of the West Carpathians, eastern Slovakio. 
Compiled trom 0. Fusan- 0. Kodym et al. 1967; J. Bystricky 1964, 1982, 1986; 

t:. Goal 1982; M. Mahel' 1957; J. Mello 1988; s. Bojanik et al. 1984. 
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STRATIGRAPHV AND PALEOGEOGRAPHV 
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Fig. 10. 

subaerial meteoric diagenesis of reef facies, except for 
scattered zones with red internal sediment on the Plesivec 
Plateau of Slovakia. BRANDNER & RESCH (1981) did, how
ever, recognize subaerial diagenetic textures and fabrics in 
lagoonal facies of the Hateiekar reef complex in Tyrol, and 
similar evidence of exposure is known to us in Wetterstein 
peritidal facies at several localities in the study area. The 
apparent Iack of subaerial exposure of these Wetterstein 
reefs throughout most of Austria and Czechoslovakia com
pares with that of the Upper Permian Capitan reef, but con 
trasts with the Tethyan Upper Triassie reef and platform 
sections we've examined (i .e., the Norian-Rhaetian Stein 
platte reef complex near Salzburg: MAZZULLO in prep.), 
which contain abundant solution molds filled with red inter
nal sediments and cements. 

The possible relationships between sealevel changes and 
diagenesis in Triassie rocks are presently important unre
solved topics in Tethyan sedimentology, and warrant fur
ther study. 

Particularities of Wetterstein reefs in comparison with 
Late Permian and Late Triassie ones 

Summarizing it simply can be stated, that biota-wise the 
Wetterstein Formation still shows an extremely intensive 
connection wit~. the Late Permian Capitan Formation (LOB 
ITZER 1971, FLUGEL 1981, MAZZULLO & LOBITZER 1988, 
STANLEY 1988). This statement is also particularly true for 
the diagenetic aspects. The shelf profile, however, seems 
to have changed from prevailing upper slope reefs in the 
Late Permian to predominatly shelf margin location of reefs 
in the Middle Triassic. This development marks the trans
ition to the .,modern" reef-rimmed platforms of the Tethyan 
Dachstein Limestone in the Norian/ .. Rhaetian" . 

Compared to the biota of the Capitan Formation the di 
versity after the Early Triassie break in reef growth in the 
early stages of Wetterstein reef development was very low. 
However all important groups survived as .,Lazarus" 
(STANLEY 1988) and constructed buildups in the Middle 
Triassie very much similar to the Permian ones . Archaeo
lithoporella, however, up to present has not yet been ident
ified in European Middle Triassie reefs . ln the Middle Trias
sie reefs and in part in the associated grossoolites we do 
recognize abundant syndepositional marine cement, in par
ticular radiaxial fibrous calcite (see, however, critical evalu
ation in the chapter on .,grossoolite facies") . 

Following the strongly clastic influenced Carnian extinc
tion-event and reorganization the .. modern" types of reef
rimmed platforms with tremendous framework of scleracti 
nian corals evolved (Hoher Göll : ZANKL 1969; Steinplatte: 
OHLEN 1959, LOBITZER 1980, PILLER 1981, a.o.). Also we 
feel difficulties in following the ideas expressed by STAN
TON & FLÜGEL 1981, in particular that a biogenic frame
work should be absent even in the Latest Triassie reefs and 
other Statements by these authors which were already dis
cussed by STANLEY (1988) . 

Also on the platforms the change between the Wetter
stein and Dachstein Formations is most remarkable as evi
denced by the Lofer cyclothems (FISCHER 1964) and the 
dominant role of the megalodonts. ln general, marine ce
ments are present in much lesser amounts than in the Mid
dle Triassie and unconformities are very abundant (e.g . 
Steinplatte) . ln the Wetterstein Limestone the near reef la
goon with its peritidal sediments indicates sedimentation 
repeatedly interrupted by sea Ievei low stands of short du
ration . 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tethyan Middle Triassie carbonates in Austria and Cze
choslovakia comprise a complex mosaic of peritidal, la
goonal , reef and reef-derived breccia (Wettersteinkalk), 
and distal slope to basinal facies. lnterior platform deposits 
consist of loferitic dolomites (peritidal facies) and biopack-
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stones to grainstones with local patch -reefs (lagoonal fa 
cies), all of which were extensively lithified in the marine 
environment. Proximal portions of some of these platt
forms were periodically subaerially exposed and altered in 
the meteoric diagenetic environment. Platform-edges were 
constructed by marine-cemented calcispongal reefs that 
were deposited in shallow shelf-margin environments . The 
reefs of the Middle Triassie thus define rimmed platforms 
and locally, subdued rimmed platforms. The biotic compo
sition, setting, and abundance of syndepositional marine 
cements are strikingly similar in Permian and Middle Trias
sie reefs, although there was a change in the mineralogy of 
the marine cements from aragonite to calcite. A major biot
ic change in Late Triassie time heralded the dominance of 
framebuilding coral reefs in shelf-margin environments. 

This biotic change followed the development of rimmed 
platforms as a prominent depositional motive that persists 
into the Recent. Reef-derived breccias were deposited in 
shelf-margin and slope settings seaward of many of the 
Wetterstein reefs, and originated during destructional 
phases of platform-edge evolution probably related to Mid
dle Triassie tectonism and inherent slope instability. These 
deposits were rapidly cemented, perhaps in the syndeposi
tional marine and shallow burial environments, by coarse 
crystalline, radiaxial-fibrous cements. 
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Fig. 1: Near-reef lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone in birdseye-facies with sol 

enoporaceans. Between Friedrich Haller Haus and Feichterberg. 

Fig. 2: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone with abundant solenoporaceans. 
South of Haslitz-Adriganbauer. 

Fig. 3: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with sphinctozoan sponges, 
"tubes in the reef-debris" sensu OTT. 
Streng biegenie encrustation. Schacherberg . 

Fig. 4: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with abundant Tubiphytes ob
scurus. Asandberg, top-plateau . 

Fig. 5: Grossoolite-facies of Wetterstein Limestone. Glasts (dark) composed 
of marine-cemented calcispongal reef lithology. Schneeberg plateau. 

Fig. 6: Grafensteig Limestone: graded allodapic intercalations of platform
derived debris within black micritic basinal limestone. Himberg. 

Fig. 7: Reifling Limestone. Light grey nodular Iimestone of pelmicritic com
position, abundant "filaments" between but also within the nodules. Sier
ningtal. 

Fig . 8: Variegated limestone, mainly fine-grained pelmicritic Iimestone with 
filaments and sparse platform debris ( Tubiphytes). Himberg. 

Fig. 9: Variegated limestone, arenitic layer of platform debris. Himberg. 
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Fig. 1: Variegated Iimestone of slope facies in part with reef-derived debris 
(" tubes in reef debris" sensu OTI) and " filaments " (probably delicate pe
lecypod shells) . Sierningtal. 

Fig. 2: Grafensteigkalk of distal slope environment; allodapic layer of reef
derived debris and brachiopods with in black micritic limestone. Himberg , 
northern terrain. 

Fig. 3: Grey micritic Iimestone of Hallstatt-type with abundant " filaments " 
and pelecypod-coquina. Rax Plateau. Heukuppe. 

Fig . 4: Pinkish micritic Iimestone of Hallstatt-type (intercalation within reef 
facies) w ith " filaments " . skeletal elements of siliceous sponges and pe
lecypod shells. Rax Plateau, Heukuppe. 
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Fig. 5: Pinkish micritic Iimestone of Hallstatt-type intercalation within reef fa 
cies with "filaments" and larger pelecypod shells ; conspicuous zebra-fis 
sure. Rax Plateau, Heukuppe. 

Fig . 6: Pinkish micritic Iimestone of Hallstatt-type as intercalation in basal 
Wetterstein Limestone reef. " Filaments" and debris of echinoderms; styl 
ol ites. Upper trail from Karl Ludwig Haus in direction to Preiner Gscheid. 

Fig . 7: "Schlierenkalk", flasered, recrystallized ; the biota is preserved as 
" ghost-structures" only. Probably former, strongly altered Wetterstein 
Limestone of reef facies . As informal working name we use "Gösing Lime
stone" for this type of sediment. Mt. Gösing. 

Fig. 8: Wetterstein Limestone in reef facies . Pervasively cemented bound
stone with sphinctozoan sponges encrusting shell debris. Trail from Haller 
Haus to Promiskagraben. 
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Fig. 1: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with sphinctozoan sponge. 
Schacherberg summit. 
Fig. 2: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with sphinctozoan sponge. 

Southern Gahns area. 
Fig. 3: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with sphinctozoan sponges, 

"tubes in the reef debris" sensu OTT, and Tubiphytes obscurus. Scha
cherberg . 

Fig. 4: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with cross section of calareous 
sponge and Baccanella floriformis. Second generation biegenie growth on 
sponge. Wiege. 

Fig. 5: Coral patch-reef in lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Besides 
branches of corals and sphinctozoan sponges, clams of brachiopods 
which seem to be the most important dwellers in lagoonal patch -reefs . 
Trail from Preiner Wand to Neue See-Hütte/Rax-Piateau. 

Fig. 6: Coral buildup in lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. West Preinerwand, 
Rax-Piateau. 

Fig . 7: Wetterstein Limestone with abundant reef debris, comprising also 
bryzoans. Wassersteig, Krummbachstein. 

Fig . 8: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with Tubiphytes obscurus, de
bris of calcisponges, brachiopods and "tubes in the reef-debris" sensu 
OTT. Asandberg. 
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Fig. 1: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies w ith superb Ladinella porata . 
Wiege. 

Fig. 2: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with elongate growth-form of 
Ladinella porata and Baccanella floriformis. Wiege. 

Fig . 3: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with Ladinella porata. Trail from 
Hallerhaus to Promiskagraben. 

Fig. 4: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with abundant " tubes in the 
reef-debris" sensu OTT and peloids. Waxriegei/Hochschneeberg. 

Fig. 5: Wetterstein Limestone in reef-facies with debris of calcareous 
sponges, corals and brachiopods, "tubes in the reef-debris" and gastro
pod hash . Predigtstuhi/Rax-Piateau . 

Fig. 6: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone in birdseye-facies with solenopora
ceans. Saubersdorfer Wald, north "Kehr" . 

Fig. 7: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone with Teutloporella her
culea, solenoporacean and codiacean algae. North of Scheibwaldhöhe/ 
Rax. 

Fig. 8: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Solenoporacean alga surrounded by 
pervasive generations of fibrous cement. Creek west Johannesbach
klamm. 

Fig . 9: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone with solenoporaceans 
and dasycladaceans. Trail from Otto Haus to Wachthüttelkamm, Rax-Pia
teau . 
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Abstrakt 

Pri facialnom porovnavani vy
chodoalpskych a zapadokarpat
skych wettersteinskych karbo
natovych platforiem a pril'ah
lych panvovych oblasti sa po
dl'a ocakavania ukazuje mnoz
stvo spolocnych znakov. 

Wettersteinske karbonatove 
platformy maju prevazne pro
gradacny (regresivny) charak
ter. Ich vyvoj zacal od vrchneho 
anisu postupnym narastanim 
do panvovych oblasti (reiflinske 
a schreyeralmske vapence) . Vy
voj viedol cez svahove (grafen 
steigske, raminske a ine vapen 
ce) a predrifove brekcie k "rifo
vej" faze wettersteinskych va 
pencov. Tieto su prekryte lagu
narnou faciou wettersteinskych 
vapencov, casto dolomitizova
nych. 

Rifovy vyvoj wettersteinskych 
vapencov ma z biologickeho 
hl'adiska este mnoho spoloc
nych znakov s vrchnopermsky
mi rifmi (napr. s guadalupskou 
formaciou) s prevladanim bind-
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Zusammenfassung 

Ein Faziesvergleich zwischen 
den ostalpinen und westkarpa
tischen Wettersteinkalk-Karbo
natplattformen zeigt erwar
tungsgemäß größte Überein
stimmung. Die progradierende 
regressive Wetterstein-Karbo
natplattformentwicklung setzte 
im Oberanis über eine Becken
entwicklung ein und führte über 
Slope-Sedimente (Grafensteig 
kalk, Raminger Kalk u.a.) zu ei
ner "Riff" -Phase, die wiederum 
von einer lagunären Entwick
lung abgelöst wird mit häufig 
auftretender Dolomitisierung. 

Die "Riff" -Entwicklung des 
Wettersteinkalks ist in biolo
gischer Hinsicht noch stark an 
das Oberperm (z .B. Guadalupe
Formation) angelehnt, mit einer 
Dominanz von Bindstones und 
Bafflestones. ln Gegensatz zu 
den überwiegend am oberen 
Slope situierten Oberperm-Rif
fen sind die Spongien/Tubiphy
ten-Bauten des Wetterstein -

stones a bafflestones. Na roz
diel od prevazne vo vrch 
nej casti svahu situovanych 
vrchnopermskych rifov su vsak 
hubovo-tubifytove narasty wet
tersteinskych vapencov situo
vane prevazne na okraj karbo
natovej platformy (tym vykazu
ju znacnu anal6giu s pozdejsim 
vyvojom dachteinskeho vapen
ca v noriku a v "rete") . Poukazu
je na to casto pozorovane prs
tovite prelinanie rifov s periti
dalnymi lagunarnymi sedimen
tami, napr. so stromatolitmi. Na 
druhej strane tiez casto pozoro
vana synsedimentarna cemen
tacia morskym radiaxialnym 
fibr6znym kalcitom (vcitane 
cementacie s vel'kymi oolitmi) 
poukazuje este na uzku afinitu 
k permskemu charakteru rifov. 

Wettersteinskym rifom teda 
prislucha · dölezita "sprostred
kovatel'ska" uloha medzi paleo
zoickymi typmi rifov a moder
nejsimi rifmi na okrajoch selfov 
s dominujucou stavbou typu 
framestone . 

kalks als deutlicher Anklang 
an die folgende Dachstein 
kalk-Entwicklung im Nor/"Rhät" 
zu verstehen und überwiegend 
am Plattformrand gelegen. Da
für spricht die oftmals beob
achtete Verzahnung der Riffe 
mit peritidalen lagunären Sedi
menten, etwa mit Birdseye-Kal
ken. Sehr häufig zu beobach
tende synsedimentäre marine 
radiaxial fibröse Kalzit-Zemen
tation (inkl. der Großoolith-Ze
mentation) weist noch auf enge 
Bindung an den permischen 
Riffcharakter hin. 

Den Wettersteinkalk-Riffen 
kommt also eine wichtige "Ver
mittlerrolle" zwischen dem pa
läozoischen Rifftyp und den 
modernen Framestone-domi
nierten Schelfrandriffen zu . 

.. 
Fig. 1: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone; biointrapelsparite, birdseye-facies. 

Trail from Otto Haus to Wachthüttelkamm/Rax-Piateau . 
Fig . 2: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone (peloidal, grapestone

lumps) with fragments of dasycladaceans ( Teut/oporella herculea), solen
oporaceans, molluscs and abundant biegenie incrustations. Northwestern 
slope of Dürrenberg. 

Fig. 3: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone with Teutloporella herculea and part
ly micritized grains. Dürrenberg. 

Fig. 4: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone with dasycladaceans ( Poikiloporella 
duplicata), solenoporaceans and codiaceans, foraminifera. North of Feich
terberg. 

Fig . 5: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone with Aciculella, frag
ments of dasycladaceans and gastropods. Mostgrains are micritized. En
trance of Kesselgraben, northern slope of Rax. 

Fig. 6: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone with dasycladaceans 
( Teutloporella herculea and Poikiloporella duplicata). 400 meters west of 
Raxgmoa Hütte. 

Fig. 7: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Grainstone with foraminifera (nodo
sariids and textulariids) and debris of solenoporaceans and gastropods. 
Peloids and intraclasts in part micritized. Trail from Haller Haus to Kaiser
brunn , approximately 1 120 meters above sea Ievei. 

Fig. 8: Lagoonal Wetterstein Limestone. Biointrapelsparitic grainstone with 
involutinid foraminifera (Permodiscids) and often micritized clasts of sol
enoporaceans. Location as Fig. 7: 1 160 meters above sea Ievei. Diagenetic 
fabrics in Middle Triassie limestones. 
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Fig . 1: Photomieregraph (cross-polars) of rad iaxial -fibrous calcite fabric of 
grossoolite cement ; length of scale 5.0 mm. Schneeberg Plateau. 

Fig . 2: Slab of lagoonal facies with Teutloporel/a, pervasively marine-ce
mented (white interparticle matrix) ; length of scale 20 mm. Rax Plateau . 

Fig. 3: Photomieregraph (cross-polars) of syndepositional marine cements in 
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20 mm 

reef facies; note recrystallized sponge (arrow) ; length of scale 1.0 mm. 
Rax Plateau. 

Fig . 4: Slab of grossoolite-breccia facies, showing truncated earlier genera
tion of Iaminated radiaxialfibrous cement (arrows) overlain by later gen
eration of cement (white) ; length of scale 25 mm. Schneeberg Plateau . 
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CORRELATION OF FLUVIAL SEDIMENTS 
OF THE DYJE AND MORAVA RIVERS ALONG 
THE CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRIAN BORDER 

Dagmar Minafikova, Pavel Havlicek, Ustfedni ustav geo/o
gicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 

Detailed. research of Quaternary sediments of southern 
Moravia (Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Praha) and western 
Slovakia (Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava) was 
carried out in the sixties through eighties. ln 19~4 and 1985, 
in the framework of cooperation between the Ustfedni us
tav geologicky and Geologische Bundesanstalt the present 
authors visited several localities of terrace accumulations 
on Austrian territory in the Mitterhof area and along the 
Dyje river between Bernhardsthal and Gerichtsfeld. Sam
pies from the visited fluvial accumulations were correlated 
with fluvial accumulations from the Czechoslovak territory 
by means of field study and petrographic analyses. 

To enable comparison, first a brief overview is given con
cerning the main results of the terrace accumulation re
search from the area of Hevlin (Laa a. T. on the Austrian 
side) and Bfeclav, Lower Moravian Basin and western and 
southern part of the Zahorska nizina Lowland. Cerrelation 
of the Danube terraces between Wien and Bratislava with 
Quaternary sediments from the Bratislava area and Podu
najska nizina Lowland is discussed at lenght in the paper of 
Halouzka and Minafikova (1977) . For Stratigraphie evalua
tion of individual terrace accumulations the Alpine system 
is being used for the sake of continuity with earlier works. 

The studied area (Fig. 1) has been considerably affected 
by neotectonic activity which resulted in hydrographic 
changes of river courses, postsedimentary vertical differen
tiation of river terraces and generation of Quaternary de
pressions. For the above reasons petrographic research 
(gravel and heavy mineral analyses, grain-size analyses) 
proved very useful. Table 1 and 2 give results of pebble an
alyses {fraction 16-18 mm) and heavy mineral analyses 
(separated from 0.25-0.063 mm fraction using acetylen
etetrabromide) from several typical localities of southern 
Moravia. Around 500 analyses from fluvial sediments were 
performed from the above given Czechoslovak localities . 

Table 1. Composition of pebbles in the Dyje and Jeviiiovka river se
diments {fr. 16-8 mm) 
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Valtice. Dyje r. 91,2 1,4 0,3 0,8 - 6,0 0,3 
{Piiocene-Pieisto-
cene) 
Valtice, Dyje r. 61.0 0.8 13,1 18,0 1,1 5,2 0,5 
(Günz) 
Dyjakovice, Dyje 40,8 2,0 25,0 30,1 0,7 - -
r. (Günz) 
Poiitorna, Dyje r. 49,2 1,3 25,4 12,1 4,1 6,8 1,2 
{Mindel) 
Hevlln, Dyje r. 65,1 1,1 18,7 13,3 0,9 0,4 0,4 
{Riss) 
Travni Dvür, Jevi- 47,0 1,2 26,8 25,0 - - -
!iovka r. {Riss) 
Po!itorna. Dyje r. 46,1 1,0 24,5 17,8 2.1 6,7 1,8 
{Riss) 
Po!itornä, Dyje r. 45,8 2,1 22,9 16,6 2,3 8,5 2,1 
{Würm) 

Crystalline schists: muscovite gneiss, two-mica gneiss. 
granulite, amphibole gneiss, fine-grained biotite paragneiss. 
amphibolite, rarely green schists 
Sandstones: flysch sandstones (glauconitic sandstone, gray-
wacke sandstone, arcose sandstone) and sandstones of the Bo-
hemian Cretaceous Basin from the confluence of the Dyje and 
Svratka rivers {silicified sandstone, rarely orthoquartzite) 
Si I i c i t es: different types of cherts 

A special attention was given to the presence and amount 
of grains which underwent an eolian transport, since it has 
been found out that these grains occurred in the terrace 
sediments as late as the beginning of the Mindel and were 
frequent especially in the Riss and Würm deposits. The 
corrosion of amphibole and garnet grains had also been 

Table 2. Composition of heavy minerals in the Dyje and Jevi!iovka river sediments 
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Valtice. Dyje r. 23,9 36,0 4,8 0,3 15,1 2,4 1,5 0,3 6,0 2,1 0,5 3,6 
{Piiocene-Pieistocene) 
Valtice, Dyje r. 17,6 25,9 26,7 3,8 8,8 1,9 1,5 0,4 1,9 1,2 1,1 6,1 
(Günz) 
Dyjakovice, Dyje r. 25,4 13.1 32,2 14,3 3,6 1,2 0,3 0,3 0.3 0,3 0,3 6,6 
(Günz) 
Po!itorna. Dyje r. 15,6 27,2 21.5 16,1 5,1 2,5 0,8 1,7 2,0 1,7 0,2 3,4 
(Mindel) 
Hevlrn, Dyje r. 44,7 17,8 12,6 8,9 7,5 1,7 0,3 0,6 1,4 2,0 - 1,7 
{Riss) 
Travni Dvür, Jevi!iovka r. 65,1 15,3 6,2 2,8 2,3 3,9 0,3 - 1,0 0,2 0,3 1.8 
(Riss) 
Po!itorna, Dyje r. 24,3 22,5 29,3 4,8 6,1 0,7 1,8 1,8 1,8 1.8 0,3 2,9 
{Riss) 
Po!itorna. Dyje r. 35,5 26,4 11.9 1.6 5,0 5,3 0,9 1,6 4,1 4,1 0,6 1,9 
(Würm) 

Andalusite, sillimanite and titanite represent less than 1 %; pyroxenes, chromite, xenotime, monazite, spinel and anatase are 
rare. 
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Table 3. Composition of pebbles in samples from Austrian territory 
(fraction 16-8 mm) 
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Mitterhof, Dyje r. 36,6 1,8 37,5 
(Riss) 

18,7 5,4 - -
Bernhardsthall1, 55,1 2,9 22,9 
Dyje r. 

9,5 4,3 4,2 1,0 

(Mindel) 
Rabensburg,upper 61,9 2,6 12,3 
part, Dyje r. + lo-

10,6 4,7 3,5 3,5 

cal material 
(Mindel or older) 
Rabensburg, lower 69,5 9,5 8,4 
part, Dyje r . + lo-

4,2 2,1 5,3 1,0 

cal material 
(Mindel or older) 
Gerichtsfeld, Zaya 84,9 3,6 
r .? 

1,1 - 8,3 2,2 -

(Mindel or older) 
Mühlberg, .. Oil- 83,3 1,8 0,7 
field", fine-

1,8 1,8 3,6 4,2 

-grained gravel 
(Piiocene) 
Mühlberg, .. Oil- 91,6 1,6 0,3 
field", lens of 

0,9 0,6 0,6 4,4 

gravel (Piiocene) 
Mühlberg, upper 91,6 - 0,3 
Ievei- 220m 

1,1 0,4 3,3 2,9 

(Piiocene) 

studied; from other regions of Czechoslovakia it is known 
(Tyracek - Minarikova - Koci 1985) that garnet is usually 
slightly corroded in sedimentsolder than the Mindel and si
milar corrosion of amphibole (namely of the green variety) 
has been observed in the Mindel and older sediments. 

The Dyje river catchment area between Hev
lin and BFeclav (Minarikova 1983, Havlicek - Kovanda 
1985, Havlicek - Zeman 1986). ln this area the Dyje river 

formed accumulations from the Lower Pleistocene to the 
Holocene. Remains of gravels in Valtice are the aarliest 
sediments laid down on the Pliocene - Pleistocene boun 
dary (relative height of the base is 63 - 66 m, height above 
sea Ievei 223 - 226 m). This accumulation is of sheet nature 
and therefore cannot be considered a typical terrace from 
the morphologic point of view (Zeman 1973). lts sediments 
are strongly weathered, considerably mature (see Table 1) 
and amphibole and garnet grains are corroded . The Dyje 
Günz accumulation which can be observed also in Valtice 
surroundings (relative height of the base is about 30m, 
height above sea Ievei around 190m) exhibits more varied 
composition (see Tables 1, 2); amphibole and garnet grains 
are slightly corroded. The Mindel sediments cover an ex
tensive plateau west of Postorna near BFeclav (relative 
height of the base is 15 to 24m, height above sea Ievei 158 
to 164m, maximum thickness 10m). Their composition 
does not significantly differ from that of the Günz deposits 
but their sand contains occasional eolian grains and the 
corrosion of amphibole grains is very weak; garnet grains 
show no corrosion . The Rissterraces skirt along almost en
tire course of Dyje river in the described area . They form 
two accumulations which in some places can be distin 
guished only with the help of boring (relative height of the 
base R1 at Hevlin is 5-6 m and R2 0 to - 3m; the base at 
Postorna is 0 to -1 m) . Their composition is similar to that 
of the Mindel and Günz Sediments of the Dyje river (see 
Tables 1, 2), but they exhibit much higher degree of round
ness of sand grains which testifies of an intensive eolian 
activity. The amphibole grains are not corroded. 

The floor of the Dyje river valley is rather flat, without 
significant depressions. The thickness of sandy gravel in 
the flood plain is 7 to 12.5 m and their composition is prac
tically the same as that of the Riss sediments. Often there 
were found coalified pieces of wood which permitted dat
ing of the sediments by radiocarbon analysis. Pieces of 
wood from the Dyje gravel base south of BFeclav gave the 
age 16,170 ± 480 BP (Hv - 9728), further dating 7,990 ± 75 
BP (Hv-9729) from the middle of gravels at Postorna con 
firmed our hypothesis of gravel Sedimentation or resedi -

Table 4. Composition of heavy minerals in samples from Austrian territory 
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Mitterhof, Dyje r. 43,3 9,7 18,3 13,7 1,3 3,3 0,7 1,0 0,3 0,7 0,3 4,3 
(Riss) 
Alt Prerau, Dyje r. 35,3 26,2 10,1 8,2 3,2 1,9 1,9 2,2 4,1 0,6 0,3 2,5 
(Riss) 
Bernhardsthal1, Dyje r. 44,2 26,2 11,9 5,8 2,3 1,2 0,6 - 3,2 1,5 0,6 1,7 
(Mindel) 
Bernhardsthal2, Dyje r. 39,9 13,3 18,3 9,9 5,2 1,3 2,9 1,0 1,0 0,8 0,5 4,7 
(Mindel) 
Rabensburg,upperpart 22,6 38,0 6,6 4.4 4,8 3,7 1,5 1,2 7,7 1,9 1,2 3,1 
Dyje r. + local material 
(Mindel or older) 
Rabensburg, lower part 27,5 29,3 11,5 9,2 4,5 2,1 2,3 2,1 5,0 1,0 0,3 2,6 
Dyje r. + local material 
(Mindel or older) 
Gerichtsfeld, Zaya r.? 27,2 39,7 7,8 1,4 7,5 2,3 1.8 0,5 3,2, 2,7 0,7 2,1 
(Mindel or older) 
Mühlberg, .,Oilfield" 3,9 43,9 2,3 5,1 10,1 5,1 2,8 1,1 6,2 5,1 2,8 6,5 
fine-grained gravel 
(Piiocene) 
Mühlberg, .. Oilfield" 6,2 53,2 1,7 2,6 10,0 1,9 2,1 0,6 8,3 4,1 2,4 3,4 
lens of gravel 
(Piiocene) 
Mühlberg upper Ievei - 3,9 53,2 0,8 1,4 7,4 5,2 4,4 0,3 10,2 3,6 3,9 2,8 
220m 
(Piiocene) 

Andalusite, sillimanite and titanite represent about 1 % or less; pyroxenes, chromite, spinel, brookite and anatase are rare. 
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Fig. 1: Sketch map of the studied area with schematic geological sections. 

mentation even in the Holocene (the Atlantic). The begin 
ning of the deposition of gravels filling the flood plain at the 
Dyje and Morava rivers confluence occurred most probably 
in the Late Glacial (i. e. after deposition of pieces of wood 
dated 16, 170 ± 480 BP (Hv-9728) and 22.400 ± 3,650 BP 
(Hv-7150)). 

Numerous dunes blown up from the near fluvial sedi 
ments orig inated on the surface of gravels in the Dyje flood 
plain . They make conspicuous elevations which had been 
settled probably as early as in the Mesolithic (Dolnf Vesto
nice, Pohansko, Mikulcice, Kalousek 1966), during the Ne
olithic-Bronze Age (south of Pohansko, Klima 1970) and es
pecially in the 8th to 12th centuries A. D. (Na piskach , Vyso
ka zahrada near Dolnf Vestonice, Pohansko, Mikulcice, 
etc.). 

The surface of the Dyje flood plain is composed mainly of 
2 to 5 m thick flood loams with the beginning of Sedimenta
tion dated 3,720 ± 60 BP (Hv - 9727) - the Subboreal up to 
1,970 ± 80 BP (Hv-9731) - the Subatlantic. 

The Lower Moravian Basin (Havlfcek 1980, Mi
narfkova 1982, Zeman et al. 1980, Havlfcek - Zeman 1986). 
The terrace accumulations on this territory were formed by 
various rivers. Relics of higher terraces of Lower Pleisto
cene age (relative height of the bases ranges between 30 
and 70 m) aretobe linked with local streams only. The Mor
ava river did not flow through the Lower Moravian Basin 
territory in the Lower Pleistocene. lt flowed through the 
more northerly situated Vyskov Gate to the west, towards 
the town of Brno (Zeman 1973). The change in the Morava 
river coursewas caused by tectonism (the Drahany neotec-
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1 - flood loam; 2 - fluvial sandy gravel (Würm-Holocene) ; 3 - fluvial 
sandy gravel (Riss 2) ; 4 - fluvial sandy gravel (Riss 1 ); 5 - pre-Quater
nary basement. 

tonic phase - Zeman 1973) probably at the beginning of 
the Mindel when it turned to the south and flowed through 
the Napajedla Gate. During the Mindel the Morava river did 
not make terraces on this territory but its sediments filled 
the Hradiste Graben. The Riss terrace (also called main ter
race) skirts along almost the whole course of the river (rela
tive height of the base and surface is 2-4 and 10-12 m, 
respectively) . The Würm to Holocene filling of the Morava 
river flood plain exhibits a similar character and composi 
tion as the Riss accumulation, but on the whole the Würm 
sediments are coarser and show more varied composition . 
ln the base of valley-floor accumulation near Lanzhot coali 
fied pieces of wood dated 22.400 ± 3,650 BP (Hv-7150) 
were found . The earliest flood loams with one to two burri 
ed soil horizons began to deposit in the Middle and namely 
in the Upper Holocene (Straznice, 1,950 ± 90 BP (Hv-
7152) - Subatlantic). South-east of Moravska Nova Ves 
and SE of Tynec a zone of 24 to 30 m deep narrow closed 
depressions trending NNE-SSW and filled with Würm 
sediments of the Morava river was recognized. 

Western and southern parts of the Zahorska 
nlzina Lowland (Minarikova 1969, 1973, 1983). Fluvial ac
cumulations of the Zahorska nizina Lowland were made by 
various rivers, similarly as the accumulations of the Lower 
Moravian Basin. Neoteetonic movements which condi 
tioned an increased erosion and denudation caused that 
terrace accumulations older than the Riss are preserved 
only as relics. Relative heights of the terraces of identical 
age significantly vary. The Lower Pleistocene terraces are 
represented by two Ieveis and their relics occur always side 
by side, irrespective of the distance from the Morava river 
and relative heights. Their bases are situated 73 and 65 m 
the highest (north of Studienka) and 32 and 11 m the lowest 
(near Zavod) in the subsidence area of the Kuty Graben. 
Their mutual correlation was possible only on the basis of 
petrographic composition which showed that the Lower 
Pleistocene accumulations were . formed by the Dyje river 
but they contained also resedimented material from the 
basement (the Pannonian, Pontian) . However, these ter
races are lacking any clastic material typical of the Morava 
river sediments. 

At the beginning of the Mindel the entire area of the Za
horska nizina Lowland was afflicted by an intensive tectonic 
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activity which resembled the Drahany tectonic phase in 
Moravia (Zeman 1973). This activity resulted in generation 
of two depression : the Kuty depression in the north and the 
Zohor-Marchegg depression in the south (Banacky -
Harcar - Sabol 1965). The Kuty depression is filled with 
Mindel sediments of the Morava river which have identical 
composition as those of the Hradiste Graben in the Lower 
Moravian Basin (Minarikova 1982) and with fluviolacustrine 
sediments found by Macoun and Rüzicka (1967) in the Up
per Moravian Basin . The Zohor-Marchegg depression (up 
to 80 m deep) is filled with a mixture of material derived 
from the Male Karpaty Mts. and from the Morava river sedi
ments. Beside the filling of the Kuty depression the Morava 
river formed two terrace accumulations during the Mindel 
and their relics were preserved in the north of Zahorska 
nizina Lowland. Similarly as the Lower Pleistocene terraces, 
they were afflicted by postsedimentary tectonic move
ments so that the relative height of their bases fluctuated 
between 13 and 30 m in the younger Mindel and 26 to 50 m 
in the older Mindel. The Riss accumulations skirt along the 
today's Morava river and their position shows that the 
course of the river significantly shifted to the west. On the 
composition of the sediments participate both the Dyje and 
Morava rivers . Also bases of the Riss terraces significantly 
fluctuate and this proves that the entire area was tectoni 
cally active throughout the whole Pleistocene. 

The Lower Pleistocene catastrophic sediment, occurring 
in pockets made in the Pannonian clays in the basement of 
the Würm Morava river terrace, testifies of a considerable 
sinking of the territory between Moravsky Jan and Male Le
vary. The sediment is composed of coarse pebbles to boul
ders which are little worn and exhibit varied petrographic 
composition . The rocks come from the SE part of the Bo
hemian Massif; beside resistant rocks there were found al 
so fresh phyllites and epidotites (Minarikova 1969). The 
boulders are accompanied by many bones of elephantids, 
determined by Musil (1960) and ranged with the Lower 
Pleistocene, and by pieces of wood and peat. The character 
of flora (Krippe! 1965) and fauna indicates typical perigla
cial environment. The Sedimentation was very rapid, chao
tic and blocks of rocks were transported probably in ice 
floes . Similar blocks were reported by Eppensteiner et al. 
(1973) from terrace bases of various ages from Marchfeld 
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in Austria. The Austrian autors believe that these blocks 
were deposited by braided rivers in the glacial period in the 
periglacial zone and transported in ice floes . 

lt was found that the highest Lower Pleistocene accumu
lations preserved as tiny relics in the southern part of the 
Zahorska nizina Lowland in the Devin (Hainburg) Gate were 
deposited by local Carpathian streams and not by the Da
nube river (Halouzka - Minarikova 1977) . The Danube sedi
ments in this area occurred as late as in the Mindel, when 
the Danube river formed a terrace near Devinska Nova Ves 
and two accumulations in the Bratislava area which corre
spond with the upper and lower Seyring in Marchfeld . Be
fore deposition of these terraces, in the Lower Pleistocene, 
the Danube river had probably flowed through the Bruck 
Gate (Fink 1955, Küpper 1955). The change of the Danube 
course probably occurred in the same period as the change 
of the Morava river course towards south via the Napajedla 
Gate, i. e. probably at the beginning of the Mindel. ln this 
period tectonic movements are reported from great part of 
western and central Europe (Sibrava 1972). 

Results of the study of terrace accumulations on Austri
an territory and their correlation with Czechoslovak ter
races 

Mitterhof region 

The Mitterhof accumulation forms an extensive terrace 
on the right bank of the Dyje river north of Laa a. T. towards 
Alt Prerau . lts surface is situated 184-185 m above sea le-

Fig . 3: Schematic section 2-2' 
1 - flood loam; 2 - fluvial sand (Holocene) ; 3 - fluvia l sandy gravel 
(Würm-Holocene) ; 4- eolian sand ; 5 - fluvial sandy gravel (Riss 2) ; 6 -
fluvial sandy gravel (Mindel) ; 7 - pre-Quaternary basement; 8 - cryotur
bation . 
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vel , i. e. approximately 10 m above the Dyje flood plain . The 
accumulation is composed predominantly of sand with me
dium-grained gravel lenses and micaceous silt intercala
tions . On the surface of the accumulation the sediments 
are cryoturbated in some sites. The gravel contains (see 
Table 3) typical rocks of the Dyje provenance, heavy frac
tion (see Table 4) exhibits prevalence of garnet over amphi
bole and opaque minerals . According to Austrian geolo
gists (see Grill 1968) the terrace belongs to the Riss. 

On the Czechoslovak territory this terrace can be corre
lated with the Dyje accumulation NE of Hevlin. lts surface 
gradually ascends from 4 to maximum 10m above the Dyje 
flood plain . On the basis of borehole data we can distin
guish the Riss 1 and Riss 2 according to different base 
heights (see schematic section 1- 1 ' ). The accumulation is 
also prevailingly sandy, in the composition of pebbles and 
heavy fraction (see Tables 1, 2) is similar tothat of the Mit
terhof terrace. ln the vicinity of Travni Dvür there were 
found Riss sediments of the Jevisovka river which can be 
weil distinguished from the Dyje Sediments on the base of 
heavy minerals. ln the Jevisovka river sediments a domi
nant heavy mineral is garnet (see Table 2) . The presence of 
the Jevisovka sediments (nowadays the Jevisovka river 
empties into the Dyje river approximately 7 km to the NE) 
suggests that in the Riss period the Jevisovka mouth into 
the Dyje was situated further to the south, probably on 
Austrian territory. 

ln the wider surroundings of Laa a. d. Thaya , about 200 m 
above sea Ievei (relative height 25m above the Dyje flood 
plain) occurs a Ievei covered only by dispersed gravels. On 
ly in some sites a small residue of accumulation has been 
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preserved . Austrian geologists (see Grill 1968) assign t his 
Ievei to the Lower Pleistocene. Dispersed gravels are com 
posed predominantly of quartzose rocks w ith admixture of 
flysch rocks. 

On Czechoslovak territory this Ievei probably corre 
sponds with the Dyje accumulation with the surface 
200-203 m above sea Ievei and thickness about 2.5 m 
which forms a conspicuous ridge of E-W direction be
tween Hevlin and Dyjakovice. The accumulation is formed 
by loamy consolidated limonitized medium-grained gravels 
(for compostion see Table 1 ). The sand shows no eolian 
grains and amphibole and garnet grains are corroded. On 
the basis of composition and character of the sediment the 
present authors presume that the accumulation is of the 
Lower Pleistocene (Günz) age. 

The territory north of Bernhardsthal 

North of Bernhardsthal lies a terrace with the surface 
185m above sea Ievei (about 30m above the Dyje flood 
plain) which is formed of medium-grained sandy gravel 
containing typical Dyje rocks (see Table 3). Heavy fraction 
exhibits prevalence of garnet; opaque minerals and amphi 
boles (see Table 4) occur in a smaller amount. Amphibole 
grains are slightly corroded . Eolian grains are rare . Austrian 
geologists classify the accumulation as Lower Pleistocene 
(see Grill 1968). 

On Czechoslovak territory, this accumulation can be 
probably compared with terrace situated on an extensive 
plateau between Postoma and Valtice (see schematic sec
tion 2- 2') with its surface lying 180-184 m above sea Ie
vei. The base of this Dyje accumulation was determined at 
the height of about 164m above sea Ievei. Compared with 
Bernhardsthal, the pebble component contains more flysch 
sandstones at the expense of quartzose rocks (see Table 1 ). 
Also the composition of heavy fraction is slightly different 
(see Table 2), but the corrosion of mineral grains is similar 
and also eolian grains are present. ln spite of the above dif
ferences in representation of certain rocks and minerals it 
is presumed that the accumulations correspod to each 
other. On the Czechoslovak territory this terrace is as
signed to the Middle Pleistocene - Mindel. 

A sample of sands from the gravel pit at " Zollhaus " 
(Bernhardsthal 2) was taken NE of Bernhardsthal. Composi 
tion of its heavy fraction (see Table 4) is similar to that of 
other sediments of the Dyje river, the wear and corrosion of 
grains is identical with Bernhardsthal 1. This led the present 
authors to conclusion that the sample also belongs to the 
Mindel sediments of the Dyje river. 

The terrace west of Rabensburg 

An extensive accumulation with the surface about 163 m 
above sea Ievei and up to 10m thickness has been pre
served west of Rabensburg . The accumulation is doubled, 
divided by a layer of strongly cryoturbated silty loam . The 
upper part is built of whitish f ine- to medium-grained sandy 
gravel which is considerably consolidated ; the lower part is 
sandy with an admixture of quartz pebbles showing a slight 
wear. Austrian geologists (see Grill 1968) correlate this ac
cumulation with the terraces " west of Seyring " assigned to 
Mindel. Although the Ievei corresponds to Riss terrace, the 
nature of clastic material suggests an older age . Table 3 
shows representation of rocks. Compared with Bernhards
thal 1 the terrace contains more quartz, siltstone and silicite 
and less metamorphites and granitoids. Quartzose pebbles 
are less worn than those of the Dyje accumulations . Glau
conitic sandstones are strongly silicified with correspond
ing very irregular shapes of pebbles. Silicites are represent
ed by various types of cherts including even blackbrown 
cherts with white patina which are very frequent in the sed-
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iments near Mühlberg . Crystall ine schists and granitoids 
are of the same type as in the Dyje sediments. They exhibit 
strongly kaoli nized feldspars. Opaque minerals (partly 
formed by authigenic pyrite) are the mostfrequent in heavy 
fraction , garnet and amphiboles are less represented (see 
Table 4) . Amphibole grains are slightly corro.ded. Roun?ed 
eolian grains are not present. Compared w1th the typ1cal 
Dyje sediments, zircon is more frequent . 

The present authors presume that the above described 
accumulation may belang to the Dyje terrace which was 
significantly enriched with local material brought from the 
west, probably from the Pliocene gravels. As the Ra~ens 
burg accumulation lies in the subsidence area either Mmdel 
or an older age can be ascribed to it. 

The terrace south of Hohenau - Gerichtsfeld 

On the left bank of the Zaya river lies about 10 m thick ac
cumulation with the surface about 160-165 m above sea Ie
vei , i. e. 10m above the flood plain (see schematic section 
3- 3'). The accumulation is composed of medium-grained 
quartzose sandy gravel with rare sand lenses. lt exhibits 
very weil rounded quartz pebbles. Surface of the accumu 
lation is cryoturbated . Austrian geologists (see Grill 1968) 
corre late it to the Ievei " west of Seyring" . The composition 
of pebbles is given in Table 3. The sediments show 
a marked mat urity, contain prevailingly quartz and very re 
sistant quartzose rocks. Heavy fraction shows prevalence 
of opaque minerals (formed frequently by authigenic py
rite) and garnet the grains of which are only rarely cor
roded ; amphibole grains are little corroded. lt follows from 
the above characteristics that the sediment is of local ori
gin (probably of Zaya river) and is composed of resedi
mented, probably Pliocene deposits. lt may be dated as 
Mindel or older. 

The sediments near Mühlberg 

South of Mühlberg, in " Oilfield" , we studied sediments 
which were presumed by Austrian geologists (see Grill 
1968) to be of Lower Pleistocene age. The sediments attain 
up to 20m in thickness and are composed of light-ochre
ous sand with occasional intercalations of fine-grained 
gravel. The sediments show horizontal deposition with con
spicuous inclined bedding and cross-bedding . Surface of 
the sediments lies about 185 m above sea Ievei, i. e. ap
proximately in the same height as the near-by Dyje terrace 
at Bernhardsthal. However, pebble composition (Table 3) is 
completely different, the pebbles are composed solely of 
quartz and silicites . Silicites represent about 30% in frac
tion over 16 mm and consist of predominantly black chert. 
Sandstones are also very resistant and silicified. Heavy 
fraction exhibits different composition from that of the 
Dyje sediments ; garnet and amphibole represent a small 
fraction only. Besides predominating opaque minerals, 
minerals of zoisite-epidote group and stable minerals such 
as zircon and rutile (see Table 4) are significantly represent
ed . 

The sediments near Mühlberg situated in the height of 
220 m above sea Ievei exh ibit identical composition and 
character (see Table 3, 4) . 

The present authors presume that the above mentioned 
sediments from "Oilfield " as weil as from the Ievei of 220 m 
above sea are pre-Quaternary, namely of Pliocene age. On 
Czechoslovak territory similar sediments were never found 
cropping out on the surface . 

Conclusion 

Results of petrographic analyses showed that the tradi 
tional method of terrace classification according to their 
relat ive heights is not appropriate for the studied territory 
since the heights of terraces significantly fluctuate due to 
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Fig. 4: Schematic section 3- 3' 
1 - flood loam ; 2 - fluvial sandy gravel (Würm-Holocene) ; 3 - fluvial 
sandy gravel (Mindel) ; 4- catastrophic sediment (minimum Lower Pleis
tocene) ; 5 - pre-Quaternary basement. 

neoteetonie movements (see stratigraphieal eorrelation 
table). Petrographie investigation proved very sueeessful 
for mutual eorrelation of the sediments and their Stratigra
phie classifieation. Besides eomposition of pebbles and 
heavy minerals, roundness of sand grains and the degree of 
eorrosion of amphibole and garnet grains were applied for 
eorrelation purposes. 

Data on absolute dating {from the area of southern Mor
avia 14 analyses were performed) supplied important infor
mation for the study of flood plains development. 

The aehieved results show that further eooperation of 
Czeehoslovak and Austrian geologists will be highly profi
table, espeeially for sake of eorrelation of the eontinental 
and Alpine glaeiations for whieh the studied territory is of 
essential importanee. 
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Abstrakt 

Studovana oblast je soucasti 
uzemi, ktere ma klicov'( v'(znam 
pro korelaci kontinentalniho za
ledn{mi na s. Morave a alpske
ho zaledneni v Rakousku. Toto 
uzemi bylo postizeno intenzivni 
neotektonikou, ktera zpüsobila 
zmeny ricnich tokü a postsedi
mentarni vertikalni diferenciaci 
ricnich teras. Nelze zde proto 
pouzit klasickych morfologic
kych metod pro stratigraficke 
zarazeni teras na zaklade jejich 
relativnich v'(sek. Petrograficke 
analyzy poskytly radu poznatkü, 
ktere vzajemnou korelaci teras 
a jejich stratigraficke zarazeni 
umoznily. V praci jsou uvedeny 
hlavni v'(sledky v'(zkumu kvar
ternich sedimentü j . Moravy 
a z. Slovenska v pohranicni ob
lasti a v'(sledky studia teraso-

Zusammenfassung 

Das Untersuchungsgebiet an 
den Flüssen Thaya und March 
entlang der tschechoslowa 
kisch-österreichischen Staats
grenze ist ein Teil des Gebiets 
von entscheidender Bedeutung 
für die Korrelation der Konti
nentalvereisung in Nordmähren 
und der Alpenvereisung in 
Österreich. Das erwähnte Ge
biet wurde durch eine intensive 
Neotektonik betroffen, die Än
derungen der Wasserläufe und 
eine postsedimentäre vertikale 
Differenzierung der Flußterras
sen verursachte. Daher können 
hier klassische morphologische 
Methoden zur stratigraphi
schen Einstufung der Terrassen 
aufgrund ihrer Relativhöhen 
nicht angewendet werden. Pe
trographische Analysen liefer-
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v-Ych akumulaci na uzemi Ra 
kouska a jejich korelace s tera 
sami na uzemi Ceskoslovenska . 

ten eine Reihe von Kenntnis
sen, durch die eine gegenseiti
ge Korrelation und stratigraphi 
sche Einstufung der Terrassen 
ermöglicht wurden . Im vorlie
genden Beitrag werden wich 
tigste Ergebnisse der Erfor
schung von Quartärablagerun
gen im Grenzgebiet Südmäh
rens und der Westslowakei so
w ie der Untersuchung von Ter
rassenaufschotterungen auf 
dem Gebiet Österreichs und ih
rer Korrelation mit den Flußter
rassen auf dem Gebiet der 
Tschechoslowakei zusammen
gefaßt. 

THE NOETSCH-VEITSCH-NORTH GEMERIC ZONE 
OF ALPSAND CARPATHIANS: CORRELATION. 
PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND SIGNIFICANCE 
FOR VARISCAN OROGENY 

Franz Neubauer' - Anna Vozarov<F 
1 Kari-Franzens-Universität, Institut für Geologie und 
Paläontologie, Graz, Austria 
2 Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, Czechoslo
vakia 

lntroduction 

The correlation of basement zones between the Alps and 
Carpathians have strong significance for the definition of 
microplates involved in the Alpine orogen, and, naturally, 
for the evolution of the pre-Aipine basement. Late Paleo
zoic depositional sequences with strong shallow water af
finities have a distinct significance among basement units 
because they contrast all other lithotectonic units in regard 
to the depositional environment, the age of deposition as 
weil as to the age and degree of metamorphism. 

Late Paleozoic deposits of a shallow marine environment 
occur within the North Gemeric Zone, e. g. at the locality 
Ochtina and related localities of the Western Carpathians, 
within the Veitsch nappe (Greywacke zone) and at Noetsch 
of the Eastern Alps (Fig. 1 ). The North Gemeric Zone and 
the Veitsch nappe are situated along the same structural 
zone which separates a strong metamorphosed basement 
in the footwall from weakly metamorphosed Early Paleo
zoic rocks in the hangingwall (see TOLLMANN, 1986, and 
references cited therein). The tectonic position of Noetsch 
in the Eastern Alps is rather obscure. lt forms the core of 
a fault-controlled window below Mesozoic rocks of the 
Drauzug. 

The aim of this paper is 
- to correlate the individual formations of these three 
structural units, 
- to evaluate their geodynamic evolution, 
- to elucidate their significance for the Variscan geody-
namic evolution of the Alpine and Carpathian belt. 

Sections 

1. Noetsch Group 

SCHÖNLAUB (1985) redefined the sedimentary sequence 
from the locality Noetsch (Noetsch Group) . The Noetsch 
Group consists of three formations, from the base to the 
top, of the Erlachgraben Fm. , die Badstub-Breccia Fm. and 
the Noetsch Formation. The Stratigraphie base of the 
Noetsch Group is not known up to now. 

The Erlachgraben Formation is composed of sandy silt
stones, and slates which are intercalated by up to ten me-

tres thick conglomerate lenses. Some rich faunas including 
brachiopods, bivalves, corals and plants favour a shallow 
marine environment of d~position . The age of deposition is 
not known exactly. SCHONLAUB (1985) discusses a Late 
Visean and/or Early Namurian age. 

The up to 400 m th ick Badstub Breccia Formation is 
formed by a greenish breccia of a mysterious, strongly dis
cussed origin and a marly siltstone ( .. Zwischenschiefer") . 
The breccia bears predominantly components of a meta
morphic origin (e. g., amphibolites, marbles and ortho
gneisses) , and rare pelagic limest9.nes of Late Visean age. 
The recent interpretation of SCHONLAUB (1985 ; see dis
cussion in that paper) favours a volcanic origin for this 
breccia , an eruptive breccia . TEICH (1982) found a tholeiitic 
basaltic chemistry evaluating the major elements. 

The 400 - 600 m thick Noetsch Formation is composed of 
grey slates, siltstones and conglomerates. Some localities 
are rich in fossils typical of a shallow marine environment, 
as like bivalves, gastropods, brachiopods, corals. The age 
of deposition is Namurian to Westphalian (?) . 

lt is worth being noted that all three formations bear pre
dominantly strongly metamorphosed components like am
phibolites, marbles, orthogneisses. Unmetamorphosed 
plutonic rocks are rather rare (EXNER, 1983). KODSI and 
FLÜGEL (1970) described the light and heavy mineral con
tent of the sandstones which suggest likewise a metamor
phic source region . SCHÖNLAUB (1985) notes the occur
rence of pelagic Iimestones with conodonts hardly older 
than the age of redeposition. These Iimestones contrast the 
sedimentary environment of the Noetsch Group. Own Ob
servations on components show the predominant existence 
of components strongly sheared during metamorphic con
ditions. The age of metamorphism of the metamorphic 
components is not known up to now. 

2. Veitsch Group 

The sedimentary sequences of the Veitsch nappe 
(Veitsch Group) are rearranged recently by NIEVOLL {1983), 
RATSCHBACHER (1984, 1987) and RATSCHBACHER and 
NIEVOLL (1984) . RATSCHBACHER gives a new subdivision 
in three formations for the western part of the Veitsch 
nappe. The correlation with the eastern area of the Veitsch 
nappe bears some uncertainties (RATSCHBACHER and 
NIEVOLL, 1984). ln the western Veitsch nappe, there are 
the Steilbachgraben Formation, the Triebenstein Formation 
and the Sunk Formation from bottom to the top. For the 
eastern Veitsch nappe, the Graschnitz Formation is intro
d!.!.ced new by this paper (see below; see also FLÜGEL, 
HOTZL and NEUBAUER, in press). 

Recently, a highly metamorphosed basement slice (para
gneisses and discordant aplitic veins (plagiogranitic com
position) of the Prieselbauer Complex are found together 
with low grade metamorphosed sediments of the Veitsch 
Group (NEUBAUER et al. , 1987). U/Pb zircon data {lower in
tercept age of paragneiss: 391 ± 2 Ma; upper intercept age 
of aplite : 363 ± 20 Ma) favour an intra-Devonian age of me
tamorphism and magmatism. But it is important to note, 
that the relationship between Prieselbauer slice and the 
Veitsch sediments is based on an interpretation because 
a mylonite zone separates actually both units. 

The Steilbachgraben Formation (up to 230m thick) con
sists of arkosic sandstones, shales and Iimestones which 
bear siliciclastic components. Tuffaceaus rocks of basic 
composition are rare. Dolomite, magnesite and sulphates 
are intercalated between clastic sediments. Some shallow 
marine fossils like brachiopods, trilobites, gastropods and 
corals indicate a Late Visean age of deposition (HAHN and 
HAHN, 1977; NIEVOLL, 1983; RATSCHBACHER, 1987, and 
references cited therein). 

The 10 to 300m thick Triebenstein Formation consists of 
pure Iimestones bearing some corals and crinoids which in
dicate a Late Visean age of deposition. Greenschists of 
a tuffaceaus and Iava flow origin are intercalated within the 
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Fig. 1: The Noetsch-Veitsch-North Gemeric Zone within the Alpine-Carpath 
ian belt . 

Iimestones in some sections. The thickness of these green
stones varies between 0.1 to aproximately 10 metres. About 
the chemistry and geodynamic significance of this volcanic 
episode is known noth ing up to now. 

The 50 to 150 m thick Sunk Formation is composed of 
cyclic carbonate and clastic deposits. A cyclus range from 
Iimestones at the base to shales, siltstones, sandstones 
and conglomerates suggesting a coarsening upwards 
trend . Graphite occurs tagether with conglomerates. As 
a rule, the clastic rocks of the Sunk Formation exhibit 
a dark pigment. Plantfossils of the Sunk Formation suggest 
a Westphalian A-C age (TENCHOV, 1980). 

The Graschnitz Formation appears east of the locality 
Bruck/Mur. The boundary to the Sunk Formation is defined 
by the change from dark into reddish to yellow clastic rocks 
(NEUBAUER, 1983). The Graschnitz Formation consists of 
slates and siltstones which are intercalated by thin quartz 
breccias and fanglomerates. The presence of acid 'tuffa
ceous rocks containing phenocrysts of quartz and alkali 
feldspar as weil as red-colaured quartz pebbles prefer 
a Permian age Interpretation by lithostratigraphic compar
ison with other Permian sections of the Eastern Alps. 

ln cantrast to the Noetsch Group, the clastic content of 
Veitsch Group rocks is dominated by nearly undeformed 
and unmetamorphosed plutonic rocks. Besides quartz peb
bles, granite pebbles dominate the clastic spectrum. Heavy 
minerals suggest a similar source region (RATSCHBACHER 
and NIEVOLL, 1984). 

3. North Gemeric zone 

The filling of Late Paleozoic basins preserved in the Al
pine structure of the North Gemeric zone reflects the final 
stages of the Variscan orogeny. The Late Paleozoic forma
tions are represented by Early and Late Carboniferous vol 
canosedimentary complexes of the DobSina- and the 
Crmer Groups and by Permian continental sediments and 
volcanics of the Krompachy Group. 
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3.1 Dobsina Group 

The Dobsina Group consists of four formations (from the 
bottom to the top) : the Ocht.ina, Rud~any, ?latnik and the 
Hamor Formations (BAJANIK, VOZAROVA and REICH 
WALDER, 1981). 

The Ochtina Fm. (about 1200 m thick) is in the western 
part of the Gemericum. lts Stratigraphie basement is not 
known. The formation rests in a nappe position upon the 
lower tectonic unit - the deformed envelope series of the 
Veporic crystalline complexes. The lower part of the Ochti 
na Fm. consists of a complex of cyclic, metamorphosed 
fine-grained conglomerates and sandstones w ith phyllite 
intercalations. The complex is overlain by phyll ites alternat
ing with fine-grained metasandstones and intercalations of 
metavolcanics and metavolcaniclastics (tholeiite basalts, 
their tuffs and tuffites). Minor bodies of magnesites and 
ultrabasic rocks occur sporadically. The Tournaisian-Visean 
age of the lower part of t.he Ochtina Formatio.n is indicated 
by sporomorphs (BAJANIK and PLANDEROVA, 1985). A Vi 
sean sporamorph assemblage (PLANDEROVA, 1982) was 
found in a horizon with basic volcaniclastic material. The 
upper part of the Ochtina Fm. consits of a horizon of mag
nesite spatially associated with heavy-bedded dolomites 
and black graphite slates. The Uppermost Visean-Serpu 
chovian age of the magnesite horizon is proved by cono
donts (KOZUR, MOCK and MOSTLER, 1976). Clastic sed i
ments of the Ochtina Formation contain besides quartz, 
feldspar and scarce clastic mica grains also clasts of dark 
phyllites, metasandstones, lydites and sporadical apl ite 
granites. 

The Ru d n a ny Formation is only preserved in the 
northwestern northern and eastern parts of the Gemeri 
cum. ln the northwestern and northern parts of the Gemeri 
cum, the Rudnany Fm. overlies with an unconformity the 
low-grade metamorphosed Paleozoic rock complex of the 
Rakovec Group (former phyllite-diabase series) and the 
gneiss-amphibolite complex (the Klatov Group). ln the 
eastern part of the Gemericum the Rudnany Fm. overlies 
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unconformably the low-grade metamorphosed Early Car-
. boniferous rocks of the Crmel' Group. The coarse-clastic 
Rudnany Fm. tends evidently to fining upwards. lt consists 
of coarse-grained conglomerates, its upper parts comprise 
sandstone and slate intercalations. lts thickness shows ex
treme regional variability (10-150 m). The clastic material 
consists of metabasalts, their tuffs and tuffites, various 
types of phyllites, actinolite schists, metasandstones, hem
atite quartzites and phyllites, lydites, plagioaplites, granitic 
and tonalitic magmatic rocks, biotite-, two mica-, biotite
hornblende-, garnet-hornblende and injected gneisses, am
phibolites. 

Crystalline dolomite clasts occur sporadically. The clastic 
material is very similar to rock complexes of the basement 
of the Rakovec Group, the Crmel' Group and of the 
gneiss-amphibolite complex (Kiatov Group) . The West
phalian A-B age of the Rudnany Fm. is proved by macro
fa~na and macroflora (RAKUSZ, 1932; VACHTL, 1938; 
NEMEJC, 1946). 

The Zlatnik Formation (max. thickness 400 m) over
lies the Rudnany Fm. lt is mostly preserved in the northern 
part of the Gemericum (around Dobsina-Rudnany) and 
consists of a rather monotonaus complex of slates and 
fine-grained metasandstones with basic volcaniclastic lay
ers and thin tholeiite basalts. ln the lower part of the Zlatnik 
Fm. sporadical carbonate bodies contain plentiful macro
faunas (loc. Dobsina) . The fauna is indicative of the West
phalian C-D age (RAKUSZ, 1~32) or the uppermost West
phalian B age (BOUCEK and PRIBY~. 1960). The macroflora 
indicates the Westphalian A-B (NEMEJC, 1953). The con
odonts are indicative of the Westphalian A (KOZUR and 
MOCK, 1977). A complex of dark phyllitesandlight crystal
line Iimestones with interbeds of basic volcaniclastic mate
rial (the Dubrava beds in the sense of FUSAN, 1959) overly
ing the Ochtina Fm. at the locality Ochtina and partly SW of 
the locality, is also correlated with the Zlatnik Fm. 

Cyclical paralic sediments denoted as the Hamor For 
mation (150-370 m thick) represent the youngest forma
tion of the Dobsina Group. Sedimentary cycles composed 
of conglomerates, sandstones and slates contain local an
thracite coal sheds. The Hamor Fm. was dated Westphalian 
D - Stephanian A (ILAVSKA, 1964) according to a spora
morph assemblage. Clastic material of the Hamor Fm. con
glomerates contains various types of phyllites, metaquart
zites, lydites, scarce granitoids and acid volcanics. Because 
of pre-Permian erosion and Alpine tectonic reduction, the 
Hamor Fm. is only preserved in relics. 

3.2 Crmel' Group 
The Crmel' Group is the lithological and stratigraphical 

equivalent of the lower part of the Ochtina Fm. in the east
ern part of the Gemericum. The Crmel' Group mostly con
sists of low-grade metamorphosed sediments, basic vol
caniclastics and sporadical acid volcaniclastics. The basal 
part of the Crmel' Group tends to fining upwards and con
sists of a complex of medium- to fine-grained metasand
stones alternating with phyllites, and sporadical acid vol 
caniclastics. The major part of the Crmel' Group is formed 
by cyclical fine-grained metasediments associated with ba
sie volcan!cs and volc~niclastics (tholeiites s. I. according 
to BAJANIK in BAJANIK et al., 1986). The intensity of vol
canism decreases towards the upper part of the Crmel' 
Group to be replaced by thin lenses of carbonates (partly 
alterated to magnesites) and occasional lydites. The top 
parts of the entire complex display coarsening of sedi 
ments again. 

Sediments and volcanics of the Crmel' Group underwent 
Variscan metamorphism (Sudetian phase). The grade of 
their metamorphism corresponds to the lower part of the 
greel)schis~ facies of the low-pressure type (SASSI and 
VOZAROVA, 1987). 

The Crmel' Group was dated as Tournaisian-Yisean qn 
the basis of a sporamorph assemblage (BAJANIK, VOlA
ROVA and SNOPKOVA. 1986). 

When reconstructing the evolution of Carboniferous for
mations in the North-Gemeric zone we must consider at 
least two prominent breaks in Sedimentation. The bed se
quence is devoid of the Namurian B- C sediments and of 
the most part of the Stephanian sediments. Various litho
logical members of Carboniferous sequences of the 
Dobsina and Crmel' Groups are uncorformably overlain by 
Permian basal sediments of the Krompachy Group. They 
are represented by violet-red alluvial, polymict conglomer
ates. Radiometrical dating of a volcanogenic horizon over
lying the basal conglomerates indicate the Upper Autunian
Saxonian age 206Pb238U - 263 Ma; 207 Pb/235U - 274 Ma; 
NOVOTNY and ROJKOVIC, 1981). 

Data concerning the age of metamorphism of rock com 
plexes from the basement of the Rudnany Fm. are most 
frequently indicative of the Devonian /Carboniferous boun
dary (CAMBEL et al., 1980; KANTOR, 1980- K/Ar method; 
gneisses and amphibolites of the Klatov Gr.). 

ln the eastern part of the Gemericum, the Rudnany Fm. 
overlies unconformably the low-grade metamorphosed 
rock complex of the Crmel' Group. lts age is Tournaisian-Vi
sean. The Rudnany Fm. conglomerates contajn pebbles of 
low-grade metamorphosed rocks from the Crmel' Group. 
So the Lower Carboniferous formations of the North-Gem
eric zone must have been metamorphosed in final phases 
of the Variscan orogeny under the condition of low temper
ature and low pressure. The grade of metamorphism of the 
Ochtina Formation in the western part of the Gemericum is 
analogous, i. e. the lower part of the gr!'lensc~ist facies of 
the low-pressure type (SASSI and VOZAROVA, 1987). 

Discussion 

Sedimentary formations of the Noetsch and Veitsch 
Grou_ps in the Eastern Alps, and sedimentary formations of 
the Crmel' and Dobsina Groups in the North-Gemeric zone 
of the West Carpathians display following common fea 
tures : 

1) an approximately equal age, 
2) marine shallow-sea depositional environments rela

tively weil defined by fauna, 
3) syngenetic basic volcanism, prominent in West-Car

pathian Carboniferous formations (because they are better 
preserved) showing ~he charact!'lr of t~oleiite bas~lts of the 
orogenic type (VOZAR in VOZAROVA and VOZAR, 1988), 

4) clastic detritus originating from metamorphic and 
magmatic rocks as weil as from low-grade metamorphosed 
or almost nonmetamorphosed volcanics and sediments, 

5) general upward coarsening of clastic facies, associat
ed with gradual shallowing and transition into paralic and 
continental depositional environments, 

6) Permian continental volcanosedimentary formations 
(overlying unconformably the Carboniferous complexes of 
the North-Gemeric zone of the West Carpathians), 

7) the basement whose metamorphism is radiometrically 
dated as Devonian or Devonian-Carboniferous. 

8) ln the Eastern Alps, the zone of Early Carboniferous 
shallow water sedimentation is contrasted by flysch-like 
deep water deposits in the south and a meta 
morphic-batholithic belt situated in the north. A similar 
configuration occurs in the Western Carpathians. For both, 
Carpathians and Eastern Alps, this zon?tion i~ explaineq in 
terms of terranes or microplates (VOZAROVA and VOZAR, 
1988; FRISCH and NEUBAUER, 1989; NEUBAUER, 1988) 
which were differentiated after their basement evolution 
and evolution in Early Carboniferous times. 

Bed complexes of Carboniferous formations are general
ly better preserved in the North-Gemeric zone of the West
ern Carpathians. Although they are incorporated in the Al 
pine nappe structure in this area, their basement and their 
relation to overlying Permian complexes may be defined al 
most completely. The complexes have been interpreted as 
remnants of depositional ba~in filli.ngs, assoc!ated with the 
collision type orogeny (VOZAROVA and VOZAR, 1988). De-
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Fig . 2: The lithostratigraphic frame of sections of the Noetsch-Veitsch-North 
Gemeric Zone. For location of sections, see Fig. 1. 

vonian metamorphism of the basement in both areas eom 
pared, and detritus originating from geoteetonieally differ
ent souree areas - eontinental mieroplates and orogenie 
zone - are signifieant for the reeonstruetion of the evolu
tion of the entire depositional zone. 

Conclusions 

Shallow-sea Carboniferous depositional formations of 
the Noetseh and Veitseh Groups of the Eastern Alps, and of 
the North -Gemerie zone in the West Carpathians represent 
remnants of depositional basins bordering the Varisean su 
ture zone. Their origin was closely assoeiated with the evo
lution of the entire orogenie zone. Tournaisian-Visean ba 
sins in the West Carpathians (the Crmel' Group and the 
lower part of the Oehtina Fm .) had the eharaeter of a rem
nant basin. The basinal filling was refolded and slightly me
tamorphosed (VOZAROVA and VOZAR, 1988). Upper Vi
sean-Namurian and Westphalian peripheral basins bar
dered the new-formed suture zones. The basins are eharae
terized by a shallow-sea depositional environment, varie
gated lithofaeies and frequent breaks in Sedimentation . 
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........,_ Unconformi ty ~Disconformity 

The final phase of the Varisean orogeny, eharaeterized 
mainly by intense fault teetonies and gradual eonsolidation 
trend in the entire orogenie zone, resulted in Permian eon
tinental voleanosedimentary formations followed by Perm
ian - Triassie evaporite formations. 
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Abstrakt 

Mladopaleozoicka sedimen
tacia z 1/'fskytov v oblasti 
Nötsch a Veitsch vo Vychod
nych Alpach je zrovnavana 
s obdobnymi sedimentacnymi 
podmienkami z oblasti Ochti
nej. prip. ostatnych ekvivalen
tnych casti severogemeridnej 
z6ny v Zapadnych Karpatoch. 
Uvazovany je jednotny plytko
morsky sedimentacny priestor 
s morskou molasovou sedimen
taciou , s narastajucimi rifmi 
(alebo cast'ami s v'{vojom plyt
kovodnych organizmov), ktore 
boli prekr'{vane vrchnokarb6n
skymi, regresivnymi deltoll'fmi, 
deltovo-riecnymi sedimentar
nymi faciami a miestami 
i permskymi fanglomeratmi. 
Pre jednotlive casti tohoto sedi
mentacneho priestoru bol dis
kutovany dev6nsky metamorfny 
podklad . Toto sedimentacne 
prostredie charakterizuje sutu
ru medzi dvoma rozdielnymi 
mikroplati\ami, menovite medzi 
metamorfovanou vnutornou z6-
nou variskeho orogenu a von
kajsou z6nou so spodnokarb6n
skou hlbokovodnou sedimenta
ciou. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die jungpaläozoischen Abla 
gerungen von Nötsch, Veitsch 
der Ostalpen werden mit sol
chen von Ochtina und ver
gleichbaren Abfolgen der Nord
gemeriden der Westkarpaten 
korreliert . Ein einheitlicher ma
riner Flachwasserraum mit ma
riner Molassesedimentation 
und dazwischen sich aufbauen
den Riffen (oder Teils mit 
Flachwasserorganismen) wird 
postuliert, die von oberkarbo
nischen regressiven Delta- und 
Flußablagerungen und von ver
mutlich permischen Fanglome
raten überlagert werden. Ein 
devonisch metamorphosiertes 
Fundament von Teilen dieses 
Ablagerungsraumes wird disku
tiert. Dieser Sedimentations
raum charakterisiert die Sutur 
zwischen zwei verschiedenen 
Mikroplatten resp. Terranes, 
nämlich einer metamorphen ln 
ternzone des variszischen Oro
gens und einer Externzone mit 
unterkarbonischen Tiefwasser
sedimenten. 

BIOSTRATIGRAPHICAL EVALUATION 
OF WEAKLY METAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTS 
OF WECHSEL SERIES AND THEIR POSSIBLE 
CORRELATION WITH HARMÖNIA GROUP 
IN THE MALE KARPATY MTS. 

Eva Planderova 1, Alfred Pahr2 

' Eva Planderova, Geol. ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, 
Czechoslovakia 
2 Alfred Pahr, Geol. Bundesanstalt, Wien, Austria 

lntroduction (A. Pahr) 

The Wechsel mountain group in the Central Eastern Alps 
has aroused the attention of geologists for a long time. The 
reason for this may have been a particular rock assemblage 
and problems with its tectonic position . 

After the fundamental works by H. Mohr (1911-1919) 
detailed studies by Faupl, Vetters, Huska, Halbmayer, Lem
berger (1968-1970) have brought about important new re
sults. Mohr's litho-stratigraphic division of the Wechsel 
rocks into (top to bottom) Wechsel schists and Wechsel 
gneiss (with the Permoskythian transgression on top) could 
be improved by the studies of P. Faupl (1970). His new divi
sion (Fig. 1) shows the sequence of the Wechsel gneisses 
at the bottom, followed by the Underlying ( = Liegende) 
and the Overlying ( = Hangende) Wechsel schists, and 
then, after a gap, by the ABP- ( = Arkose-Breccia-Porphy" 
roid) series ( = Rotliegendes) and the Semmering quartzite 
(Skythian). 

Recent conclusions concerning the tectonic position of 
the Wechsel unit have shown it as a deeper part of the 
Lower Austro-Aipine nappe system after a variety of at
tempts to find its right position in the tectonic scheme of 
the Eastern Alps (Fig . 2) . This was possible after it had 
turned out that the Wechsel nappe is not restricted to the 
Wechsel mountain group proper but is widely spread under 
the overthrusted Grobgneis nappes of the Central Alpine 
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SEMMERI NG QUARTl irE 

POAPHVAOIO SCHISTS AN O BR EC CIA 
HIATUS }

ARCO SIC SCI-I I'iTS 
BRE CCIA PORPHVROIO SE RIES 

EPtOOT E • a-I LORITE: - OUARTZIT PHYLLITE 
ANO SERtCITE- QUARTZITCHlDRITE SCHISTS 

GRAPH ITE SCHISTS 

BASA LE GRAPHITE PHYlli~ 

AiBIT SCHISTS 

GRAPH ITE SCHISTS 

CHLORITE- quAATZ - PHYLLITE 

AlBfTE SCHISTS RICH IN CiRAPH ITE 

WE CHSÜGNEISS ANO TRANSITION ZONE 
WITH Q.UARTZ ITE ANO GRAPHITE SCHISTS 

WECHSELGNEISS · .~.:; 

WEOiSELGNEISS RICH IN CHLORITE 

GREEN SCH ISTS 

CHLOR ITE - SERICITE • QUAATZ SCHISTS 

Fig . 1: Lithostratigraphic profile of the Wechsel series (after Faupl, 1970). 

Zone in Austria, overlapping the Penninie in the East and 
ernerging in several tectonic windowss below the Grob
gneis nappes in the Northeast and North (Pahr 1972, Toll 
mann 1976). 

The problern of the Stratigraphie position of the Wechsel 
Series 

Whereas there were no problems about the lithostrati
graphic ranging of the overlying Permoskythian, there have 
only been assumptions about the Stratigraphie position of 
the underlying Wechsel schists due to the Iack of fossils. ln 
1907 G. A. Koch announced the discovery of Carboniferous 
plants north of the village Mariensee (near Aspang). but 
this turned out to be a mystification as H. Mohr found out 
and published in 1922 (on the place mentioned by Koch 
there is only albitic gneiss and a quartz vein cropping out!) . 

On the other hand H. Mohr stressed the possibility of 
a (late) Carboniferous age of the graphite-bearing Wechsel 
schists (1913). His opinion was shared by L. Kober (1912) 
and K. Bistritschan (1939) . 

ln 1970 P. Faupl considered the Early Paleozoic the most 
probable age of the Wechsel schists after comparing them 
to similar Early Paleozoic rocks in the Eastern Alps and the 
Carpathians. His opinion is based, above all, on the basic 
tuffaceaus intercalations in the Wechsel schists. 

A. Tollmann (1957) supported the theory of an Early Pal
aeozoic age, whereas H. Wieseneder (1971) insisted on 
Late Carboniferous, because the underlying and overlying 
Wechsel schists were not metamorphosed (in the Quartz
Aibite-Muscovite-Chlorite subfacies of the greenschist fa
cies) before the Alpidic orogenesis. According to H. W. 
Flügel (1976) Wieseneder's view fits his idea of a Palaeo
zoic Sedimentation trough of the Northern Alpine Variscan 
belt. 
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To H. P. Schönlaub (1977) the dark quartzites indicate Sil 
urian age and so in his geological column we find the 
Wechsel schists ranged in the Silurian for the most part, 
with the top just going up into the early Devonian . 

The fact, that the Wechsel unit extends much farther to 
the East than the "traditional" Wechsel mountain group 
(Pahr 1970) widened the scale of Wechsel schists and 
Wechsel gneisses, but could not as yet provide any proof 
for a Stratigraphie ranging either. The occurrence of (elon 
gated) quartz pebbles in graphitic quartzites araund Bern 
stein could be interpreted as a hint for a (late) Carbonifer
ous age of these rocks. 

Palynological evaluation of epizonally metamorphosed 
sediments 
(E. Planderova) 

Since metasediments of the Wechsel series and of the 
Harm6nia group in the Male Karpaty Mts. have similar lith 
ological characters (A. Pahr, M . Mahel', 0 . Miko) , both 
complexes were palynologically studied for the purpose of 
age correlation . 

The study was aimed at information on the age of meta 
sediments of the Wechsel series, more precise age data on 
dark graphitic schists of the Harm6nia group and at their 
correlation . 

Biostratigraphical evaluation of epizonally metamor
phosed sediments was based on sporomorphs and acri 
tarchs from chloritic and sericitic phyllites and graphitic 
schists . 

Rich palynomorph assemblages were obtained from 
about 50 samples from the whole Wechsel series and the 
Harm6nia group in the Male Karpaty Mts. 

The preservation of palynomorphs shows that changes in 
temperature and dynamometamorphosis had only partial 
influence upon exines of sporomorphs. So it was possible 
to determine the genera, and in many cases also species of 
palynomorphs. Graphitization damaged exines to 40-70 %. 
Most sediments were affected by temperatures ranging up 
to 200 ° C, on the localityWeinweg to 170-180 ° C. Sampies 
of sediments affected by higher metamorphosis contained 
palynomorphs with exines with dark graphite remains and 
they were regarded sterile with respect to their age . 

The degree of preservation of palynomorphs indicated 
approximately the same degree of metamorphosis as of 
palynomorphs resedimented in Wechsel series and in the 
Harm6nia group and a higher degrees of metamorphosis in 
chloritic and sericitic schists from the locality E of Bad 
Schönau (HM-1, 2) . 

The determination of palynomorphs was based on the 
modern systematic-morphological publications by A. Eise
nack (1973), F. H. Cramer (1964), J. Doubinger, D. C. Rauch
er (1962). J . Doubinger (1968). D. C. McGregor (1973). D. C. 
McGregor (1977l, A. Moreau-Benoit (1980). J. B. Richard
son - R. Lister 1969). E. V. Tchibrikova (1972) . 

Wechsel area 

For the above mentioned reasons the samples from the 
Wechsel area were repeatedly treated to get assemblages 
so rich in species as to enable age determination of sedi
ments from the following cross sections : 
A. Weinweg (samples 1-8l 
B. Bernstein (samples 1-3 

ln cross section Weinweg and Bernstein were 80% of au
tochthonous Late Paleozoic palynomorphs and 20% of pal 
ynomorphs redeposited from the Early Paleozoic rocks. 

A. Cross section Weinweg 

lt is on a road cut N of the village Trattenbach . The cross 
section is in darkgrey sericitic phyllites (Fig. 3) . 

The sporamorph composition is as follows : 
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Locality 1: Wilsonia pseudopraetecta lnosova, frequent in 
the Upper Carboniferous (Stephanian C - Autunian base) . 
Frequent were species of Thymospora tiessenii (Kos .) Alp , 
Lycospora punctata Kos . - mainly in the Stephanian -
Lower Permian : and species of the genus Verrucatospor
ites, Florinites antiquus (Schopf.) Alp, Torispora securis 
Alp., Colluminisporites ovalis Peppers, Dictyotriletes reticu 
locingulum (Loose) Schmidt, and various species of the ge
nus Cordaitina . The above mentioned spore assemblage is 
typical of the Stephanian - Lower Permian . Since the per
centage of monosaccate pollen was not higher than that of 
trilete spores . The sediments are ranged to the Stephani 
an C. 

Sampie 3-4 contained poorly preserved sporomorphs 
representing the following species : Cordaitina ornata Sa 
moil., Scabratisporites scabratus Teteriuk, Torispora secu 
ris Alp ., Raistrickia sp., Florinites luberae Samoil. - spe
cies frequent in the Stephanian - Lower Permian. There 
were also spores of the genus Potonieisporites, Punctati 
sporites punctatus (Kos .) Alp. and unidentifiable species of 
the genus Pityosporites. Sediments from th is locality are al 
so ranged to the Stephanian C - Lower Permian . 

Locality 5: Sediments of this locality did not contain any 
monosaccate nor bisaccate pollen ; they only contained 
spores of Spermophyta : Punctatisporites cingulatus Alp ., 
Apiculatisporites irregularis Alp ., Punctatisporites granifer 
Pot. Kr., Spinosporites aff. peppersi Alp ., Densosporites 
crassipterus (Waltz) Schwartzm., Spinosporites peppersi 
Alp ., Punctatosporites sp. , Aumancisporites sp. All the spe
cies are indicative of the Upper Stephanian. 

Locality 6: The sporamorph assemblage is weil preserved 
and diversified in species. The effect of metamorphosis on 
exines are minimal. The assemblage comprised Triquitrites 
triturgidus (Looze) Wils . et Ven . occurring in the Stephani 
an , Lophotriletes commisuralis (Kos .) Pot. Kr. occurring in 
the Stephanian B- C, Punctatosporites cingulatus Alp . oc
curring in the Stephanian B- C, Cordaitina sp. - in the 
Stephanian - Lower Permian, Wilsonia pseudopraetecta 
lnos. in the Stephanian C, and especially in the Lower 
Permian; Thymospora thiessenii (Kos.) Alp. , Colluminispor
ites ovalis Peppers. , Torispora sp . occurring mostly in the 
Stephanian C-D, cf. Dictyotriletes bireticulatus (lbr.) Pot. 
- in the Westphalian B. 

The composition of the spore-pollen assemblage and its 
Stratigraphie range are indicative of the Stephanian -
Lower Permian . 

Local ity 7: The sample contained weil preserved sporo
morphs: Lycospora cf. granulata Kos ., Triquitrites perorna 
tus Radondy-Doub., Tripartites sp., Endosporites globifor
mis (lbr.) S. W . B., Densosporites sp., Lycospora sp., Cy
matiosphaera sp., Acritarcha indet. These species occur in 
the Upper Stephanian . 

Fig. 3: Geological profile of Weinweg (after Faupl, 1970). 
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Fig. 2: Geological situationaraund the Wechsel group (after Tollmann, 1977). 

Locality 8 is the last one in the cross section through the 
schistose formation at the end of the forest road to Wein
weg . The sporamorph assemblage consists of Punctato
sporites sp., Punctatosporites cingulatus Alp ., Punctato
sporites punctatus Kos. and Colluminisporites ovalis Pep
pers Stephanian C - Lower Permian . Limitisporites sp., 
Potonieisporites sp. are more frequent in the Permian. The 
species lllinites unicus Kos. and Colluminisporites ovalis 
Peppers are frequent in the Stephanian C - Lower Perm 
ian. Sediments of this locality contain mostly Lower Perm 
ian microfloral elements indicative of the Lower Permian 
(Fig . 4) . 
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B. Locality Bernstein 

The locality is in a road cut near the village Bernstein. lt is 
in graphitic schists (Fig. 5). The degree of preservation of 
organic remains shows that graphitization was not exten 
sive. The samples contained the following palynomorph 
species : Cirratriradites saturni (lbr.) S. W. B., frequent in 
the Upper Carboniferous, mainly in the Stephanian; Punc
tatosporites granifer (Pot. Kr.) Alp., occurring in the Ste
phanian, Lycospora pussilla Alp., - occurring in the Ste
phanian, Convolutispora recurva lnnosova - in the Stepha
nian B-C, Densosporites triangularis (Kos.) Alp., occurring 
in the Stephanian B- C, Punctatisporites sp., Cirratriradites 

sp. The sea plankton was represented by Duvernaysphaera 
sp . and Cymatiosphaera compta resedimented from the 
Early Paleozoic. These species are indicative of the Stepha
nian age of sediments of this locality. They are related mic
rofloristically to samples from Weinweg loc. 5. 

The biostratigraphical evaluation of sediments from 
cross section Weinweg and Bernstein proves that they 
were deposited in the Late Paleozoic time. According to 
microflora the Upper Permian and the uppermost part of 
the Lower Permian age is excluded, and the sediments 
from the localities 1 -7 are Stephanian B - Stephanian C 
in age. Sediments from the locality 8 might already be 
ranged to the base of the Permian. 

Fig. 4: Abundance of palynomorphs in the samples of profile of Weinweg and Bernstein. 
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From paleoecological viewpoint these sediments were 
deposited most likely in a shallow marine environment. 
Spores of Spermophyta are indicative of a humid swamp 
zone. The low percentage of cordaite and bisaccate pollen 
indicates a higher relief distant from the Sedimentation 
area . The locality E of Bad Schönau (Fig . 2 point 4) was also 
palynologically ·studied. 

Area of the Male Karpaty Mts. (Harm6nia group) 

Locality Pezinok. Palynological data on the Harm6nia 
group resulted from the study of many samples from sever
al localities. Most important are · the localities of a quarry 
near the road to Pezinska Baba. Corna (1968) studied sam
ples from localities in Lamac and presented biostratigraphi 
cal data also on the Harm6nia group. On the basis of study 
of cuticles, she ranged the rocks to Silurian - Devonian. 

Detailed examination of samples from the Harm6nia 
group revealed a rich palynomorph assemblage mostly 
composed of acritarchs. lt consisted of the following spe
cies : Rhabdosporites langi (Eis.) Rich ., occurrin·g in Lower 

Middle Devonian, Dictyotriletes emsiensis (Aien) 
McGregor - in Lower - Middle Devonian, Dibolisporites 
echinaceous (Eis.) Rich ., Lower - Middle Devonian, Diboli 
sporites sp., Verrucosisporites pseudospinosus Streel -
Middle Devonian, Retusotriletes triangulatus Streel - end 
of Middle Devonian, Stenozonotriletes extensus Naum. -
Middle Devonian, Emphanisporites minutus Allen - Lower 
Devonian, Hymenozonotriletes sp. Raucher - Lower Devo
nian, Azonomonoletes usitatus Tschibr. - end of Lower 
Devonian , Acritarchs were represented by the species Mic
rhystridium lapellum Loebl., Wie. from Upper Silurian -
Lower Devonian , Cymatiosphaera nebulosa Downie - end 
of Silurian and base of Devonian , Cymatiosphaera leonen
sis Cramer - end of Silurian, Cymatiosphaera sp. Raucher 
- end of Silurian - Lower Devonian, Quadratidium fantas
ticum Cramer - Lower - Middle Devonian, Discina asper
ella Tschibr. - Lower Devonian, Acantodiacrodium sp. " 2" 
Martin - Upper Devonian, Duvernaysphaera tennuicingu 
lata Stapl. - Lower Devonian, Dictyopsophosphaera poly
gona (Stapl.) Tschibr. - Lower Devonian, Pulvinosphaeri 
dium deunffi Moreau-Benoit - Lower - Middle Devonian, 
Ammonidium loriferum Deunff. - Lower Devonian, Am
monidium rigidum (Deunff.) Lister, Ammonidium sannema
ni Deunff. - Lower Devonian, Ammonidium cf. allciteaui 
(Deunff.) Moreau-Benoit - end of Silurian - Lower Devo
nian, Baltisphaeridium tuberosum Sanneman - Lower -
Middle Devonian , Tunisphaeridium cf. tentloculoferum 
(Martin) Eis . - Lower - Middle Devonian, Pterospermella 
pernambucensis (Britto) Eis. - Lower - Middle Devonian, 
Onandogella deunffi Cramer - Upper Silurian - Lower 
Devonian, Riculosphaera fissa Loebl. et Drugg - Upper 
Silurian - Lower Devonian, Moyera uticansis Thusu - Up-

Fig . 5: Geological profile of Bernstein East {after Pahr, 1983). 
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per Silurian - Lower Devonian, Evittia granulatispinosa 
(Down.) Lister - Upper Silurian - Lower Devonian, Multi 
plicisphaeridium raspa (Cramer) Eis. - Silurian - Lower 
Devonian , Multiplicisphaeridium ramusculosum (Deunff.) 
Eis. - Lower - Middle Devonian, Multiplicisphaeridium cf. 
rabiosum Cramer - Upper Silurian - Lower Devonian, 
Lagenochitina - Silurian - base of Devonian. On the basis 
of the plentiful palynomorphs and their age dispersion we 
can range the metamorphosed sediments of the Harm6nia 
group to the lower Devonian . 

On the age of epizonally metamorphosed sediments 

The existing opinions about the age of sericitic, chloritic 
and graphitic schists of the Wechsel series were contradic
tory, not reasoned by paleontological data. Metamor
phosed sediments were regarded as unfossiliferous " bar
ren " . We have collected palynomorphic material by palyno
logical method and on the basis of the material we can 
determine the age of the sediments under study. The age 
determination of metasediments was complicated by the 
character of rocks, by destruction of palynomorph exines 
by metamorphosis, and particularly by a high percentage of 
resedimented palynomorphs in some cross sections. Re
peated sampling and treatment of probes, determinations 
on the basis of plentiful palynological Iiterature showed 
that cross sections Weinweg and Bernstein are most suit
able for the age determinations of sediments. 

a) Sampies from the profiles contained weil preserved 
Stephanian - Lower Permian sporamorph assemblages 
and a low percentage of redeposited palynomorphs from 
the Silurian - Lower Devonian (mainly plankton). 

The Upper Permian age is denied by the sporamorph as
semblage without typical Upper Permian species especially 
monosaccate and bisaccate pollen . 

b) Weakly metamorphosed sediments of the Harm6nia 
group in Male Karpaty Mts. are ranged to the Lower Devo
nian on the basis of the palynomorph assemblage. 

Possible correlation between sediments of Wechsel seri
es and of Harm6nia group in Male Karpaty Mts. 

The results of our study show that in spite of the possibil 
ity of lithological correlation , the existing data are not suffi 
cient for biostratigraphical correlation between metasedi
ments of the Wechsel series and of the Harm6nia group. 

Redeposited Silurian-Devonian palynomorphs from cross 
section E of Bad Schönau (HM - 1, 2, WS - 8, WS-9) may 
be correlated with palynomorphs of the Harm6nia group; 
i. e. the original Silurian-Devonian sediments may be corre
lated to phyllites of the Harm6nia group. 

The question remains open for further lithological, pe
trographical and palynological investigations. 

f::.--::--} green schists 
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Biostratigraph ical study of sediments in these areas may 
result in new data on age and enlighten the relationship be
tween the Alpine and Carpathian systems. At the present 
state of our knowledge it would be better to correlate the 
Harm6nia group with the Gemeric Paleozoic (perhaps the 
Gelnica group) . 

Paleoecological evaluation 

With respect to paleoecology we take into concideration 
the depositional environment, i. e. a) the water environ
ment, and b) the terrestrial environment with plants produ 
cing pollen and spores transported to the places of Sedi 
mentation by wind and water. Significant are the distance 
of the respective localities from dry land and climate (tem
perature, humidity). 

Palynological research of metasediments also revealed 
paleoecological conditions 

a) Silurian - Lower Devonian period in Male Karpaty 
Mts. There was a marine depositional environment with 
dominant marine plankton of Dinoflagellata and Acritarcha, 
and less terrestrial plants . The deposition proceeded fur
ther from dry land. Destruction of spore exines and of Acri 
tarcha shows that the degree of metamorphosis must have 
been higher in the Male Karpaty Mts. than in the Graz Pale
ozoic. 

b) Upper Carboniferous Stephanian C to lowest Permian. 
Cross section of the Wechsel series contained palyno
morph assemblages with dominant spores and pollen of 
terrestrial plants, mostly Pteridophyta growing on humid 
swampy substrata in favourable climatic conditions. lt is 
likely, that the localities of the Wechsel series - although 
deposited in a marine environment - were not far from dry 
land with plentiful Pteridophyta and Arthrophyta . The Iack 
of coniferous saccate pollen indicates flat dry land relief. 

Redeposition of Early Paleozoic palynomorphs into sedi 
ments of the Wechsel series may indicate restless deposi 
tional environment. 

Palynological conclusions 

Palynological research of lithologically similar, epizonally 
metamorphosed sediments results in the following conclu 
sions : 

a) The Late Paleozoic (Stephanian C - the lowest Perm
ian) age of sericitic, chloritic and graphitic schists of the 
Wechsel series was determined reliably for the first time. 

b) The age of the Harm6nia group is Lower Devonian . 
c) lt is not yet possible to correlate metasediments of the 

Wechsel series with the Harm6nia group. 
Biostratigraphical research of weakly metamorphosed 

sediments by palynological methods may result in reliable 
information on the age of sediments so far referred to as 
fossilless . The study is enabled by exine resistance to all 
kinds of metamorphosis except that of high degree. This is 
proved by our results, and by data collected in the Carpath
ians in the past decade. The relation of metamorphism to 
preservation of fossil organisms in sediments is now stud
ied all over the world with respect to chemical structure of 
sporopollenine and to biostratigraphical and geological 
facts . 

The submitted results are the first and will be further 
complemented and precised by detail palynological re
search of a complete cross section in the Male Karpaty 
Mts. and of some units of the Alpine system . 

Geological conclusions (A. Pahr) 

A geological evaluation of the palynological results 
shows that we have Late Carboniferous - Lower Permian 
schists in the topmost branch of the Wechsel schists in the 
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" traditional " Wechsel mountain group (Nr. 3, Weinweg) , 
and we also have palynomorphs of the same age outside of 
it (Nr. 5 east of Bernstein) . 

The occurrence of early and late Paleozoic in this profile 
can be explained in two ways: 

1) There are schists of early Paleozoic age in (deeper) 
parts of the Wechsel schists and the sequence is tectoni
cally piled up in the profile. 

2) We have late Paleozoic (Upper Carbo~iferous - Low
er Permian) age in the whole sequence, w1th a Iot of early 
Paleozoic palynomorphs resedimented in the younger for
mation. 

Both possibilities may occur in different places. At pres
ent no decision in this problern is available, further detailed 
investigation will have to decide it. 

The authors are quite aware that all the work done by 
them up to now, is just a first step in the research of a re
gion, which was, for the most part, devoid of fossils, b~t 
nevertheless seems important for structural problems m 
this part of the Eastern Alps and Little Carpathians . 

As to the correlation of the Wechsel group with the Har
m6nia group in the Little Carpathians detailed geological 
and petrological correlation is necessary and is being 
planned . 

ln this respect it should be mentioned that recently the 
Borinka Iimestones and Marianka schists are thought to re 
present the Penninie zone of the Eastern Alps (without 
ophiolites) and that they are overthru~t by the ro?k~ of the 
Pezinok - Pernek unit or by the Brat1slava gran1to1ds and 
their cover schist respectively (Pahr 1983). D. Plasienka 
(1986) gave a refine_d pictur~ of th~ Borink~ unit: He su~di
vided it into four llthostrat1graph1c subumts: Prepadle -
Korenec - Marianka - and Somar formations, all of Ju
rassic to Lower Cretaceous age. He assumes that the Sedi 
mentation of these units occurred in southern marginal 
zones of the Penninie oceanic trough. ln this publication 
the granitoids of Bratislava are shown in overthrusting po
sition in profiles and maps. 
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Abstrakt 

V praci sa jedna o palynolo
giekam V'(skume slabometa
morfovanych sedimentov 
wechselskej serie v Rakusku 
a sedimentov harm6nskej sku
piny v Malych Karpatoch . Lito
logicky maju obe serie vel'a 
spolocnych znakov. Palynolo
gickym V'(skumom sa mala po
tvrdif aj ich vekova identita. 
Zistili sme, ie metasedimenty 
wechselskej serie obsahuju 
sporomorfy mladopaleozoicke
ho veku stefan C - spodny 
perm (Torispora securis Alp. , 
Colluminisporites ovalis Pepp., 
Cordaitina div. sp. a ine). Paly
nomorfy z harm6nskej skupiny 
Malych Karpat obsahovali rody 
a druhy hlavne zo skupiny Acri
tarcha veku vrchny silur -
spodny dev6n (Emphanispori
tes minutus Allen, Cymatio
sphaera nebulosa Down ., Du
vernaysphaera tenuicingulata 
Stapl. a ine) . Tym sa preukaza
lo, ze vek metasedimentov 
wechselskej serie neodpoveda 
veku metasedimentov z har
m6nskej skupiny Malych Kar
pat. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die vorliegende Arbeit be
handelt die palynologische Un
tersuchung von gering meta
morphen Ablagerun.gen der 
Wechsel-Serie in Osterreich 
und der Ablagerungen der 
Harm6nia-Serie in den Kleinen 
Karpaten . Lithologisch betrach
tet gibt es viele Ähnlichkeiten in 
den beiden Serien . Durch paly
nologische Untersuchung sollte 
man auch deren Altersidentität 
bestätigen . Wir haben festge
stellt, daß die Metaablagerun
gen der Wechsel-Serie die 
Sporemorphen des jungpaläo
zoischen Alters Stefan C - Un
terperm ( Torispora securis Alp., 
Colluminisporites ovalis Pepp., 
Cordaitina div. sp. und andere) 
beinhalten. Die Palynomorphen 
der Harm6nia-Serie der Kleinen 
Karpaten enthielten Fami lien 
und Arten vor allem aus der 
Gruppe Acritarcha des Alters 
Obersilur - Unterdevon (Em
phanisporites minutus Allen , 
Cymatiosphaera nebulosa 
Down., Duvernaysphaera tenui
cingulata Stapl. und andere). 
Dadurch wurde festgestellt, 
daß es nach derzeitiger Kennt
nis keine Altersübereinstim
mung zwischen den Metasedi
menten der Wechsel-Serie und 
denen aus den Kleinen Karpa
ten gibt. 

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE VLARA 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BiLE KARPATY UNITON 
THE BASIS OF CALCAREOUS NANNOFOSSILS 

Lilian Svabenicka, Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Praha, Cze
choslovakia 

The Bile Karpaty Unit is situated in the area of the Bfle 
Karpaty Mts., on the boundary between Moravia and Slo
vakia. The sediments are eharaeteristie by eonspieuous fa
eial ehanges both in the transverse and longitudinal diree
tion. On the basis of these ehanges Matejka and Roth 
(1956) defined two lithostratigraphie units from the bottom 
to the top: 1. the lower part of the Paleogene represented 
namely by variegated beds; 2. the upper part of the Paleo-

gene represented by flyseh beds with nonealeareous elays
tones and flyseh beds with ealeareous claystones. ln the 
upper part of the Paleogene they delimited three develop
ments : the Vlara, the transitional and Hluk developments. 
Mierepaleontologie part in the work of Matejka and Roth 
was written by E. Hanzlikova. 

The eoneept of the Bfle Karpaty Unit strueture of Stranfk, 
Krejci and Mencik (1988) is based on the classieal division 
of Matejka and Roth. They proposed some ehanges in the 
upper part of the Paleogene and gave up the theory of an 
independent status of the transitional development. They 
delimited a new lithofaeial member - the Kopaniee devel
opment - along the Klippen Belt (Fig. 1 ). 

This eontribution deals with the biostratigraphy aeeord
ing to the ealeareous nannofossils in the Vlara development 
of the Bfle Karpaty Unit. 

Matejka and Roth (1956) defined the Vlara development 
as the beds of the upper part of the Paleogene with finely 
to medium rhythmie flyseh with prevalenee of sandstones. 
Stranik, Krejci and Mencik (1988) inelude into the Vlara de
velopment the Gbely variegated beds as the oldest eompo
nent, whieh aeeording to Hanzlikova (1984) and Svabenieka 
(1986) belang to the Cenomanian till lower Paleoeene. 
Above them lie finely to medium rhythmie flyseh beds 
whieh were established as a new Stratigraphie member -
the Javorina Formation - by Stranik, Krejci and Mencik 
(1988) . The flyseh beds with ealeareous elaystones - the 
Svodniee Formation - are the youngest eomponent (Pesl 
1968). 

Caleareous nannofossils were determined in all ealeare
ous sediments of the Vlara development of the Bile Karpaty 
Unit. Taphoeenoses usually showed a greater speeies di
versity and eontained forms whieh permitted to asses the 
relative age within stages to zones preeision (see Fig. 2). 
Only on the basis of nannofossils it was possible to distin
guish whieh sediments were of Cretaeeous and · whieh of 
Paleogene age. Parallelly studied mierofauna eontained ag
glutinated foraminifers and very rarely minute plankton. 
Their speeies eomposition usually indieated a wider Stratig
raphie range from the upper Senonian to the Paleogene. 

The Gbely Member is marked by a dominant develop
ment of red-brown nonealeareous elaystones. The red and 
greenish ealeareous elaystones and marlites of the Santo
nian and the Campanian to Maastriehtian whieh form thin 
layers and interealations, testify of fading of the variegated 
ealeareous Sedimentation of the Gbel'any Member towards 
NW, with the growing distanee from the Klippen Belt. The 
age of the Gbely Member was determined on the basis of 
agglutinated foraminifers as the Cenomanian to upper Se
nonian with a possible overlap to the lower Paleoeene 
(Stranik, Krejci and Mencik 1988). 

ln the variegated ealeareous elaystones of the Gbely 
Member (VIara development of the Bile Karpaty Unit) there 
were determined nannofossil taphoeenoses of Santonian 
- Campanian - Maastriehtian age without Paleogene in
dieations. The oldest nannoplankton assemblage with 
Reinhardtites anthophorus, Lithastrinus grillii, Mieula de
eussata, Marthasterites fureatus and Einffellithus eximius 
eorresponds to the lower Santonian CC15 Zone (sensu Sis
singh 1977). ln the Campanian and Maastriehtian a gradual 
appearanee of the following stratigraphieally important 
speeies ean be observed : Aspidolithus pareus pareus, A. 
pareus eonstrietus, Arkhangelskiella speeillata, Ceratoli
thoides aeuleus, Quadrum sissinghii, Q. trifidum, Arkhan
gelskiella eymbiformis, Prediseosphaera grandis, Lithra
phidites quadratus, Mieula murus, Nephrolithus frequens 
and very rarely Mieula prinsii. The youngest established 
sediments of the Gbely Member belang to the CC26 Zone 
(the highest part of the Maastriehtian) . 

The Javorina Formation is a eomplex of finely to medium 
rhythmie flyseh sediments eharaeterized by blue-grey, fine
to eoarse-grained ealeareous greywaeke sandstones and 
green-grey to grey, usually nonealeareous and variably san
dy elaystones. This formation exhibited nannoplankton ta-
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phocenoses of Campanian to Maastrichtian age without 
Paleogene indications (the same as in the Gbely Member). 
ln the flysch sediments of the Td and Te intervals (sensu 
Bouma 1962) altogether 65 species were determined (Sva 
benicka, in press). 

According to the fossil record the sedimentation of the 
Javorina Formation started in the lower Campanian (Aspi
dolithus parcus Biozone - see fig . 2) and continued to
gether with the Gbely Member to the upper Maastrichtian 
including the Nephrolithus frequens CC26 Biozone. Simul
taneously studied microfauna contained only agglutinted 
foraminifers of a broader Stratigraphie range the Upper 
Cretaceous - Paleocene. 

ln the Gbely Member and the Javorina Formation the 
classical Sissingh 's (1977) zonation could not be applied in 
its full extent due to their divergent biofacial development. 
ln both these lithotypes the calcareous nannoplankton ta 
phocenoses exhibit the following common features: 1. They 
have no Paleogene indications; 2. Within the Campanian -
Maastrichtian the species composition is almost identical ; 
3. There can be delimited identical nannoplankton bioch 
rons; 4. The topmost Maastrichtian CC26 Zone Nephroli 
thus frequens with rare Micula prinsii has been documen
ted . 

The Svodnice Formation is stratigraphically the upper
most member of the Bile Karpaty Unit. lt is formed by 
flysch beds with blue-grey fine-grained calcareous, often 
convolutedly Iaminated sandstones and by calcareous 
claystones similar to the Vsetin type of the Zlin Formation 
and marlites of the Lackov type (Pesl 1968). The Svodnice 
Formation exhibited a different microfauna and calcareous 
nannoplankton development compared with the Javorina 
Formation and Gbely Member. The microfaunas contained , 
beside agglutinated foraminifers, occasionally also calcare-

Fig . 1: Teetonic scheme of the Bile Karpaty Unit 

ous plankton and benthos and attested to the similar rela 
tive age of the rocks as the calcareous nannofossils . 

Calcareous nannoplankton (47 species) documents lower 
Paleocene to lower Eocene age of the Svodnice Formation . 
The taphocenoses contain species of standard nannoplank
ton Zones ?NP1 - NP2 to NP11 (sensu Martini 1971). The be
ginning of the Sedimentation is characterized by a very po
or nannofossil association with a small and big forms of 
Cruciplacolithus primus, Markalius inversus, Thora
cosphaera operculata, Placozygus sigmoides, Braarudo
sphaera bigelowii andin the NP2 Zone Cruciplacolithus ed
wardsii , C. tenuis and Ericsonia subpertusa . Biantholithus 
sparsus has not been determined yet in these sediments. 
The sedimentation continued probably without a significant 
interruption to the lower Eocene. The nannofossil taphoce
noses of the Svodnice Formation are characteristic by nu
merous redepositions from the Upper Cretaceous. Redepo
sited Paleogene material is very rare in the Paleocene and 
lower Eocene. 

According to the micropaleontologic data we may expect 
sedimentation without any significant interruption at the 
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary in the sediments of the Vlara 
development of the Bile Karpaty Unit. ln the upper Maas
trichtian CC25b Lithraphidites quadratus and CC26 Neph
rolithus frequens nannoplankton Zones (sensu Sissingh 
1977) were documented and already in the lower Paleocene 
the ?NP1 - NP2 biochrone (sensu Martini 1971) with Cruci 
placolithus primus, C. edwardsii, C. tenuis, Thoracosphaera 
heimii, T. saxea and Ericsonia subpertusa were found . 

The Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary is "survived" by five 
species in the Bile Karpaty Unit: Braarudosphaera bigelo
wii, Markalius inversus, Cyclagelosphaera reinhardtii, Pla 
cozygus sigmoides and Thoracosphaera operculata. 

TECTONIC SCHEME OF THE BiLE KARPATY UNIT 

( sensu Str6nlk 1986) 
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Fig . 2: Biozones of the calcareous nannofossils in the Bile Karpaty Unit. 
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Abstrakt 

V sedimentech vlarskeho vy
voje belokarpatske jednotky 
(flysove sedimenty a pestre 
vapnite jilovce) byla zjistena re
lativne dobi'e zachovana spole
censtva vapniteho nanoplank
tonu s vyssi druhovou diverzi
tou . Tafocen6zy nanofosilii ob 
sahuji stratigraficky dülezite 
druhy, pomoci kterlfch müzeme 
stanovit relativni stari s pi'es
nosti na stupne az z6ny v roz
mezi santon - spodni eocen. Na 
hranici ki'ida/tercier pi'edpokla 
dame sedimentaci bez velkeho 
pi'erusenf. 

Zusammenfassung 

in Sedimentgesteinen der 
Viara-Entwicklung der Bile Kar
paty- (Weißkarpaten-) Einheit 
(Fiyschablagerungen und bunte 
Kalktonsteine) wurden verhält
nismäßig gut erhaltene Verge
sellschaftungen des kalkigen 
Nannoplanktons von einem 
größeren Artenreichtum ermit
telt. Die Taphozönosen der 
Nannofossilien enthalten stra
tigraphisch wichtige Arten, auf
grund deren das relative Alter 
mit einer Genauigkeit auf Stu
fen bis Zonen in der Zeitspanne 
von Santon bis zum Untereozän 
bestimmt werden kann . An der 
Kreide/Tertiär-Grenze nehmen 
wir die Sedimentation ohne ei 
ne größere Unterbrechung an. 

GRANITOID CLASTICS ON THE SE MARGIN 
OF THE VIENNA BASIN AND BASIN GENESIS 

Dionyz Vass 1
, Ale>.ander Nagy 1

, Milan Kohut 1
, lvan Kraus 2 

1 Geologicky ustav D. Stura, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia 
2 Katedra loiiskovej geo/6gie, PFUK, Bratislava, Czechoslo
vakia 

Breccias and conglomerates on the southeastern margin 
of the Vienna Basin - on the foothill of the Male Karpaty 
Mts. - mostly consist of granitoid material. They crop out 
at the village Borinka and between the villages Stupava and 
Lozorno. They were revealed in a surprising thickness by 
the borehole DNV -1 near Devinska Nova V es (Vaskovsky 
et al. 1988). Other boreholes show their wedging-out over 
a shorter distance towards the inside of the Vienna Basin 
i. e. southwestwards of their outcrops. 

The borehole DNV - 1 near the brick-kiln of the village 
Devinska Nova Ves (Fig . 1) drilled the granitoid conglomer
ates and breccias in total thickness of about 330 m and of
fered thus biostratigraphical scissors for the determination 
of age of the clastics studied (Fig. 2) . Granitoid clastics are 
overlain by calcareous friable siltstones and claystones in
cluding sandstone layers. The sediments are equivalent to 
the Studienka Formation of the Vienna Basin and contain 
Upper Badenian (Kosovian) foraminifers of the Bulimina -
Bolivina and Rotalia zone, including the species Bulimina 
elongata, Bolivina dilatata, Uvigerina venusta liesegensis 
(Kyjovska - Kucerova 1986). The calcareous nannofloral 
assemblage comprises species mostfrequent in Upper Ba
denian : Cyclococcolithus macintyrei, Cycloperfolithus car
lae, Helicosphaera wallichi, H. walsberdorfens is, H. selli, 
H. obliqua, Sphenolithus abies . The index species of the 
zone NN 6 - Discoaster exilis is scarce as weil as the index 
species of the zone NN 7 denoted as Discoaster cf. kugleri 
(Lehotayova 1986) in the upper part of the formation. 

The granitoid clastics are underlain by conglomerates 
with plentiful pebbles of Mesozoic carbonates with pelite 
layers containing calcareous nannoflora including the index 
form of the zone NN 5: Sphenolithus heteromorphus, and 
Discoaster variabilis and Coronosphaera sp. (Lehotayova 
I. c.). So the age of the granitoid clastics may be Middle 
Badenian . 

Detailed lithological and sedimentological study of the 
clastics was performed on two natural exposures near Bor
inka and Lozorno, and in the borehole DNV -1 near Devins
ka Nova Ves. 

On the northern periphery of the village Borinka - in 
a gorge - with a forest path and a tourist route to the 
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Fig. 1: Sketch of localities of Devinska Nova Ves Formation . Localities stud 
ied are in circles . 

Pajstun castle ruins, and in gorges cutting the piedmont 
terrace NE of Stupava there are monomict granite breccias 
consisting of chaotical angular granitoid blocks. 

ln the mentioned forest road cut on the northern peri
phery of the village Borinka the breccias consisting (in 
about 95 %) of granitoid material are exposed . The diameter 
of largest blocks ranges to 1.5 m. The granitoid blocks are 
angular and their distribution is chaotic (Fig. 3). Usually the 
blocks are unsupported and matrix represents the support
ing structure. Blocks of muscovite-biotite- and of two-mica 
granodiorites are dominant. Frequent are blocks of musco
vite -biotite granites whereas blocks of biotite granites and 
fragments of aplite muscovite granites are infrequent. Vein 
varieties like muscovite aplites and pegmatites occur spor
adically. Granitoid blocks and fragments underwent medi 
um- to intrusive cataclastic metamorphosis . They are in
tensely weathered . Feldspars are intensely sericitized , kaol 
inized; epidotization was less intensive. 

Metamorphites are represented by sporadical metapel 
ites and metapsammites, biotite mica-schist gneisses and 
paragneisses. Clasts of these rocks are intensely weath
ered . 

Matrix is silty-sandy, with a high muscovite content, non
carbonatic or partly carbonatic, unsorted, visually resem
blant to granite material. lt represents the washed material 
of fossil weathering crust on crystalline, mostly granitoid 
rocks . 

ln the entire profile studied near Borinka the granitoid 
blocks and pebbles are intensely weathered . The strength 
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of considerably friable matrix and of the most part of 
weathered granite blocks and of crystalline schists is prac
tically equal. 

The exposure near the village Lozorno is now inundated 
with water of an artificial water reservoir. There are two lay
ers of coarse clastics separated by a coarse-sandy layer 
containing well-rounded granitoid pebbles up to 2 cm in 
size (Fig . 4) . The coarse clastics resemble the granitoid 
clastics from Borinka . Blocks range up to 80 cm in diame
ter. They areangular or poorly rounded . The composition of 
clasts is somewhat more variable than in Borinka . Besides 
dominant granitoids there are also metamorphic rocks 
(10 %), Lower-Triassic quartzites clasts (5 %) . Among grani
toids mostfrequent are medium- to coarse-grained musco
vite-biotite- and biotite granodiorites . Medium-grained, 
two-mica and aplitoid muscovite granites are also frequent . 
Metamorphie rocks are mostly represented by clasts of 
metapelites-phyllites, sandy metawackes and mica-schist 
gneisses with indications of periplutonic metamorphism. 

Lower Triassie quartzite fragments are epimetamor
phosed. There is a unique occurrence of most likely Ne
ogene fine-sandy siltstone with clastic mica . The siltstone 
clast is an evidence of intratorrnational cannibalism -
common in rocks of the analogous type . The grain-support
ing matrix surrounding the blocks, is gravelly-sandy, non
sorted , composed of granitoid material with infiltrations of 
Fe-oxides. 

Clastic material is distributed chaotically, without indica 
tions of imbrications or arrangement of blocks. Blocks are 
smaller there than at the locality Borinka. The material is 
less weathered in lower parts of the exposure, in upper 
parts the extent of weathering is similar to that at Borinka. 

Weathering of blocks and pebbles of granitoids and crys 
talline rocks is typical of both localities described. 

lntensely weathered angular granitoid blocks must inevi 
tably disintegrate to sand and fine debris when falling down 
the rock cliffs du ring their transport of any kind . The weath
ering process must have followed the deposition of brec
cias. lt is also proved by the results of a comparison of min
eral composition of the clay fraction of weathered granitoid 
blocks and of matrix from both localities studied. 

Clay minerals of grain-size fraction < 0.002 mm from 
weathered granitoid blocks at Borinka are represented by 
kaolinite and illite. ln some samples kaolinite evidently 
dominates over illite. Kaolinite has also been found in the 
clay fraction from granitoid blocks from the locality Lozor
no with dominant illite. lt is absent at both localities or 
montmorillonite is present there in a small amount. 

Mineral composition of the clay fraction of matrix from 
both localities is different from the composition of clay 
minerals from weathered granitoid blocks. Montmorillonite 
and illite predominate at the locality Borinka. Kaolinite with 
partly ordered structure is actually an admixture. Mineral 
composition of clay fraction of matrix from Lozorno is anal
ogous. Minerals from weathering crusts preserved on gran
itoids and crystalline schists of the Male Karpaty Mts. 
(Kraus 1986, Kraus in Vass et al. 1988) have a similar com
position . 

So the weathering crusts preserved on crystalline com 
plexes of the Male Karpaty Mts. are fossil. They most likely 
formed before the Middle Badenian time. Clay minerals of 
weathering crusts and of matrix of Badenian clastics have 
a similar composition, mostly containing montmorillonite . 
Redeposition of granitoid blocks of Badenian clastics was 
followed by exposure and weathering resulting in preferred 
formation of kaolinite . Granitoid clastics buried, for exam
ple, in borehole DNV-1 protected with a 100m thick layer 
of mostly impermeable sediments, were not affected by 
weathering processes. 

About 330 m thick granitoid clastics were drilled by bore
hole DNV -1 near Devinska Nova V es. Blocks and pebbles 
of Male Karpaty Mts. granitoids, and of analogous types 
like in Borinka and Lozorno are dominant (85-90 %). Peg 
matite fragments are interestingly variable. The clastic ma-
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terial contains almost all types of pegmatites known from 
the Male Karpaty Mts. 

Among metamorphites are common metapelites and 
metapsammites, frequently affected by metamorphism -
biotite mica-schist gneisses to paragneisses, phyllites, me
tamorphosed wackes and metabasites, metatuffs - mainly 
various types of amphibolites and actinolite phyllites. Less 
frequent are clasts of contact-metamorphosed rocks of the 
Harm6nia Group and sporadical graphite metaquartzites. 
At present similar rocks only · occur on the north around 
Kuchyna (Putis 1987) in the Bratislava Massif. 

An approximately 200 m thick upper part of the Devinska 
Nova Ves member consists excludingly of crystalline rock 
clasts. Fragment of Lower Triassie quartzites appear in the 
borehole at the depth of about 300 m and their amount in -

Fig . 2: Schematical section of Devinska Nova Ves member in borehole 
DNV -1, and position of biostratigraphically dated layers in their overlier 
and underlier. 1 - calcareous clays and sands, 2 - granitoid clastics , 3 -
polymict clastics, 4 - underlying Mesozoic sediments, 5 - calcareous 
nannoflora, 6 - foraminifers . 1' 
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creases with the depth. They are partly recrystallized like 
quartzite clasts from Lozorno. At the depth of 365m carbo
nate clasts appear in the borehole and the lower part of the 
Devinska Nova Ves Formation shows a polymict character . 

The composition of clastics changed markedly at the 
depth of about 440 m. Mesozoic rock clasts dominate over 
granitoids fading out completely at the depth of about 
490 m. At the Ievei of 505-515 m the Lower Triassie quart
zites fade out and the interval down to 575 m consists of 
conglomerates from Mesozoic carbonates. The interval 
575-595 m consists of " tectonic breccia" from underlying, 
probably Jurassie Iimestones and the final interval 
595-618 m consists of Jurassie limestones. 

The Devinska Nova Ves Member has the siltstone-sand 
stone matrix in the borehole DNV -1. Blocks and frag 
ments in the upper part are unrounded or poorly rounded 
{breccia) . ln the lower part the clastic material is medium
rounded (transition to conglomerates) . Clastic material be
neath the Devinska Nova Ves Member is medium to weil 
rounded. 

There are differences in the composition of clasts - up
per part : 90 % granitoids, 10% metamorphites, lower part : 
75 %- 80 % granitoids, 10%- 15 % metamorphites and 
5 %- 10 % Mesozoic rocks. 

A detailed analysis of clastics in the borehole DNV -1 
shows that their lower part is polymict, although granitoid 
material is dominant. This may be explained in two ways : 
1. At the beginning of the Middle Badenian the uplift of the 

Male Karpaty Mts. was slow. Transport to the basin was 
more extensive, the clastics have polymict character. 
Gradually, after the removal of the Mesozoic envelope 
(partial unloading) the uplift rate increased and only crys 
talline rock clasts , mainly granitoids got into the basin . 

2. The primary source area with dominant Mesozoic materi
al got to a greater distance from the accumulation of the 
Devinska Nova Ves member - owing to the sinistral stri 
keslip fault of the Male Karpaty block (Fig. 5). ln the new 
source area the crystalline rocks, mainly granitoids, dom
inated. 
The material of conglomerates and breccias is not 

weathered . This is a striking difference from granitoid clas 
tics at Borinka and Lozorno. 

Fig. 4: Profile of Devinska Nova Ves member at local ity Lozorno. 1 - boul 
ders, fragments and granitoid pebbles, 2 - sandy layer, 3 - matrix. 
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Fig . 5: Position of Devinska Nova V es member on SE periphery of Vienna Ba
sin and course of main faults with significant lateral movement. 1 - area 
of rapid Badenian sedimentation, 2 - olistostromes and piedmont clastic 
cones (Devinska Nova Ves member), 3 - present basin contours, 4 -
main faults and presumable movement direction, 5 - other faults. 

The granitoid clastics resemble olistostromes. According 
to Raymond {1978) the term olistostrome generally denotes 
clastic beds or formations , or melange of sedimentary ori
gin. Middle Badenian granitoid clastics on the SE periphery 
of the Vienna Basin show the following characters identical 
with typical features of olistostromes: 
- chaotic ordering 
- lens shape {clastic bodies rapidly wedge-out into the ba-
sin) 
- Iack of true bedding 
- position among marine bedded sequences (proved by 
DNV-1 weil log) . 

The granitoid clastics have not a heterogeneaus compo
sition and this perhaps is not the generat feature of olistos
tromes. For example, ol istostromes with huge olistoliths in 
the contact zone between Tjan -Shan and Pamir (Pridarvaz
ie) have a monomict composition (Shcherba 1975). 

Piedmont clastic cones, talus cones, mure cones (Borin 
ka) and alluvial cones with material partially rounded during 
a short transport in aqueous environment (Lozorno) repres
ent another genetic type of sediments ot he Devinska Nova 
Ves Member. 

This member has been formed of debris, mostly granitoid 
material, either accumulated on the margin of the Vienna 
Basin, or slumped down as chaotic mass - a mixture of ri 
gid rock blocks and mud in the form of submarine gravita -
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tional slides over a certain distance into the opening Vienna 
Basin inundated with the sea (Fig. 5). 

The Devfnska Nova Ves Member represents one of the 
largest known coarse-clastic accumulations in the West 
Carpathians (e . g. maximum thickness of Badenian detritus 
from Foredeep near Ostrava is about 300m) . Perhaps only 
clastics of the alluvial fan from the Spissko-gemerske rudo 
horie Mts. sedimented in the Kosicka kotlina basin (Kosice 
gravel formation) may be thicker than the Devfnska Nova 
Ves Member. The genesis of the clastic formation from the 
Spissko-gemerske rudohorie Mts. Iasted long: it com 
menced in the Badenian and continued during the entire 
Sarmatian time, i. e. about 4 m. y. The genesis of the De
vfnska Nova Ves Member had a shorter duration : Middle 
Badenian period Iasted for only about 0.5 m. y. (Fig. 6) . No 
wonder that the clastics show the features of olistos
tromes. The formation of olistostromes in the zone of con 
trast vertical movements may easily be explained: 
- The steep relief on the margin of the Vienna Basin 
tended to rockfall and to gravitational sliding into the sub
siding basin inundated with the sea. 
- Seismic shocks cannot be excluded (a geophysically in
dicated segment of the Zahorie-Humenne seismoactive 
fault is running along the western margin of the Male Kar
paty Mts.). 
The seismic shocks might have triggered disintegration of 
rock massifs and activation of debris masses to submarine 
gravitational slides. 

The origin of the beds decribed was associated with dif
ferentiated movements on the margin of the opening Vien 
na Basin in the Middle Badenian time. According to the re
cent opinions, the basin was opening as a "pull -apart" ba
sin . But in respect of new facts about its structure a parti
cular model has been suggested for the basin : faults , along 
which the horizontal block movements proceeded controll
ing the basin opening, were rather shallow (thin-skinned 
pull-apart, Royden 1985). The Vienna Basin shows some 
features typical of pull-apart basins (rapid episodical subsi
dence, quick basin deepening, a. o.) although some of 
them do not characterize excludingly this basin type. 
1. The formation of a steep topographic relief on margins of 
such basins resulted (Reading in Ballance - Reading 1980, 
p. 13, 14; Christie- Blick - Biddle 1985, p. 22, 25; Mitchell 
- Reading in Reading 1978, p. 512) in: 
- coarse-detrital facies along the basin margin and sud -

den lateral facies change towards the basin centre 

Fig . 6: Time of origin of Devinska Nova Ves member. 
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Fig . 7: Scheme of distribution of rocks forming Male Karpaty Mts. (present 
situation). The figure shows that the NW slopes of the Male Karpaty Mts. 
consist mostly of Mesozoic, less of Paleogene rocks and of pre-Mesozoic 
metamorphites. The present mountain range and its SE slopes consist of 
granitoids. 1 - Mesozoic, partly Paleogene sediments, 2 - granitoids, 
3 - pre-Mesozoic metamorphites, 4 - axis of highest peaks of Male Kar
paty Mts., 5 - presumable extent of Devinska Nova Ves member, 6 -
schematic section line with Middle Badenian reconstruction of NW slope 
of Male Karpaty Mts. 

- coarse-detrital sediments: conglomerates and breccias 
form piedmont clastic cones including slumped blocks 
(olistoliths) and debris flow 

- coarse-grained detrital sediments show the features of 
a very proximal source (poor roundness, monomict pe
trographic composition). 
The Devfnska Nova Ves Member proves the existence of 

a steep relief on the basin margin in the Middle Badenian 
time and corresponds to the criteria applied on coarse
grained clastics usually accumulating on the periphery of 
an opening basin of the pull-apart type. 

To complete the tectonic background of the Middle Ba
denian opening of the Vienna Basin it "should be mentioned 
that in this period the megaanticlinoria or horst megaantic
linoria of the present core mountain ranges formed in the 
West Carpathians. The beginning of the Badenian uplift is 
dated by fission tracks of apatites from crystalline cores of 
the core mountain ranges (Kral' 1977). The Middle Badenian 
uplift of the Carpathian Arch caused a crisis of salinity in 
the Carpathian Foredeep (Wieliczka) and in intramontane 
basins in the Transcarpathian b. (evaporites of the Zbudza 
Formation in East Slovakia) and in the Transylvanian b. (salt 
diapirs) . 

The analysis of the Devfnska Nova Ves Member and par
ticularly the evidence of its almost monomict composition 
with absolutely dominant clastic material of the Male Kar
paty granitoids contribute to the explanation of dynamics 
of the origin and evolution of the Vienna Basin and to the 
elucidation of ancient structure of the Male Karpaty Mts. 
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Fig . 8: Reconstruction of Middle Badenian NW slope of Male Karpaty Mts. in 
area of Prepadle- Kozlisko - no scale. For situation of section see Fig. 7 
(modified after Plasienka). 1 - Male Karpaty crystalline complexes, most
ly granitoids - Bratislava nappe, a) denuded, 2 - Borinka sequence 
(mostly in flyschoid facies) , a) denuded, 3 - Borinka limestones, 4 -
Somar breccia , a) denuded, 2- 4 Borinka sequence (Jurassic), 5 - De
vinska Nova V es member, 6 - transition of Devinska Nova V es member to 
basinal facies , 5- 6 Middle Badenian, 7 - overthrust planes of Bratislava 
nappe, 8 - reverse fault, 9 - significant strike-slip fault in Badenian, 10 
- rockfall from steep paleorelief, 11 - Badenian sea Ievei in Vienna Basin 

Direct evidence of allochthoneity of the Male Karpaty 
granitoids was presented by Kuliman (1957), new data are 
postulated by Plasienka and Putis (1987), a. o. Thick coarse 
granitoid clastics on the northwestern foothill of the Male 
Karpaty Mts. represent indirect evidence of their alloch
thoneity: almost monomict composition of the Devinska 
Nova Ves Member indicates that their source area - NW 
slopes of the Male Karpaty Mts. uplifting in the Middle Ba
denian - must have consisted of the Male Karpaty grani
toids in the tectonic overlier of Mesozoic series forming the 
present NW slopes of the Male Karpaty Mts. (Fig. 7). 

ln respect of presumable sinistral strike-slip fault of the 
Male Karpaty block du ring the opening of the Vienna Basin, 
the material of the lower part of the Devinska Nova Ves 
Member originated from the Male Karpaty range which is 
now distant on NE from the granitoid clastics occurrence 
(Fig. 5). 

lf we presume that the strike-slip fault of the Male Karpa
ty blocks terminated in the Middle Badenian, then the ma
terial of the upper part of the Devinska Nova Ves Member 
(composed excludingly of crystalline material in the bore
hole DNV -1) originates from a crystalline nappe whose 
deeper part is exposed in the Prepadle valley W of Stupava 
(Fig. 8.) 
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Abstrakt 

Svedkami dynamickeho pro
cesu otvarania viedenskej pan
vy su upätne kuzele, sufove ku
zele a olistostromy. Hruboklas
ticke sedimenty su slozene pre
vazne z malokarpatskych grani
toidov a tvoria akumulacie na 
jv. okraji viedenskej panve. 

Zusammenfassung 

Den dynamischen Ablage
rungsprozeß des Wiener Bek
kens bezeugen Schuttkegel an 
Hangfüßen und Olisthostrome. 
Grobklastische Sedimente sind 
vorwiegend aus Graniteiden 
der Kleinkarpaten zusammen
gesetzt und bilden Anhäufun
gen am SO-Rand des Wiener 
Beckens. 
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COMPREHENSIVE RESUL TS 
OF CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRIAN COOPERATION 
IN Oll AND NATURAL GAS SURVEYING 

A. Thon, Cesk_~ plynarenske podniky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 
G. Wessely, OMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

The Austrian and Czechoslovak geological schools are 
traditionally interdigitated. This has its deep historical roots 
and logical reasons. ln this respect oil geology is a relative 
ly young field, dynamically developing since 1913, the year 
we date the start of systematic oil and natural-gas survey
ing in the Vienna Basin. But expensive and systematic 
cooperation did not begin until after the second world war. 
The legislative platform was the Agreement of the 23rd of 
January 1960 between the government of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic and the Austrian federal government on 
principles of geological cooperation between the Czecho
slovak Socialist Republic and the Austrian Republic . The 
Czech Geological Office in Prague and the Federal Geologi 
cal Institute in Vienna were charged with the practical 
implementation of the agreement. The agreement covered 
the entire sphere of cooperation between the two sover
eign countries in geological sciences, in particular in de
posit application . A significant part of the agreement, 
though, was assigned to oil geology and geophysics. Thus 
a significant legislative base for cooperation was esta
blished, enabling for the first time a systematic develop
ment of mutually advantageaus collaboration and later also 
cooperation. 

The field of data exchange and cooperation between 
CSSR and Austria is a broad one, because the main zones 
important for exploration of hydrocarbons are extending 
from one country into the other: the Vienna Basin, the Mo
lasse Zone, the external Zone of the Carpathians, the Cal 
careous Alpine nappes buried underneath the Vienna Basin 
and finally the autochthonaus sedimentary cover of the Bo
hemian Massif, extending from the Molasse eastward far 
underneath the Vienna Basin . ln the sixties and the begin
ning of the seventies the cooperation proceeded predomi 
nantly in the form of a mutual exchange of documentation 
and geoogical-geophysical information . The exchange of 
maps of the progress of exploration work became the foun
dation. Thus a state of progressive collaboration was 
achieved, gradually changing into cooperation . This desir
able condition was reached at the end of the seventies and 
in the eighties. Here it is necessary to mention the promi 
nent personalities who deserve credit for this desirable Si 
tuation. They are Dipl. lng . Dr. H. Spörker and Dr. Kröll 
from the national enterprise ÖMV Wien and the chairman 
of the Czech geological Office Prague, Dr. Pravda, whose 
purposive work led to very open and mutually advanta 
geaus relations. We now return to at least the main aspects 
of the cooperation and the achieved results . 

As it has already been mentioned the mutual exchange 
of information was the first and very important stage of 
cooperation. The conditions for the mutual coordination of 
exploration work were thus established . Already this basic 
factor indisputably led to a considerable increase of the ef
ficiency of the exploration work in both countries, consist
ent in the gradual elimination of mutual duplicities . With re
gard to the advanced state of the exploration of the Ne
ogene filling of the Vienna Basin a great quantity of infor
mation was obtained in this area. Both parties paid great 
interest to the exploration of the basal Miocene and to ob
serving the industrial accumulation in the vicinity of the 
state border in the entire Neogene sequence. On the meth 
od of solution of the Neogene problems, primarily with re
gard to structural, stratigraphical and other aspects, it was 
necessary to elaborte joint stratigraphical and logging -in 
terpretation criteria as a foundation for drawing up joint 
structural maps. lt was indisputably a very exacting com 
plex of work, a successful accomplishment of both parties. 

Finally, it was possible to proceed with the drawing up of 
joint structural maps, e. g. for the upper boundary of the 
Sarmatian fot the boundary between the Badenian and Kar
patian, etc. Gradually a state was reached when also the 
problems of the course of main tectonic line were solved, 
e. g. the Steinberg Fault, the Hrusky-Lanzhot Fault, the 
Farsky Fault, etc. 

The gradual modernization of seismic measuring was 
logically succeeded by the phase of a systematic tracing of 
lithologically limited deposits . A significant representative 
of such deposits is the Gajary oil field in the upper Badeni
an . This result enabled the development of seismic and 
drilling work on the Austrian side of the state border, which 
proved that this deposit does not continue on Austrian ter
ritory, but at the same time this result led to the intensified 
tracing of such deposits in Austria, and after mutual con
sultations, interpretational procedures of seismic data for 
the solution of complicated structural types of traps were 
established . 

Undoubtedly further significant cooperation progressed 
w ith the exploration of the Alpine substratum of the Vienna 
Basin. ln this respect remarkable results were achieved in 
Austria already at the close of the fifties and beginning of 
the sixties in the exploration of the morphological struc
tures of the Limestone Alpine Zone and in their inner struc
ture . Surveying of this type belongs in all respects to the 
most demanding, not excluding economic aspects. ln parti
cular the discovery of the Schönkirchen deposit is an excel
lent example of the complex solution and mastery of these 
problems. ln Czechoslovakia this type of surveying was 
started later - it was only developed at the close of the se
venties and in the eighties . The best results so far were on 
the morphological and litologically combined structure Zav
od in the surface of the Limestone Alpine Zone. Encourag
ing results wre also achieved in the inn_er litologically limit
ed dolomite bodies on the Zavod and Sastin structures . At 
this stage of exploration it was possible to proceed with the 
drawing up of joint structural maps of the pre-Neogene re
lief with coordination of the tectonic elements, including 
deep tectonics, and with the composition of joint geologi
cal cross -sections . 

Another extensive sphere of cooperation is in the explor
ation of the autochthonaus sedimentary mantle of the Bo
hemian Maasif the Neogene frontal and Mesozoic platform 
cover. Here it is particularly necessary to mark out the ex
ploration of the Steinberg dome in Austria , the wells in Zis
tersdorf UT - 1 (7544 m) and 2A, where the deepest oil-well 
drilling in Europe (8573 m) was achieved. Beside the explor
ation of this structure exploration of other areas pro
gressed, e. g . Maustrenk UT - 1 in Austria, Sedlec 1, Nove 
Mlyny - 1 and 2 in Czechoslovakia and some others. But 
important, economically interesting results have not yet 
been achived , because of the fact that the reservoir rocks, 
that have been established underneath the Czechoslovak
ian and Austrian Foredeep of the Carpathians were not en 
countered till now. An isopach map drawn on the base of 
deep wells in both countries of the main source rock, the 
autochthonaus Malmian Basin marls with their large thick
ness and their high oragnic content encourages to a contin 
uation of deep exploration in the Vienna Basin in future 
time. 

For the development of the systematic exploration of the 
Mesozoic platform it was necessary to elaborate also 
a joint stratigraph ical nomenclature, the principles of which 
were accepted by both parties as the basic norm. 

A similar procedure was used in the exploration of the 
Molasse Zone of Carpatian Fordeep where a discovery was 
made of a not very extensive common gas accumulation in 
the Rzehakia (Oncophorn) beds (Alt Prerau - Nov'{ 
Prerov) . Joint structural maps and geological cross-sec
tions were also drawn up of these areas. 

Seismic measuring became a very significant factor of 
the cooperation. Here, coordination was led in two direc
tions - on the one hand by the subcomittee for geophysi -
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cal work between Geophysics ÖMV and Geophysics Brno, 
on the other hand betw~_en MND Hodonin and the depart
ment of geology of the OMV Vienna . The result of this ac
tivity was the establishment of a network of regional and, in 
some areas, of detailed seismic measuring . Thus, after the 
jointing of also the methodic and interpretation principles, 
a long-term foundation was laid for the orientation of sur
veying work with marked effectiveness for both parties . To
day, consequently, there is a network of seismic cross-sec
tions, constituted without regard to the course of the state 
borders. 

The most recent example of cooperation in seismic in
vestigation in the borderzone between Austria and CSSR is 
the common 30 acquisition in the area of Rabensburg -
Lanzhot which will be followed by a common interpretation 
of the data obtained. 

Today, mutual cooperation concerns practically all the 
spheres of the process of tracing deposit traps. Here we 
must mention, for instance, other cooperation in the meth
odology of tracing deeply deposited structures and also the 
solution of the technical problems involved with such sur
veying . Jointly solved are problems concerning the genesis 
of hydrocarbon in laboratories in Czechoslovakia and in 
Austria, an intensive exchange of rock core samples is be
ing carried out for checking analyses, there is an exchange 
of geophysical drilling data, both parties enabled excur
sions of specialists, there is an exchange of some support
ing projects and attendance at professional seminars and 
symposiums is made possible . 

The achieved standard of cooperation is indisputably 
a good promise also for the coming years. Both parties ex
press sincere interest to further develop professionally es
tablished principles of coordination, bringing indisputable 
effect in the sphere of application and economic rationali
zation . 

A further intesification of the cooperation also has its 
material reasons. lt will certainly touch upon methodic 
problems, geological studies and the critical assessment of 
significant projects. We see, without doubt, considerable 
resources in the sphere of natural-gas storage and the rele
vant geological deposit work, etc. ln retrospect, the past 
years of cooperation have fully confirmed the justification 
to continue to build our mutual relations on the highest 
concrete professional principles that bring both parties the 
greatest effect. 
At the same time they are also an expression of the good 
relations between two neighbouring countries. 

Abstrakt 

V pfispevku je podan uceleny 
pfehled a vyklad ke spolupraci 
mezi CSSR a Rakouskem v ob
lasti naftoveho prümyslu . Jsou 
zde vzpomenuty hlavni vysledky 
teto spoluprace, ktera postup
ne pfechazela od vzajemne vy
meny informaci do faze sesta 
vovani spolecnych geologic
kych map a profilü vcetne inter
pretace strukturnich a tektonic
kych elementü. 

Obzvlaste vysokeho stupne 
spoluprace bylo dosazeno v lo
kalitach spolecnych lozisek, 
resp. v oblastech potencialni 
existence spolecnych perspek
tivnich strukturnich objektü pro 
prümyslove akumulace pfirod
nich uhlovodikü. 

Zhodnocena je tez oblast me
todiky a interpretace seizmic
kych praci, metodiky vyhleda 
vani velmi hluboko ulozenych 
struktur a akumulacnich podmi
nek. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Im Beitrag wird eine in sich 
abgeschlossene Übersicht und 
Erörterung der Zusammenar
beit zwischen der CSSR und 
Österreich auf dem Gebiet der 
Erdölindustrie geboten. Es wer
den hier Hauptergebnisse die
ser Zusammenarbeit erwähnt, 
die sich allmählich von einem 
gegenseitigen Informations
austausch zur Phase der Zu
sammenstellung gemeinsamer 
geologischer Karten und Profile 
einschl. der Interpretation von 
Struktur- und tektonischen Ele
menten entwickelte . 

Ein besonders hohes Niveau 
der Zusammenarbeit wurde an 
Fundorten erreicht, wo sich ge
meinsame Lagerstätten bzw. 
mögliche gemeinsame per
spektivische Strukturobjekte 
vorfinden, die förderwürdige 
Akkumulationen natürlicher 
Kohlenwasserstoffe enthalten 
können. 

FACIES DEVELOPMENT 

Eingeschätzt wird auch das 
Gebiet der Methodik und Inter
pretation seismischer Arbeiten , 
der Methodik zur Ermittlung 
sehr tief gelagerter Strukturen 
und Akkumulationsbedingun 
gen. 

OF MIOCENE FORMATIONS 
IN THE SOUTHWESTERN PART 
OF THE CARPATHIAN FOREDEEP 
AND ITS Oll AND GAS PROSPECTS 

A. Aniwandter 1
, J. Bimka 2

, D. Zych 7 

7 ÖMV, Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 
2 Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czechoslovakia 

1. lntroduction 

On the basis of reflection-seismic prospecting conducted 
by the CGG Company with the aid of Vibroseis techniques 
in 1979, Altprerau-2 borehole in the Altprerau region in Aus
tria brought evidence, in 1981, of a natural gas deposit in 
Karpatian sandstone horizons and in the Oncophora Beds 
of the undisturbed molasse. The extension of the gaseous 
hydrocarbon deposit into Czechoslovakia was confirmed by 
NoV'f Pferov-3 borehole. 

The common Czechoslovak and Austrian NoV'f Pferov -
Altprera,u natural gas field is situated in the southeastern 
part of the Carpathian Foredeep, southeast of the village of 
NoV'f Pferov on Czechoslovak territory and southeast of the 
village of Altprerau in Austria (Fig. 1 ). The geologic struc
ture of the region comprises Quaternary and Karpatian Se
diments in its upper sections and, in the west, with Lower 
Badenian sediments on the top. The gas accumulations lie 
in Karpatian sandstone horizons of basal clastic develop
ment in Oncophora horizons NNo 1, 2, 4 (in Austria, the 
whole basal sedimentary complex has been assigned to the 
Ottnangian - Oncophora Beds) and in the schlier (clay 
marl) development of the Karpatian . The geological data 
obtained as a result of geophysical prospecting and explor
atory drilling were evaluated by Austrian and Czechoslovak 
geologists and, by agreement, Oncophora horizons 1, 2, 
4 were defined as the common gas-bearing formation. 

During the subsequent stage of reflection-seismic pro
specting in the Neuruppersdorf and Pottenhofen areas in 
Austria, additional structures in Miocene sediments were 
discovered and delineated. The presence of gas in these 
structures was proved by Neuruppersdorf-1, Pottenhofen 
2 and Pottenhofen-3 boreholes. The gas accumulations oc
cur in Karpatian sandstone horizons (Oncophora Beds). The 
upper part of a Jurassie formation composed of light to 
dark grey Iimestones deposited in a favourable tectonic 
setting was found to be gas-bearing in Pottenhofen-2 bore
hole. 

2. Stratigraphy and lithology 

The NoV'f Pferov-Aitprerau, Pottenhofen and Neurl!P
persdorf gas occurrences are localized in the southeastern 
part of the Carpathian Foredeep. The surface formations in
clude Quaternary, Karpatian and Lower Badenian sedi 
ments ; the Miocene sedimentary basin is underlain by 
Mesozoic, particularly Jurassie sediments represented by 
a carbonate facies gradually passing into a pelite-carbo
nate facies east of the localities mentioned above. The fill 
of the Carpathian Foredeep consists, from the underlying 
to the overlying formations, of Egerian, Eggenburgian, Ott
nangian, Karpatian and Lower Badenian sediments. 
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE REGION STUDIED 
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GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION 1 
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ln the western part of the region, molasse Sedimentation 
began with Egerian sediments in Melksandstone devel
opment and dark grey calcareous claystone development 
identified with a thickness of 49 m in Altprerau-1 borehole 
and with 7 m in Altprerau-6 borehole. The sediments were 
classified in accordance with R. Fuchs analyses of the mic
rofaunas of a marine littoral facies . 

As stated by Austrian geologists, Eggenburgian Sedi
mentation started with a transgressive foraminiferal facies 
unconformably deposited on the Mesozoic underlying for
mation in the eastern part of the reg ion under study. The 
following thicknesses were determined in the boreholes : 
Neuruppersdorf-1 - 14m, Pottenhofen-2 - 7 m and Pot
tenhofen -3 - 27m . By their lithology, the sediments are 
dark-grey thin-bedded non-calcareous claystones rich in 
microfaunas. ln the western part of the region, the Eggen 
burgian sediments are developed as a marine fish facies 
unconformably overlying the Mesozoic base (Fig. 2) , while 
they are conformably deposited on a foram iniferal facies 
on the east. (Fig . 3) . The fish facies is up to 20 - 35m thick, 
lithologically it is identical with the foraminiferal facies. 
Micropalaeontological analyses have found sporadic re
presentatives of fauna and flora . Bone fragments of tele
osts are abundant, shark teeth and small poorly developed 
foraminiferal shells occur sporadically. 

The Eggenburgian sediments are unconformably 
overlain by a complex of prevailingly clastic sediments 
termed Oncophora Beds. Their thickness increases 
from 106m on the west (Aitprerau-1 borehole) to 714 m on 
the east (Pottenhofen-1 borehole) . ln the latter borehole, 
the Oncophora Beds include a pelite complex 400 m thick, 
underlying the clastic development. The characteristic de-
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velopment of this sequence is present throughout the re 
gion studied and very weil evidenced by the drill cores rec 
overed . As to lithology, light grey micaceous, fine-to medi 
um-grained sandstones with thin Iignite layers alternating 
with layers of grey-greenish fine -micaceous, calcareous 
silty claystones have been recognized . The fauna is severe
ly impoverished owing to clastic Sedimentation. Coalified 
plant remains, sparsely occurring small ammonoids, fish 
bones, pyritized diatoms and minute mollusc remains can 
be found in the sediments. The problern involved in the 
stratigraphical classification of this complex is whether it 
can unambiguously be assigned to the Karpatian or to the 
Ottnangian . The Austrian geologists have placed the Onco
phora Beds into the Ottnangian . On the basis of palynologi 
cal analyses conducted by I. Draxter on rock samples from 
Pottenhofen -3 borehole, Czechoslovak geologists have as
signed the whole complex to the Karpatian considering it to 
represent its basal clastic development. The Stratigraphie 
definition as Karpatian is based on the presence of two 
specimens of Ostracoda Senesia aff. vadaszi (Zalanyi) in 
drill core No 3 from Dunajovice-1 borehole (depth : 
- 997 m) . This ostracode species has appeared in the Para 
tethys since the Karpatian (R . Jificek, 1974). Further evi 
dence has been provived by the occurrence of small foram 
inifers of the genus Bathysiphon that are not characteristic 
of the age of the sediments, but are fully identical with si 
milar occurrences in the overlying clay marl (schlier) devel 
opment of the Karpatian. The sequence is related to the 
overlying schl ier development by Iithoiogie and faunal 
transitions . 

The Oncophora Beds are overlain by Karpatian sedi 
ments of schlier and aleurite-pelite development. Typical of 
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the schlier development are greenish -grey, brownish, grey 
fine-micaceous calcarecus claystones with silty and sandy 
admixtures, alternating with laminae, lenses and , locally, 
layers of light grey micaceous, calcareous, slightly consoli 
dated sandstones and siltstones. The upper part of the Kar
patian exhibits aleuritepelite development. Present are pre
vailingly light grey, grey micaceous calcarecus silty clays 
and claystones grading , by intervals, into sand . Palaento
logical analyses of rock samples from these complexes 
have shown the presence of plaktonic foraminifers , cryo
phile agglutinating foraminifers and fish otoliths character
izing the Karpatian in its deep-sea development. This se
quence has been termed Laa Beds (Laaer Schichten) in 
Austria. ln Altprerau- 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 boreholes, the Laa Beds 
are overlain by a marine-brackish facies of Karpatian Sedi 
ments represented by the Korneuburg Beds. Their thick
ness increases from zero in the east to 354m in the west 
(Aitprerau-6 borehole, Fig . 4). Lithologically they consist of 
layers of grey-greenish calcareous clays alternating with 
layers of slightly consolidated light grey calcareous sand 
stones . 

The Badenian Stratigraphie stage is represented by sedi 
ments of the Lower Lagen ida zone. Lower Badenian sedi 
ments occur at the top of the geologic structure in the 
westarn part of the region studied (Fig. 1 ). Their greatest 
thickness, attaining 80 m, was identified in Altprerau-1 
borehole . The marine sediments form gravels and gravel 
sands at the base with layers of grey, fine- to medium
grained slightly consolidated sand . They are overlain by 
greenish-grey, blueish -grey, slightly fine -grained , slightly 
micaceous calcareous clays with intercalations of fine 
grained calcareous sands and silts. 

AUlHOR: E.Aniwandter 
500 1000m 

3. Teetonic setting 

The results of drilling operations and the interpretation of 
reflection -seismic surveys have shown the Vestonice fault 
to be a significant tectonic element in the geologic setting 
of the region investigated. The existence of the fault has 
been evidenced by reflection seismic profilas taken 
through the areas of Dolnf Dunajovice, Brezf, Novy Pferov 
(profiles No 317/84 and No 286/84) and through the Altprer
au - Pottenhofen area in Austria . The Vestonice fault 
strikes NE-SW and, southwesterly, it can be traced from 
the village of Strachotfn to Dolnf Dunajovice, where it splits 
into two branches. The westarn branch continues through 
Dobre Pole to Nov'Y' Prerov and to Altprerau in Austria . The 
fault dips westward, its vertical throw is 100- 120 m to the 
surface of Mesozoic carbonates in the Nov'Y' Prerov area, as 
evidenced by reflection profilas 317/84 (Fig. 6) and 286/84. 
The fault throw decreases westwards near Altprerau and 
gradually dies out in the area of Altprerau-5 and 6 bore
holes. The eastern branch of the Veston ice fault extends 
from Dolnf Dunajovice to Bfezf and southwestwards into 
t he region west of Pottenhofen -2 and 3 boreholes in Aus
tria, where it gradually dies out. The fault throw is 
160-200 m to the Jurassie surface in the area of the gas 
deposit near Dolnf Dunajovice (J . Adamek, 1977 ; J . Ada 
mek, A . Petr, 1977). The fault throw gradually decreases 
towards Austria . The results of exploratory drilling and geo
physical prospecting point to probable Miocene age of the 
fault which, in vertical direction, terminates on the upper 
boundary between the Oncophora Beds and the base of 
the Karpatian schlier development. 
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As reported by Austrian geologists, in Austria the eastern 
branch of the Vestonice fault shows up particularly in the 
Mesozoic basement. They assume that, in the Oncophora 
Beds, the fault had formed flat synclines that have led to 
the formation of gas-bearing anticlinal structure (Potten
hofen area) . This structural type is documented by reflec
tion-seismic profile LJ 8680 (Fig. 7) . 

The Novy Pferov - Altprerau structure very distinctly ap
pears in the reflection-seismic maps (see Fig. 6). ln this 
structure, the Vestonice fault is an important lateral seal 
that seems to have decisively affected the accumulation of 
natural gas in the sand horizons of the Oncophora Beds. 

The processing and evaluation of reflection seismic pro
files accomplished, since 1986, by means of a digital inter
pretation system has resulted in the assessment of hydro
carbons on the Pottenhofen seismic structure, which is de
monstrated by reflection-seismic profile LJ 8604 (Fig . 8) . ln 
the area of Pottenhofen-2 borehole, additional indications 
of hydrocarbon presence were obtained by using the root
mean-square method and interval velocities. 

4. Natural gas deposits 

Accumulations of gaseous hydrocarbons are associated 
with Jurassie limestones, sand horizons of the Oncophora 
Beds and the Karpatian schlier development. 

Light to dark grey fine- to medium-grained sandy Iime
stones areJurassie reservoir rocks. ln the Oncophora Beds 
and in Karpatian schlier development, the reservoir rocks 
consist of calcareous, fine-grained, partly silty sandstone to 
sand alternating with poorly permeable and impermeable 
laminae and layers of claystones or siltstones. 

GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION 3 

NW 

NoV'f Pi'erov - Altprerau natural gas deposit 

The deposit was discovered by Altprerau-2 borehole in 
1981 . ln the subsequent stage, Altprerau-3, 4, 5, 6 bore
holes and Novy Prerov-1, 3 boreholes were drilled. Nov.yr 
Pi'erov-3 borehole demonstrated the extension of the gas 
field into Czechoslovak territory. Altprerau-4, 6 and Novy 
Pi'erov-1 boreholes were dry, because the traps were found 
to be water-saturated in these wells . Oncophora horizons 
NNo 1, 2, 4 and a Karpatian sandstone horizon of schlier 
development are potential deposits in this field. The indi
vidual sandstone horizons are vertically isolated from one 
another by pelite layers. Laterally the gasbearing horizons 
are bounded by the Vestonice fault in the west and by the 
water-gas contact in the east, south and north . The gas 
field stretches SW-NE along the Vestonice fault over 
a length of 2.7 km and with a maximum width of 700 m. 

Oncophora horizon No 4 lies in the lower part of the 
Oncophora Beds. The sandstone horizon constitutes a nar
row SW-NE-trending domal to semidomal uplift (Fig. 9) . 
The gas-water contact was determined by interpreting the 
electric Iogs and the results of pumping tests to a structural 
depth of -735 m in Altprerau -2, 3, 5 boreholes. The aver
age porosity of the sandstone is 18.5 %. 

The formation pressure related to the gas/water inter
face ( -735 m) is 9.4 MPa and the formation temperature is 
37° C at this depth. The average net pay is 3.92 m and the 
average water saturation of the reservoir rock is 52%. 

Oncophora horizon No 2 occupies the middle part 
of the Oncophora Beds. Upon interpreting the results of 
electric logging and weil-log correlations, the horizon was 
divided into two sections - A and 8 . (Fig . 10 and Fig . 11 ). 
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The two sections of the horizon form a SW-NE-trending 
narrow semidomal uplift. The gas-water contacts were in
terpreted at the structure depth of -662 m (layer A) and 
-681 m (layer B), respectively, on the basis of the results 
of electric logging and pumping tests in Altprerau-2, 3, 
5 boreholes. Average porosity attains 21 %. the average net 
pay of layer A is 3.46 m and that of layer B 3.7 m. Average 
water saturation of the reservoir rock amounts to 50%. The 
formation pressure related to the gas-water contact is 
8.7 MPa in layer A ( -662 m) and 8.9 MPa in layer B (-
681 m). The rock temperature is 35 o C for both of the layers 
(A and B) at the depths mentioned . 

Oncophora horizon No 1 forms the upper part of 
the Oncophora Beds. According to the structural map con
structed for the surface of this sand horizon, it is a SW-NE
trending domal to semidomal uplift (Fig. 12). ln accordance 
with the results of electric logging and pumping tests in 
Novy Pferov-1, 3 and Altprerau-2, 3, 5 boreholes, the water
gas contact was located at a structure depth of -612 m. 
The formation pressure related to the gas-water contact is 
8.2 MPa and the formation temperature 33° C at this depth . 
The average net pay of the horizon is 1.29 m, average por
osity attains 19 %. 

The highest-lying deposit of the structure is a Karpatian 
sandstone of schlier development whose gas-bearing ca 
pacity was confirmed by drill-stem testing in Novy Pferov-3 
borehole. ln the cross-section through Novy Pferov-1 bore
hole, the results of the pumping test from this horizon and 
the evaluation of the weil Iogs have suggested the water
gas contact to lie at a structure depth of -556 m. ln Alprer
au-3 borehole the water-gas contact has been placed at 
a structure depth of -546 m. Due to the differences in in -

terpreting the depth of the water-gas contact, the horizon 
is supposed to be divided into two separate units by a fa
cies boundary. The formation pressure related to the water
gas contact at a depth of -556 m is 6.93 MPa and rock 
temperature is 33° C at this depth. The average net pay of 
the horizon is 2 m, average porosity attains 19 %. 

Natural gas samples were recovered from the Novy 
Prerov-1, 3 and Altprerau-2, 3, 5 boreholes. The average 
composition of the natural gas in the individual horizons is 
as follows: 
Oncophora horizon No 4 

Methane 98.77% by vol, ethane 0,23 o/oby vol., propane 
0.02% by vol, C02 0.14% by vol., azote 0,82% by vol. 
Oncophora horizon No 2 

Methane 99.08% by vol., ethane 0.13% by vol., propane 
0.01 % by vol., C02 0.04% by vol., azote 0.8% by vol., 
Oncophora horizon No 1 

Methane 99.02% by vol., ethane 0.13% by vol., propane 
0.01 % by vol., C02 0.04% by vol., azote 0.8% by vol. 

The formation waters are highly mineralized 
(11.77 - 21 .56 g/1), of the chloride sodium type, calcic hy
drocarbonate subtype. The iodide content ranges from 
33.05 - 90.2 mg/1. 

Pottenhofen deposit 

The structure was discovered as a result of reflection 
seismic survey and drilling of Pottenhofen-2 borehole in 
1985. The presence of gas was confirmed by an open-hole 
test in the Oncophora Beds (Oncophora horizon No 5 with 
a 7.1 m thick gas-bearing section) and in the Upper part of 
the Jurassie formation . The evaluations of electric logging 
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in Oncophora horizons NoNo 6 and 7 suggest the presence 
of additional gas accumulations . The structure is built of 
a SW-NE-trending flat anticline bounded by the gas-water 
contact on all sides. The maximum length of the structure 
is 1.5 km, its maximum width - 800 m. Average porosity 
was found to be 21 .9% and water saturation 56-59%. 

A similar gas-bearing structure was discovered by Pot
tenhofen -3 borehole in 1988. ln this structure, the deposits 
lie in Oncophora horizons No 3 and No 5 (the gas-saturated 
sections of the reservoir rock attain thicknesses of 3.1 m 
and 9.1 m, respectively) . The flat NE-SW-trending anticline 
is 1.2 km long with a maximum width of 550 m. lt is separat
ed from the structure drilled by Pottenhofen -2 borehole by 
a flat NW-SE-trending syncline . 

Another minor structure was discovered by Neuruppers
dorf-1 borehole in 1987. This structure is situated north of 
the Wildendürnbach gas deposit (Fig. 3) . Drill-stem testing 
in the open hole resulted in gas flow from Oncophora horiz
on No 1. Measurements of the formation pressure did not 
evidence a relationship of the structure to the Wil 
dendürnbach deposit. As indicated by reflect ion seismic 
data, the structures appear to be separated from each 
other by a transverse W -E striking depression . Regarding 
the evalutions of electric logging, additional natural gas ac
cumulations are supposed to exist in Oncophora horizons 
NoNo 2, 4, 5 and 7. 

Summary 

Petroleum-geological prospecting conducted in the 
southeastern part of the Carpathian Foredeep in the re
gions of Novy Pferov, Altprerau, Pattenhoffen and Neurup-

persdort in the period from 1981 to 1988 has yielded posi 
tive results evidencing the gas potentials of the Miocene 
sandstone horizons of the Oncophora Beds and the schlier 
development of the Karpatian. The Novy Pferov-Aitprerau 
natural gas depositwas discovered . The exploration of the 
gas field was terminated and the geological reserves of 
gaseous hydrocarbons of this deposit have been estimated 
to be of the order of magnitude of hundreds of millions of 
cubic metres . 

Additional gas-bearing structures were identified and 
proved by drilling in the Pottenhofen and Neuruppersdorf 
regions, where exploration goes on at the present time. The 
favourable exploration results recently obtained point to 
the fact that the survey of the Miocene sediments in the 
Carpathian Foredeep should not be regarded as completed . 
ln view of the results obtained, we can express the realistic 
hope that similar structures may be found in Miocene sedi
ments in the near future . 
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MAP OF THE SAND TOP ONCOPHORA HORIZON No.4 
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MAP OF THE SAND TOP ONCOPHORA HORIZON No. 2 A 
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STRUCTURAL MAP OF THE SAND TOP ONCOPHORA HORIZON No. 2 B 
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STRUCTURAL MAP OF THE SAND TOP ONCOPHORA HORIZON No.l 
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Abstrakt 

Naftove geologickym prüzku
mem provadenym v obdobi 
1981 - 1988 V jihovychodni Casti 
karpatske predhlubne byla pro
kazana plynonosnost miocen 
nich piskovcovych obzorü v on 
cophorovych vrstvach a ve sli 
rovem vyvoji karpatu . Bylo ob
jeveno spolecne ceskosloven
sko-rakouske naleziste zemniho 
plynu Novy Prerov - Altprerau . 
Plynne uhlovodiky na tomto na
lezisti jsou vazany na 1., 2., 4. 
oncophorovy horizont a na pis
kovcov'{ obzor ve sli rovem vy
voji karpatu . Prüzkum naleziste 
byl ukoncen a stanoveny geolo
gicke zasoby. 

V dalsi etape prüzkumu byly 
objeveny dalsi plynonosne 
struktury v oblasti Pattenhofe 
nu a Neuruppersdorfu. Akumu 
lace zemniho plynu jsou vazany 
na svrchn i cast karbonatü jury 
(vrt Pattenhafen - 2) a na pis
kovcove obzory oncophorov'{ch 
vrstev (1 . - 9. oncophorov'{ ho
rizont). Prüzkum na techto 
Strukturach V SOUCasne dobe 
pokracuje . Na zaklade techto 
priznivych vysledkü, ziskanych 
vrtnym prüzkumem v molaso
vych sedimentech , je mozno 
predpokladat objeveni dalsich 
analogickych struktur vazanych 
na miocen karpatske predhlub
ne. 

Zusammenfassung 

Durch die im Zeitraum 1981-
1988 durchgeführte erdölgeolo
gische Erkundung wurde im 
südöstlichen Teil der Karpaten 
vortiefe die Gasführung der 
miozänen Sandsteinhorizonte 
in den Oncophora -Schichten 
und in der Schlierentwicklung 
des Karpats nachgewiesen . Es 
wurde eine gemeinsame tsche
choslowakisch-österreichische 
Erdgaslagerstätte Novy Prerov 
- Altprerau entdeckt. Die gas
förm igen Koh lenwasserstoffe 
sind an den 1., 2. und 4. Onco
phora -Horizont und an den 
Sandsteinhorizont in der 
Schlierentwicklung des Karpats 
gebunden . Die Erkundung der 
Lagerstätte ist beendet und es 
wurden ihre geologischen Vor
räte berechnet. 

ln der darauffolgenden Etap
pe der Erkundungsarbeiten 
wurden weitere gasführende 
Strukturen im Raum Pattenha
fen und Neuruppersdorf ent
deckt. Die Erdgasakkumulatio
nen sind an den oberen Teil der 
Jurakarbonate (Bohrung Pot
tenhofen-2) und an die Sand
steinschichten der Oncophora 
Horizonte (1. - 9 . Oncophora 
Horizont) gebunden. Die Erkun
dung der genannten Strukturen 
wird gegenwärtig fortgesetzt. 
Aufgrund dieser günstigen Er
gebnisse, die durch Sohrer
kundungsarbeiten in Molasse
sedimentgesteinen erzielt wur
den, kann die Entdeckung wei 
terer, an das Miozän der Karpa 
tenvortiefe gebundener anslo
gischer Strukturen vorausge
setzt werden . 

NEW DATA ON THE EXTENT, STRUCTURE 
AND DEPOSITS OF THE AUTOCHTHONOUS 
PALEOGENE IN THE NESVACILKA GRABEN 

Stanislav Benada, Vladimir Ciprys, Petr Kostelnicek, 
Moravske naftove doly, Hodonin, Czechoslovakia 

Recently new results have been obtained when prospect
ing for oil and natural gas in Paleogene sediments pre
served on the southeastern flanks of the Bohemian Massif. 
Autochthonaus Paleogene sediments have widespread oc
currence, above all, in two extensive depressions in the 
Nesvacilka and Vranovice grabens, the axes of which are 
perpendicular to the margins of the Bohemian Massif. ln 
the northern part, the Paleogene sediments are covered 
with Neogene sediments of the Carpathian Foredeep while 
they are overlain by overthrust flysch nappes of consider
albe thickness in the southern part. 

The extent of the Paleogene Sediments is obvious from 
Fig . 1 depicting thicknesses of the autochthonaus Paleo
gene rocks. 8oth the Nesvacilka and the Vranovice grabens 
penetrate deep into the Bohemian Massif and, locally, Pale
ogene sediments even extend beyond the margins of the 
grabens. The original extent of Paleogene sediments on the 
flanks of the Bohemian Massif is generally believed to have 
been a much broader one ; however, a part of these sedi 
ments was eroded and a part removed by the flysch 
nappes. Paleogene sediments are included in the basal 
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parts of the Zdanice unit, but they also form separate para 
autochthonous slices. 

Paleogene sediments were incountered in more than 40 
deep wells; in regions not explored by exploratory drilling 
these sediments can be correlated by a comparatively 
closely-spaced network of seismic profiles. A maximum 
thickness of 1,000 to 1,500 m has been assumed for the ax
ial part of the Nesvacilka graben. The interpretations base 
on the results of the Tesany-1, Nesvacilka-1 and Po
horelice-3 boreholes. ln the southern part, the identification 
of Paleogene sediments in seismic materials is limited by 
the margin of the Vienna basin, where the quality of seis
rnie data considerably decreases. ln this area , the surface 
of Paleogene sediments is thought to occur at depths grea 
ter than 4,000 m and these sediments are strongly reduced 
by overthrust nappes. 

Stratigraphy of Paleogene sediments has been studied in 
detail , at the present time, by the geologists of the Morav
ian Oil Company (MND), Hodonin, of the Central Geological 
Survey, Prague and of Charles University, Prague. The con
ception of a consecutive transgression of the sea has been 
generally accepted. Two somewhat differing opinions on 
the age of the autochthonaus sediments have been pre
sented . Jiricek (1987) places these sediments into the Up
per Eocene - Lower Oligocene, whereas Hamrsmid, 
Krhovsky, Svabenicka (1988). basing on nannoplankton in
vestigations, believe these sediments to be of Paleocene to 
Oligocene age. Most probably the older sediments were re
deposited, in great part, during the last and most important 
transgression in the Upper Eocene - Lower Oligocene. 
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Fig . 2: Cross section A - A' along seismic lines 239/80 and 292/84. 

This is documented by a great number of redeposited mic
rofaunas present in Oligocene sediments. Upper Oligocene 
sediments have been known mainly from tectonic slices 
emplaced in the lower parts of the Zdanice nappe. Their 
original area of Sedimentation was situated farther sou 
theast below the present-day nappes. 

The Nesvacilka and Vranovice grabens are supposed to 
have been founded to old faults . Their activity was revived 
in dand after Jurassie time . The two young depressions 
filled with Paleogene sediments appear to have originated 
due to erosion which was the dominating element mainly 
during the last stage of their modelling . 

Fig. 2 illustrates a geological cross -section along seismic 
profile 292/85 - 239/80 running SW- NE and crossing_ the 
Nove Mlyny-1, Nemcicky-2, Uhi'ice-1, 20, 17, 18 and Zda 
nice-4 boreholes. lt displays the principal geological fea 
tures of the whole region . The basement consists of pluton -

Fig. 3: True amplitude seismic section 239/ 80 {left part) across the Nesva
cilka graben showing the distribution of seismic facies in the Palaeogene . 
2 - seismic facies . 

U~ -1 ~-:zo Ult-17 U-11 

ic rocks of the Pavlov-Waschberg block in the south and of 
the central Moravian block in the north . A thick Paleozoic 
rock complex was deposited in the tectonically active zone 
between these blocks. Sediments of the clastic Devonian 
(Oid red facies), carbonates (Devonian - Lower Carbonif
erous) and clastic facies of the Lower to Upper Carbonifer
ous have been recognized in this region. 

The original Paleozoic basin was rebuild and reduced af
ter Variscan folding that had also affected the margins of 
the Bohemian Massif. Another transgression of the sea oc
curred in the region under study in Jurassie time. After the 
revival of tectonic activity some blocks were incised and 
the majority of Jurassie sediments, mainly those in the cen 
tral parts of the Nesvacilka and Vranovice grabens, were 
eroded. 

ln the time section of seismic profile 239/80 (Figs 3, 4), 
the Paleogene interval is characterized as a prevailingly ref
lection -free zone. Several anomalous reflection groups can 
be interpreted at different time Ieveis in some points of this 
interval. The reflection groups are defined as seismic facies · 
and denoted 1, 2 and 3. Two of these facies are dominating , 
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"' Fig . 4: True amplitude seismic section 239/ 80 (right part) across the Nesva-
cilka graben showing the distribution of seismic facies in the Palaeogene. 
1, 2, 3 - seismic facies . 
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one of them is characterized by short, low-to -medium-am 
plitude, subhorizontal reflections that also occur at the 
base of the Paleogene complex. The other facies is distin 
guished by steep, relatively pronounced reflections occur
ring within the Paleogene complex . ln some places of the 
slope of the Nesvacilka graben, these anomalous reflec
tions (seismic facies) can be correlated to the clastic com 
plexes encountered in some boreholes ( Damborice-1, 
Tesany-1 ). 

The classtic complexes are thought to have been depo
sited as sand bars and sand belts along the shore in the 
course of repeated marine transgress ions during the Paleo
gene. 

Most of the Paleogene Sediments consist of calcareous, 
sandy and silty claystones. Sandstones and conglomerates 
commonly appear in the lower parts of the Paleogene inter
val. Dominant are the following types of clastic rocks : 
1. Basal conglomerate with abundant crystalline , Iimestone 
and Carboniferous pebbles, 
2. Coarse-grained quartz sandstone with well - rounded 
quartz grains, and 
3. Sandstone and conglomerate alternating with claystone 
and Iimestone and dolomite blocks . 
This group of clastics comprises abundant Mesozoic re
deposited material. 

The quartz sandstones are the most important of these 
three types. They are excellent reservoir rocks with a por
osity of 15 - 25 % and permeability of 200 to 2,000 mD. 

Prospect ing for oil and natural gas on the northwestern 
slope of the Nesvacilka graben was started in the seven 
ties , initially with regard to Paleozoic carbonates . When 
testing Paleozoic deposits, favourable oil and gas ind ica 
tions were established in Paleogene sediments, too. Fig. 
5 displays the rather complex geological setting in the 
Uhriee-east oil deposit (discovered by Uhrice -17 borehole) . 
Oil accumulations occur in Devonian carbonates. lt is obvi 
ous that the Uhrice-20 borehole has reached a small gas
bearing sand horizon in Paleogene rocks not far from its 
wedging -out. A number of similar horizons have been de
termined on the northwestern slope of the Nesvacilka gra 
ben . Non-commercial gas reserves have also been proved 
in Damborice-1 borehole. 

Fig . 6 illustrates the correlation of resistivity Iogs in the 
boreholes Uhrice -25, 22, 21 and 8. The former two bore
holes have reached an ol field and the latter two a gas field . 
Both deposits are situated in the Uhrice-west section , also 
on the northwestern slope of the Nesvacilka graben . Fig . 
7 shows the structural positions of the boreholes in these 
deposits, indicating water, oil and gas saturation . The 
depth of the deposit rang es from 1,600 to 2,000 m; its reser
voir rocks consist of coarse-grained Paleogene quartz 
sandstone . The thickness of the deposit varies from 60 to 
110m. Jurassie pelites in the deeper parts of the Nesvacil 
ka graben are regarded as the oil source rocks sealed -of by 
overlying impervious Paleogene pelites. Hydrocarbon mi 
gration most probably took place in Miocene time during 
which the source rocks became submerged to great depths 
and affected by high temperatures and pressures. 

Fig . 7 is a geolog ical cross -section demonstrating the si 
tuation of the Paleogene deposits in the Uhrice-west area . 

The commercial reserves of the oil deposit have been es
t imated at 230,000 tons of low-gravity paraffinic oil and at 
150 million cubic m of gas in the gas deposit. the gas con 
tains about 95 % methane, 3 % higher hydrocarbons and 2 % 
nitrogen combined w ith co2· 

The Paleogene sediments with layers of clastics in the 
Nesvacilka and Vranovice grabens are considered to be 
highly promising with respect oil and gas exploration . Fig 
8 illustrates the distribution of clastics as assumed in the 
Nesvacilka graben. This interpretation bases on the evalua 
tion of seismic data and the boreholes drilled . Presently an 
extensive project is under way for exploring the clastic hor
izons that form Stratigraphie traps in various places and at 
different depth Ieveis of the Nesvacilka graben. 
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There is a good chance that, on the northwestern slope, 
in the central part and on the southeastern steeper slope of 
the Nesvacilka graben, oil and gas deposits resembling 
those found by the Uhrice-22, 21 8, Damborice-1 and 
Uhrice-20, may be discovered . 
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Abstrakt 

V posledni dobe byly ziskany 
nove poznatky pi'i naftovem 
prüzkumu nesvacilskeho a vra 
novickeho pi'ikopu. 
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Zusammenfassung 

ln letzter Zeit wurden bei den 
Erdölerkundungsarbeiten im 
Nesvacilka- und Vranovice-Gra
ben neue Erkenntnisse gewon-

Na zaklade vice nez 40 vrtü, 
kterymi byly sedimenty paleo
genu zachyceny, je sestrojena 
mapa mocnosti a geologicke 
i'ezy. Stari techto sedimentü 
postupne pi'echazi od paleoce
nu, eocenu do sp. ol igocenu. 
V casovych i'ezech seizmickych 
profilü byly vycleneny anomalni 
skupiny reflexü, ktere jsou cha
rakterizovany jako seizmicke fa
cie. Po srovnani s litologickymi 
profily vrtü lze konstatovat, ze 
ve vetsine pi'ipadü tyto facie 
zobrazuji vrstvy nebo komplexy 
klastik v jinak pi'evazne pelitic
kem vyvoji paleogenu. Piskovce 
a slepence, ktere se v paleoge
nu vyskytuji, lze rozdelit do 
3 zakladnich skupin, z nichz ki'e 
menne piskovce jsou vynikajici 
mi kolektory. Loziska pi'irodnich 
uhlovodikü byla nalezena na jz. 
svahu nesvacilskeho pi'ikopu 
v oblasti Uhi'ice-zapad . Jednot
live plynonosne obzory byly 
zjisteny i na vrtech Uhi'ice-20 
a Damboi'ice-1. 
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t ·2000 ---- 11i/·WO U 
luel 

nen. Aufgrund von mehr als 40 
Bohrungen, welche die Sedi 
mente des Paläogens durch
bohrten, wurden eine Mächtig 
keitskarte und einige geologi 
sche Profile zusammengestellt . 
Das Alter dieser Sedimente 
geht allmählich vom Paläozän 
und Eozän bis zum unteren 
Oligozän über. ln seismischen 
Profilen wurden einige Gruppen 
anomaler Reflexionen unter
schieden, die als .,seismische 
Fazies" charakterisiert werden 
können . Nach einem Vergleich 
mit lithologischen Bohrprofilen 
kann festgestellt werden , daß 
diese .,Fazies" meistens 
Schichten oder Komplexe von 
Trümmergesteinen in der sonst 
überwiegend pelitischen Ent
wicklung des Paläogens dar
stellen . Die im Paläogen vor
kommenden Sandsteine und 
Konglomerate kann man grund
sätzlich in 3 Gruppen untertei 
len, von denen die Quarzsand 
steine hervorragende Speicher-
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gesteine darstellen. Lagerstät
ten natürlicher Kohlenwasser
stoffe wurden am SO-Hang des 
Nesvacilka-Grabens im Raum 
Uhf ice-West gefunden. Einzel 
ne gasführende Horizonte wur
den auch in den Bohrungen 
Uhfice-20 und Dambofice-1 er
mittelt. 

ZONES OF POSSIBLE OCCURRENCE 
OF NON-ANTICLINAL DEPOSITS 
IN THE VIENNA BASIN 

Sepan Buchta, Eduard Ralbovsky, Moravske naftove doly, 
Hodonfn, Czechoslovakia 
Margarita Kolafova, Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Cze
choslovakia 

Prognostication of and research for non-anticl inal types 
of deposits are the fundamental problems of present-day 
petroleum geology in the Vienna basin. This interest is the 
result of the high grade of exploration on all elevations 
known . The character of non -anticlinal traps suggests that 
can be expected to occur anywhere in an oil -bearing basin. 
However, biofacies, lithofacies and palaeotectonic analyses 
of a basin permit zones of the possible occurrence of cer
tain non -anticlinal trap types be determined. Such a prog
nosis was made for the Vienna basin in the framework of 
COMECON theme No 7.1.2. ,. Methods for determining non 
anticlinal oil and gas traps and their improvement regarding 
the experience gained in highly industrialized contries" (Ko
larova M., Buchta S. Ralbovsky E., 1987). Asthis study has 
yielded results relevant to the potencial occurrence of non
anticlinal traps, the paper presented it in abbridged and 
modified form. 

The research work started by revising the entire fund of 
deposits from the viewpoint of non -anticlinal traps. This re 
vis ion has shown that all principal types of traps are pres
ent in the Vienna basin , including traps formed by domal 
uplift of the cover, traps with lateral sealing and Iithologie 
traps sealed on all sides. The classification by V. J. Ratner 
(Ratner et al. , 1982) was used in order to class them. ln our 
opinion , this classification based on trap morphology fully 
complies with the requirements of oil and gas exploration. 
I addition to traps bounded tectonically, Iithoiogie, Stratig
raphie and biogenic traps, traps in erosional elevations and 
traps closed on all sides occur in the Vienna basin. Com
bined traps, mostly Iithologie-teetonic ones, are relatively 
abundant (Fig. 1 ). 

The non -anticlinal deposits ascertained were subdivided 
into groups on accordance with the trap type Stratigraphie 
age of the reservoir rock. This analysis has shown that cer
tain Stratigraphie Ievels comprise several oil and gas de
posits in traps of the same or similiar types (Table 1 ). This 
accumulation of deposits can be regarded as the primary 
indication of a zone with a certain type of non -anticlinal 
traps (Lab horizon, 8. Pannonian horizon, etc.) . The subse
quent investigations consisted in determining the courses 
of the zones indicated with aid of lithofacies analyses using 
electric Iogs and seismic profiles. The results obtained are 
depicted in a map delinesting the zones of the potential oc
currence of non-anticlinal deposits (Fig . 2) . 

The zones with the occurrence of a certain type of non
anticlinal deposits can be subdivided from two points of 
view. The first group includes linear and areal zones . The 
linear ones are zones regionally wedging out, reducing their 
marl content, uncoformities and organogenic barrier reefs . 
They can follow any course, but are characterized by traps 
positioned like pearls on a string. An areal zone implies the 
irregular spatial arrangement of non-anticlinal traps, e. g . 

Zones of the potential occurrence of non-anticlinal deposits in the 
Vienna basin 

Zone Age Trap type Deposit Des-
(see Fig. 1) crip-

tion 
pnthe 
map 

A Triassie I. a BorskyJur A1 
Zävod A2 

B Ottnangian II. c Mikull!ice - H 1 81 
Luzice- H 1 82 

c Karpatian II, b, d Hru!iky - Karpatian C1 

D Lower Ba- II. a, c Hru!iky - L. Badenian D1 
denian Lanzhot - horizon 26 D2 

E M . Badeni- ll.a Gajary - horizon 1 E1 
an Gajary - horizon 3 E2 

Jakubov - horizon 2 E3 
Dubrava - horizon 2 E4 
Dubrava - horizon 5 ES 
Vysokä - horizon E E& 

F M. Badeni- ll.a,c Poddvorov F1 
an Josefov F2 
(Läb- ho- Hru!ik~ F3 
rizon) Brods e - lifted block F4 

Zävod FS 
Studienka F& 

G M. Badeni- l.b Läb- reefs G1 
an lll.c Kostice G2 

l.b Lednice G3 
H U. Badeni- 11. a, c Poddvorov H1 

an Hru!iky H2 
Zävod - south H3 

I Pannonian 111. a, b Suchohrad - Gajary 11 
Jakubov - Pannonian 8 12 
Läb - Pannonian 8 13 
Vysokä - Pannonian 8 14 

erosional elevations or deltaic deposits. The second group 
is related to the number of reservoir beds countoured by 
the boundary of the zone. A single horizon (Lab horizon, bi
oherms) or a whole sequence of sandy layers (Middle Ba 
denian delta), i. e. a set of reservoir rocks , can be con
cerned. The two types are shown in the occurrence of indi
vidual traps. Their correspondence to a certain zone is indi
cated by code numbera in accordance with Table 1. A litho
logical trap is denoted by the hatched zone boundary. 

The spatial arrangement of non-anticlinal trap zones in 
the Neogene sediments of the Vienna basin reflects their 
complex lithofacies structure and locally the questionable 
nature of our present-day views on the lithostratigraphical 
classification of reservoir rocks and the spatial interrela
tions between zones of Iithologie changes. Nine zone (A-1) 
for the potencial occurrence of non-anticlinal traps have 
been distinguished and are listed in Table 1. Five of these 
zone are areal ones with areal trap distribution and four 
zones are linear ones. 

The zones of the potential occurrence of non-anticlinal 
traps (hereinafter referred to as NAT) can be characterized 
as follows: 

A) Areal NAT zones in erosional eievatians of the Meso
zoic basement 

The occurrence of traps in erosional elevations in the 
Mesozoic frontal nappes in the basement of the Vienna ba 
sin was established in analogy to the Austrian portion of 
the Vienna basin was based on the interpretation of seismic 
profiles and the geological results from deep boreholes. 
Structural maps depicting the relief of the basement of the 
Vienna basin were constructed and elevation zones deter
mined. As to the discovery of commercial occurrences, ex
ploratory drilling was successful in the tops of these eleva
tions. However, merely elevations with a sealing cover are 
significant for exploration . The Karpatian pelites can be re
garded as a suitable cover. Erosional elevations lacking 
such a cover were found to be dry (Lab, Malacky, etc.). 
Reservoir rocks are represented by Upper Triassie dolom-
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Schematic desigr-.s of non-anticlinal trap types occurring in the Vienna ba
sin 

Type Plane view Cross section 

I. Traps in growing structures 

a) Erosinal elevation 

I b) Biogenie formations 

II. Laterally sealed traps 

a) Lithologie traps 

b} Stratigraphie traps 

c) Lithologie-teetonic traps 

d) Stratigraphie-teetonic traps 

111. Traps closed on all sides 

a) Accumulation bodies 

b) Erosinal accumulation bodies 

c) Diagenetic and epigenetic 
changes 

~ 

~·; 
--~--
-~= - -----

-~--

125JEJEIElB~Imfi!TiillD~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig . 1: Explanatory notes 
1 - structural line ; 2 - thinning , reduction of marl content; 3 - uncon 
formity ; 4 - faults; 5 - delineation of a region of secondary changes; 
6 - dolomite ; 7 - permeable limestone ; 8 - sand , sandstone ; 9 - clay, 
claystone ; 10 - impervious limestone ; 11 - direction of dip. 

ites of low and medium secondary porosity. The types of 
the traps present are schematically illustrated in Fig . 1, Ia . 
The Borsky Jur and Zavod deposits only were found in this 
zone, but the discovery of analogaus deposits is expected 
for the future . 

B) Areal NAT zone at the Ottnangian base 

This region includes porous rocks comprising Ottnangian 
basal clastics. The irregular areal development is due to 
sedimentary conditions - the partial depression sof the 
pre-Ottnangian relief apper to have been filled first, after 
which Sedimentation continued in the broader region . ln 
terms of sedimentology, the basal clastics consist of 
a broad group of psamitic sediments ranging from coarse 
grained conglomerates to medium - and fine - graines 
sandstones . Generally the rock bodies are lenticular in 
shape; the boundaries of the individual traps are influenced 
both by thinning beds and tectonics (types I Ia , c) . With re 
gard to the unconformable bedding of the overlying sedi 
ments, the occurrence of Stratigraphie or Stratigraphie -
tectonic deposits (types II b, d) is also possible. ln view of 
the results obtained in the Luzice and Hodonin areas, rela
tively small deposits with low hydrocarbon reserves can be 
present. Trapsofthis zone are exemplified by the Mikulcice 
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and Luzice deposits accumulated in the Ottnangian basal 
sand locally designated as H 1. 

C) Areal NAT zone in Karpatian basal clastics 

This zone of trap occurrence associated with an uncon
formable boundary of sand hodies in the Lower Karpatian 
could be proved merely on the western sloope of the Tynec 
hign in the Hrusky area . ln addition to the unconformity, the 
trap is also bounded by slip faults. The reservoir consists 
mainly of coarse - to fine - grained sand of low porosity 
and permeability. As the Karpatian sediments are poorly 
explored, a short section of this zone only could be identifi
ed so far. The deposits in the Karpatian of the Hrusky field 
are examples of a morphogenic trap type with combined 
stratigraphic-tectonic sealing (II d) . They have accumulated 
in several horizons (sands) of the basal Karpatian Tynec 
sand complex; their main sealing element is a partial sur
face of unconformity between the Upper and Lower Karpa 
tian . 

D) NAT zone at the Lower Badenian base 

Within the Hodonin-Gbely horst, Lower Badenian basal 
clastics have developed in the Lanzhot, Brodske and Hrusky 
areas, where they gradually wedge out on the slopes of the 
Tynec high . Commonly they consist of medium - grained 
sandstones, but coarse - grained sandstone conglomer
ates are present too . The traps are seales lithologically, to 
a lesser degree also tectonically (type II a, c). The potencial 
extension of this zone into other parts of the Vienna basin 
will be the subject of further study. The traps of this zone 
are exemplified by the deposit in horizon No 26 of the Ba 
denian in the Lanzhot field . lt can be characterized as a trap 
formed at the place where the sand body is wedging out 
up-hill. Other deposits placed into this zone were found on 
the lifted block of the Lanzhot-Hrusky faultin the Hrusky 
field. 

E) NAT zone in deltaic sand bodies in the Middle Badeni
an 

The traps are tongue-shaped with simple Iithoiogie later
al sealing (type II a) . They form a well-outlined zone pass
ing to the southeastern corner of the Vienna basin in Aus 
tria . Five deposits have been discovered so far, the largest 
of them being the Gajary oil and gas deposit in horizon No 
1. The Jakubov gas deposit and the Dubrava oil deposit in 
horizon No 2 and the Gajary oil deposit with a small gas cap 
accumulated in horizon No 3 are of minor size. The fifth de
posit forming a gas accumulation discovered by Dubrava-
16 borehole in horizon No 5 is of an extent so far unknown. 
The individual productive horizons exhibit monoclinal bed
ding and wedge out roughly southeasterly. Greygreen cal
careous sandstones of excellent permeability in the central 
parts of the deposits are the reservoir rocks. They are over
lain by Middle Badenian sealing pelites. Analogaus condi
tion.s can be expected to exist also in the area north of Ga
jary, into which the northern branch of the Danube palaeo
delta is thought to have extended . The Gajary deposit is 
a typical example of traps occurring in this zone. 

Fig . 2: Vienna basin 
Map depicting the zones of the possible occurrence of non -anticlinal de
posits. 
Explanatory notes : 1 - linear zone for one natural reservoir ; 2 - areal 
zone for one natural reservoir ; 3 - linear zone for a complex of natural 
reservoirs ; 4 - areal zone for a complex of natural reservoirs ; 5 - sand 
and sandstone reservoir rocks ; 6 - Iimestone reservoir rocks ; 7 - dolom
ite reservoir rocks ; 8 - boundaries of the Vienna Basin ; 9 - indication of 
a zone (see text and table) ; 10 - gas deposit ; 11 - oil deposit ; 12- oil 
deposit with gas cap ; 13 - description of the deposit (see table) . 
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F) NAT occurrence in the zone of regional thinning of the 
Lab horizon 

The Lab horizon, an extensive sand complex developed 
at the base of the Agglutination zone in the Middle Badeni 
an, has been considered the principal reservoir rock of the 
Vienna basin in Czechoslovak territory. lt extends almost 
over the entire basin . Besides a number of fields with antic
linal and tectonic traps, non -anticlinal trap deposits, com 
monly of the Iithoiogie and Iithoiogie-teetonic types (II a, c) 
have been found . The horizon is composed of several grad 
ually thinning sand bodies. This fact has been proved for 
the Zavod and Borsky Jur fields and also for the Poddvorov 
field . Forthis reason, the zone outlined on the map should 
be regarded as a relatively broad belt bordering the boun 
dary of the thinning Lab horizon. The lithology ranges from 
medium - to very fine - grained consolidated sands to 
sandstones, generallyweil graded . The major part of the oil 
and gas reserves of the Neogene sediments in the Vienna 
basin have accumulated in the sands of this horizon. There
fore, primary attention should focus on the exploration of 
natural hydrocarbon accumulation in this reservoir rock. 
The deposit at Brodske (lifted block) is a typical example of 
the traps in this zone. 

G) NAT zones in biogenic formations of the Middle Bade
nian 

Biogenie accumulations of the shallow-water shelf have 
formed in Middle Badenian sediments and are present at 
three locations in the Vienna basin - on the southwestern 
slope of the Lab high , on the western slope of the Tynec 
high and in the Mistelbach block. The three occurrences 
(fragments) may be related to a single zone charakterized 
by the presence of Lithothamnion Iimestones that form two 
kinds of traps in the Vienna basin : (1) conic bioherms and 
(2) biostromes - beds of common thickness lithologically 
gr~din~ into clays of low permeability. The bioherms (biog 
enlc h1ghs) form three separate accumulation traps (type 
I b) developed in the Lab horizon and covered by the marls 
of the Agglutination zone in the Lab reg ion. An extensive 
biostromewas found on the Tynec high, borgering its west
ern slope. Two minor oil deposits in the Kostice area have 
been discovered there. The reservoir rocks are probably the 
result of secondary changes in carbonates . The traps are 
irregularly shaped and sealed on all sides (type lllc) . The 
third occurence of biogenic carbonates in the Lednice area 
resembles that on the Hodonin -Gbely horst where it forms 
a relatively extensive biostrome. A minor gas deposit was 
found in the uplifted position of the biostrome near Lednice 
- 6 borehole. The trap is the result of a semibrachyanticl i
nal closure at the Schrattenberg fault. lts sealing appears 
to be a purely tectonic one. 

H) Arealzone of NAT occurrence in Upper Badenian thin
ning sands 

Upper Badenian sediments have been deposited almost 
on all of the surface of the Vienna basin; at some locations 
they lie unconformably on Eggenburgian , Ottnangian and 
Karpatian sediments. The main reservoir beds are the 
sands of the Rotalia and Bulimina zones. The formation of 
lithological and combined traps (II a, c) can be assumed for 
the entire distribution of the Upper Badenian sand facies . 
Generally the reservoir beds are fine-grained sands, mostly 
consolidated in the lower parts of the horizons. A number 
of deposits from various oil and gas fields both in the Mor
avian and Slovak parts of the Vienna basin can be associat
ed with this zone. Typical examples are some Upper Bade
nian deposits in the Hrusky field (horizons No 5 C, 6 and 
10). 
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I) Areal NAT zone in deltaic accumulations at the Panno
nian base 

The deltaic development of Pannonian horizon No 8 was 
proved by exploratory drilling in the southwestern part of 
the Vienna basin within the Vysoka, Lab, Jakubov, Suchoh 
rad and Gajary oil and gas fields . The bird-ffoot delta ex
tends into Austria . Within this zone, the sand of Pannonian 
horizon No 8 forms extensive lenses lithologically sealed on 
all sides. The basal parts of the sand bodies are down
warped and usually fill the erosive depressions in the un
derlying Upper Sarmatian pelites. The lithology of the res
ervoir rock comprises grey crumbling calcareous sand of 
several grain sizes. The oil - and gas bearing characteris
tics of the sand are very favourable . Gas accumulations oc
cur at the top of Pannonian horizon No 8 where they form 
a series of irregularly distributed major or minor gas depos
its. The largest of them are those at Suchohrad-Gajary and 
Jakubov. These trap types are schematically illustrated in 
Fig . 1, III a, b. The interpretation of the seismic profiles per
mits an analogous development of Pannonian horizon No 
8 to be assumed for the whole frontier zone from Gajary to 
Kuty. The Suchohrad -Gajary deposit is a typical example of 
this kind of deposits. 

The map depicting zones of the possible occurrence of 
non-anticlinal deposits is the first step in predicting of and 
searching for such deposits. Detailed facies analyses of the 
Neogene sequences in the Vienna basin and of its Meso
zoic basement will follow. The results of the analyses will 
reflect in the delineation of new areal or linear zones and in 
the subdivision of the zones outlined into several subzones. 
We belive that the construktion of a similar map for the 
Austrian part of the Vienna basin could supply data on the 
existence of zones that cannot be found on Czechoslovak 
territory. On the other hand, the map of the Czechoslovak 
section can yield information on zones that could not be 
outlined in the Austrian portion of the basin . A combination 
of these maps could produce a basic document for the fu
ture search for non -anticlinal deposits. 
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Abstrakt 

Problematika progn6zovam 
ll'{skytu a vyhledavani neantikli
nalnich typü lozisek se stava za 
kladnim problemem prüzkumu 
videi\ske panve. Ve zkracene 
verzi jSOU V clanku predlozeny 
ll'{sledky analyzy ll'{skytu techto 
lozisek. Bylo zjisteno, ze podle 
typu pasti a stratigraficke pi'i
slusnosti kolektoru je zde moz
ne tato loziska rozdelit do neko
lika z6n . Vymezeni plosneho 
rozsii'eni techto z6n umozi\uje 
progn6zovat ll'{skyt dalsich ne
antiklinalnich lozisek, a t im urcit 
smery dalsiho prüzkumu ve vi
dei\ske panvi . 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Problematik der Progno
stizierung des Vorkommens 
und Aufsuchans nichtantiklina
ler Lagerstättentypen wird zum 
Hauptproblem der Forschungs
arbeiten im Wiener Becken. Im 
vorl iegenden Beitrag werden 
kurzgefaßte Ergebnisse einer 
Analyse des Vorkommens die
ser Lagerstätten geboten . Es 
wurde festgestellt, daß hier 
möglich ist, diese Lagerstätten 
entsprechend dem Fallentyp 
und der stratigraphischen Zu 
gehörigkeit des Speicherge
steins in mehrere Zonen zu tei
len. Durch die Abgrenzung der 
Flächenausdehnung dieser Zo
nen wird die Prognostizierung 
des Vorkommens weiterer 
nichtantiklinaler Lagerstätten 
und somit die Bestimmung der 
künftigen Forschungsorienta
tion im Wiener Becken ermög 
licht. 
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Oll WATERS OF SE SLOPES 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

F. Buzek 1, M. Michalicek 1, W. Papesch 2
, V. Prochazkova 1 

and D. Rank2 

'Ustfednf ustav geologicky Praha, Czechoslovakia 
2Bundesversuchs- und Forschungsanstalt Arsenal, Wien, 
Austria 

ln the framework of oil prospecting in SE slopes of the 
Bohemian Massif the chemical and isotopic composition of 
gas and oil field waters was investigated. The study should 
have clarified the relations between the chemical and iso
topic composition of waters reflecting the physico-chemi 
cal development in the system water-oil or gas source rock, 
of the paleoclimate and of paleohydrological conditions. 

Experimental procedures 

Prevailing part of water samples was taken from pilot 
boreholes during the pumping tests. An exception were the 
oil producing wells and iodine-bromine thermal waters with 
overflow. Chemical composition of the waters was ana 
lysed in laboratories of Moravske naftove doly, k.p. Hodo
nin, gas analyses were carried out in Iabs of the Geological 
Survey, Brno branch, and isotopic analyses in the isotopic 
laboratories of the Geological Survey and Bundesversuchs
und Forschungsanstalt Arsenal, Vienna. 

Geology of the sites 

The location of wells (Fig.1) of deep oil waters analysed 
reflects at once also their regional geological pertinence. 
Water samples Nos. 2,24,25,31,42 derive from the Miocene 
aquifers of the Vienna Basin, from the Miocene of the Car
pathian Foredeep section North are waters Nos. 
3,4,5, 18,19,20,21 ,33,34,37, from the underlying Paleozoic -
Culm (Lower Carboniferous) the water No.1, from the crys
talline complex of the section North the water No.43. ln the 
southern and middle part of SE slopes of the Bohemian 
Massif the geological pertinence of the waters is wider -
to the Miocene of the Carpathian Foredeep refer the waters 
Nos. 12,13,35,36,39 and 23, to the autochthonaus Lower Oli
gocene the waters Nos. 14,22,27,45,46, to the autochtho
naus Mesozoic of the Bohemian Massif - the Jurassie -
the waters Nos. 9,1 0,28,29,30,44, to the autochthonaus 
Paleozoic of the Devonian and the Carboniferous the wa
ters Nos. 7,26,40. The allochthonaus Paleogene of the Car
pathian Flysch Belt is in our set represented only by waters 
Nos. 41,15,16 and 17. From the basement of the crystalline 
rocks of the section South and Centre are the waters Nos. 
8,11,38, whereas the waters Nos. 47-60 are Miocene. The 
oil iodine-bromine water from the southern Slovak Oligo
cene No.32 and the mineral water from the central Carpath
ian Mesozoic No.6 were involved for comparison. 

The deposition of lithographical horizons during the Mio
cene, Paleogene, Mesozoic and Paleozoic in SE slopes of 
the Bohemian Massif was mainly marine. The deposition of 
the Middle Badenian and Sarmatian of the Vienna Basin 
corresponded to the salinity of 18-30 g/1. Fresh water de
velopment was proved in the Lower Carpathian overlying 
the nappes of the Middle Carpathian Mesozoic of the Slo
vak part of the Vienna Basin. 

Discussion 

ln accordance with Janak's theory (Janak 1955) proved 
by Michalicek (Michalicek 1965), the oil field waters studied 
are regarded as synsedimentary marine-brackish, sodium-

chloride waters metamorphosed in the water-rock system 
with dispersed organic substances which transform to 
gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons. The alteration processes 
of marine to brackish oceanic waters are always accom
panied by a change in water chemistry. lt is mainly a very 
low concentration of sulphates, a difference in the ratio of 
Na/Ca, Mg/Ca , HC03/CI - . CI - /Br - and the CI-W. A high 
concentration of iodides of biogenic origin is typical. ln the 
waters investigated cl-;1 - ratio varies from 100 to 400 
whereas in the case of marine water the value of the Cl - /I 
ratio is about 380 000. The CI-/Br- ratio is being considered 
as the genetical coefficient (Valjasko 1956, Rittenhause 
1967). Numerous authors have proved the coefficient to 
deal with the presence of the organic substances. ln 
Bars' opinion (Bars 1957) the Cl - /Br- ratio oscillating around 
180 indicates the contact with some oil deposit, someone 
(Kölbl 1967) suggests that the brine bromides of the Middle 
Mesozoic basement of the Vienna Basin have an organog
enic origin. These presumptions were verified by Micha
licek (Michalicek 1978, 1986). 

Along with the chemical composition also the isotopic 
composition of the studied wal~rs was analyzed. Simul
taneaus knowledge of öD and ö 0 distribution enables us 
to determine the origin and mixing of the waters. Fig.2a 
shows the interdependence of D and 180 contents in 
a common ~r,dimentary basin. lt illustrates the dependence 
of öD on ö 0 for meteoric water - meteoric water line, 
the Standard Mean Ocean Water, changes in isotopic com
position resulting from fractionation processes during the 
interaction with rocks, evaporation, hyperfiltration and re
sulting mixtures of formation brines with r,eteoric waters. 
Fig.2b gives the dependence of öD on ö1 0 for the water 
samples studied. 

On this dependence, several typical water groups may be 
distinguished : at first, the low-mineralized waters Nos. 
1 ,6,7,8,9 and 10. These are infiltrated m11eoric waters the 
deuterium excess of which d = öD - Bö 0, is lower than 
10. (The value of 10 is typical of recent meteoric waters but 
of 30-50 thousand years old waters as weil (Rozanski 
1985)). Higher value of d indicates a drier continental cli 
mate than the today's. The value of the He/Ar coefficient 
speaks of the pertinence of these waters to exposed (or 
opened) hydrogeological zones with a direct water ex
change (Michalicek 1987). 

The straight line connecting water samples Nos.35,42,36 
cr~sses the meteori? water line at the present value of öD, 
ö1 0 (öD = -70 %0 , ö 80 = -10 %0 ). The ~ext group of water 
samples linearly dependent in öDvs ö1 0 plot are samples 
Nos. 12,16,24,25,23,37,14,29 and 2. The line connecting 
these points crosses the meteoric water line at values 
cpjresponding to a warmer climate (öD= -54 %o. 
ö 0 = -8 %0 ). Such linearly depending groups of samples 
are usually interpreted as mixtures of the original brines 
with infiltrated meteoric water (Ciayton et al. 1966). The 
marginal points - samples 29 and 2 - can be taken as the 
"original" primary brines in the first approximation - at 
least as to the value of öD and their mineralization. Based 
on these values primary brines may be considered as ma
rine-brackish water with a 60-70 per cent marine water 
content. 

Above the linearly depending "mixed" waters there is 
a large group of oil and gas accompanying wat1~s with nar
row-ranged öD values and markedly variable ö 0 . ln their 
values these waters resemble oil field waters from other 
a~~as (Kharaka, Carothers 1986). Considerably wide-ranged 
~ 0 values result from equilibrium isotopic exchange of 
w~ter with the surrounding carbonate rocks. Their typical 
ö1 0 values vary from -4 to -7%0 on PDB scale (i.e. approx. 
26.5-24 %o on SMOW scale).lf one considers the geother
mal gradient as one degree centigrade per a 30 - 33 m 
depth, then the temperature of waters at a 1 000 m depth is 
about 45 o C, ~t 2 000 m about 80 o C, at 3 000 m about 
110 oc. The ö1 0 values of water in isotopic equilibrium 
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Fi9.: 1: Location of mineral, oil and gas-accompanying waters sampled . 
CM Bohemian Massif, PCM Paleozoic of the Bohemian Massif, NVP Neo
gene of the Vienna Basin, NPK the Carpathian foredeep, P-K (FPK) Creta
ceous-Paleogene flysch of the Carpathian, A Neogene, B autochthonaus 
Paleogene, C Mesozoic, D Paleozoic, E crystalline complex, 1 water flow, 
2 water overflow, 3 water flow with gas, 4 water overflow with gas, 5 water 
flow with spontaneaus gas, 6 water overflow with spontaneaus gas, 7 wa
ter with oil, 8 water overflow with oil, 9 water flow with traces of oil, 10 
water overflow with traces of oil and gas, 11 water flow with oil and gas. 
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Fig. 2a : Schematic dependence of 60 upon 6"0 illustrating fractionation pro
cesses and mixing of different water types in sedimentary basin. 
A - local meteoric waters; B - primary formation solution; C - local 
meteoric waters in the past (warmer) climate ; D - solution before hyper
filtration ; E - solution after hyperfiltration; OW - recent ocean water ; 
MWL- recent meteoric water line (Craig 1961}. 
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Fig . 2b : Dependance of 60 upon 6"0 for the deep waters studied . 

with the carbonates fluctuate at these temperatures from 
0 to 6 o/oo on SMOW scale (Ciayton et al. 1966). 

For the further discussion relations between the isotopic 
composition (particularly öD which is not so much influ
enced by the interaction with rocks and keeps the original 
value) and water mineralization should be taken into con
sideration . For Na-Cl water type the chloride contents is 
important. Fig.3 shows chloride concentrations in depen
dence upon the bromide contents. 

The sampled brines were originally considered as secon
dary, that means of an infiltration origin (Michalicek 1971) 
resulting from infiltration of the metamorphosed Tertiary 
brackish to fresh waters into the Mesozoic evaporites. The 
CI/Br ratio of the primary brines is similar as in the marine 
water and makes about 300. The concentration of Br in the 
solution rises at the beginning of halite crystallization. Dis
solving the evaporites, the solutions get rioher in chlorides 
and the CI/Br ratio increases. ln Fig .3 virtually all samples 
(except for No.42) do not exceed the line of evaporite dis
solving . lt means the waters are the secondary saline wa
ters in which salt precipitation did not take place, only con
centration and dilution of the primary solution . The sample 
No.42 was mineralized evidently due to evaporites dissolv
ing. Although the hypersaline development with evaporite 
formation has been proved in the area under study, the 
searched samples display primary salinity. All of them are 
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Fig . 3: Dependance of log Cl - upon log Br- for the studied waters. 

in good linear dependence being under the Ievei of the eva
porites. ln the periods of non-deposition they might have 
been altered by infiltration into marine-brackish waters -
the secondary saline waters. These are, however, only 
hardly distinguishable by chemism. 

For the discussion on the relationships between the iso
topic composition of waters and the chloride contents the 
dependence of %Cl on %D was inferred. lt should better 
characterize the problems of mixed waters than the simple 
dependence of Cl - upon oD. %Cl and %D speak of the ma
rine water contents in the given sample calculated from the 
balance of hypothetic mixture of marine and meteoric wa
ter. The equations 1-3 give balance relations for %D. 

Xo · oDow + (1 - Xo) .oDMw = ODsAMPLE ( 1) 

210 

I 

I I 

oDsAMPLE - oDMw 
xo= 

oDow - oDMw 

%D = x0 .100 % 

-

-

(2) 

(3) 

x0 is the marine water content in a theoretic mixture, 
oDow. oDMw and oDsAMPLE are the isotopic composition of 
marine water, meteoric water, and of the given sample, re
spectively. A similar balance relation holds also for %Cl. For 
simplicity, the recent value of oDMw was taken as -70 %0 , 

being later recalculated with more accuracy e.g. from the 
value of the intersection on the meteoric water line in 
Fig .2b. The %Cl dependence upon %D is illustrated in Fig .4. 
The diagram is centred by the proportionality line with 
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Fig. 4: Percentaga of Cl - and oD of studied waters calculated for theoretic 
mixtures of meteoric and marine waters. 

points having identical %Cl and %D values and correspond
ing to an ideal mixture of ocean and meteoric water. A sur
prisingly large number of samples in this dependence has 
the %D values in the range of 60-80 %D. As du ring the al 
teration processes oD of the formation water does not 
change considerably, the original composition of brackish 
solutions may be supposed. For example, the samples Nos. 
2,29 of mixed waters discussed before, are on the propor
tionality line in the proximity of these values. 

How do the fore-discussed mixed waters in this depen
dence Iook like? The straight line connecting the samples 
Nos. 26,35,42,36 parallels the proportionality line in the area 
of higher Cl contents. lt proves that the original solution 
(sample No.36 ?) was more mineralized than the marine 
water - e.g. due to evaporation before the secondary dilu 
tion . Sampie 42 might be assigned to this line accidentally 
due to the possible present meteoric water contents. Next 
group of mixed waters (samples Nos. 11, 12, 16, 24, 25, 23, 
37, 29, 2) in the dependence illustrated on Fig .4 cannot be 
unequivocally interpreted. But as %Cl vs %D plotwas calcu 
lated for the present meteoric water (oD = -70 %o) all we 
have to do is to apply the value oDMw = -54 %o from Fig .2b. 
After that a majority of the pointswill approach the propor
tionality line, too. Sampie No.37 is the only exception . lt has 
higher chloride contents and its involvement was improper 
(it differs in chemical composition having high HC03 con 
tents - 2 646 mg/1 and Soi- - 394 mg/1). The recalculation 
shifts of points are indicated by lines paralleling %0 axis. 

The high variability of chloride contents in samples with 
%0 values attaining to 60 - 80 % of marine water is hardly 
expla inable.Samples with mineralization higher than corre 
sponds to the marine water contents - above the propor
tionality line - can be interpreted by dilution of originally 
hypersaline solutions by meteoric water. For instance, eva 
poration of the NaCI solution to 0.4 of the initial water 
phase volume, Ieads to a shift of 50 by 30-40 %o to more 
positive values according to the humidity of the surround
ing atmosphere (Sofer, Gat 1975). Dilution of such solu
tions by meteoric waters to about 30% causes shifting of 
brines Nos. 3 and 18 roughly parallel to the %Cl axis. The Cl 
contents chrf.ges and %0 gets closer to the proportionality 
line. Also o 0 values of the saline waters correspond to 
possible shifts of or\~inal values due to evaporation . Signi
ficant changes in o 0 should be considered as resulting 
ma inly from equilibrium isotope exchafWe with carbonates. 
These changes are obvious from the o 0 vs Cl - plot - see 
Fig .5. The lines connect the samples deriving from the 
same location, which differ in sampling depth only. 
Changes of mineralization do not take place virtually, how
eytf:r, there are remarkable shifts toward positive values of 
o 0 according to the higher temperature of the exchange 
reaction with carbonate. Sampies under the proportionality 
line in Fig .4 exhibit lower chloride contents than would 
correspond to their oO values. Some of them can approach 
the proportionality line by choosing more suitable meteoric 
water composition - as was done in the case of samples 
Nos. 11 , 12?16,24,23,25,29,2. However, this is not valid for 
samples with strikingly lower salinity as e.g. No. 41 . More
over, this sam~~e it is not even in the range of linear depen
dence in oO, o 0 diagram. Low mineralized oil field waters 
with rather positive values of oO are usually interpreted as 
condensation waters accompanying gas deposits (Kharaka, 
Carothers 1986, Kato, Kijiwara 1986). Otherwise they can be 
interpreted as "hyperfiltrated" waters squeezed from sedi
ments under strong geopressures. ln the case of the de
posit No.41 the capacity is not large enough to allow the 
formation of sufficient amount of the condensate. The 
sample, however, was taken at a 3 000 m depth, where the 
pressures are even twice higher than the hydrostatic one. 
Hyperfiltration is reliable. 

Fig. 5: o"O dependence upon Cl- contents for the water studied . 
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The occurrence of clays in sedimentary complexes is sig
nificant namely in the Miocene, Paleogene, Carpathian 
flysch, autochthonaus Oligocene, Jurassic, and Lower Car
boniferous. Exceptionally high tectonic pressures were 
proved in Miocene trenches of the Vienna Basin, and are 
supposed also in allochthonaus Paleogene complexes of 
the Flysch Carpathians and the Lower Carboniferous - the 
Culm. ln the whole area of SE slopes of the Bohemian Mas
sif hydrostatic pressures can be observed throughout the 
sedimentary complexes. lt indirectly points to vertical -
capillary connection of fluids closed in sediments. The the
ory of ions balance and chemical alteration of deep waters 
was based on Janak {1955). Diffusion processes give rise 
both to low- and higher-mineralized solutions, which differ 
in shift of oD values from the evaporated ones. 

Conclusions 

From the discussion several types of water can be presumed . The low
mineralized brines were primarily brackish waters with approx. 60-70% 
marine water contents. The brines with mineralization of 35-50 g/1 were 
originally marine waters concentrated by evaporation without any salt 
precipitation . Later these primary brines were diluted by infiltration of 
meteoric waters at different climatic stages. The low-mineralized brines 
with more positive oD values may in fact be hyperfiltrated primary brines. 
Only one of the waters studied was mineralized by evaporite dissolution . 
Translated by G. Vladykova 
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Abstrakt 

V ramci prospekce ropoply
nonosnosti JV svahü Ceskeho 
masivu byly vzorkovany vody 

212 

Zusammenfassung 

Im Rahmen der Erdöl- und 
Erdgaserkundung an der SO
Abdachung der Böhmischen 

doprovazejici ropu a plyn. Vody 
byly analyzovany chemicky 
a izotopicky (D,' 80) . Podle mi 
neralizace jde o formacni vody 
naredene srazkovymi vodami. 
Rozsah zredeni primarnich so
lanek byl urcen ze zavislosti 8D 
na 8 ' 80. Porovnanim obsahü 
chloridü a izotopickeho slozeni 
deuteria bylo urceno slozeni 
primarnich formacnich roztokü. 
Jde o brakicke solanky s obsa
hem cca 70% mofske vody. Vi
ce mineralizovane roztoky byly 
nakoncentrovany pouze odpa- , 
rem, ne rozpoustenim evapori
tü. Zred'ovani primarnich sola
nek probihalo v rüznych klima
tickych obdobich. 

Masse wurden Proben von Erd
öl- und Erdgasbegleitwässern 
entnommen . Es wurden ihre 
chemische Zusammensetzung 
und ihre Isotopenverhältnisse 
untersucht. Aufgrund des Mi
neralgehaltes handelt es sich 
um durch Niederschlagswasser 
verdünnte Formationswässer. 
Das Ausmaß der Verdünnung 
ursprünglicher Salzwässer wur
de aus der Beziehung 8D -
8180 bestimmt. Aus dem Ver
gleich von Chiaridgehalt und 
Wasserstoffisotopenverhältnis 
wurde die Zusammensetzung 
der ursprünglichen Formations
wässer ermittelt. Es handelt 
sich um Brackwasser mit einem 
Meerwasseranteil von etwa 
70 %. Für die Entstehung stär
ker mineralisierter Wässer sind 
ausschließlich Verdampfungs
prozesse verantwortlich, nicht 
die Auflösung von Evaporiten. 
Die Verdünnung der ursprüngli 
chen Salzwässer erfolgte wäh 
rend unterschiedlicher Klima
stadien . 

GENETIC TYPES OF THE KAOLIN DEPOSITS 
IN THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

J. Jiranek 1 
- H. W. Müllerz - 8. Schwaighoferz 

1 Ustredni ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 
z Universität für Bodenkultur, Institut für Baugeo/ogie, 
Wien, Austria 

lntroduction 

The deposits of kaolins of the Bohemian Massif (8 . M.) 
belong (with exception of some non-economic occurrences 
of kaolins of hydrothermal or chemogenic origin) to the 
weathering type and, apart from the kaolins in the Inner 
Phyllites of Moravikum, have originated by kaolinization of 
the rocks rich in feldspars . The majority of these deposits 
are primary, however a very important volume of kaolins 
are redeposited . These secondary kaolins, represented by 
only two deposits (Kaznejov and Horni Bi'iza) probably ex
perienced a short transport. Parent rocks of the primary 
kaolins of the B. M . are granitoids, metamorphites (orthog
neisses to granulitic gneisses, paragneisses, phyllites), sed
iments (arkosic sandstones to arkoses, feldspar sands) and 
occasionally volcanites (Permo-Carboniferous) . Kaoliniza
tion has occurred in two periods : 1, Carboniferous (West
phalian C - Stephanian) and 2, (;:Jurassic-) Cretaceous -
Paleogene (-Middle Miocene). KüSTER (1980) also men
tioned kaolinization of Triassie age from the w . border of 
the B. M. 
• Geological summaries of !he kaolin deposits 9f the 
CSSR, were presented by KUZVART (1969) and KUZVART 
et al. (1983) . Characteristics of the particular types of the 
deposits summarized in our paper come from the publica
tions cited below. Newly, mineralogical studies (XRD, EDX, 
SEM) of 16 samples of kaolins taken from exploited or 
opened deposits of CSSR were performed in the laborato
ries of the Institut für Baugeologie, Vienna . The results 
were studied from the point of view of the genesis of the 
deposits (Piates 1- 4). Comparative material was taken 
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from the Horna Prievrana deposit near Lucenec, the Car
pathian Mts. 

The location of the kaolin deposits of the 8 . M. are 
shown in Fig . 1. ln the following text, the deposits are de
scribed according to particular genetic type, parent rock 
and regional geological positions. The proportion of differ
ent types with the raw material reserves and the extraction 
amount, production of the washed kaolins are shown in 
Fig . 2. 

1.0 Primary (residual) kaolins of climatic weathering ori
gin 

1.1 Kaolinitic residuals of granitoids 

1.1.1 The Karlovy Vary Massif 

The Karlovy Vary region is a classical area of kaolins used 
for the production of porcelain. The kaolins represent resid
ual kaolinitic weathering products of the surface portians 
of granites in the Sokolov Basin, with preserved original 
granitic texture. The climatic weathering origin is docu
mented by the dependence of the depth of kaolinization to 
the fossil river course (KUZVART et al., 1983). Kaolins origi
nated in both the basic granite types-so called normal (or 
Mountain) type, and the finer autometamorphic (Erzge
birge) type. The type of the parent granite substantially in 
fluences the quality of the resulting kaolin . The deposits of 
the best quality originated from fine to medium-grained 
bright autometamorphic granite and the medium-grained 
two-mica facies of the normal granite. The parent granites 
are of Carboniferous age and the kaolinization has occurred 
continuously before and ~uring the Paleogene; always with 
the same intensity (BABUREK, 1970). The tectonically con
trolled extent of the preserved fossil weathering crust is 
85 km 2

. Kaolinization potentially reaches 50 m, occasionally 
100m, however the zone of completely kaolinitized phen
ocrysts of K-feldspar reaches only 20-30 m (KUZVART et 
al., 1983). On the top of kaolins redeposited kaolinitic clays 
locally occur along with quartz sands and quartzites as weil 
as Upper Oligocene to Miocene sediments . 

ln the whole region the complete typical kaolinitic weath
ering profile is preserved. Three zones of kaolinization are 
recognized (from top to bottom): 1, all feldspars are kaoli 
nized, 2, cores of phenocrysts remain preserved, 3, cores of 
feldspars in the matrix are preserved. With depth the total 
porosity of the rock and the content of organic substance 
diminish. The relative polarity of the organic compounds 
(FALC, 1968) as weil as the character of accessory minerals 
(KONTA, 1969) and trace elements (BABÜREK, 1971) also 
change. The very pronounced vertical zonality is disturbed 
locally by the intercalations of kaolins of lesser quality with 
illite and chlorite, within the profile. Primarily, different 
types of parent granites are concerned . 

ln the area, about 30 deposits of kaolins are known. To
day, only the deposits Osmosa (Bozicany), Jimlikov, Podle
si, Katzenholz (Otovice) and Hajek (Bystfice-HrozniWn) are 
extracted. From tl!e non-extracted ones, the deposits of 
Bohemia, Brazda, Cankovska-Rybare, Marta-Epiag, Mirova, 
Zatisi, Capi Hnizdo, Ruprechtov, Smolnice, Nova Role, Vin
tii'ov, Ztraceny rybnik, Pocerny-Stara Role etc., are men
tioned. Most of the deposits are presently being geologi
cally investigated. Kaolin from the terminated deposit Zett
litz (Sedlec) is a world standard of kaolin for the production 
of fine ceramies since 1924. 

The petrography and geochemistry of t~e main parent 
rock of the kaolins were described by NEUZIL and KONTA 
(1965), the pet!ography of kaolins from the parti.cular de
posits by BABUREK et al. (1959), KONTA.and MRAZ (1965), 
KONTA (1968), KONTA and KOS~ELNIK (1968), KONTA 
(1975) etc. KONTA and KOSCELNIK (1. c.) described nine 
petrographical types of primary kaolins that can be distin
guished macroscopically: coarse-grained with biotite + 
muscovite ; or only with muscovite; medium-grained with 

biotite + muscovite; or only with muscovite; fine-grained 
with rare muscovite (without tourmaline); fine-grained with 
frequent muscovite and tourmaline; very fine-grained (with 
muscovite); large feldspar pseudomorphs after feldspar; 
and fine-grained type without micas (only with quartz). The 
redeposited kaolin in the top is fine-grained and contains 
quartz and muscovite. The kaolinitic residuals in the Karlovy 
Vary region contain 20-30 %. occasionally (Ti-kaolins) up 
to 35-40% of the washable kaolin amount. 

The raw kaolins contain, apart of the clay fraction, grains 
of the primary minerals of parent granites: quartz (in the 
top portians of the deposits chemically corroded and 
rounded), muscovite and biotite . Siderite originates from 
the cement. From accessory minerals, the most frequent 
ones are primary tourmaline and zircon, and secondary py
rite, anatas, rutile and oxidic Fe minerals (maghemite, hem
atite, goethite) . With the depth of kaolinization, siderite 
prevails over pyrite, and, within the Ti minerals, rutile di
minishes; tourmaline, with the colour reduced to green one 
in the upper parts, remains brown (KONTA, 1969). 

Among the clay minerals kaolinite (95 %) prevails. lt is 
nearly the pM type, rarely the T type (in the Jimlikov depos
it; KONTA, 1975) . lllite is omnipresent (5-10 %) and its 
amount rises with depth . Montmorillonite is always absent, 
but is an accessory mineral at the base of the profile. 

XRD TOTAL MINERAL CLAY MINERAL 
CONTE NT CONTENT < 2 ~m 

Bozicany-
- Osmosa 
Kaolin A Quartz +++ Kaolinite 81% 

Muscovite ++ Fire Clay 19 % 
Kaolinite +++ lllite Tr. 

Weathered Quartz +++ Kaolinite 78% 
Granite Feldspar +++ Fire Clay 22% 

Muscovite + lllite Tr. 
Kaolinite + 

Granite Quartz +++ Kaolinite 74% 
Feldspar +++ Fire Clay 26% 
Muscovite + lllite Tr. 

Aplite Quartz +++ Kaolinite 70% 
Feldspar +++ Fire Clay 30% 
Muscovite + lllite Tr. 
Kaolinite + 

Jimlikov 
Weathered Quartz +++ Kaolinite 76% 
Granite Muscovite +++ Fire Clay 24% 

Kaolinite +++ lllite Tr. 

Kaolin B Quartz Kaolinite 97% 
Muscovite Fire Clay 3% 
Feldspar lllite Tr.% 
Kaolinite 

Podlesi 
Kaolin C Quartz Kaolinite 83% 

Muscovite Fire Clay 17% 
Feldspar lllite Tr.% 
Kaolinite 

Otovice -
- Katzenholz 
Kaolin D Quartz Kaolinite 75% 

Muscovite Fire Clay 25% 
Kaolinite lllite Tr. 

Hajek (Hroznetin) 
Kaolin E-1 Quartz Kaolinite 92% 

Muscovite Fire Clay 8% 
Kaolinite lllite Tr. 

Kaolin E-2 Quartz +++ Kaolinite 90% 
Kaolinite +++ Fire Clay 10% 
Muscovite Tr. lllite Tr. 

Halloysite Tr. 
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Mineralogically (XRD, SEM) we have newly studied sam
ples of all the deposits exploited (Bozicany-Osmosa , Jimli 
kov, Podlesi, Otovice-Katzenholz, Hajek) . (Piates 1-1 to 
1-6 and 2-1 to 2-4.) 

The parent granites of the Karlovy Vary kaolins are poor 
in colouring oxides (Fe20 3 , FeO, Ti02). This is a very import
ant condition of the origin of very good quality kaolins. FeO 
is present in illite, Fe20 3 in oxidic Fe minerals. lndustrially, 
two types of kaolins are distinguished : kaolin for fine cer
amics with Ti02 below 0.4 %. and the so-called titanic kaolin 
with Ti02 = 0.4-0.7 %. The parent rock of the kaolinswas 
primarily rich in Ti (in biotite) . We must distinguish among 
them kaolins that are perfectly kaolinized and highly white 
ones, and the little kaolinized ones with illite and chloritized 
biotite (FRANCE et al. , 1973) . The source of trace elements 

1. Sketch location of kaolin deposits of the Bohemian Massif 
1 - samples under study;?- kaolins over granites (11 b - Smrciny, Fich
telgebirge Massif; 11d - Zulova Massif; 11e - Strzegom Massif; 11f -
Sumperk Massif; 11g - Moldanubian Pluton ; 11h - Falkenberg Massif ; 11i 
- Luzice, Lausitzer Massif ; 11j - rhyolites) ; 3 - kaolins over metamor
phites (12b - Bites, Biteseher Orthogneiss; 12c - Svratka Orthogneiss ; 
12d - Inner Phyllites of Moravicum ; 12e - Orthogneisses and granulites 
of Moldanubicum; 12f - Mantle of the Zulova Massif) ; 4 - kaolins over 
feldspar sediments (13c - Zalezly; 13d - North-Sudetian Depression) ; 
5 - secondary (redeposited) kaolins \Kaznejov, Horni Bfiza) ; 6 - other 
genetic types (Sokolov Basin, Kyselka ; 7 - greater kaolin areas (11a -
Karlovy Vary Massif; 11c - Dyje, Thaya Massif; 12a- Krusne hory, Erzge
birge Crystalline Complex ; 13a- Pizen Basin ; 13b- Podbofany area) ; 8 -
Carpathian kaolins (Horni Prievrana) 
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within the kaolinswas principally biotite of the parent gran
ites . The amount of the elements Ti, V, Cu, Sr, Ba etc. rises 
with the grade of kaolinization (BABOREK, 1970, 1971). Mn 
was concentrated in oxidizing conditions of the upper parts 
of the profiles (Bozicany, Hroznetin) while Cr in reduction 
conditions of the lower parts (Sedlec) . 

A most characteristic feature of the Karlovy Vary kaolins 
from the technological point of view is the high strength in 
green state (after drying), excellent moulding properties, 
white colour after firing and transparency of the fired pro
ducts - all this is appreciated in fine ceramies (porcelain). 
Ti kaolins of an enormously high whiteness in green state, 
exceeding 90% of the ideal scale, can be used as a filler in 
paper industry as weil as in rubber, cosmetics, plastics etc ., 
as a raw material to produce mullite grog, in electroceram
ics and sanitary ceramics. When used as coating kaolins in 
the paper industry, they show rather worse rheological pro
perties in comparison with the kaolins from Kaznejov 
(2 .1.1 ). They are exploited only in the Otovice-Katzenholz 
deposit even if they represent great portion of the reserves 
of kaolins in the area . 

1.1.2 The Smrciny Massif (Fichte!gebirge) 

The muscovite granite of the massif with a low content of 
colouring oxides, also of Carboniferous age, similar to the 
granites of the Karlovy Vary massif, suffered climatic kao
linization in the Cretaceous to Paleogene age. ln comparis
on with the former, we know here only a limited number of 
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deposits: in the outcropping part of the massif, the depos
its were denuded and served as a source material of the 
Tertiary sediments of the Cheb basin, which may cover 
some unknown deposits. Deposits are known from the bor
der of granites with basin sediments, a finished deposit at 
Lomany near Cheb and several deposits near Plesna and 
Velky Luh . The primary position of the kaolins is document
ed by the exis~e.nce of a zonal kaolin profile (BYLOVA et al., 
1976, SINDELAR, 1979) of a 30-60 m thickness. Maximum 
thickness of the quality kaolins is only 4 m. 

The kaolin raw material is P.~trographically sandy- to 
clayey-sandy residual (SINDELAR, 1979) . Apart from the 
clay substance, it contains quartz and relics of feldspars, in 
the lower portions sericite (originated from feldspars) , and 
of the accessories, tourmaline, secondary calcite, andalus
ite, sphene, zircon and chlorite . Washed kaolin amount va 
ries from 10-25%. ln the clay substance kaolinite prevails 
over .a mica mineral whose quantity rises with depth (BY
LOVA et al. , 1976) . The crystallinity of kaolinite represents 
nearly the T type (index according to Hincley = 1.04-1.50) . 
The kaolin of the Plesna deposit was appreciated as a filler 
material for paper industry. 

1.1.3 The Dyje {Thaya) Massif 

Deposits of kaolins are kaolinitic residuals of granitoids 
of the Proterozoic age, mostly of the mylonitized and partly 
cleaved leucocratic biotite-(muscovite) granodiorite. To 
a lesser extent the relics of the cover of the massif (harn 
blende diorite, migmatitized para- and orthogneisses) were 
also kaolinized . A kaolin of higher quality has originated 
from pegmatites and aplites . The kaolinization happened 
before Tertiary Sedimentation (Cretaceous-Paleogene) . lts 
intensity rapidly diminishes with depth (a primary weather
ing profile). The kaolinization process was made easier by 
the Variscan dynamometamorphosis ( cataclasis, myloniti 
zation) . Young tectonics influenced the preservation of the 
deposits in depressed blocks. The preserved portions re
present mostly only the lower parts of the kaolin profile 
(thickness of 5-13 m) . The kaolins of the upper parts were 
redeposited in the Paleocene to Eocene. The cover of the 
deposits form Oligocene to Lower Miocene sediments (1-
18m) and Quarternary loess (4-6 m) . . 

Deposits are cqncentrated in the surroundings of Unanov 
and Masovice (Unanov, Tvoi'ihraz, Lisci Dira, Masovice, 
Masov.ice-Hradiste, Pi'imetice, Podmoli etc.). Only the de
posit Unanov-North is being exploited . ln Austria lies the 
deposit Niederfladnitz, covered by redeposited kaolinitic 
sands (WIEDEN, 1978). 

Petrographi~ally , the kaolins are feldspar-quartz-kaolinite 
residual (BATIKet al., 1979). They contain in average 33 % 
quartz, 12% (6-20 %) alkali feldspar, and 55% of the clay 
substance. Locally, biotite is present. The spectrum of ac
cessoric heavy minerals is very varied thanks to the varied 
parent substrate; nevertheless, their contents are very low 
(pyroxenes, amphiboles, zircon , monazite, kyanite, silliman
ite, andalusite, chlorite, muscovite, ilmenite, rutile, brookit, 
anatase, garnet, pyrite, sphene, tourmaline, staurolite, ba
ryte, apatite, hematite, spinel, epidote, Iimonite, Mn-ox
ides, leucoxene, siderite, and other carbonates) . Washed 
kaolin amount reaches 15-49 %. 

ln the clay substance, kaolinite prevails (37.5-87 %) 
apart from an admixture of illite (2-18.5 %) which unfortu
nately raises the FeO content . ln various samples, halloy
site was identified, and sometimes chlorite . Montmorillon
ite is present only in the upper redeposited ~aolins (up to 
9% of the total content of clay minerals; PAVLIK, 1987) . The 
kaolinite is of low crystallinity (the 1 pM type) . The crystal
linity index after Hincle'{ rises with_the intensity of ka.olini 
zation (0.24-0.78; NEUZIL and KUZVART, 1972; NEUZIL et 
al., 1980). Newly, we have mineralogically (XRD, SEM) 
studied a sample from the Tvoi'ihraz deposit (Piate 2-5) . 

Tvoi'ihraz 
Kaolin F Quartz 

Muscovite 
Feldspar 
Kaolinite 

Kaolinite 73 % 
Fire Clay 17 % 
lllite 10 % 
Halloysite Tr.% 
Mixed Layer Tr.% 

The modes of use of the kaolins of the Thaya massif are 
substantially limited by the variability of the parent rocks. 
The reserves of kaolins with relics of non-kaolinized feld
spars exceed the reserves of perfectly kaolinized rocks by 
15 times. The latter can be used - after dressing - as 
a filler in paper industry (Unanov, Masovice-Hradiste) . 
Most of the feldspar kaolins (even if their washed kaolin 
amount is high enough) do not suit the norms not only be
cause of their elevated contents of Fe which elevates the 
colouring and reduces whiteness, but also because of their 
low strength in green state (after drying), low refractori
ness, and high content of the rubber poisons (Cu, Mn). ln 
the green state, without dressing, they can be used after 
milling and homogenization in sanitary and utility ceramics. 

1.1.4 The Zulova Massif 

A deposit of kaolin originated by weathering of the Car
boniferous medium- to coarse-grained biotite granite is 
known from Vidnava, and from Biskup6w in Poland . The 
Vidnava deposit was exploited in the past ; recently, an in
vestigation is being performed. The deposit is very variable 
and apart from the white kaolins, it is composed of the red 
(with admixture of goethite) and the green ones (with ad
mixture of chlorite) . Thickness of kaolinization reaches 
40 m while thickness of industrial kaolins only 13m. ln the 
cover, Miocene clays (up to 10m) and Quarternary sands 
(redeposited granite eluvials, up to 20m) are developed. 
The washed kaolin amount is 16-25 %. We have mineralogi
cally (XRD, SEM) studied a sample of white kaolin from 
Vidnava (Piate 2-6). 

Vidnava 
White kaolin G Quartz 

Muscovite 
Kaolinite 

Kaolinite 95 % 
Fire Clay 5 % 
lllite Tr.% 

The Vidnava kaolins are good products. The white kaolins 
can be used in the paper industry (filling as weil as coating 
kaolin) and rubber industry, the coloured types can be used 
in ceramies (refractories, tiles) . 

1.1 .5 The Strzegom Massif 

ln Poland, several kaolin deposits are known from the 
surroundings of Zar6w and Bolestawice, originated from 
the Carboniferous two-mica granite of the Strzegom-So
b6tka Massif. The thickness of kaolinization is 50-80 m. 
The age of the kaolinization is Paleogene. ln the cover of 
the kaolins Upper Miocene clays are present (GAWRONSKI 
and KOZYDRA, 1968). 

A primary position is documented by the preserved origi
nal granitic textures. The kaolins are used for the produc
tion of refractories. 

1.1.6 The Sumperk Massif 

The biotite granodiorite of the Carboniferous age was 
kaolinized near Bludov. The resulting kaolin is of a low qual 
ity. The washed kaolin amount reaches occasionally 13% 
(KAMENSKY, 1973). 

1.1. 7 The Moldanubian Pluton 

The supposed kaolin weathering crust developed on the 
Moldanubian blockwas denuded after its uplift by the end 
of Miocene. Some relics covered by younger sediments are 
preserved (e. g. by the Klikov group of beds of the Senoni
an age) . Kaolinization occurred probably in the Carbonifer
ous or Lower Cretaceous. 
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Near Kolenec-Pecak, medium- to finely-grained two mica 
granite of the Mrakotin type (a facies of the Eisgarn type 
granite) was kaolinized up to the depth of 10m. The age of 
the parent granite is Carboniferous. The thickness of cover 
(the Klikov group of beds) is 20m. The kaolin has a low 
whiteness and refractoriness (KUZVART et al., 1983). A si 
milar but smaller deposit is known below the cover of the 
Klikov group of beds near Klikov. Medium-grained Cimei' 
facies of the Eisgarn type granite was kaolinized in this 
case. The kaolins of both the deposits are suitable for cer
amic production. WIEDEN (1978) mentioned kaolinization 
of the Eisgarn granite a short distance from here, in Grama
stetten near Gmünd in Austria . The deposit is covered by 
redeposited clays . 

A tectonically depressed block of the Pre-Oiigocene 
weathering crust over the Variscan Mauthausen type gran
ite, with a cover of Oligocene sands and clays, is known 
from Kriechbaum and Weinzierl near Schwertberg, Austria 
(KIRNBAUER, 1965; WIEDEN, 1978). A preserved transition 
into non-kaolinized granite prooves the primary position of 
the kaolins and the climatic weathering origin. The thick
ness of kaolins reaches 4-30 m, the deposits are up to 
1.3 km long. Because of the thick Tertiary cover (up to 
120m), the deposit is mined by means of galleries. Indices 
of kaolins are known also from the neighbouring Weins
berg type granite . The raw kaolin from Kriechbaum is 
formed (WIEDEN, I. c.) by quartz, relics of feldspars, mus
covite, accessoric heavy minerals, and up to 47% of the 
clay substance (kaolinite + 1-3% of illite). An admixture 
of halloysite was confirmed. The washed kaolin amount ~in 
this case represented by the fraction below 35 11m) is 50 Yo . 
The 80% of the kaolins are used as a filler in the paper in
dustry (whiteness of up to 79% of MgO). the rest in ceram
ics. 

1.1.8 The Falkenberg Massif 

Deposits of kaolin originated by kaolinization of the bio
tite-muscovite granite of the Moldanubicum of the Cesky 
Les Mts ., are known from Tirschenreuth and Schönheid in 
the F.R.G. (KÖSTER, 1974, 1980). While plagioclase and bi 
otite were kaolinized completely, the K-feldspar and mus
covite remain rather fresh . This result is being caused by 
climatic weathering in situ. The heavy minerals, tourmaline, 
andalusite and ilmenite, and, in a smaller amount beryl, ap
atite and spinel are present. The clay substance contains 
(apart from kaolinite) an admixture of a 1-M mixed layer 
mineral. From traces, rather elevated amounts of Pb, Cu, 
Cr, Ni, P and Ti were confirmed. The kaolinite - K-feldspar 
raw material is being used as so called "pegmatite" in the 
ceramic industry. 

1.1.9 The Luzice (Lausitzer) Massif 

Granodiorite of the massif was kaolinized near Caminau 
(n . of Bautzen) in the G.D.R. and the Rumburk-type granite 
near Tur6w in P~)and. The age of the kaolinization is prob
ably Tertiary (STORR et al., 1968 a, b). The clay substance is 
formed by 90% kaolinite and 10% illite. The kaolin is used in 
the building ceramies and refractories. 

1.1.1 0 Rhyolites 

Kaolinization (or better clayey weathering) of rhyolites of 
Carboniferous age is known from the nw. periphery of the 
8 . M. from Saxonia (G.D.R.) . The age of the weathering is 
probably Tertiary (STÖRR et al., 1968 a). The rhyolite from 
Kemmlitz (the Rochlitz body) gives rise to a kaolin of about 
50-79% kaolinite and 5-30% of a IM mixed layer mineral. 
The ~aw material of the Seilitz deposit near Meissen (the 
Dobntz body) can hardly be called a "kaolin": it contains 
43% of a IM mixed layer mineral and only 38% kaolinite 
(apart from quartz). The kaolinized rhyolites are used in the 
building and refractory ceramics. 
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1.2 Kaolinitic residuals of metamorphics 

1.2.1 The Krusne hory (Erzgebirge) Crystalline Complex 

A kaolin weathering crust is preserved only in the de
pressed area of the North Bohemian Tertiary basins, where 
it was covered by their sediments. The outcrops of kaolin 
deposits are known only from the nw. border of the Chom
utov-Petipsy Basin, and from the Sti'ezov ridge that sepa
rates the Kadan and Petipsy local basins. The deposits form 
two parallel belts in SW-NE direction. Parent rocks of the 
kaolin were various metamorphics rich in feldspars, mostly 
the fine-grained biotite granulitic orthogneiss of the Ohi'e 
(Eger) type (Kadan, Klasterec n. Ohi'i, Mikulovice, Prunei'ov, 
Kralupy u Chomutova, Horni Ves, Chomutov, Vlkan, Krasny 
Dvorecek, Rokle) and leaky orthogneiss (Zasada, Cerno
vice, Spofice-Brany, Prahly, Tusimice-Libous) and mica 
schist (Jirkov, Bfezenec, Vysoka Pec) . The parent metamor
phics are of the P~ecambrian age and were kaolinized in 
several periods (CILEK, 1964): before the Carboniferous, 
during the Carboniferous, Cretaceous, Oligocene and Mio
cene. Kaolinization reaches the depth of 10-30 m (occa
sionally up to 64 m), but the upper 4 m are formed by a sec
ondary coloured red kaolin (below a cap of Tertiary volca
noclastics). The primary position is proved by a preserved 
weathering profile with a 5 m thick transition zone. Weak
ened kaolinization is accompanied by diminishing washed 
kaolin amounts (NEUZIL, 1970). A part of the kaolinswas 
redeposited during Lower Turonian, Medium Oligocene, 
and Miocene (CiLEK, I. c.). 

The degosits of Klasterec, Mikulovice, Kralupy, Prunefov, 
Zasada, Cernovice, Spofice-Brany, Chomutov, Horni Ves 
and Jirkov have originated in the n. belt (border of the ba
sin); the deposits of Vlkan, Krasny Dvorecek, Rokle, Kadan, 
Prahly and Tusimice-Libous in the s. belt (the Stfezov 
ridge). The deposits of Klasterec and Prahly were exploited 
in the past. Today the deposit Kadan is nearly worked out 
and the deposit Rokle is being prepared for extraction. 

The granulitic orthogneiss of the Ohfe type, the parent 
rock of all the most important deposits of the area, is very 
rich in feldspars (56,6% including 3/4 parts of K-feldspars). 
that is a very important pre-condition for rich kaolins 
(washed kaolin amount = 25-40 %). The raw kaolin con
tains about 35% quartz, whitened biotite, and, in the lower 
parts, relics of feldspars. Among the accessories, kyanite, 
rutile, garnet, zircon and apatite are present. The clay sub
stance is formed by weil crystallized kaolinite (nearly the T 
type) with an admixture of illite (from biotite) and chlorite 
(from garnet). 

Newly, we have mineralogically studied (XRD, SEM) kao
lin from the Rokle deposit (Piate 3-1 ). 

Rokle 
Kaolin H Quartz + + + 

Muscovite + 
Kaolinite + + 
Alunit (7) 

Kaolinite 81 % 
Fire Clay 19% 
lllite Tr.% 

Kaolin of the Kadan area is mostly used as a filler in the pa
per industry, somewhat for ceramics. The kaolin from 
Vlkan, thanks to its high whiteness and excellent rheologi 
cal properties, can be used as a coating paper kaolin. 

Recently, a new kaolin occurrence was encountered in 
a borehole near Budov, some 27 km s. of Kadan. The parent 
rocks of the kaolin are mica-schists to paragneisses of the 
Barrandian Proterozoic. The kaolinite is close to the T type . 

1.2.2 The Bites (Bitescher) Orthogneiss 

Weathering crusts, developed on the Bites Orthogneiss 
of the Proterozoic age, are preserved as small relics in the 
area of CSSR and Austria. ln Czechoslovakia, only the de
posit Plenkovice, and several occurrences near Zerütky, 
Horni Bi'eckov and Hluboke Masüvky, are known (KUZVART 
et al., 1983). ln Austria, only the deposit Mallersbach, 
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formed by two small lenses of kaolins, exists (SCHER
MANN, 1968; WIEDEN, 1978). The kaolins keep their origi 
nal structure inherited from the parent rocks and, similarly 
as the deposits of the Thaya Massif, they are of in situ 
weathering origin . Equally, the age of kaolinization is Creta 
ceous to Paleogene. The underlying rock of the deposit 
Plenkovice is a mylonitized to phyllonitized orthogneiss ; 
that is the reason why the kaolinitization grade seems to be 
of higher intensity in depth. WIEDEN (1. c.) considers the 
origin of the deposit Mallersbach as hydrothermal; evident
ly, it is also of the climatic weathering origin (montmorillon 
ite forms only thin fillings of faults) . 8oth the deposits have 
the NE-NNE direction and they are limited by the faults of 
the same direction accompanied by mylonitization. The ori 
gin of the Plenkovice deposit was enabled by tectonical 
fracturation of the parent rock in the tectonic contact with 
the Inner Phyllites (thickness of kaolin 10-50 m, max. up to 
81 m). 

The raw kaolin is formed by 42% quartz and relics of 
fresh feldspars , 8% micas (partly newly formed), accesso
ries, and 50% clay substance. ln the clay substance kaoli 
nite prevails with an admixture of halloysite and mixed lay
er mineral. The finest fraction of the kaolins {below 1 J.Lm) is 
constantly rich in CaO in the form of a calcite admixture 
(KLEMENT and BABÜREK, 1968). Washed kaolin amount 
reaches 26% (Pienkovice) up to 51 % (Mallersbach) . The 
kaolin from Mallersbach is occasionally used in ceramies 
while that of Plenkovice forms reserves for refractory pro
duction. 

2. Proportion of reserves (left) and annual extraction (right) of the kaolins of 
the Bohemian Massif according to the particular genetic types and main 
areas of their occurrences 
1 - kaolins over granites ; 2 - kaolins over metamorphites ; 
3 - kaolins over feldspar sediments ; 4 - secondary (redeposited) kaolins 

1.2.3 The Svratka Orthogneiss 

Kaolinization of phyllonitized granodiorite is known from 
the contact with the Inner Phyllites. A small deposit ex
tracted in the past near Lazanky (w. of Brno) originated by 
weathering of phyllonitized Proterozoic metagranites (cat
aclastic biotite orthogneiss) in a tectonic contact with De
vonian limestones. The thickness of kaolins is 10-40 m, 
covered by 5-8 m of Miocene clays. The total thickness ~f 
the zone of kaolinization exceeds 113 m. Apart from kaoli 
nite (nearly the PM type), illite and admixtures of montmor
illonite and IM mixed layer mineral are p[esent, mor~ quartz 
and sericite in the raw material (NEUZIL and KUZVART, 
1976). The washed kaolin amount reaches 25%. The kaolin 
was used in paper and stoneware production . 

1.2.4 The Inner Phyllites of Moravicum 

REICHELT and NEUZIL (1973) mel)tioned three occur
rences of kaolins near Kasarny, w . of Unanov. Genetical re 
lations to the deposits of the Thaya massif, Biteseher and 
Svratka orthogneisses, are evident. The parent rock is seri 
cite - to chlorite -sericite phyllite. The age of kaolinization is 
probably Tertiary. The thickness of the residual kaolins is 
20-40 m. They contain weil crystallized T type kaolinite 
(originated from sericite!), chlorite, ~_>yrite , and acc_essoric 
rutile and tourmaline. Washed kaolin amount vanes be
tween 22 and 58%, but the quality of the kaolin is very low 
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Osmosa (Bozicany) deposit, 1.1.1 
Fig . 1: Typical in situ weathering evidenced by kaolin books ; single plates 

show rounded and thickened rims (kaolin A) . 

Fig . 3: Kaolinite with vermicular and booked growth (weathered granite). 

Fig. 5: Stacks of kaolinite with idiomorphic pseudohexagonal crystals (par
ent granite). 
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Fig . 2: Surface of strongly weathered quartz grain showing etched pits (kao
lin A). 

Fig . 4: Twinned feldspar grain with heringbone pattern formed by pseudo
morphs of kaolinite (parent granite). 

Jimlikov deposit, 1.1 .1. 
Fig . 6: The microfabric indicates irregular distribution of predominating 

single plates tagether with some aggregates of kaolinite (rounded and 
thickened rims are characteristic similar to the Osmosa samples, see 
Fig. 1) (kaolin B) . 
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because of high content of co louring oxides and pyrite that 
weathers to Iimonite. 

1.2.5 Orthogneisses and granulites of Moldanubicum 

Kaolinitic weathering crust after the uplift of the Moldan
ubian block in the Upper Miocene is preserved only in relics 
in bordering tectonically elongated blocks, for example in 
the border of Moldanubicum and Moravicum near Peti'in 
and . Lancov, where orthogneisses of the Gföhl type 
(KUZVART et al. , 1983) are developed . 

Pure kaol initic weathering products of granulites in situ 
are known from Unter Wölbling in Austria. They are pur
plish kaolins w ith limonitic spots, used as moulding clays in 
foundries. As a cover, Tertiary redeposited clays and sands 
with a bed of coal occur. 

South of the Danube River, a new deposit was dis
covered near Karlstetten , ne. to St. Pölten , orig inated also 
by in situ climatic weathering from granulites (MÜLLER, 
SCHERMANN, SCHWAIGHOFER, 1983) . The deposit is 
covered by Upper Oligocene sediments. Mineralogically, 
the clay substance is formed exclusively by halloysite. The 
washed halloysite amount {below 20 11m) is 97 - 100 %; an 
admixture forms ill ite (3 %) and traces of kaolinite . 

1.2.6 Mantle of the Zulova Massif 

ln Poland, near Wyszonowice, the Devonian paragneiss 
of the mantle of the Carboniferous Strzelin -Zulova Massif is 
kaolinized to a depth of 40 - 50 m (GAWRONSKY and KO 
ZYDRA, .1968) .. As in the case of the kaolins developed on 
the gramtes (V1dnava , 1.1.4), the kaolins are also of varying 
colours : red , green ish and white . The age of the kaoliniza 
tion is Paleogene; the deposits are covered by the Upper 
Miocene sediments (10 - 80 m) . 

1.3 Kaolinized feldspar sediments (arkoses) 

1.3.1 Kaolinized arkoses and arkosic sandstones of the 
Pizen Basin 

The sediments of the Middle-8ohemian Upper Carbonif
erous (Westphalian 8 - C - Stephanian C) represent an in 
nermountain molasse of the Variscan mountains in the 
stream - and river-lake facies , typical for its mass occur
rence of arkosic sediments. Great part of feldspars of the 
sediments are rather weathered and partly kaolinized 
(mostly plag ioclase) . The kaolin deposits have originated 
only in the westernmost Pizen basin and sourrounding sep
arated small basins (Tymakov, Kysice). Indices of kaolins 
are also known from the Manetin basin . The thickness of 
the kaolins of this type reaches about 30m . The deposits 
occur in all the four formations of the basins : the Kladno F. 
{but only in its upper beds - the Nyfany Beds, Westphalian 
D: Orlik, Ledce, Chlumcany, Obora and Tymakov deposits), 
the TYnec F. (Stephani_9n A : Chotikov, Sokolka, Lite, Lom 
nicka, Mrtn ik, Nekmif, Zilov, Nevfen), the Slany F. (Stepha
nian 8 : the Ledce-Chotikov area) and t he Une F. (Stephani 
an C: Chotikov A and 8 deposits, Line-Moguntia) . Most of 
the deposits are situated in the Tynec Formation where 
some portians of them were redeposited to give rise to new 
deposits (type 2.1.1: Kaznejov, Horn i Bfiza) . Same redepo
sition might have occurred also in other deposits ; they are 
not exploited. All the deposits of the TYnec Formation oc
cur in the n. part of the basin in the axes of two confluen 
cing ancient streams (PESEK, 1968). The occurrence of 
pseudomorphs of kaolinite after feldspar (Lomnicka , 
Mrtnik, Kaznejov, Nekmif, surroundings of Horni Bfiza) are 
not unambiguous proofs because their kaol initization might 
occur even after Sedimentation of a clastic material with 
kaolinite cement. The kaolinization of feldspars was surely 
going on in the course of transport and sedimentation as 
weil as after sedimentation (both directly after the deposi -

tion and during the Cretaceous-Miocene period in the out 
crops of the rocks) . 

Because in this type of kaol in deposits no weathering 
profile can be developed (opposite to the type of granitic 
kaolins), the mode of genesis is very difficult to ascertain . 
The primary position can be confirmed only where outcrops 
of arkosic sediments were kaol inized in younger periods so 
that the underlying kaol ins pass through the zone of kaolins 
w ith preserved feldspars to fresh arkoses . This postsedi
mentary kaolinization gave origin to the deposits in the 
Kladno Formation (Chlumcany: KNAPP et al. , 1968; Chot i
kov, Ledce, Line-Moguntia) . ln the uppermost parts of the 
Chlumcany deposit however some redeposit ion of the kaol 
in ized material already occurred , as shown from the SEM 
photographs (Piate 3- 3), probably on a short distance . 
A new proof of the late postsedimentary kaolinization gives 
a small occurrence near Kysice where arkoses of the Klad
no Formation formed a small island during the Tertiary Iake 
Sedimentation (exploited deposit of ceramic clays) and 
were kaolinized to highly wh ite kaolins ; the intensity of 
their kaolinization substantially decreases with depth . 
Other P.roofs of the postsedimentary kaolinization are given 
by KUZVART et al. (1975) : preserved relics of kaolinized 
rocks and leucoxenic rims of ilmen ite - both of them could 
not suffer a lang transport ; an 9ccurrence of a kaolin ized 
bed of tuff in fresh arkoses near Revnicov, etc. 

Today, only the Chlumcany deposit is exploited. ln some 
deposits extraction was terminated in the past (Ledce, Or
lik) . The rest of the deposits are not extracted , although 
small scale extraction may have occurred in the past. 

The primary kaolins of t he Pizen basin petrographically 
represent kaolinized arkosic sediments (arkoses, arkosic 
conglomerates , sandstones and siltstones) . They contain 
50 - 60 % quartz. The provenance area of the sedimentary 
material was very wide and it resulted in mixing of material 
of varied origin . The best proof of the provenance of the 
sedimentary material is the character of heavy minerals 
(andalusite, kyanite, staurolite, epidote, garnet, ilmenite, 
rutile , anatas, leucoxen, siderite, zircon , monazite, xeno
time) and of the fragments of rocks in coarser fractions 
(granitoids, hornfelses, quartzites, silicites). The feldspar 
material mostly comes from adjacent Pre-Carboniferous 
granitoids (the Louny- and the Stad massifs). 

ln the clay substance, kaolinite prevails (weil crystallized , 
typeT; KUZVART et al. , 1975) , locally with a small adl]1ix
ture of illite. ln the Ledce kaolin , BABUREK and STORR 
(1966) identified - apart from kaolinite - illite, 1-M-CH 
mixed layer mineral , montmorillonite, chlorite, feldspar, 
quartz, and an amorphaus silica form . The washed kaol in 
amounts vary between 15 and 25 %. 

We performed a new mineralogical study (XRD, SEM) 
with two samples from the Chlumcany deposit - one sam
ple from the base of the deposit (so called feldspar kaolin) , 
and the other from the uppermost exploited part (Piate 
3- 3 to 3- 6) . 

Chlumcany 
Kaolin I 

Feldspar kaol in J 

Quartz 
Muscovite 
Kaolinite 
Feldspar 

Quartz 
Muscovite 
Kaol inite 
Feldspar 

+++ 
+ 
++ 
Tr. 

+++ 
+ 
+ 
++ 

Kaolin ite 78 % 
Fi re Clay 22 % 
ll lite Tr. 

Kaolinite 71 % 
Fire Clay 29 % 
lllite Tr. 

The kaolins of the primary deposits of the Pizen basin are 
used thanks to their high whiteness as fillers in paper in
dustry; some part is used in ceramies (tiles) . A specialtype 
of the raw material is represented by the " feldspar kaolins" 
or " pegraf" from the bases of the kaolin profiles 
(Chlumcany, Tymakov). 
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Podlesi deposit . 1.1.1. 
Fig . 1: Stacks of kaolinite tagether with strongly rounded and thickened 

single plates (kaolin C) . 

Hajek (Hroznetin) deposit, 1.1.1 . 
Fig . 3: Typical development of Karlovy Vary kaolin deposits with chemically 

corroded and rounded kaolinite plates (kaolin E). 

Tvorihraz deposit. 1.1 .3. 
Fig. 5: Aggregates of tubular halloysite and single plates of kaolin ite (kao

lin F) . 
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Otovice (Katzenholz) deposit, 1.1 .1. 
Fig. 2: Book-like aggregates with rounded single plates of kaolinite (kao

lin D). 

Fig . 4: Secondary components of tubu lar halloysite beside flakes of platy 
kaolinites (kaolin E) . 

Vidnava deposit. 1.1.4. 

Fig. 6: Vermicular kaolinite aggregates and rounded platy f lakes (kaolin G). 
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1.3.2 Kaolinized arkosic sandstones of the Podborany 
area 

ln the surroundings of Podbofany, several kaolin deposits 
are known that originated by in situ climatic weathering of 
arkosic sandstones of Carboniferous age (the Une Forma
tion). Their primary position is proved by the presence of 
the kaolinite pseudomorphs after feldspars. With depth, 
the number of nonkaolinized feldspar grains increases 
while the corrosion of quartz grains decreases. The sup
posed provenance area of the sediments is the crystalline 
complex of the Krusne hory Mts. (Erzgebirge) to the NW. 
The Sedimentation of the arkosic material took place in 
stream- and delta -lake facies . The kaolinization is supposed 
to have occurred during two periods : in the Permo-Carbon
iferous, directly after the Sedimentation (proved by the 
presence of clay interbeds) , and during Cretaceous to Pale
ogene {before the Oligocene) . The thickness of the quality 
kaolins is about 30 )11, but the transitional zone is up to 
100m thick (MILICKY et al., 1968). 

ln the present time, two deposits are exploited: Krasny 
Dvür and Detcii\ . Other deposits of the region are: Blsany, 
Hlubany, Skytaly-Vrbicka, Dverce, Nepomysl, Rybnicky 
mlyn. 

The raw kaolins have a high admixture of quartz, in the 
lower parts also of non-kaolinized feldspar, and admixture 
of a mica mineral and accessoric heavy minerals (tourma 
line, staurolite, garnet, rutile, ilmenite, anatase, leucoxene, 
Iimonite, hematite, siderite, magnetite ; KUZVART et al. , 
1983). ln the clay substance, kaolinite of the T-type prevails, 
while with the depth the admixture of illite, montmorillonite 
and chlorite rises. The washed kaolin amount is between 22 
and 28%. 

We have newly studied the mineralogy (XRD, SEM) of 
the Krasny Dvür deposit (Piate 3- 2) . 

Podborany (Krasny Dvür) 
Kaolin K Quartz + + + 

Muscovite + 
Kaolinite + + 

Kaolinite 84 % 
Fire Clay 16 % 
lllite Tr. 
Mixed Layer Tr. 

The most characteristic technologic<:!l properties of the 
Podbofany kaolins are (according to KRELINA, 1970): high 
whiteness, low content of the colouring oxides, high 
strength in a green state, and bad liquefaction which can 
be optimalized by an activation according to a Czechoslo
vak patent. About 85% of the Podborany kaol ins are used 
as fillers in the paper industry, the rest in ceramies and 
electro-porcelain production (after activation , they can be 
used also for the porcelain production) . 

1.3.3 Kaolinitic sands from Zalezly (Usti nad Labern) 

The deposit originated by kaolinization of quartz-feldspar 
sands of an unknown age (Oiigocene ?, Emscheri'!n ?) after 
deposition, partly during the Sedimentation (KUZVART et 
al., 1983). lt is covered by the Miocene volcanoclastics and 
volcanites. The washable kaolin amount is 7- 15 %. 

1.3.4 Kaolinitic sandstones of the North-Sudetian De
pression 

STOCH (1986) mentiones kaolinitic sandstones of the 
Santonian age from the Boles.f'awiec Trough in Lower Sile
sia (Poland), covered by younger Tertiary and Quaternary 
sediments. From the SEM studies (STOCH, I. c.) it follows 
that the origin of kaolinite is postsedimentary and clearly 
diagenetic. The kaolins are mined by means of galleries and 
they are dressed at O.f'drzych6w. Petrographically they are 
sandstones with a kaolinite cement and with mica (musco
vite) . The kaolinite content reaches only about 5 %. The 
kaolinite has a high grade of crystallinity (the crystallin ity 
index = 0.7). 

2.0 Secondary (redeposited) kaolins of climatic weather
ing origin 

2.1. Kaolinitic conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones 

2.1.1 The Pizen Basin 

Even if most of the deposits of the Pizen basin are of pri 
mary deposition (1.3.1 ), we have segregated this group of 
deposits that is genetically specific within the kaolins of the 
B.M.; nevertheless, their genesis does not suit this particu 
lar origin entirely. A part of the source material was kaoli 
nized during transport, during Sedimentation and shortly 
after it. Because the explanation of such a transport of kao
linitic clastics without separation of the clayey - and 
coarse-grained clasts is difficult, the distance of transport 
was probably not long. We suppose that redeposition of 
pebbles and blocks occurred in a dense mud suspension . 
The most striking arguments for the presedimentary kaolin 
ization are : 1, alternations of kaolins and non-kaolinized ar
koses in dm-m beds in the base of the deposits; intercala 
tions of red rocks (clays, kaolinitic siltstones and kaolinitic 
conglomerates) w ithin the white kaolin sequence ; 2, inter
calations of white clays and kaolinitic siltstones that repres
ent a redeposited material of pre-existing kaolinitic ~ocks ; 
3. fresh feldspar grains in highly kaolinitic rocks (JIRANEK, 
1976, 1977): 4, geochemical characteristics that do not 
correspond to that of the primary weathering profiles, with 
an irregular distribution of the main as weil as trace ele
ments in the vertical direction, a common increase of trace 
elements as weil as alkalies and alkali earths in the kaolin 
outwash accompanied by decrease of the kaolinite content 
(JIRANEK, 1982). The proofs of the postsedimentary kaolin 
ization in the area of the Pizen basin were summarized by 
KUZVART et al. (1975) ; none of their proofs deal with the 
deposits that we have put into this group. The new SEM 
photographs (Piate 4-1 to 4-6) confirm that kaolinites of 
both modes of origin are present. The deposits have origi 
nated in the oxidizing conditions (Mn :Cr = 3:1 to 15:1 ). 
They are characterized further by a considerable vertical 
and horizontal variability and by an absence of any regular 
variations with depth . All the established changes are con
nected with changes of the petrographical (or granulomet
rical) character of the rocks. The age of the kaolinization is 
Carboniferous, the Sedimentation occurred in Stephanian 
A (the Tynec Formation) . The Iimits of the deposits are 
mostly tectonic, but intertongueing with economically un
suitable portions is present, too. The faults served also as 
tracks for deferrizing solutions in later periods (Cretaceous
Miocene?) that enable~ natural whitening and improving of 
the raw material (JIRANEK, 1976). ln the cover of the de
posits, Quaternary soils of thicknesses up to 20 m are deve
loped. 

Even if the number of the deposits put in this group is 
small, the most important kaolin deposits of the B.M. are 
concerned, reaching up to 3.9 x 1.2 km and thicknesses up 
to 140 - 200m (Kaznejov, Horni Briza) . 

The kaolins of th is group represent products of the fluvi 
olacustrine Sedimentation, mostly of the stream and river
lake facies types. Petrographical names of the rocks of the 
deposits are based on their granulometric composition. Ac
cording to the KONTA's (1973) classification Iimits, they in 
clude groups of conglomerates with kaolin ite cement and 
varying grain sizes (sandy-silty, silty-sandy, and clayey-san
dy c.), silty-conglomeratic to conglomeratic-silty kaolinitic 
sandstones (with macroscopically weil distinguishable end 
members that represent the best type of the kaolins of the 
deposit), and clayey-silty to silty-clayey kaolinitic sand 
stones. Occurrence of other types (e.g .. clayey-conglome
ratic kaolinit ic sandstone) is limited (JIRANEK, 1977). Non
economical interbeds form sandy to clayey-sandy silt
stones ("slika ") with a considerable admixture of fine 
quartz and mica, and sandy clays, both white and coloured . 
The kaolin contains up to 30 % washable kaolin (the long-
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Rokle deposit, 1.2.1. 
Fig . 1: The microfabric indicates irregular distribution of predominating 

flakes of kaolin ite (kaolin H). 

Chlumcany deposit, 1.3.1. 
Fig . 3: Predominating single plates of kaolinite (kaolin 1) . 

Fig . 5, 6: The surface of feldspar grains indicates chemical weathering (feld
spar kaolin J) . 
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Podbofany (Knisny Dvür) deposit, 1.3.2. 
Fig . 2: Stacks of idiomorphic pseudohexagonal kaolinite plates (kaolin K). 

Fig. 4: Individual platy kaolinite crystals have well-defined boundaries (feld 
spar kaolin J). 
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term average is 18.5) and 50 - 60% quartz, the rest are 
rock fragments and micas. With the total coarseness of the 
s_edimen~. the rela,tive coarseness of washed kaolin propor
tlonally nses (JIRANEK, 1988). The washable kaolin amount 
decreases rapidly in the end members of the granulometric 
scale (conglomerates and siltstones) . 

Within the heavy minerals , the wide provenance area is 
reflected (granitoid massifs, Proterozoic sediments and 
vol~anics, n:'esozonal t_o katazonal crystalline complexes). 
~utlle and z1rcon prevall (over 25 %) over monazite, stauro
llte and leucoxene (over 10 %). Tourmaline and anatase 
(over 1 %) and accessoric minerals (hematite, ilmenite, kas
siterite, kyanite, magnetite, muscovite, pyrite, sphene, 
black spinelide, topaz and gold) are present as weil. 

The clay substance is formed - apart from the admix
ture of fine quartz - by weil crystallized weil ordered kaoli 
nite of the T type (index of crystallinity = 1.0 - 1.2) with an 
admixture of mica (illite-sericite), rare montmorillonite, 
mixed layer mineral and alunite (?) . 

Mineralogically (XRD, SEM), we have newly studied 
three different samples from the Kaznejov deposit: silty
conglomeratic kaolinitic sandstone ( .. coarse-grained kao
lin" L), clayey-silty kaolinitic sandstone ( .. medium-grained 
kaolin" M) and kaolinitic siltstone ( .. slika" N). Furthermore, 
two samples from the Horni Bfiza deposit {the uppermost 
and lowermost exploiting portions) were examined {Piate 
4-1 to 4-6) . 

Kaznejov 
Coarse-grained Quartz + ++ Kaolinite 85 % 
Kaolin L Muscovite Tr. Fire Clay 15 % 

Kaolinite ++ lllite Tr. 

Medium-grained Quartz ++ + Kaolinite 95 % 
Kaolin M Muscovite + Fire Clay 5 % 

Kaolinite + lllite Tr. 

Siltstone ( .. slika") Quartz +++ Kaolinite 86 % 
N Muscovite Tr. Fire Clay 14 % 

Kaolinite + lllite Tr. 

Horni Bi'iza 
Topkaolin 0 Quartz Kaolinite 87 % 

Muscovite Fire Clay 8 % 
Kaolinite lllite 5 % 

Bottom kaolin P Quartz Kaolinite 92 % 
Muscovite Fire Clay 8% 
Kaolinite lllite Tr. 

ln the Kaznejov deposit, a relative increase of most of the 
trace elements analyzed (mainly Ni, Sr, V) was established, 
along with a correlation of their contents with the geo
chemical composition of the parent rocks (granitoid K-feld 
spar: Ba, Pb, Sr; weathering products of the Proterozoic 
sediments and volcanics : Cr, Ni, V, Zn etc.). 

Because of the fine granulometric composition of the 
washed kaolins, the crystallinity as weil as derived rheologi 
cal and technological properties, the kaolins from Kaznejov 
and Horni Bfiza are used mainly in the paper industry as fill 
er and coating kaolin, and, furthermore, as filler of rubber, 
plastics etc. A part of them is used in the fine ceramics, 
and a small part for other purposes (glass fibres, pharma
ceutical industry, insecticides, cosmetics, etc. ). 

2.1.2 Overlying beds of the other deposits 

The redeposited kaolins to kaolinitic clays are evidently 
known from the overburden of some of the described types 
of deposits (1.1 .1, 1.1 .3, 1.1.6, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.5). They have 
been mentioned above. 

2.2 Kaolinitic clays and claystones 

Kaolinitic clays and claystones forming part of the sedi
mentary filling principally of the Carboniferous, Cretaceous 

and Tertiary of the B.M. (where also climatic kaolinization 
was confirmed) , represent a redeposited weathering crust 
and prove the mentioned case of the separation of the clay
ey fraction during transport (the Pizen basin, the Cheb ba 
sin, the Sokolov basin , the North -Bohemian basin, Kysice, 
s. Bohemia, Maiersch in the Horn basin, etc.) . ln central Eu
rope, the secondary clays ofthistype are not considered as 
kaolins . There is a great number of such deposits and they 
are not the subject of this work. 

3.0 Other Genetic types 

Kaolins of other types of genesis than the climatic 
weathering ones described above do not represent in the 
B.M. an economical genetic type . Some occurrences of 
kaolinite of the hydrothermal origin are known from the ore 
deposits and faults . Non economical is also the occurrence 
of kaolinite in a granite in assoc_iation with rising hot miner
al waters described by SANTRUCEK (1980) from boreholes 
reaching the underlying rocks of the Sokolov basin. The 
kaolinite occurs in association with montmorillonite and 
newly formed calcite and pyrite. The temperature probably 
does not exceed 45° C. 

KUZVART et al. (1983) also mention kaol inization of the 
granite of the normal ( .. Mountain " ) type of the Karlovy Vary 
Massif, and of a basalt in its neighbourhood, in a contact 
with a cool mineral water with NaHCOJ near Kyselka (Ky
sibel) . A sheer kaolin body 25 m thick and 500 m long is 
known to the depth of about 100m. 
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Kaznejov deposit, 2.1 .1. 

l,SJJm ....____.... 

Fig. 1, 2: Predominating single pseudohexagonal kaolinite plates and small 
stacks (coarse-grained kaolin L) . 

Fig. 3: Stacks of idiomorphic pseudohexagonal kaolinite plates (siltstone. 
"slika" N) . 

Horni Bfiza deposit, 2.1.1. 

Fig. 5: Single plates of kaolinite redeposited (top kaolin 0) . 
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Fig . 4: Single flakes of kaolinite indicate the sedimentary bonding (siltstone. 
"slika" N) . 

Fig . 6: Stacks of kaolinite and redeposited single flakes (bottom kaolin P) . 
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Abstrakt 

Byly shrnuty poznatky o ge
nezi kaolinov'{ch lozisek Ceske
ho masivu na uzemi CSSR 
a sousednich statü . Loziska 
jsou prirazena k jednotliv'{m ge
netickym typüm a vlastnosti je
jich kaolinü strucne charakteri
zovany. Nove provedena mine
ralogicka studia (SEM) potvrzu
ji primarni pozici kaolinitu ve 
vetsine hornin . u objemove 
i prümyslove velmi vyznamnych 
lozisek V S . casti plzenske panve 
(Kaznejov, Horni Briza) byl ve
dle in situ kaolinizovanych zrn 
zivcü potvrzen v'{znamny podil 
sedimentovaneho kaolinitu. 
Znamena to, ze tato loziska 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Entstehung der Kaolinla 
gerstätten der Böhmischen 
Masse in der CSSR und ihren 
Nachbarstaaten wird zusam
menfassend dargelegt. Die 
Vorkommen werden getrennt 
nach genetischen Typen be
schrieben und kurz charakteri
siert. Aufgrund neuer mineralo
gischer Untersuchungen (Rönt
gendiffraktometrie, Rasterelek
tronenmikroskopie) konnte die 
primäre Entstehung der mei 
sten Lagerstätten bestätigt 
werden. Bezüglich der großen, 
wirtschahlieh bedeutenden 
Vorkommen im nördlichen Teil 
des Beckens von Pizen 
(Kaznejov, Horni Briza) konnte 

vznikla redepozici jiz drive kao
linizovaneho materialu z nezna
me vzdalenosti; po usazeni byla 
dodatecne kaolinizovana dosud 
relativne cerstva zrna zivcü. 
Ostatni ekonomicky v'{znamna 
loziska kaolinü v Ceskern masi 
vu jsou vesmes zvetravaciho 
püvodu a predstavuji kaolinitic
ka rezidua granitoidü, meta
morfitü a zivci bohatych sed i
mentü in situ . 

festgestellt werden, daß abge
sehen von in situ kaolinisierten 
Feldspatkörnern hauptsächlich 
sedimentierte Kaolinite vorlie 
gen . Diese Vorkommen ent
standen durch Umlagerung . 
Anschließend wurden die rela
tiv frischen Feldspatkörner kao
linisiert. Die übrigen wirtschaft
lich bedeutenden Kaolintone 
sind Verwitterungslagerstätten 
und stellen Residualtone von 
Granitoiden, Metamorphiten 
und feldspatreichen Sedimen
ten dar. 

MONITORING OF EXPLORATORY WELLS 
AND HIGH-PRESSURE DETECTION 
IN POLYGENETIC STRUCTURED AREAS 

W. Ringhofer, ÖMV Aktiengesellschaft, Wien, Austria 

1. lntroduction 

Registration and interpr.~tation of weil data have become 
increasingly important to OMV exploration. 
During drilling it's necessary to collect all data available, 
which are useful to get information about porosities, pore
pressures and formations. 

For these reasons every weil drilled is connected to a da
ta unit, to get all the information needed. 

Which drilling parameters are being used and which geo
logical conclusions may be drawn, will be presented and 
discussed based on selected examples . 

The following data were registered during drilling: 

Drilling parameters: 
- Time (minutes) 
- Depth (meters) 
- Weight on hook (tons) 
- Rate of penetration (meter/hour) 
- Torque 
- RPM - Rotary per minute 
- Pumpstrakes (strokes/minute) 

Mud parameters: 
- Mud weight in/out 
- Temperature in/out 
- Flow 
- Pit volume 
- Gas readings 

Several sensors which transfer the data directly to the 
data unit were mounted on the rig-site . 
There these data were digitally registered and permanently 
transferred on to .,strip charts" . Furthermore, the P.C. 
stores and evaluates all data on a discette. 

Therefore, the aim is the registration and interpretation 
of all drilling parameters. 
The data can be used as a helpful tool for logging-DST and 
casing decisions before entering a high pressure environ
ment. 

2. Criteria to predict high pressure zones and some gen
etic aspects 

To identify transition-zones, the following criteria are de
cisive: 

I. D-exponent 
II. Gas readings 
111. Shape of cuttings 
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IV. lncrease in hook Ioad 
V. lncrease in torque 

I. D-exponent 
This is the main criterion where lithological influences 

are expecially strong. in general a relationship between 
penetration rate, weight on bit, rotary speed, bit diameter, 
matrix strenght constants and effective circulating density 
has to be assumed. 

D 

ROP 
Log ( RPM . 0.0547) 

BITWT 
Log (BITDIAM . 0·672) 

D. 1.08 
ECD 

Des 

ROP = Rate Of Penetration (m/h) 
RPM = Rotation Per Minute (U/min) 
BITWT = Bit Weight (tons) 
Bit Diameter (inch) 
ECD = Equivalent Circulation Density (kg/1) 

Some basic remarks on high pressure prediction: 
in a normal case i.e. in a basin with increasing compac

tion, drillability decreases and D-exponent increases with 
depth. in shales and marls under which high pressure 
zones may be expected exactly the opposite is to be ob
served i.e. a very clear decrease of the Des. 

As a classical example .,Zistersdorf ÜT" can be men
tioned, where the .,transition-zone" was exceptionally thick, 
i.e. about 450 m (see fig. 2) 

As genetic explanation .. sedimentary loading" must be 
assumed. 

High rates of Sedimentation in connection with rapid bu
rial - the fluid within the pores could not escape and took 
over a supporting function within the sediment against the 
overburden pressure. 

This results in an essential increase in the rate of pene
tration although WOB is reduced as soon as the transition
zone is reached . 

Two reasons for this aretobe mentioned: 
1) lncrease in porosity with increasing depth (overcom

pacted shale section). 
2) Decrease in differential pressure. The fact of increase in 

ROP can technically be explained through the decrease 
in differential pressure between formation and mud co
lumn. Formation pressure may increase significantly in 
transition-zones - gradients from 1.80 bar/1 0 m have 
often been registered in the northern part of the Vienna 
basin. 
This example only demonstrates the simplest case in 
which, based on drilling parameters and under consider
ation of lithology, exceptional high formation pressures 
could be concluded . 

Following advantages result from an analysis of Des: 
1) High pressure zones can be identified before an eventu

al kick and mud weight may be increased during drilling 
in this zone. 

2) Another advantage to be mentioned is the correlation of 
the Des with SP or a resistivity log. This fact provides 
optimum information about lithology, porosity and for
mation changes during drilling . 

in the Neogene, especially in the northern part of the 
Vienna basin, in the area of Mühlberg, Rabensburg and 
Ringelsdorf, transition-zones could be predicted only based 
on anomalies in the Des and required measures, like setting 
of a casing, could be taken . 

II. Gas Readings: 
lf a transition-zone is drilled into, there will be a very ob-
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vious increase in trip-, connection- and backgroundgas, 
caused by the fast increasing formation pressure. 

111. Shape of cuttings: . . 
Due to higher formation pressure, wh1ch will come very 

close to mud pressure, or even supersede the. later, the cu_t
tings are much easier cut out of the forn:at1on by the b1t. 

This determines their shape. They are b1gger, somewhat 
arched and of lengthy shape. 

IV. lncrease of hook Ioad: 
Because of pressure increase in the f~rmatio~, marls 

grow into the bore hole an~ ~rag results. Th1s: too, 1_s an es
sential indicator that trans1t1on-zones are bemg dnlled. As 
a logical consequence, considerable ream time could re
sult. 

V. lncrease in torque: 
Since size of cuttings is increasing and more material is 

chipped off at the bottom, an increase in torque may r~sult . 
There are sufficient criteria from a theoret1cal pomt of 

view for identification of high pressure zones on an early 
stage. The main problern is, however, that somewh~t r~li 

. able predictions can only be made based on a co~b~nat1on 
of these parameters. in practice only so~~ of the m~1cat?rs 
mentioned will arise as soon as a trans1t1on -zone 1s bemg 
drilled into, and it depends on the state-of the art of the in
terpreter to interpret correctly even if only one or two of the 
criteria mentioned occur. 

The following examples will clarify this point: 
Exact knowledge about the formation ~nd/or str~tigra

phical or tectonical information must ex1~t .. Only !f one 
knows about the complexity of the matter 1t 1s poss1ble to 
identify abnormal high pressures especially in the subcrops 
of the Alpine system buried and even then sources of er
rors cannot be completely eliminated. 

3. High pressure prediction in ultra deep projects 

Project .,Zistersdorf Ultra Deep" 
.. Zistersdorf Ultra deep" represented a model case in 

which - with the assistance of all drilling-parameters re
gistered in the data-unit it was attempted to obtain as 
much information as possible, regarding rock-type, pres
sure conditions and content of drilled formation. 

A geological cross section clearly shows the target, i.e. 
the Autochthonaus Mesozoic in the area of the .,Steinberg 
Fault" in Zistersdorf. 

ln additon to the drilling parameters like weight on bit 

!WOB), rotation per minute (RPM) and rate of penetration 
ROP) - the Pressure Control Analysis also contains the D

exponent and the sigma-plot (see fig . 2) 
The sigma-plot, routinely being used during ultra deep 

drilling procedures is a further development of the Des by 
AGIP. Just as in the case of the Des it is based on the con
formity or a number of basic formation-drilling relation
ships. 

ln addition, parameters covering the intensity of the 
compaction of a certain rock-type will be taken into consid
eration. 

Thus, it represents an extension in the direction of geo
logical - lithological criteria. 

Which conclusion can be drawn from this pressure-pro
file? 

First we see, as mentioned in the beginning and based on 
the crossection (fig . 1), down to 4.150 m anormal sequence 
in the Neogene, i.e. increasing compaction with depth. The 
line of the sigma-plot thus corresponds to a normal com
paction trend line. 

At 4.150 m the top of the transition-zone in the .,Sands
chaler Zone shows clearly (i.e . undercompacted shales) . 
This, by the way, seems to be stratigraphically connected 
to this horizon. 
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All projects drilled in the northern part of the Vienna ba 
sin have shown such anomalies in the ,.Sandschaler Zone" . 

The existence of transition-zone was also checked by 
logging methods as weil as restivity and sonic-log. 

1) Electric-log method: 
ln normal pressured shales, there is an increase of resis
tivity with depth . 
ln overpressured shales the resistivity curve shows a de
viation from the normal trend, to lower than normal re 
sistivities, indicating a higher water content and increa 
sing porosity in the shales. 

2) Acoustic log method : 
Plotting transit time against depth will give a normal 
compaction trend line. 
Pressure anomalies can be detected by an increase of 
transittime above the normal compaction trend (fig . 3) . 

Top of the transition -zone 4.150 m. 
However, logging methods are ,.after the fact" tech 

niques - after penetration of the bit. ln the case of ,.Zis
tersdorf ÜT" only drilling parameters could help to detect 
,.transition zones" immediately. 

ln accordance with pore pressure of the sigma-log, gra
dients of up to about 1,80 bar/1 0 m were detected in the 
Neogene. 

The Paleogene flysch furthermore shows an increasing 
pressure up to approximately 2,0 bar/10m. 
From 5.840 m to 5.920 m the tectonically strongly influ
enced flysch, which was overthrusted by the .. Malm
Klippe" has to be pointed out. lt shows a significantly bet
ter drillability than the flysch sediments mentioned so far. 

This tectonically severely disturbed area at the bottom of 
the ,.Malm-Klippe" also shows up very significantly in the 
sonic-plot (fig. 3). 

The Molasse with its layers of breccias shows a very dif
ferent course of the sigma-log, due to its differentiated li 
thology and is characterized by better drillability in connec
tion with an increase of background gases in the calcare 
ous breccial layers. Furthermore, the ,.Obere Karbonatser
ie" shows a better drillability which continues into the 
,.Mergelsteinserie". Gradients of over 2,0 bar/10m can be 
expected in these strata . The corresponding sonic-plot (fig . 
3) substantiates the statement made with the assistance of 
the pressure control analysis also with regard to the top of 
the transition-zone at 4.150 m. 

Project ,.Aderklaa Ultra Deep" 

As previously discussed, it was the goal of this project, to 
prove the existence of Autochthonaus Mesozoic below the 
flysch-nappes on the structural height in the Aderklaa area 
(fig. 4) 

The sigma-plot shows normal pore pressures in the Neo
gene of the Vienna basin down to 3.160 m (fig . 5) . 

Starting at this depth the Calcareous Alpine Basin sub
stratum was drilled, which made interpretation of pore 
pressure evaluation more difficult. The chart of the sigma
plot shows a drillability differing from the normal trend . 
This, however, cannot be interpreted as an increase in pore 
pressure, but has its reasons in the differentiated lithologi 
cal composition of the Calcareous Alpine Basin substra
tum, consisting of limestones, dolomites and shales re
spectively. There were technical difficulties, when drilling 
through the shale layers embedded in between, as weil as 
increase of torque and drag, indicating tectonically 
stressed zones, were registered. ln this special case, the in
crease of background gas cannot be intepreted as an indi
cator for high pressure zones, since higher background gas 
Ieveis may often be seen in overthrust areas. 

Fig . 3: Sonic-Piot of weil " Zistersdorf ÜT 2A" (W. Ringhafer 1986). 
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Fig. 4: Geological cross -section - Ultra deep project " Aderklaa UT 1, T 1a" 
(G . Wessely 1984). 

Summarizing we found hydrostatic pressure conditions 
prevailing in this area with a few tectonic stress zones. 
Concerning this area it is important to point out that due to 
different WOB, the sigma-curve follows drilling rather than 
lithological criteria, i.e. is very much influenced by different 
drilling parameters. 

This fact in addition renders the interpretation of the Cal 
careous Alpine Basin substratum more difficult. However, 
a partial loading of the Iimestone-aips within the contact
region to the Agsbach -nappes under highpressure condi 
tions cannot be precluded completely. 

Especially prominent is the overthrust zone .,Calcareous 
Alps over flysch sediment" (interval4.350 - 4.550 m) . 

Because of varying velocities in th is interval, the sonic
plot confirms statements made during drilling procedure. 
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The caliper log shows considerable cavings . This also 
points to tectonically stressed zones. Subsequently a 14" 
casing was run in. The first significant indication in the sig 
malog showing the presence of a transition-zone, was de
tected about 4.550 m in the Agsbach-nappes, a dominately 
shaly-marly distal flysch environment. Based on their gen 
esis, the Agsbach -nappes therefore have to be considered 
as a .. seal" . 

The pressure curve of the sigma -plot in the Agsbach
nappes increased continuously. The transition from Ags-

Fig. 5: Pressure Control Analysis - Project " Aderklaa Ultra T 1, T 1a" 
(W. Ringhafer 1986). .". 
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ADERKLAR UTIA PRESSURE CONTROL ANALYSIS PIEPfiiEil 8Y IIIElHR FOR OMV 
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trend-anomalies show up in the sigma-log . The Kaumberg
nappes are the oldesHormations in the normal sequence of 

PORE PRESSURE E. C. D D. EXP CORR 
!F'ROII SICillll 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.8 2.2 2.4 

1.3 1.5 1.7 1.1 2.1 2.3 

I D/STURBED ZONE 

ecc SIGMA • LOG 

PORE PRESSURE 
(f'ROit D.DPl 

this southern flysch environment. Down to 5.330 m, the sig 
ma-log shows continuously increasing pressure conditions 
w ith gradients of about 1,90 bar/10m. The interval from 
5.330 to 5.460 m represents an area which even at first 
glance Iooks like a strongly disturbed zone . 

This can be explained through the overthrust of Upper 
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Cretaceous flysch-units onto younger Eocene-flysch . 
At a depth of 5.464 m a kick occurred - about 20 m 3 salt

water entered the bore hole. A pressure gradient of 2.2 was 
calculated. This pressure environment in general remained 
constant for the whole drilling process . 

Now to the analysis of the kick at 5.464 m, at which about 
20 m 3 saltwater entered the bore hole {fig . 7) 

The kick has occurred in the area Kaumberg -nappes (Up
per Cretaceous) - Eocene flysch . The high drillabilitywas 
documented by the sigma- log (see fig. 5) . 

Furthermore there occurred: 
1. Extremely high gas readings were caused by connection 

gases (up to 40 %). 
2. The background gas-level didn't decrease any longer, but 

remained at about the same amount as the connection 
gas did . 

3. The massive presence of calcite also characterized this 
disturbed zone. 
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Abstrakt 

V souvislosti s intenzivni pro
spekci autochtonniho mezozoi 
ka se zvysilo vyuzivani vrtnych 
parametrü, podle nichz lze usu 
zovat o geologicky yYznamnych 
horninoyYch vlastnostech jed
notlivych souvrstvi, jako napf. 
o jejich p6rovitosti , p6rovych 
tlacich atd . 

Zvlastni yYznam se priklada 
rozboru udajü 0 postupu vrtani 
a z neho vyplyYaj icich udajü 
Des nebo Sigma-log vzhledem 
k jejich pfimemu vztahu k litolo
gi i. Dale se pfistupuje k detail 
nimu vcasnemu zjistovani vy
sokych tlakü, jak je patrno 
z pfikladü aplikace teto meto9y 
napf. na vrtech Zistersdorf UT 
1 a a Aderklaa Ultra T 1, 1 a. 

V kombinsei s udaji Sigma
log a s ahledem na geologicka 
kriteria bylo tak mozno rozpo
znat .,pfechodne z6ny" jak 
v neogenu, tak i v panevn im 
podlozi, jez lze interpretovat 
znacne obtizneji . D-exponent, 
resp. Sigma-log, se tak 
osvedcily jako mimofadne 
vhodne prostfedky nejen ke 
Vcasnemu zjisfovani vysokych 
tlakü , nybrz i k ziskani po 
drobnych litologickych informa
ci v prübehu vrtani. 

Zusammenfassung 

ln Zusammenhang mit einer 
intensivierten Prospektionstä 
tigkeit auf das autochthone 
Mesozoikum hat sich die Aus
wertung von Bohrparametern , 
die für die Geologie wichtige 
Rückschlüsse auf Formationen, 
Porositäten, Porendrücke etc. 
ermögl ichen, verstärkt. 

Der Analyse des Bohrfort
schritts , daraus resultierend 
des Des bzw. des Sigma-Logs, 
wird aufgrund ihrer direkten 
Beziehung zur Lithologie be
sondere Bedeutung beigemes
sen. Weiterhin wird eingehend 
auf die Hochdruckfrüherken
nung anhand von angewandten 
Beispielen wie Zistersdorf ÜT 
1 a und Aderklaa Ultra T 1, 1 a 
eingegangen . 
Unter Berücksichtigung geolo
gischer Kriterien , in Kombina 
t ion mit dem Sigma-Log, ist es 
dadurch möglich geworden , 
.,Transitionszonen" sowohl im 
Neogen als auch im wesentl ich 
schwieriger interpretierbaren 
Beckenuntergrund anzuspre
chen. Der D-Exponent bzw. das 
Sigma-Log haben sich als äu 
ßerst probates Mittel , nicht nur 
für die Hochdruckfrüherken
nung, sondern auch für deta il
lierte lithologische lnformatio-
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V teto souvislosti je treba 
zvlaste zdüraznit moznosti 
korelace udajü odporoveho 
Des, resp. Sonic-log , se Sigma 
log. 

Navic jsou uvedene metody, 
umoznujici vcasne rozpoznani 
kritickych situaci, dülezitym 
pi'ispevkem nejen k hospo
darnemu, nybrz pi'edevsim 
rovnez k bezpecnemu hloubeni 
vrtü . 

nen während des Bohrvorgan
ges erwiesen. 

Besonders ist in diesem Zu 
sammenhang die Korrelations
mögl ichkeit Widerstand -Des 
bzw. Sonic-Log - Sigma-Log 
hervorzuheben. 

Darüber hinaus wird durch 
das frühzeitige Erkennen von 
kritischen Situationen ein wich 
tiger Beitrag nicht nur zum 
wirtschaftlichen, sondern vor 
allem auch zum sicheren Nie
derbringen einer Bohrung ge
leistet. 

PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE ORIGIN 
OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE VIENNA BASIN 

Vaclav Simanek, Pavel Müller, Frantisek Chmelik, Ustfedni 
ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 

Although questions concerning the genesis of oil and 
natural gas in the Vienna Basin have received much atten 
tion, the problern has again come into prominence lately, 
when production from deposits located in sequences un 
derlying the Tertiary basin fill was started . lntense studies 
on oil genesis in the Vienna Basin have been conducted , 
above all , by Austrian geologists and geochemists . The in 
vestigations made by D.H. Weite, H. Kratochvil et al. (1982), 
H. Kratochwil, H.D. Ladwein (1984) eliminate the generation 
of oil hydrocarbons in the Tertiary sediments of the basin . 
Basing on the results of Rock-Eval pyrolysis, micropho
tometry and Chromatographie analyses of the hydrocarbon 
fract ion of oils and rock (bitumen) extracts, they place the 
"oil window" to a depth of 4 to 6 km. They regard the or
ganic matter of Tertiary rocks as of genetic type 111, and 
that of the underlying sequences of the autochthonaus 
Malm and Lias-Dogger as of genetic types II to 111. These 
authors place the oils of the basin f illing, the flysch base
ment and the basement of the Limestone Alps into a single 
genetic group. Most of the oils show features of biodegrad 
ation resulting in the complete absence of alkanes. The au 
thors relate the variable oil composition (Kiement bore
holes) to a terrigenaus organic parent matter. in their opin
ion, the source rocks of the hydrocarbons of the Vienna 
Basin are sediments of the autochthonaus Malm (downdip 
blocks associated with the Steinberg fault system in the 
southwestern part of the basin); to some extent, also coal 
series of the autochthonaus Lias-Dogger are thought to 
supply some hydrocarbons, mainly gaseous ones, at depths 
exceeding 4 km. The geological conditions of the basin ap
parently favour vertical migration . Recently, the Czechoslo
vak authors F. Chmelik and P. Müller (1987) have advanced 
their views on oil genesis in the Czechoslovak part of the 
Vienna Basin . They investigated the thermocatalytic altera
tion of dispersed organic matter (kerog_en) that had not 
been examined by previous research (V. Simanek, 1976). in 
their studies, they based upon the common parameters of 
thermocatalytic metamorphism of kerogen (maximum pyr
olysis temperature T maxl and the S,, S2 indices derived, hy
drogen and oxygen indices, production index, the reflect
ance of vitrinoid dispersinites, etc. They based their mo
delling of generative hydrocarbon zoning upon the sum
mary temperature pulse method (L. A. Polster, 1984). This 
approach takes account of the principles of reaction kinet
ics and the dependence of the conversion of kerogen to oil 
hydrocarbons on the time and temperature of kerogen ex
posure during the geological history of the basin. The mod
el development of the zonal generation of hydrocarbons in 
the Hrusky-TYnec area , illustrated in Fig. 1, can be extrapo
lated to the whole Moravian part of the Vienna Basin with 
regard to the geological setting of the region . The principal 

zones of possible oil -hydrocarbon genesis - "oil windows" 
- of mesokatagenesis 1 to 3 are situated at a depth of 2.7 
to 6 km in th is part of the basin . in accordance with paleo
temperature history, indicated by the parameters of the 
pyrolysis temperature maximum T max and reflectance R0 
(Fig . 2) the kerogen of most of the rocks investigated was 
found to be " immature" , even at depth intervals about 
4 km. The reflectance of vitrinoid dispersinites assigns 
about half of the rocks examined to the lower part of the oil 
window and the other half to the protokatagenesis zone 
(PK2-PK3 ) , that means to the zone, where early katagenic 
gas and incipient oil were formed . The results can be sum
marized as follows : as regards the Ievei of katagenic kerog 
en conversion in the Moravian part of the Vienna Basin, 
kerogen can be assumed to convert to oil hydrocarbons at 
a depth of some 3 km and deeper. Katagenic hydrocarbon 
generation from kerogen in the Slovak part of the Vienna 
Basin is demonstrated in Fig . 3. During the mostrapid sub
sidence in Sarmatian and Badenian time, Neogene sedi 
ments along the Kuty-Levare-Suchohrad line lowered down 
as deep as 5 km in the early Badenian . At this depth, they 
were given the temperature pulse required for the conver
sion of kerogen to oil hydrocarbons. in this region, thermo
katagenic kerogen metamorphism corresponding to the "oil 
w indow" starts in the late Sarmatian . in accordance with 
the summary-temperature-pulse theory, the top of the oil 
w indow, corresponding to protokatagenesis 3 to mesoka 
tagenesis 1 zones in the Slovak part of the basin, is local 
ized in Badenian sediments, whereas the bottom of the oil 
window, corresponding to mesokatagenesis 3 to mesoka 
tagenesis 4 zones lies at about 6 km depth in the basement 
of the Neogene sediments . The katagenic metamorphism 
of the kerogen present in Neogene sediments in this part of 
the basin, established at a depth of about 4 km (Zavod de
posit), corresponds to the oil window bottom. The results 
of laborataory measurements and analyses are listed in 
Table 1 for the Moravian and for the Slovak part of the 
Vienna Basin . 

The results obtained by the research on thermocatalytic 
metamorphism of dispersed organic matter in the rocks of 
the Czechoslovak part of the Vienna Basin have confirmed 
that kerogen conversion proceeds in rocks exhibiting fa 
vourable oil -generating properties at depths of about 3 to 
6 km , as indicated by the Ievei of thermocatalytic alteration 
and the summary temperature pulse . in the Czechoslovak 
part of the Vienna Basin, favourable geochemical propert
ies and an adequate Ievei of thermocatalytic alteration 
were established for the sediments of the autochthonaus 
Mesozoic in the Mikulov marlstone facies and the auto
chthonous Paleogene, and, as far as gas genesis is con 
cerned , probably also for Paleozoic sediments . The Ievei of 
thermocatalytic metamorphism does not eliminate geo
chemically favourably developed Tertiary sediments depo
sited at adequate depth from the possible generation of oil 
hydrocarbons in the Vienna Basin* (p. 244) . 

Oils of rather varying physical and chemical composition 
have been recovered from deposits of the Tertiary fill of the 
Vienna Basin : very light paraffinic oils of a specific density 
less than 0.870 g/cm3 at 20 °C, light to heavy oils of paraf
finic-naphthenic and/or naphthen ic-paraffinic type, density 
0.870 to 0.940 g/cm 3

, and rather heavy naphthenic oils of 
a density exceed ing 0.940 g/cm3 at 20 °C. The distribution 
of these oil types is differentiated horizontally and in the 
vertical section through the basin : very light oils of the par
affinic or paraffinic -naphthenic type are associated with 
the (Lower, Middle, Upper) Badenian and the Paleogene of 
the Magura flysch ; very heavy naphthenic oils are related 
to the Sarmatian , and light to heavy oils of mixed paraffin 
ic-naphthenic and naphthenic-paraffinic types to the Kar
patian and Eggenburgian-Ottnangian (Table 2) . The individ
ual sequences exh ibit a distinct dependence of the chemi 
cal oil composition on the tectonic framework of the reser
voir rocks. Deposits associated with the Steinberg fault 
system and the Moravian central depression contain oils 
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Fig . 1: Model development of the zoned origin of hydrocarbons in the 
Hrusky-TYnec area. 
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Fig. 3: Katagenic generation of hydrocarbons from kerogen in the Slovak 
part of the Vienna Basin. 

related to the light group and exhibiting a more pro
nounced paraffinic character, while oils of deposits related 
to the Hodonin-Gbely horst or to the northern end of the 
Stefanov-Sastin horst are commonly heavier, with a higher 
content of naphthenic hydrocarbons. The content in paraf
finic hydrocarbons determined by structural type analysis 
varies, in reciprocal dependence on the content in naph
thenic hydrocarbons. The oil composition displays a dis
tinct tendency to a density decrease with the depth of de
position. At depth intervals from 100 to 2700 m, density 
decreases from about 0.950 to about 0.920 g/cm3 at 20 ° C. 
At depths below 2 000 m distinct variations occur in the 
densities (Fig . 4) . Particular consideration should be given 
to the stable physico-chemical composition of Sarmatian 
and Lower Badenian oils throughout the Czechoslovak part 
of the Vienna Basin, of Middle and Upper Badenian and 
Karpatian or Paleogene oils in tectonic subunits or struc
tures, and to the rather variable physico-chemical composi
tion of Eggenburgian and Ottnangian oils. Variations in oil 
composition within an identical horizon indicate the influ
ence of the geological structure: upwards, i.e. to the struc
turally highest position, the oil densities decrease and the 
paraffinic character of the oil becomes more pronounced. 
Differences in oil densities at the oil/water contacts could 
not be determined. The concentration of n-alkanes in oils 
from Czechoslovak deposits ranges from several hun 
dredths of percent by mass to several tens of percent by 
mass. The n-alkane concentration is consistent with the 
structural and chemical composition of the oils, but it is not 
a function of their specific and molecular mass. Saturated 
paraffinic hydrocarbons are missing in Sarmatian oils from 

tian 

Upper Miocene 
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c c 
c c Pontian c ·-a.. c 

BA 3· 
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100 to 200 m depth. The oils of equivalent sequences at 
larger depths generally contain small to trace amounts of 
n-alkanes. ln oils from older Neogene or Paleogene se
quences, the content in n-alkanes attains more than 25% 
by mass. Hydrocarbons with shorter chains - C14 to C20 -

are absolutely prevailing members (see Table 3) . The iso
prenoid hydrocarbons of the oils in the Czechoslovak part 
of the Vienna Basin are generally represented by pristane 
and phytane which, however, do not exceed 2% by mass. 
The pristane content is two to three times as high as the 
phytane content in the stratigraphical profile o the Tertiary 
sediments. The polyaromatic hydrocarbons, perylene, coro
nene and fluoranthene were determined. The coronene and 
fluoranthene contents do not exceed ppm, and perylene is 
bonded to oils of Neogene deposits in concentrations of 
some tens of ppm. ln oils recovered from Paleogene, Mes
ozoic and/or Paleozoic sediments (Carpathian foredeep), 
perylene was found in trace concentrations or was absent. 

Discussion 

Undoubtedly genetical reasons are responsible for the 
differentiation in the physico-chemical composition of the 
oils in the Tertiary filling of the Vienna Basin. Microbial oil 
destruction under conditions of microbial activity certainly 
has played an important role, even though the stable densi
ties of oils at the water/oil contact do not point to a sub
stantial significance of this process : all types of oils are af
fected by underground aeration indicated by the absence 
of n-paraffines in shallower Sarmatian deposits and by "mi
gration differentiation" dependent on migration distance. 
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T ...... 1 OllGANIC MATTEil IN SEDIMENTS OF THE VIENNA BASIN 

Boreholes 
Depth % by mass 

0/median Coro 

Autochthonaus Paleogene 
1898/1924 0,37/0,40 Hrulky-226, 229, Poddvorov-73 

Magura flysch 
Bfeclav-26, Lednice-8, Jelov-1 2474/3043 0,91/0,85 

Limestone Alps and Inner 
Carpathian zones 

4405/4330 1,96/0,80 Z6vod·78, 75, 74, LNV-7, Kuklov-3, 
Studienka·83, Sattln-12, Borsk~ Jur-19 

Eggenburgien 
Hru&ky·33, 234, Seltln-12 2592/2420 0,430/,50 

Ottnangian 
T~nec-13A, 30, 4a, 82, 77, 83, Hru&ky-228, 1122/831 0,87/0,90 
227,230A,84,85,86,103, 106,234 

Karpatian 
2379/1840 0,66/0,60 Hrulky-228, 45, 8, 220, Kuklov-3, 

226A,227,2A, 72,75 

Badenian 
Hrulky-228,188,186,152,Z-39, 

1955/1780 2,09/0,50 35, 34, 223, 224, 231, 3, Bfeclav-26, 
Lednice, 8, 9, Poddvorov-73 

Sarmatian 
960 0,20 Hru§ky-234 

ln our opinion, processes of oil origin play a decisive role in 
the formation of the present physico-chemical composition 
of the oils. These processes are controlled by chemical 
reaction kinetics determined by thermodynamic laws. ln 
this sense, the conversion of kerogen to oil hydrocarbons 
and the evolution of the latter imply the reduction of the 
available free energy of the molecules. Among the oil hy
drocarbons, the energetically highest position is occupied 
by hydrocarbons of aromatic structure; an intermediate po
sition has been assigned to cycloalkane (naphthene) hydro
carbons, while saturated paraffinic hydrocarbons dispose 

Controlled pyrolysis 
R.eflecting 

m1croscopy 

IH 10 IP Tmax ·c 

413/341 70/75 0,02/0,02 444/444 -

137/56 58/39 0,30/0,20 436/431 0,68/0,65 

79/65 90/73 0,30/0,20 447/443 0,90/0,80 

95/77 89/89 0,06/0,02 433/432 0,57/0,61 

492/399 73/69 0,30/0,11 403/431 0,46/0,46 

115/111 105/109 0,09/0,08 435/434 0,63/0,63 

217/101 140/127 0,15/0,06 426/431 0,53/0,48 

1854 541,0 - 442 -

of the least amount of free energy. ln accordance with 
thermodynamic calculations, aromatic hydrocarbons can 
be assumed to convert to cycloalkane hydrocarbons by way 
of hydrogenation as follows : 
1. CsHs + 3H2 -+ CsH12 

or, vice-versa, by dehydrogenation to high-molecular 
aromatics in accordance with equation 

2. 2CsHs -+ CsHs -+ CsHs + H2 
Reaction 1 yields cycloalkane hydrocarbons that, by way 
of hydrogenation give paraffinic hydrocarbons after 
equation 3: 

PlliNCIPAL PHYSICO·CHEMICAL PAilAMETEilS OF THE OIL'S OF CZECHOSLOVAK DEPOSIT$. 

Stratigraphy Depth Number Spec. Resins Asphalt. Composition by Composition by fractions 200-350 ·c 
of gravity structure and type 

analyses gfcm 3 

2o· c 
200-300 •c 300-350' c 

% by mass CP% CN% CA% 
CP% CN% CA% CP% CN% CA% 

Sarmatian 68-1246 217 0,930 10,1 10,4 29,3 53,2 17,5 26,5 67,5 7,0 28,9 57,5 13,6 

Middle-Upper 
Badenian 441-3147 307 0,860 3,8 5,4 50,4 35,1 14,5 45,7 54,4 8,9 49,7 38,3 12,0 

Lower Badenian 1102-1834 25 0,840 2,7 6,3 58,9 30,0 11,1 62,0 33,3 4,7 59,0 35,5 5,5 

Karpatian 356-2456 113 0,880 2,8 7,5 43,5 42,1 14,4 47,6 42,8 9,6 47,0 39,8 13,3 

Eggenburgien 
Ottnangian 362-2599 35 0,891 6,5 2,0 41,7 40,9 17,4 41,0 45,2 13,8 41,0 43,2 15,8 

Eggenburgian 696-2085 5 0,875 3,4 6,0 38,9 45,8 14,4 27.5 68,9 3,6 30,1 63,0 6,9 

Carpathian 
206-2193 28 0,843 6,4 6,6 56,8 28.2 16,0 61,4 27,2 9,3 59,5 27,1 13,4 Flysch 
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Fig . 4: Specific gravity values as a function of depth . 
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3. CaH 12 + H2 -+ CaH 14 
Dehydrogenation , in contrast with results in the conden 

sation of aromatic cores, in the increasing number of C = C 
bonds and the generation of high-molecular aromatics and 
graphite formation in the final stage. Hydrogenation is con 
ditioned by the supply of hydrogen released from dehy
drogenated aromatics or by hydrogen disproportionation in 
hydrocarbon molecules. 

Cycloalkane hydrocarbons (naphthenes) are, by their 
amount of free energy, nearer to paraffinic hydrocarbons 
(benzene 124.106J/mol, cyclohexane 24.106J/mol and hex
ane 4.3.106J/mol). ln accordance with the thermodynamic 
schemes, cycloalkane hydrocarbons cannot be generated 
by dehydrogenation of paraffinic hydrocarbons, as, for in
stance, demonstrated by equation 4: 
4.CaH14 -+ CsH12+ H2 
nor can they form in greater amounts by the hydrogenation 
o aromatics. The source of polycyclic cycloalkanes appears 
to consist in carbocyclic and heterocyclic structures de
rived from organic molecules of decayed biologic matter 
(proteins, carotenoids, pigments and other structures). By 
contrast, cycloalkane hydrocarbons readily lose hydrogen 
giving rise to aromatic hydrocarbons or, on the other hand, 
they yield paraffinic chains by hydrogenation. The strength 
of the C-C and C-H bonds rapidly declines with the increa
sing molecular mass of the individual members. The in
crease in energy Ievei during the generation of aromatic cy
cles is offset, in the molecules, by decreasing the energy 
released owing to the decomposition of cycloalkane struc
tures and the formation of paraffinic chains. Characteristic 
of the conversion (evolution) of paraffinic hydrocarbons is 
the decomposition of thermodynamically less stable high
molecular individuals to low-molecular hydrocarbons and 
carbon . 
5. CnH2n +2 -+ CH4+C+Cn-2H2n- 2 

The decomposition sequence of the individual hydrocar
bon structures is governed by their bond strenght. 

Considering the grade of katagenic metamorphism of 
dispersed organic matter, we may assume that most of the 
oils of the Vienna Basin have formed in the deeper-seated 
underlying strata . However, if accepting this affirmation, 

the explanation of the present chemistry of the oils in the 
strat igraphical profile of the Tertiary basin fill remains 
problematic. lf admitting that the origin of oil hydrocarbons 
and their conversion were natural processes objectively go
verned by generally accepted laws, then the conversion of 
kerogen to oil hydrocarbons would be primarily controlled 
by the laws of the thermodynamic equilibrium of com 
pounds; secondary effects accounting for the chemical 
composition of the oil hydrocarbons generated are migra 
t ion differentiation controlled by the principles of frontal 
and displacement chromatography, microbial degradation, 
underground aeration, etc. The decisive factors of these 
processes are undoubtedly geological ones. The earlier 
concept of an autochthonaus origin of oil in the deposits of 
the Tertiary basin fill presented by V. Simanek (1976) is 
questionable. For deposits at shallower depths (3 to 4 km), 
owing to the results of new investigations that base primar
ily on the grade of katagenic metamorphism of organic 
matter. However, if accepting the origin of oil in the under
lying sequences, we are not able to adequately explain their 
present physicochemical composition and, particularly, the 
formation of n-paraffines, the occurrence of the perylene 
type and their decomposition in the horizontal plane and in 
the depth section through the basin . Considering these 
facts , the questions related to oil origin in the Tertiary de
posits of the Vienna Basin cannot be thought to have been 
answered in a satisfactory way. For this reason, this prob
lern deserves our constant attention . 
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T.W.S N·ALKANEI IN THE OILI OF CZECHOILOYAK DEPOIITI 

Depth n-alkanes 
% Cn H 

20 
+ 

2 
in n-alkanes interval in oils 

% by mass 

c. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

Sarmatian 
10G-380 0,09 - - - 0,1 0,1 1,7 5,1 9,0 16,3 17,3 13,5 10,5 7,6 7.6 4,5 4,5 4,1 2,5 2,3 1,9 2,1 1,2 1,4 -

I 
Ufr-' Badenian 
7 -1856 20,4 0,8 2,4 3,7 5,0 5,6 6,8 8,4 7,8 7,3 6,7 6,4 6,4 5,0 5,0 4,4 3,7 3,1 2,8 2.2 1,9 1.6 0,9 0,7 0,5 

I 
Lower Badenian 
1485-1578 19,0 0,4 1,2 2,1 3,0 3,5 4,2 6,9 8,5· 8,0 7,7 6,7 5,8 5,5 5,0 4,5 3,9 3,5 2,8 2,4 2.3 1,2 1,0 0,5 -

I 
"-rpatian 
1608-1917.5 10,0 - - - 5,2 7,3 7,9 7,6 8,5 7,2 6,3 6,5 5,8 5,0 4,7 4,5 4,2 3,9 3,1 2,9 2,2 2,0 1,6 1,4 0,7 

I 
Eft~bur~ian 
8 176 ,5 7,8 0,2 0,6 2,2 2,6 3,2 4,8 6,2 7,9 9,9 6,2 8.4 8,7 6,8 6,3 5,6 4,2 3,6 3,1 2.3 1,9 1,5 1.4 0,6 0,4 

I 
Pal~e 
1070, 1180 6,2 - - - 1,8 4,4 8,8 10,2 12,2 9,7 7,6 8,2 6,3 4,8 4,0 4,4 3,4 3,2 2.4 2,1 1,6 1,3 1,2 0,9 0.4 
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Abstrakt 

Geneze ropy a zemniho plynu 
V terciernich sedimentech CS . 
casti videi\ske panve je Fesena 
na zaklade studia urovne kata 
genni premeny rozptylene or
ganicke substance a chemicke
ho slozeni tezenych rop . Jsou 
konfrontovany vysledky vyzku
mu temito metodami . Ürovei\ 
katagenni metamorf6zy aganic
ke substance uvazovanych ma
tecnych hornin odpovida rop
nemu oknu v hl. cca 3 - 6 km. 
Organicka hmota je prevazne 
111 ., V mensim mnozstvi i II. ge
netickeho typu . Tezene ropy 
maji rüznorode slozeni, vazane 
na jednotliva stratigraficka sou 
vrstvi; velmi lehke ropy parafi
nickeho, resp. parafinicko-naf
tenickeho typu jsou vazany na 
sedimenty badenu a paleogenni 
sedimenty magurskeho flyse, 
velmi tezke ropy naftenickeho 
charakteru na sarmat a ropy 
lehke az tezke, smiseneho para 
finicko-naftenickeho a naftenic
ko-parafinickeho typu se vysky
tuji V karpatu a eggenburgu az 
ottnangu. V plose jednotlivych 
souvrstvi je zrejma zavislost 
chemickeho slozen i rop na tek
tonicke prislusnosti hornin . Ter
medynarnika konverze keroge
nu matecnych hornin a sekun 
darn i diferenciace chemismu 
rop objasi\uje prijatelnym zpü 
sobem genezi ropnych uhlovo
dikü v tercierni v'fplni panve ; 
predpoklad vsak zpochybi\uje 
urovei\ katagenni metamorf6zy 
organicke substance, kterou je 
treba klast do podloznich serii, 
pravdepodobne do jury. Objas
neni geneze prirodnich uhlovo
dikü je tFeba venovat nadale 
patricnou pozornost. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Frage der Erdöl- und Erd 
gasgenese in tertiären Sedi
menten des tschechoslowaki
schen Teils des Wiener Bek
kens wird aufgrund der Unter
suchung des Niveaus der kata 
genen Umwandlung verstreuter 
organischer Substanz und der 
chemischen Zusammensetzung 
des geförderten Erdöls gelöst. 
Im vorliegenden Beitrag wer
den Ergebnisse dieser Untersu
chungsmethoden einander ge
genübergestellt. Das Niveau 
der katagenen Metamorphose 
der organischen Substanz in 
betreffenden Muttergesteinen 
entspricht dem Erdölfenster in 
einer Tiefe von 3 bis 6 km . Die 
organ ische Substanz ist vor
nehmlich von 111 ., in einer klei 
neren Menge auch von II. gene
tischem Typ. Das geförderte 
Erdöl weist eine verschiedenar
tige Zusammensetzung auf, die 
an einzelne stratigraphische 
Formationen gebunden ist ; 
sehr leichte Erdölarten mit Par
affin- bzw. Paraffin- bis Naph
thenbasis sind an die Baden
und Paläogensedimente des 
Magura-Fiysches, sehr schwere 
naphthenbasische Erdölarten 
an das Sarmat gebunden, und 
schließlich leichte bis schwere 
Erdölarten von gemischtem 
paraffin-naphthen- bzw. naph
then-paraffinbasischem Typ 
kommen im Karpat und Eggen
burg-Ottnang vor. ln der Flä 
chenausdehung einzelner 
Schichtenfolgen kommt eine 
Abhängigkeit der chemischen 
Erdölzusammensetzung von 
der tektonischen Zugehörigkeit 
der Gesteine zum Vorschein . 
Durch die Thermodynamik der 
Kerogenumwandlung in Mut
tergesteinen und die sekundäre 
Differentiation des Erdölche
mismus wird die Genese der 
Erdölkohlenwasserstoffe in der 
tertiären Beckenfüllung auf ei
ne annehmbare Weise gedeu
tet; die Annahme wird aller
dings durch das Niveau der ka
tagenen Metamorphose der or
ganischen Substanz fraglich, 
das in unterlagernde Serien, 
wahrscheinlich in den Jura, zu 
stellen ist. Der Frage der Gene
se natürlicher Kohlenwasser
stoffe soll auch weiterhin be
sondere Aufmerksamkeit zuge
wendet werden. 

OCCURRENCES OF NATURAL HYDROCARBONS 
ATTHE VARISCAN LEVEL OF THE CENTRAL 
AND ADJACENT SOUTHERN PARTS 
OF SOUTHEASTERN SLOPES 
OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

Hedvika Thonova - Stanislav Benada 
Moravian Oi/ Company 

For many years now, the Moravian Oil Company has 
been prospecting for natural hydrocarbons at increasing 
depths and under increasingly complicated geological con 
ditions. The exploration programme also includes deep 
boreholes on the southestern slopes of the Bohemian Mas
sif, the purpose of which is to investigate the Variscan plat
tarm and its sedimentary mantle. These boreholes have re
cently discovered many deposits, some of them accumulat
ed in Paleozoic sediments of the plattarm mantle. 

The basement of the area of interest is composed of plu
tonites and metamorphosed sedimentary series. The Ca
domian-consolidated basement is overlain by a Variscan 
platform mantle represented by Paleozoic rocks. As to 
younger formations, Mesozoic and Paleogene rocks are 
known to occur expecially in the southern part of the area . 
The northwestern part is occupied by the Carpathian Front 
Foredeep. Most of the area has been covered by flysch 
nappes of the Outer Carpathians. 

Paleozoic sediments have been confirmed by boreholes 
especially on the high block of the longitudinal step parallel 
to the Carpathians, which is manifested very significantly in 
the central part of the slopes. According to the lateral clas
sification of the Variscan Level, the area comprises the 
eastern edge of the Moravian Karst, Drahany Highland and 
Slapanice Blocks (J . Dvoi'ak 1978). The deeply submerged 
parts of the plattarm in the central section have not been 
verified, as the surface of autochthonaus sediments is situ 
ated at depths from 4,000 to 5,000 metres there. Fairly high 
preserved thicknesses of Paleozoic rocks have been con
firmed in sunken blocks perpendicular to the Carpathians, 
especially those of Nesvacilka, Menin and Nemcicky (J. Ad
amek, J . Dvoi'ak, J. Kalvoda , 1980, J . Adamek - manu
script) , where they constitute significant transversal ele
ments of post-sedimentary tectonics. 

Stratigraphie and Iithoiogie development 

The peneplained, highly complex relief composed of 
crystalline rocks is overlain by a basal clastic sequence of 
the Old Red facies (Eifelian -Givetian). lt is represented by 
variegated terrestrial clastic sediments, in younger parts in
tercalated by variegated pelites. lts lithological develop
ment is relatively uniform, the thickness very variable, rang
ing from 10 to 1,700 m. 

The sedimentary cycle continues by a carbonate facies 
during the Frasnian to Upper Fammenian, with local partial 
hiatuses. The transition between the basal clastics and 
pure carbonates is represented by reef dolomites and do
lomitic Iimestones containing a terrestrial component (Ei
felian - Givetian) . A marine transgression during the Low
er Frasnian is characterized by grey, massive, micritic and 
biomicritic limestones. Since the Upper Frasnian, the sea 
has been getting shallower, the process being associated 
with the deposition of light-coloured, sand- and clay-con
taining limestones, often with layers of clastics indicating 
an extensive sea regression. Between the Upper Fammeni
an and the Middle Visean, there is a stratigraphic hiatus in 
most of the area, especially in deeper parts of the platform. 
A new transgression takes place from the Middle till Upper 
Visean, manifested mainly by a carbonate facies, some
times alternating with a Culm facies, sometimes the two fa
cies laterally substituting each other. The carbonate facies 
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Fig . 1: Area of interest. 

thickness is varied, from a few tens of metres to 1 ,800 m in 
Svabenice - 1 borehole and up to 1,200 m in the Nesvacil 
ka Block (Tesany - 1 borehole) . 

The Visean clayey-carbonatic facies passes over into 
a typical Lower Carboniferous culm facies (or even into Up
per Carboniferous/Namurian A unit characterized by alter
nating clayey shales and subgraywackes) . The highest 
thicknesses in excess 9f 1,700 m are in the western part of 
the Nesvacilka Block (Ujezd - 1 borehole); Upper Carbon
iferous productive rocks (Namurian A) are known to occur 
in the central part of slopes of the Nesvacilka Block (420 
metres in Damborice - 1 borehole) and especially in the 
Nemcicky Blocks (over 1,000 m). 

Occurrences of natural hydrocarbons in the different 
stratigraphic-lithologic Ievels 

Exploratory works focused on Paleozoic sediments pro
ceeded from the northwest to the southeast in Czechoslo
vakia, i.e. from the shallow part of the platform into the 
deeper one. Boreholes in the shallow part sometimes en 
countered fairly thick Paleozoic sequences and were inter
esting from the viewpoint of areal and regional geology, 
but negative with respect to occurrences of natural hydro
carbons . As a rule, only weak- to medium-mineralized wa 
ter with a low content of dissolved hydrocarbon gases was 
obtained from these boreholes. Favourable results in
creased as the exploration proceeded to deeper parts of 
the platform. 

Owing to very variable, rather very poor hydrogen -accu 
mulating properties, the Devonian basal clastics have al 
ways been regarded unpromising in terms of potential hy
drocarbon_ occurrences. lt is true that Jezov - 2, Korycany 
- 3 and Zarosice - 2 boreholes have found surprisingly 
good hydrocarbon-accumulation properties of sandstones 
and conglomerates, but, generally, the remaining bore
holes yielded only water with dissolved gaseous hydrocar
bons, Tesany - 1 borehole giving gas-saturated, oil -type 
brines from fissure-type reservoir rocks. The first important 
occurrence 9f natural hydrocarbons was found on the hill 
side of the Zdanice elevation, by Uhrice - 6 borehole, in 
the upper part of the basal clastics. Despite difficult hydro
carbon-accumulating conditions of the sandstones, an in
flow of gaseaus hydrocarbons in an amount of 17,200 Nm3

/ 

24 hours, with a small amount of heavy paraffin-naphtenitic 
crude was obtained . The gas is methane, containing no 
higher gaseous hydrocabons. The first economically im
portant result was arrived at in the area of the Zdanice -
West deposit (J. KrejCf, J . Brzobohaty, 1984). Zdanice - 14 
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and Zdanice - 55 boreholes have confirmed an accumula 
tion of gaseous hydrocarbons in the Devonian basal clas 
t ics the thickness of which is 36 to 69 metres there. Accord 
ing to Iabaratory analyses, the rocks are classified as im
permeable, their primary porosities ranging from 0.8 to 
4.5%. Secondary porosity pla_ys a key role there. The poten 
tial production , Opot. abs .. of Zd~nice - 55 was measured at 
27 ,000 Nm3/24 hours, that of Zdanice - 14 equals 20,000 
Nm3/24 hours. After treating the reservoir ro9ks with acid , 
the production increased five times. As to Zdanice - 54 
borehole, a hydrodynamic connection of heavily faulted , 
disintegrating basal clastics and the weathered surface of 
the crystalline rocks is assumed. Oil is accumulated in crys 
talline rocks while gas caps are likely to be associated with 
the Devonian sandstones. The productive zone thickness 
and economic parameters have not hitherto been verified . 

Favourable conditions with respect to the formation and 
preservation of accumulations of natural hydrocarbons 
have also been proved in the carbonate Paleozoic se
quence. Carbonates affected by epigenetic processes, es
pecially by dolomitization, are best in this regard . Suitable 
reservoir rocks in the Givetian dolomites, significant oil im
pregnations along fissures and inlows of gas-saturated wa 
ter have been found in many boreholes. Tesany - 1 bore
hole has encountered oiltype brines. ln the area of the 
Menin Block (Menin - 1 borehole), a non -industrial inflow 
of viscous and oxidized oil is associated with Lower Frasni 
an, karstified and cavernous Iimestones situated at depths 
from 50 to 80 metres. Du ring the 70s, the so far only deposit 
in the bedrock of the Carpathian Foredeep, Nitkovice -
Hradisko, was discovered. The initial geological reserves of 
the deposit were estimated at 121 .8 mill . Nm3 of gaseous 
hydrocarbons (A. Petr 1983). The local gas accumulation is 
associated with a hemispherical structure of karstified 
Iimestones and dolomites of the Upper Devonian age (Fras
nian - Fammenian) occurring at depths from 800 to 880 m, 
which represent a mixed -type reservoir rock. The gas-bear
ing zone thickness is up to 79 m. The reservo ir pressure is 
subhydrostatic, its temperature 32° . The gas is methane 
(85.8% of volume), with traces of higher hydrocarbons and 
an increased content of nitrogen . Until now, the total pro
duction of the deposit has been 80 mill . Nm 3 of gas. 

Last year, an interesting result was obtained in the area 
of the Zdanice crystalline elevation . Letosov - 2 borehole 
encountered a 220 m thick sequence of Devonian carbo
nates (Eifelian - Givetian - Lower Frasnian), so far un
known in the region . An interval of 14 metres in the upper 
part of the carbonates, at a depth of 930 m, was first treat
ed by acid . Crude oil flowed out spontaneously from the 
borehole at intervals. Lithologically, the reservoir rocks are 
dolomitized, originally biomicritic Frasnian limestones, hy
drodynamically communicating with overlying Miocene 
sediments. Apart from primary porosity, which is up to 7.1% 
in this area , secondary fissure-type porosity is also import
ant. The crude oil extracted from the borehole is heavy, 
paraffin-naphtenitic, of a kerosene-oil character. 

The first economically important inflow of natural hydro
carbons from Paleozoic sediments in Czechoslovakia was 
encountered by Nemcicky - 1 borehole, in the area of the 
Nemcicky Block, at a depth of 5,100 metres. The local gase
aus condensate deposit is associated with epigenetically 
dolomitized, Frasnian - Famennian micritic limestones. 
The Iimestones are classified as impermeable, their maxi 
mum primary porosity being 6.6%. However, evaluations of 
logging measurements suggest total effective porosities up 
to 10%, which mainly result from fissures. The gas is me
thane, containing higher hydrocarbons. Light oil fractions 
(gasoline) extracted tagether with the gas contain paraffins 
and asphaltico-bituminous substances. The results suggest 
that there may be a contact with an oil-bearing zone. The 
deposit pressure is equal to hydrostatic. Extraction par
ameters were not obtained due to the poor technical cond i
tion of the borehole and the presence of underlying water 
beds . Owing to a collapse of casing , subsequent works 
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were not possible . Additional boreholes in the area of 
Nemcicky have not allowed for resolving the economic im
portance of the deposit and the problemstill remains open . 

For more than ten years, exploratory works have been 
going on under very difficult geological conditions on the 
northwestern slope of the Nesvacilka depression . Their re 
sult is a discovery of oil and natural gas deposits associated 
with the Paleogene filling of the depression and Paleozoic 
carbonates. The first local borehole, Uhrice - 2, encoun
tered an accumulation of gaseous hydrocarbons and crude 
oil at a depth of 2,500 metres, in the upper part of Visean 
micritic limestones. The primary porosity of the Iimestones 
is very low, the key role being played by secondary disturb
ances. Hydrodynamic tests resulted in an estimated perm
eability of 228 mD. A pumping test indicated a spontaneaus 
inflow of a crude oil/natural gas mixture. The natural gas : 
oil ratio averaged 5,000 m3 off gas to 1 m3 of oil. The calcu-
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lated actual gas production, Qpot.act.• is 835,000 Nm 3/24 
hours. The oil is very light, of a paraffin character, kero
sene-like. The gas is methane, with a high content of higher 
hydrocabons, the initial deposit pressure being by 5% high
er than the hydrostatic one. The borehole is now being con
served. The edge of the same depositwas encountered by 
Uhrice - 8 borehole, where a non-industrial inflow of 
crude oil and gas from Visean Iimestones was obtained. 
Economic accumulations of gases occurring here are asso
ciated mainly with clastics dating back to Paleogene. 

The western part of the Uhrice depositalso comprises oil 
accumulations of Uhrice - 16 and Uhrice - 10 boreholes. 
The surface of heavily tectonically faulted Visean, massive, 
organodetritic Iimestones was encountered in a higher po
sition in Uhrice - 16 borehole than in Uhrice - 2 borehole. 
The former borehole produced a weak inflow of light, par
affine character and kerosene-like oil. lntensification works 

Fig. 2: Sketch of the top of Paleozoic on SE slopes of the Bohemian Massif 
1 Carboniferous 
2 Devonian - Lower Carboniferous 
3 Devonian - Old Red 
4 Crystalline Basement 
5 wells 
6 wells with hydrocarbon shows 
7 Paleozoic oil and gas f ields. 
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Fig . 3: Comparison resistivity Iogs in some Uhfice wells 
1 depth 
2 test 
3 cores 
4 Iimestones 
5 argillaceous Iimestones 
6 carboniferous sandstones 
7 Old Red sandstones 
8 Crystalline rocks 

will be carried out at the borehole. The latter borehole has 
confirmed a separate crude oil accumulation, situated 
(structurally) much lower than that of Uhi'ice - 2. At 
a depth of 2.770 metres, the upper part of Upper Visean bi 
omicritic Iimestones yielded spontaneous, though irregular, 
inflows of crude oil containing some 5% to 10% of water. 
Hydrocarbon-accumulation properties, both primary and 
secondary, are characterized as very poor. The deposit 
pressure and temperature at 2.761 m are 31.8 MPa and 
81 o C, respectively. The oil is light, of a paraffion-oil charac
ter, with a high content of solid paraffin and a high point of 
congelation. The borehole is presently being conserved . 
The results achieved in the western part of Uhi'ice have 
confirmed the existence of partial hydrodynamically closed 
deposits associated with the same Stratigraphie-lithologie 
complex at different Ieveis. 

ln the eastern part of the Uhi'ice area, Uhi'ice - 17 bore
hole has succeeded in discovering a deposit of oil repres 
enting the hitherto deepest economic accumulation of oil in 
the Czechoslovak territory. lts gas part has been verified by 
Uhi'ice - 26 borehole . According to current knowledge, the 
minimum productive zone thickness is 200 metres. The de
posit is associated with the lower part of Devonian carbo
nates, heavily dolomitized Iimestones or dolomites of the 
Lower Frasnian or Upper Givetian age . ln terms of their hy
drocarbon-accumulating properties, the dolomites are 
classified as unfavourable,both by laboratory tests and log
ging measurements. Consequently, intensification is 
planned . At Uhi'ice - 17 borehole, a spontaneaus inflow of 
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gas-saturated oil was encountered at 3,230 metres, the in 
itial flow rate being 50 to 60m 3 of oil /24 hours. The gas : oil 
ratio is 50 to 200 m3 of natural gas per 1 m 3 of oil, the de
posit pressure is 2.5% higher than the hydrostatic one . 
Chemical analyses ind icate that the oil is light, paraffin -ker
osene, with a high content of gasoline fractions. The bore
hole is presently being conserved . Uhi'ice - 26 borehole 
achieved a low inflow of gas with gasoline traces from 
a depth o 3,100 m, the calculated potential production of 
which, was 60,000 m3/24 hours . After intensification works, 
the inflow increased several times. At the moment, only in 
dicative exploitation parameters are known . lt is planned 
that production (using a 0 9 mm nozzle) should be approxi 
mately 75,600 m3/24 hours. The deposit pressure corre 
sponds to the hydrostatic one. The gas is methane (over 
90% of volume), with a certain amount of higher hydrocar
bons . The boreholes will be used for production on a pilot 
scale. 

Apart from the economic accumulations of natural hy
drocarbons, much information has been obtained in the 
area of Uhi'ice on their potential occurrences. Uhi'ice -
1 and Damboi'ice - 1 boreholes in deeper parts of the Nes
vacilka depression have found non -industrial inflows of dry 
gaseous hydrocarbons from Devonian limestones. Their hy
drocarbon-accumulating properties have not been im
proved even by intensification measures. With respect to 
potential occurrences of promis ing hydrocarbon accumula 
tions, it is not possible to rule out the clastic development 
of Lower and Upper Carboniferous rocks. The most signifi -
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cant result has been achieved in the area of the Nesvacilka 
depression by Uhi'ice - 9 borehole. lnflows of deposit wa 
ter containing crude oil and gaseaus hydrocarbons and of 
gaseaus hydrocarbons with water (the measured flow rate 
is approx. 1,000 m3 of gas/24 hours) have been drawn from 
porous subgraywackes. However, even this formation dis
plays very variable hydrocarbon-accumulating properties. 
The clastic development of Upper Carboniferous rocks in 
many boreholes has been proven to manifest very good ac
cumulation properties, but no significant proper accumula
tions have hitherto been found. 

Conclusions 

The results of the exploration of Paleozoic rocks in Cze
choslovakia achieved so far permit to formulate the follow
ing conclusions: 
- the formation is favourable with respect to the genesis 

and preservation of natural hydrocarbon accumulations, 
- the formation is equivalent to other promising units 
- the formation has specific properties resulting from its 

complicated Iithoiogie and facial development, which in
fluence both its accumulation conditions and require
ments for drilling and horizon-tapping works 

- the exploration of the formation is very demanding in 
terms of methodology and complexity, including seismic 
works and their evaluation . Especially the use of 3-D seis
rnie measurements is envisaged. 

- problems of the origin of hydrocarbons accumulated in 
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Fig . 4: Camparisan resistivity Iogs in Zdanice, Nitkovice, 
Uhrice wells 
1 depth 
2 cores 
3 test 
4 Iimestones 
5 argillaceous Iimestones 
6 mudstones of Zdanice unit 
7 carboniferous clayey shales 
8 Old red sandstones 
9 Crystalline rocks 

Paleozoic rokcs still remain to be solved . Their age is dat
ed back to Paleozoic or Mesozoic, and even Paleogene. 
However, the problern is undoubtedly associated with 
a relatively difficult problern of migration and structural
tectonic development. 

- further exploratory works will increasingly focus on deep 
parts of the platform, where hydrodynamically closed 
horizons have been confirmed . 
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Abstrakt 

Na jihov'fchodnich svazich 
Ceskeho masivu, v useku Stred 
a prilehlych castech useku Jih, 
je cast prüzkumnych praci za
merena na variske patro. 
V clanku je v samostatnych ka
pitolach zhodnocena Stratigra
fie, litologie a dale loziska, vy
znamne pritoky a indicie prirod 
nich uhlovodikü . Na bazalni kla 
stika devonu je vazano lozisko 
v oblasti Zdanice . V karbonato
vem v'{voji paleozoika se aku 
mulace ropy a zemniho plynu 
vyskytuji v tektonicky poruse
nych a dolomitizovanych parti
ich karbonatü . V techto horni 
nach byla nalezena loziska Nit
kovice, Uhrice-zapad, Uhrice
vychod a prümyslovych pritokü 
bylo dosazeno z vrtü Nemcic
ky-1 a Letosov-1. I pres specifi 
ka, zvysujici naroky na metodi
ku prüzkumu, technologii vrt 
nich praci a otvirku jednotlivych 
horizontü, züstava perspektivita 
variskeho patra pro nalezeni 
dalsich akumulaci prirodnich 
uhlovodikü nesporna . 

Zusammenfassung 

An SO-Hängen der Böhmi
schen Masse, im Abschnitt Mit
te und in anliegenden Gebieten 
des Abschnitts Süd, ist ein Teil 
der Erkundungsarbeiten auf 
das variszische Stockwerk ori 
entiert. in selbständigen Kapi 
teln werden Stratigraphie, Li
thologie, ferner Lagerstätten , 
bedeutsame Zuflüsse und An 
zeichen natürlicher Kohlenwas
serstoffe behandelt. An basale 
Trümmergesteine des Devons 
ist dje Lagerstätte im Gebiet 
von Zdanice gebunden . in der 
Karbonatentwicklung des Pa 
läozoikums kommen Erdöl - und 
Erdgasakkumulationen in tekto
nisch gestörten und dolomi 
tisierten Karbonatgesteinspar
tien vor. in diesen Gesteinen 
wurden die Lagerstätten Nitko
vice, Uhrice-West und Uhrice
Ost entdeckt, und förderwürdi 
ge Zuflüsse wurden in den Boh
rungen Nemcicky-1 und Le
tosov-1 ermittelt. Trotz spezifi
schen Erscheinungen, durch 
welche die Ansprüche an die 
Erkundungsmethodik, Bohr
technologie und Erschließung 
einzelner Horizonte erhöht wer
den, bleibt die Höffigkeit des 
variszischen Stockwerks in Hin
sicht auf Entdeckung weiterer 
Akkumulationen natürlicher 
Kohlenwasserstoffe unstreitig . 

• ln this line, the results of mathematical modelling of the conversion of 
kerogen to oil hydrocarbons conducted by M. Strnad are of interest. ln 
the first version of a mathematical model using the parameters of the 
Rock-Eval temperature maximum pyrolysis T max = 430-440 • C the au
thor placed the oil window interval to a depth of 3.7 to 5 km in the Cze
choslovak part of the Vienna Basin, the genesis of oil hydrocarbons cul
minating in the period of 15.5 - 17.6 million years after the commence
ment of Sedimentation. 

PALEOGEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE STUDY 
OF OTOLITH FAUNAS IN THE MIOCENE BASINS 
OF THE CENTAAL PARATETHYS 

Rostislav Brzobohaty, Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, 
Czechoslovakia 

The hitherto assembled knowledge on the otolith faunas 
of the Miocene sediments of the Central Paratethys affords 
several remarks on the interpretation of the paleogeogra
phic conditions of individual basins and on their changes 
with time. These remarks are mostly based on the fact that 
the epipelagic, mesopelagic and bathypelagic habitat of re
cent fish faunas has been formulated as early as in the Mio
cene in general characters (Brzobohaty 1981 inter alii) and 
that the composition of water and the character of surface 
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water are decisive determinants in the composition of pe
lagic assemblages of fishes (Robison 1972) . 

ln the sediments of the Eggenburgian, the finds of purely 
marine otolith faunas have been rather sporadic so far. This 
can be due to the small degree of investigation and possi 
bly also to problems of fossilization. Biofacies deliberations 
of a broader scope are therefore not admissible. Recently, 
however, a very rich otolith fauna has been found near Mai 
gen in the Horn Basin in Niederösterreich, the appreciation 
of which contributes to the better understanding of the re
lationships in the western part of the Central Paratethys of 
this time interval. 

The Maigen otolith fauna is composed of 30 species of 
bony fishes that are represented in various parts of the 
Molt Beds and Loibersdorf Beds. Except for the Molt Beds, 
where more prominent brackish influences appear, it has 
a purely marine character of a very shallow sublittoral with
out any influence of deeper waters and it documents sedi 
mentation in a very warm subtropical climate . lt is mostly 
composed of Atlantic-Mediterranean and cosmopolitan 
elements with southward inclination (genus Brachydeuter
us). lt differs from the Lower Miocene faunas of the Aqui 
taine Basin and the Mediterransan area (Steurbaut 1981, 
Nolf et Cappetta 1980) by a substantially lesser proportion 
of Paleogene lndo-pacific relicts . This fact is obviously con
nected with the regressive tendencies in the Alpine-Car
pathian region in the higher Egerian (Rögl et Steiniger 
1983) and with the forming of new fish assemblages in this 
region at the beginning of the Miocene. The presence of an 
isolated lndo-Pacific representative (genus Acropoma) is 
evidently the result of direct migration from the lndo-Pacif
ic region. The shallow-water assemblages of fishes of the 
marginal developments of the Eggenburgian at the SE mar
gins of the Bohemian Massif are typical in the decrease of 
purely marine elements from the SW to the NE. This tend
ency, which is connected with the absence of Eggenbur
gian deposits in the region of the Vyskov depression , 
evokes here the idea of a relatively isolated bay which is 
closed from the W and the N, and which communicates 
S and southeastward with a moremarine environment. 

ln the Eggenburgian of the Central Paratethys so far no
where associations of otoliths of deep-sea fishes have 
been established. We may establish practically the same 
for the deposits of the Ottnangian. An individually poor as
semblage of mesopelagic elements witnessed in the last
named Ievei in the schlieren of Oberösterreich (vicinity of 
Ottnang) can be conceived as allochthonaus (predators, 
currents, etc.) . lf not considering the state of the low de
gree of investigation, or taphonomic problems, we may in 
terpret this fact so that the configuration of the basins in 
the Eggenburgian and Ottnangian (hydrographic or bathy
metric conditions) was not suitable for the existence of 
deeper-living fish assemblages, or that the studied basins 
divided from seas represented forthistype of fauna an un
surmontable barrier. Acceptable is the idea of relatively 
high sills between the Bohemian Massif and the Alpine 
arch on the connecting region of the present-day Austrian 
molasse (comp.Rögl et Steininger 1983). 

ln the sediments of the Karpatian and Badenian of the 
Central Paratethys, deep-sea fishes, whose assemblages 
form here a significant component of all fish fauna, can be 
encountered on the other hand . Their composition general 
ly reminds of the so-called reduced deep-sea fish faunas 
( Marshall 1957) composed of the genera participating in the 
forming of ichthyocoenoses of the higher layers of oceanic 
waters and occurring also in the basins outside the free 
oceans but with a good communication with them. 

ln the Karpatian, these assemblages display a surprising 
coincidence in the representation of the mostfrequent ele
ments with assemblages of the Gulf of California (Robison 
1972). They inidicate the existence of a more or less semi
-closed basin with a deep-seated communication with the 
free sea , with sufficient depth of the basin itself and evi
dently with the so-called estuarian type of circulation of 
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water masses (sensu Schopf 1980) . According to this inter
pretation, the transgression would procede from the Medi 
terranean region (comp. Rögl et Steiniger 1983) from the 
SW.The intrusi_o~ of the lower waters of the open sea (from 
the oxygen mm1mum zone) penetrated permanently into 
this basin near the bottom, propagated on it and caused 
low-oxygen conditions. The evaporation was evidently low
er than the influence and the surface streams led away the 
warmer, and possibly even less salty water from the basin 
into the open sea . A sufficient dotation in organic matter 
from the dry land contributed to a relatively long-term regi
menthat was poor in oxygen. This concept is also support
e:d by the ~hara_cter of microfauna of the Karpatian (rela
tlvely low d1vers1ty of assemblages, relatively great individ
ual frequency, an indistinct and often dwarfish plankton, 
frequent occurrence of groups of benthic foraminifera or of 
elements tolerant with respect to low oxygen contents, 
which has, compared with the Badenian, a higher content 
of organic substance and a lower content of CaCo3 in the 
sediments and a considerable content of Iaminated sedi
ments . To the NE, the basin became generally more shal
low and the influence of the open sea became less promi
nent. 

ln the Lower Badenian, the deep-sea component of the 
fish fauna became substantially more diversified and had 
a different composition. Over 20 genera of mesopelagic 
and archibenthic fishes occur in them which not only with 
respect to their composition, but also with respect to the 
frequency of their representatives correspond to the eco
logically related ichthyocoenoses of the recent Mediterra
nean Sea. lt may thus be assumed, that in the Lower Bade
nian the water regimen significantly changed compared 
with the Karpatian . The substantially more extensive Par
atethys communicated in the W with the Mediterranean 
and in the SE with the lndopacific region . The communica 
tions between this region and the open sea did not neces
sarily attain greater depths than 300m, the communication 
in the W, however, was decidedly deeper than in the SE. In
side the basin, however, partial basins must have existed 
with a depth reaching up to 1000 m. From the point of view 
of water circulation, the Central Paratethys became a Medi
terranean type basin in the sense of Schopf (1980) . Above 
all surface water of the free sea penetrated into them, part
ly they evaporated, subsided to the depth and flew out near 
the bottom. The supply of organic matter was evidently 
lower than in the Karpatian and the waters had a high oxy
gen content. ln favour of this type of circulation of water 
witnesses not only the homogenized character of sedi
ments generally rich in CaC0 3 and poor in organic matter, 
but also rich and highly diversified biotes of the bottom of 
various depths, considerably diversified plancton and evi 
dently the most populated pelagial from all Ieveis of the 
Central Paratethys. 

ln the Middle Badenian, the deep-sea component of the 
fish fauna is distinctly reduced and delimited above all to 
the western region of the Central Paratethys. The presence 
of some of the archibenthic fishes, however, still witnesses 
in favour of the considerable depth of the sedimentary re
gion and of the communication paths into the Mediterra
nean region . The occurrence of otoliths of mesopelagic 
fishes in the Czechoslovak part of the Vienna Basin, the 
Drava-Depresion, in the Polish Foredeep, belongs exclu 
sively to the juvenile stages of fishes which are transported 
by streams over enormous distances. 

ln the Upper Badenian, the mesopelagic elements ap
pear only sporadically in the otolith faunas of Roumania , in 
the western part of the Central Paratethys they are practi
cally missing. This fact is controversary to the interpreta
tion offered by K6kay (1984) on the communication of the 
Upper Badenian sedimentary region and they explain rather 
the interpretation offered by Rögl et Steininger (1983)-

More detailed data on the discussed problems are in the 
paper by Brzobohaty (1987) . 
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Abstrakt 

Autochtonni asociace otolitü 
mezopelagickych a archibental
nich ryb byly v centralni Parate
thyde prokazany dosud pouze 
v sedimentech karpatu a spod
niho a stredniho badenu . Jejich 
Slozenf V konfrontaci S udaji mf
krobiofacialnfmi, sedimentolo
gickymi a geochemickymi 
umoznuje interpretovat hydro
dynamicky rezim jednotlivych 
panvi. Behem karpatu pi'evladal 
estuariovy typ cirkulace vod 
s relativne nizkym stupnem 
prokysliceni. Ve spodnim 
a sti'ednim badenu pi'evladal 
mediteranni typ cirkulace vod 
s vysokymi obsahy kysliku a vy
bornou komunikaci s volnym 
moi'em . 

Zusammenfassung 

Autochthone Assoziationen 
der Otolithen mesopelagischer 
und archibenthaler Fische wur
den in der zentralen Paratethys 
bisher nur in Sedimenten des 
Karpatiens sowie des unteren 
und mittleren Badeniens nach
gewiesen . Der Vergleich ihrer 
Zusammensetzung mit mikro
biofaziellen, sedimentalogi
schen und geochemischen An
gaben ermöglicht eine Interpre
tation des hydrodynamischen 
Regimes in einzelnen Becken. 
1.~ Karpatien überwog der 
Astuartyp des Wasserkreislaufs 
mit einem verhältnismäßig 
niedrigen Durchlüftungsgrad . 
Im unteren und mittleren Bade
nien überwog der mediterrane 
Typ des Wasserkreislaufs mit 
hohen Gehalten an Sauerstoff 
und einer ausgezeichneten Ver
bindung mit der hohen See. 

NEW STUDIES OF THE OTOLITHS 
FROM THE MARINE OTTNANGIAN 
(LOWER MIOCENE, UPPER AUSTRIA) 

Rostislav Brzobohaty, Usti'edni ustav geologicky Praha, 
Czechoslovakia 
Maria Heinrich, Geologische Bundesanstalt Wien, Austria 
Reinhard Roetzel, Geologische Bundesanstalt Wien, Aus
tria 

Preface 

From the end of the 1970's onward, some coal cuttings 
were found in hydrocarbon wells, particularly north and 
west of the Hausruck region in Upper Austria. All of these 
coal occurrences are located in sandy beds of the predomi
nantly muddy Robulus Schlier s.l. (lnnviertel Group, Ott
nangian) at depths ranging between 150 and 500 m. 

ln 1982, a cored hole (Kemating K 1) was drilled by the 
Geological Survey of Austria to explore the potential for 
coal occurrences ; weil logging was also done. Intensive 
sedimentological investigations were subsequently carried 
out; the total floral and faunal assemblage was examined 
by specialists for the purpose of environmental analysis. 
The fossil content of cuttings of hydrocarbon wells in the 
distant surroundings was also determined; field work on 
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Brief description of discussed wells (from the terrain surface to 
the top of Hall Formation, Eggenburgian ) 

Pfaffstätt 4 (Pfaf 4, Rohöl-Auf Kemating K 1 (Ktg K 1, Geolo-
suchungs G. m. b. H = RAG, gical Survey of Austria, 1982): 
1979): -0,5 m : Mehrbach Sands 
-20,5 m : Quaternary -142,0 m : Ried Beds 
-67,0 m: Coai-Bearing -447,6 m (total depth): Robu-

Freshwater Beds lus Schliers. I. 
-103,5 m : Ried Beds 
-591,5 m: Robulus Schliers. I . 

Hocheck 4 (He 4, RAG, 1974): Pattigham Süd 1 (PaS 1, RAG, 
-3,0 m : Quaternary 1979): 
-185,0: Coai-Bearing - 2,0 m : Quaternary 

Freshwater Beds - 81,0 m: Ried Beds 
-235,0 m : Ried Beds -620,0 m : Robulus Schliers. I. 
- 739,0 m : Robulus Schlier s. I 

Kemating 1 (Ktg 1, RAG, 1979): Eberschwang 1 (Esw 1, RAG, 
-1,0 m : Quaternary 1979): 
-97,0 m : Ried Beds -1 ,0 m : Quaternary 
-615,2 m : Robulus Schlier s . I . - 108,0 m : Ried Beds 

- 572,0 m : Robulus Schliers. I. 

Kemating 3 (Ktg 3, RAG, 1979): Haag 2 (Hg 2, RAG, 1982): 
-0,3 m : Quaternary -8,0 m: Coai-Bearing Fresh-
-88,0 m: Ried Beds water Beds 
-608,0 m : Robulus Schliers. I. -90,3 m : Ried Beds 

-549,0 m : Robulus Schliers. I. 

Kemating 7 (Ktg 7, RAG, 1983): Wolf segg-Litzlfeld M 1/83 
-2,0 m : Quaternary (Wolfsegg-Traunthaller Ko-
-110,0 m: Ried Beds hlenwerks AG, 1983): 
-620,0 m : Robulus Schliers. I. -0,5 m : Quaternary 

-50,4 m (total depth): Atzbach 
Sands 

Kemating Nord 1 (Ktg N 1, 
RAG, 1981/82): 
-5,0 m: Mehrnbach Sands 
-42,0 m : Ried Beds 
-661,0 m: Robulus Schliers. I. 

the sedimentology of outcropping Atzbach Sands south 
and east of Hausruck was done (Heinrich et al. 1984). 

The results of the programme of investigations indicate 
that the potential for finding in situ coal deposits in Ottnan
gian sediments of western Upper Austria is not large. How
ever, the core drilling of Kemating K 1 meant the initiation 
of modern scientific investigations and geological mapping 
of Ottnangian sediments in the lnnviertel (Faupl et Roetzel 
1987) . 

This paper is concerned with otoliths and their ecological 
characteristics ; the results of other fossil determinations 
(nannoplankton, spores, pollen, dinoflagellate cysts , Iignite, 
Foraminifera, Anthozoa, Mollusca, Crustacea, Annelida, 
Echinoidea, Chondrichthyes) on Kemating K 1 have not 
been published yet. 

Geological Review 

The Molasse Zone of Upper Austria forms part of the 
Cenozoic foredeep that accompanies the Alpine and Car
pathian ranges along their northern edge from the Rhöne 
Basin to the Caspian Sea (Malzer 1980, Rögl et Steininger 
1983) . ln Upper Austria, the Molasse Basin contains Late 
Eocene to Ouaternary largely detrital sediments of predom 
inantly alpine origin, overlying Mesozoic series and the 
crystalline basement of the Bohemian Massif (Malzer 1980, 
Nachtmannet Wagner 1986) . 

The marine sediments of Ottnangian stage in Upper Aus
tria correspond to the younger part of Lower Miocene Para 
tethys transgression (Faupl et Roetzel 1987). Ottnangian 
deposits (Table 1) are showing almostuniform pelitic facies 
(Robulus Schlier s.s.) in the eastern part of Upper Austrian 
Molasse Zone, whereas in the western part the sedimen
tary record shows a morevariable pattern. The fan - delta 
system of the Sand-Schottergruppe with coarse clastic de
posits interfingers with the sandy and muddy sediments of 
a marine regime (Traub 1948, Aberer et Braumüller 1949, 
Aberer 1958, Faupl et Roetzel 1987). The plant- and coal
-detritus bearing sand facies of Robulus Schlier s.l., shown 
by the wells north and west of Hausruck, especially in the 
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Kemating region, is presumed to correspond with the out
cropping Atzbach Sands (Fig . 1 ). The Atzbach Sands were 
deposited in a sand-rich subtidal shallow marine environ 
ment under strong tidal influences (Faupl et Roetzel 1987) . 
They form a transitional contact with the underlying Vöckla 
Beds and are overla in by muddy shelf sediments of Ott
nang Schl ier. 

Otoliths 

The stud ied otol ith fauna of the Ottnangian sediments of 
Upper Austria was obtained only from the sand facies of 
the Robulus Schlier s.l. (the first ten boreholes in table 2) , 
or from its Stratigraphie equivalent, the Atzbach Sands 
( borehole Wolfsegg-Litzlfeld M 1 /83). lt is an assemblage 
that is relatively poor in individuals and without exception 
composed of quite incompletely preserved otoliths {frag
ments, strongly corroded specimens) . The systematic as
signment of individual taxons is hence frequently incom
plete or approximative . The assemblage, however, signifi
cantly extends the scope of our knowledge of the f ish fau 
na ofthistime interval. lt shows, that the Ottnangian fauna 
of the marine bony fishes was much richer and more diver
sified than hitherto published ; the papers on these subjects 
had been mainly based on studies of brackish and freshwa 
ter facies (Schubert 1906, Brzobohaty et Schultz 1973). The 
identified taxons and their frequency in the sand facies of 
the Robulus Schlier s.l. in individual boreholes are listed in 
table 2. 

From the paleoecologic point of view, the otolith assem 
blage of the studied boreholes is very clear. lt is composed 
of purely marine species which require a stable normal sal 
inity. The only exception might be the problematically evi
denced gobiid in the borehole Pattigham Süd 1. A substan 
tial part of the otoliths is constituted by representatives of 
the family Myctophidae (genera Diaphus, Myctophum, 
Symbolophorus), which can live mostly in the mesopelag ic 
environment (200 - 1 000 m below water Ievel) of tropica l 
and subtropical oceans. They form the most important 
component of ichthyoplankton and therefore the basic 
component of the food chain of fish . They also migrate re 
gularly in great shoals into the epipelagic environment, or 
up to the sea Ievei. lt is generally accepted that their mode 
of life in the Tertiary was analogous. The other groups of 
fishes are represented in the studied assemblage only 
sporadically. Macrouridae (genera Coelorhynchus, Bathyg
adus) are benthopelagic (archibenthal) fishes that occu r 
preferably in the deeper region of the sublittoral and in the 
upper part of the continental slope. Gadidae (the genera 
Raniceps and Palaeogadus) and Ophidiidae (genus Ho
plobrotula) also belong to the fishes which tend to live 
rather in open or deeper waters . Only the Gobiidae repres 
ent here distinctly shallow-water fishes that can live under 
both brackish and freshwater conditions. 

A direct paleoenvironmental interpretation of th is assem 
blage, however, would Iead to false conclusions. The 
strong corrosion of the otoliths, a fragmentary preservance 
and composition of the fauna (prevalence of j uvenile myc
tophids) tagether with the hitherto accomplished paleo
geographic interpretations of the Ottnangian sedimentary 
area point to a typically allochthonaus origin. The transport 
of the otoliths of various fish groups over relatively great 
distance by predators (other fishes , birds, sea mammals , 
etc.) is quite usual. Physical factors such as currents are 
not considered . Many recent assemblages of otoliths have 
passed through the digestive system of predators. The 
presence of a great number of sharks in the Ottnangian 
sediments of Upper Austria (Schultz 1969, Brzobohaty et 
Schultz 1973) is also in favour of this explanation of the as
semblage studied . 

ln any case, the otolith Robulus-Schlier fauna points to 
a very good connection between the Upper Austrian region 
and the open sea as late as during the Lower Ottnangian . 
This connection was oriented to the W (besides cosmopol i-
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Table 1: Stratigraphie table of Upper Eggenburgian and Ottnangian deposits 
of Molasse Zone in Upper Austria and Salzburg (by Faupl et Roetzel 1987). 

tan and Mediterranean elements and/or even boreal ele
ments - Hoplobrotula, Raniceps?, Bathygadus, Palaeoga
dus - are present there) . This conclusion is in harmony 
with the present-day paleogeographic interpretations (Rögl 
et Steininger 1983) and with the detailedly evaluated otolith 
fauna of the Lower Miocene of Aquitania (Steurbaut 1979). 
The studied otolith assemblage is not competent to prove 
connection of the Bavarian-Austrian Molasse with the 
Mainz Basin and probably with the boreal region, which is 
considered by Martini (1981, 1983) based on the evaluation 
of shallow water and brackish fish . 

The otolith fauna of the sand facies of the Robulus 
Schlier s.l. is stratigraphically almost indifferent. Apart 
from taxonomic problems, the identified or at least approx
imately determined species are currently present in the Mi
ocene and show a considerable geographic distribution 
( Diaphus debilis, D. austriacus, D. cahuzaci, Coelorhynchus 
tou/a1). Symbolophorus meridionalis has occurred since the 
upper part of the Lower Miocene. A comparison with the 
Eggenburgian fish fauna of the Central Paratethys is not 
possible, because from the Eggenburgian deposits only 
very shallow and brackish assemblages not containing 
deeper water elements have been known. But the composi
tion of the deep-water assemblages of the Karpatian dif
fers already significantly in the dominant occurrence of 
otoliths of the species Triphoturus carpaticus (Brz.) and 
Hygophum weileri (Brz.). which seem to be specific for the 
Karpatian deposits of the Central Paratethys and which 
have not been established in the Ottnangian. 

N-Part E-Part 

I 

I 

Robulus Schlier s.l. 

I Enzenkirchen Sands 

I Coarse Phos phoritic Sands 

Robulus Schlier s.s. 

Hall Formation 
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Myctophidae 
Diaphus debilis (Koken, 1891) + 

Diaphus austriacus (Koken, 1891) + 
Diaphus sp. + 
Diaphus cf. cahuzaci Steurbaut, 1979 
Myctophum sp. 
Symbolephorus cf. meridionalis Steurb., 1979 
Symbolophorus? sp. 
Myctophidae gen. et sp. indet. + 

Macrouridae 
Coelorhynchus aff. toulai (Schubert, 1905) 

Coelorhynchus sp. 
Bathygadus sp. 
Macrouridae gen . et sp. indet. 

Gadidae 
Palaeogadus sp. 

Raniceps? sp. 
Gadidae gen. et sp. indet. + 

Ophidiidae 
Hoplobrotula sp. 

Gobiidae 
Gobiidae gen. et sp. indet. 
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Table 2: Distribution of otolith species in sand facies of 
Robulus Schlier s. I. of discussed well s. 

Fig. 1: The Ottnangian sediments in Upper Austria and 
Salzburg (compiled by Faupl, Rohrliehet Roetzel , 1988) 
with the situation of discussed wells . 
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Abstrakt 

Otolitova fauna piscite facie 
robulovych sliru s.l. Horniho 
Rakouska (spodni ottnang) je 
slozena z eiste morskych druhu 
indikujicich relativne znacne 
hloubky puvodniho zivotniho 
prostl'edi. Silna koroze otolitu 
a ulomkovite zachovani spolu 
s pl'evahou juvenilnich exem
plal'u ukazuji na primarne 
allochtonni puvod studovane 
asociace, ktera vsak kazdopad 
ne dokumentuje dobre spojeni 
sedimentacniho prostl'edi 
s otevl'enym mol'em. S touto 
pl'edstavou je v souladu i pl'i
tomnost cetnych druhu Zraloku 
(predatoru) i prokazana exi 
stence relativne silnych proudu 
a silne tidalni aktivity behem 
ukladani piscite facie robulo
vych sliru s.l. 

Vetsina zjistenych druhu 
kostnatych ryb je ze sedimentu 
ottnangu uvadena poprve. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Otolithenfauna der Sand
fazies des Robulus-Schliers s.l. 
in Oberösterreich (unteres Ott
nangien) ist ausschließlich aus 
marinen Arten zusammenge
setzt, die verhältnismäßig be
trächtliche Tiefen des ur
sprünglichen Lebensmilieus in
dizieren . Eine starke Korrosion 
und bruchstückartige Erhaltung 
der Otolithen sowie ein Über
gewicht juveniler Exemplare 
weisen auf einen primär al 
lochthonen Ursprung der unter
suchten Assoziation hin, durch 
die jedenfalls eine gute Verbin 
dung des Sedimentations
raums mit der hohen See doku
mentiert wird. Mit dieser Vor
stellung stehen auch das Vor
kommen zahlreicher Haifisch
arten (Raubfische) sowie die 
nachgewiesene Existenz ver
hältnismäßig starker Ströme 
und Gezeiten während der Ab
lagerung der Sandfazies des 
Robulus-Schliers s.l. im Ein 
klang. 

Die meisten ermittelten Ar
ten der Knochenfische werden 
aus den Ablagerungen des Ott
nangiens zum erstenmal ange
führt. 

CARBONIFEROUS CONODONTS FROM BRUSNiK 
ANTICLINE (SOUTH SLOVAKIA) 

F. Ebner 1
, A. Vozarov.:F, P. Straka 2

, J. Vozar2 

1 lnst. f. Geowiss. Montanuniversität, Leoben, Austria 
2 Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, Czechoslo
vakia 

Geologie structure 

The geologic structure and tectonic interpretation of the 
eastern part of the Slovenske rudohorie Mts. (Spissko-ge
merske rudohorie) are at present widely discussed in Cze
choslovakia and abroad, especially in Hungary and Austria . 

A structure test hole in the southern part of the Slo
venske rudohorie Mts. on the periphery of the Rimavska 
kotlina basin (Vozar et al. 1986) had to solve the problem 
concerning the geologic structure of the Inner West Car
pathians, i.e. the Silicicum as a nappe unit and its relation 
to the Gemericum s.s. The structure test hole was situated 
in the Brusnik anticline consisting according to earlier ideas 
(Fusan 1957, Chmelik- Jablonsky 1964, Snopko et al. 1970, 
Varga et al.1971, Mello et al. 1976, Vass et al. 1983) - of 
Early-Paleozoic complexes. These are lithologically corre
lated with the Gelnica Group, in the upper part - with 
Permian and Lower Triassie terrigencus complexes, and 
higher up with Lower-Middle Triassie limestones. The core 
of the anticline is ranged to the Devonian on the basis of 

lithological correlation with the data by Snopkova - Snop
ko (1979) . Mello (in Mello et al. 1976) regards the Early
Paleozoic complexes as the Gelnica Group, i.e. as the Gem
ericum, but he ranges the Late Paleozoic and the Mesozoic 
to the Silica nappe. According to the new interpretation by 
Mello- Vozarova (1984) the entire Brusnik anticline is part 
of the Silicicum nappe unit, presumably underlain by the 
Meliata Group (Meliaticum) . Later on (Vozarova - Vozar 
1988) the presence of an Alpine granite intrusion in deeper 
parts of the anticline was presumed. All the opinions were, 
however, based on the idea of the Gelnica Group as the ol
dest member in the core of the Brusnik anticline, and the 
anticline was regarded as part of the units in the eastern 
part of the Slovenske rudohorie Mts. and in the Slovak 
Karst, i.e . the Gemericum and Silicicum comprising Paleo
zoic complexes in their structure. 

The structure testhole at Brusnik (BRU-1) was situated in 
the core of the anticline. The lithological section of the 
1 043 m deep hole offered new data enabling the new Inter
pretation of the anticline, particularly in the relation of Pale
ozoic occurrences in Hungary. 

Following are most significant data from the borehole 
BRU-1 : 

1. The borehole penetrated two tectonically related rock 
complexes as indicated by a prominent faultat the depth of 
about 600 m; 

2. conodonts from the interval of 75-116 m of the upper 
rock complex were determined by Ebner and Straka and 
ranged to the Namurian 8-C to Westphalian A; 

3. the rock complex from the interval 0- 598.8 m with its 
Iithoiogie character and Stratigraphie position is best corre
latable with the Szendrö Fm. (described from the Szendrö 
Mts. in Hungary, Kovacs - Per6 1983, Kovacs 1987); 

4. the lower rock complex below the fault sole has so far 
not been dated biostratigraphically but it may lithologically 
correspond to olistostromes of the Rudabanya Mts., de
scribed by Kovacs (1987) . 

Lithological characteristics 

The upper part of the borehole BRU-1 to the depth of 
598.8 m consists of grey and black phyllites, metasiltstones, 
and intercalations of line-grained metasandstones, mostly 
refolded, showing a distinct cleavage . Metasediments dis
play typical features of flysch sedimentation, including 
graded- and laminar bedding . Graded-bedded intraforma
tion breccia appear amid the metasediments in the interval 
of about 497 - 541 m. Structures in the breccia correspond 
to the gravity current sediments. The fragments are angular 
ranging from 1 cm to 10 cm in size. They consist of shales, 
siltstones, acid volcanics, less lydites, and sporadical crys
talline carbonates. Clastic detritus with quartz grains in 
metasandstones has the same composition. Metasand
stones contain small amounts of plagioclase-, microper
thite- and clastic mica grains. There are also metamor
phosed volcanoclastic sandstones and rhyolite tuffs (maxi
mum in the interval of 250 - 350 m). The volcanoclastic sed
iments consist of fragments of quartz-, microperthite-, pla
gioclase phenocrysts, of occasional K-feldspar and decom
posed biotite. The microcrystalline volcanogenic matrix is 
recrystallized to quartz, sericite, ore pigment, tourmaline 
and rutile . 

Layers of grey to black, bluish -grey carbonates are in the 
interval of 75-116 m . They are divided from one another by 
dark shale layers. The carbonates are either crystalline and 
contain fragments of organic detritus, or they are slightly 
recrystallized with a micrite or microsparite texture, for
merly enriched with clay material and organic matter. ln the 
same interval (75 - 116 m) conodonts were found, deter
mined by Ebner. 

The complex of metasediments from the interval 
0-598.8 m underwent regional metamorphism to the initial 
degree of the green schist facies (the approximate temper
ature 370-400 o C). 
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Fig . 1: Lithostratigraphical scheme of rock complexes of borehole BRU - 1 
1 - loamy stony debris (Quaternary) ; 2 - very low- and low-metamor
phosed black pelites ; 3 - very low-metamorphosed pelites with thin inter
calations and laminae of silicites ; 4 - black and grey silicites; 5 - low
metamorphosed pelites containing carbonate detritus; carbonate meta
pelites ; 6 - low-metamorphosed clayey carbonates; 7 - grey, bluish 
grey crystalline carbonates ; 8 - Iaminated and graded-bedded metasilt
stones and metapelites ; 9 - metasandstones with intercalations of dark 
phyllites; 10 - very low- and low-metamorphosed sandstones; 11 - gra 
vitational slides of breccia and conglomerates; 12 - volcanoclastic meta-
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wackes ; 13 - metarhyolite tuffs ; 14 - rhyolite volcanoclasts a) in meta
pelites, b) in metasandstones ; 15 - detritus from basic volcanics ; 16 -
serpentinized pierite basalts ; 17 - prominent zones of tectonic crushing . 

Paragenesis of metamorphosed minerals: quartz + mus
covite + albite ± semigraphite, rutile, chlorite . lt was 
a low-pressure regional metamorphism, b0 of muscovite = 
8.994 A, s = 0.005, n = 60 (in Mazzoli - Vozarova 1989). 

A complex of low-grade metamorphosed sediments from 
the borehole BRU-1 (interval 0-598.8 m) cannot be com
pared to any occurrences in the Czechoslovak West Car
pathians in its lithological character and stratigraphical 
range but it is comparable with the complex of Szendrö 
phyllites in Hungary (cf. Kovacs- Per6 1983, Kovacs 1986) . 
Carbonate olistostromes containing conodonts and show
ing the flysch character of Sedimentation like in the bore
hole BRU-1 (interval 0-598.8 m) were found in the Szendrö 
Mts. in the complex of the Szendrö phyllites rhyolite meta
tuffs, tuff sandstones, turbidite conglomerates with siliclas
tic intratorrnational detritus have not been described . in the 
regional sense the Middle-Carboniferous flysch from the 
Szendrö Mts. is compared to the Hochwipfel flysch from 
the Carnian Alps and from the Karawanken. There, also 
coarse-clastic turbidites and rhyolite-dacite volcanoclastic 
material have been described (Schönlaub 1979). lt is to be 
emphasized that the Hochwipfel flysch was folded and an -

Plate 1 
Object 1 
Figures 1-3: ldiognathoides cf. corrugatus (HARRIS and HOLLINGS

WORTH, 1933) 
2 Upper view 
3 lateral view 

Object 2 
Figures 4-6: ldiognathodus or Streptognathodus 

5 upper view 
6 lateral view 
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Plate 2 
Object 3 
Figures 7- 10: ldiognathoides sp. 

8 upper view 
9 lateral view 

Object 4 
Figures 11-12: ldiognathoides sp. 

11 upper view 
12 lateral view 

chimetamorphosed prior to the deposition of the Auerning 
formation ranged to the Upper Westphalian . This is in con 
tradiction to the opinions about the Alpine age qf metamor
phosis of the Szendrö phyllites according to Arkai (1983), 
Kov<ks - Kozur- Mock (1983) . 

The lower rock complex penetrated by the borehole 
BRU-1 below the fault sole in the interval ranging to the 
depth of 1042.8 m consists of sediments and volcanics . 
Their characteristic features are : the presence of serpenti 
nized pierite basalts, black silicites alternating with pelites, 
layers of polymict coarse-grained breccia with rhyolite vol 
canoclastic material. So far we have no biostratigraphical 
data about this rock complex. 

Sediments and volcanics are very low metamorphosed 
- only the top part of the anchizone. The basic volcanics 
represent the porphyric types with ophite- or subophite 
texture and fine-grained varietes. Among original minerals 
only clinopyroxenes and plagioclases are preserved . Ba 
salts are partly serpentinized . Thin basaltic intercalations 
are in the whole complex. 

Coarse-grained polymict breccia are characterized by 
plentiful rhyolite detritus. Besides that the clastic material 
in breccia comprises various types of sericite shales, sili
cites, scarce micrite carbonates and carbonate shales and 

sporadical decomposed basic volcanics. There is a contact 
between clasts in breccia, in places without matrix. The 
structure of breccia is unsorted. ln the borehole the coarse
clastic sediments are amid dark, formerly clayey-silicite 
sediments and their contact is sharp. They have the charac
ter of slumps amid fine-grained basinal sediments. 

Analogaus conglomerates were found in Jurassie olistos
tromes of the Rudabanya Mts. in Hungary (Kovacs 1987). 
They also contain rhyolite detritus in a great amount, and 
Iimestone clasts. ln the borehole BRU-1 the rhyolite detri
tus is mostly associated with siliclastic detritus (silicites, 
shales) . No analogaus complex has been found in Paleo
zoic and Mesozoic formations of the Czechoslovak West 
Carpathians . 

Stratigraphie position 

Basing on conodonts from the interval of 75-116 m we 
range the upper rock complex (to 598.8 m) to the Namurian 
8-C or up to the Westphalian A. We have no biostratigra 
phic data about the lower rock complex (at the Ievei 600 m 
below the fault sole). So the opinion about the age of the 
oldest rocks in the core of the Brusnik anticline must be 
changed . They were regarded as Devonian on the basis of 
lithological correlations with the upper part of the Gelnica 
Group (palynological dating by Snopkova - Snopko 1979). 

Conodonts found: 
ldiognathoides cf. corrugatus (HARRIS-HOLLINGS-
WORTH, 1933) 1 ex. ldiognathoides sp. 2 ex. 
Streptognathodus vel ldiognathodus sp. 1 Ex. div. rami 
forme Elements 3 ex (Table 1) 

According to Ebner the determined forms may - in re
spect of a wider regional correlation - be ranged to ldi
ognathoides - .. Zone" corresponding to the Namurian B -
Westphalian A. 

The existing data on the stratigraphy of the Gemeric Car
boniferous particularly the conodonts from the Ochtina Fm. 
(Kozur - Mock - Mostler 1976, Kozur - Mock 1977) and 
Iithoiogie characteristics of the Ochtina Fm . (Vozarova in 
Bajanik - Vozarova - Reichwalder 1981) prove that the 
borehole BRU-1 in the interval ranging to 598.8 m cannot be 
compared to any known occurrence of the Upper Carbonif
erous in the West Carpathians. 

Conclusions 

The borehole BRU-1 was realized in the core of the Brus
nik anticline. On the basis of lithological correlation the an
ticline core was regarded as an equivalent of the upper part 
of the Gelnica Group (Lower-Middle Devonian) . The bore-

Table 1. 

Conodont Zon•s 

.. ldiognathoides Zone " 

Oeclinognathodus noduliferus 

Gnathodus bi/ineatus bo/landesis 

Gnathodus commutatus nodosus 
LoWif 

Gnathodus bilineatus bilineatus 

Gnathodus texanus 
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hole penetrated two roek eomplexes differing in lithology 
and metamorphism. The roek eomplexes are in teetonie 
eontaet with eaeh other. The upper unit eontained Namuri 
an B-C to Westphalian A eonodonts. The roek eomplex is 
eorrelated with the Szendrö phyllites Formation (the Bükki 
um) . The lower roek eomplex is eorrelated with Jurassie 
olistostromal formations of the Rudabanya faeies (Meliati 
eum) . So the Brusnik antieline is not part of the Gemerieum 
s.s. lt has the eharaeter of a nappe-imbrieation zone eom 
prising two higher-order teetonie units south of the 
Rozi\ava Iineament. 

The problern and its solution is dedieated to the 65th 
birthday of Profesor H. FLÜGEL from the Graz University. 
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Abstrakt 

Antiklinala pri Brusniku pred 
stavuje jednu z problemovych 
struktur juznej casti Slovenske
ho rudohoria . Vrt BRU-1 
(1 043 m) bol situovany do jadra 
antiklinaly, v ktorej sa doposial' 
predpokladalo vystupovanie 
gelnickej skupiny (spodny az 
stredny dev6n). Profil vrtu 
v skutocnosti zastihol dva odlis
ne subory hornin, ktore su 
V tektonickom styku. Vrchny su 
bor( na zaklade konodontov 
z h bky 75-116 m, zarad'ujeme 
k namuru B- C az vestfalu A. 
Litologicky i stratigraficky hor
niny v intervale do 598,8 m su 
korelovatel'ne s formaciou 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Brusnik-Antiklinale stellt 
eine der problemreichen Struk
turen im Südteil des Slowaki 
schen Erzgebirges dar. Die 
Bohrung BRU-1 (1 043 m) wur
de im Kern der Antiklinale an 
gesetzt, in der man bisher das 
Auftreten der Gelnica-Gruppe 
(Unter- bis Mitteldevon) ange
nommen hatte. ln Wirklichkeit 
wurden im Bohrprofil zwei un
terschiedliche Gesteinskomple
xe von tektonischer Berührung 
angetroffen. Der obere davon 
wird von uns aufgrund der Co
nodonten aus einer Tiefe von 75 
bis 116m dem Namur B-C bis 
Westtal A zugeordnet. Die Ge-

Szendrö fylitov. Sporny subor 
hornin (pod 598,8 m), zatial' bez 
biostratigrafickych dökazov 
a len na zaklade lito16gie, möze 
zodpovedaf jurskym olistostro
movym sekvenciam rudabaii
skeho vyvoja . TYmto sa zasad 
ne meni nazor na doterajsie po
stavenie antiklinaly pri Brusniku 
vo vzfahu k juznym castiam ge
merika . 

steine aus dem Tiefenbereich 
bis zu 598,8 m können litholo
gisch und stratigraphisch mit 
der Szendrö-Phyllitformation 
korreliert werden . Der strittige 
Gesteinskomplex (von 598,8 m 
an), bisher ohne biostratigra 
phische Belege, dürfte nur auf
grund der Lithologie den juras
sischen Olisthostromaschich
tenfolgen der Rudabanya -Ent
wicklung entsprechen . Durch 
diese Erkenntnisse wird die bis
herige Ansicht über die Stel
lung der Brusnik-Antiklinale in 
bezug auf die südlichen Teile 
des Gemerikums grundsätzlich 
geändert. 

A. E. REUSS' IMPORTANCE FOR RESEARCH INTO 
NEOGENE OSTRACODA IN THE VIENNA BASIN 
AND THE TAXONOMIC REVISION 
OF HIS DETERMINATIONS 

Jaromir Zelenka, Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Praha, Czecho
slovakia 

The work of A. E. Reuss on the Ostraeoda of the Ne
ogene Austro-Hungarian Basins of the year 1850 ranks with 
the dassie fundamental works devoted to ostraeod fauna . 

ln his work, written in German , the author deseribed a to 
tal of 90 ostraeod speeies, the greatest part of whieh eome 
from loealities in the Vienna Basin . (ln the supplements he 
deseribed another 6 speeies from loealities in Sieily, Eng
land and Franee.) The objeet of Reuss ' investigations were 
46 different loealities, of whieh numbers of fossil Ostraeoda 
were established in 28 plaees . They involve Baden, Möllers
dorf, Vöslau , Atzgersdorf, Meidling, Döbling, artesian wells 
near Vienna, Heiligenberg, Brunn, Moosbrunn, Nussdorf, 
Gainfahren, Steinabrunn, Garsehenthal, St. Nikolai, Wur
zing, Grossing, Freibühl, Grinzing , Rust, Mauer near Vien
na, one undefined loeality in Austria, Sopron (- Oedenburg) 
in Hungary, Kyjov (- Gaya), Podivin (- Kostel). Rudoltiee 
(- Rudelsdorf) in Czeehoslovakia, Lapugiul de Sus (- Felsö
Lapugy) in Romania, Wieliezka in Poland . Of these loeali 
ties, Nussdorf and Podivin in the faeies of the Leitha Iime
stones proved to be the riehest in Ostraeoda, then Brunn, 
Sopron, Grinzing and Rudoltiee in the Teglian facies . Halite 
and "salt" clay of Wieliezka eontained a Iot of speeies, but 
as for the number of individuals, it was far behind the 
above-mentioned loealities. 

As far as the Stratigraphie determination of layers of the 
investigated loealities is eoneerned, they ean be ineorporat
ed into the Badenian to the Pontian, the majority of them 
belonging to the Badenian. Reuss used the following, stra
tigraphieally not very clear terms, rather faeial terms : the 
Leitha limestone, whieh eorresponds to the shallow-water 
facies of the Badenian, and the Teglian . 

As stated by Reuss, at the time he wrote the work five 
genera of fossil Ostraeoda were known : Cypridella de KO 
NINCK, 1841, Cypris 0 . F. MULLER, 1776, Cytherina LA
MARCK, 1818, Cypridina EDWARDS, 1840, Cyprella de KO
NINCK, 1841. The material investigated by Reuss only eon
tained representatives of genera Cypridina and Cytherina. 
The author also mentioned that of all the speeies investi
gated by him, only 12 vyere more widely distributed : Cyther
ina subdeltoidea (MUNSTER, 1830), C. Mülleri REU.?S. 
1850, Cypridina trigonella .. REUSS, 1850, C. punetata (MUN
STER, 1830), C. Haueri (ROMER, 1838), C. deformis REUSS, 
1850, C. hastata REUSS, 1850, C. suleato-punetata REUSS, 
1850, C. Haidingeri REUSS, 1850, C. eornuta (RQMER, 
1838). C. plieatula REUSS, 1850, C. Edwardsi (ROMER, 
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List of ostracod fauna in REUSS (1850) : 

Original name Revision 

Cytherina subdeltoides Bairdia subdeltoidea (MÜNSTER, 
v. MSTR. 1830) 

Cytherina abscissa m. Amplocypris abscissa (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytherina lucida m . unrevised, documentation material is 

missing 
Cytherina semicircula- Pseudocandona semicircularis 

ris m . (REUSS, 1850) - rev. JIRiCEK (1985) 
Cytherina unguiculus Candona (Serbiella) u. unguiculus 

m . (REUSS, 1850) - rev. KRSTIC (1985) 
CaspioJI_a unguiculus (REUSS, 1850) -
rev. JIRICEK (1985) 

Cytherina mytiloides unrevised, documentation material is 
m . missing 

Cytherina arcuata v. Phlyctenophora arquata (MÜNSTER, 
MSTR. 1830) 

Cytherina auriculata m. Hungarocypris auriculata (REUSS, 
1850) 

Cytherina inflata m. unrevised, documentation material is 
missing 

Cytherina abbreviata Cypria_a_bbreviata \REUSS, 1850) -
rev. JIRICEK (1985 

Cytherina gracilis m. unrevised, documentation material is 
missing 

Cytherina neglecta m . unrevised, documentation material is 
missing 

Cytherina recta m . Amplocypris recta (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytherina longa m. Cushmanidea longa (REUSS, 1850~ -

rev. BRESTENSKA, JIRiCEK (1978 • 
genus appurtenance is debatable 

Cytherina tenuis m . Leptocythere tenuis (REU.~S. 1850) 
Cytherina compressa Cytherella compressa (MUNSTER, 

v. MSTR. 1830) 
Cytherina sublaevis m . unrevised, documentation material is 

missing 
Cytherina Cytherella (REUSS, 1850) - rev. BRESTENSKA. 

dilatata JIRiCEK (1978) 
Cytherina ovulum m. Xestoleberis ovulum (REUSS, 1850) -

rev. OERTLI (1956) 
Cytherina exilism. Bairdia exilis (REUSS, 1850) - rev. 

REUSS (1860), unrevise~ late, 1830 
Cytherina Mülleri v. Cytheridea muelleri (MUNSTER) 

MSTR. 
Cytherina salinaria m. unrevised, documentation material is 

missing 
Cytherina heterostig- Cyprideis heterostigma (REUSS, 1850) 

mam. 
Cytherina subteres m . a synonym to Cyamocytheridea lep-

tostigma Ieptastigma (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytherina obesa m. Cyprideis heterostigma obesa 

!REUSS, 1850) - rev. KOLLMANN 
1960) 

Cytherina falcata m . Bairdia falcata (REUSS, 1850) - rev. 
REUSS (1860) , unrevised later, docu-
mentation material is missing 

Cytherina Ieptastigma Cyamocytheridea Ieptastigma 
m. (REUSS, 1850) 

Cytherina tumida m. Xestoleberis tumida (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytherina crystallina Parakrithe crystall.ina \fEUSS, 1850) -

m . rev. BRESTENSKA, Jl iCEK (1978) 
Cytherina strigulosa m . Haplocytheridea strigulosa (REUSS, 

1850) - rev. KEY (1957) 
Cytherina setigera m . unrevised, documentation material is 

missing 
Cytherina pilosella m . Xestoleberis pilosella (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytherina glabrescens Xestoleberis glabrescens (REUSS, 

m. 1850) 
Cytherina trichospora unrevised, documentation material is 

m . missing 
Cytherina seminulum Cyprideis seminulum (REUSS, 1850) 

m. 
Cytherina tribullata m . unrevised 
Cytherina expansa m. llyocypris expansa (REUSS, 1850) -

rev. KRSTIC (1985) 
Cypridina punctatella Loxoconcha punctatella (REUSS, 

m. 1850) 
Cypridina notata m . Aurila notata (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina Philippi m . . Aurila philippii (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina trigonella m. Aurila trigonella (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina cinctella m . Aurila cinctella (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina galeata m . Aurila galeata (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina cicatricosa Aurila cicatricosa (REUSS, 1850) 

m. 
Cypridina Kostelensis Urocythereis kostelensis (REUSS, 

m. 1850) 
Cypridina angulata m. Aurila angulata (RE.\JSS, 1850) 
Cypridina punctata Aurila punctata (MUNSTER, 1830) 

v.M . 
Cypridina deformis m . Pokornyella deformis (REUSS, 1850) 
Cypridina hastata m . Loxoconcha hastata (REUSS, 1850) 

Cypridina sagittula m . 
Cypridina lacunosa m . 

Cypridina Haueri RÖM. 
Cypridina reniformis m. 

Cypridina opaca m. 
Cypridina clathrata m. 

Cypridina loricata m . 

Cypridina folliculosa m . 

Cypridina similis m. 

Cypridina spinulosa m. 

Cypridina hispidula m. 
Cypridina brunnensis 

m. 
Cypridina granifera m. 
Cypridina asperrima 

m. 
Cypridina coelacantha 

m. 
Cypridina hystrix m. 

Cypridina omphalodes 
m. 

Cypridina sulcato
punctata m . 

Cypridina canaliculata 
m. 

Cypridina daedalea m . 

Cypridina carinella m. 
Cypridina bituberculata 

m. 
Cypridina rostrata m. 

Cypridina Haidingeri m. 
Cypridina transylvanica 

m. 
Cypridina Ungeri m . 

Cypridina corrugata m . 

Cypridina truncata m. 
Cypridina verrucosa 

m. 
Cypridina coronata 

RÖM. 

Cypridina C<!rnuta 
RÖM. 

Cypridina vespertilio 
m. 

Cypridina triquetra m. 

Cypridina pygmaea m . 
Cypridina denudata m. 

Cypridina plicata v . M . 
Cypridina polyptycha 

m. 

Cypridina plicatula m. 

Cypridina Edwardsi 
RÖM. 

Cypridina tricostata m . 
Cypridina reticulata m . 

Loxoconcha sagittula (REUSS, 1850) 
Cytheromorphjj! )l!cunosa (REUSS, 
1850) - rev. JIRICEK (1985) 
Leptocythere (Amnicythere) lacunosa 
(REUSS, 1850) -:: rev. KRSTIC (1985) 
Aurila haueri (ROMER, 1838) 
Hemicytheria reniformis (REUSS, 
1850) 
Aurila opaca (REUSS, 1850) 
unrevised, documentation material is 
missing 
Hemicytheria loricata 
(REUSS, 1850) - rev. JIRiCEK (1985) 
Hemicytheria folliculosa (REUSS, 
1850) 
probably a synonym to Aurila haueri 
(RÖMER, 1838) 
Falunia spinulosa (REUSS, 1850) -
rev. BRESTENSKA, JIRiCEK (1978) 
Aurila hispidula (REUSS, 1850) 
Hemicytheria brunnensis (REUSS, 
1850) 
Loxoconcha granifera (REUSS, 1850) 
Henryhowella asperrima (REUSS, 
1850

) . d d . t . I . unrev1se , ocumentat1on ma ena 15 
missing 
Acanthocythereis hystrix (REUSS, 
1850) 
Hemicytheria omphalodes ompha
lodes (REUSS, 1850) 
Tenedocythere sulcatopunctata 
(REUSS, 1850) 
Callistocythere canaliculata (REUSS, 
1850) 
Callistocythere daedalea (REUSS, 
1850) 
Bosquetina carinella (REUSS, 1850) 
Occultocythereis bituberculata 
(REUSS, 1850) - rev. RUSSO (1968) 
unrevised, documentation material is 
missing 
Hermanites haidingeri (REUSS, 1850) 
Trachyleberis transylvanica (REUSS, 
1850) - rev. SCHEREMETA (1961) 
Ambostracon ungeri (REUSS, 1850) -
rev. KOLLMANN (1971) 
Pachycaudites ungeri (REUSS, 1850) 
Mutilus corrugatus (REUSS, 1850) -
rev. KOLLMANN (1971) 
Cnestocythere truncata (REUSS, 1850) 
Verrucocythereis verrucosa (REUSS, 
1850) 
the material from REUSS' collection 
probably corresponds to Pterygocyth
ereis calcarata (BO~QU~1 1852) -
sensu BRESTENSKA, JIRitEK (1978) 
Pterygocythereis cornuta (RÖMER, 
1838) - rev. KEY (1957) 
Cytheropteron vespertilio (REUSS, 
1850) 
Paracytheridea triquetra (REUSS, 
1850) 
Eucytherura pygmaea (REUSS, 1850) 
unrevised, documentation material is 
missing .. 
Cythere plicata (MUNSTER, 1830) 
Climacoidea polyptycha (REUSS, 
1850) - rev. RUSSO 11968) 
Mutilus polyptychus REUSS, 1850) 
Falunia plicatula (REUSS, 1850), 
Olimfalunia plicatula (REUSS, 1850) -
rev. CARBONEL P.J1985) 
Costa edwardsi (ROM ER, 1838) 

Costa tricostata (REUSS, 1850/ 
Costa reticulata (REUSS, 1850 . 

1838) . The occurrence of other species is confined to ind i
vidual collecting localities or to a very small number ot lo
calities. 

ln the systematic part ot the work, Reuss gave relatively 
detailed descriptions ot both represented genera Cytherina 
and Cypridina . He characteri zed them and defined their 
mutual ditterences. The description ot each species is pre
ceded by a briet diagnosis in Latin , and the average size ot 
the lengths ot valves is given . The description proper is 
briet, as a rule , tirst the overall shape ot the valve trom the 
lateral view is given, further then the shape and size ot the 
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anterior and posterior margins, frequently also the shape of 
the dorsal and ventral margins. This is followed by a de
scription of sculptural elements, such as ribs, pits, nodes, 
spines, etc., and of their positions on the valve surface, 
sometimes, a briet description of the hingement is in
cluded. The imperfection of optical microscopes of that 
time is most likely responsible for some inaccuracies in 
Reuss' descriptions, e.g . on the valve surfaces of some 
species, he describes short hairs, which are obviously nor
mal pore canals. The description is followed by a Iist of the 
localities, where the respective species was found. 

The work is supplemented with 4 tables which depict the 
valves or carapaces of each species from outer lateral, and 
ventral or dorsal views. Only with some few species the in
ner view is given, depicting first of all the seivage pattern. 
Singularly, there are details of valve surfaces. Although the 
Ievei of the depictions is fairly good forthat time, the reso
lution power in smooth, unsculptured forms is smaller. 

Note to revisions: ln some species I could not verify the 
genus classification. ln such cases I refer by abbreviation 
"rev." (revised) to the respective work. 

ln his next work, Reuss (1860) presented a Iist of o~trac
od fauna of the Miocene deposits in the environs of Ceska 
Hebova of localities Opatov, Tfebovice and Rudoltice. With 
each species he only gave the occurrence frequency and 
another collecting locality. All the 26 ostracod species 
quoted here were already described by the author in his 
work of 1850. lt is worth mentioning that the genus classifi
cation does not agree in any case with the original one, the 
species were re-classified to genera Cythere, 8airdia, Cyth
erella and Cytheridea. 

List of the occurring species : Cythere galeata (REUSS), 
C .. ~ituberculata (REUSS), C. plicata (REUSS), C. Edwardsi 
(ROMER), C. cinctella (REUSS), C. cicatricosa (REUSS), C. 
angulata (REUSS), ~- deformis (REUSS), C. hastata 
(REUSSl, C. Haueri (ROMER), C. similis (REUSS), C. hystrix 
(REUSS , C. canaliculata (REUSS), C. Haidingeri (REUSS), 
C. corrugata (REUSS), C. verrucosa (REUSS), C. polypty
cha (REUSS), C. plicatul9 (REUSS), C. reticulata .(REUSSl, 
8airdia subdeltoidea (MUNSTER), 8 . arcuata (MUNSTER , 
8. exilis (REUSS), 8. falcata (REU.~S), 8 . glabrescens 
(REUSS), ~ytherella compressa (MUNSTER), Cytheridea 
Mülleri (MUNSTER). 
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Abstrakt 

Prace A. E. Reusse o ostrako
dech neogennich panvi Ra
kousko-Uherska z roku 1850 pa 
tri mezi klasicka, zakladni dila 
venovana ostrakodove faune. 

V teto nemecky psane praci 
autor popsal celkem 90 druhü, 
z nichz pi'evazna vetsina pocha
zi z lokalit videnske panve. Po
kud se tyka stratigrafickeho 
stari vrstev zkoumanych lokalit, 
lze je zai'adit do badenu az pon 
tu , pi'icemz nejvice jich pati'i 
badenskemu stupni . 

U vsech Reussem popsanych 
druhü byla provedena taxono
micka revize jejich rodoveho 
urceni. 

Zusammenfassung 

Die von A. E. Reuß verfaßte 
Arbeit über Ostrakoden der 
neogenen Becken in Öster
reich -Ungarn vom J . 1850 ge
hört den klassischen, grundle
genden Werken an. die sich mit 
Ostrakodenfaunen befassen. ln 
dieser in Deutsch erschienenen 
Arbeit beschrieb der Verfasser 
insgesamt 90 Arten, von denen 
die überwiegende Mehrheit aus 
Fundorten im Wiener Becken 
stammt. Was das stratigraphi
sche Alter der Schichten an un
tersuchten Fundorten betrifft, 
kann man sie in das Baden bis 
Pont einstufen, wobei die mei 
sten davon der Baden-Stufe 
angehören. An allen von Reuß 
beschriebenen Arten wurde ei 
ne taxonomische Revision ihrer 
Gattungsbestimmung durchge
führt . 

METAMORPHie EVOLUTION OF THE VEPORICUM 
(CONTRIBUTION TO POSSIBLE GORRELATION 
WITH THE EASTERN ALPS} 

Vladimir Bezak, Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura, Bratislava, 
Czechoslovakia 

Metamorphism in the West Carpathians should be con
sidered from several aspects. First of all there is a close re 
lation between metamorphism and tectonics - like in the 
Alps (M . Frey et al. 1974) and in other regions (e. g. G. 8 . 
Haxelet al. 1984). Recent investigations of crystalline com 
plexes in the West Carpathians revealed fragments of 
a formerly uniform Hercynian system . The nature of Lower 
Paleozoic sediments and volcanics indicates that the sys
tem was formed upon Proterozoic continental crust. ln re
spect of geotectonics it is the evolution of intracratonic 
orogen also described from other parts of the Hercynides 
(e. g. Dalmayrac et al. 1980). The results of the study of Eu
ropean Hercynides indicate the dynamical character of the 
Hercynina orogeny (P. Matte 1986). Recently it was proved 
by the research in the Veporicum of the West Carpathians 
(V. 8ezak 1988). ln the West Carpathians the Hercynian sys
tem was completely destroyed during the Alpine tectogen
esis. Fragments of the Hercynian system and Precambrian 
elements are incorporated in the structure of new Alpine 
tectonic units (Tatricum, Veporicum) practically ignoring 
the Hercynian structure . 

The Veporicum, mainly its southern part is most favou 
rable for the analysis of metamorphism. On a relatively 
small area there are the elements of all the three structural 
and age Ieveis, i. e. the Upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic (up
per structural Ieveis) units, Lower Paleozoic complexes 
(middle Ievei) and the complexes of the lower Ievei (their 
elementary classification was presented by V. 8ezak 1988). 
Recently we advanced in the range of information about 
tectonic position of particular complexes, their lithological 
content and grade of metamorphosis, and in age determi 
nations, mainly of Lower Paleozoic complexes. 

ln the Veporicum the lowest Ievei is represented by 
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gneisses and migmatites - perhaps products of Cadomian 
metamorphism. So far there is only indirect evidence of 
their age: change of metamorphosis in comparison with 
Lower Paleozoic complexes, different structural pattern, 
tectonic breccias of these rocks cemented by Hercynian 
granitoids, deformational structures (lineations, boudinage) 
occurring under the conditions of higher-rank metamor
phism than Alpine. The primary metamorphosis ranged up 
to temperatures above 600 oc (according to the first re
cords of the graphite and garnet-biotite thermometers), 
Hercynian metamorphism had diapthoritic effects upon the 
rocks. 

Fragments of Early Paleozoic metamorphites (mica
-schist complex of Ostra and Klenovec complex of biotite 
albitized gneisses) underwent the Hercynian regional dy
namic medium-pressure metamorphosis. The lower age Ii 
mit of the metamorphosis is defined by the age of sedi 
ments (Silurian-Devonian), the upper age Iimit is indicated 
by the upper Carboniferous Sedimentation (its metamor
phosis and tectonic position arealready different) . The me
tamorphism was evidently the most intensive at the end of 
the Devonian and during the Lower Carboniferous. ln anal
ogy with the Bohemian Massif the process of metamorpho
sis might be Ionger (J. Chab - M. Suk 1977). According to 
paragenetic analysis the conditions of metamorphism are 
close to the low grade/medium grade boundary in the 
sense of H. G. F. Winkler (1979) - to the almandine zone of 
the green schist facies with a stable chlorite + muscovite 
association . On the basis of petrogenetic lattice and geoth
ermometric determinations (we have used the garnet-bio
tite and graphite thermometers and the results show 
a good accordance) the conditions of metamorphism may 
be determined to 450 - 530 oc and 400-500 MPa. Main 
differences between Lower Paleozoic complexes are not in 
the grade of metamorphosis but in lithology (the complex 
of Ostra consists of pelites with a small portion of basic 
volcanics; the Klenovec complex consists of psammites 
with admixture of intermediary volcanic material) . The pro
ducts of the first - synkinematic stage of the Hercynian 
metamorphism were later overlain by the products of the 
static thermal phase, most likely associated with intrusions 
of Late Hercynian granitoids and with heat outlets in the 
form of thermal domes. Analogous evolution of Hercynian 
metamorphism is also described from other parts of Euro
pean Hercynides (Ch. Pin - J . J . Peucat 1986) . Local more 
intensive static metamorphosis of Cadomian metamor
phites may be explained by the .. basement effects" (in the 
sense of J. M . Fontaille - G. Guitard 1964) . 

The nature of the Alpine metamorphism may be studied 
on the rocks of the upper structural Ievei (Upper Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic) overlying the complexes of the lower and 
middle Ieveis. The rocks are only incorporated in the Alpine 
tectonic structures. The Upper Paleozoic complexes (main
ly the Sinec complex) differ markedly from the Lower Pale
ozoic also in their lithological content (occurrences of mag 
nesite, metaconglomerates, basic volcanics), and in the 
grade of metamorphosis (synkinematic metamorphosis did 
not surpass the chlorite zone) . The Alpine metamorphism 
proceeded in two stages - with synkinematic crystalliza 
tion of minerals in the chlorite zone, and with postkinemat
ic crystallization of mainly biotite and garnet. ln this stage 
also crystallization of disthene and chloritoid proceeded, 
for instance on the contact with the Gemericum (S . Vrana 
1964) . Theseminerals were also in other parts of the Vepor
icum and their origin is influenced by chemical composition 
of rocks. Rocks affected by pre-Aipine metamorphosis un
der similar conditions underwent hardly distinguishable al
terations (isozonal recrystallization) whereas rocks affected 
by metamorphosis of higher rank, show effects of diaph
thoresis . 

According to K/Ar dating the Alpine metamorphism pro
ceeded mainly during the Cretaceous (94± 18 Ma - J . Bur
ehart et al. 1987) and its upper age Iimit is defined by the 
uplift of the Veporicum (fission tracks indicate its beginning 

about 75 Ma ago - J. Kral' 1982) . V. Hurai (1983) estimates 
the rate of uplift to 0,3 mm per year. So in contrast to the 
Alps the metamorphism in the Veporicum ·did not extend to 
the Neoalpine period . According to the records by the gar
net-biotite and graphite thermometers the synkinematic 
metamorphosis proceeded at the temperatures 360 -
430 oc and pressure about 400 MPa (according to petrog
enetic lattice). The postkinematic metamorphosis had 
a variable extent (the effects of granitoids) and proceeded 
under higher temperatures (formation of biotite and gar
net) . lt is generally presumed that the Alpine metamor
phism proceeded under the conditions of the thickness of 
overlying complex at least 5 - 10 km which is sought either 
in the denuded nappe of the Tatricum (S . Vrana 1980) or of 
the Gemericum (D. Plasienka 1984). The question concern
ing the role of the nappes of the basement is still un 
answered . 
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Abstrakt 

V clanku je analyzovany me
tamorfny vyvoj krystalinika ve
porickej jednotky Zapadnych 
Karpat na zaklade najnovsich 
v'{skumov. V dnesnej stavbe 
veporika su zakomponovane 
elementy troch orogenov -
najstarsieho (kadomskeho?), 
hercynskeho a alpinskeho. To
mu odpoveda aj metamorfny 
vyvoj veporika, ktory prebiehal 
V niekoJ'kych etapach V SUhlase 
s tektonickym vyvojom . V praci 
su charakterizovane aj pod 
mienky vsetkych etap meta 
morfozy. 

Zusammenfassung 

Im Artikel ist die metamor
phe Entwicklung des Kristallins 
der Vepor-Einheit in den West
karpaten auf Grund der neu
esten Ergebnisse analysiert. 
Am heutigen Bau des Vepori
kums sind Elemente von drei 
Orogenen beteiligt, nämlich 
?kadomische, herzynische und 
alpine. Dem entspricht auch die 
metamorphe Entwicklung des 
Veporikums, welche in einigen 
Etappen in Übereinstimmung 
mit der tektonischen Entwick
lung verlief. ln der Arbeit sind 
auch die Bedingungen aller 
Etappen der Metamorphose 
charakterisiert. 
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THE MOLDANUBICUM - AN OLD NUCLEUS 
IN THE HERCYNIAN MOUNTAIN RANGES 
OF CENTAAL EUROPE 

Gerhard Fuchs, 
Geologische Bundesanstalt, Wien, Austria 

1. lntroduction 

For many years the Moldanubicum was accepted as the 
old core of the Bohemian Massif - a median mass 
(STILLE, 1951; ZOUBEK et al. 1960, SVOBODA et al. 1966 
a. o .). For most geologists .,Moldanubicum" was synony
maus with Precambrian . There is a tendency now to leave 
this conservative view. THIELE (1976 a, b, 1984) takes the 
nappe structures of the Moldanubicum like those of the 
Moravicum as Hercynian in age. This view is supported by 
TOLLMANN (1982, 1985), who concludes on the observa
tions of fold vergencies that the Moldanubian nappes are 
derived from 300 km to the W . Matte et al. (1985) also fa 
vour E-directed Hercynian nappes in the Moldanubicum of 
the Waldviertel on the basis of combined structural -geo
chronological studies. Siluro-Devonian microfossils dis
covered in the Varied Group of southern Bohemia provide 
a surprise : Parts of the Moldanubicum are Palaeozoic in 
age (ANDRUSOV & CORNA; 1976; PACLTOVA, 1980, 1986). 
Th.e geochronological studies by van BREEMEN et al. (1982) 
brmg the result that the granulite facies metamorphism, 
SE-directed thrusting and plutonism all occurred within the 
period of 345±5 and 331 ±4 ma. 

Thus all recent research seems to support the concept of 
a uniform Hercynian orogene comprizing both the Moldan
ubicum and the Moravicum. Nappes directed ESE are the 
prominent structural elements in the south-eastern parts of 
the Bohemian Massif. 

Certainly it does not mean .,to be in", if one puts arg~ 
ments in favour of the old view of a Moldanubicum repres 
enting a median block. However there are series of facts in
consistent with the assumption of a uniform homogeneaus 
Hercynian mountain system in the Bohemian Massif. 
Therefore I contested this view in my 1986 paper. Since 
then the Wolfshof Syenite has been dated (pers. comm . by 
Prof. W . FRANK, Geol. lnst. Univ. Vienna). which provides 
another essential argument against the concept of Hercyni
an intra-Moldanubian nappe structures. ln the following the 
problern is discussed particulary in respect to the Austrian 
portions of the Bohemian Massif. 

2. The Moldanubian Rocks and Structures 

The Variscian Moldanubian Pluton intruded a rock com
plex with characteristic rock associations, and orogenic 
zoning . 

ln southern Bohemia the zonal arrangement follows 
a SW-NE-strike, and the regional dip is NW. The lowest 
series are the monotonaus Kaplice Micaschists followed by 
the Varied Series 1

) with its marbles, graphite schists, quart
zites, paragneisses and amphibolites . Large bodies of hy
brid orthogneiss resemble the Gföhl Gneiss of the Wald 
viertel. ln the NW, thus apparently in the highest position, 
large granulite masses and associated ultramafites follow. 

ln the Waldvierteland Moravia the regional strike is 
SSW-NNE with dip towards the ESE. We find the same 
rock assemblages as in Bohemia and the same sequence of 
zones. The Monotonaus Series is the lowest complex suc
ceeded by the Varied Series. Then follow the Gföhl 
Gneisses and at the top the granulites with their associate 
series . 

Thus in Bohemia as in the Waldviertel and Moravia we 
find the high-grade metamorphics, migmatites, and or
thogneisses regularly overlying the metasedimentary series 
of lower grade of alteration . ZAYDAN & SCHARBERT 
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(1983) found P/T conditions of ca . 630 ° C/3 Kbs for the Mo
notonous Series, ca . 670 ° C/5 Kbs for the Varied Series . 
HÖGELSBERGER (1987) examined the carbonates of the 
latter series and deduced ca . 700 o C/5.5-7.5 Kbs. PETRA
KAKIS (1986) studied the gneisses of the .. same unit and 
suggested even 700-770° C/7 - 9 Kbs. HOGELSBERGER 
(1987) notes that he did not find a change in metamorphism 
between the Varied Series and the overlying Gföhl Unit. 
The granulite series making up the upper portions of the 
named unit, however, were formed under > 760 o Cl > 
11 Kbs (SCHARBERT & KURAT, 1974). Associated with the 
granulites we find pyrope peridotites and garnet pyroxen 
ites derived from the upper mantle (DOBRETSOV et al. 
1984; SCHARBERT & CARSWELL, 1983) . 

The inversion of metamorphic complexes, no doubt, was 
brought about by tectonics. ln form of nappes the high 
grade metamorphic complexes came in superposition on 
less altered rocks. The importance of thrust tectonics first 
emphasized by F. E. SUESS (1903, 1912) was extended to 
the internal parts of the Moldanubicum by FUCHS (1971, 
1976), MATURA (1976) and THIELE (1974, 1976, 1984). Re
garding the delimitation of the units, age and vergency of 
thrusting the opinions of the named authors are diverging . 
However it is evident that the Moldanubicum is character
ized by certain rock association (granulite series, Gföhl 
Gneiss, Varied and Monotonaus Series), nappe tectonics, 
typical zoning and the SW-NE-to-SSW-NNE-trend of orog -
enic belts . · 

3. The Relations between Moldanubicum and Bavaricum 

lt was usual in Austria and Bavaria to regard the Moravi 
cum as an individual unit in the sense of F. E. SUESS and to 
take the rest of the Bohemian Massif as Moldanubicum. 
Thus the Hercynian belt of the Mühlviertel, Sauwald and 
Bavarian Forest was too named ., Moldanubicum". FUCHS 
(1976) introduced the term Bavaricum for the named belt, 
because it represents a new orogenic zone, which has to be 
distinguished from the Moldanubicum typified in the pre
ceding chapter. 

FISCHER (1959) , FISCHER & TROLL (1973), FUCHS 
(1962), FUCHS & THIELE (1968) , a. o. describe the rotation 
of the NE-SW-trending structural elements of southern Bo
hemia into the Hercynian NW-SE-strike of the Bavarian 
Forest and the Mühlviertel. Parallel with the structural 
transformation the typical rock assemblage of the Moldan
ubicum is progressively overprinted by metablastesis and 
finally obliterated . A new crystalline formed with NW-SE 
orientated Hercynian granites and migmatites . ln passage 
zones,such as the Böhmer Wald , or in the Kropfmühl area 
in Bavaria remains of the older complex are partly pre
served. 

Thus the well -dated Hercynian orogenic belt cuts the NE
SW-striking zones of a pre-existing mountain system at 
right angles. The old foliation and axes are rotated into the 
new direction and the old, very characteristic rock associa
tions are obliterated by migmatization. Therefore it is docu
mented that the crystalline complex of southern Bohem
ia - the Moldanubicum - is older than the Bavaricum, 
which was formed in Hercynian times. Definitely there are 
more than one structural and metamorphic phases (see al 
so FISCHER & TROLL; 1973). 

4. The Relations between the Moldanubicum and Moravi
cum2) 

A tectonic discordance is very conspicuous if two orog 
enic belts meet at right angles as along the Moldanubicum/ 
Bavaricum contact. ln the Waldvierteland Moravia both the 
Moldanubicum and Moravicum show similar regional NNE
SSW strike . There the structural unconformity is primarily 
expressed in the direction of dip: The rock series of the 
Moldanubicum predominantly dip ESE, whereas the Morav
icum shows a regional plunge towards the W. The two 
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complexes join along the Moldanubian Thrust (F. E. SU
ESS) a tectonic plane dipping towards the W. After thrust
ing this thrust plane was deformed - in culminations the 
Moravicum is exposed in tectonic windows (Thaya and 
Svratka Windows). Detailed mapping showed that the in
ternal structures in the Moravicum are in conformity with 
the Moldanubian Thrust. Those of the Moldanubicum, how
ever, are disconformable. The Moldanubian Thrust marks 
the western boundary of the Thaya Window. The Moravian 
rock series follow parallel to this line (PI. 1 ). But the Mol
danubian zones join the Moldanubian Thrust in a discor
d a nt way. The Varied Series strikes from the Jauerling via 
Krumau/Kamp to the area of Messern, where it comes in 
contact with the Moravicum. The Gföhl Gneiss meets the 
Moravicum at Horn. The Rehberg Amphibolites and parag
neisses of the lower Kamp Valley border the Moravicum E 
of this valley. NW of the Messern Bow the Moravicum is 
approached by the Blumau Granulite from the W. Gföhl 
Gneisses from the NW, and the Varied Series from the N, 
from Drosendorf. Also in the CSSR various rock series of 
the Moldanubicum border the Moravicum. 

When we follow the named Moldanubian series as they 
approach the Moravicum we observe increasing retro
gressive metamorphism. The granulite facies rocks and 
series of the sillimanite zone are adapted to the kyanite or 
staurolite zones of amphibolite facies . There are also struc
tural changes near to the Moldanubian Thrust: S of Mess
ern the Varied Series shows huge recumbent folds in km
dimensions. The Gföhl Gneiss is deformed in E-directed 
isoclinal folds, which explain its peculiar areal extent and 
pseudosynclinal form in the Gföhl area. The Drosendorf 
Window is an E-directed antiform with overturned eastern 
flank. Thus the Moldanubian Thrust is followed by a zone 
several km wide, which is dominated by intensive E-vergent 
folding . lt is a zone where the Moldanubian sequences are 
inverted (PI 1 ,2). This type of deformation is accompanied 
by retrogressive metamorphism. The most conspicuous 
change is from the paragneisses to micaschists. SUESS 
(1908, 1912) therefore introduced the term Micaschist Zone 
to this belt and gave the right explanation of its origin. The 
retrogressive natur~ of the Micaschist Zone was further 
substantiated by KOLBL (1922). Modern petrological stud
ies all show two distinct metamorphic phases in the Mol- , 
danubicum (FUCHS & SCHARBERT, 197.~; GÖTZINGEf.!, 
1981; ZAYDAN & SCHARBERT, 1983; HODL, 1985; HO
GELSBERGER, 1987). 

lt is evident that the internal structures of the Moldanubi
cum and its rock assemblages are older than the Moldanu
bian Thrust and the accompanying deformations and alter
ations. Following F. E. SUESS we may accept the latter as 
Hercynian in age. Though the Hercynian metamorphism af
fected the whole Moldanubicum, the preexisting rocks and 
structures remained predominantly metastable. Only in 
a several km wide marginal zone the rocks became adapted 
to the Hercynian metamorphism. This probably is due to 
the intensive Hercynian deformation in this marginal belt, 
where a new crystalline was formed . 

Thus like in Bohemia there is evidence in the Waldviertel 
and Moravia that the Moldanubian rock associations and 
structures are older than the adjoining Hercynian orogenic 
zone. 

5. The Relation of the Hercynian lntrusives to the Sur
rounding Crystallines 

The sequence of Hercynian magmatites was investigated 
by WALDMANN (1951, 1958). Recently S. SCHARBEAT 
(1987) has given geochronological dating of the main types 
of granitoids in the Austrian part of the Bohemian Massif. 
The Weinsberg Granite and Mauthausen Granite are about 
of the same age (349±4 resp. 353±5 m. a.) . From field evi 
dence the Weinsberg Granite always proves to be older. 
The Eisgarn Granite gave an age of 316 ± 7 m. a. 

ln the Waldviertel all these granites show sharp con-

tacts, migmatization is insignificant, and swarms of dikes 
occur occasionally. All evidence shows that the magma
tites intruded a pre-existing crystalline complex. The rocks 
and the structures were already formed at the time of intru
sion. 

ln the Bavaricum the older magmatites - the Weins
berg Granites and the Diorites I - are synorogenic 
(FUCHS, 1962). They are foliated and show elongate forms 
concordant to the surrounding gneisses. The Weinsberg 
Granite passes into the accompanying migmatites (Grob
korngneiss; Schlierengranite, FINGER, 1986). All Observa 
tions point to syntectonic intrusion during regional metam
orphism. The younger magmatites, Diorites II, Mauthausen 
Granite, and Eisgarn Granite exhibit predominantly sharp 
discordant contacts and insignificant migmatization. lt is 
obvious that the crystalline was already cooling at the time 
of their intrusion. 

The different appearance of the Weinsberg Granites in 
the Waldviertel and the Bavaricum indicates that at the 
time of regional metamorphism and tectogenesis in the 
Hercynian belt the Moldanubian complex was already exist
ing. 

6. The Age of the Moldanubian Rocks and Structures 

ln the preceding chapters it was documented that the 
Moldanubicum formed before the Hercynian zones of the 
Bavaricum and Moravicum. Therefore it shows imprints of 
polymetamorphism and several tectonic phases. Now the 
question arises whether these phases occurred in one 
orogeny (TOLLMANN, 1982) or may be attributed to differ
ent orogenies (FUCHS, 1976)? 

6.1. Radiometrie Data 

S. SCHARBEAT compiled the existing geochronological 
data in 1980: The characteristic Moldanubian rocks - the 
granulites and Gföhl Gneisses - gave ages of 485± 11 (AR
NOLD & SCHARBERT, 1973) and 491 ±24m. a. (ARNOLD 
pers. comm.) . Anatectic gneiss in Bavaria was dated 
487±20 m. a. by GRAUERT et al. (1974) . The age of the 
granulite metamorphism is dated with 446±36 m. a., and 
biotite ages indicate the cooling at the end of the Hercyni
an metamorphism. Also the Gföhl Gneiss indicates Hercy
nian alteration at 325 ± 7 m. a. and the above named ana
texites at 324± 15m. a. 

These data document a strong Caledonian regional me
tamorphism and the activity of Hercynian metamorphism, 
which however was not able to homogenize the pre-exist
ing rocks. Caledonian radiometric ages were found by var
ious authors in different parts of the European Variscides 
(DAVIS &,.SCHREYER, 1962; GRAUERT et al. 1971; GEBAU 
ER & GRUNENFELDER, 1976;"'SCHMID, 1976; DORNSIEP
EN, 1979; GEBAUER et al. 1981 ; BLÜMEL, 1982 a. o.). 

ZWART & DORNSIEPEN (1979) and DORNSIEPEN (1979) 
discuss the problern of a Caledonian thermic event or re
gional metamorphism without contemporaneous folding in 
the suprastructural series. They are inclined to explain the 
Caledonian ages as a rejuvenation in Hercynian times. ln 
my view the subfluence model (BEHR, 1978) provides a rea 
sonable solution of this problern (see chapter 8) . 

Recently the Wolfshof Syenite of the eastern Mol
danubicum has been dated (pers. comm. by Prof. Dr. 
W . FRANK, Geol. lnst. Vienna University), and a petrologi 
cal study of this magmatite is under way by H. ALIASGAR I. 
After my mappings in that area I pointed out that the 
geochronological examination of the Wolfshof Syenite 
would elucidate the age of the intra -Moldanubian nappe 
tectonics. This because of the following facts : 
1) The syenite-gneiss occurs as one respectively few rather 

continuous, concordant layers in the huge syncline of St. 
Leonhard/HW. lts position is within the paragneisses and 
amphibolites between the Gföhl Gneiss below and the 
granulite at the top. 
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Fig. 1. 
Teetonic Map of the South-Eastern Bohemian Massif 
by G. FUCHS, 1988 
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2) The faint parallel structures and massive character of the 
syenite-gneiss contrasts to the schistosity of the intruded 
rocks. This is also observed in cases where the thickness 
of the syenite-gneiss is reduced to a few meters. 

3) lnclusion of the country rock in the syenite and branch
ing sills document the magmatic contact. 
Consistent with these Observations there is only the con

clusion that the syenite intruded du ring the nappe tectonics 
and not yet in a solid state was sandwiched between the 
Gföhl Gneiss and the overthrust granulite series. Thus the 
age of the magmatite gives the age of the intra -Moldanubi
an thrusting . 

The Wolfshof Syenite was examined by whole rock Rb/ 
Sr method (8 samples) by FRANK (pers. comm .) and gave 
a good isochrone of 430± 15m. a. {Silurian) .3

). 

Contrary to the above indications of a Caledonian orog
enesis van BREEMEN et al (1982) propose a basement 
formed in the Cadomian orogeny and rejuvenated in Hercy
nian times. ln the very small t ime interval of ca . 15m. a. the 
granulites formed at 345 ± 5 m. a. , SE-to ESE-directed 
thrusting occurred at 338±3 m. a. , and granite pluton ism 
took place at 331 ±4 m. a. ln the Visean Culm conglomer
ates of the Moravo-Silesian Zone we f ind already boulders 
of granulite. 

lt is very unlikely that all these processes occurred in 
such close succession . Between the formation of the gran
ulite series with its associated rocks from the Mantle and 
the Hercynian plutons the conditions must have changed 
fundamentally. S. SCHARBERT (1987) dated the Weinsberg 
Granite wit h 349±4 m. a. , the Mauthausen Granite with 
353±5 m. a. which means that these intrusives formed ear-
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lier or approximately at the same time as the granulites! 
Again it should be stressed that the Bohemian SW-NE
trending zone containing granulites is cut and obliterated 
by the Bavaricum with its NW-SE-striking synorogenic in 
trusions of Weinsberg Granite-gneiss. Further South Bo
hemian granulites are penetrated by Rastenberg Granitoid 
(durbachite, FIALA et al. 1987, p. 11) which is generally ac
cepted as earliest Hercynian intrusive. This indicates a pre
Hercynian age of the granulites. My interpretation of the 
geochronological data by van BREEMEN et al is that they 
show the cooling towards the end of the Hercynian metam
orphism. Doubts concerning the results of van BREEMEN 
et al are also advanced by SUK (1986, p. 231 ). 

6.2. Palaeontological Evidence 

ANDRUSOV & CORNA (1976) claimed the discovery of 
microfossils in the Varied Group of southern Bohemia. 
PACL TOVA (1980, 1986) confirmed this by describing frag 
ments of acritarchs, chitinozoans, and tracheid tissues be
longing probably to vascular plants. These microfossils 
suggest Silurian and Devonian age. They were recovered 
from marbles, graphitic marbles and quartzites, erlans, par
agneisses, and micaschists. Certainly Silurian and Devoni 
an age of the Varied Series would prove the Hercynian age 
of the Moldanubian nappe structures. But the figured fos
sils are far from convincing. Further I doubt that the organ 
ic structures can be preserved in graphitized form in the 
rock series altered under conditions of the sillimanite zone 
The marbles and erlans show all signs of plastic flow, and 
the graphitic rocks are extremely deformed because of the 
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gliding facilities of graphite . Though PFLUG & REITZ (1987) 
found doubtless spores in garnet iferous micaschists, it 
should be emphasized that the metamorphism of the Vari
ed Group is much stronger. ln this context it is to note that 
the fossils discovered in the Lam-Bodenmais area in Bavar
iaare derived from Hercynian metamorphites of the Bavari 
cum and not from the Moldanubicum as understood here. 

7. The lntra-Moldanubian Nappes 

FUCHS (1971 , 1976) and SCHARBEAT & FUCHS (1981) 
designate three major tectonic units in the Waldviertel 
(from bottom to top) : 
1) The Ostrong Unit is composed by the Monotonaus 

Series (anatectic sillimanite-cordierite paragneisses) and 
very subordinate leucocratic orthogneisses, eclogitic 
rocks, and erlans. ln the W the unit is intruded by the 
Hercynian granites. Towards the SSW the unit plunges 
beneath the Varied Series of the Drosendorf Unit, which 
overrides the Ostrong Unit in the E. 

2) The Drosendorf Unit follows the Ostrong Unit tec
tonically. ln the centre of a shear zone a thin layer of 
granulite formed along the thrust plane (FUCHS & 
SCHARBERT, 1979). This dm to a few meters thick granu
lite lamella was traced for approximately 30 km. The 
Drosendorf Unit is composed of the Dobra Orthogneiss 
imd the succeeding Varied Series consisting of marbles, 
calcsil icate rocks, quartzites, graphite schists and am
phibolites in a paragneiss matrix. 

3) The Gföhl Unit rests as nappe on the above unit as 
documented by the Drosendorf Window. The Gföhl Unit 
is characterized by the Gföhl Gneiss, granulite, ultramafi 
tites, migmatitic paragneiss often containing graphite 
quartzite, the banded Rehberg Amphibolite and anortho
site amphibolite. The lower boundary of the unit is not 
well-defined as amphibolites border on both sides and 
the migmatization of the Gföhl Unit influenced the up
permost portians of the Varied Series too. Within the 
Gföhl Unit we observe the following succession {from 
bottom to top) : 
a) amphibolites, serpentinites and paragneisses 
b) Gföhl Gneiss (hybrid orthogneiss) 
c) amphibolites and paragneisses showing tendency 

towards granulite facies with the concordant intrusion 
of the Wolfshof Syenite 

d) Granulite and ultramafitites 

This sequence represents at least two structural subun
its: The Gföhl Gneiss and associated rocks and the Granu
lite Series. Thin layers of granulite along shear planes (e. g. 
at the base of the Gföhl Gneiss in the Taffa Valley) and 
granulite tendency in highly deformed portians of the Gföhl 
Gneiss indicate regional metamorphism of highest amphib
olite facies close to granulite facies. This and the granulite 
lamella at the base of the Drosendorf Unit are evidence 
that the nappe movements occurred under strong amphib
olite facies to granulite facies conditions. Also the migmati 
zation reaching down across the Gföhl and Drosendorf Un
its boundary proves thrusting under "hot" conditions of re 
gional metamorphism. These facts are the reason why 
FUCHS (1971, 1976) takes the eastern Waldvierteland Mor
avia as the root zone of the nappes. ln the frontal position , 
as assumed by THIELE (1976, 1984) and TOLLMANN (1982, 
1985), the above phenomena are not easy to understand. 
After a transport of ca . 300 km, as accepted by TOLL
MANN, a crystalline nappe w ill be cool and no granulites 
will be produced along the thrust plane. 

This brings us to the problern of the direction of 
thrusting and provenance of the nappes. As I accept the 
belt marked by Gföhl Gneiss and Granulite in the eastern 
Waldviertel and Moravia as the root zone and the Blumau
Waidhofen thrust mass as an outlier, the conclusion is W 
directed tectonic transport (FUCHS, 1971 , 1976). This was 

contested by THIELE (1976, 1984) and TOLLMANN (1982, 
1985). TOLLMANN studied the dm - to decametric folds in 
various parts of the Waldvierte l and found them all directed 
E or SE. This vergency is thought as caused by the over
riding "Gföhl Nappe". 

ln the whole region W of the Gföhl Gneiss from the Da
nube to Waidhofen/Th, my mappings revealed W -vergent 
kilometric folds, unrea lized by TOLLMANN. These huge, of
ten isocl inal folds proved to be younger than the emplace
ment of the nappes, because they deform the ready pile of 
nappes (FUCHS & FUCHS, 1986). 

Thus in the Waldviertel farther W from the Moldanubian/ 
Moravian boundary there are W -directed km-folds younger 
than the nappe tectonics and the dm-to decametric folds 
directed E according to TOLLMANN. ln the eastern margi
nal parts of the Moldanubicum all structures are uniform 
directed E. 

ln the dispute about the direction of the nappe move
ments I hesitated to use the small to medium scale folds as 
an argument, because they are not unequivocal as claimed 
by TOLLMANN. Further there are wide areas where the 
folds uniformly trend across the regional NNE-SSW-strike 
(e. g. around Spitz, where TOLLMANN (1982, p. 10 - 15) al 
so claims SE-vergency) . 

lt is the problern now whether the observed vergencies 
are re lated to the nappe movements? Most of t he E-direct
ed folds referred by TOLLMANN and shown in the figures 
are in marbles. ln these rocks we f ind the most conspicu 
ous fold patterns. However, in rocks so ready to plastic 
flow, can we expect there the preservation of older struc
tures? lt is a fact that the Moldanubicum is polyphase de
formed , whether we accept early and late Hercynian 
phases (TOLLMANN , 1982) or different orogenies (FUCHS, 
1976). Anyhow, the intra -Moldanubian nappes formed in 
the earlier phase. ln my view TOLLMANN's E-directed folds 
are Hercynian like those dated by MATIE et al (1985) 
323 ± 7 m. a. (39 Ar/40 Ar), but they are not related to the 
earlier intra-Moldanubian nappe tectonics . These older 
structures would not have survived the younger deforma
tion in marbles. 

What is now the age of the lntra -Moldanubian nappes? 
Granulites and Gföhler Gneiss dated. ca . 480 m. a. are inte
grated parts of the nappes, which therefore can not be ol 
der. On the other hand the Moldanubian structures are de
formed and obliterated along the contacts to adjoining Her
cyn ian fold belts (Bavaricum and Moravicum, see chapters 
2, 3), and thus are older. As the thrusting occurred under 
conditions of high -grade regional metamorphism (silliman 
ite zone, granulite facies) it is very suggestive that the tec
tonics immediately followed the formation of the large 
granulite masses. All that indicates Caledon ian age 
(FUCHS, 1976, 1986) wich is now proved by the 430 m. a. 
age of the Wolfshof Syenite. TOLLMANN (1982, 1985) ac
cepts early Hercynian (Bretonic) Moldanubian nappe tec
tonics overprinted by the late Hercynian Moldanubian 
Thrust. This is very unlikely because in the Bavaricum two 
orogen ic belts meet at right angles and the older is over
printed and obl iterated . lt is hard to believe that such 
a fundamental change in the tectonometamorphic pattern 
may occur within one orogeny. 

8. The Moldanubicum in the Hercynides of Europe 

TOLLMANN (1982, PI. 2) shows the Bohemian Massif in 
the context of the Hercynian belts of Europe. The Moravi 
cum is envisaged as the continuation of the Rhenohercyni
an Zone and thus belongs to the N-directed branch of the 
Hercynian orogene. The Moldanubicum represents the S
vergent branch. The EN E-striking divide between these 
branches bends to the S in Moravia . Thereby the vergency 
of the northern branch changes from NNW to NE and final 
ly to ESE. Similarly it may be expected that in the southern 
branch the SE-vergency of Bohemia should swing around 
to the W in Moravia and the Waldviertel (like in the lbero-
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Amorican arc .) Contrary TOLLMANN accepts SE-vergency 
also in the WaldvierteL 

The arc connecting the analogous zones of Bohemia with 
those of Moravia and the Waldviertel is explained by TOLL
MANN (1982, Fig. 16) as the result of the axial NE-plunge of 
the anticlinorium of the Moldanubian Pluton. There the 
frontal portions of the "Gföhl Nappe" are connected with 
those parts of the nappe nearer to the roots . This view is 
inconsistent with the bending of the whole oro 
gene (see above) . FUCHS (1986) stressesthat in accord 
ance with the bending of the whole orogene the Moldanu
bian Zone swings around from the NE-strike in Bohemia to 
the S-to SSW-strike in Moravia and the WaldvierteL in this 
sharp bend the vergency changes from SE in Bohemia to W 
in the WaldvierteL There is no necessity to assume a thrust 
distance of 300 km (TOLLMANN, 1982, 1985). 

lt seems very suggestive to me that the Palaeozoic 
mountain building in Europe was a process of very long du 
ration . lt started with the Cadomian orogeny and persisted 
through the Caledonian to the Hercynian orogeny (BEHR, 
1978, BEHR & WEBER, 1980). The Cadomian crust was re 
juvenated along subfluence zones in the sense of BEHR's 
ensial ic orogene model (1978) . But in my view it is neces
sary to distinguish between subfluence zones active at dif
ferent times. in the southern Bohemian Massif Caledoni 
a n subfluence zones are characterized by the Varied Series 
overthrust by the Gföhl Gneiss-granulite complexes. 
BEHR's Granulite-Gamet Peridotite-Migmatite Belts 5 and 
6 (in 1978, Fig. 1, p. 289) seem to join up in the area N of 
Jihlava (lglau). in Bohemia the subfluence is towards the 
NW (vergency of thrusting towards the SE), · in Moravia-

Index 
Fig. 2. 

Waldviertel it is towards the ESE (vergency towards the 
WNW). The Caledonian subfluence zones and relictic Ca
domian crust together formed a seed nucleus. Such con 
solidated masses acted as more or less rigid cores during 
the succeeding Hercynian orogeny. Their position in the 
Hercynian orogene is near the "Narbe" dividing the N-re
spectively S-directed belts. The Caledonian subfluences af
fected mainly the lower crust. in the suprastructure tecton
ics active during the sedimentation of the Ordovician-De
vonian beds of the Prague Basin (HAVLICEK, 1981) are 
a synchronaus phenomenon . 

The He rcy n i an subfluence zones follow the margins of 
the Moldanubian nucleus. They cut the internal structures 
of this block discordantly and the subfluence is directed 
beneath the Moldanubicum. The Moldanubian Thrust 
represents a subfluence zone in its upper Ievels involving 
slightly altered sedimentaries (Devonian of the Moravian 
Windows). The metamorphism along the thrust was of the 
staurolite-to kyanite grade of amphibolite facies and is re
presented in the " Micaschist Zone" . 

The Bavaricum is a subfluence zone eroded to a deep
er Ievei. lt is also of amphibolite facies grade, but with 
much anatectic mobilization and migmatization. These 
phenomena indicate rich supply in HzO . in the Bavarian -
as weil as in the Moldanubian/Moravian subfluence belt no 
granulite or derivatives thereof have been found . The gran
ulites of the Waldviertel and Moravia crop out close to the 
latter belt, but arenot the products of this subfluence zone ; 
they formed along the older E-dipping subfluence belt, 
which is cut by the W -heading Moldanubian Thrust. Granu
lites wh ich may be attributed to the post-Caledonian sub
fluence are to be expected at deeper depth. 

Hercynian rocks 

Sections across the South-Eastern part of the Bohemlan Masslf. 
Index same as for map Flg. 1. 
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Sectlon across the Bavarlcum in Upper Austria. 
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The mobile Hercynian belts surround the Moldanubian 
block, but transformed only its marginal parts ("Micaschist 
Zone", Mühl Zone, Böhmerwald Zone) . The vast central 
portions of the Moldanubicum were invaded by the Hercy
nian granitoids accompanied by a wave of heating, but the 
rock assemblages and structures remained metastable. 
Along the margins of the Moldanubicum progressive struc
tural overprinting and adaption to the new metamorphic 
conditions are observed . 

Thus I come to the conclusion that the Moldanubicum 
formed by the reactivation of the Cadomian crust in Cale
donian times. ln agreement with BEHR (1978) and BEHR & 
WEBER (1980) this rejuvenation took place along subflu 
ence zones in the internal zones of the Palaeozoic ensialic 
orogene. I explain the intra-Moldanubian nappe structures 
as Caledonian subfluence zones. 

ln Hercynian times the Moldanubicum was a consolidat
ed core. New subfluence zones developed along its mar
gins, their orientation however is different from the older 
ones . Though subfluence was a long Iasting continuous 
process in the sialic crust of Europe (BEHR, 1978). succes
sive thrust belts may be discerned . 

The Palaeozoic orogeny of Central Europe affected the 
infracrust first, later the supracrust was involved (BEHR & 
WEBER, 1980). The orogeny started with the central zones 
of the mountain belt which grew outwards by the accretion 
of younger zones . 

1
) I do not use the terms Monotonaus and Varied Group of the Czechoslo

vakian geologists, because I am excluding the granulites, Gföhl Gneisses 
and their accompanying series from the Varied Group. 

2
) The term Moravicum is used in the sense of F. E. SUESS, who designates 

the Bitesch Gneiss as Moravicum, the Micaschist Zone as Moldanubian. 
JENCEK & DUDEK (1971) took eastern portions of the Moldanubicum 
(e. g. Vratenin Series = Varied Series of Drosendort) as Moravicum, a view 
I can not follow. 

') Recently Prof. FRANK suspects that this age might be a mixed one . 
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Abstrakt 

Rada soucasnych publikaci 
interpretuje moldanubikum ja 
ko integralni cast hercynskeho 
orogenu. To znamena, ze vniti'
ni pi'ikrovova stavba moldanu
bika je hercynska, stejne jako 
vniti'ni stavba moravika . 

Na rozdil od tohoto nazoru 
autor pi'edklada doklady, ze 
moldanubikum pi'edstavuje in
tramontanni blok evropskych 
hercynid. 

1. Moldanubicka pasma v j. Ce
chach o prübehu SV-JZ jsou 
V pravem uhlu ufata bavari
kem s celkov'{m trendem SZ
JV. V tomto hercynskem pas
mu jsou moldanubicke struk
tury smazany a rotovany do 
noveho smeru. 

2. Ve Waldviertlu a na Morave 
je moldanubikum nasunuto 
na moravikum podel pi'esmy
ku hercynskeho stari, upada
jiciho k Z.Tato plocha utina 
vniti'ni struktury moldanubi
ka, upadajici k V, diskordant
ne. V teto okrajove casti je 
moldanubikum postizeno re
trogradni metamorf6zou 
a pi'evrasnenim. 

3. Starsi intruziva moldanubic
keho plutonu jsou vüci mol
danubickemu komplexu post
tektonicka , v hercynskem ba
variku jsou synorogenni. 

4. Granulity, ktere vznikly jako 
tektonity podel intramolda
nubickych sti'iznych ploch, 
naznacuji, ze tyto pohyby 
probihaly bezprosti'edne po 
vzniku velkych teles granulitü 
a gföhlskych rul, ktere jsou 
datovany jako kaledonske . 

5. Wolfshofsky syenit byl zakli
nen podel intramoldanubic
kych pi'esmykov'{ch ploch 
v dobe, kdy nebyl jeste ve 
zcela pevnem stavu. V sou
casnosti byl datovan 430 ± 15 
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Zusammenfassung 

in einer Reihe neuerer Arbei
ten wird die Meinung vertreten, 
daß der interne Deckenbau des 
Moldanubikums variszisch wä
re wie der des Moravikums. 

Im Gegensatz dazu argumen
tiert der Autor dafür, daß das 
Moldanubikum eine Zwischen 
gebirgsmasse in den europäi
schen Varisziden bildet : 
1. Die NO-SW-streichenden 

Zonen des Moldanubikums 
Südböhmens werden von 
dem NW-SO-verlaufenden 
Bavarikum im rechten Winkel 
geschnitten. in dieser variszi 
schen Zone wird der molda
nubische Gesteinsbestand 
aufgelöst, umgewandelt, und 
die älteren Strukturelemente 
in die neue Richtung umge
regelt . 

2. Im Waldviertel und in Mäh
ren überschiebt das Molda
nubikum das Moravikum an 
einer gegen W abtauchenden 
variszischen Bewegungsflä
che - der moldanubischen 
Überschiebung. Diese Be
wegungsfläche schneidet die 
ostfallenden internen Struk
turen des Moldanubikums 
diskordant. Im Randbereich 
wird dabei das Moldanubi
kum umgefaltet und von 
rückschreitender Metamor
phose betroffen . 

3. Die älteren lntrusiva des va 
riszischen moldanubischen 
Plutons erweisen sich als 
posttektonisch gegenüber 
dem moldanubischen Gneis
komplex . Im variszischen Ba
varikum sind sie hingegen 
synorogen. 

4. Entlang innermoldanubi -
schen Bewegungsflächen bil 
deten sich Granulite als Tek
tonite . Dies spricht dafür, 
daß die Bewegungen wäh
rend hochgradiger Regional-

mili6ny Iet, coz dokumentuje 
kaledonske stari pi'ikrovove 
tektoniky. 
Vsechna tato fakta vedou 

k zaveru, ze moldanubikum 
pi'edstavuje stare jadro, pouze 
okrajove pi'epracovane v prübe
hu hercynske orogeneze. Do
mnivam se, ze ve smyslu Behra 
(1978) byla kadomska küra reju
venovana podel kaledonskych 
z6n subfluence, coz vedlo ke 
vzniku moldanubika. To tvoi'ilo 
zarodecny nukleus, pod ktery 
se ze vsech stran podel okrajü 
podsunula mobilni hercynska 
pasma . Kaledonske subfluence 
se omezily na infrakrustalni 
komplexy, kdeho hercynska 
orogeneze postihla i suprakru
stalni komplexy. Orogenni pas 
mo jevi akreci z vniti'nich a star
sich casti pi'ikladanim vnejsich 
a mladsich z6n. 

metamorphose, wohl unmit
telbar nach der Bildung der 
großen Granulit- und Gföhler 
Gneismassen erfolgten . Die
se Gesteine wurden als kale
donisch altersbestimmt. 

5. Der Wolfshafer Syenit wurde 
an innermoldanubischen 
Überschiebungen einge
schlichtet, als er noch nicht 
in festem Zustand war. Er 
wurde kürzlich mit 430 ± 15 
m. a. datiert, woraus ein kale
donisches Alter der Über
schiebung folgt . 
Alle diese Tatsachen führen 

zu dem Schluß, daß das Molda
nubikum einen älteren Kern 
darstellt, der während der va
riszischen Orogenese nur rand 
lieh überprägt wurde . Im Sinne 
von BEHR (1978) bin ich der 
Meinung, daß cadomische Kru 
ste durch kaledonische Sub
fluenzzonen reaktiviert wurde, 
was zur Bildung des Moldanu
bikums geführt hat. Dieses bil 
dete einen Kern in den Variszi
den, der an seinen Rändern 
durch die mobilen variszischen 
Zonen unterschoben wird . Die 
kaledonischen Subfluenzen ha
ben zunächst die Unterkruste 
betroffen, während die variszi 
sche Gebirgsbildung auch die 
Oberkruste erfaßt hat. Das 
Orogen wuchs von seinen inne
ren, älteren Teilen nach außen 
durch die Angliederung neuer, 
äußerer Zonen . 

Rb-Sr SYSTEMATICS OF INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
FROM THE MOLDANUBICUM AROUND JIHLAVA 

Susanne Scharbert, Geologische Bundesanstalt, Wien, 
Austria 
Marta Vesela, Geoindustria Praha, zavod Jihlava, Czecho
slovakia 

We report here about the work of the last years that was 
performed in cooperation of GEOINDUSTRIA Jihlava with 
the Geologische Bundesanstalt. The study is the continua
tion of research work that has been started on the Austrian 
part of the Moldanubian pluton (SCHARBERT 1987, 1989). 
The area around Jihlava was of special interest because in 
its vicinity the Monotonaus and Varied Groups are cropping 
out, accompanied by magmatites of very contrasting com
position, which are the topic of this paper. The Jihlava and 
Tfebic Massifs are composed of melanocratic biotite, am
phibole, and pyroxene rich rocks and the Central Moldanu
bian Pluton of light coloured biotite-muscovite bearing 
granites. Fig . 1 shows the situation of the massifs as weil as 
the sample localities from which Rb-Sr data are presented 
_below. 

The Central Moldanubian Pluton (Eisgarn Massif) 
The part of the pluton as shown in Fig . 1 extends over 

a distance of approximately 100 km in NE - SW direction. 
The maximun width of more than 20 km at the boundary 
between Austria and Czechoslovakia diminishes to the 
south and to the north to attain there the shape of apo
physes not more than 3 km broad (Fig. 6) . lt crops out as 
a body of greater width (Massif of M_elechov) NW of Hav
lickuv Brod. According to MOTTLOVA (1982) the granite is 
of relatively small thickness in its central parts dipping to 
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Fig. 1: Geological sketch map of the Central Moldanubian Pluton (oblique 
crosses) and the Jihlava and Trebic Massifs {heavy crosses). Black dots 
are sample localities. 

the west. The contacts are sharp and cut discordantly the 
country rocks of the Monotonaus and Varied Groups. 

The pluton is composed of Eisgarn type granite. This 
term comprises Eisgarn type granite s.str. (WALDMANN 
1951) as it is exclusively exposed on Austrian territory, and 
at least three different types in Czechoslovakia: Mrakotin 
(KOUTEK 1925), CimeF, and Landstein type (ZOUBEK 1949, 
DUDEK et al. 1962). The names are given to textural varie 
ties which often cannot be separated clearly, the criteria 
being the size and amount of the tabular alkali feldspar 
phenocrysts and grain size {Piate 1 ). All types are identical 
in mineralogical and chemical composition (DUDEK et al. 

Fig. 2: The composition of rocks investigated in the STRECKEISEN diag ram . 
Full line : Central Moldanubian granites, dotted line : Jihlava Massif. broken 
line : Tl'ebic Massif. 
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1962, BENES et al. 1963, D'AMICO et al. 1982, and SCHAR
BERT 1966). They contain perthitic microcline, oligoclase, 
quartz, biotite, muscovite, accessory zircon, apatite, ilmen
ite, and most typically andalusite, often sillimanite and in 
places cordierite or its pseudomorphs. Eisgarn type granite 
s.str. does not contain as much andalusite as Czech varie
ties and is free from sillimanite and cordierite. According to 
its composition the granite is ranged among the peralumi
nous granites (CLARKE 1981 ). 

According to our concept the intrusion proceeded from 
SW to the NE rising also to higher crustal Ieveis, the part of 
the massif SW of Jihlava belanging to the apical parts. 
From southwest to northeast the number and size of en
claves of paragneiss increases, best seen in the quarries of 
Mrakotin and Racov. ln the latter outcrop the granite 
grades into pegmatite when it gets in contact with an obvi
ously cool block of cordierite bearing gneiss. ln its youn 
gest apical parts the intrusion is acsompanied, beside 
a rich aureole of lamprophyric dykes (NEMEC 1975), by nu 
merous ore veins, which are part of the PelhFimov and Jih 
lava ore district with Pb, Zn, Cu ( ± Ag, Au) mineralization. 
Other evidence for "high" Ievei intrusion are muscovite -
quartz - greisens, in places mineralized by scheelite, wol -

Table 1: Rb - Sr data from the Central Moldanubian Pluton 

Sampie Locality Rb Sr 87RbjB8 Sr "'Srt••sr 
ppm ppm 

3/88 Mysletice 297 79.0 10.9. .76483 ± 7 
13/83 Mrakotin 267 83.4 9.33 .75782 ± 14 
24/87 Mrakotin 291 71 .4 11 .9o .76913 ± 12 
2/88 l:_'anske Dubenky 320 67.8 13.8, .77802± 8 

23/1/87 Rasna 319 60.7 15.3, .78424±10 
23/2/87 Rasna 307 65.9 13.63 .77583 ± 8 
10/84 Racov 317 74.4 12.4. .77159± 6 

1/88 Horni Cerekev 345 69.1 14.5" .77895 ± 4 
C1 Cei'inek 364 47.4 22.4 .81359±12 
C3 Cei'inek 355 46.7 22.2 .81363± 8 
AB 135 BilyKamen 314 58.0 15.S. .78602±15 
45/85 BilyKamen 331 53.6 18.0, .79591 ± 8 
46/85 Bily Kamen 341 51 .2 19.4. .80172 ± 8 
47/85 Bily Kamen, 355 73.0 14.2, .77453± 5 

Srenriched 
49/85 BilyKamen 345 72.3 14.3, .77542 ± 7 
AB136 Bily Kamen 295 81.5 10.5, .75922 ± 20 
AB139 BilyKamen 289 108 7.82 .74462 ± 6 
AB 138 Bily Kamen 275 210 3.80. .72355±20 
AB 134 Bily Kamen 259 260 2.89, .71862± 6 
AB 137 Bily Kamen 260 .289 2.61, .71739± 13 
50/85 Borsov 230 159 4.19, .72685 ± 6 
26/1/87 Borsov 224 168 3.87, .72554± 8 
26/2/87 Borsov 226 160 4.11 , .72650 ± 10 
26/3/87 Borsov 221 159 4.03. .72615± 5 
27/87 Pavlov 201 493 1.187 .71068± 6 
33/86 Lipnice 311 138 6.57o .74168± 9 
34/86 Lipnice 307 80.3 11 .1 .76619 ± 11 

framite, and cassiterite, found SW, Wand NW of Jihlava in 
a f ine-grained variety (Bily Kamen type). ln the surround
ings of Bily Kamen, xenoliths of cordierite migmatite, gran
ulitic gn,eiss and amphibolite are sunken into the granite 
(VESELA 1976) indicating its position close to the roof. 

The homogeneity in chemical composition is reflected in 
the rather uniform distribution of the trace elements Rb 
and Sr (Table 1 ). All varieties of Eisgarn type granite are 
characterized by high Rb and low Sr content. Nevertheless, 
Eisgarn type granite s.str. and the other types show two 
distinct trends in the Rb vs. Sr diagram (Fig . 3), indicating 
two suites of granites. 

For this reason the age of the Eisgarn type granite s. str. 
was recalculated, rejecting the samples Cl and C3 which 
obviously belang to the second suite (Scharbert 1987). 

The newly calculated age is given now with 318 ± 7 m.y. 
with an initial Sr isotope ratio of .7143 ± 7. Sampies from 
the northern part of the pluton (see Fig . 1 and 4), sl ightly 
lower in Rb, lie on an isochrone defining an age of 303 ±6 
m.y. , which is significantly different from the age of the 
southern portion of the pluton . The high initial Sr isotopic 
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Fig . 3: Rb vs. Sr diagram. Eisgarn type granites from the Czech part of the 
Central Moldanubian Pluton (full circles) show a different trend than Eis
garntypegranite s. str. (open circles). Rocks from the Jihlava Massif (full 
t riangles) and the Tfebic Massif (open triangles) are highly enriched in Rb 
and Sr. 
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Fig . 4: Sr evolution diagram of Eisgarn type granite from the Czech part of 
the Central Moldanubian Pluton. 
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Fig . 5: Sr evolution diagram of biotite - muscovite-andalusite bearing gran
ite from Bily Kamen quarry. Most of the samples are enriched in Sr which 
Ieads to an unrealistic high age, that is, like the low initial Sr ratio errone
ous. Three samples with the highest Rb/Sr ratios have been used for con
struction of the isochrone of Fig. 4. 

ratio of . 7176 ± 7, the Rb and Sr concentrations (Table 1) 
and the content of alumosilicates reflect the provenance 
from malten sedimentary gneisses and places these intru
sives among S-type granites. 

A peculiar case of disturbance in the Rb-Sr hausehold 
could be found in the fine-grained granite from Bily Kamen 
quarry. ln places, the fresh looking samples show devia
t ions from the average Rb and Sr content. ln thin sections 
they exhibit altered feldspars . This hydrothermal alteration 
certainly is in connection with NW-SE and NE-SW striking 
faults along which the light granite changes to pinkish grey 
and greenish grey colour. Due to metasomatic alteration 
the Rb content slightly decreases, while Sr is highly en
riched (Table 1 ). Nevertheless all samples are linearly ar
ranged in a Sr evolution diagram (Fig . 5), and an age of 356 
m.y. can be calculated, which is absolutely meaningless. 
Following points argue against a geological significance of 
this date: Eisgarn type granite has a uniformly low Sr con
tent, the low initial Sr isotopic ratio of .7041 ± 3 which 
would point to low crustal or mantle origin , is in severe 
contradiction to the content of andalusite, sillimanite, and 
muscovite. 

With the dating method applied we could not resolve age 
differences of varying textured granites. They are either too 
small or more likely the granites are contemporaneous and 
15 million years younger than Eisgarn type granite s.str. in 
the southern part of the pluton . Eve!l where texturally dif
ferent granites are exposed like in Rasna quarry (Piate 1) 
we do not see a relative sequence of intrusion. There is 
a sudden change in texture from almost equigranular to 
porphyric. 

Our data are in good agreement with the Iead model age 
of 290 m.y., LEGIERSKY (1973) has given as the time of 
mineralization connected with the intrusion of the pluton . 
A great discrepancy arises if we compare our data with 
those given by GOROCHOV et. al. (1983) . The isochrone 
they present obviously is a mixing line of different types of 

granitic rocks. From their data we identify fine-grained Lip
nice, Pavlov and Borsov intrusives, which certainly come 
from sources with different Sr isotope compositions. 

ln the northern part of the pluton we sampled granitoids 
(Fig. 6) which - with the exception of one Lipnice sample 
- are geochemically different from Eisgarn type (Table 1 ). 
So far we have not been successful in dating these rocks. 

Cordierite bearing anatectic migmatite 
ln the cover of the Central Moldanubian Pluton in the Jih

lava area we find cordierite bearing migmatites of the phle
bite-stromatite type. While blastic recrystallization oc
curred in the substratum, anatexis without separation of 
the mobile portians led to the formation of migmatites of 
granitic composition (hybrid granites after KRUPICKA 
1968). Sometimes - due to the increased plasticity of the 
environment - they are of intrusive character. ln places 
they contain rotated inclusions of biotite bearing migma
tites, cm to dm large xenoliths of fine-grained biotite and 
pyroxene bearing paragneisses, and of amphibolites. The 
x~noliths are oval with or without sharp boundaries (VESE
LA et al. 1988). 

We sampled cordierite bearing anatectic migmatite with 
discordant contacts to the phlebite-stromatite type migma
tite from the highway construction site W of the town of 
Jihlava (Fig. 6) . lt is macroscopically very similar to granite, 
but is a very irregularly granular rock. The texture is grani 
t ic, in places the feldspars tend to grow as porphyroblasts 
up to ten mm in size. Quartz and plagioclase form a grano
blastic mosaic. Quartz varies from 30 - 50%, plagioclase 
up to 20 %, potassium feldspar 3 - 8 %, muscovite 1 -
10%, and biotite up to 10%. Strongly pinitized cordierite is 
present up to 3 %. Accessory minerals are sillimanite, gar
net, spinel , zircon, apatite, monazite and ore minerals. 

SMEJKAL (1964) reported K-Ar ages of 348m. y. on mi
cas from a locality 30 km NW of Jihlava near Humpolec 
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Plate 1: Textura I variation of Eisgarn type granite. 1: Eisgarn type. granite s. 
str. from Aalfang (Wald11iertel , Austria). 2: sample from the quarry near 
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Mr<!kotin , 3: "porphyric" variety, quarry near Rasna, 4: "nonporphyric" 
variety, quarry of Rasna. 
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Fig. 6: Geological sketch map.based on the new geological map 22-23 J ih
lava 1: 50 000 by M. VESELA 1988. 1: Moldanubian crystalline schists, un
differentiated. 2: Two-mica granites of the Central Moldanubian Pavlov -
Slavnic, and Bily Kamen type. 3: Two-mica granite of Cerinek tYpe, textu
rally most closely related to Eisgarn type granite s. str. 4: Anatectic cor
dierite-bearing migmatite. 5: Significant faults . 6: Quarry in operation and 
abandoned . 7: Sampling site of anatectic cordierite-bearing migmatite. 

(~!g . 6). Recalculation with the constants of STEIGER & 
JAGER (1977) gives 335m. y. Our Rb-Sr analyses on whole 
rock samples and an apatite from Jihlava yielded an age of 
335 ± 3 m.y. (Table 2, Fig. 7). We interpret this age as the 
peak of Variscan metamorphism in this area . 

The Jihlava Massif 

The Jihlava Massif is situated in the Varied Group. lt in
truded an antiform structure of NW - SE direction, dip
ping to the E. The contact to the country rocks are sharp, in 
places discordant, partly concordant. At some sites the 
contact planes are tectonically rejuvenated . Notably at the 
eastern contact cordierite migmatites occur (VESELA 
1988). lnclusions of basic diorite, dm to tens of meters in 
size are found in the central parts of the massif, also xeno
liths of the metamorphic country rocks, sometimes indicat
ed by relictic clusters of garnet and sillimanite. The mela
nocratic rocks are rich in biotite and pyroxene, sometimes 
amphibole bearing. They can be classified as quartz mon
zonites to syenites (Fig. 2) . The rocks are massive, grey to 
greyish green in colour and fine grained. The texture is hyp
idiomorphic-granular, in places slightly porphyritic. The 
mineral content comprises andesine, potassium feldspar, 
quartz, hypersthene, diopside, amphibole and accessory 
apatite, zircon, sphene, rutile, orthite, and ore, minerals. 
SMEJKAL (1964) reports K-Ar ages on biotite of 330 m.y., 
the age of the Jeclov pegmatitewas determined (TONIKA 
1970) tobe 300 m.y. 

Sampies for Rb - Sr age determinations were taken 
from the quarry in Jihlava river valley 1.3 km NE of Kosov, 
from the excavation of water piping 0.5 km SW of Velky 
Beranov and from an outcrop in the river valley 1 km NNE 

10 si/ZI 
2 Q 61J1_ LJ I 

31+ +I 71 G I 4-
0 2 3 L.km 

Table 2: Rb - Sr data from the anatectic cordierite-bearing migmatite 
west of Jihlava 

Sampie Rbppm Srppm 87Rb/88Sr 87Sr/88Sr 
number 

15/83 153 171 2.592 .72439±10 
16/83 111 149 2.175 .72237±6 
17/83 122 169 2.098 .72197±7 
18/83 143 182 2.287 .72285±15 
19/83 104 151 1.998 .72151 ±7 
19/83/ Apati- 3.98 153 .075, .71236±15 
te 

of Radonin. The rock is characterized by high Rb and Sr 
contents (Table 3, Fig . 3) . The spread in Rb/Sr ratios is poor 
and the samples scatter around an errorchrone (Fig . 8), that 
was constructed including one apatite sample. Due to the 
scatter it is not possible to determine a precise age, a best 
estimate is 325 m.y. with an initial Sr isotope ratio of~.712. 

ln the quarry of Kosov dykes of tourmaline bearing aplite 
and of granitic composition had been sampled as weil. 
Aplite yielded an age of 314 ± 3 m.y. with a high initial Sr 
ratio of .7180 (Fig . 9, Table 3). The granitic samples (Fig. 10, 
Table 3) produced an age that is older than the host rocks. 
This date of 357 m.y. and the Rb and Sr content point to 
a close relationship to Bily Kamen type granite that was in
terpreted as being metasomatically altered, and thus is an 
erroneous age. From the vicinity of the Jihlava Massif, S of 
the community of Komarovice a sample of baryte was in
vestigated, that accompanies the Pb, Zn, Cu mineralization. 
Nothing clear can yet be said about the provenance of the 
material with regard of the Sr isotope ratio. 
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bearing migmatite. 
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Fig . 9: Isochrone of tourmaline bearing aplites from the quarry of Kosov. 

The neble Massif 

lt forms a triangular shaped body, which discordantly 
penetrates at t~e western margin the rocks of the Varied 
Group (VESELA 1986). The bulk composition is very var
iable. Porphyric melanocratic amphibole and biotite bear
ing granites to melanocratic quartz syenites prevail. They 
consist of K-feldspar, plagioclase (oligoclase to andesine) , 
quartz, biotite, and amphibole with accessory apatite, 
sphene, zircon, orthite, often epidote, and ore minerals. ln 
places syenites with rare rhombic pyroxenes are frequent. 
The coarse-grained and porphyric granitic varieties contain 
feldspar phenocrysts up to four cm in size, more basic 
types of 1.5 - 2 cm size. ln the border zones and inside the 
massif occurs a fine-grained facies with potash feldspars 
of mm size and isolated phenocrysts one cm long, and irre
gularly dispersed plagioclase grains. ln the massif compar
atively large blocks of crystalline schists along mylonite 
zones can be mapped. There occur also numerous dark 
streaks and schlieren which can not unequivocally be 
proved as being the rests of assimilated country rock mate
rial. Near the margins of the massif elongate, lenticular 
melanocratic inclusions of metabasite were observed, 
many of dioritic composition. 

The geocl)emical composition of the TFebic Massif va
ries. BUBENICEK (1968a, 1968b} reports a decrease in acidi 
ty from S to N and from W to E. He assumes that the nor
thern and nothwestern halves belong to higher parts of the 

· body, which have taken up and assimilated material, while 

20 30 

S of the town of TFebic uncontaminated and therefore 
more acid material crops out. We observe a similar trend in 
Rb - Sr geochemistry: samples close to the northern bor
der are rich in Sr. Sr decreases going south to Rudikov and 
Kamenna, being lowest in Vladislav. Rb obviously de-
creases only slightly (Table 4, Fig . 2) . · 

We took samples from the following localities : Rehorov, 
road cut 1 km NNE (fine-grained basic facies and basic in
clusion) and 3 km NNE of the community; Velke Mezirici, 
road cut N of the city, quarry of Kamenna, boulders 1 km 
S of Rudikov, and quarry of Vladislav, 3 km E of TFebic. Iso
tope analyses of Sr failed to produce geochronological da
ta (Fig . 11 ). From the geological description we know that 
the rocks are of most heterogeneous composition. Obvi 
ously many parts of the massif represent "mixed" rocks of 
basic composition low in radiogenic Sr and Rb (samples AB 
184 - 187) and granitic material. The high concentration of 
Rb along with a high Sr content is a unique geological fea 
ture not often encountered within granitoid rocks. These 
rock types exposed in the TFebic and also in the Jihlava 
Massif put the problern on the origin of granites which are 
highly enriched in Rb, K, and Mg (HOLUB 1988). ln cases 
like these the Rb - Sr method has reached the Iimits of 
applicability, and other methods of dating must be envi
saged. 

Methods 

Rb and Sr have been determined by isotope dilution 
techniques. 87 Sr/88Sr was calculated from spiked samples. 
For isotope ratio measurements a VG MM 30 solid source 
mass spectrometer was used. For calculations the con-
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Fig. 10: Isochrone of granitic rocks from the quarry of Kosov, exhibiting the 
same peculiarities like Bily Kamen type granite (Fig. 6) . For the same rea
sons this "age" must be rejected. 

stants given in STEIGER & JÄGER 1977 have been used, 
with A. 87 /Rb = 1.42 x 10- 11 x a- 1

• The isochrones are calcu
lated by the method of YORK 1969 following the program 
of McSAVENNY in FAURE 1977, using model 1, where all 
sample points are weighted equally. All errors quoted are 
on the 95% confidence Ievei (2a). Errors on 87Rb/86Sr are 
assumed to be 1 %, 2a errors on 87Sr/86Sr are the standard 
error on the mean. 
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Abstrakt 

Rb - Sr analyzy moldanubic
kych hornin z sirsiho okoli Jihla 
vy pi'inesly tyto V'(sledky: Cen
tralni moldanubicky pluton je 
nekolikanasobnou intruzi, V niz 
peraluminiova zula eisgarnske
ho typu vykazuje v severni casti 
stari 303 ± 6 mil. Iet s pocatec
nim pomerem radiogenniho Sr 
.7 176 ± 7, je tedy o 15 mil. Iet 
mladsi nez eisgarnska zula jiz
nich casti na rakouskem uzemi. 
Lokalne metasomatickymenena 

Zusammenfassung 

Rb-Sr-Analysen moldanubi
scher Gesteine aus der weite
ren Umgebung von Jihlava er
gaben folgende Resultate : Der 
Zentralmoldanubische Pluton 
ist eine multiple Intrusion aus 
peraluminosem Eisgarner Gra
nit, der im nördlichen Teil ein 
Alter von 303 ± 6 Mio. J . hat 
bei einem Sr-Initial von 
.7176 ± 7 und somit um 15 Mil
lionen Jahre jünger ist als der 
Eisgarner Granit in den südli-

Table 3: Rb - Sr data from the J ihlava Massif 

Sampie Locality Rb Sr 87Rb/86Sr 87Sr/86Sr 
ppm ppm 

Syenite 

AB 142 Kosov 315 586 1.55, .71908 ± 10 
AB 143 Kosov 304 603 1.45. .71875 ± 11 
AB 144 Kosov 334 634 1.52. .71927±14 
AB 145 Kosov 361 425 2.46. .72336 ± 6 
AB 146 Kosov 339 425 2.321 .72296 ± 3 
AB 179 Kosov 313 513 1.n, .72023 ± 8 
AB 181 Kosov 363 419 2.51a .72381 ± 12 
AB 183 Kosov 333 450 2.15, .72206±14 
7/84 Beranov 398 379 3.04, .72565 ± 21 
36/86 Radon in 340 403 2.45, .72276±14 
AB 143/Apa- Kosov 6.3, 98.6 .18. .71261 ± 10 
tite 

Tourmaline-bearing aplite, Kosov 

G1 152 32.6 13.6, .n921 ±14 
G3 144 36.3 11 .6, .76941 ± 10 
G4 137 43.0 9.2, .75957 ± 8 
G5 1n 17.7, 29.4a .84894 ± 21 
AB 140 143 41 .5 10.0. .76271 ±15 

Granitic dykes, Kosov 

Gr1 324 51 .9 18.2a .79744±14 
Gr2 314 59.7 15.3a .78242± 4 
Gr3 202 274 2.13. .71458± 5 
Gr4 312 59.8 15.2, .78160 ± 6 
Gr5 349 50.4 10.2 .80541 ±13 
Gr6 325 52.9 18.0, .79665 ± 5 
41 /86/Barite Komarovice 79. 4438 .0005 .71407± 6 

Table 4: Rb - Sr data from the Tfebic Massif 

Sampie Locality Rb 
ppm 

VM1 Velke Mezifici 417 
VM2 Velke Mezifici 381 
VM3 Velke Mezifici 389 
VM4 Velke Mezifici 379 
VM5 Velke Mezifici 401 
AB 147 Rehofov 360 
VM6 Rehofov 371 
VM7 Rehofov 374 
8/84 Rehofov 372 
9/84 Rehofov 351 
52/85 Rehofov 367 
AB184 Rehofov, basic 171 

inclusion 
AB 185 Rehofov, basic 168 

inclusion 
AB 186 Rehofov, basic 131 

inclusion 
AB187 Rehofov, basic 171 

inclusion 
37/86 Rudikov 365 
25/87 Kamenna 324 
38/86 Vladislav 333 

zu la vykazuje abnormalne vyso 
ke stari (356 mil. Iet), jez nema 
geologicky V'(znam. Vrchol va 
riske metamorf6zy byl u ana
tektickeho cordieritickeho m ig 
matitu stanoven na dobu pi'ed 
335 ± 3 mil. Iet. Neobvykly 
Rb - Sr chemismus syen ito id 
nich az granitoidnich hornin ji
hlavskeho a ti'eb icskeho masivu 
ukazuje na jejich komplikovany 
vznik, jehoz dobu nelze urcit 
pomoci uzite metody. Turmali -

Sr "' Rb/86Sr 87Srf86Sr 
ppm 

415 2.86o .72630± 7 
465 2.38. .72404±10 
453 2.50o .72463±19 
452 2.43, .72432±15 
418 2.79o .72599 ± 8 
430 2.43. .72291±20 
415 2.60o .72471 ±12 
406 2.67, .72494±13 
478 2.25. .72214± 9 
424 2.40. .72307±15 
479 2.22. .72273± 9 
541 .92, .71272±10 

429 1.13. .71466±12 

395 .96, .71416±13 

447 1.11, .71415±15 

315 3.36. .72701±13 
344 2.73a .72551 ± 11 
288 3.36, .72704± 9 

chen Teilen auf österreichi 
schem Gebiet. Ein lokal meta 
somatisch veränderter Granit
typ ergibt ein abnormal hohes 
Alter (356 Mio. J.) , das geolo
gisch bedeutungslos ist. Der 
Höhepunkt der Metamorphose 
wurde an anatektischen cordie
ritführenden Migmatiten mit 
335 ± 3 Mio. J . bestimmt. Sye
nitische bis granitische Gestei
ne der Massive von Jihlava und 
Ti'ebic haben eine komplexe 
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nicky aplit v jihlavskem masivu 
vykazuje stai'i 314 ± 3 mil. Iet 
s pocatecnim pomerem radio
genniho Sr .7180 ± 7. 

Entstehung und eine unge
wöhnliche Rb- und Sr- Chemie. 
Sie können mit der angewand
ten Methode nicht datiert wer
den. Turmalinführende Aplite 
aus dem Jihlava-Massiv haben 
ein Alter von 314 ± 3 Mio. J . 
mit einem Sr-Initial von 
.7180 ± 7. 

DAS HISTORISCHE BEBEN VON 1768 
IN NIEDERÖSTERREICH 
NACH EINER MAKROSEISMISCHEN STUDIE 
VON K.U.K. HOFMATHEMATICUS JOSEF NAGEL 

Kay Arie, Universität Wien, Institut für Meteorologie und 
Geophysik, Wien, Austria 

Einleitung 

Das Erdbeben vom 27. Februar 1768 ist das zweitstärkste 
Ereignis in Niederösterreich seit Beginn der Chroniken im 
Jahre 1201. Es wurde nachweislich in weiten Teilen Un
garns und der CSSR wahrgenommen. Die Schwere des 
Ereignisses läßt sich auch daran messen, daß durch ein 
volles Jahrhundert, bis 1868, in Wiener Neustadt eine kirch
liche Gedenkfeier abgehalten wurde. 

Der primäre Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist die Nachbear
beitung der Bebenmeldungen zur Darstellung der Isosei
stenkarte und auch eine Würdigung der makroseismischen 
Arbeit des k. k. Hofmathematicus Josef Nagel und des k. k. 
Astronomen Dr. phil. Pater Hell. Nagel wurde 1749 zum 
Hofmathematiker ernannt. Er wurde 1772 Direktor der phy
sikalischen und mathematischen Studien an der Wiener 
Hohen Schule und Präsidiumsmitglied der philosophischen 
Fakultät. 

Bisherige Untersuchungen 

Verschiedene Autoren haben sich bisher mit diesem 
Beben beschäftigt. Prochazkova und Drimmel, 1983, haben 
nach Sichtung des Archivmaterials in Prag, Bratislava und 
Wien die Isoseiste 4° MSK angegeben. 

Im Atlas of lsoseismal Maps der Akad . d. Wiss. , Prag 
1978, wurden einige Intensitätsangaben in der CSSR bis 
zum 51. Breitengrad dargestellt. 

Die erste Maximalintensitätsangabe (10 = so MSK) und 
Angabe des Epizentrums findet sich bei Taperezer und 
Trapp, 1950. Suess, 1873, widmet diesem katastrophalen 
Naturereignis einen eigenen Abschnitt in seiner Arbeit über 
die Erdbeben in Niederösterreich. Hier wurde 
hauptsächlich die Uhrzeit und Lage des Hauptstoßes 
bestätigt, verschiedene Vor- und Nachbeben chronologisch 
festgehalten. 

Radics, 1906, gibt nun detailliert den Inhalt des Berichtes 
von Nagel wieder, den er, wie auch Suess, 1873, als die 
Hauptquelle der bis dato erschienenen Schriften ansieht. 
Die Definition von Linien vergleichbarer Schadenwirkung 
(derzeitige lsoseistenkarten) wurde zum ersten Mal von 
Mallet, 1862, nach einer wissenschaftlichen Untersuchung 
des Neapelbebans von 1857 durchgeführt. Nahezu 90 Jahre 
vorher hat Josef Nagel wohl die erste .. makroseismische 
Forschungsreise" unternommen und seinen offiziellen Be
richt am 22. Dezember des gleichen Jahres an die Kaiserin 
Maria Theresia erstattet (s. Abb. 1 ). 

Dieser Bericht ist objektiv und fachmännisch verfaßt, 
gibt die damalige Denkweise und den Wissensstand wieder 
und ist unentbehrlich für die Beurteilung der Intensität. 
Nagel reiste damals von Ort zu Ort, suchte und befragte die 
.. studierten " Leute, von denen er sich - berechtigterweise 
- die konkretesten Aussagen erwartete, stellte ihre Mei-
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nungen dar und kommentierte sie. Er besichtigte Schäden 
an Gebäuden und die Auswirkungen des Bebens, beschrieb 
und philosophierte über den Ursprung des Ereignisses, 
seiner Wesenheit und seiner Verbreitung. 

Beschreibung der damaligen Untersuchung 

Also wird dem Hofmathematicus Joseph . Nagel al
lergnädigst befohlen, sich dahin, wo es nöthig seyn 
möchte, zu verfügen, um zuverlässige Nachricht einzuzie
hen, was sich an einem oder dem anderen Orte eigentlich 
zugetragen hätte. 

Daraufhin begibt sich Nagel auf eine etwa vierwöchige 
Reise, deren Strecke und Ortschaften in der Abb. 2 darge
stellt sind. 

ln Baden (I = 6° MSK) berichtet ihm der Landschafts-
. . apotheker Herbst, .. so bald es Tag geworden, zu d.!3n dorti

gen Bädern geeilet, um die etwa vorgegangene Anderung 
wahrzunehmen; wo er dann auch das Wasser etwas trüb 
gefunden, einen häufigem Zufluß der Quellen und deren 
mehrere Schwängerung mit schwefelichen Theilen, folglich 

Abb. 1: Titelblatt des am 22. Dezember 1768 an die Kaiserin Maria Theresia 
erstatteten und veröffentlichten Berichtes des Hofmathematicus J. Nagel. 
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Abb. 2: Reiseetappen von Nagel (Punkte Nr. 1 bis 13). Die offenen Kreise · 
sind Ortschaften mit der Anzahl der Häuser um 1789. (Altes Stadtbuch , 
Stadtarchiv Wr. Neustadt). 

eine merklich größere Wärme wahrgenommen hätte; 
welches alles denn nicht anders als eine Wirkung dieser 
Erderschütterung anzusehen, und dermals wieder in seinen 
vorigen Stand zurückgetreten wäre". Nagel nahm die 
Quelle mit dem absonderlichen Namen .,Ursprung" in Au
genschein und stellt fest. daß das Wasser darin um einen 
Zoll höher, als sonst gewöhnlich stand. 

ln Gainfarn (I = 6,5° MSK) befragt er den Pfarrer, der ihn 
über Vor- und Hauptbeben ausführlich informiert: " Nach 
Mitternacht einige Minuten vor 1 Uhr empfanden viele der 
damals schon munteren Bauersleute einen weiteren Stoß, 
insonderheit der Nachtwächter. Dieser lehnte sich kurz vor
her an eine bis 8 Schuhe hohe Mauer eines Bauernhäus
leins, um auszurasten, ward aber etliche Augenblicke lang 
samt seiner Stütze erschüttert, als ob selbe mit ihm umfal
len wollte. Er machte sich davon, und ging den nächsten 
Blassenberg hinauf, um sich bey den hellen Strahlen des 
Mondes weiter umzusehen. Während dem Hinaufgehen 
hörte er, daß die Erschütterung in einen Knall, wie aus ei
nem groben Geschütze, über den Blassenberg hin gegen 
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Norden ausbrach. Ob dieser Knall nicht eine Öffnung am 
Gipfel des Berges nach sich gelassen, hat man noch zur 
Stunde wegen Tiefe des Schnees nicht nachspüren 
können. Den 27. Hornung Morgens um 3/ 4 auf 3 Uhren kam 
der fürchterlichste Stoß mit diesen mir wohl bewußten 
Umständen. Beyläufig 10 Minuten vor 3/ 4 auf 3/ieß sich ein 
Getöse hören, wie man in der Gegend einer auf 1/ 4 Meile 
entlegenen Hammerschmiede wahrnimmt. Auf solches 
fortdauernde Hämmern folgte ein so gewaltiger Stoß von 
unten auf, daß er mich, so wie einige andern von hier, bey
nahe aus dem Bette geworfen. " Die Bevölkerung von Gain
farn, schon aufmerksam gemachte lnwohner, blieben die 
Nacht hindurch unter freyem Himmel, wo sie, im Garten 
des Pfarrers, gewachet und gebetet hat. 

Bisher größte Schäden erlebt er im Schloß Brunn am 
Steinfeld (I = 8o MSK) : " Allda siehet man eine gänzliche 
Verwüstung; also daß, nach wiederhergestellter Erdruhe, 
fast keiner Herzhaftigkeit genug besessen hat, das Haus
geräthe herauszuholen und selbiges in Sicherheit zu brin
gen. Die heruntergestürtzten Rauchfänge haben theils die 
Dächer eingeschlagen, theils den Hof mit Schutt angefüllt, 
das äußere Hausgesims ward von seinem Lager getrennet 
und zum Falle gebracht; und die Gewölber, absonderlich in 
der Kapelle, wurden dermaßen auseinander getrieben, daß 
die Schlußsteine vielmehr schweben als hängen, der übri
gen gräulichen Zerspaltungen nicht zu gedenken, welche 
das ganze Gebäude unwohnbar machen." 

Er fragte sich, weshalb Gebäude unterschiedlicher Bau 
art und Alter auf das Beben mit verschiedenen 
Zerstörungsgraden reagiert haben : " Nicht weniger ist ver
wunderlich, daß die unterirdische Kraft, welche das Schloß 
so sehr mitgenommen hat, in dem kaum 50 Schritte von dar 
gelegenen neuen Gebäude nur sehr geringe Merkmale 
ohne die mindeste üble Folge zurückgelassen habe: da je
doch das alte Gemäuer, wie das am Schlosse, gemeiniglich 
fester als das neuere zu seyn pfleget. " 

Obwohl Nagel im höchst baufälligen Gewölbe des 
Schlosses allen Anlaß einer Einsturzgefahr erkennt, möchte 
er die Ursache der unterschiedlichen Schäden eher an dem 
Wassergraben, ebenso wie bei der Burg in Wiener Neu
stadt, sehen . Er hält die alten Gemäuer für widerstands
fähiger als die Mauern der neuen Wirtschaftsgebäude. 

ln einer weiteren Etappe macht Nagel nun Beobachtun
gen, die mit dem Einfluß der lokalen Geologie, Gründungs
art der Gebäude und Epizentralentfernung im Zusammen
hang stehen: " ln Stixenstein (I = 6,5° MSK), einem 
Schlosse, welches dem Herrn Grafen von Hoyos zugehörig 
und auf einem sehr hohen Felsen zwischen noch viel höhe
ren Bergen gelegen ist. Die erhabene Lage desselben und 
die Nachbarschaft des Schneeberges, falls sich der Sitz der 
Ursache in seinem Busen hätte befinden sollen, machen 
mich befürchten, allda noch ärgere Spuren der Verwüstung 
als anderswo anzutreffen: aber die Wuth der Erschütterung 
war wider mein Vermuthen allhier viel leidentlicher gewe
sen, als zu Brunn und zu Neustadt." 

Da das Epizentrum bis dato nicht bestimmt werden 
konnte, äußert sich Nagel mißbilligend über andere 
Berichterstatter: " Bisher haben sich verschiedene ge
schmeichelt, den eigentlichen Feuerherd des Erdbebens 
entweder unter dem Neusiedlersee, oder in dem Busen des 
fürchterlichen Schneeberges ganz sicher entdeckt zu ha
ben." Daher nähert sich Nagel der Schneeberggegend mit 
der Befürchtung, allda noch ärgere Spuren der Verwüstung 
als anderswo anzutreffen. Nichts als Elend und betrübte 
Überbleibsel eingestürzter Wohnungen und anderer 
Gebäude erwartet der Forschungsreisende in Puchberg 
(I = 6,5° MSK), doch er findet mit Vergnügen kaum 
Beschädigungen. ln Reichenau (I = 5,5° MSK), noch näher 
am Schneeberg gelegen, hatte man noch weniger gelitten. 

., Ich war begierig, auch noch auf der anderen Seite des 
Schneeberges weitere Nachricht einzuholen, aber der da 
mals in diesen Gegenden noch liegende tiefe Schnee 
machte mein Vorhaben sozusagen unmöglich." 

Auf dem Weg zum Neusiedlersee wird Nagel in Wiener 
Neustadt unmittelbarer Zeuge des Nachbebens am 
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21. März 1768 um 9 Uhr. Das Beben war nicht stark und 
wurde nicht einmal in Neunkirchen verspürt . Das zeitliche 
Geschehen dokumentierte er mit folgenden Sätzen : ., Die
serwegen führe ich hier nur an, daß am oft gedachten 
27. Hornung sechs verschiedene Erschütterungen allda 
sind beobachtet worden. Nämlich die erste und heftigste, 
welche all gegenwärtiges Übel nach sich gezogen hat, 
Morgens um 2 3/ 4 Uhr, die zweite um 4 3/ 4 und die dritte 
um 5 1/ 2 Uhr. Weiters die 4. Nm. um 3 Uhr, die fünfte um 
6 Uhr und endlich die sechste um 9 Uhr Abends, welche 
letztere sich zwar mit wenigen, doch gewaltigen Stößen 
geäußert hat. " 

Die Auswirkungen auf die Gebäude und Bewohner in ei
ner großen Siedlung wie Wiener Neustadt (I = 7,5° MSK) 
erfahren wir neben Nagel auch vom k. k. Astronomen Pater 
Hell (Wienerisches Diarium, 9. 3. 1768). Seide führen vorher 
an, daß ein Vorbeben , kurz und schwach , sich am 26 . Fe
bruar bereits um 23 Uhr 30 von einigen Personen gespürt 
worden ist. 

" Den 27. um 3/ 4 auf 3 Uhr wurde die Stadt durch den er
sten gewaltigen Stoß aus dem Schlafe erweckt. Nach Aus
sage der Schildwacht die beim großen Thore der Burg, 
worin die Militärschule ist, Wache hielt, soll der erste Stoß 
von Süden gegen Norden, mit einem so entsetzlichen un
terirdischen Brausen und einem so heftigen Winde beglei
tet geschehen sein, daß diese Erschütterung die Schild
wache zu Boden geworfen und alle Schlafenden erweckt, 
welche ihre Betten und Zimmer verlassen und in den anlie
genden Garten geflohen sind, wo sie bis den 28. Abends 
7 Uhr verblieben. 

Die Hauptmauern spalteten sich, die an den vier Ecken 
stehenden Thürme wurden von oben bis unten nach der 
Ordnung, deren Fenster an allen drey Theilen zerrissen, die 
Dachfenster herabgeworfen, die Gewölbe aus ihren Wider
lagern gehoben, abgebrochen und in viele Stücke gespal
ten, einige Schornsteine umgeworfen, mit einem Worte, 
das ganze Gebäude ist so entsetzlich zugerichtet worden, 
daß es nunmehr zur Wohnung unbrauchbar ist und folglich 
einen beträchtlichen Schaden erlitten hat. Auch die alte, 
auf gothische Art gebaute Kirche hat sowohl an den 
Gewölben als den Gesimsen, so ganz von Stein sind, ver
schiedene Merkmale dieser Erschütterung bekommen. Die 
übrigen Häuser in der Stadt sollen fast alle die traurigen 
Merkmale dieses erschröcklichen Erdbebens aufzuweisen 
haben; doch hat Gott der barmherzige die IiefJen guten Ein
wohner dieser guten Stadt von größeren Ubeln bewahrt, 
sie müssen in Wahrheit der allmächtigen Güte Gottes den 
brünstigsten Dank sagen, daß keiner aus allen erschlagen 
oder sonst am Leibe beschädigt worden. " 

Als Vergleich hiezu ist es interessant zu erfahren , wie der 
k. k. Astronom seine eigenen Beobachtungen in Wien (I = 

5° MSK) beschreibt : .. Nach 3/ 4 auf 3 Uhr fing der astrono
mische Thurm erschrecktich an zu beben. Die fünf Schellen 
gaben einen Klang von sich und alles wurde bewegt; man 
härte ein unterirdisches Getöse, Sausen und Brausen, 
welches einem im Sode sprudelnden Wasser ähnlich 
schien. Die Erschütterungen waren nicht schwankend, 
sondern kamen von unten herauf schnell nacheinander, 
nicht anders als wenn unter der Erde eine mineralische Ma
terie in voller Gärung stünde. Diese Erschütterung dauerte 
mehr als 30 Sekunden lang, in welcher Zeit etliche hundert 
der vorbeschriebenen Stöße mit erstaunender Geschwin
digkeit folgten (I = 5° MSK). 

Die Leute aus der Gegend des Neusiedlersees (I = 
5o MSK) berichteten, daß sie das Beben kaum verspürt ha 
ben ..... . und was den See beträfe, so hätte man dabey 
nichts anders Außerordentliches bemerket, als daß in ge
dachter Nacht das bis 3 Schuh dicke Eis, womit eben da 
mals seine ganze Oberfläche überzogen gewesen, durch 
die gelittene Erschütterung vielfältig zerrissen, und hier-

.. 
Abb. 3: Isoseistenkarte des Bebens vom 27 . Februar 1768. Der Epizentra lbe

reich liegt heute bei Bad Fischau (Brunn am Steinfelde)/ Nö. 
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durch ein entsetzliches Krachen und Getös verursachet 
worden wäre ". 

Nagel bestimmt, entgegen der Meinung anderer zeit
genössischer Wissenschafter (Pater Hell führt z.B. den 
Schneeberg als Zentrum an) aufgrund seiner Lokalaugen 
scheine das Epizentrum " nicht weit von gemeldtem Brunn 
und vielleicht wohl allda, wo die Bäder zu Baden gewärmet 
werden". 

Über die Ursache des Bebens entwickelt Nagel seine ei 
gene Theorie, wobei die Ausdehnung des Schüttergebietes 
von der Herdtiefe sowie die Intensitätsabnahme mit der 
Entfernung zur Sprache kommen. 

" Hätten also diejenigen nicht einen größeren Beyfall zu 
gewarten, welche dafür halten, daß die Natur keiner so 
weitläufigen Gänge nöthig habe, sondern sich mit einer 
mäßigen Höhle zu ihrer Werkstatt begnüge, worin das un
terirdische Feuer, welches aus der Vermischung gewähren
der Materien erzeuget wird, das Wasser in Dünste auflöse, 
und diese die eingeschlossene Luft so lang zusammen 
drücken, bis endlich die Erdenlast dieser Kraft nicht mehr 
widerstehen könne, und daß sothane Höhle so tief in die 
Erde versetzet sey, als nöthig scheinet, von daraus, als aus 
einem Punkte einen gewissen Theil des Erdbodens in 
Bewegung zu setzen, welcher bewegte Theil um so größer 
seyn wird, je tiefer sich die Höhle unter der Erde befindet. 
Nicht anders als wie eine mit Schießpulver gefüllte Mine 
um so mehreres Erdreich in der nämlichen Zeit über sich 
wirft, je tiefer dieselbe angelegt ist. 

Solcher Gestalt ließ sich leicht begreifen, wie es möglich 
sey, daß bey einem Erdbeben mehrere weitläufige Länder 
in einem Augenblicke können erschüttert werden, und wa
rum ein Ort mehr als der andere beweget werde: Nämlich, 
derjenige muß der Bewegung am meisten ausgesetzt seyn, 
welcher sich gerade über dieser Höhle befindet, die übri
gen aber um so weniger, je mehr sie sich von dem Punkte 
entfernen, welcher auf der Oberfläche der Erde von einer 
Linie bestimmt wird, die durch die Höhle und Mittelpunkt 
der Erde gehet. " 

Vorläufige makroseismische Karte des Bebens 

Die verfügbaren zeitgenössischen Dokumente aus den 
Gebieten des heutigen Österreichs, Ungarns und der 
Tschechoslowakei wurden nach der seismischen Inten
sitätsskala MSK 1964 ausgewertet. Analog zu vielen ande
ren späteren Beben zeigt die innere Isoseiste (Abb. 3) eine 
deutliche Ost-West-Erstreckung, die auch die Richtung der 
Herdfläche andeutet, die geringe Intensitätsabnahme nach 
Norden wird durch die äußeren Isoseisten (5o und 5,5° ) 
angezeigt. Das Epizentralgebiet lag bei der Ortschaft Bad 
Fischau, westlich von Wiener Neustadt, die Maximalinten 
sität betrug 8o MSK. Bestimmte Inseln kleinerer lnten
sitäten, wie z.B. der Bereich um Wien (Duma, 1988), wie in 
Abb. 3 dargestellt , werden noch untersucht. 
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Abstrakt 

Zemetresen i, ke kteremu do
slo 27 . ledna 176S, je mozno po
kladat na zaklade kronik, ktere 
se datuji od roku 1201 , za druhe 
nejsilnejsi v Dolnim Rakousku . 
Zemeti'eseni bylo zaznamenano 
rovnez na velke casti Mad'arska 
a Ceskoslovenska . Epicentrum 
zemetreseni lezelo ve vesn ici 
Brunn a. Steinfelde, nedaleko 
Wiener Neustadt v Dolnim Ra 
kousku, jeho intenzita byla 
so MSK. 

Hlavnim cilem predkladane
ho clanku bylo revidovat teh 
dejsi zpravy 0 zemetreseni pro 
sestaveni izoseizmicke mapy 
a vzdat hold makroseizmicke 
praci Josefa Nagela, cisarskeho 
a kralovskeho dvorniho mate
matika, a Dr. Maxmiliana Hella, 
cisarskeho a kralovskeho dvor
niho astronoma . 

Abstract 

The earthquake of February 
27th, 176S, was almost the 
strengest one in Lower Austria 
after chronicles started with 
the year of 1201 . lt is easy to 
show that it has been noticed 
also in large parts of Hungary 
and in Czechoslovakia , too . lts 
epicentre was in Brunn am 
Steinfelde, a village near Wie
ner Neustadt/Lower Austria , its 
intensity so MSK. 

The main intention of this pa 
per will be the reexamination of 
contemporary reports on the 
earthquake for drawing the iso
seismic map as weil as a homa
ge to the macroseismic work of 
Josef NAGEL, Imperial and 
Royal court mathematician, 
and Dr. Maximilian HELL, Impe
rial and Royal court astrono
mer. 

BIOGEOCHEMISTRY OF SMALL CATCHMENTS 

Bedfich Mo/dan, Ustfedni ustav geologicky, Praha, Czecho
slovakia 

A small catchment is a well-defined drainage basin or 
watershed with the surface area usually of tens to hun
dreds of hectars but sometimes even substantially smaller 
or larger. The set of investigated processes can be greater 
if the basin contains one or more small lakes. Most often 
the catchment is situated in a comparatively undisturbed 
Iandscape i. e. in areas not affected by local environmental 
impacts. These areas could be typical for a larger region of 
a given biome. The ecosystems in the catchment are pref
erably in a late stage of ecological succession, e. g. forests . 

By investigation of the biogeochemical processes the in 
puts and outputs of energy and matter to the catchment 
and out of it are studied: the atmospheric deposition of 
rain , snow, fog, particles or gases, evaporation and degass
ing , subsurface and surface runoft of water with dissolved 
and undissolved material, incoming solar radiation and out
going infrared radiation fluxes. Biological processes com
prise exchange of energy, water, and gases by photosyn 
thetic and respirative processes and water transpiration. lt 
is of key importance to investigate any man-caused flows 
of matter and energy. 

These observations are complemented by the investiga 
tion of the processes within the catchment, such as rock 
weathering, chemical and mechanical erosion, soil pro
cesses including soil biology, limnological and hydrobiolog
ical processes, internal biogeochemical cycles within the 
forest and other ecosystems, the dynamics of living organ 
isms and their biogeochemical role . Attention is paid not 
only to the more or less regular processes such as the ac
cumulation of a certain compound in the soil but also to all 
sorts of seasonal or random episodes such as thaws, 
storms, floods, and remarkable biological events . 

To improve our understanding of the functioning of the 
catchment's biogeochemistry, experiments could be per
formed . These include liming, fertilization , irrigation, bio
logical manipulations, forest management, artificial acidifi 
cation, and controlled release of chemieals including radi 
oisotopes. Such studies could also be helpful in establish -
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Table 1 - Characteristics of the catchments 

Catchment Location Altitude 
ma.s.l. 

Name Code Highest Lowest 

Na Lizu SUM 13. 41'E 1 073 825 
49°04' N 

Mlymlfüv luh MLL 13°50'E 546 400 
so· oo·N 

Jezeri KRH 13. 28'E 924 475 
so· 33' N 

Salacova Lhota TRN 15• oo·e 744 557 
49• 32'N 

ing countermeasures against anthropogenic influences. 
For more complex elucidation of various biogeochemical 

processes - e. g. hydrochemical ones - mathematical 
models may be applied . Models exists e. g. for short-term 
episodic Simulation of stream water chemistry and for 
long-term prediction of future response to changes in en 
vironmental parameters such as atmospheric deposition 
patterns . 

The concept of biogeochemical investigation enables us 
to integrate more or less isolated, divergent, or at least not 
directly connected studies. Main features of the new ap
proach are : 

i) The work of various specialists is tied up by the com 
mon objective to study the energo-material processes 
which could be expressed in terms of matter and energy 
fluxes. All studied processes are recognized as constitu 
ents of biogeochemical " metabolism" of the whole catch 
ment. 

ii) The studies are located in one place and coordinated 
in time. The area of a small catchment can be regarded as 
a sort of nature laboratory. lt has naturally delineated bor
ders and the hydrological, geological, biological, and other 
conditions can be weil defined. ln the same time it is both 
a part of a real biome and a laboratory- like workplace 
equipped with hardware where measurements can be re 
peated and checked and experiments can be performed. 

Fig. 1: Geographical location of small catchments studied by Geological Sur
vey, Prague. 
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Surface Vegetation Bedrock Mean Mean 
area cover annual annual 
ha precipitation temperature 

mm ·c 

101 spruce forest gneiss 950 4.8 
100 % 

202 mixed forest rhyolites 535 6.8 
100 % andesites 

261 demaged gneiss 850 5.8 
spruce forest 
50 % 

168 spruce and gneiss 700 6.2 
pine forest 
100 % 

At present, small catchment research is going on in at 
least 20 different countries. Most of it is concentrated into 
temperate forest zone of Europe and North America but 
catchments in other biomes including tropical zones of 
South America are studied, too . ln Europe, an informal net
work already exists covering the whole 'pollution gradient' 
from pristine Iandscape in Northern Scandinavia to heavily 
affected areas of Central Europe. A proposal for establish
ing a world-wide network of small catchments has already 
been formulated . 

Our research group within the Geological Survey of 
Prague has been studying biogeochemical processes of 
small catchments since 1974. We started to measure main 
fluxes and other phenomena in about five forested and ag 
ricultural small catchments within the Trnavka River Basin 
(about 80 km southeast of Prague) . At present, we are in
vestigating catchments in Kfivoklatsko Biosphere ~eserve 
(40 km west of Prague) , in Krusne hory Mts and in Sumava 
Mts in addition to Trnavka catchments (Fig . 1 ). The basic 
characteristics of the catchments are summarized in 
Table 1. 

The areas where catchments are located represent dif
ferent "pollution landscapes" of Bohemia. The differences 
areweil documented by the Ievei of the typical constituents 
of acidic atmospheric deposition, sulphur and hydrogen 
ions (Table 2) . 

""'·-·-
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Under development is the net of about 20 catchments 
covering the whole area of Czechoslovakia. We have col 
lected basic Information on 45 catchments out of which the 
final setwill be carefully selected . 

Long-term integrated biogeochemical research and mon
itoring of small catchments has proven to be a very valu 
able tool for assessing both natural and man-made 
changes in the environment. The Iist of environmental im 
pacts reflected by processes in small catchments includes 
- among others - acidification of soils, surface and 
ground water, depletion of nutrients and accumulation of 
harmful substances in the soil, transport of atmospheric 
pollution , changes in physical and chemical parameters of 
climate, e. g. growing concentration of co2 or depletion of 
stratospheric 0 3 , effects of land-use on the geochemical 
balance, e. g. eutrofication. The monitaring can reveal the 
effects of the reduction of emissions of sulphur and nitrog
en agreed by European countries . 

The geochemical and integrated monitaring of small 
catchments and the investigation of biogeochemical pro
cesses within them is the main programme of the Environ
mental Geochemistry Group of the Prague Geological Sur
vey. We recommend to our Austrian colleagues to start 
with similar research in their country. There, to our knowl 
edge, no monitored small catchment exists yet. We offer 
our rather long experience. The results from Austria will be 
very valuable especially when related to the data from ex
isting catchments in Switzerland , Federal Republic of Ger
many, and Czechoslovakia . 

Table 2 - Atmospheric deposition into small catchments 

Catch- Sub- Wet deposition Dry depo- Total 
ment stance 

vertical horizontal 
sition 

SUM s 18 8 11 37 
H+ 0.5 0.2 0.9 1.6 

MLL s 15 0 39 54 
H• 0.41 0 3.0 3.4 

KRH s 30 71 80 164 
H• 0.79 0.4 9 6.1 

TRN s 12 0 13 25 
H+ 0.32 0 1.0 1.3 

Units : kg ha-1 yr-1. Wet vertical deposition : rain , snow. 
Wet horizontal deposition: fog, rime-ice. 
Dry deposition: absorption of acidic gases S0 2 , NOx. 

Abstrakt 

Mala povodi jsou vybrana 
uzemi o rozloze okolo 1 km 2

, si 
tuovana vetsinou V pfirodnich 
oblastech, nesmeji byt ovlivne
na lokalnimi zdroji znecisteni. 
Povod i jsou vybavena komple
xem technickych zai'izeni , jez 
umozi\uji integrovany vyzkum 
biogeochemickych procesü. 
Jde pi'edevsim o latkove vstupy 
(napi'iklad atmosfericka depozi 
ce) a latkove vystupy (povrcho
vY a podzemni odtok). Uvniti' 
povodi se sleduji dalsi proeasy 
(püdni, biologicke apod.) . Vy
sledky pi'inaseji spolehlive in
formace o celkovem stavu pi'i 
rodniho prosti'edi . Üsti'edni 
ustav geolog icky sleduje mala 
povodi ve ctyi'ech oblastech, 
V ramci CSSR je budovan sys
tem Geomon. Rakouske strane 
se navrhuje zahajit obdobny v'{
zkum . 
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Zusammenfassung 

Kleine Einzugsgebiete (Fluß
becken) sind ausgewählte Ge
biete mit einer Flächenausdeh
nung von etwa 1 km 2

, die mei 
stens in Naturgebieten gelegen 
sind . Sie sind mit einem Kom 
plex technischer Einrichtungen 
ausgestattet, die eine integrier
te Erforschung der biogeoche
mischen Vorgänge ermögli 
chen . Dies betrifft vor allem die 
Stoffzufuhr (z. B. atmosphäri 
sche Niederschläge) und -ab
fuhr (ober- und unterirdischer 
Abfluß) . Innerhalb des Einzugs
gebiets werden weitere Vor
gänge (Boden-, biologische 
Vorgänge usw.) untersucht. Die 
Untersuchungsergebnisse bie
ten eine verläßliche Auskunft 
über den Gesamtzustand der 
natürlichen Lebensumwelt. Die 
Geologische Zentralanstalt in 
Prag verfolgt kleine Einzugsge
biete in vier Regionen, im Rah 
men der CSSR wird das Geo
mon-System aufgebaut. Der 

Österreichischen Seite wird 
vorgeschlagen , ähnliche For
schungen aufzunehmen . 

THE LOCHKOVIAN-PRAGIAN BOUNDARY IN THE 
LOWER DEVONIAN OF THE BARRANDIAN AREA 
( CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

1. G_hlupac 1
, P. Lukes ', F. Paris2

, H. P. Schönlaub 3 

1 Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 
2 Universite Rennes, Laboratoire de Paleontologie et de 

Stratigraphie, Rennes, France 
3 Geologische Bundesanstalt, Wien, Austria 

Summary from : Jahrbuch Geol. Bundesanst., Bd . 128, 
Heft 1, p. 9-41 . Wien , Mai 1985 

Six selected sections of the Lochkovian-Pragian boun 
dary beds in the Barrandian area of central Bohemia were 
subjected to investigations of mega- and microfossils . 
Joint occurrence of different stratigraphically important 
fossil groups, particularly dacryoconarid tentaculites, cono
donts, chitinozoans, trilobites, brachiopods, graptolites 
a. o. allows a correlation from different viewpoints. The 
Lochkovian -Pragian boundary as originally defined is drawn 
in a conformable succession of marine carbonate rocks 
which include fine -grained pelagic up to shallow-water 
biodetrital facies . The faunal relationships and lineages 
suggest an uninterrupted development and evolution . The 
Lochkovian-Pragian boundary interval and the boundary 
proper is distinguishable by means of dacryoconarid ten
taculites, conodonts, chitinozoans, trilobites, brachiopods, 
echinoderms, etc. A proposal for a conodont-based Loch 
kovian -Pragian boundary is presented . 

LOWER PALEOZOIC 
IN THE RESEARCH COOPERATION 
BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Jiff Kffi, Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Czechoslovakia 

There are very close paleogeographic relationships be
tween the Lower Paleozoic rocks of Czechoslovakia and 
Austria and this is an obvious reason for close research 
cooperation between the both countries. Recent coopera
tion started a little more than twenty years ago when after 
the world war the first Austrian geologists (H. Flügel et al.) 
realized first visits of Bohemian and Moravian Lower Paleo
zoic localities. ln exchange J. Ki'iz (1969) and I. Chlupac 
(1970) , both from the Geological Survey, Prague, visited 
Austrian localities in the Carnic Alps, in Gratz Area and in 
the "Grauwacken Zone" where H. P. Schönlaub (Geolo
gische Bundesanstalt, Vienna) mapped Lower Paleozoic 
rocks and studied conodonts for Stratigraphie purposes. 
J. Ki'iz collected Silurian bivalves in the Carnic Alps during 
his first (1969) and further visits (1975 and 1982). Detailed 
study of the family Cardiolidae (Ki'iz 1974 and 1979) showed 
that bivalves represent one of important groups to corre
late Silurian of Austria and Silurian of the Prague Basin . 
Since carbonate Sedimentation occurred in the Silurian of 
the Carnic Alps earlier than in Bohemia, the first known Sil 
urian epibyssate Bivalvia developed here earlier (in the 
middle Wenlock) . Silurian bivalves of the Carnic Alps re
present important ancestral forms of lineages which later 
(upper Wenlock, Ludlow and Pi'idoli) prospered in the 
Prague Basin as "Bohemian type" Bivalvia dominated com 
munities (Ki'iZ, 1984) . 



INFORMATIVE REPORTS 

To correlate the Silurian and Devonian of Austria and Bo
hemia H.-P. Schönlaub visited several times geological 
sections in Bohemia to sample them for conodonts . ln 
cooperation with J. KfiZ particular attentionwas paid to the 
Ludlow and Pridoli sections and more than 250 large sam
ples were processed for conodonts in Schönla~bs labo_ra 
tory in the Geologisc~e Bundesanstalt . m penod 
1973 - 1982. Biostratigraphie results were subm1tted m 1981 
and 1983 in a form of proposals to the International Sub
commission for the Silurian Stratigraphy (I.U.G .S.) to esta
blish Pridoli as internationally accepted highest subdivision 
of the Silurian System with its international boundary strat
atype in Bohemia. Schönlaub's contributio~ o~ conodonts 
represented substantial part of the~.~ subm1ss1ons .. ~n 1984 
the proposal of working group (Knz, Jaeg~r, Schonl_aub) 
was accepted internationally by the International Stratigra
phie Commission at the International Geolol:!i.cal .congress 
in Moscow. Later, the monograph on the Pndoll was pu
blished by KfiZ, Jaeger, Paris and Schönlaub (1986) . 

During 1975 and 1982 field trips to the Carnic Alps also 
Upper Ordovician brachiopods were collected at _the Hoher 
Trieb section in the Carnic Alps (Uqua Formation) . They 
were studied in detail and results published by Havlicek, 
KfiZ and Serpagli (1987) . Another important study of upp~r
most Ordovician brachiopods from the Hoher Tneb sect1on 
prepared in cooperation (Jaeger, Havlicek, Schönlaub 1975) 
should be mentioned at this place . 

Conodont studies were also realized by Schönlaub in 
cooperation with I. Chlupac du ring 1977 - 1979. Mos~ of im
portant Lower Devonian sections in the Prague Basm were 
sampled for conodonts. First results were published in the 
ECOS II Conodont Symposium guidebook (Chlupac, Kriz, 
Schönlaub et al. 1980) . ln 1980 - 1984 the conodont bios_tra
tigraphic studies continued especially at the Loch_k~vlan
Pragian boundary. The con_odonts s~pp~rted d1stmctly 
correlation of this boundary m Bohem1a w1th other world 
regions and results were published by Chlupac, Lukes, Pa 
ris and Schönlaub in 1985. 

ln 1988 Chlupac and Schönlaub participated in the dis
cussions concerning Devonian - Carboniferous boundary 
as members of the working group (in Courtmacsherry, Ire-
land) . . 

One of the important results of the research coopera~1on 
was joint organization of the Second Cono~ont Symposl~f!l 
(ECOS II) in Austria and Boherr:lia .. The f1eld tnp _ to v1s1t 
Prague Basin most important S1lunan and ~~von1an sec
tions and localities was prepared for the part1c1pants of the 
symposium and important result~ of the joint res_earc~ in 
the Carnic Alps and Prague Basm were for the f1rst t1me 
presented in the guide-book (Chlupac, KfiZ, Schönlaub et 
al. 1980). . . 

Besides above mentioned results 1mportant stud1es con
cerning the correlation between the Pale~no_ic of E?stern 
Alps and the Paleozoic of the Moravo-SIIes1an reg1on of 
Czechoslovakia summarized by Schönlaub ( 1979). should 
also be mentioned . 

lt may be concluded that research cooper?tion of the 
Lower Paleozoic rocks between the Geolog1cal Survey, 
Prague, and the Geologische Bundesanstalt, Vi~nn _a, con
tributed substantially to our knowledge on the Sllunan and 
Devonian biostratigraphy, correlation and paleontology. 
During recent research also seve~al intere~tin~ and import
ant new questions arised concernmg the Slluna~ and Devo
nian biostratigraphy and paleogeography; F~r .thls I a~ sure 
that a good cooperation which became trad1t10nal w1ll con 
tinue in the future to be profitable for both sides. 
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GEOLOGICAL MAPS FROM 
THE CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRIAN BORDER 

0/ga Mau!Jjovska, Ustfednf ustav geologicky, Praha, Cze
choslovakia 

A systematic geological investigation for the purpose ~f 
geological mapping on the scale of 1: ?5 000 has been ~arn 
ed out on the territory of SW Morav1a near SE margm of 
the Bohemian Massif. Nineteen sheets of these geological 
maps have been already issued. . 

There exists a good cooperation between the Geolog1cal 
Survey in Prague and the Geologische Bundesanstalt in 
Vienna focussed on mapping of areas along the Czechoslo
vak-Austrian state border. ln 1987 the first sheet of com
mon Czechoslovak-Austrian maps, Gross Siegharts, on the 
scale of 1:50 000 was released under editorship of 
Dr. 0. Thiele. The second sheet, Geras, is being finished 
under editorship of Dr. G. Fuchs. 

On the basis of petrochemical and petrological studies 
the distribution of metamorphic mineral facies in SW Mor
avia could be defined and more precise knowledge of the 
metamorphic development of the high-grade crystalline 
complex was gained. 

Crystalline basement in this region is represented by two 
regional units : the Moldanubicum and Moravicum of the 
Dyje dome. The Moldanubicum exhibits a polyphase me
tamorphic development. The high regional metamorphism 
in conditions of granulite and high amphibolite facies was 
followed by an intensive regional migmatization of retro
grade character which reworked th_e rocks and gave rise .to 
advanced migmatites of orthogne1ss appearance. The m
tensity of metamorphism in the Moravicum is lower: it 
changes from greenschist facies to upper amphibolite fa
cies. 
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APPENDIX 

Cesky geologicky ui'ad - CGU 
ezech Geological Office 
Kodanska 10, es - 101 59 Praha 10, ezechoslovakia 

Slovensky geologicky urad - SGU 
Slovak Geological Office 
Bukurest'ska 4, es - 817 62 Bratislava, ezechoslovakia 

Usti'edni ustav geologicky, Praha - UUG 
Geological Survey, Prague 
Malostranske n. 19, es - 118 21 Praha 1, ezechoslovakia 

Usti'edni ustav geologicky, Praha - pobocka Brno - UUG 
Geological Survey, Prague, Branch Brno 
Leitnerova 22, es - 602 00 Brno, ezechoslovakia 

Geologicky ustav Dionyza Stura - GUDS 
Dionyz Stur Geological Institute 
Mlynska dolina 1, es - 817 04 Bratislava, ezechoslovakia 

Moravske naftove doly - MN D 
tyloravian Oil eompany 
Uprkova 6, es - 695 30 Hodonin , ezechoslovakia 

Geofyzika, Brno - GFB 
Geophysics 
Jecna 29a, es - 612 46 Brno, ezechoslovakia 

Geofyzika, Brno, zavod Praha 
Geophysics, Brno, Enterprise Praha 
Geologicka 2, es - 152-00 Praha 5-Barrandov, ezechoslo
vakia 

Geofyzika, Brno, zavod Bratislava 
Geophysics, Brno, Enterprise Bratislava 
Geologicka 18, es - 825 52 Bratislava, ezechoslovakia 

Geoindustria Praha - GIP 
U prühonu 32, es - 170 04 Praha 7, ezechoslovakia 

Geoindustria Praha, zavod Jihlava - GIP 
Geoindustria Praha, Enterprise Jihlava 
Malinovskeho ul. , es - 586 01 Jihlava, ezechoslovakia 

lnziniersko-geologicky a hydrogeologicky prieskum - IGHP 
Engineering -Geological and ljydrogeological Exploration 
Rajecka cesta , es - 010 51 Zilina , ezechoslovakia 

Geologicky prieskum Spisska Nova Ves - GP SNV 
Geological Exploration 
Markusovska cesta , es - 052 40 Spisska Nova V es, eze
choslovakia 

Unigeo Ostrava 
Krmelinska 22, es - 720 00 Ostrava 20-Hrabova, ezecho
slovakia 

Ceske plynarenske podniky - CPP 
ezech Gas Enterprises 
Revolucni 2, es - 111 51 Praha 1, ezechoslovakia 

Ceskoslovenska akademie ved - CSAV 
ezechoslovak Academy of Seiences 
Narodni 3, es - 111 42 Praha 1, ezechoslovakia 

Slovenska akademia vied - SAV 
Geologicky ustav 
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Dpt. of Geology 
Dubravska cesta, es - 814 73 Bratislava, ezechoslovakia 
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Prirodovedecka fakulta univerzity Komenskeho - PFUK 
Faculty of Natural Sciences, eomenius University 
Dpt. of Economic Geology 
Zizkova 2, es - 811 02 Bratislava, ezechoslovakia 

, Geologische Bundesanstalt - GBA 
Rasumofskygasse 23, A - 1031 Wien , Austria 

Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Forschung 
BMWF 
Abteilung l/1 
Minoritenplatz 5, A-1014 Wien, Austria 

Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Angelegenheiten 
BMwA 
Sektion VII - Oberste Bergbehörde 
Landstrasser-Hauptstrasse 55 - 57, A - 1030 Wien, Austria 

Qsterreichische Mineralölverwaltung Aktiengesellschaft -
OMVAG 
Gerasdorfer Strasse 151, A-1211 Wien, Austria 

Bundesversuchs- und Forschungsanstalt Arsenal - BVFA 
Faradaygasse 3, A-1030 Wien, Austria 

Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik - ZAMG 
Hohe Warte 38, A - 1190 Wien, Austria 

Naturhistorisches Museum - NHM 
Burgring 7, A - 1014 Wien , Austria 

Universität Wien - Uni Wien 
Institut für Geologie 
Institut für Paläontologie 
Universitätsstrasse 7, A-1010 Wien, Austria 

Universität Wien - Uni Wien 
Institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik 
Hohe Warte 38, A-1190 Wien, Austria 

Universität für Bodenkultur 
Institut für Baugeologie 
Gregor Mendelstrasse 33, A-1180 Wien, Austria 

Kari-Franzens Universität 
Institut für Geologie und Paläontologie 
Heinrichstrasse 26, A - 8010 Graz, Austria 

Montanuniversität Leoben - MUL 
Institut für Geowissenschaften 
Institut für Geophysik 
A-8700 Leoben, Austria 

Landesmuseum Joanneum 
Abteilung Geologie - Paläontologie und Bergbau 
Raubergasse 10/1, A-8010 Graz, Austria 

Universität Erlangen 
Institut für Paläontologie 
Loewenichstrasse 28, D -8250 Erlangen, FRG 

Laboratoire de Paleontologie et de Stratigraphie 
Universite Rennes 
Avenue General Leclerc, F-350 31 Rennes, eedex, France 

Wichita State University 
Dpt. of Geology 
Wichita, Kansas, USA 67208 
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GEOLOGISCHE BUNDESANSTALT kopp.,, 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AUSTRIA 
Rasumofskygasse 23, Postfach 154, A-1 031 Wien 
Telefon (0222) 725674- 0, 755962- 0 
Telegrammadresse: geolba wien 
Telex: 132927 geoba a; Telefax: 725674- 56 

Historie Remarks 

1835 Foundation of the Montanistic Museum in Vienna. 
Director from 1835-1839: Friederich Mohs (t 1839). 
Director from 1840- 1849: Wilhelm Karl Ritter von 
Haidinger. 

1849 Foundation of the k. k. Geologische Reichsanstalt. 
Director from 1849-1866: Wilhelm Karl Ritter von 
Haidinger (t1871 ). 

1851 Palais Rasumofsky becomes the new seat ·af the 
k. k. Geologische Reichsanstalt 

1918 Conversion of k. k. Geologische Reichsanstalt into 
Geologische Reichsanstalt. 
From 28. 8. 1919 Geologische Staatsanstalt. 
From 11 . 8. 1921 Geologische Anstalt . 
From 24. 1. 1922 Geologische Bundesanstalt. 

1838-1945 Reichsamt für Bodenforschung Berlin 
Zweigstelle Wien . 
8omb hits in the last days of the World War II cause 
severe destructions. 

1951 The rebuilding of the hause is finished . 
1960 January 23rd, 1960; The governments of Austria and 

of Czechoslovakia conclude an agreement concern
ing the principles of geological co-operation. 

1979 Reorganisation of the Geologische Bundesanstalt. 

1989 The 30th mutual conference according to the go
vernmental agreement between Austria and Cze
choslovakia concerning geological cooperation is 
held in Austria. 



Publications of Geologische Bundesanstalt 

0 Jahrbuch der Geologischen Bundesanstalt (from 
1850) 

0 Abhandlungen der Geologischen Bundesanstalt (from 
1852) 

0 Verhandlungen der Geolog ischen Bundesanstalt 
(1867 -1982) 

0 Archiv für Lagerstättenforschung der Geologischen 
Bundesanstalt (from 1982) 

0 Bundesländerserie 
(Outlines ofthe geology 
of the Austrian federal countries) 

0 Populärwissenschaftliche Veröffentlichungen der 
Geologischen Bundesanstalt 
(from 1984) 

0 Führer zu den Arbeitstagungen 
der Geologischen Bundesanstalt 

0 Jahresbericht der Geologischen Bundesanstalt 

0 Berichte der Geologischen Bundesanstalt 
(from 1986) 

0 Geologische Karte der Republik Österreich 1:1,000.000 

0 Geologische Karte der Republ ik Österreich 1 :500.000 

0 Geologische Karte der Republik Österreich 1 :200.000 
(with explanatory notes) 

0 Geologische Karte der Republik Österreich 1 :50.000 
(with explanatory notes) 

0 Geologische Karte der Republik Österreich 1 :25.000 
(with explanatory notes ; 
not to be continued) 

0 Geologische Gebiets- und Themenkarten (with 
explanatory notes) 

Piease ask for the index of available publications from the 
Verlag der Geologischen Bundesanstalt. 
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BREACH THE GAP 
IN YOUR INFORMATION? 

DISCOVER THE CZECHOSLOVAK 
GEOLOGY THROUGH OUR 
PUBLICATIONS Ii: 

GEOLOGICAL LITERATURE FROM 
THE PUBLISHER OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Malostranske nam. 19 118 21 Praha 1 Czechoslovakia 
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GEOLOGICAL LITERATURE FROM THE PUBLISHER OF THE 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Malostranske nam. 19 
118 21 Praha 1 
Czechoslovakia 

Z. Kukal - J. Malina - R. Malinova - H. Tesarova 

MAN AND STONE 

The book describes all the aspects of the intimate 
relations between man and stone, from the dawn of 
civilization to the present day. lt explains why certain 
types were chosen, and, how they were utilized and 
processed by man. The authors' research in the field 
of geology, archaelogy, architecture and cultural 
history is incorporated in this richly illustrated book. 

Milos Suk et al. 

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE 
TERRITORY OF THE CZECH SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 

The group of authors presents a comprehensive 
study on the geological development of the Czech 
Republic viewed from modern concepts. Particularly 
interesting results have been obtained by evaluation 
of the development of Sedimentation, magmatic 
activity, and metamorphism on the territory of the 
Republic. 



• excurs1ons 

The Czechoslovak geological service invites you to 
geological (G) 
paleontolog ical (P) and 
mineralogical (M) excursions, 

to meet natural and cultural attractions of Czechoslovakia 
- the heart of geological Europe. 

Our offer: top- Ievei services 
peculiar and unforgettable experience. 

We'll comply with your individual interests - just write! 
Every year we facilitate the access to new localities. 
Every year you may get into new terrains. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
3- 5 day excursions are organized in May and June for 
100 US dollars per 1 excursion day (accommodation and 
board included). Group excursions (over 6 participants) are 
organ ized at a reduced price . 
The excursions are moderately physically demanding. 
The offer is intended not only for geological experts, but al 
so for collectors, students of geology and related sciences. 

Attendance of our foremost geologists and technicians 
duri ng the excursions guaranteed . Beside the special pro
gramme, topica l talks and sight-seeing will get you 
acquainted with life in Czechoslovakia . 
Sampies of rocks, minerals and fossils collected by yourself 
at any locality visited can be carried away in reasonable 
amount. 

APPLICATIONS 
Application forms for any type of the geological excursions 
in May- June 1991 send till March 1991. A detailed pro
gramme of the chosen excursion will be sent on your re
quest. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
From the geological viewpoint, Czechoslovakia has 
a world-un ique position. lts western part occupies the 
deep-seated Bohemian Massif where immense orogenic 
movements took place. The eastern part, on the other 
hand, is dominated by the Carpathians, a young mountain 
range showing the geological structure of the Alpine-Car
pathian system. 
For geological studies the two extensive regional geolog i
cal units are the best textbook. We can find here interest
ing geological objects from the geological past up to the 
present. 
The excursion routes pass through the localities documen
ting the complicated development of the Earth, through 
geologically significant exposures, mineral deposits, pe
trographical, mineralogical and paleontological outcrops , 
archaeological sites. Anywhere here you alone will have the 
opportunity to find scientifically valuable objects . You will 
call on museums, research institutes, modern plants. The 
programme involves sight-seeing , visits to historical towns 
and spas. 

TYPES OF THE EXCURSIONS 
G 01 Geological excursion to northern Bohemia (4-day) 
G 02 Geological excursion to eastern Slovakia , the Tatry 
Mts. (4-day) 
G 03 Geological excursion to southern Moravia (3-day) 
G 04 Geological excursion to central and northern Moravia 
(4 - 5-day) 
M 05 Mineralogical excursion to central and western Bo
hemia (3-day) 
M 06 Mineralogical and economic-geological excursion (4-
day) 
P 07 Paleontological excursion to central Bohemia (4-day) 

Do you want to get acquainted with Czechoslovak 
geology? 
For detailed information write to 
• Geological Survey (OOG). Malostranske näm. 19. 

118 21 Praha 1, Czechoslovakia (excursions G 01, 
G 03. G 04, M 05, P 07). 

• Geological Survey (GOD~). Mlynskä dolina 1. 
809 40 Bratislava. Czechoslovakia (excursion 
G 02). 
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